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Introduction Metabolites are intracellular and cell-type specific and,

thus, their diffusion properties can serve as a probe for cellular

morphology [1]–[5]. A recent study in mice has shown that brain

metabolites‘‘ apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and kurtosis

(K) diffusion-time (TD) dependence, measured with Diffusion-

Weighted MR Spectroscopy (DW-MRS), allows cellular morphology

to be recovered [6]. In this study, we demonstrate that humans brain

metabolites’’ ADC(TD) and K(TD) can be measured from short to

long TDs (6 ms to 250 ms). Moreover, we show that diffusion-

modelling can provide morphological information of neuronal and

glial cells.

Methods Data acquisition: Measurements were conducted on a 3 T

Connectom MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare) with a 32-channel

headcoil. Brain metabolite diffusion was measured at: (i) short to

intermediate TDs (6,21,37 ms) with semiLASER [5] (TE/TR:

76/3000 ms; b: 200, 1000, 2000, 3000 s/mm2; Gmax: 254 mT/m,

Fig. 1A) and (ii) intermediate to long TDs (50,100,250 ms) with

STEAM [7] (TE/TR: 37/3000 ms; b: 200, 1000, 2000, 3000, 6000,

8000 s/mm2; Gmax: 151 mT/m, Fig. 1B). Sequences were validated

in a NIST and Braino phantom (Fig. 1 C&D) [8]. A macromolecular

baseline (MMBG) was acquired for STEAM at all TDs using

metabolite nulling and moderate diffusion-weighting. Metabolite

cycling was used to preserve a water reference, that was used for coil-

channel combination, phase-offset, frequency-drift and eddy-current

correction and motion compensation [9]. Ten healthy subjects

(32.8 ± 3.4 yrs, 7 female) were measured with the VOI

(10.0 ± 1.5 mL) in posterior cingulate cortex (Fig. 2 inset).

Analysis, Fitting and Modeling: Metabolite basis-sets were simulated

with MARSS [10]. An autoencoder network trained on synthetic data

was used for denoising of the MMBG [11]. Basis-sets and MMBG

were imported in FiTAID [12] for sequential linear-combination

modeling. Two diffusion representation models were implemented in

MatLab: (i) ADC alone at low b-values (B 3000 s/mm2), and (ii)

ADC and K for the full b-value range. A two-compartment model of

fully dispersed cylinder and spheres was implemented to infer on free

diffusivity D0, sphere radius RS, cylinder radius RC, and cylinder

fraction fC.

Results and Discussion Sequence validation in phantom shows no

bias from different diffusion-encoding schemes or sequence types

(Fig. 1). The uncertainty in ADC is higher for the strongly J-coupled

metabolite myo-inositol, particularly for the spin-echo acquisition at

longer TE. The fitting of in vivo spectra shows only minor residuals

and allows for an accurate metabolite quantified (Fig. 2).

All metabolites have the same trend with increased ADCs at short

TDs\ 21 ms and a plateau at long TDs[ 50 ms (Fig. 3). The ADCs

of the neuronal markers NAA/tNAA are lower than the one for Glu/

Glx particularly at short TD. The glial marker ADCs of tCho and mI

are similar. All metabolites show by average a trend towards an

increased K at longer TDs (Fig. 3).

Tissue modelling shows higher uncertainty (Fig. 3) for the Kurtosis.

The mean estimated cellular parameters are: RS = 13.4 lm, RC =

3.0 lm, fC = 0.81 in neuronal and RS = 15.2 lm, RC = 3.5 lm,

fC = 0.83 in glial cells. The soma has by average a 4.4-times larger

radius than the cylindric cellular processes. The obtained free-diffu-

sivities D0 are approximately 3-times higher than those of the long

TD plateau and vary more between neuronal markers.

Conclusion The elevated metabolite ADCs at short TDs indicate a

shift in compartmental sensitivity towards smaller cellular structures,

while the non-zero plateau at long TD underpins the hypothesis of

metabolite diffusion rather in long branched cylinders than small

organelles. The increase in Kurtosis with longer TD hints at larger

interactions with cellular boundaries.
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The faster diffusivity observed for Glu/Glx in comparison to NAA/

tNAA cannot be explained by the lower molecular weight alone and

might indicate an extracellular Glu/Glx fraction that diffuses faster.

Although studies in animals have shown differences in the cellular

morphology between neuronal and glial cells, our results point to a

uniform cell-structure [6]. This is in line with a different glial mor-

phology in primates than in rodents [2]. The cellular features obtained

by the two-compartment model agree with human histology (soma &
10–15 lm, processes & 1–5 lm, fraction of processes & 0.65–0.85)

[13].

Here, we demonstrated for the first time that metabolite ADC(TD)

and K(TD) can be measured in vivo in the human brain and that

reasonable microstructural information can be obtained.
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Introduction In vivo diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance spec-

troscopy (dMRS) has emerged as a powerful technique to probe tissue

morphology at the micrometre scale and in a cell-specific manner via

the non-invasive assessment of metabolite diffusion properties1,2. The

STE-LASER sequence3, consisting of a stimulated echo (STE) dif-

fusion module followed by a LASER localization, has become the

gold-standard for rodent dMRS studies at high field. In addition to

preserving the advantages of diffusion-weighted STEAM, its block-

design yields a sharp voxel selection with the absence of cross-terms.

However, STE-LASER suffers from a long minimum echo time. In

the present work, we aimed at improving the detection and subsequent

estimation of the diffusion properties of strongly J-coupled metabo-

lites in dMRS acquisitions at high field. To do so, we developed a new

dMRS sequence, named DW-SPECIAL, based on the semi-adiabatic

SPECIAL sequence4 used for single-voxel spectroscopy, which ben-

efitted from the same advantages as STE-LASER while reducing the

minimum achievable echo time.

Methods DW-SPECIAL (Fig. 1) combines a STE diffusion block

with a semi-adiabatic SPECIAL localization: the first 90� pulse of the

STE was rendered slice-selective, an on/off slice-selective adiabatic

inversion was inserted in the mixing time and two 1808 slice-selective

adiabatic pulses placed after the STE block. Diffusion gradients were

inserted in the STE block in a bipolar fashion. Acquisitions with DW-

SPECIAL and STE-LASER were performed at 14.1 T (diffusion

time: 43 ms, 5 b-values between 0.05 and 10 ms/lm2) in vivo on the

rat brain (N = 5, voxel size: 7 9 5 9 5 mm3), using the shorter

achievable TE for each sequence. After LCModel quantification, the

apparent diffusion coefficients and intra-stick diffusivities (Cal-

laghan’s model5) were fitted and compared between the sequences for

glutamate (Glu), glutamine (Gln), myo-inositol (mIns), taurine (Tau),

total N-acetylaspartate (tNAA), total choline (tCho), total creatine

(tCr) and the mobile macromolecules (MM).

Results and discussion The shorter echo time achieved with DW-

SPECIAL (18 ms against 33 ms with STE-LASER) limited the

metabolites’ signal loss caused by J-evolution (Fig. 2). In addition,

DW-SPECIAL preserved the main advantages of STE-LASER:

absence of cross-terms, diffusion time during the STE and limited

sensitivity to B1 inhomogeneities with the use of adiabatic pulses.

Interestingly, although DW-SPECIAL did not retain the block-design

of STE-LASER, the absence of cross terms in the b-value was

ensured as long as the two stripped gradients on Fig. 1 did not

overlap. In vivo, compared to STE-LASER, DW-SPECIAL yielded

the same spectral quality (Fig. 2) but improved the within group
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homogeneity of diffusion decays for all quantified metabolites, most

strikingly for Gln (Fig. 3). Metabolites’ diffusion estimates were in

good agreement between the two sequences and DW-SPECIAL

reduced the standard deviation of the diffusion estimates based on

individual animal fitting without loss of accuracy compared to the fit

on the diffusion decay averaged across animals (Fig. 4). Due to its 1D

ISIS scheme, DW-SPECIAL might be sensitive to motion. While this

is in general not a problem in rodent experiments where the head of

the animal is fixed by a stereotaxic system, special care should be

taken for clinical translation.

Conclusion We conclude that due to its shorter echo time, DW-

SPECIAL can serve as an alternative to STE-LASER for rodent high

field dMRS when strongly J-coupled metabolites like Gln are inves-

tigated, thereby extending the range of accessible metabolites in the

context of dMRS acquisitions.
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Introduction The combination of 1H localization and distortionless

enhancement by polarization transfer (DEPT)1 can provide an

enhanced 13C signal as well as excellent localization for studying the

cerebral metabolite. The widely used ISIS2-combined DEPT is sus-

ceptible to subject motion artifacts. To address this issue, PRESS-

DEPT3 has been developed. However, its in vivo application at ultra-

high field (UHF) is limited by high local power depositions and large

chemical shift displacement errors. In contrast to ISIS and PRESS,

STEAM provides better localization performance, lower SAR and

CSDEs, and shorter TE against signal loss through T2 relaxation4.

Though it only provides half of the proton polarization, with a lower RF

power demand it enables faster repetition and potentially improves

temporal SNR. As STEAM is a single-shot technique, it is less sus-

ceptible to motion artifacts relative to ISIS. In this study, we

implemented STEAM-DEPT and compared it with ISIS-DEPT.

Phantom experiments showed signal enhancement efficiency. Natural

abundance 13C of myo-inositol (mI) was measured in the human

occipital lobe to explore temporal SNR (SNR/t) with ISIS-DEPT and

STEAM-DEPT.

Methods Hardware MR measurements were performed on a 7 T

human MR scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany)

with a dual-tuned quadrature 1H (2 circular loops, 9 cm diameter)-

quadrature 13C surface coil (2 circular loops, 6 cm diameter)5.

Pulse sequences The ISIS-DEPT and STEAM-DEPT sequences were

implemented as shown in Fig. 1. HS4 and 90� asymmetric pulse

durations are 3.5 ms and 1.6 ms, with excitation bandwidths of

5.0 kHz and 2.4 kHz at cB1/2p of 1.0 kHz. TE for STEAM is set at a

minimum of 4.5 ms. Hard pulses (200 ls rectangular pulses for 90�
excitation) were used for 1H and 13C channels in the DEPT sequence.

A delay of 100 ls was applied to the 13C frequency pulses after 1H

pulses. An experimentally optimized pulse delay of 3.8 ms was used

and the last 1H pulse flip angle h was set to 90� for optimal

enhancement of CH groups in mI.
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Phantom A phantom containing 114 mM of mI in the 1.5 L dPBS

solution was prepared. Phantom spectra were acquired with ISIS-

DEPT, STEAM-DEPT, and 3D-ISIS (TR = 5 s, 128 averages, band-

width = 20 kHz, 4096 pts, 13C carrier frequency offset at 71 ppm)

within a 3.6 9 2 9 3.6 cm3 voxel located near the coil surface.

Subjects In vivo measurements were performed on two healthy

volunteers (females; 19 and 24 years) with the informed consent

provided in accordance with the Swiss cantonal ethics committee.

Each subject was scanned with both ISIS-DEPT (TR = 5 s, 272

averages) and STEAM-DEPT (TR = 2 s, 700 averages) with the same

VOI (10 9 5 9 8 cm3) in the occipital. Each protocol took around

23 min, and other scanning parameters were the same as those used in

phantom experiments.

Post-processing All spectra were processed in Matlab R2021b for

coil combination, frequency shift correction, phase correction, aver-

aging, zero-filling to 8096 pts, and apodization. Signal intensity (SmI)

was calculated as the average height of mI resonances and the noise

level (N) was determined by the standard deviation of noise in the

80–100 ppm spectral range.

Results Phantom spectra shown in Fig. 2 were acquired with three

sequences (ISIS-DEPT, STEAM-DEPT, and 3D-ISIS). The absence

of decoupling causes the splitting of all six carbons of mI (the center

of C5 at 75.1 ppm, C1/C3 at 73.3 ppm, C2 at 73.1 ppm, and C4/C6 at

71.9 ppm), resulting in doublet separations due to JCH (* 150 Hz).

The signal enhancement of ISIS-DEPT and STEAM-DEPT, com-

pared to 3D-ISIS, is 3.3 and 1.8 times, respectively, corresponding to

the theoretical factor of cH/cC. In vivo spectra were the average of the

two subjects (Fig. 3). The measured SmI/N is 13 with ISIS-DEPT and

12 with STEAM-DEPT in 46 min.

Discussion The phase of the h pulse was alternated to eliminate

unwanted 13C signals. This necessitated a 16-step phase cycling for

ISIS-DEPT and 2-step for STEAM-DEPT, making the latter less

sensitive to subject motion. TRs were established by the minimal

requirement for optimal B1 at 6 cm from the surface coil, considering

SAR limitations for in vivo usage with the present RF coil. While

STEAM-DEPT can reach a TR of 1–2 s, ISIS-DEPT typically

requires 3.5–5 s due to higher SAR deposition led by the usage of

adiabatic full passage pulses. Despite half the signal intensity in

STEAM, STEAM-DEPT has the advantage of lower power deposi-

tion at UHF, allowing for 2.5 to 4 times faster repetition than ISIS-

DEPT, which provides a comparable temporal SNR.

Conclusion STEAM-DEPT provides adequate signal enhancement

and comparable temporal SNR to ISIS-DEPT. Additionally, STEAM-

DEPT is less susceptible to subject motion, making it a promising

option for in vivo 13C dynamic measurements which usually were

conducted over a long duration at UHF.
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Introduction The Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) approach is

an easily interpretable model to reconstruct the relative intensities of

spectral profiles of individual chemical components within a sample1.

We previously showed the feasibility of the method in a small cohort

of prostate 1H MRSI data for automated localization of cancer and

healthy tissue2. In this work, we apply the MCR method to multi-

center 3D 1H MRSI data of over 100 patients with prostate cancer and

assess its potential to classify MR spectra according to prostate cancer

aggressiveness.

Methods Multi-center prostate cancer 3D PRESS 1H MRSI data from

8 centers3,4 were included in this study, participating in the PCaMAP

trail acquired on 3 T MR systems (MAGNETOM Trio and Skyra,

Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). This cohort was supple-

mented with 14 patients with higher-grade tumours4. Spectra from 63
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patients (6 centers), were used as a training set, and spectra from 43

subjects (8 centers) as a test set. In previous work, expert radiologists

blinded from spectra assigned voxel positions as cancerous or benign

in all patients, on the basis of histopathology slides visually matched

with T2-weighted images5. This combination of voxel location and

histopathological assignment was used as the gold standard in the test

set.

Magnitude spectra (n = 49,776) in the spectral range of interest

(2–4 ppm) of the patients from the train set were used to perform

MCR, which models the data X as a linear mixture of components:

X = CS, where C and S are matrices of the pure components’ relative

abundances and their respective spectral profiles. These profiles are

obtained by imposing mathematical constraints based on physico-

chemical principles (i.e. non-negativity)6. The initial profiles were

iteratively optimized using the MCR-Alternating Least Squares

(MCR-ALS) method1, imposing a non-negativity constraint.

Two experienced spectroscopists interpreted the model’s components

to patterns of in-vivo spectroscopic shapes7. The component with the

highest intensity in the Choline ppm region (Fig. 1a -S5) was

assigned as most suspicious for the presence of cancer. The relative

intensities of each component for each voxel were normalized across

all voxels from the patients in the test set, and mapped slice-by-slice

for a qualitative validation of the model, using the histopathology

reports as gold standard. A t-test statistical comparison was performed

for the relative intensity of the tumorous component (S5) between

benign and tumor voxels. An ANOVA statistical analysis was per-

formed within the tumor-assigned voxels, separating them according

to the latest Gleason Grade Group (GG) classification of prostate

tumors8 (GG1, Gleason score B 6; GG2, Gleason score 3 ? 4 = 7;

GG3, Gleason score 4 ? 3 = 7; GG4, Gleason scores 4 ? 4 = 8,

3 ? 5 = 8 and 5 ? 3 = 8; GG5, Gleason scores 9–10). The aim was

to investigate the correlation of the relative intensity of the tumorous

component with the Grade Group. Of note: no quality control of the

spectra in the test set was applied: all radiologically selected voxels

(blinded from spectra) were used.

Results/Discussion The optimal number of components, as assessed

by SVD, was 5 for the training set (Fig. 1). We assigned the spec-

troscopic profiles of S1 and S2, with relatively high intensity in the

Cit ppm range, to spectra for benign tissue (Fig. 1b). The spectro-

scopic profile of S5 (Fig. 1a), with elevated intensity in the Cho ppm

range, was assigned as representative for tumor spectra (Fig. 1b).

One example of mapping the relative intensity of components

S1 ? S2 and S5 is presented for a slice in a patient with a GG5 tumor

(Fig. 2). The quantitative assessment showed that the S5 component

significantly discriminates (p\ 0.01) between voxels from benign

and tumorous tissue (Fig. 3).

For the tumor voxels that were separated into the 5 Gleason Grade

Groups, the ANOVA statistical analysis showed a significant corre-

lation between the relative intensity of the S5 component with tumor

aggressiveness (Fig. 4).

Conclusion MCR-ALS can be used for the extraction of common

spectroscopic components without the need of prior knowledge. The

components, extracted from multi-center data, can be used to classify

prostate spectra without quality control as benign and tumorous.

Additionally, the method can assess tumor aggressiveness. Alto-

gether, our approach can be considered as a step towards the

development of an automated tool for the classification of prostate

MRSI spectra as tumorous and benign, as well as to assess tumor

aggressiveness.
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Introduction The acquisition of motor skills has been shown to elicit

widespread structural, functional, and metabolic changes throughout

the human brain. Of particular interest is the role of c-aminobutyric

acid (GABA) being the primary inhibitory neurotransmitter in the

brain. The modulation of GABA has been reported to be associated

with resting-state sensorimotor network connectivity (SNC) as mea-

sured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) in young

adults1,2. However, it is not clear how GABAergic modulation of

intrinsic neural activity is organized in elderly population known to

have reduced levels of GABA and SNC3–5, accompanied by deteri-

oration in motor performance. In particular, it remains elusive (1) how

the interplay between GABA and resting brain activities adapts with

advancing age, and (2) whether motor learning can elicit comparable

modulatory effects on functional connectivity and metabolism in

older individuals.

In this study, we seek to address these questions by examining lon-

gitudinal effects of balance learning on the MRS-measured GABA

level and on SNC in a group of older adults in contrast to a resting

control group.

Methods Thirty-one healthy volunteers (65–82 years old) gave

informed consent prior to the study including 7 T MR measurements

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) before and after balance learning. A

0.6 9 0.6 9 0.6 mm MP2RAGE sequence was used to acquire

structural images. Localized 1H single-voxel spectra from the sen-

sorimotor cortex were acquired by MEGA-sSPECIAL6. Furthermore,

whole-brain fMRI was performed with a gradient-echo EPI sequence

with voxel dimension 1.3 9 1.3 9 1.3 mm. After the first MR ses-

sion, the learning group underwent three months of progressive,

multifaceted balance training for 3 times per week in supervised

group sessions. The control group was instructed to maintain their

original lifestyle. After three months, both groups underwent the

second MR session with identical protocols.

MR spectra were frequency drift, phase and tissue composition cor-

rected and unsuppressed water signal was used for metabolite

quantification. Resting-state fMRI data were corrected for head

motion and distortion, normalized to MNI space, smoothed, regressed

out residual signal and high-pass filtered. Processed fMRI images

across all sessions are concatenated together to a 4D time series where

a dual-regression approach was used to derive individual-level mean

SNC1. Between-group difference in GABA levels and SNC before

and after training were tested using mixed-design ANOVA followed

by post-hoc ANCOVA and t-tests. The relationship between GABA

and SNC baseline levels and changes were tested using Pearson’s

correlation.

Results Demographic information for the participants and spectral

quality parameters are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows MRS voxel

location and the identified resting-state sensorimotor network. Fig-

ure 3 shows changes in GABA levels and SNC in both groups.

Mixed-design ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect

between outcome and time for both GABA levels and SNC, respec-

tively (GABA p = 0.02, SNC p = 0.002). Post-hoc analysis found

that this is driven by a significant increase in GABA and SNC in

learning group (GABA p = 0.004, SNC p = 0.003). No significant

correlation was found between GABA and SNC either for baseline or

change (p[ 0.1).

Discussion Our finding that long-term balance learning results in

increased GABA and SNC suggests that the age-related decline in

cortical GABA level and functional connectivity can be reverted (at

least partly) by 3 months of learning balance tasks. However, the

observed increase in GABA and SNC and their corresponding base-

line levels do not correlate which is in slight contrast to prior

research1,2. It might be speculated that the link between GABAergic

modulation and functional connectivity is disrupted as a result of

aging. Most importantly, the current study demonstrated that long-

term balance learning can enhance sensorimotor inhibitory tone and

improve connectivity within the sensorimotor network in elderly

population.
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Introduction Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the primary cause of

dementia and can currently only be diagnosed with invasive meth-

ods1. MR Spectroscopy (MRS) is a non-invasive technique, capable

of giving an insight into the brain neurochemistry associated with

diseases, and therefore revealing AD biomarkers.

Previous studies have investigated the levels of metabolites such as

myo-Inositol (Ins), N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), Choline (Cho), and

Creatine (Cr) in the brains of AD patients2. However, there is not a

wide consensus yet on the variation of the concentrations of the

metabolites in AD2.

Metabolites act together in metabolic networks and often the optimal

biological insight can be achieved when using multivariate methods

that consider the correlation between metabolites3. Orthogonal Pro-

jection to Latent Structures Discriminant Analysis (OPLS-DA) is one

of those methods and has been successfully applied to AD classifi-

cation based on the 1HNMR concentrations of CSF metabolites4 and

MR volumetric data5.

Previously, we proposed a macromolecule model that enables the

quantification of both metabolites and macromolecules (MM) and

applied that method to quantify a dataset comprising spectra of the

PCC of the whole AD spectrum6. Now, our aim is 1) to discriminate

the diagnosis of the AD spectrum based on the neurochemical profile

in the PCC, 2) to identify the most predictive metabolites and

macromolecules for classification, and 3) to compare the prediction

from OPLS-DA with other approaches like logit regression.

Methods Acquisition parameters are summarized in Fig. 1. The study

sample was composed of 115 volunteers: 27 AD, 26 mild cognitive

impairment (MCI), 30 subjective cognitive decline (SCD), and 32

healthy controls (HC).

Spectra were processed using a MATLAB tool including the fol-

lowing steps: Summation of odd and even acquisitions, weighted and

phase-corrected coil combination, frequency correction and averag-

ing. A parametrized MM model with 15 MM peaks and 13 ratios of

correlated MM peaks is used for quantification6. LCModel‘‘s

metabolite concentration estimates underwent absolute quantification

following Near et al. 20217. For MM, only partial volume, but no

relaxation times correction was applied.

Two classifications were evaluated: HC vs AD, and HC ? SCD vs

MCI ? AD Three methods were compared: 1. Logit regression with

the most significant metabolite myo-Inositol as a predictor (MIns). 2.

Logit regression with all significantly different metabolites and

macromolecules as predictors (MSig). 3. OPLS-DA with all

metabolites and macromolecules as features (OPLSDA).

All the models comprised a Monte Carlo cross-validation (MCCV,

200 cycles) with random train:test split 80:20. For OPLS-DA, 4 ortho

components were used. All metrics were calculated by averaging

across the MCCVs. ROC curves were calculated and the variables’’

importance in projection (VIP) was investigated. Accuracies from the

individual MCCVs tested for differences with ANOVA and Tukey as

post-hoc.

Results Concentrations are reported in Fig. 2. In the classification HC

vs AD, OPLS-DA leads to a significantly higher AUC than MIns and

MSig (p\ 0.05 both). In the classification HC ? SCD vs MCI ?

AD, OPLS-DA differences in ROC curves were not significant.

OPLS-DA exhibited a better accuracy compared to both MIns and

MSig (p\ 0.0001 both). MSig and MIns had similar accuracies.

Accuracy data are reported in Fig. 3, VIP in Fig. 4.

Discussion To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

including the results of macro-molecule quantitation in a clinical

MRS application and the first work applying OPLS-DA to AD-related

MRS data. Based on MRS data alone, we could distinguish AD and

HC patients with a mean accuracy of 79%. Previous MR imaging-

based studies achieved accuracies between 76 and 91%8. Combining

MR imaging with MRS might improve those classifications.

OPLS-DA performs significantly better than the other two models in

terms of accuracy. ROC curves show improved performance as well.

In Fig. 4, VIP shows good agreement with the significant differences

in concentrations. The most predictive metabolite for both compar-

isons is Ins, which is associated with glial inflammation2. In the

comparison HC vs AD, tCr which is associated with energetic

metabolism and tCho associated with cell membrane degradation and

demyelination2 are predictive as well. The most discriminating MM

are M4.04 and M2.05 assigned to the resonance of histidine and

glutamate in brain proteins9. Future studies might investigate the role

of proteins rich in those amino acids in the progression of AD.

Conclusion We applied explainable machine learning to classify the

diagnosis of the AD spectrum, considering only brain 1HMRS data.

Our findings point out that considering the whole neurochemical

profile with an opportune method led to a better classification of

diseases and a deeper understanding of the variables that may play a

significant role in the disease.
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1Université de Lyon, INSA-Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1,
UJM-Saint Etienne, CNRS, Inserm, CREATIS UMR 5220, U1206,
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2Siemens Healthineers, Paris, France;
3LIBM—Laboratoire Interuniversitaire de Biologie de la Motricité,
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Introduction 31P-MRS and 1H-MRI are the non-invasive techniques

of choice to explore lipid and energy metabolism1,2. The objective of

this study is to provide evidence on the impact of long-term fasting

(12 days, 250 kcal/day), on metabolism and muscle integrity in rep-

resentative subjects. Indeed, fasting could represent a nutritional

intervention of great interest for public health, whose effects on our

organs must be carefully demonstrated3,4.

Methods The GENESIS (lonG tErm FastiNg multi-systEm adapta-

tions. In humanS) study5 is a prospective, single-arm, interventional

study of 32 subjects. All NMR acquisitions were performed on a 3 T

clinical MRI (Magnetom Prisma, Siemens Healthineers) at three-time

points, before, after, and 1 month after the end of fasting.

A high-resolution 3D isotropic Dixon anatomical sequence was used

for segmentation6 and muscle volume extraction7. A 3D gradient

multi-echo chemical-shift-encoded imaging (CSE-MRI) sequence

(TR = 16 ms, TE = 12 9 1.2 ms), was used to extract fat fraction

map and relaxometry data8,9. Lipid metabolism was derived from

single-voxel STEAM (TR/TE: 2 s/20 ms) 1H-MRS acquisitions on

the thigh muscle.
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Energy metabolism was explored by dynamics FID 31P-MRS

(TR = 4 s) acquisitions on the leg of volunteers with saturation bands

to minimize the signal from unstressed muscle and bone10. The

platform was equipped with an MRI-compatible ergometer (ErgoS-

pect), with its calf module. Subjects were lying supine with the dual

1H/31P surface coil (Rapid GMBH) under their calf muscle

(Fig. 1–2).

The physical activity of participants was measured with a Motion-

Watch 8� actigraphy system (CamNtech). A maximal incremental

cycling cardiopulmonary exercise testing on a cycloergometer was

performed following a ramped protocol to determine the VO2max,

the first ventilatory threshold (VT1) and the respiratory exchange

ratio (RER) values.

Comparisons between time points were performed using a repeated

measures ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni multiple comparison test

(Xlstat) with a = 0.05 and a = 0.0167, respectively and paired T-tests

with a = 0.05.

Results and Discussion Despite a 7.5% loss in total body weight and

a 4% loss in leg muscle volumes, subjects showed neither significant

changes in muscle integrity nor force.

Relaxometry results indicate no significant variation in T2 and body

composition results indicate a significant decrease of PDFF compared

to the basal state at M-1.

No significant difference was observed in PCr and Pi concentration

over time. A significant difference was observed for pH after fasting,

but a slight trend toward a minor decrease at all exercise steps. The

PCr depletion/consumption during exercise was comparable between

the fed and unfed phases, and PCr recovery characterized by sPCr

showed similar values after a period of fasting to the values measured

before and after one month.

The lipid metabolism and EMCL/IMCL ratio in the muscle varied

during fasting, with marked lipid exchange between extra and intra-

cellular that returned to basal level after one month re-feeding

(Fig. 3).

There was no difference in maximal oxygen uptake relative to

bodyweight during the ergometer test (i.e. VO2max). However, the

VT1 increased significantly (p = 0.03) by 10% and the RER signifi-

cantly decreased (p\ 0.001) with also a 10% change during the

fasting period (Fig. 4).

Actimetry data showed no changes when considering the amount of

vigorous daily physical activity. Nevertheless, we observed signifi-

cant changes in the amount of moderate, low and sedentary daily

activity, with less moderate and low-level activities and more

sedentary time during fasting period, compared to before and after.

Conclusion Muscle metabolism remains preserved and unchanged

despite 12 days-long fasting, with no evidence of changes in mito-

chondrial respiration and/or general muscle cell function as explored

by dynamic 31P-MRS.

On the other hand, we observed lipid changes including a transfer

from EMCL to IMCL during fasting, which appears as an active

process modifying the intracellular lipid distribution. This is likely an

adaptive phenomenon for a better availability of fatty acids, which

become the major energetic substrate of the mitochondrial respiratory

chain. Since the diverse intracellular compartments contribute to

global cell homeostasis and the intracellular trafficking of lipids and

proteins are closely related, these results open new perspectives while

motivating further investigations.
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Introduction Here we provide an MRI sequence which allows slice

selection and 2D-imaging of hard tissues with T2* as short as 275 ls

within clinically acceptable scan times even at fields as low as 260

mT. Our proposed sequence combines slice selection through spin-

locking, which features a much more benign decay (T1q[ [T2*),

and a hard tissue imaging sequence (ZTE), providing a new and

robust tool for slice selection of the shortest-lived tissue signals in the

body.

Methods We present PreSLoP (Preserved Spin-Locked PETRA,

Fig. 1), a 2D slice selective imaging sequence suitable for ultra-short

T2* samples. Here, slice selection is performed by means of a spin-

locking (SL) RF pulse of amplitude B1 in the presence of magnetic

gradient of strength gSL. In-slice signal decay during SL is delayed

(T1q[[T2*), leaving a slice FWHM given by D = B1/(2gSL). The

SL time required for the slice to be selected can be roughly estimated

as t = 7p/(2cB1), even though longer spin-locking durations can be

used as a tunable contrast. After SL, a - 908 pulse protects the in-

slice magnetization from T2* decay while the slice-selection and

imaging gradients are switched off/on respectively. Finally, a reex-

citation pulse is applied and a FID is radially acquired in k-space.

Missing central k-space points are then recovered in a point-wise

fashion, as in PETRA. All experiments are performed in a 0.26 T

scanner.

Results Fig. 2 shows a slice of a horse tooth (left, T2*& 260 us)

acquired with 3D PETRA (middle) and the same slice encoded with

PreSLoP (right). As compared to standard 3D ZTE sequences, Pre-

SLoP achieves the same signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in 3 times shorter

scan times. This is due to the filling scheme of the finite gap at the

center of k-space unavoidable with ZTE sequences.

In Fig. 3 we study the performance of PreSLoP for slice selection of

an ultrashort T2* sample in the presence of softer matter (Fig. 3a),

containing two clay tooth molds (T2*& 550 ls) embedded in a piece

of ham (T2*& 18 ms). In Fig. 3b we compare the middle slice of 3D-

PETRA (left) and PreSLoP (right) selecting same slice with equiva-

lent thickness. Finally, in Fig. 3c we assess the quality of the selected

slice with PreSLoP (bottom row), using as reference the full phantom

acquired with PETRA (top row).

Conclusions The proposed sequence is capable of slice-selective

imaging of ultra-short T2* biological tissues within clinically

acceptable scan times even in our low-field MRI scanner. The nature

of spin-locking enables not only imaging slices of isolated hard tis-

sues, but also combinations of hard and soft matter These protocols

may find application in clinical diagnosis of injuries in bones and

oral/dental exploration, among others.
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Introduction One of the drawbacks of 3D MRI is its vulnerability to

physiological fluctuations—e.g., cardiac pulsation, breathing, and eye

movements—during the scan. These semi-periodic fluctuations often

produce artifacts in the MRI images including in some 3D steady-

state GRE sequence variants used clinically. Randomizing the

acquisition order can suppress such artifacts but may also increase the

apparent noise1-7, e.g., in cases of slow subject movement or slow

changes in eddy currents. Here we designed a new semi-randomized

trajectory having a cutoff frequency for artifacts suppression. Fluc-

tuations above this cutoff are suppressed, whereas changes from slow

movement are not affected. The new approach was examined in

simulations and scanning. Two steady-state 3D GRE scan variants

were scanned in vivo. One with parameters used in 3D T2
*/SWI

sequences, commonly suffering from artifacts near blood vessels, and

the second with parameters of a scan used for quantitative estimation

of T2,8 suffering from artifacts due to cardiac pulsation in the

ventricles.

Methods Simulations included a point-distribution whose phase

modulated with an angular frequency x as an artifact source. The

signal was analytically ‘‘sampled’’ on a 2D Cartesian k-space grid

using different trajectories. Fig. 1 shows the trajectories examined.

The simulation used 128 9 128 phase encodes (PE), TR 20 ms, and a

cutoff of 1 Hz. This included five options: 1) ‘‘Ordered’’—the

standard sequential ordering of a 2D PE grid; 2) ‘‘Gilbert’’—a gen-

eralized version of the Hilbert curve, supporting rectangular domains9

(this option was shown useful in previous works7); 3) ‘‘Full-Scram-

bling’’—full randomization; and two local scrambling alternatives: 4)

‘‘Segment-Scrambling’’ and 5) ‘‘Local-Scrambling’’ (using fcutoff/1.2).

In Segment-Scrambling the cutoff frequency defines a segment length

within which the sampling order is scrambled. However, this design

left residual sensitive frequency ranges above the cutoff frequency,

see Fig. 1f. In Local-Scrambling a smoother scrambling is performed,

over the same time shifts range as in Segment-Scrambling, but

without splitting the acquisition into distinct segments.

In vivo scans were performed on a 7 T system (MAGNETOM Terra,

Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen) using a modified GRE sequence that

supports arbitrary ordering of the PE lines as well as an option to

interleave two orderings—allowing a simultaneous acquisition of the

two and thus a fair comparison. The scan parameters of GRE variant I

were: FOV 220 9 184 9 104 mm3, resolution 0.6 9 0.6 9 2 mm3,

BW per pixel 330 Hz, TR/TE 22/14 ms, flip angle 15�, and acceler-

ation 9 2. The actual number of acquired lines was 52 9 181

(kz 9 ky). Scan duration was 3:30 min (and 07:00 min when inter-

leaving). The scan parameters of GRE variant II were: FOV

220 9 220 9 144 mm3, resolution 1 9 1 9 1 mm3, BW per pixel

400 Hz, TR/TE 10/4.38 ms, and flip angle 24�. Scan duration was

5:23 min.

Results Fig. 1 shows the orderings examined and compares the

intensity of the worst ‘‘artifact’’ as a function of modulation fre-

quency. Fig. 2 shows a static phantom scans with full randomization

producing extra global noise at a specific bandwidth (may be eddy

current related), while using local scrambling removes such noise.

Fig. 3 shows human scans of GRE variant I with different ordering

schemes. Fig. 4 shows both Ordered and Local-Scrambling scans of

GRE variant II (using RF phase increment of 1.5�, instead of the

commonly used increment for RF spoiling).

Discussion Scrambling the order of the acquisition can significantly

suppress physiological artifacts. However, full randomization can also

add noise (see Fig. 2), especially in cases of slow or gradual changes,

from e.g. eddy currents, breathing, or slow subject movement. Local

scrambling acquisition schemes reduce the artifacts from local fluc-

tuations while giving control over the cutoff frequency (of the

fluctuations) above which the artifacts are reduced. Figures 3 and 4

clearly show the benefit of using Local-Scrambling over other

schemes.

Conclusions We have demonstrated a novel technique, Local-

Scrambling, which can easily be implemented in the scanner to

drastically reduce artifacts stemming from physiological signal fluc-

tuations. Local-Scrambling utilized in a common 3D GRE variant

used for T2
*/SWI practically removed the artifacts near the blood

vessels, with a pronounced improvement in the brainstem. Fig. 4

shows that the Local-Scrambling scheme significantly reduces arti-

facts—near both the eyes and the ventricles—in the scans used for

quantitative T2 mapping.
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Introduction There has been ongoing research on developing highly

flexible RF coil arrays that can adapt to fit a variety of body parts

[1–3]. We propose a new type of coil for 7 T MRI that leverages the

concept of twisted pair cables to improve flexibility and robustness

[4]. A twisted pair is a type of cable that consists of two insulated

wires twisted together to form a transmission line. The coil is made by

shaping a twisted pair into a loop and introducing gaps in the wires.

The proposed new design exhibits high flexibility and robustness

towards elongation and shape deformations without the need for re-

tuning. In this abstract, we present a new coil design and demon-

strated its superiority in terms of transmit (B1
?) and SAR efficiencies

compared to the conventional loop coil.

Methods The twisted pair coil is made by first twisting around two

18-gauge wires (1 mm diameter) with PVC insulation, as shown in

Fig. 1(a). When the twisted pair is shaped into a circular shape one of

the wires is interrupted at the top, opposite of the feed point, and one

at the bottom, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The gap on the signal conductor

(red wire, bottom side) acts as the feed point for the coil.

For comparison, a conventional loop coil was modelled and fabricated

from 1 mm diameter copper wire. Both coils were of 100 mm

diameter and were tuned and matched to 297.2 MHz using fixed

capacitors (AVX 800 E Series, USA) and variable capacitors

(Johanson 5621, USA).

Electromagnetic simulations were performed in CST Microwave

Studio 2023 (Darmstadt, Germany). The coil elements were placed at

20 mm distance from a homogeneous cubic phantom (Fig. 1(c)). To
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evaluate the B1
? and maxSAR10g the results were normalised to 1 W

accepted power. For a comparison with the measurement setup,

additional simulations were performed on a spherical phantom

(Fig. 1(d)) with the coils placed at 5 mm distance, to match the

measurement setup. When elongated the coils followed the surface of

the sphere so that the coil was always at 5 mm distance from the

phantom.

The phantom experiments were performed on the 7 T MR human

scanner (Magnetom, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). The

three-dimensional B1 ? maps were quantitatively measured with

SA2RAGE sequence (TR/TE = 2400/0.78 ms, TI1/TI2 = 45/

1800 ms, a1/a2 = 4/10�, FOV = 208 9 256 mm2, slices = 64, res-

olution = 2.0 9 2.0 9 2.5 mm, BW = 1220 Hz/px, scan

time = 115 s) [5].

Results In Fig. 2(c) the simulated and measured return loss (S11) for

the twisted pair and conventional coils is displayed. The twisted pair

coil exhibits minimal change in resonance frequency as it is elon-

gated, while the conventional coil’s resonance frequency shifts

to a higher value.

In Fig. 3(a) a comparison of simulated B1
? maps can be seen with

three different elongations for the twisted pair and conventional coil,

and (b) shows the B1
? profiles along the central axis (white dashed

line in (a)). The conventional and twisted pair coils have similar

efficiency. In Fig. 3(c) the SAR10g maps can be seen together with the

peak SAR values. When the twisted pair coil gets elongated the peak

SAR remains the same, whereas for the conventional coil the peak

SAR increases by 27% when changed from circular to the most

elongated shape.

In Fig. 4 the simulated and measured field maps can be seen on a

spherical phantom. A very good agreement between simulations and

measurements has been achieved.

Discussion The twisted pair coil demonstrated superiority in flexi-

bility and robustness compared to the conventional coil. The twisted

pair coil has similar performance as the conventional coil in terms of

B1
? field efficiency while being completely non-sensitive to shape

deformations. Max SAR10g of twisted pair coil does not change when

elongated from circular to very elliptical shape while it increases in

the case of the conventional coil.

Conclusion The novel twisted pair coil design, presented in this

abstract, offers a promising alternative to conventional, rigid loop

coils for operation at 7 T. The proposed coil is extremely robust

which makes it a suitable element for densely populated arrays.

Future work would include further investigation of the influence of

various coil design parameters on a coil’s performance. Initial

experiments on a coil’s decoupling properties showed that the coil is a

highly decoupled element per se in any configuration and more

detailed investigations will be presented in the future.
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Introduction Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) is an

MRI method that provides insights on the metabolic level [1]. Several

metabolite effects appear in the CEST spectrum. These effects are

isolated by Lorentzian curve fitting [2]. The separation of CEST

effects suffers from the inhomogeneity of the saturation field B1. This

leads to inhomogeneities in the associated metabolic maps. Current

B1 correction methods require at least two sets of CEST-spectra [3].

This at least doubles the acquisition time. In this study, we investi-

gated the use of an unsupervised physics-informed conditional

autoencoder (PICAE) to efficiently correct B1 inhomogeneity and

isolate metabolic maps while using a single CEST scan.

Methods The proposed approach uses two neural networks (NNs), the

Conditional Autoencoder (CAE) and the Physics-Informed Autoen-

coder (PIAE). CAE generates B1-corrected CEST spectra at arbitrary

B1 levels and PIAE isolates CEST maps according to the 5-pool

Lorentzian model (water, amide, amine, NOE, MT) [2] from the

corrected CEST spectrum. The 5-pool model was described as

follows

Z Dxð Þ ¼ 1 � LDS � LssMT� LAmine � LrNOE � LAmide; ð1Þ

where L denotes the Lorentz function. Both NNs together formed the

proposed PICAE method. Both NNs were trained with the mean

square error with CEST measurements at 3 B1 levels from four

healthy subjects and tested with two tumor patients and one healthy

subject. The acquisition time per B1 level was 6:42 min. The pro-

posed method was compared with the conventional method, which

used interpolation to produce a B1-corrected CEST spectrum using at

least two acquisitions and Lorentzian line fitting to produce CEST

maps from the corrected spectrum.

Results Fig. 1 shows Amide metabolic maps isolated from B1-un-

corrected and B1-corrected CEST Spectra. B1-correction and fitting

was performed using conventional pipeline [2,3]. Red circles indicate

the shortcomings of the conventional pipeline, as B1 * 1, i.e.,

uncorrected fit B1nom = 0.72, should have higher intensities than

corrected fit B1 = 0.6. Moreover, the conventional result for corrected

fit B1 = 0.8 completely failed, as most voxels are extrapolated for this

value. In contrast, Fig. 2, which shows the result of the PICAE fit, is

robust to B1 inhomogeneities, as the intensities are lower for the 0.6-

correction fit and higher for the 0.8-correction fit than for the

uncorrected fit of B1nom = 0.72.

Discussion In this work, we analyzed the use of deep learning

approach to generate B1-robust CEST contrast maps at arbitrary B1

levels (cf. Figure 3 a, b, c), which requires multiple acquisitions in

conventional methods. This is important because the B1 dispersion

contains information about the exchange rates and concentration of

metabolite protons, paving the way for their quantification (cf. Fig-

ure 3d). In addition, the optimal B1 can often only be selected at post-

processing during the analysis of the clinical data, as different pools

in the CEST spectrum are highlighted at different B1 levels.

Conclusion The proposed method enables (i) a reduction in scan time

of at least 50%, (ii) the generation of reliable CEST contrast maps that

are robust to B1 inhomogeneity at multiple B1 levels, and (iii) the

quantification of CEST contrast maps.
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Introduction Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is a powerful imaging modality

for clinical diagnosis of stroke and tumors, as well as for the inves-

tigation of brain microstructures. However, dMRI suffers from long

acquisition time, low spatial resolution, and low signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). To improve dMRI, joint k-q-space sampling and reconstruc-

tion [1–2] has been proposed to jointly reconstruction all diffusion-

weighted images (DWI) by exploiting the complementary sampling

pattern. Joint reconstruction, however, requires the knowledge of

proper image priors. In this work, we trained a autoencoder neural

network to learn the q-space prior and employed it as a denoiser.

Methods A two-shot EPI was used to collect the dMRI data at 7 T

(Magnetom Terra, Siemens, Erlangen). The acquisition parameter

were: 1.2 mm isotropic resolution, FOV 220 mm, and b-value of

1000 s/mm2. The dataset consisted of 32 diffusion directions with

TE = 47 ms and TR 4300 ms. The total acquisition time was 5 min

for 94 slices with in-plane acceleration factor of 3 and slice accel-

eration factor of 2.
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The DAE was trained using a dictionary created using the biophysical

model. The initial parameters required to create the dictionary were

the b and g values that were obtained from the acquisition protocol.

The free model parameters are discretized within their biophysical

range as D in [0.1, 4] mm2/s. The simulated diffusion signals were

modulated with white Gaussian noise at various levels. Both the real

and corrupted data (with and without noise) were used for training.

The training was performed using about 700,000 instances of the

diffusion signals.

The network consisted of four fully connected layers with input size

same as the q-space. Three DAEs were trained with data converged to

10, 15 and 5 neurons in the bottleneck layer for testing purposes.

Standard DAE training procedures were utilized in Pytorch with

stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The atoms were randomized

during each epoch to help achieve faster convergence. 100 epochs

with batch size of 210 were used with the mean-squared error (MSE)

loss function. Once the DAE was trained, the diffusion signals from

various recordings were transformed to image space by using SENSE

or MUSE. These were then passed through the trained DAE model to

generate denoised images. A schematic of this is presented in Fig. 1.

Results The latent space for the DAE is decided based on experi-

menting. The dataset‘‘s b and g values were used to generate a

dictionary. This dictionary was divided into training set, validation set

and testing set with a distribution of 70%, 20% and 10%. The latent

space of the DAE is varied from 1 to 20 and trained and validated

using the training set and validation set. An analysis of the perfor-

mance of the trained models was made based on MSE on testing set.

The MSE vs latent space graph can be seen in Fig. 2.

After a latent of 6, there was extremely little decrease in the MSE. A

latent space of 10 was hence chosen. Plus, compared to the MSE of

the SVD based denoising method, the DAE method performs much

better on the test data.

The k-q-space data obtained for 7 T dataset was reconstructed via

parallel imaging. These DWIs were then denoised by mapping it to

the learned latent space data using the trained DAE. As shown in

Fig. 3, the DAE denoising on MUSE [3] reconstructed DWIs works

visually better when compared to the SVD method with the same

latent space of 10.

Discussion and Conclusion Autoencoder is effective in learning the

q-space prior for the denoising of diffusion MRI.
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Introduction The slow acquisition speed of MRI has led to the

development of a variety of acceleration methods. One approach to

accelerating MRI acquisition, called Parallel Imaging, utilizes mul-

tiple receiver coils to simultaneously acquire multiple views of the

object. Conventional reconstruction methods, GRAPPA1 synthesizes

missing data points directly in k-space. Another step towards the

current state-of-the-art image reconstruction is by using advanced

deep-learning-based reconstruction models. Variational networks2

(VN) represent an unrolled network, which turns an iterative recon-

struction algorithm into a deep neural network. Training of such

networks uses large datasets of raw MRI data, such as the fastMRI3

database. For the training fully sampled raw data is retrospectively

under-sampled. However, for non-steady-state sequences, like TSE

with long echo trains, this procedure is inconsistent with actual

acquired under-sampled data, as it does not take the change of the

signal dynamic into account. In this work, we demonstrate the ben-

efits of simulated training data, using MRzero4, as this can be

generated with the correct signal decay, yielding correct targets for

VN training. Furthermore, we extend our previous work5 on solving

T2-induced blurring in TSE sequences by including a VN as recon-

struction model in the optimization pipeline to yield a fully joint

reconstruction and sequence optimization.

Methods All simulations and optimizations were performed in the

MRzero framework using a fully differentiable Phase Distribution

Graph6 (PDG) algorithm for signal generation. To demonstrate the

differences between correct simulated and retrospective under-sam-

pled data a single-shot PDw-TSE sequence (matrix: 128 9 128 9 1,

FoV = 200 9 200 9 8 mm2, FA = 180�, TE = 14.5 ms, centric

reordered phase-encoding) was simulated. The sequence uses a uni-

form cartesian under-sampling of factor 2. As reference a two-shot

TSE with full relaxation between each shot is being used to yield an

ideal fully sampled target. The training data uses synthetic brain

samples based on the BrainWeb7 database consisting of 20 subject

volumes with 70 slices each. The VN is implemented in PyTorch and

uses T = 10 cascades. For the joint optimization, the forward simu-

lation outputs the decaying TSE signal, which is reconstructed by the

VN, and in addition the corresponding transversal magnetization as

ideal sharp target. Fig. 1 visualizes the optimization process in

MRzero. The gradient update propagates back through the whole

chain of differentiable operators. As loss function MSE is being

employed and Adam is used as optimizer. The complete FA train and

VN parameters are updated at each iteration step simultaneously.

Results The difference between images generated from the correctly

simulated signals and retrospective under-sampled signals reveal that

the T2 decay in TSE sequences leads to considerable changes in

contrast and sharpness (Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 3 the inconsistent

training data of a VN trained with retrospective under-sampled sig-

nals leads to low performance when applied on the test dataset, when

compared to a VN trained with correctly simulated signals. Identical

optimizations were performed for transient GRE MRI (data not

shown). The simultaneous reconstruction and sequence optimization

to reduce T2-induced blurring is shown in Fig. 4. The optimization

discovers a suitable FA train and a matching VN resulting in a

reconstructed image with strong correlation to the target transverse

magnetization. Compared to the single-shot TSE sequence with

constant 180� FA train, the output yields strongly improved sharpness

especially in white and gray matter structures due to their low T2

relaxation time.

Discussion and Conclusion Retrospective under-sampling of data

leads to inconsistencies with actually acquired data, as the signal

decay is altered. We demonstrated the importance of VN training on

correctly simulated under-sampled data of non-steady-state sequen-

ces. MRzero provides such simulation framework that also makes

possible to train networks for novel sequences and contrasts of which

no datasets are available. By using variational networks more flexi-

bility in the reconstruction could allow a completely new degree of

freedom in the sequence optimization. We showed that that the VN

could be incorporated in the existing optimization pipeline of our

previous work by replacing the conventional reconstruction and

leading to a fully joint optimization. This is not only limited to the

task of deblurring, but it also suitable to supersede any reconstruction

or image processing task, as well as joint optimization of under-

sampling factor and pattern, refocusing FA and the matching optimal

variational network.
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Introduction The programming of MRI sequences remains a chal-

lenging and time-consuming task for researchers, technicians and

students alike. With the Pulseq standard, this process recently became

simpler. In this study, we investigated the potential of GPT-4, an

advanced large language model (LLM) capable of programming and

producing natural language, as an MRI sequence programming

assistant using the Pulseq framework, accelerating MR prototyping in

development and education.

Methods We used ChatGPT [1] with the models GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.

We adapted GPT for MRI sequence programming by adding a custom

prompt [2] to turn it into an MRI and PyPulseq [3] coding assistant

abbreviated here by GPT4MR. The prompt contained general

instructions as well as PyPulseq function definitions and examples,

principles known as in-context few-shot learning [4,5] and Chain-of-

Thought Prompting [6]. We tested the AI model’s ability to generate

simple pulse sequences, composite binomial pulses, a spin echo EPI

sequence with reconstruction, and a Lissajous-EPI. To facilitate user

experimentation, we share an open Colab notebook [2] containing the

GPT4MR prompt, comprehensive examples, guidance, and a platform

to test GPT-4 as an MR coding assistant. This abstract was revised by

GPT-4.

Results In our initial attempts, native GPT models often generated

erroneous code, mainly using non-existing PyPulseq subfunc-

tions. The performance is considerably improved using our

tailored GPT4MR prompt, allowing it to generate MRI sequences

with fewer or no errors (Fig. 1). GPT-4 outperformed GPT-3.5 in

terms of number of bugs and reasoning/explaining. However, our

study also revealed GPT-4’s limitations in handling more complex

sequence ideas or fully replicating existing sequence concepts.

Prompts like ’’Code a spin echo EPI‘‘ lead to running code, but

conceptual sequence errors (Fig. 2). Interestingly, GPT4MR was able

to correct its own errors when problems were pointed out. When

instructed with step-by-step instructions of the sequence implemen-

tation as plain text, GPT4MR was able to generate correct and

running code in a single try for a spin echo EPI (Fig. 3), and a

Lissajous EPI (Fig. 4). While timings, gradient moments etc. were not

always 100% correct or optimal, running codes were produced and an

easy-to-alter base sequence as well as a correct EPI FFT recon-

struction (Fig. 3), as well as a non-uniform FFT reconstruction using

the advanced torchkbnufft package, which yields a better outcome

compared to linear re-gridding, were generated (Fig. 4).

Discussion Our findings indicate that LLMs have the potential to

serve as a valuable MRI sequence programming assistant, enabling

faster development of novel MRI sequences, reconstruction, or

building blocks. Our last two chosen examples cannot be found on the

internet (i.e. in the training set of GPT-4), demonstrating GPT4MR’s

capacity to accelerate the realization of new MRI sequence ideas.

However, its limitations in dealing with complex ideas and sequences

necessitate further research and improvement. A well designed

prompt including PyPulseq documentation can improve the perfor-

mance considerably. GPT4MR understood programming hints and

altered the code accordingly, forming a sparring partner for fast MR

prototyping.

Conclusion We propose a versatile prompt that enables GPT-4 to act

as a Pulseq coding assistant for MRI sequence/recon development and

prototyping, streamlining the process.

As a future outlook, integrating a PyPulseq plugin into (free, leight-

weight, open source) [7] LLMs could create a powerful tool for MRI

sequence development and prototyping.
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Introduction fMRI is a widely used technique to image neural

activity in vivo [1]. fMRI typically uses deoxyhemoglobin as a con-

trast agent, which biases spatial sensitivity towards vein-rich areas

[2]. Alternatively, changes in cerebral blood volume (CBV) can be

measured, such as with Vascular-Space-Occupancy (VASO) which

can improve fMRI localization [3], but is less sensitive. Arterial

Blood Contrast (ABC) is a new technique that induces an arterial-

weighted CBV signal [4], potentially with high spatial specificity.

However, this has not been shown because it is challenging to isolate

the arterial signal due to BOLD contamination and SAR limitations.

In this study, we develop a method to isolate ABC in high spa-

tiotemporal resolution and examine its localization and specificity.

Methods In this study, 5 participants (4 male) were scanned in a 7 T

Philips Achieva with a 2Tx/32Rx whole-head coil. A T2-selective,

rectangular, on-resonance phase-modulated pulse-train (B1 = 12 lT)

was employed to selectively saturate the bound-pool (Fig. 1). The

bound-pool was allowed to cross-relax to the free-water-pool for

60 ms before pulse train repetition, to maximize magnetization-

transfer-weighting (MT; 4 pulse-trains). Following the pulse-trains,

two pairwise-interleaved 3D-EPI readouts were acquired (FOV =
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140 9 141 9 20 mm3, voxel-size = 0.8 9 0.8 9 1.5 mm3, TE/TR/

TAvolume/TAtotal = 19/67/1500/3300 ms, flip-angle = 20�, SEN-

SEy/z = 2.7/1). The 3D-EPIs were acquired in a center-slice-out

fashion, so that the ABC k0 occurred at the maximum gray-matter

saturation, while the BOLD-only image was acquired close to the

longitudinal equilibrium (Fig. 1B). The ABC signal was isolated

through BOLD normalization. Coupled-compartment Bloch simula-

tions were performed for different pulse-train-to-pulse-train times. All

participants performed a hand-flexing task while the isolated-ABC

sequence was recorded (ON = 30 s, OFF = 30, duration = 10 min).

For 3 participants, a temporally-matched VASO scheme (TE/TR/TI1/

TI2/TAtotal = 19/67/1100/2550/3300 ms) was also recorded,

achieved by shifting the first 3D-EPI k0 to the blood-nulling point by

reordering the 3D-EPIs to a linear-slice-readout. The FOV was placed

in the left primary motor cortex. FMRI data were motion-corrected

and a GLM (finger-tapping[ rest) was fitted (FSL6.0.1). Gray-matter

cortical depth profiles were extracted from a manually-drawn M1 ROI

(LAYNII).

Results Bloch simulations predicted maximal gray matter, white

matter, and venous saturation for a pulse-train with Tsaturation-to-

saturation = 60 ms (Fig. 2). Pilot data confirmed these simulations.

Acquisition without this delay or without a center-slice-out

scheme reduced MT-weighting. MTR images with high gray/white

matter contrast were obtained from the ABC/BOLD division

(MTRGM = 82%, MTRWM = 75%, Fig. 2). The saturation train

reduced temporal SNR (Fig. 2E, ABC: mean(sd) = 21.8(8.4)) com-

pared to BOLD: (mean(sd) = 25.7(9.9)). The isolated-ABC had

higher temporal SNR (mean(sd) = 18.6(7.1) than VASO

(mean(sd) = 5.7(3)). In all participants, the isolated-ABC response

localized to M1/S1 gray matter, while BOLD responses were pial-

surface-centered. Cortical-depth analysis confirmed a reduced pial-

surface-bias in isolated-ABC (Fig. 3). Isolated-ABC had a similar

response to VASO in terms of localization and cortical depth response

(Fig. 4). ABC and VASO z-stat distributions were similar across

participants, implying similar sensitivity.

Discussion Increasing the fMRI spatial specificity is an important

neuroscientific target. Here we developed a new fMRI method with

improved localization compared to BOLD. We created MT-weighted

fMRI using a sparsely-applied optimized pulse-train with a center-

slice-out readout, thus circumventing SAR-restrictions at higher-

fields. BOLD-correction was achieved by interleaving an additional

readout. This allowed isolating the ABC signal, which showed

microvasculature dominance and much-reduced pial-surface-bias

compared to BOLD. Our results replicate a similar gray-matter

specific response found using magnetization-transfer fMRI in cats [5].

Similar specificity/sensitivity to VASO was found. Note that sensi-

tivity can be increased with more extensive saturation, while the ABC

signal is insensitive to inflow effects and facilitates arbitrary readouts

(no blood-nulling requirement), offering a flexible CBV method

applicable across the brain. The current isolated-ABC relied on hard-

rectangular pulse-trains, trading off increased sensitivity to B1/B0

inhomogeneities for efficient saturation. pTX-enabled, off-resonance

pulse-trains may offer a better tradeoff for high-field application

across the brain.

Conclusion The proposed isolated-ABC may be a useful tool for

high-resolution human fMRI at high fields with a consistent and

highly-localized fMRI signal.
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Introduction The glymphatic system is a brain waste clearance

pathway mediated by the exchange of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) with

interstitial fluid (ISF) [1]. It is comprised of a network of annular

perivascular spaces formed by astrocytic endfeet ensheathing the

vascular walls, and facilitated by aquaporin-4 (AQP4) channels [2].

Dysfunction of glymphatic system is associated with several neuro-

logical disorders, including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’’s

diseases, and stroke [3]. Still, it is not clear how AQP4 facilitates

glymphatic fluid transport in part due to the lack of non-invasive

whole-brain in vivo measurement of fluid dynamics. In our recent

study [4], we investigated the impact of genetic loss of AQP4 on

glymphatic system function using a multi-modal magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI).

Methods All MRI experiments were performed in n = 34

10–16 weeks old Aqp4(-/-) (KO) and Aqp4(?/?) (WT) littermate

mice, group-housed with food and water ad-libitum, temperature and

humidity-controlled environment, and in 12/12 h light/dark cycle.

Randomly subdivided animals underwent one of the three in vivo

MRI experiments: 3D CSF space volumetry, 2D diffusion-weighted

imaging (DWI), CSF dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI via

cisterna magna. MRI was performed at 9.4 T MR system (BioSpec

94/30USR, Bruker BioSpin) in animals anesthetized with Ketamin/

Xylazine (K/X; i.p. 100/10 mg/kg). During all experiments, the ani-

mal‘‘s body temperature was maintained at 37 ± 1 �C and monitored

along with the respiratory rate. For high-resolution non-contrast CSF

space volumetry, 3D constructive interference in steady-state (CISS)

sequence along with a cryogenically cooled Tx/Rx quadrature-res-

onator (CryoProbe, Bruker BioSpin) and 240 mT/m gradient coil

were used. 3D-CISS images were calculated as a MIP from two 3D-

TrueFISP volumes of opposite encoding direction (TR/TE = 5.2/

2.6 ms; FA = 50; 0.033 mm isometric voxel). CSF space was sepa-

rated from the brain parenchyma image using an in-house automatic

adaptive algorithm in Matlab [5]. To assess differences in the brain

water mobility between KO and WT mice, respiratory-gated EPI DWI

(TR/TE = 3600/30 ms; FA = 90; diff. enc. directions = 3; voxel

dimension = 0.15 9 0.15 9 0.5 mm) was performed using a room-

temperature volumetric Tx/Rx resonator (in. ø40 mm) with 1500 mT/

m gradient coil, and 17 b-values measured (40–3081 s/mm2). Voxel-

wise curve-fitting took place using both monoexponential apparent

diffusion coefficient (ADC), and biexponential intravoxel-incoherent
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motion (IVIM) models [4]. For DCE-MRI, 3D-FISP images were

acquired using CryoProbe with 1 min temporal resolution over

90 min (TR/TE = 3.26/1.63 ms; FA = 15; 0.1 mm isometric voxel;

contrast agent (CA): Gadobutrol, 1 lL/min, 10 min), and evalu-

ated with previously presented protocol [7].

Results The brain volumes were 5–10% larger (Fig. 1A) while the

whole segmented CSF space to brain volume ratios were 23–29%

smaller in KO compared to WT mice (Fig. 1B). The difference was

mainly noted within the ventricular system (lateral, 3rd and 4th

ventricles) but not the perivascular space (Fig. 1C). Both ADC and

D-IVIM showed increased slow MR diffusion measures within the

brain parenchyma, with KOs exhibiting ADC and D 5.7 ± 1.5%

higher than WTs (Fig. 2A). The largest differences were visible in 4

brainstem, 4 cortical, and the caudate regions (Fig. 2A-B). No dif-

ferences in perfusion-related IVIM measures between the genotypes

were found within the brain parenchyma. Finally, DCE-MRI showed

a significant reduction of CA clearance in KO mice, associated with

accumulation of ISF in the brain parenchyma (Fig. 3). Furthermore, a

delayed CA arrival time and time-to-peak, lower peak intensity, and

duration of accumulation, as well as smaller area under the DCE

curve was found in KO mice, indicating a reduced parenchymal influx

and higher parenchymal resistance associated with lack of AQP4

channels [see original paper, 4].

Discussion and conclusion: Using non-invasive MRI at 9.4 Tesla, we

provided important implications for understanding the mechanisms of

ISF clearance from the brain. The presented findings suggest that loss

of AQP4 results in brain-wide interstitial fluid stagnation, manifested

by increased ADC and D due to enlarged ISF spaces, increased brain,

and reduced CSF space volumes. Furthermore, with invasive DCE-

MRI we have validated these results and comprehensively evaluated

the impact of AQP4 loss on glymphatic system function. Concluding,

our findings highlight the importance of non-invasive MRI techniques

in studying the glymphatic system and, thus, in search of new ther-

apeutic targets for neurodegenerative diseases.
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Introduction VAscular Occupancy1 can augment the widely used

BOLD techniques with respect to their physiological interpretability

and localization specificity; this is especially the case at UHF and at

high spatial resolution2. Some of the main limitations of VASO are

BOLD contamination, reduced detection sensitivity and temporal

sampling efficiency. For BOLD contamination, a BOLD-corrected

VASO image can be obtained by means of dynamic division with

concomitantly acquired control images3. To overcome the limitations

set by low temporal sampling efficiency, combining the efficiency of

spiral k-space sampling with SMS acquisitions was suggested4. For

high-resolution fMRI, however, 3D readouts can be advantageous

over 2D ones2. This study aims to combine the benefits of 3D

acquisitions and the efficiency of spiral for VASO fMRI. This is

possible using a 3D stack-of-spirals readout previously proposed for

BOLD fMRI5. Here, we demonstrate that fMRI with VASO contrast

can be obtained using spirals, allowing for shorter echo times to

improve tSNR, removing BOLD contamination and reducing acqui-

sition time.

Methods A 3D stack-of-spirals (SOSP) Slab-Selective Slab-Inversion

sequence was implemented using Pulseq6. For BOLD contamination

correction, a BOLD-weighted control image was acquired right after

the VASO one2. A 10 ms TR-FOCI inversion pulse7 was applied

900 ms before the first excitation pulse of the spiral-out readout train;

fat suppression was achieved with a 5 ms Gaussian pulse; the spiral

trajectory was designed to minimize its duration within gradient

constrains8. The sequence used in this work is shown in Fig. 1.

In vivo data were acquired on a 7 T scanner (Siemens Healthineers)

with 32ch headcoil (Nova Medical), visual checkerboard stimuli was

presented while the subjects performed a fingertapping motor task

(block-design, 33 s/33 s ON/OFF, 9 blocks). Spiral acquisition

parameters were: FOV = 192 9 192 9 24 mm3, nominal resolu-

tion = 0.8 9 0.8 9 1.0 mm3, 24 kz partitions with linear encoding

order, TRvol = 1622 ms, TE = 1.9 ms, TI1 = 1660 ms. The spiral

readout was designed with variable density (a = 1.6) and a factor 3

in-plane undersampling resulting in a spiral duration of 53 ms.

Cartesian 3D EPI9 VASO with matched parameters and same task

was acquired for comparison: matrix size [240 240 24], 1.02 ms echo

spacing, bandwidth 1096 Hz/px, GRAPPA 3 and 6/8 partial Fourier

resulting in 63 ms readout duration, linear kz encoding and selection

of minimum TE/TR = 27/1754 ms. The resulting effective TR for the

spiral and EPI sequences are 4140 ms and 4404 ms, respectively. EPI

data were reconstructed using the vendor software on the scanner. The

spiral reconstruction was performed in the open-source software
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MRIReco.jl10 using CG-SENSE and time-segmented off-resonance

correction with nominal gradient trajectory; coil sensitivity and B0

maps were taken from a separately acquired multi-echo 2D GRE scan.

fMRI analysis was done in an openly available VASO pipeline con-

sisting of motion correction, BOLD correction and conventional

quality measures.

Results and Discussion Fig. 2 shows tSNR maps and mean time-

course images of the spiral and Cartesian data. In the thermal noise

dominated regime of the high-resolution VASO, the spiral approach

outperforms the EPI sampling by a factor of 2 in tSNR. This is

expected from cumulative gains of improved signal sampling,

including shorter echo times with reduced T2* decay. Figure 3 shows

the activation maps obtained from the spiral and EPI acquisitions. It

can be seen that the spatial distribution of the activation pattern

obtained with the current implementation is comparable to the current

state-of-the-art 3D EPI sequence, confirming that the spiral acquisi-

tion effectively captures CBV and BOLD changes.

Conclusion In this work, we have shown that a fast implementation

of a VASO fMRI with a 3D stack-of-spirals readout can be achieved

using open source and freely available programs. The higher tSNR

achieved with the spiral readout shows the potential of spiral VASO

fMRI. The tSNR improvement over 3D EPI, however, is not

accompanied by a z-score increase, which remains to be investigated.

Further work will focus on implementing acceleration with controlled

aliasing in the kz direction, reconstruction speed-up and correction for

dynamic off-resonance effects. Here, we demonstrate that spiral

readouts are promising and anticipate that they will become important

in applications where there is a need for short TE, such as mesoscopic

functional experiments at higher fields such as 9.4 T and 11.7 T

where T2* is shorter.
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Introduction Arterial spin labeling (ASL) at 7 T is attractive due to

the higher image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the longer T1 of

blood and tissues compared to lower fields1,2. However, 7 T ASL has

yet to be widely applied clinically, because of the technical challenges

its successful implementation presents. Recently, a fast & SAR-effi-

cient 7 T PASL approach with SMS-EPI readouts at multiple

inversion times (multi-TI) has been proposed3 to enable better char-

acterization of the perfusion parameters. In this work we employ the

proposed approach in an aging cohort to investigate its clinical

applicability.

Methods Data was acquired after obtaining informed consent from 18

neurologically healthy volunteers (59 ± 14 years old, 8 female) on a

7 T MRI (Siemens Healthineers) with 1Tx/32Rx head coil (Nova

Medical). A FAIR4 Look-Locker sequence, with 2D blipped-CAIP-

I5 SMS-EPI readouts was employed. Slab-selective or non-selective

inversion was done using an optimized 10 ms tr-FOCI6 pulse, and two

18 9 18 9 0.5 cm3 high permittivity dielectric pads7 were placed on

either side of the head at the level of the temporal lobes to further

increase the labeling efficiency in the brain’s major arteries. All ASL

measurements had 2.8-mm isotropic resolution, 24 slices, 0.5 mm inter-

slice gap, flip angles = 10 deg., echo time (TE)/repetition time

(TR) = 11/2500 ms, echo-spacing 0.53 ms, acquisition time per slice

23.3 ms, and 80 TRs. The in-plane acceleration factor/SMS-factor/

Number of TIs were 2/2/8. The first inversion time for the lowermost

slice in all acquisitions was 175 ms and the duration of a 3D volume was

280 ms. Additional calibration scans were acquired to estimate the

blood equilibrium magnetization (M0) with identical imaging param-

eters but with ASL preparation pulses amplitudes set to 0 and

TR = 20 s. Voxel-wise mean perfusion-weighted signal maps were

generated after motion correction with FSL. CBF and arterial arrival

time (AAT) maps were computed using BASIL version 48. Grey matter

(GM) masks were created in the ASL voxel space and divided into 4

major sections (combinations of anterior/posterior and left/right)

roughly corresponding to the main perfusion territories. Paired and

unpaired t-tests were performed using GraphPad Prism.

Results and Discussion Six representative single-subject CBF maps

are shown in Fig. 1. The images demonstrate the data quality and

coverage achieved. High CBF values are obtained in the subcortical

GM, while the inferior right temporal lobe suffers from signal loss in

some subjects. Tab. 1 summarizes the GM CBF and AATs and their

respective variances across the cohort along with the subjects’ age

and sex. The CBF values obtained are lower than from some 3 T ASL

studies9,10 and this could be a consequence from a lower labeling

efficiency or a shorter labeling bolus at 7 T, despite the measures

taken to minimize the effect of B1 and B0-field inhomogeneities2.

Tab. 2 lists the CBF and AATs across participants and GM sections.

The CBF in the posterior GM sections is significantly higher than that

in the anterior sections, a finding typical for PASL approaches both at

3 & 7T2. The perfusion in the right posterior GM section is signifi-

cantly lower than that in the left posterior section. Further, the right

posterior GM section has a significantly longer arrival time than the

right anterior section. In comparison, the right anterior GM section

has a significantly shorter AAT than the left anterior section. These

differences might have physiological origin, but may also be related

to labeling asymmetries, due to B1-inhomogeneities, typical at 7 T.

Fig. 2 plots the calculated AATs for males and females across the

whole-brain GM as well as in the individual GM sections. Females

exhibit significantly shorter AATs in the left and right posterior GM

sections and across the whole brain. Males have more widespread and

typically longer AATs. Shorter AATs in women have been previously

reported multiple times9,10. No statistically significant differences in

CBF between males and females could be found either on the section or

whole-brain level. This may be due to a limited number of subjects and

large variability in perfusion parameters or point to healthy neurolog-

ical aging in the cohort. More homogeneous labeling enabled by

parallel transmission techniques or improved transmit coil designs will

help to disentangle the physiological effects from any methodological

shortcomings of the approach.

In conclusion, the multi-TI PASL approach can robustly characterize

the CBF and AATs in an aging cohort, but further improvements are

possible and will be explored in future work.
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Introduction Pseudo-continuous arterial spin labelling (pCASL) is a

promising method for perfusion imaging. In preclinical MRI, pCASL

perfusion measurements are particularly challenging due to brain

geometry constrains, along with the higher fields that exacerbate B0

inhomogeneities at the labelling plane and off-resonance effects that

affect the inversion efficiency (IE)1. Additionally, the reduced SNR of

the acquisitions significantly limits the achievable spatial resolution.

To address this issue, we explore the possibility of dramatically

improving the resolution of pCASL in preclinical settings by using a

cryogenic coil2 at 9.4 T combined with a denoising method3 and test

our approach in a stroke model.

Methods All animal experiments and care were conducted according

to the European Directive 2010/63 and preapproved by competent

authorities.

Animal Preparation: Four Long-Evans female rats, 6–8 weeks old,

weight: 200–300 g were used. Rats were sedated using 2.5% isoflu-

rane and 35% oxygen in medical air, and their respiratory rate was

kept at 40–60 bpm.

Stroke Induction: In one rat, a photothrombotic stroke model was

used to induce a focal infarct in the somatosensory cortex (S1FL) with

a solution of Rose Bengal dye (Sigma Aldrich, Portugal) (10 mg/

ml)—delivered intravenously (13 mg/kg body weight); the rat was

subsequently irradiated with a cold light source in S1FL for 15 min

and scanned 1 day after stroke.

MRI experiments: Experiments were conducted on a 9.4 T Bruker

Biospec Scanner equipped with an 86 mm volume coil for transmit-

tance, a 4-element array cryogenic coil for signal reception and a

gradient system able to generate up to 660 mT/m isotropically. An

unbalanced pCASL sequence was used as described in Hirschler et al.

(2018)4. For the pCASL acquisitions, the labeling plane was posi-

tioned at the rat neck (* 1.3 cm below the isocenter), with a labelling

duration (LD) of 3 s followed by a 300 ms post-labeling delay (PLD),

TR/TE = 4000/40 ms, 30 repetitions, 4 averages. Inversion was

achieved through a train of Hanning pulses: 400 ls duration, 800 ls

pulse rate, B1 of 5lT, Gmax/Gave of 45/5 mT/m, where Gmax is the

gradient applied during the RF pulse. Standard pCASL acquisitions:

single-shot EPI, FOV = 22 9 22 mm2, slice thickness = 1 mm,

matrix = 94 9 94, spatial resolution of 234 9 234 m2. Higher reso-

lution pCASL: single-shot EPI, FOV = 19.2 9 22.0 mm2, slice

thickness = 0.75 mm, matrix = 174 9 200, spatial resolution of

110 9 110 m2. For cerebral blood flow (CBF) quantification, a T1

map was obtained from an inversion recovery sequence4. A pCASL

encoded FLASH was used to estimate the inversion efficiency (IE)

5 mm above the labelling plane (PLD = 0 ms, LD = 200 ms)4.

Data Analysis: Raw data was denoised in image space with non-local

PCA before CBF calculation3. CBF maps were calculated pixel-by-

pixel as described in Alsop et al. (2015)5. The data analysis pipeline is

presented in Fig. 1.

Results Images for each step of the pipeline are shown in Fig. 2. The

tSNR highlights that higher resolution raw data have reduced SNR, but

still enough to properly quantify CBF (Fig. 3). After phase opti-

mization, the average IE was 87.0 ± 4.0%. Figure 4 shows CBF maps

at standard resolution (top) and 9 6 higher resolution (bottom) in 3

controls and 1 stroke case. In controls, all acquisitions show the

expected CBF patterns in the healthy rat brain, with increased perfu-

sion in grey matter (e.g. cortex and thalamus) when compared to white

matter. However, in the high-resolution images, a better delineation of

different brain regions becomes apparent. Perfusion in different cor-

tical layers can be discerned, along with clearly delineated descending

vessels (Fig. 4. A). Even in the hippocampus, where CBF is reduced

compared with other grey matter regions, layers can be observed

(Fig. 4. B). In the stroke model, the high-resolution images show a

better definition of the stroke core along with the affected vessels.

Discussion In this work, we increased the state-of-the-art resolution of

pCASL pre-clinical images by a factor of 6, without prolonging the

experiments, which represents a significant improvement in image

quality. We also managed to successfully validate this technique using a

stroke model. These developments are mainly due to the use of a

cryogenic coil combined with the denoising method, which provides
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dramatically enhanced sensitivity. One drawback of our single-shot EPI

approach is the longer TE compared to previous studies4; still, we

observed highly consistent results across animals and high relative ASL

signal, suggesting that this was not a major confounding factor. In the

future, the resolution could be further increased by acquiring EPIs with

multiple segments, or faster spiral trajectories. Our results bode well for

future applications of quantitative CBF mapping.
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Introduction Dynamic-contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI has shown

great potential for studying perfusion in cancer patients for treatment

planning and response monitoring(1). However, quantitative DCE

faces numerous challenges that hinder its adoption in clinical practice.

The main issue arises from the need to acquire high-resolution images

for visualization of small tumor heterogeneities while simultaneously

performing fast scanning to capture rapid transition of contrast agent

(CA). Moreover, the estimations are influenced by outlier-voxels and

Rician noise-bias present in the image domain. We suggest addressing

these challenges by model-based reconstruction (MBR). Using a

biophysical model, MBR reconstructs quantitative maps directly from

the k-space data (Fig. 1). This approach avoids the explicit spa-

tiotemporal trade-off as the reconstruction of intermediate image

series from k-space is not required. The Gaussian noise distribution in

k-space prevents a noise-dependent bias. Additionally, spatial regu-

larization in MBR can suppress outlier-voxels. In this work, the

extended Tofts-Kety (eTK)(2) model was implemented in the

PyQMRI(3) MBR framework for quantitative DCE-MRI. We
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validated the DCE-MBR framework in a digital phantom(4) and

proved its feasibility in vivo.

Methods PyQMRI MBR framework uses an iteratively regularized

Gauss–Newton algorithm with a primal–dual inner loop for non-linear

fitting. A total generalized variation functional was used as a regu-

larization(5). The estimated pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters

included fractional plasma volume vp, fractional volume of extra-

cellular extravascular space (EES) ve, the mass reflux rate from EES

back into plasma ke, and inflow time of CA dt. The eTK imple-

mentation in the forward model was taken from the OSIPI GitHub(6),

in which the arterial input function was described analytically,

allowing for analytical integration. An abdominal digital phan-

tom(4) was used for the validation of MBR. The DCE signal was

simulated for multiple abdominal organs. The distribution of CA was

calculated based on the PK parameters either taken from the litera-

ture(7,8) or set to reasonable values. The signal model was based on

the 3D spoiled GRE acquisition with golden angle radial stack-of-

stars undersampling scheme (B0 = 3 T, TR = 4.5 ms, TE = 1.8 ms,

flip angle = 22�, voxel size 1 9 1 9 1 mm3, acquisition time 5 min).

To assess the influence of the temporal resolution on the recon-

struction of PK maps, 4 experiments with different dynamic times

were preformed (1.5, 2.4, 3.9, 16.5 s/frame). The analysis was done

on one coronal 2D plane. Subsequently, the feasibility of MBR was

shown in vivo. One healthy volunteer was scanned with similar

protocol (B0 = 3 T (Philips Ingenia, Philips, Best, The Netherlands),

TR = 3.5 ms, TE = 1.4 ms, flip angle = 22�, voxel size

1.5 9 1.5 9 3.5 mm3, acquisition time 5.2 min). The MRB approach

was compared to a conventional analysis consisting of a

GRASP(9) reconstruction (regulization factor of 0.01) followed by a

voxel-wise non-linear LSQ fit. The mean absolute error and standard

deviation of predicted PK maps were calculated in simulations for

both methods. The significance of these measures was assessed by the

Wilcoxon significance test with Bonferoni correction.

Results The PK parameters estimated with MBR were found to be

less noisy than those obtained with LSQ fit for all temporal resolu-

tions, which was especially visible in the vp map in the liver

(Fig. 2A). MBR showed significantly smaller spread of values than

LSQ fit while keeping the same accuracy (Fig. 2B). Figure 3. depicts

the detailed distribution of predicted values in liver, pancreas, and

spleen. In vivo, we found similar results: quantitative maps were more

homogeneous and better depicted smaller anatomical objects when

estimated with MBR (Fig. 4). However, the resolution of 2.4 s/frame

showed an over-regularized ke map, which mean that regularization

parameters may need to be tweaked further in vivo.

Discussion We implemented a DCE model in the MBR framework

and assessed its performance in a digital phantom and in vivo. MBR

yielded higher precision, while maintaining the accuracy of the esti-

mated maps compared to the reference method (LSQ fit) even at high

temporal resolutions Our findings indicate that MBR is robust to

different temporal resolution and is capable of eliminating random

errors and noise-dependent bias. This suggests that MBR can over-

come the spatiotemporal trade-off in DCE.

Conclusion MBR for DCE-MRI can substantially improve PK

parameter map quality at high spatial and temporal resolution.
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Introduction Due to the crucial role of dynamic susceptibility con-

trast (DSC) perfusion MRI in grading gliomas on the basis of the

tumour vascularity1, relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) has been

broadly utilised in neuroradiological practice to differentiate between

tumour grades and types by assessing vascular characteristics2. A

relatively new modality named lDoppler ultrasound has the potential

to complement and inform perfusion MRI due to its capability of

visualizing the hemodynamic changes inside the brain and tumor at

very high spatiotemporal resolution. In our study, we describe

microvascular features of three types of adult-type diffuse glioma,

comparing DSC perfusion MRI and intra-operative lDoppler

ultrasound.

Materials and Methods a dataset of 10 patients with primary brain

tumours who underwent surgery were included in a previously pub-

lished study on lDoppler ultrasound3. Patient eligibility for this study

has been reported earlier while additional inclusion criteria for our

study were the availability of both the DSC perfusion MRI scans and

intra-operative lDoppler ultrasound images. For lDoppler ultra-

sound, images were post-processed3 and segmented using 3DSlicer to

obtain 3D vessel segmentation from the tumour vascular bed. The

tumour mask and contralateral normal appearing white matter

(NAWM) mask were created using structural MRI. For rCBV quan-

tification, T2*w scans were used as an input for IB-Neuro software

with the leakage correction feature selected, then normalised to the

contralateral NAWM. Using an in-house python script, histograms

were obtained from which median, mean and maximum rCBV ratios

were extracted.

Results 7 patients with enhancing and non-enhancing glioma met the

inclusion criteria and are presented as a case series (3 patients were

excluded for missing imaging data). Overall, low grade gliomas

(LGGs) showed lower perfusion compared to high grade gliomas

(HGGs) as expected. Within the LGG-subgroup, oligodendroglioma

showed relatively higher perfusion compared to astrocytoma, with

median rCBV ratio of (1.20) and (1.14) compared to (0.46) and (0.82)

for astrocytoma. In HGG, median rCBV ratio for glioblastoma was

(3.12) while astrocytoma grade 4 showed low perfusion with a

median rCBV of (1.19). On lDoppler ultrasound images, all tumours

showed a range of rich and organised vascular networks with visually

apparent abnormal vessels, even in LGG.

Discussion: Our unique case-series revealed deep in-vivo insights

about the tumour vascularity using two imaging modalities, pre-op-

erative DSC perfusion MRI and intra-operative lDoppler ultrasound

images. These findings about the microvascular architecture in both

high and low grade glioma challenge the current assumption behind

the estimation of rCBV that the distribution of blood vessels in a

voxel is random. Our lDoppler ultrasound images revealed in-vivo

details of the tumour microvasculature which appear to have a dense

well-structured morphology and vascular network irrespective of the

MRI perfusion state.

Conclusion our lDoppler ultrasound images revealed unprecedented

details about the tumour vascular bed showing rich vascularisation

also in tumours with low perfusion on MRI. These findings, sowing

some doubts about the assumptions regarding the vessel distribution

and orientation for rCBV estimation, warrant further investigation of

DSC MRI post-processing, in particular for typing and grading adult-

type diffuse glioma.
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Introduction Standard clinical MRI in breast cancer has limitations

in determining the tumour subtypes, and cannot detect tumour cell

infiltration generally localized in tumour margins. Field-Cycling

imaging1,2 (FCI) is a novel modality that can image over a range of

low magnetic field strengths through rapid switching between mag-

netic field levels. This allows measuring the field-depended changes

of the longitudinal T1 relaxation time (R1 = 1/T1), known as nuclear

magnetic relaxation dispersion (NMRD). NMRD profiles provide

information on molecular dynamics exploiting novel biomarkers that

recently have been shown in breast cancer and glioma models related

to tumour invasion migration3,4. The goal of this clinical study is to

define the specificity of FCI as medical imaging modality in breast

cancer diagnosis and its precision in tumour delineation.

Methods Twenty-six females with breast cancer were recruited from

January 2019 to March 2022 (ethics approved by NoSREC, number

19/NS/0064). Ten patients completed the study and were diagnosed

with Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (n = 1), Ductal Carcinoma In Situ

(DCIS, n = 5), borderline phyllodes (n = 1) and mixed phenotypes

(n = 3). One patient presented two distinct lesions at histology and

each lesion was treated separately for the analysis (n = 11 data in total).

FCI was performed with four evolution fields (200, 65.8, 21.7 and

2.3 mT) using an inversion recovery spin echo sequence with five

evolution times. The slice thickness was set to 10 mm and the in-

plane resolution to 2 to 4 mm, depending on the FOV with matrix size

of 128 9 128. The total duration of the FCI examination was 45 min.

Clinical imaging including ultrasound, mammography, and in some

cases MRI at 1.5 T were used for comparison. Histology analysis was

considered here as gold standard imaging and was used for validation.

Tumour sizes in FCI images were calculated using ImageJ. Tumour

sizes were compared to histology.

Data analysis was done in MATLAB using in-house software5. R1

quantification was obtained using the exponential model derived from

the Bloch equations. The R1 NMRD profiles were fitted using a power

law model (1/T1 = aB-b) to derive the slope of the dispersion (b
parameter). The amplitude of the quadrupolar peak at 65.8 mT was

estimated by subtracting the baseline provided from interpolation

following the power law model. NMRD dispersions were extracted

from three ROIs: tumour and adipose and glandular breast tissue in

the contralateral breast. Average R1 was calculated from the R1

values at 200, 22 and 2.3mT and was compared between tissue types.
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Results The tumour region measured by FCI exhibited hyper-intense

regions at low field strengths (Fig. 1). FCI tumour sizes were found

close to those obtained from histology (Fig. 2). This was not the case

for the other imaging modalities for which 6 out of 8 DCIS cases were

severely under-estimated.

Tumour R1 values were markedly lower than healthy breast tissue

(Fig. 3), and average R1 values were significantly different between

tumours and glandular tissue (6.0 ± 2.0 s-1 vs 8.4 ± 3.0 s-1,

p\ 0.01) and between tumours and adipose tissue (6.0 ± 2.0 s-1 vs

9.2 ± 0.9 s-1, p\ 0.001). The R1 contribution from 14N-1H

quadrupolar coupling at 65.8 mT was significantly visible in tumours

(0.9 ± 0.6 s-1, p\ 0.001) and glandular tissues (0.7 ± 0.5 s-1,

p\ 0.01) using a two-sided one-sample t-test (Fig. 3) but we did not

observe significant differences between these tissues (p = 0.47).

The b parameter was significantly higher in non-invasive

(0.18 ± 0.11) compared to invasive tumours (0.06 ± 0.03, p\ 0.05)

to discriminate invasion from non-invasion (Fig. 4) in line with those

found in preclinic on breast cancer and glioma models3,4. QP

amplitude (0.5 ± 0.5 s-1 in invasive vs 1.1 ± 0.6 s-1 in non-inva-

sive) and R1 at 2 mT (6.3 ± 2.4 s-1 in invasive vs 9.6 ± 1.8 s-1 in

non-invasive) were markedly higher for non-invasive tumours

(p[ 0.05).

Discussion This is the first time that R1-NMRD profiles are extracted

from in vivo breast cancer patients. Despite the low spatial resolution,

FCI located accurately the lesions and provided non-biased size

estimates, as validated by histology. The dispersion of the NMRD

profiles successfully discriminated between tumours, adipose and

glandular tissues, and the slope of the dispersion discriminated

between invasive and non-invasive tumours. Changes in R1 relaxation

suggest rapid transmembrane water exchange3,4.

Conclusion FCI shows high potential for breast tumour detection

without contrast agent with potentially better delineation in DCIS. We

also found potential biomarkers of breast cancer invasiveness, which

is of high interest for surgery planning and could improve the out-

come of patient treatment if confirmed.
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Introduction Skin involvement in breast pathologies poses a diag-

nostic challenge, particularly in distinguishing between inflammatory

breast cancers (IBC), benign skin inflammation or enhancement

(BSI), Paget’s disease (PD), and skin infiltration breast cancer (SIBC).

Since there is currently limited literature regarding the possibility to

use advanced MR imaging techniques in this clinical setting, this

research aimed to investigate the effectiveness of diffusion-weighted

imaging (DWI) as a tool to differentiate between these pathologies.

Methods The IRB-approved retrospective study included n = 90

female patients who underwent clinically indicated diagnostic breast
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MRI, including multi-b-value DWI, with b-values ranging from

50–1500 s/mm2 and demonstrated a skin pathology in the radiological

report. The cohort consisted of n = 6 IBC, n = 12 BSI, n = 3 PD

(Fig. 1), n = 11 SIBC (Fig. 2), and n = 58 women with healthy skin

included as reference. All examinations were performed using 1.5 T/

3.0 T scanners and regions of interest (ROIs) were defined manually

on the b-value 750/800 s/mm2 images. Pairwise comparisons using

the Wilcoxon rank sum test were conducted to compare calculated

apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) between independent groups.

Radiologists’ reports or histology served as a standard of reference.

The signal in the diffusion-weighted images was checked to ensure

that it was high enough to enable proper computation of the ADC.

Results Women with SIBC demonstrated a mean ADC significantly

lower compared to both BSI (p\ 0.05) and IBC (p\ 0.05) cases.

These differences persisted for the first-order features of the ADC

’’mean‘‘, ’’median‘‘, and ’’minimum‘‘ (p\ 0.05) except for the ’’ADC

max‘‘ parameter (p = 0.053). PD mean ADC was not significantly

different to that of SIBC (p = 0.170), but different to BSI (p\ 0.05).

Evaluation BSI and IBC also did not reveal significant statistical

differences(p = 0.750) between these groups for this limited sample

size. Detailed values for all groups are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

ADC values in all groups with affected skin regions were statistically

different from that observed in a control healthy group (p\ 0.05),

except for the ’’ADC min‘‘ for PD. The mean and median ADC values

were almost identical and did not reveal any statistical difference. No

statistical difference was also found between the ADC values derived

voxel-wise and from the mean signal for any of the groups. Unlike in

the other regions, the signal in the healthy skin ROIs was regularly too

small to ensure a proper computation of ADC values.

Discussion Pathologies in the skin of women undergoing breast MRI

can be challenging to assess, even with advanced imaging like DWI.

Our study demonstrates that it is challenging to differentiate between

certain pathologies, especially between IBC and BSI, possibly due to

difficulties in distinguishing between findings in non-mass lesions

than in mass lesions. Previous studies have shown that the ADC

performs worse in differentiating non-mass lesions than in mass

lesions [1, 2].

This study has some limitations that could be addressed in future

research. Firstly, the sample size included in the investigation is

relatively small, especially for patients with IBC or PD. Secondly, the

study is retrospective; therefore, it was not possible to control certain

aspects of the examination procedure that may affect the ADC cal-

culations, such as the magnetic field strength or b-value selection. The

healthy skin ADC values do not represent the correct ADC values due

to limited SNR in the diffusion-weighted images. We nonetheless

stated them because they should roughly reflect the values that other

investigators might derive if their setup resembles ours.

Conclusion DWI can reveal differences between different skin-af-

fecting pathologies, though without statistical significance for some of

the types of pathology in our study. The ADC values allowed us to

distinguish BSI from some skin infiltrating malignant lesions. How-

ever, it was not possible to accurately differentiate between benign

and inflammatory breast cancer using ADC values. Larger studies are

needed to assess the usefulness of quantitative DWI in supplementing

the diagnostic assessment of skin pathologies in breast imaging.

Quantitative DWI is a promising contrast-free technique that can

provide valuable information about the tissue structure, cellularity,

physiology and water diffusion of normal and pathologic skin.

However, its‘ clinical usefulness in discriminating between skin

pathologies needs further investigation.
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Background Field-Cycling (FC) is a novel tool that measures chan-

ges of R1 relaxation rate (1/T1) with the magnetic field strength 1,2. R1

Nuclear Magnetic Relaxation Dispersion (NMRD) profiles, acquired

with Fast Field Cycling (FFC) NMR relaxometry, provide promising

biological biomarkers of tumours non-invasively and without using

contrast media, using ultralow-field magnetic resonance 3–5. More

interestingly, Field-Cycling Imaging (FCI) provides images with T1-

dispersion contrast that can offer new insights for clinical applications

in a variety of pathologies including cancer. The aim of this pilot

study was to acquire R1-dispersion profiles from colorectal cancer

samples using the FFC-NMR technique and to test the feasibility of

the FCI whole-body scanner to characterise rectal cancer.

Methods Twenty-eight fresh resected tumour samples and corre-

sponding peritumoral and healthy counterparts were obtained via the

NHS Grampian Biorepository (tissue request-TR000068), with

informed consent obtained from all patients. The dispersion profiles

were acquired using a commercial FFC-NMR relaxometry technique

at a controlled temperature of 37 �C ± 0.1 �C. Field-Cycling pre-

polarised and non-polarised pulse sequences were used. A two-seg-

ments power law model was applied to fit the curves of the NMRD

profiles for all samples. For imaging work (study approval number

22/NS/0035), five patients diagnosed with rectal cancer were scanned

by using an FCI scanner, with four evolution fields ranging from

0.2 T to 0.2 mT, TE of 21 ms, 20 kHz bandwidth, in-plane resolution

of 4.3 mm and slice thickness of 10 mm. The duration of the FCI scan

is approximately 45 min.

Results The difference of R1 values measured between healthy and

tumour tissue samples is increased with the decrease of the magnetic

field from 3.4 to 1.01 MHz and showed a significant difference

(p\ 0.0001) between the tissue subtypes (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the

numerical parameters of the power law model significantly distin-

guished cancerous and non-cancerous colon tissues. The mucinous

samples had extreme numerical values that differed from most data

points (Fig. 2). The FCI scan was done for patients with rectal

tumours and correlated to the clinical MRI images to delineate the

ROIs. The R1 dispersion profiles extracted from the tumour and the

healthy ROIs showed clear contrast with different dispersion shapes

(Fig. 3).

Discussion This preliminary study provided the first insights into

using FFC-NMR and the FCI imaging technique as it can provide a

potential biomarker for the characterisation of colorectal cancer. The

FFC-NMR measurements were able to discriminate tumours from

peritumoral and healthy tissues in all 28 cases, below 3.4 MHz. This

work is extended to in vivo imaging, and the preliminary results were

reported. Although the primary source of the signals is not well

defined yet, previous studies have reported that (R1 = 1/T1) is related

to changes in molecular dynamics within tumour tissues, and the

water exchange rate across the plasma membrane is a distinctive

feature that distinguishes healthy from tumour cells 6.

Conclusion This work showed a potential new biomarker of col-

orectal cancer based on R1 dispersion curves -extended to low

magnetic fields -below 3.4 MHz-. Furthermore, this work is extended

to in vivo imaging, and we reported the preliminary results of using

our whole-body 0.2 T FCI scanner to assess if FCI can characterise

rectal lesions.
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Introduction To assess the effect of preoperative MRI with stan-

dardized Prostate Imaging-Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS)

assessment on pathological outcomes in prostate cancer (PCa)

patients who underwent radical prostatectomy (RP).

Methods This study included patients who underwent prostate MRI

and subsequent RP for PCa between January 2017 and December

2022. Patients were divided into the PI-RADS group and non-PI-

RADS group according to whether the pre-surgery MRI was with PI-

RADS assessment or not. Patients’’ preoperative characteristics and

postoperative outcomes were retrieved and analyzed using the Chi-

square test, Fisher‘‘s exact test, and Mann–Whitney U-test when

appropriate. The preoperative characteristics included patient age,

prostate-specific antigen level, clinical T stage (cT), Gleason score in

biopsy, and surgeon’’s experience. The pathological outcome ana-

lyzed in this study including pathological T stage (pT2 vs. pT3-4) and

positive surgical margins (PSMs). Patients were further stratified

according to statistically significant preoperative variables to assess

the difference in pathological outcomes. The concordance between cT

and pT in the two groups was also assessed.

Results A total of 380 patients were included in this study, with 201

patients in the PI-RADS group and 179 in the non-PI-RADS group.

Patients in the PI-RADS and non-PI-RADS groups had identical

preoperative characteristics, except for cT (p\ 0.001). For patho-

logical outcomes, PI-RADS group showed a significantly lower

percentage of patients with pT3-4 (21.4% vs. 48.0%, p\ 0.001), and

a lower percentage of PSMs (31.3% vs. 40.9%, P = 0.055). The

concordance between the cT and pT was also higher in the PI-RADS

group (79.1% vs. 64.8%, p = 0.003). In the subgroup analysis of

stratifying patients according to cT, the PI-RADS group showed a

lower proportion of patients with pT3-4 (15.9% vs. 36.1%, p\ 0.001)

in the cT1-2 subgroup. Although the rates of PSMs were also not

statistically significant between the two groups in subgroup analysis,

the PSMs rate of cT3 patients was reduced by 39.2% in the PI-RADS

group (p = 0.089).

Discussion The present study is the first retrospective study to eval-

uate the benefit of preoperative PI-RADS assessment on pathological

outcomes. In the large series of patients underwent RP, preoperative

PI-RADS assessment reduced the proportion of patients with pT3-4

status who are not eligible for the priority RP 1and improved the

accuracy of preoperative clinical staging, the PSMs rates were not

significantly lower as compared to patients who did not PI-RADS

assessment. The detection rate of suspicious lesions according to PI-

RADS was significantly improved, and a higher proportion of stan-

dardized reports describe information about relationships with

surrounding organizations. A meta-analysis studied by Patel et al. 2

supported that a similar magnitude for reduction in PSMs rates of

about 5% for patients receiving multiparametric MRI was observed.

While the magnitude in reduction may fall short of what many

urologists had hoped for with the implementation of MRI in CaP, the

overall 9.6% reduction of PSMs in our study is a small reduction

compared to the result of Patel et al. Although the rates of PSMs were

not statistically significant in the context of multiple testing between

the two groups in subgroup analysis, the PSMs rate of cT3 patients

was reduced by 39.2% in the PI-RADS group which suggests that the

value of PI-RADS assessment in benefit of surgical outcomes.

Limitations The single-center, retrospective cohort study may

introduce some selection bias. Therefore, further prospective valida-

tion in a multi-center and larger patient cohort studies is needed.

Furthermore, our retrospective analysis lacks the complete insight

into the surgical protocol decisions of individual patient. With our

data, we are not able to tell to which extent the PSMs rate attributed to

standardized PI-RADS.

Conclusions: Preoperative MRI with standardized PI-RADS assess-

ment could reduce the proportion of patients with non-organ-confined

PCa undergoing PR, improve the accuracy of preoperative clinical

staging and slightly reduce PSMs rate compared to non-PI-RADS

assessment.
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Introduction and purpose Neonatal hypoxia–ischemia (NHI) is a

major public health challenge in terms of its occurrence (1–6% of

births), its lethality or cognitive and motor disabilities ensuing from

this event1. NHI results from a decrease in newborn‘‘s brain perfu-

sion. This disruption of cerebral blood flow, leading to a decrease in

oxygen and energy substrate supplies, is responsible for brain dam-

ages. The only current treatment is moderate hypothermia but nearly

50% of newborns do not respond to this therapy2. Therefore, devel-

opment of new treatments is a priority. In a previous study on a rat

NHI model, we demonstrated that lactate injections are neuropro-

tective3. However, this novel neuroprotective strategy must be

combined with hypothermia, since this procedure is the standard

clinical care for NHI. Our aims were 1) to set up the best condition for

hypothermia on a rat NHI model and 2) to perform lactate injections

after an HI event in rat pups undergoing hypothermia, a mandatory

combined study for further translation to the human neonate.

Material and methods 6 groups were considered: Sham group

(without NHI, nor hypothermia or lactate injection); HI group

(NHI ? 2 h normothermia); HI-hypo2, HI-hypo3, and HI-hypo5

groups (NHI ? 2 h, 3 h, 5 h of hypothermia, respectively) and HI-

hypo ? L group (NHI ? 2 h of hypothermia ? 3 daily consecutive

lactate injections post-NHI). At P7 (7 days post-natal), except for the

sham group, pups underwent NHI (left common carotid artery liga-

tion ? hypoxia (8% O2, 92% N2, 2 h)). Ligation was controlled by

MR-angiography. Brain lesion volumes were measured in vivo, 3 h

(P7), 48 h (P9) and 23d (P30) after NHI, using diffusion-weighted

MRI (4.7 T Bruker, TE = 24 ms, TR = 2 s, 30 directions, 20 slices,

0.7 mm thick) and expressed as % of total brain volume. Motor and

cognitive functions of the pups were evaluated with behavioural tests

from P8 to P50 (righting reflexes, modified Neurological Severity

Score -mNSS-, novel object recognition, anxiety and depression).

Results First, we compared brain lesion volumes by diffusion-

weighted MRI (Fig. 1) and performed behavioural tests for the dif-

ferent durations of hypothermia. Brain lesions were quantified in the

HI group (at P9: 37 ± 2% and P30: 17 ± 4%) and for the different

groups of hypothermia (at P9: 29 ± 4%, 33 ± 5% and 32 ± 5% in

HI-hypo2, HI-hypo3 and HI-hypo5 groups, respectively; at P30:

5 ± 2%, 14 ± 3% and 9 ± 3% in HI-hypo2, HI-hypo3 and HI-hypo5

groups, respectively; Fig. 2). Concerning behavioural testing, the best

performances were obtained in the HI-hypo2 group (in both senso-

rimotor (Fig. 3) and memory (Fig. 4) tests). Therefore, 2 h-

hypothermia was sufficient to have a neuroprotective effect, while

minimizing animal discomfort, compared to 3 and 5 h of hypother-

mia. In a second step, we tested if lactate administration was still
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neuroprotective in pups that underwent HI followed by 2 h of

hypothermia. Brain lesion volumes were the smallest in the HI-

hypo ? L group (Fig. 1 and 2; lesion volume at P9: 18 ± 3% and at

P30: 2 ± 1%). At the motor and cognitive levels, pups in the HI-

hypo ? L group presented the best behavioural performances com-

pared to all the other groups (Fig. 3 and 4).

Conclusion While lactate is still considered as a ’’waste‘‘ product or a

bad prognostic biomarker, our hypothesis is that lactate, administered

after hypoxia–ischemia and therefore in reperfusion condition, could

be used as a preferential energy substrate by neurons. Our data clearly

indicated that lactate administration, in combination with hypother-

mia, is neuroprotective in the context of NHI. This opens up

encouraging prospects for therapy in newborns who have suffered

from hypoxia–ischemia at birth and for whom no pharmacological

treatment can be currently proposed.
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Introduction Sustained oxygen supply is crucial for maintaining

proper brain cell function. However, aggressive brain tumors often

exhibit low oxygenation levels due to the presence of rapid cell

proliferation. SqBOLD enables the mapping of oxygenation-related

parameters such as R2
’ and OEF, which respectively reflect the con-

centration of deoxygenated hemoglobin and the percentage of oxygen

extracted from the blood by the brain parenchyma [1]. There is

limited research on using sqBOLD to measure OEF in human brain

tumors [2]. Our objective is to evaluate the feasibility and reliability

of sqBOLD MRI in measuring oxygen-related parameters in brain

tumors.

Methods Ten patients, including five with gliomas and five with

metastatic brain tumors, underwent presurgical MRI at 3 T, with an

average of three targeted biopsy specimens collected per patient.

Structural scans included pre- and postcontrast T1W, T2W, and T2W-

FLAIR, and were used to segment four tumor VOIs: edema, non-
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enhancing tumor, enhancing tumor, and necrotic core using the

Glioseg algorithm [3]. SqBOLD data were acquired using a 2D

asymmetric spin echo (ASE) EPI sequence with FLAIR preparation

(FLAIR-ASE) [4]. In the sequence, the refocusing pulse was shifted

towards the excitation pulse by different shift (s) of 0, 16, 20, 24, 28,

32, 36, 40, 44, 48, and 52 ms and the imaging acquisition parameters

of TE/TR/TI: 74/8000/2000 ms, voxel size: 2.3 9 2.3 9 3.0 mm3,

and the total number of slices: 28.

The sqBOLD model, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of two

regimes, was utilized to fit each voxel signal using Bayesian fitting in

Quantiphyse software (version 0.9.9) [5]. From voxels adhering to the

model in Fig. 1, R2’ and OEF were extracted; non-adherent voxels

were assigned zero.

Different tumor regions were biopsied during surgery based on R2
’

and OEF values. The biopsies were fixed in formalin and paraffin-

embedded. These tissue samples were stained for HIF-1a and QuPath

software was used to quantify HIF-1a staining intensity and the

percentage of stained cells, resulting in an ’’H-score‘‘ per biopsy.

With the Spearman correlation test, the correlation between MRI (R2
’

and OEF) and H-score was investigated.

Results Figure 2 demonstrates that the sqBOLD signal predominantly

followed the expected signal drop with increasing s in glioma.

However, an unexpected rise in signal intensity was noticed in the

edema areas surrounding the enhancing tumor regions in the two

brain metastases.

R2’ and OEF maps show low values in non-enhancing tumor regions

of low-grade gliomas, high signal spots in high-grade gliomas and

brain metastases within the enhancing ring and necrotic core VOIs,

and low signal in the edema surrounding the enhancing ring in

gliomas (Fig. 3). There was no statistically significant correlation

between H-score measurements of HIF-1a staining intensity with

neither R2
’ (r = 0.10, P = 0.56) nor OEF (r = 0.17, P = 0.35) (Fig. 4).

Discussion The findings of our study demonstrate the applicability of

sqBOLD in most regions of brain tumors. An exception was observed

in the edema associated with metastases, and not with that of gliomas,

despite the fact that both types of tumors cause an increase in water

content and diffusion in the edematous tissue. Reasons for the

observed discrepancy remain elusive, but potential variations in

edema composition or distribution could be contributing to the dif-

ferences in signal characteristics and may be of diagnostic value.

High-grade gliomas and brain metastases exhibited increased R2’ and

OEF values in contrast-enhanced and necrotic areas, while low-grade

gliomas demonstrated decreased values, aligning with previous

studies correlating elevated OEF and R2
’ with tumor aggressiveness

[2], [6], [7]. The lack of a significant correlation between R2
’, OEF,

and HIF-1a expression was unexpected, given previous studies

demonstrating that in hypoxic tissue, both MRI-derived measure-

ments of R2
’ and OEF, along with pathology-derived HIF-1a H-score,

would be elevated [7], [8]. This discrepancy might stem from our

broader tumor subtype range; however, subdividing by subtype results

in limited sample sizes in each subtype. Future research, including the

extension of the current data set with already collected data from

King’s College Hospital (London, UK), will be done to further elu-

cidate our findings.

Conclusion In conclusion, our study has provided valuable insights

into the applicability of sqBOLD in brain tumors, emphasizing its

potential usefulness in the assessment and treatment planning of brain

tumors.
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Background The new frontiers in treating acute myocardial infarc-

tion (AMI) is represented by cardioprotective strategies [1] aiming the

effective protection of myocardium at risk for infarction in the ter-

ritory downstream of occlusion. Hence interventions to reduce final

infarct size have a major clinical interest in improving the prognosis

of patients referred for AMI. For now, no therapy has demonstrated its

effectiveness and/or been successfully transposed to the routine

therapeutic care in patients with AMI [2]. Therefore, we propose here

to investigate the mechano-transduction effects induced by shock

waves (SW) therapy at time of the ischemia reperfusion as a non-

invasive cardioprotective innovative approach to trigger healing

molecular mechanisms. Quantitative cardiac MRI at the acute phase

of MI was used to evaluate therapy benefits in an experimental

myocardial reperfusion-injury model.

Materials and Methods AMI was induced by a left anterior artery

temporary occlusion during 50 min in 18 farm pigs at open chest,

randomized in 2 equivalent groups: with SW therapy and without

(control group). In the SW therapy group, treatment was initiated at the

end of the ischemia period using the DUOLITH device, (Storz Medical,

Switzerland) and extended during early reperfusion (600 ? 1200

shots @0.09 mJ/mm2, f = 5 Hz). Multiple time-point (baseline (B),

during ischemia (I), at early reperfusion (ER) (* 15 min), late reper-

fusion (LR) (3 h) and after Gadolinium (Gd) administration (post Gd))

evaluation along the experiment was performed by quantitative CMR

acquisitions (1.5 T magnet, Aera, Siemens healthcare). The MR pro-

tocol included at all time points Left Ventricle (LV) global function

assessment, regional strain quantification and native T1 and T2 para-

metric mapping, Fig. 1. Then, after contrast injection of Gd, we

obtained late Gd imaging and extra-cellular volume (ECV) mapping.

The mean values of MR indexes were determined in the lesion, blood

and remote myocardium. Before animal sacrifice, Evans blue dye was

administrated after re-occlusion for area-at-risk determination. The

Control group experiment respected an identical protocol but did not

apply the SW treatment.

Results As expected, during ischemia, LV ejection fraction (LVEF)

decreased in both groups (25 ± 4.8% in controls (p = 0.031),

31.6 ± 3.2% in SW (p = 0.02). After reperfusion, LVEF remained

significantly decreased in controls (39.9 ± 4% at LR vs. 60 ± 5% at

baseline (p = 0.02). In the SW group, LVEF increased quickly ER

(43.7 ± 11.4% vs. 52.4 ± 8.2%), and further improved at LR

(49.4 ± 10.1) (ER vs LR p = 0.05), close to baseline reference (LR vs.

B p = 0.92). Strain imaging showed that regional contractile function

remained severely altered in the core lesion in both groups with no

significant treatment effect, while in the border and remote segments,

there was only a trend to higher contractility in SW-treated animals.

Furthermore, there was no significant difference of tissue changes as

revealed by T1 and T2 myocardial relaxation times (i.e. edema) after

reperfusion in the intervention group compared to the control

group: DT1 (MI vs remote) was increased by 23.2 ± % for SW vs ?

25.2% for the controls, while DT2 (MI vs remote) increased by ?

24.9% for SW vs ? 21.7% for the control group. A trend toward higher

values was found in ECV values in the SW therapy group: ? 5.7% in

remote regions and ? 18.6% in the border regions. While macroscopic

evaluations of AAR do not indicate apparent differences between the

two groups, when evaluating the 3D MR LGE data, the total IR-

reperfusion lesion was calculated to be 27.3% of the LV mass in the

control group versus 20.8% in the treated group. No-reflow regions,

very limited in size, were observed in only 4 animals.

Discussion and conclusion We explored here the effects of non-

invasive cardiac SW therapy in an AMI swine model (open-chest,

50 min LAD occlusion, 3 h of reperfusion) using full quantitative

CMR evaluation of tissue biomarkers and cardiac function. The study

indicates a significant and early improvement of global systolic LV

function that further improved after 3 h of reperfusion in the SW

treated group. While the strain imaging illustrate only a trend to

higher contractility in SW-treated animals in the border and remote

segments, SW therapy did not significantly modulate the amount of

myocardial edema within 3 h of reperfusion. In conclusion, our pro-

tocol indicate a nearly immediate cardioprotective effect of the SW

therapy in an AMI swine model, translated to a reduction in the acute

ischemia–reperfusion lesion size and to a significant LV function

improvement. These new and promising results related to the multi-

targeted effects of SW therapy in IR injury need to be confirmed by

further in-vivo studies in close chest models with longitudinal follow-

up and open new questions on the role of edema.
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Introduction The ferret animal model is a relevant model to study

brain development and gyrification as it undergoes cortical folding

and white matter (WM) maturation during the first month of life1.

Multi-contrast MRI, combining quantitative (qMRI) and diffusion-

weighted MRI (DW-MRI), is a promising approach to explore mat-

uration2, myelination3, microstructural changes and cortical folding4

that occur during brain development. This study aimed at mapping

normal brain development using multi-contrast MRI in ex vivo ferret

brain, as immature ferret recapitulates human brain development

during pregnancy1.

Methods Animal model: We investigated 3 time points: day of birth

(P0), 16 days (P16) and 32 days (P32) postnatally to mimic preterm

human brain from the 13th week of gestation to 2 years-old children1.

MRI acquisitions: MRI exams were performed ex vivo on 3 ferret

brains (P0, P16, P32), with a 11.7 T MRI (Bruker BioSpec 117/16,

Bruker, Germany). A 72-mm volume transmit coil was used in

combination with a surface receiver coil. The MRI acquisitions (83 h

in total) consisted in: (i) 3D-segmented echo planar diffusion-

weighted pulsed-field gradient spin–echo MRI (TR/TE = 1000/

24 ms, 16 segments, 8 A0, d = 5 ms, D = 12 ms; b = 6000 s/mm2,

64 directions; b = 2000s/mm2, 29 directions; b = 600 s/mm2, 7

directions) with spatial resolution from 100 to 200 lm isotropic

depending on the brain size (ii) B1? map5 and (iii) 3D spoiled gra-

dient recalled echo MRI (Multi gradient echo, TR = 100 ms,

Necho = 16, TE1 = 2.1 ms, DTE = 2.5 ms) with variable flip angles

(FA = 6�,15�,30�) and magnetization transfer module to assess M0,

R1 and R2* relaxation rate values as well as Macromolecular Proton

Fraction (MPF)6 with spatial resolution from 75 to 150 lm isotropic

depending on the brain size.

MRI analysis: Fig. 1 describes the multi-contrast MRI workflow, from

the preprocessing steps to the region-of-interest analyses performed

on the quantitative maps and derived diffusion maps.

Results We observed a wider range of contrast intensity at P0 than at

P16 and P32 for all the quantitative maps. Diffusion parameter maps

presented a better anatomical delineation despite their lower resolu-

tion than qMRI acquisitions (Fig. 2).

The total brain volume and the gyrification index increased non lin-

early with age (Fig. 3).

A noticeable MPF increase between P0 and P16 was observed (Fig. 2)

and quantified for 4 delineated brain regions without any striking

changes between P16 and P32 stages. R1 and R2* values seemed to

slightly increase with age.

Fractional anisotropy (FA) exhibited first a decrease and then an

increase. This tendency seemed to be more pronounced in the cortex

and subplate, and was also observed in WM for the mean (MD), axial

(AD) and radial (RD) diffusivities.

Fig. 4 illustrates the fiber tracts reconstructed for the different ages. At

P0, they were located in the developing WM and GM as well as the

anterior commissure, whereas at P16 they were mostly located in the

developing WM (corpus callosum, fornix, corticospinal tract and WM

brainstem) with only few fibers in the cortex. Finally, at the later stage

(P32) in addition to the previous WM tracts, cortical WM was also

identified.

Discussion Cortical folding and brain volume both increase with age

but the ferret brain seems to grow more first (P0 to P16) and to fold

more then (P16 to P32).

MPF has already been validated as a myelin biomarker in animal

models7, therefore it can be expected that myelination has already

started at P16 stage. R1 relies indirectly on the macromolecular and

myelin content, and both myelin and iron load contributes to R2*

increase. Their slight increases with age are consistent with myeli-

nation process but are also linked to other contributions

(macromolecules, iron load) that could explain the difference between

MPF, R1 and R2* variations.

High FA and AD values at P0 in the cortex could result from the

tangential migration of cajal retzius cells8. Decreases in these values

between P0 et P16 have already been observed in a rat model during

cortical maturation due to cellular density change with an increased

neurodendritic density and reduction in the radial glia9.

Conclusion Fiber tracts organization exists at a very early stage (P0),

but appeared to be unmyelinated as expected by the very low MPF

values. Therefore, our results suggest that cortical folding, cortical

maturation and myelination occurred at P16 in the ferret brain and

could be investigated using multi-MRI contrast. PLI experiments are

planned and additional time points will also be acquired to better

estimate the onset of cortical folding and myelination.
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Alterations in skeletal muscle water compartmentation
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by T2 relaxometry and IVIM MRI
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Introduction Neuromuscular diseases (NMD) are often characterized

by chronic muscle damage and inflammation, leading to muscle

atrophy, fatty replacement and fibrosis. Quantitative MRI (qMRI) is

currently established as a crucial outcome measure in clinical studies

of NMDs. While fat-fraction (FF) maps provide quantitative assess-

ment of the disease progression, water-T2 maps reveal active muscle

damage and/or ongoing microstructural tissue alterations that precede

fibro-fatty replacement.1 However, despite its sensitivity, water T2

still lacks specificity regarding the dominant underlying pathophysi-

ological processes or tissue alterations. Exploiting the multi-

exponential behavior of the water-T2 relaxation in tissue has been

proposed as one approach to increase specificity.2 The Golden

Retriever Muscular Dystrophy (GRMD) dog is an animal model that

has played a key role in studies of Duchenne muscular dystrophy

(DMD). While the GRMD aligns very well with the progressive

course of DMD, it presents much less fatty-replacement, which makes

it particularly suited in the context of qMRI for investigating the

alterations of the muscle water signal. In this work we investigate
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alterations in tissue water compartmentation of GRMD dogs revealed

by T2 relaxometry and intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) MRI.

Methods Experiments were performed using a 3 T clinical scanner.

Dogs were examined under isoflurane anesthesia on a heating mat-

tress. A 15-CH coil was used for RF transmission and signal

detection. Water-T2 relaxation data were acquired in the tibialis

cranial muscle of the right pelvic limb using a fat-suppressed single-

voxel (approx. 1 9 1 9 4 cm3) ISIS-CPMG sequence3, with 250

echoes and an inter-echo spacing of 2 ms. A bi-exponential model

was fitted to the T2 relaxation curves: S(TE) = A1e-TE/T2
1 ? A2e-TE/

T2
2. Diffusion weighted images were acquired using a fat-suppressed

spin-echo EPI sequence with the following relevant parameters:

FOV = 180 mm, image size = 128 9 128, TE = 66 ms, TR = 4 s,

bandwidth/pixel = 1185 Hz and b-values = 0, 400 and 900 s/mm2.

Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and IVIM-related (ADCIVIM

and fIVIM) parameter maps were generated in 5 axial slices centered at

half length of the tibia, using the following equations: ADC =

ln(Sb=0/Sb=400)/400, ADCIVIM = ln(Sb=400/Sb=900)/500 and fIVIM =

1 - e400x(ADC
IVIM

-ADC). Regions of interest were traced in the right

and left tibialis cranial muscles of all five slices on the ADCIVIM maps

excluding any visible blood vessels, identified as hyperintense pixels.

The study cohort consisted of 36 dogs (12 GRMD and 24 control)

with single or multiple visits, resulting in 56 CPMG data sets (22 in

GRMD and 34 in control dogs) and 41 IVIM data sets (15 in GRMD

and 26 in control dogs). The mean value for each parameter was

calculated for each dog exam. Groups were compared using two-

sample t-tests.

Results In GRMD, the 1st component’’s T2 and the relative fraction

of the 2nd component were abnormally elevated and decreased with

age, mainly between 60 and 180 days (Figs. 1 and 2). The 2nd T2 was

abnormally lower in GRMD and did not correlate with age (Figs. 1

and 2). Although ADC was not different between groups, the IVIM-

weighted ADC (ADCIVIM) and the estimated IVIM fraction, fIVIM,

were abnormally elevated in GRMD. In controls, ADC and ADCIVIM

decreased with age, while no correlation was observed between the

fIVIM and age in both groups (Figs. 3 and 4).

Discussion Previous studies in healthy skeletal muscle suggested that

the 1st and 2nd water-T2 components represent the parenchymal and

vascular compartments, respectively.3,4 From this perspective, our

CPMG results in GRMD suggest that there is an increase in the

vascular compartment (higher A2) and in the transendothelial

exchange rate (lower T22), both suggestive of inflammation, while the

abnormally elevated T21 points towards an increase of the free-water

pool in the parenchymal space, suggestive of tissue necrosis and

interstitial edema. The IVIM signal attenuation is associated with

flowing blood in the microvasculature and medium-sized vessels, and

the results supported the CPMG findings, indicating an abnormally

elevated vascular compartment in GRMD. Although the age distri-

butions were different between groups, the observed differences

for all parameters were still significant when restricting the groups to

similar age ranges. Interestingly, the intensity of the disease activity

decreased with age in GRMD, reflected by the decrease in T21 and

A2.

Conclusion T2 compartmentation seems to allow assessing specific

pathophysiological alterations in dystrophic muscles. IVIM MRI

supported the parenchymal-vascular compartmentation model.
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Introduction Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) at high b-values is

a superb MRI contrast for the characterisation of tissue microstruc-

ture, holding promise for advancing the early detection of prostate

cancer (PCa)1,2. Unfortunately, clinical DWI currently only allows for

low b-values due to limited gradient amplitudes which entail pro-

longed echo times (TE) and thus low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Developments of high-performance gradient hardware3-8 and the use

of spiral readouts allowing for short TEs9-11 have enabled brain

microstructure characterization at shorter diffusion times12-14 and

higher SNR15. This work demonstrates improvement of prostate DWI

capitalising on strong gradients for diffusion encoding, spiral readouts

for short TE, and field-camera measurements for accurate image

reconstruction16.

Methods Participants: Ethical approval for the study was obtained. A

healthy control (51 y) and a patient with PCa (53 y, Gleason score

3 ? 3) were scanned.

Hardware: 3 T Connectom scanner (Siemens Healthcare), field

camera (Skope Magnetic Resonance Technologies)17.

Data Acquisition: We acquired a multi-echo GRE for the B0 map and

coil sensitivity estimation and a T2-weighted TSE as a structural

reference.

We used a diffusion-weighted spin-echo sequence (developed in-

house) that enables arbitrary readout trajectories (Fig. 1A) with dif-

fusion encoding along 15 directions at b = [0, 0.05, 0.5, 1.5, 2, 3] ms/

lm2 (Gmax = 247 mT/m, SRmax = 83.3 T/m/s, d = 5.7 ms,

D = 23.3 ms), TR = 3 s, 18 slices, TE = 53 and 35 ms for EPI and

spiral readouts, respectively. Readouts were matched in total duration

(44 ms) and k-space coverage (Fig. 1B) with Gmax = 39 mT/m,

SRmax = 186 T/m/s, FOV = 220 9 220 mm2; and undersampling

factor R = 2 for partial-Fourier (= 6/8) EPI, and R = 1.85 for spiral.

The resolution was 1.3 9 1.3 9 5 mm3.

Image reconstruction: We used an iterative conjugate gradient

SENSE reconstruction16,18,19 accounting for static B0-inhomo-

geneities and higher-order field dynamics (up to 3rd-order spherical

harmonics and 2nd-order concomitant fields20,21).

Data processing/analysis: DWI data were corrected for gradient

nonlinearity induced distortions22-24. Signal decay curves (median

with interquartile range) from bilateral anatomical ROIs drawn on

b = 1.5 ms/lm2 data in the peripheral zone were plotted and the

contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between cancerous and healthy tissue

was computed. Mean diffusivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA),

mean, axial, and radial kurtosis (MK, AK, RK) were estimated25.

Results DWI data at b = 0 ms/lm2 acquired with both readouts

(Fig. 1C) preserved sharp structural features.

The direction-averaged signal (Fig. 2) showed higher signal intensi-

ties across all b-values in the spiral compared to EPI. The signal

values from an ROI in the PCa lesion (Fig. 3) are well above the noise

floor30 for DWI with spiral readout. The CNR between the lesion and

healthy tissue is improved by a factor 1.9, 1.7, and 2.3 for b = 1.5, 2,

and 3 ms/lm2 respectively when using spirals rather than EPI.

Quantitative maps (Fig. 4) show: I) fine anatomical details consistent

with those observed in the T2-weighted image, II) more noise-biased

maps obtained from DWI with EPI (e.g., elevated MD, higher FA in

the transitional zone), and III) clearly distinguishable prostate zones.

No change of FA in PCa lesion could be a result of the averaging

effects of microscopic anisotropy at macroscopic scale26.

Discussion & Conclusions We devised a spiral readout with

advanced field sensing techniques for the prostate and achieved high

DWI quality with preserved fine anatomical features at high b-values

and increased CNR. Future work will comprise an in-depth SNR

analysis and data comparative evaluation to the clinical protocol

provided by the MR system vendor, including eddy current

assessment.

The combination of strong gradients and spiral readouts unlocks short

diffusion encoding times and short TEs which should enable com-

prehensive characterisation of the prostate gland by multidimensional

MRI methods27,28, including the short T2stroma compartment29.
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Introduction Quantitative MRI offers diagnostic information with

high reliability, repeatability and scanner independency. Inclusion of

quantitative biomarkers such as T1 and T2 relaxation times in clinical

MRI exams (e.g. prostate MRI) has the potential for more compre-

hensive tissue and tumor characterization1, bringing new

opportunities for early diagnosis, treatment planning and active

surveillance monitoring. Moreover, advanced MRI parameter map-

ping facilitates multiparametric MRI in clinically acceptable scan

times. In this clinical study, we demonstrate the feasibility of 3D free-

breathing quantitative transient-state imaging (QTI) technique with

Stack-of-stars encoding2 in prostate MRI.

Methods As part of an IRB-approved study, MRI data from 20 male

patients, appointed for prostate MRI examination, was acquired on a

3 T HDxt system (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) after obtaining

written informed consent. The MRI protocol comprised PI-RADS 2.1
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standardized sequences3 extended by the proposed QTI scan. The

QTI encoding scheme comprises an initial inversion (TI = 4 ms) that

is followed by an optimized RF excitation sequence (Fig. 1b) with

TR/TE = 9.1 ms/3.4 ms and 1000 repetitions. The segmented QTI

readout scheme (Fig. 1a) combines Cartesian phase-encoding along

the logical Z direction and radial in-plane sampling where radial

spokes are rotated with golden angle increments from one repetition

to the next. We optimized our initial QTI sequence for prostate based

on the PI-RADS v2.1 recommendations: field of view = 300 9 300

9 80 mm3; voxel size = 1 9 1 9 4 mm3. QTI raw image time-

series were reconstructed via SVD subspace projection in the time

domain4, Cartesian re-gridding, 3D FFT, weighted apodization along

the SVD domain and subsequent coil sensitivity combination5.

Quantitative maps of T1, T2 and PD are derived by matching the

reconstructed subspace images to a dictionary of reference signals as

derived from the Extended Phase Graphs formalism6. For quantitative

evaluation of T1 and T2 values we manually segmented the prostate

central zone.

Results and discussion Prostate QTI T1, T2 and PD maps have

clinically relevant resolution, image quality and motion robustness,

thanks to the Stack-of-Stars encoding (Fig. 2). The acquisition time of

6:04 min is similar to the other clinical sequences and with the effi-

cient online reconstruction with direct DICOM export, we make it

feasible for use in routine prostate MRI workflows. Fig. 3

shows promising tissue contrast inside the central zone and peripheral

zone of the prostate for different patients that could give additional

insights into tissue sub-structures to improve diagnosis.

T1 and T2 mapping results (Mean ± SD: T1 = 1682 ± 327 ms,

T2 = 102 ± 30 ms) are in accordance with literature7-8.

In future work we will evaluate the T1 and T2 parameter distributions

on a more granular level and in a larger patient cohort.

Conclusion In this initial study, we evaluate multiparametric quan-

titative transient-state imaging (QTI) for clinical prostate MRI. We

present a fast Stack-of-stars variant QTI framework with a scan time,

motion robustness and image quality that make it suitable for appli-

cation in clinical practice. Its potential to provide quantitative

diagnostic information may be a promising extension to the current

PI-RADS v2.1 standard in prostate cancer patients.
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Introduction Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) R9 is a

slowly progressing muscle disease characterized by gradual muscle

wasting and fatty replacement. It originates from mutations in the

FKRP-gene and still lacks an effective therapy. For monitoring dis-

ease progression and to evaluate the efficacy of novel treatment

approaches, sensitive biomarkers are needed. Diffusion tensor imag-

ing (DTI) has shown to be sensitive to microstructural changes in

skeletal muscle1,2 and might be a potential biomarker in LGMD-R9

before fatty replacement of the muscle. The aim of this study was to

investigate if DTI parameters at different diffusion times can depict

alterations in muscle tissue in LGMD-R9 patients.

Methods 18 patients with LGDM-R9 (17f/1 m, mean age 38.3 years,

range 19–62 years) and 12 healthy controls (11f/1 m, mean age

37.4 years, range 19–67 years) with similar age-distribution (Wil-

coxon rank sum test: p = 0.85) were included and underwent an MRI

scan (3 T Siemens Prisma, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Ger-

many) of the legs at baseline, 12 and 24 months. All participants gave

written informed consent. The protocol included a DTI scan of the

right leg using a stimulated echo EPI sequence with four mixing times

(TM). Dixon-based olefinic fat suppression (DOFS3) with 6 readouts

was used in combination with spectral attenuated inversion recovery

(SPAIR) and gradient reversal fat suppression. In the patients, a

3-point Dixon scan for fat fraction (FF) estimation was acquired in

both legs. Detailed MRI parameters can be found in Fig. 1. All pro-

cessing was done in Python. DTI data was denoised and fat–water

separation as described by the DOFS method was performed to

remove the remaining olefinic signal contamination. The b-matrix

included contributions from imaging gradients and the diffusion

tensor was fitted using a nonlinear least-squares method. Signal to

noise ratio (SNR) was estimated from the unweighted diffusion

images for quality control. The outcome measures were Dixon-

derived FF (in patients), mean diffusivity (MD), diffusion tensor

eigenvalues (k1, k2, k3) and fractional anisotropy (FA). Segmenta-

tions were drawn manually in the right leg in the soleus (SOL) and

tibialis anterior (TA) muscles. Muscles with SNR\ 15 were exclu-

ded from further analysis. The mean DTI parameters per TM were

compared between controls and patients at baseline and between

baseline and follow-up visits for patients using a Wilcoxon rank sum

test. Correlation analysis between the DTI parameters and SNR, age,

FF and years since diagnosis (in patients) was performed for each TM

to exclude a possible bias. All statistical tests were corrected for

multiple comparisons.

Results All 18 patients completed the baseline scan, whereas 16 and

14 underwent the 1-year and 2-years follow-up, respectively. The

years since diagnosis ranged from 1.5 to 17.9 years (mean 9.4 years).

No correlation between DTI parameters and SNR, age, FF or years

since diagnosis was found (p[ 0.05). For increasing TM, tensor

eigenvalues and MD decreased while FA increased for both, patients

and controls (Fig. 2). Between controls and patients, no significant

differences were found for all DTI parameters and TMs. Regarding

the individual patients over the years since diagnosis, it can be

observed that most patients have a reasonably low FF (\ 20%), which

remains stable over time (Fig. 3). Some patients presented with a

considerably higher FF ([ 20%). No clear trend over time was found

for the DTI parameters, but good reproducibility per patient can be

observed.

Discussion In this study we have shown that DTI with several TMs

and DOFS is feasible in patients with and without muscle fat

replacement. We found a good reproducibility of the DTI parameters

in patients between baseline and follow-up. Over the 2-year follow-up

period in patients, no significant changes in DTI parameters were

found, which might be related to the slow progression of LGMD-R9.

In comparing the DTI parameters between controls and patients, no

significant differences were found for any TM. This suggests that DTI

at different TMs cannot depict alterations in muscle microstructure in

LGMD-R9 patients. A possible explanation for our findings is that

DTI is not sensitive enough to depict changes in the slowly-pro-

gressing, low-impacted muscles in LGMD-R9, as leg muscles are

typically less affected than thigh or pelvic muscles in LGMD-R94.
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However, this needs to be investigated in more depth in further

research.

Conclusion DTI with DOFS for olefinic fat suppression proved fea-

sible in LGMD-R9 patients with and without muscle fat replacement

and showed good reproducibility over a 2-year period. Our results

suggest that DTI at different TMs cannot depict microstructural

changes in LGMD-R9 leg muscles compared to healthy controls.
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Introduction Peripheral artery disease (PAD) affects approximately

20% of the elderly western population and is caused by stenosis of the

arteries supplying the lower limbs with blood. A classic symptom of

PAD is leg pain after walking short distances, where the pain resolves

within ten minutes of rest. [1] The group is highly heterogeneous and

new diagnostic markers are warranted to classify or stage the disease.

T2 mapping and fat fraction MRI have the feasibility to offer objec-

tive markers of muscle inflammation and fat infiltration [2], reflecting

increased muscle degeneration as a result of PAD. The aim of the

study was to investigate whether quantitative MRI markers differ

between patients with PAD and matched healthy controls.

Method The study included a group of 22 symptomatic patients with

PAD (age 73.5 ± 4 years; 12 males) alongside ten healthy controls

(age 67.9 ± 6.2 years; 8 males). The subjects’ calf muscles were

examined using a 3 T MRI system (Magnetom Skyra, Siemens

Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). In the patient group the most

symptomatic leg was scanned whereas all controls had their left

calves studied. The scan protocol included a six echo in phase/op-

posing phase DIXON sequence (TR/TE1/DTE = 9/1.23/1.23 ms) and

an eight echo multi echo spin echo (MESE) sequence (TR/TE1/

DTE = 1500/11.1/11.1 ms). Muscle fat fraction was calculated voxel-

by-voxel using a least squares fitting model that assumes one singular

broad fat peak and separate T2
* decay rates for water and fat. The

method was based on model (v) by Bydder et al. [3]. Muscle T2 re-

laxation time was estimated voxel-by-voxel using log-linear

regression. See Fig. 1 for an overview of the post-processing steps.

For each subject, the mean fat fraction and T2 were estimated in the

calf muscles m. gastrocnemius (GC) and m. soleus, that together

constitute m. triceps surae (TS). The group means were then com-

pared for each muscle using two-sided Welch t-tests.

Results The mean muscle fat fractions in the patient group were

9.8 ± 3.2%, 11.7 ± 2.9% and 10.8 ± 2.7% for GC, soleus and TS

respectively. Corresponding values for the controls were 6.5 ± 1.4%,

9.4 ± 2.3% and 8.0 ± 1.8%. t-tests revealed a significant difference

between the groups for all three muscles (p\ 0.0003, p\ 0.03

and p\ 0.002). Furthermore, the patients and the controls differed in

mean muscle T2 for all muscles (patients: 57.9 ± 6.0 ms,

57.2 ± 5.2 ms and 57.4 ± 5.1 ms; controls: 51.7 ± 3.6 ms,

51.9 ± 4.1 ms and 51.9 ± 3.3 ms; p\ 0.002, p\ 0.006 and p\
0.002). See Figs. 2 and 3 for violin plots of the data.

Discussion The elevated fat fractions and T2 values in the patient

group indicate that PAD is associated with worse muscle health

through chronic inflammation and fat infiltration. Additionally,

Figs. 2 and 3 display a wider range of values in patients compared

with controls, suggesting that the studied markers could assist in

phenotyping the disease. Due to the inclusion criteria of the study, the

generalizability of these results is limited to symptomatic patients. It
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should also be noted that the large overlap of the patient and control

distributions in Figs. 2 and 3 limits the possibility to use these markers

alone for predicting PAD severity.

Conclusion In comparison with controls, patients with symptomatic

PAD displayed elevated muscle dystrophy, measured in terms of

increased fat fractions and T2 relaxation times. Further studies are

warranted to evaluate how such muscle changes are associated with

patient outcome and how they change over time, especially after

targeted intervention.
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Introduction Quantitative muscle MRI is increasingly proposed in

clinical trials related to neuromuscular diseases (NMDs). The intra-

muscular fat fraction (FF) is considered as a biomarker of disease

severity while water T2 and water T1 have been related to active

muscle damages (1,2). These quantitative variable are often measured

as mean or median values in individual muscles or muscle groups. It

has recently been reported that median water T1 and T2 values

measured in patients with various NMDs exhibit a moderate corre-

lation, which depends on the extent of muscle fat replacement (2). To

date, no studies have established the relationship between these

variables at the pixel level in any NMD. The objective of the current

study was to characterize the bi-variate (water T1, FF), (water T2, FF)

and (water T1, water T2) distributions in the muscles of healthy

volunteers and subjects with myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1), in

which water relaxation parameters are known to be elevated (3, 4).

Methods Sixteen subjects (45.7 [37.6–52.7] years, 9 women) with

DM1, and 9 healthy volunteers (49.1 [35.7–58.8] years, 6 women)

were scanned at 3 T (Magnetom PrismaFit, Siemens) in the thighs

and legs using multi-channel surface coils. FF maps were generated

using 3-point Dixon (3 TEs = 2.75/3.95/7.55 ms, TR = 10 ms,

Tacq = 3 min 12 s, pixel size = 1 9 1 9 5 mm3). A multi- spin-echo

sequence was acquired (17 echoes ranging from 9.5 ms to 161.5 ms,

TR = 3 s, Tacq = 3 min 41 s, pixel size = 1.4 9 1.4 9 10 mm3)

from which water T2 maps were calculated using a tri-exponential

fitting procedure (5). An MRF T1-FF sequence was acquired (train of

1400 spokes, varying TE, TR and FA, Tacq = 50 s, pixel size = 1.4

9 1.4 9 10 mm3) to generate water T1 maps (6). For each subject,

FF, water T1 and water T2 maps were interpolated. The mean values

and standard deviation of FF, water T1 and water T2 were extracted

in the extensor (comprising tibialis anterior and extensor digitorum

muscles) and triceps (comprising gastrocnemius medialis, lateralis

and soleus muscles) of the legs and in the quadriceps (comprising

vastii lateralis, intermedialis and medialis and rectus femoris muscles)

and hamstrings (comprising biceps femoris, semi-membranosous and

semi-tendinousus muscles) of the thighs. The bi-variate (water T1,
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water T2), (water T1, FF) and (water T2, FF) distributions were also

estimated in these regions. Water T1 and T2 were normalized by the

mean values and standard deviations measured in healthy volunteers.

We characterized the normalized (water T1, water T2) distribution

based on a bi-variate Gaussian hypothesis, and calculated its angle (h)

and eccentricity (e = H(1 - k22/k12)) from the eigenvectors and

eigenvalues (k1 and k2) of the covariance matrix (Fig. 1).

Results Fig. 2 displays the mean (water T1, FF), (water T2, FF) and

(water T1, water T2) distributions in various muscle groups of both

healthy controls and subjects with DM1. Our results indicate that

subjects with DM1 had higher water T1 and T2 values than controls

in pixels across the entire FF range. Notably, we observed a slight

decrease in both water T1 and water T2 in pixels with FF[ 0.4.

In patients, the ranges of water T1 and T2 values were higher than in

controls for all muscle groups. This was reflected by the significantly

higher k1 and k2 values in most muscle groups (except for k2 in the

hamstrings, Fig. 3). Interestingly, h was also different in the leg

muscles of the DM1 patients compared to healthy volunteers. The

eccentricity of the distribution was significantly higher in the leg

extensor muscles of the subjects with DM1.

Discussion & Conclusion We characterized the bi-variate (water T1,

FF), (water T2, FF) and (water T1, water T2) distributions in healthy

controls and patients with DM1. We observed high water T1 and

water T2 values in pixels with normal FF, which confirms that these

variables can be affected by early onset tissue alterations. As reported

earlier at the muscle ROIs level, we observed some pixels with

decreased water T2 at high FF (7). Interestingly, we also reported here

the same behavior for water T1 in a large number of voxels at high

FF.

Additionally, we found that the parameters extracted from the

bivariate analysis were altered in the muscles of the patients with

DM1 as compared to healthy controls, which demonstrates that the

relationship between water T1 and water T2 was modified by muscle

alterations. Adopting this multivariate approach has the potential to

enhance the specificity of water relaxation time quantification, which

may aid in disentangling different type of muscle tissue alterations in

NMD studies.
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Heart failure (HF) has reached epidemic proportions, affecting about

64 million people globally and is the main cause of death and dis-

ability [1]. Myocardial fibrosis, characterised by changes in type I and

III collagen, drives the adverse outcomes of HF [2,3]. Collagen I

(COL1) provides tensile strength but when excessive it can cause

myocardial stiffness. In contrast, collagen III (COL3) provides elas-

ticity. In myocardial fibrosis, COL3 increases in the early stages and

is replaced by COL1 in the later stages of remodelling. Cardiac

magnetic resonance (CMR) has emerged as the preferred imaging

modality to non-invasively detect myocardial fibrosis with high spa-

tial resolution and superior soft tissue contrast. However, CMR still

provides indirect or surrogate measurements, such as extracellular

volume or T1 and T2 relaxation time. Alternatively, molecular

imaging offers the opportunity to directly image fibrosis, but current

probes are limited to COL1. Here, we combined quantitative CMR

and molecular imaging using the first COL3-binding probe to directly

image COL3. This would enable quantification of, previously unde-

tectable, COL3 and can be used as a tool to monitor the treatment

response.

To develop a COL3-binding probe a small peptide was conjugated to

a DOTA-chelator and labelled with Europium [Eu(III)] for in vitro

binding assays; Gallium (68 Ga) for in vivo PET/CT biodistribution;

and Gadolinium [Gd(III)] for in vivo CMR studies. In vivo functional

and molecular CMR was performed using a 3 Tesla clinical scanner at

days 10 and 21 post-MI (n = 6/group). The same mice were imaged

the next day with a probe carrying a scrambled peptide sequence, and

again the next day with the clinically used probe Gadovist (n = 3) for

comparison. The COL3-probe was used as a tool to monitor the effect

of Enalapril (an ACE inhibitor commonly used to treat patients with

HF) on myocardial fibrosis after MI. Mice were administered Ena-

lapril (20 mg/kg/day) immediately after MI and imaged at days 10

and 21 (n = 6/group). 2D short-axis cine images covering the left

ventricle (LV) were used to assess cardiac function parameters

including end-diastolic volume (EDV, ll); ejection fraction (EF, %)

and LV mass (mg). T1-weighted 3D inversion recovery (IR) images

were used to acquire Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE) images of

the LV 60 min after intravenous injection of the probe (0.2 mmol/kg).

T1 mapping was performed using a 2D Look-Locker sequence with

an inversion pulse applied followed by the acquisition of 30 inversion

recovery images with an inversion delay ranging from 30 to

10000 ms. The T1 maps were reconstructed offline using an in-house

developed MATLAB script. The MRI acquisition parameters are

shown in Fig. 2B.
The developed imaging probe binds to COL3 with high affinity

(Kd = 5.3 lM) and high specificity (no binding of the negative probe)

(Fig. 1A). The probe has favourable pharmacokinetics with fast blood

clearance (60 min) and no unspecific binding (Fig. 1B). Initial,

molecular CMR enabled selective profiling of the natural turnover of

COL3 after MI with the signal increasing at day 10 when COL3 is

elevated, and decreasing at day 21 as COL3 is replaced by COL1

(Fig. 2A). The imaging data were validated by histology showing co-

localisation of the MRI signal with COL3 (green) at day 10 and

reduction at day 21. Quantitative T1 maps discriminated between

infarcted and remote myocardium with lower T1 values (* 530 ms)

in the infarct and higher in the remote myocardium (* 670 ms).

Importantly, there was no enhancement using the scrambled probe or

Gadovist.

In the treatment study, mice receiving Enalapril showed similar

enhancement at day 10 compared to untreated mice (Fig. 3A-B).

However, at day 21 mice treated with Enalapril showed a significantly

higher LGE volume compared with untreated mice. (Fig. 3A-B). This

data suggests that Enalapril may prolong the accumulation of COL3

that potentially delays the onset of COL1 deposition (Fig. 3B).

However, despite changes in the fibrotic content observed with

molecular imaging, cardiac function was similar between the groups

(Fig. 3C-E) suggesting that molecular changes may precede func-

tional changes.

We have developed the first probe suitable for molecular imaging of

COL3. Combining this probe with quantitative CMR shows potential

to image previously undetectable changes in COL3 remodelling after

myocardial infarction and in response to treatment. Our approach may

provide a new tool to investigate the functional role and regulation of

COL3 in myocardial fibrosis non-invasively. This could address a

considerable knowledge gap and potentially enable detection and

characterisation of myocardial fibrosis earlier allowing staging of

disease and monitoring of novel therapies. Future work to improve

probe imaging properties and further validate in vivo imaging find-

ings are underway.
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Introduction Type C hepatic encephalopathy (HE) is a severe neu-

ropsychiatric disorder occurring as a consequence of chronic liver

disease. 1H MRS can provide valuable information on brain metabolic

pool alterations following ammonia intoxication in HE and 18F-FDG

PET a complementary dynamic information on glucose uptake.

Energy metabolism alterations have been suggested in HE but

autoradiography and PET studies have reported conflicting results1,2.

We hypothesise that the lack of concurring results partially resides in

the report of the standardized uptake value (SUV), being only a semi-

quantitative approach, as a surrogate marker for glucose uptake. Here

we propose a novel glucose cerebral metabolic rate (CMRglc) quan-

tification method for preclinical 18F-FDG PET studies, based on an

image-derived input function (IDIF) from the vena cava3. The

obtained regional CMRglc were associated with the metabolic profiles

measured with 1H MRS in the hippocampus and cerebellum of HE

and SHAM animals and together shed new light on energy metabo-

lism in HE.

Methods MRS experiments at 9.4 T (SPECIAL sequence4, TE/

TR = 2.8/4000 ms, 160 shots (10 blocks of 16 shots), a 5 kHz

spectral width and 4096 spectral points) on male bile-duct ligated

(BDL) rats, model of type C HE, were performed at week 0 (used as

self-control) and 6 post-surgery on two brain regions: the hip-

pocampus (week 0/6: N = 4/9, 2.8 9 2 9 2 mm3 voxel) and the

cerebellum (week 0/6: N = 3/4, 2.5 9 2.5 9 2.5 mm3 voxel). PET

experiments on BDL (N = 10) and SHAM (N = 8) rats were con-

ducted at week 6, using a LabPET-4 preclinical scanner. After

injection of a bolus of 18F-FDG in the tail vein of the rat, a 45-min

dynamic acquisition was performed on the region of the vena cava to

extract the IDIF3, followed by a 15-min static acquisition on the brain

to derive 3D maps of CMRglc
5. The Lumped Constant (LC) was set to

0.716 and glycaemia values were measured for each rat after the static

acquisition. Brain maps of CMRglc (1 9 1 9 1.18 mm3 nominal

resolution) were registered to an atlas for regional comparison with
1H MRS metabolites’ concentrations.

Results 1H MRS showed a significant increase in brain glutamine in

both regions (Fig. 1), yet stronger in the cerebellum than in the

hippocampus (114% versus 73%), compensated by a decrease in the

main osmolytes (Ins, Tau, tCr, tCho) (- 15%, - 13%, respectively),

and a decrease in Glu (- 22%, - 13%, respectively). The FDG-PET

Sokoloff method5, using the area under the curve of the FDG IDIF

(Fig. 2A), LC, the steady-state brain image and glycaemia as inputs

enabled the construction of quantitative metabolic maps (Fig. 2B).

PET to atlas registration enabled a quantitative comparison between

PET and 1H MRS data in the hippocampus and cerebellum (Fig. 3).

A significant twofold lower CMRglc in BDL rats compared to SHAM

rats was measured in both brain regions. The SUV showed no sig-

nificant difference between the two groups for any of the brain

regions (Fig. 4).

Discussion Ins, tCr and Tau decrease in HE measured here with 1H

MRS reflects the role of these metabolites as regulators of cellular

volume during induced cell swelling7, here caused by the Gln load in

the astrocytes, and where an efflux could help to restore the osmotic

balance. The opposite changes in Glu and Gln with HE show that their

spectral separation with 1H MRS spectroscopy at 9.4 T is important

for data interpretation. The absence of difference for the SUV

between BDL and SHAM rats suggests that the injected dose and

body weight do not provide an accurate measure of the true tracer

availability for the brain when systemic effects, such as the meta-

bolism of other organs, and particularly of the liver in this study,

might affect the blood FDG available for the brain.

Conclusion This study characterized local alterations of energy

metabolism in the cerebellum and in the hippocampus of the BDL rat

model of type C HE, concomitant with a glutamine-associated

metabolic impairment. The use of an IDIF made the quantitative PET

measurement non-invasive and compatible with longitudinal studies.

In contrast, we showed that the SUV, a more common metric in

preclinical PET studies, but overlooking any inter-subject differences

in systemic metabolism, would fail to detect such differences between

the BDL and SHAM groups.
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Introduction Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most frequent

malignant brain tumor in adults1 and also the most lethal, even after

an extremely aggressive therapeutic approach2. Of note, great efforts

have been conducted for decades to improve the treatment, with

scarce success. For this reason, there is an urgent need to improve

both the diagnosis and the therapeutic outcome of GBM patients. It is

at this point that preclinical models, and especially orthotopic models,

play an essential role. Orthotopic rat models (ORM) of GBM have

been widely used in the biomedical research, being some of the most

popular: Fischer rats implanted with F98 cells3,4 and both Sprague

Dawley (SD) and Wistar rats implanted with C6 cells4,5,6. In fact, it

has been extensively described that all of them evoke genetic and

physiologic human GBM features. The aim of this work was to study

ORMs of GBM, generated by the orthotopic implantation of the 2

GBM cell lines in the 3 rat strains, from a multiparametric magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) point of view and, ultimately, to identify

the tumor model most closely resembling human GBMs.

Methods A total of 48 male rats (& 190 g) of 3 different strains:

Wistar, Fischer, and SD, were injected orthotopically in the right

caudate nucleus with 105 murine glioma cells, either C6 or F98,

hereinafter referred to as W-C6, F-C6, SD-C6, W-F98, F-F98, SD-

F98. MRI studies were carried out on a Bruker Biospec 9.4 T system

equipped with 400 mT/m gradients, using an 82 mm volume resonator

for excitation and a 20 mm-inner-diameter surface coil for signal

detection. Tumors were followed up by T2-weighted (T2W) images

until they showed a size of & 1.5 cm3, then a multiparametric (MP)

MRI study was performed acquiring: T2-maps, diffusion tensor images

(DTI) and dynamic contrast enhancement (DCE) images. Gadobutrol

(Gadovist�, Bayer) was used as contrast agent (CA). Parametric maps

were generated by either My Map Analyzer, a homemade software

built in Matlab for T2-maps and DTI images, or DCE@ourlab7, for

DCE images. The entire analysis of parametric maps was conducted in

a region of interest (ROI) placed on the tumor periphery, which was

determined by active CA uptake at DCE images.

Results Around 40% of F-C6 did not develop a GBM. Regarding CA

uptake, all ORMs presented a moderate homogeneity, except for

W-F98 (Fig. 1). Moreover, the only group showing statistically sig-

nificant differences in T2 values (Fig. 2), DTI parameter mean

diffusivity (MD) (Fig. 3) and Ktrans parameter obtained from DCE

acquisitions (Fig. 4), corresponded to W-F98. These differences were

mainly observed when comparing this group with either W-C6 or SD-

F98, whereas no statistically significant differences were observed

with respect to the other groups. Additionally, higher Ktrans values

were observed in SD-C6 than in SD-F98 (not significant).

Discussion Based on the heterogeneity in the development of GBMs,

Fischer rats injected with C6 cells and Wistar rats injected with F98

cells should be avoided as ORMs of GBM. Considering only MRI

parameters, edema and vascular extravasation due to blood–brain

barrier (BBB) disruption in the tumor periphery of the studied ORMs,

revealed similar patterns in the 3 strains of rats injected with C6 cells,

whereas heterogeneous patterns were observed among the F98-injected

ones. A more prominent edema, based on T2 and MD maps, was noticed

in W-F98. In addition, this group revealed a lower BBB extravasation

than F-F98 and SD-F98 rats, based on the Ktrans maps. Finally, it is

worth noting that some differences were observed comparing the same

strain injected with different cells. On the one hand, W-F98 exhibited

evidence of greater edema compared to W-C6. On the other hand, SD-

F98 showed more BBB extravasation than SD-C6.
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Conclusion As far as we know, this is the first GBM MP-MRI study,

encompassing the main GBM cell lines (C6 and F98) and the 3

predominant rat strains (Fischer, SD, and Wistar). So far, our results

suggested that Fischer rats injected with C6 cells and Wistar rats

injected with F98 cells should be avoided as ORMs of GBM. Overall,

considering only MRI parameters (mainly edema and vasculariza-

tion), rats injected with C6 cells presented more homogeneity than

rats injected with F98 cells. Finally, adding other variables, such as

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) or MP analysis of other

regions, might shed some light on which model is the best option as

preclinical ORM.
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Introduction Conventional sodium (23Na) MRI is a promising tool to

probe tissue ionic homeostasis, but often remains limited to the

analysis of the sodium signal intensity. Thanks to its 3/2 spin, 23Na

multi-quantum coherences MRI enables disentangling the underlying

multi-quantum coherences (MQC) and therefore holds potentially

richer sodium tissue characterization. Especially the triple quantum

(TQ) signal has shown sensitivity to the intracellular sodium com-

partment1. However, 23Na MQC MRI is inherently slow since it

requires 3 RF pulses that are cycled multiple times, associated with

long relaxation periods. As such, 23Na MQC MRI lacks conventional
23Na MRI resolution.

Herein we propose two novelties: We propose a low-rank image

reconstruction framework that combines 1) 23Na MQC MRI with

Double-Half-Echo (DHE) 23Na MRI to simultaneously obtain 23Na

MQC MRI and a higher resolution conventional 23Na image acquired

during the evolution time and 2) undersampled 23Na MQC MRI that

can be reconstructed thanks to its multi-dimensional attribute.

Methods All measurements were performed on a 7 T MRI (Siemens

Terra) with a bird-cage dual-tuned 23Na/1H head coil

(RapidBiomedical). 23Na MQC MR images were obtained by utiliz-

ing a modified CRISTINA2 sequence (Fig. 1), with the following

parameters.

Experimental phantom acquisitions FoV 225 9 225 9 210 mm3,
23Na DHE: matrix size 64 9 64 9 14, TE = 0.7 ms;
23Na MQC: matrix size 40 9 40 9 14, s = 10 ms, BW = 330 Hz/px,

TE/DTE/NTE = 1.2/4.7 ms/10, TR = 200 ms resulting in

TA = 2 9 31 min.

For brain in-vivo, two healthy volunteers, FoV

225 9 225 9 210 mm3, 23Na DHE: matrix size 68 9 68 9 14,

TE = 0.7 ms;
23Na MQC: matrix size 28 9 28 9 14, s = 10 ms, BW = 330 Hz/px,

TE/DTE/NTE = 1.1/4.2 ms/10, TR = 200 ms resulting in

TA = 2 9 31 min.

Image reconstruction: 23Na DHE two half k-spaces were recon-

structed by utilizing a low-rank coupling constraint3. 23Na MQC data

was retrospectively undersampled by R = 3 and reconstructed uti-

lizing the SAKE4 framework solving the following optimization

problem:

minðuf ðÞÞ UF uð Þ � fk k2s:t: rank Að Þ ¼ k0;H� Að Þ ¼ u

with UF being the Fourier sampling operator, u being the image to

reconstruct and f the actually sampled k-space data in the fidelity

term. Prior rank k’ is chosen to enforce low-rankness and H* being the
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inverse matrix operator to invert the Hankel-like structured matrix,

A. 23Na MQC’s echo and phase-cycle dimensions were reshaped to

enforce rank deficiency of the data matrix (Fig. 2).

Image processing Phase-cycled 23Na MQC raw data were combined

via Fleysher combination5 and the MQC spectrum (SQ and TQ

images) was obtained by computing the 1D Fourier transform along

the phase cycle dimension.

Results Reconstruction results (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) demonstrated

reliable image quality: 23Na DHE provided a high-resolution 23Na

image. Quantification of phantom data revealed accurate TSC (23Na

DHE) and TQ/SQ ratio for SAKE reconstruction. SAKE enabled to

reconstruct threefold undersampled in-vivo data with SSIM = 0.95

± 0.0, RMSE = 0.03 ± 0.002 and SSIM = 0.75 ± 0.04, RMSE =

0.09 ± 0.02 for SQ and TQ images, respectively, in the region of

interest over the shown slices. However, the TQ/SQ ratio was smaller

for the SAKE reconstruction.

Discussion & Conclusion Double-Half Echoes can be combined by

exploiting correlations along the rows due to the low-rankness pro-

jection. Due to the signal’s intrinsic redundancy, the SAKE

framework is well suited to reconstruct undersampled 23Na MQC

data. Phase-cycling produces signal subspaces that vary in magnitude

and phase, but still exhibit highly coherent patterns spanning across

the multi-dimensional space. Structured low-rank matrix completion

exploits the shared information efficiently and leverages them to

reconstruct undersampled data. The TQ/SQ ratio was decreased in the

SAKE framework due to the strong information coherence of 23Na

MQC MRI leading to image denoising, as observed from the back-

ground noise suppression.
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Introduction By repetitive T2* weighted imaging, time-lapse MRI

enables tracking of single iron-labeled cells non-invasively at

unlimited tissue penetration. Due to temporal blurring, only slowly

moving cells such as patrolling monocytes can be resolved. To study

faster immune cells beyond the estimated detection limit of 1 lm/s,

accelerated acquisition is needed.1,2 We show that the detection limit

can be increased using a radial MR acquisition scheme in combina-

tion with compressed sensing (CS) reconstruction. Phantom and

in vivo experiments were performed.

Methods Time-lapse MRI was performed on a 9.4 T Biospec with

cryogenic probe and a radial FLASH sequence with interleaved

ordering scheme (TE/TR: 11/400 ms, 4 avg., 59 9 59 lm2 in-plane

res., 195 spokes, 15 slices of 300 lm, 5:12 min scan time per time-

frame, 10 rep.). Images were reconstructed using all acquired spokes

(fully sampled, FS) or subsets of only 39 spokes without (under-

sampled, US) and with CS3, generating 5 subframes of 1 min

temporal resolution. To mimic moving cells a rotating phantom

system was designed and agar phantoms containing micron-sized iron

particles were scanned both static and rotating with resulting particle

speeds of up to 21.8 lm/s. Temporal blurring was evaluated by

quantifying signal loss and void size of each particle in the rotating

phantom for FS, US, and CS reconstructions, respectively. A maxi-

mum detectable speed was derived from the velocity-dependent

change in signal loss. For in vivo time-lapse MRI of n = 3 mouse

brains, cells were labeled in vivo by i.v. injection of Resovist 24 h

before scanning. Individual cells were manually identified as

hypointense spots and categorized into short-term (1–2 consecutive

frames), long-term short-range ([ 2 consecutive frames), and long-

term long-range cells ([ 2 consecutive frames with in-plane motion).

Results In phantom experiments single iron particles were resolved

using radial time-lapse MRI in all three reconstruction modes

(Fig. 1A). Once the phantom was rotating, temporal blurring occurred

resulting in decreased signal loss and elongated shapes. Visibility of

single particles was dependent on the velocity, but also on the contrast

generated in the static case. In US images, motion distortion of fast-

moving particles decreased compared to FS (Fig. 1), and additional

fast-moving particles were recovered due to the higher temporal

resolution (Fig. 1A). Although in CS reconstructed images temporal

blurring was more pronounced than for US, signal voids were smaller

and had higher signal loss than in FS images (Fig. 1). Moreover, for

the investigated signal losses, a velocity detection limit of 2.7 to

4.8 lm/s for FS, 5.1 to 10.2 lm/s for CS and 10.4 to 17.9 lm/s for

US reconstruction was derived (Fig. 2). In vivo, 42 ± 4 cells per

mouse brain were detected in FS images. Out of these, 23 ± 3 were

short-term, 8 ± 2 long-term short-range, and 10 ± 1 long-term long-

range (Fig. 3B). The latter had a mean velocity of 0.18 ± 0.05 lm/s.

In US images, streaking artifacts were too severe hindering single cell

detection resulting in only 7 ± 1 detected cells. With CS, streaking

artifacts were reduced allowing recovery of most low-contrast cells

hidden in US (33 ± 4 counted cells). Additionally, 6 ± 1 cells were

detected that were not visible in FS images (Fig. 3C).

Discussion Both, phantom and in vivo, measurements showed that

single iron-labeled cells can be resolved and tracked using radial

sampling in time-lapse MRI (Fig. 1A,3A). The detected hypointen-

sities resembled those of in vitro iron-labeled monocytes and single

cells in vivo assessed with Cartesian sampling1,2. In vivo, different

motion behavior of patrolling cells was observed: Short-term cells,

cells patrolling long-term within an MRI voxel (short-range), and

those patrolling over several voxels in consecutive time-frames (long-

range). The mean velocity of moving cells matched the velocity of

patrolling monocytes as observed in previous time-lapse MRI stud-

ies1,2 and by intravital microscopy4. While US reconstruction yielded

the best results in phantom experiments in terms of improvement in

signal loss of moving particles and velocity detection limit, the need

for CS reconstruction became apparent in in vivo time-lapse MRI,

where streaking artifacts were too severe in US. Owing to the higher

temporal resolution of CS reconstruction, additional cells were

observed that were most likely patrolling for only short time periods.

Conclusions Interleaved radial time-lapse MRI permits retrospective

reconstruction of both fully sampled and accelerated images. It

enables single-cell tracking at higher temporal resolution and recov-

ery of cells hidden due to blurring at low temporal resolution. The

velocity detection limit was pushed up to 18 lm/s in vitro. To capture

rolling monocytes in vivo, we aim at accelerating MR acquisition

further and increasing signal contrast of labeled cells.
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Introduction Detecting disruption of high-risk atherosclerotic plaque

with ensuing thrombosis non-invasively is crucial for reducing car-

diovascular-related mortality. The intra-plaque activity of

myeloperoxidase (MPO), a pro-inflammatory enzyme, is associated

with unstable atherosclerosis in humans and animals [1,2], and has

been detected non-invasively by molecular magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) using MPO-Gd [3]. Here, we examined the utility of

MPO-Gd and molecular MRI of intraplaque MPO activity to identify

ruptured human atheroma and predict atherothrombosis in a preclin-

ical model.

Methods In the study of human samples, pre-surgical in vivo MRI

was performed on a 3.0 T Siemens MAGNETOM scanner with a 2D

fat suppressed quadruple inversion recovery (IR) T1 weighted (T1w)

black blood (BB) sequence with Gadovist� (0.1 mmol/kg) and a 2D

magnetization-prepared, rapid gradient-echo sequence for plaque

characterisation. Carotid endarterectomy (CEA) specimens were

subjected to ex vivo MPO-Gd enhanced MRI with a 9.4 T Bruker

BioSpec system. T1 values were determined by a saturation recovery

technique using a 2D Fast Spin Echo pulse sequence with multiple

TRs. MPO-Gd retention was correlated to the American Heart

Association (AHA) plaque grading by histology or in vivo MRI and

MPO activity determined by quantifying an MPO-specific adduct,

2-chloro-ethidium (2-Cl-E ?), using liquid chromatography-tandem

mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) (Fig. 1A-B).

Molecular MRI of MPO activity was then characterized in a pre-

clinical model of atherothrombosis. Twelve male New Zealand White

rabbits were subjected to aortic endothelial denudation, cholesterol

feeding, and pharmacological triggering of atherothrombosis. 8 and

12 weeks after the commencement of the cholesterol feeding, and

prior to triggering atherothrombosis, plaque MPO activity was

assessed with MPO-Gd (0.1 mmol/kg) MRI on a 3.0 T Philips

Achieva scanner using 2D zoom T1w BB, 3D T1w IR gradient echo,

and 3D Look-Locker-based IR gradient echo (T1 mapping) sequen-

ces. Contrast-free T1w BB was used to monitor developing thrombi

post-trigger at 12 weeks. Based on the morphology and plaque out-

come, aortic segments of each image were categorised into ‘‘lesion-

free’’, ‘‘stable plaque’’ (containing plaque resistant to trigger-induced

thrombosis), and ‘‘thrombosis-prone plaque’’ (containing plaque that

developed trigger-induced thrombosis). MPO-Gd retention was

compared among the three types of segments and was correlated with

histology and LC–MS/MS-determined MPO activity. The capacity of

MPO-Gd enhanced aortic relaxation rate (R1, s-1) to predict

atherothrombosis was evaluated by receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) analysis. (Fig. 1C).

Results In CEA specimens, areas of MPO-Gd retention co-localised

with the expression of MPO protein as revealed by immunohisto-

chemistry (IHC), as well as the regions of MPRAGE hyperintensity

and cap disruption in ruptured plaques identified by in vivo MRI

(Fig. 2A-B). MPO activity, as determined by DR1 values from

baseline, was higher in ruptured compared with stable plaques

(Fig. 2C), and higher in MRI-graded AHA type VI ruptured plaques

compared with types III-V lesions (Fig. 2D). The associations were

confirmed by comparing AHA grade to LC–MS/MS determined MPO

activity (Fig. 2E).

In the rabbit model (representative MR images shown in Fig. 3A),

IHC analysis showed that MPO was more abundant in thrombosis-

prone than stable plaques, and rarely detected in the lesion-free aortic

segments. Areas of high expression of MPO protein also correlated

with the spatial distribution of in vivo MPO-Gd enhancement

(Fig. 3B). Thrombosis-prone plaques had higher in vivo pre-trigger

MRI determined by MPO-Gd retention and LC–MS/MS determined

MPO activity compared with stable plaques and lesion-free aortic

segments (Fig. 3C-D). MRI-derived 12-week R1 had a sensitivity of

100% and a specificity of 83.9% in predicting trigger-induced

atherothrombosis (Fig. 3E).

Discussion Our results show for the first time that MPO activity is

elevated in ruptured human atheroma compared with stable plaques,

and higher arterial MPO activity predicts future plaque disruption in a

rabbit model of triggered atherothrombosis. These results highlight

the capacity of molecular imaging of MPO activity using MPO-Gd to

identify culprit lesions and plaques susceptible to future

atherothrombosis. As such, imaging of MPO activity using a targeted

molecular probe appears to be a unique and promising strategy for

translation to clinical practice for predicting adverse prognosis and

guiding treatment in patients with atherosclerosis.

Conclusion MPO activity has a unique and specific role in plaque

disruption. It is a potential molecular target for the detection of culprit

lesions and the prediction of future atherothrombosis.
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Introduction The most common CEST quantification measures based

on magnetization transfer asymmetry (MTRasym) are often inaccurate

due to the presence of asymmetric Magnetization Transfer (MT) and

relayed Nuclear Overhauser Effects (rNOE). Other methods, such as

Lorentzian multiple fits1 or the use of a Bloch McConnell

model2 exist but require many a priori information, making them

difficult to implement. Moreover, the sampling strategy of the satu-

ration frequencies3 can introduce additional Z-spectra asymmetries

when using steady-state4 acquisition strategies. Here, we propose a

metric based on the difference between the experimental Z-spectrum

and a modified Voigt Profile fit (modVP), accounting for the direct

water saturation and magnetization transfer asymmetry and also

correcting for asymmetries introduced by steady-state effects.

Methods One can estimate the CEST effect by fitting the direct water

saturation and magnetization transfer with a Voigt function and

subtracting the fit from the experimental Z-spectrum5. To correct Z-

spectra asymmetries due to frequency sampling order, we propose to

modify the Voigt profile used for the fit by introducing a parameter b,

between 0 and 1, accounting for the interdependence between con-

secutive measurements (b = 1 corresponds to independent

measurements). The relationship between the measurement at

xn frequency, S(xn), and the previous one at xn-1, S(xn-1), is

expressed as follows:

S xnð Þ ¼ V xnð Þ b þ 1 � bð Þ � S xn�1ð Þð Þ ð2Þ

where V is the Voigt function, a combination of a Lorentzian function

to model water direct saturation and a Gaussian function accounting

for the MT.

For the nth saturation offset, Eq. [1] could be written as:

S xnð Þ ¼
Xn�1

k¼0

b � 1 � bð Þk
Yk

i¼0

V xn�ið Þ ð3Þ

The error introduced by limiting the sum to the last N saturated

offsets is in the order of (1- b)N.

Using this model, we fit our Z-spectrum data, Sexp. The residuals,

calculated as Sfit(xn) - Sexp(xn), gives the CEST contrast corre-

sponding to saturation offset xn.
Simulations: Z-spectra of a glutamate phantom at 17.2 T were sim-

ulated using a Bloch McConnell equations solver. The CEST

saturation consisted of 10 Gaussian pulses (100 ms, 6lT) followed by

a 1.5 s relaxation. The water peak of the resulting Z-spectrum was

fitted using Eq. 2 over [- 40, - 5, - 0.75, - 0.5, - 0.25, 0, 0.25,

0.5, 0.75, 5, 40] ppm offsets. The residuals were calculated across the

entire spectrum. We simulated two directions of saturation, from 40 to

- 40 ppm and the opposite, labeled ‘‘ ? ? -’’ and ‘‘- ? ? ’’

respectively (Fig. 1).

CEST acquisitions: CEST data were acquired at 17.2 T on a mouse

using a multi-slice CEST-RARE (TR/TE = 4000/5, RARE fac-

tor = 4, 7 slices, in-plane resolution 175 9 175lm2, slice
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thickness = 500 lm). The CEST saturation module consisted of

5 Gaussian pulses (100 ms, 6lT). The sampled saturation frequencies

were: - 40 - 5 - 3.5 - 3.2 - 3 - 2.8 - 2.5 - 2 - 1.5 - 1 - 0.5

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 2.8 3 3.2 3.5 5 40.

Data analysis: Experimental data were corrected using a

WASSR6 acquisition (TR/TE = 2400/5, RARE factor = 4, saturation

of 3 Gaussian pulses of 100 ms/0.3 lT). CEST MTRasym maps were

computed using: MTRasym(x) = (S(- x) - S(x))/S(- 40 ppm).

Results Simulations: Fig. 1 shows the frequency sampling directions

employed and their influence on the calculated MTRasym. The com-

parison with the ideal spectrum indicates that the sampling trajectory

choice causes up to 2% error in gluCEST contrast estimation (half the

true CEST effect), emphasizing the need for alternative metrics.

Fig. 2 shows the residuals obtained after fitting with a standard (2A,

b = 1) and a modified Voigt function (2B). The MTRasym gives the

worst estimation of CEST effects, while the proposed solution pro-

duces the best results and it is the least influenced by the sampling

strategy, with an error lower than 0.5% (Fig. 3).

In vivo results are shown in Fig. 4. For both MTRasym and modVP,

hippocampi are evident on gluCEST maps. As predicted by the

simulations, the MTRasym overestimates the glutamate contrast when

sampling the saturation frequencies from - to ? . Moreover, the

MTRasym maps are noisier compared to the ModVP maps (1.5 times

higher standard deviation, see Fig. 4). This is most likely due to the

way in which the two maps are computed.

Discussion and Conclusion The proposed modified Voigt fitting

algorithm, which considers the interdependence of successive CEST

measurements, allows a more accurate estimation of the CEST effect

compared to the commonly used MTRasym or the classical Voigt

function fit. We show in silico and preliminary in vivo results for

glutamate CEST. Additional in vivo experiments are necessary to

validate the approach for other CEST contributions.
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Introduction Over the past decade, a new approach has emerged in

the field of MRI, which involves the use of ultra-low field (ULF\
10 mT) scanners, diverging from the conventional trend of utilizing

higher magnetic fields as the cutting-edge technology. Besides the

cost-effectiveness and portability of ULF MRI, operating at these low

magnetic fields has shown improvements in T1 contrast in some

tissues1,2, leading to more efficient diagnostics of various medical

conditions, including cancer. The main challenge of ULF MRI lies in

a detected signal typically orders of magnitude lower compared to

clinical-field MRI, which impacts the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in

the images. Several methods3,4 are being explored to address this

limitation and improve the sensitivity of ULF MRI. The inherent

challenge of poor sensitivity in ULF MRI can be mitigated by

choosing a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)

for signal detection. Various groups2,5 used SQUIDs at 4.2 K

employing liquid Helium (LHe) cooled cryostats. The use of cryo-

genic liquid is detrimental to achieving portable and low-cost MRI

systems. Here we propose our first implementation of a cryogen-free

SQUID detector inductively coupled to a customized volume MRI RF

coil operating at room temperature. We further present our first free

induction decay (FID) signal acquired using a fully custom-made

ULF MRI scanner at 1 mT, which relies on a conventional inductive

reception.

Methods SQUID sensor A lm-sized low critical temperature Nio-

bium-based SQUID is coupled to a larger flux transformer in a

current-sensing configuration. This transformer comprises a 300 K

RF pickup coil and a 4.2 K superconducting input coil positioned in
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close proximity to the SQUID in a washer design. Fig. 1a illustrates

the cryogen-free cryostat, which relies on a pulse tube cryocooler and

is used to house the SQUID at a temperature of 4.2 K. The magnetic

flux seen by the SQUID is directly proportional to the one passing

through the second-order volume gradiometer used as RF pickup coil

(Fig. 1b).

MRI hardware and sequence parameters
A Merrit coil electromagnet fed by a current source generates a

polarization field (B0) of 1 mT (Fig. 2). The RF field transmission is

performed using an 80 mm-diameter saddle coil with 5 turns, while

the RF reception is achieved using a solenoid-based volume gra-

diometer. Both RF coils are tuned to 42.5 kHz and matched to

50Ohm. The received signal is amplified using a low-noise pream-

plifier (FEMTO). 0.5L of tap water, contained in a bottle, is used as a

phantom. A FID signal is obtained after performing a sequence with

FA = 90�, TR = 2 s, TE = 52.5 ms, sampling rate = 10 kHz, with an

acquisition window of 100 ms and 500 averages (Tacq = 20 min).

Results Signal detection with a SQUID sensor coupled to a gra-
diometer at 300 K.
In order to estimate the far noise filtering of our detection system, we

measure the signal detected by the SQUID sensor when emitted by a

dipole-like magnetic field coil as function of the distance between the

RF source and the gradiometer isocenter (Fig. 3a). SNR is calculated

from the experimental data (Fig. 3b), confirming a linear increase

with distance, which translates to effective filtering of far-field noise.

Measurement of the FID at 1 mT
Fig. 4a exhibits the averaged demodulated spectrum of the signal

received by a similar volume gradiometer RF coil (without the

SQUID) in the MR experiment. The peak in the signal is observed at

the expected proton Larmor frequency at 1 mT. The FID’s amplitude

evolves periodically with the driven flip angle, showing a maximum

for 90� and a minimum for 180� (Fig. 4b).

Discussion We demonstrated hat the SQUID sensor combined with

the room temperature volume gradiometer can effectively detect the

signal generated by an RF source and efficiently reject far-field noise,

thus significantly improving the detected SNR. In addition, we

detected an FID signal using our custom-made ULF MRI, through a

volume gradiometer and a low noise preamplifier. With an equivalent

current noise of 500pA/HHz, the noise introduced by the preamplifier

is expected to be three orders of magnitude greater than the SQUID’s

equivalent current noise. Therefore, we anticipate a significantly

higher detected SNR when the SQUID is connected to the MRI.

Conclusion ULF MRI is an emerging and promising technology that

has yet to be fully explored. Based on our experimental results, an

approximately 1000 times higher SNR is expected when replacing

classical inductive detection with SQUID-based detection. The inte-

gration of the SQUID technology into our ULF scanner promises to

dramatically improve signal sensitivity, hence envisioning clinical

employment of MRI at such field regime.
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Introduction Low-field MRI scanners can be designed to be low cost

and small footprint, since the main evolution field B0 can be gener-

ated by permanent or resistive, rather than superconducting, magnets

[1]. Yokeless magnets furthermore allow for lightweight and

portable designs [2]. The scope of applications enabled by truly

portable MRI technologies is immense [3,4] and largely unexplored.

We recently demonstrated the capabilities of a new low-field

extremity scanner, designed to be extremely portable and which was

used indoors, outdoors and for the first time at a patient’s residence

[4,5].

Here, we study the potential MR value of this system for use in major

sporting events, specifically in the Motorcycle Grand Prix held in the

Ricardo Tormo Racing Circuit in Valencia (Spain) between

November 3rd and 6th, 2022 [6].

Methods The portable scanner (Fig. 1) is based on a Halbach magnet

made with a discrete array of around 5,000 NdFeO magnets, gener-

ating a B0 of around 72 mT homogeneous down to 3,000 ppm over a

spherical field of view of 20 cm and 75 ppm for 10 cm. The complete

system weighs\ 250 kg and runs from a standard wall power outlet.

The system was transported in a small truck, installed in the main

surgery room of the circuit medical facilities, and operational around

30 min after arrival. Overall, 15 subjects were scanned in four days;

some of them previously diagnosed, some not and some healthy. We

acquired T1-weighted 3D-RARE and 3D-STIR images of the sub-

jects’ wrists (1 injured, 4 healthy), knees (6 injured, 4 healthy) and

ankles (3 injured, 3 healthy), for a total of 21 acquisitions. All sub-

jects were adults and provided written informed consent for this study

(CEIm-F-PE-01-16, 2022-187-1).

Results Wrist scans. A subject who had suffered an accident two

weeks before the race reported pain in their right wrist. Following the

established protocols, they were subject to an X-ray radiograph

(Fig. 2c), which revealed no lesion. They were then scanned in our

low-field system, where a 3D T1-weighted RARE acquisition also

showed no anomaly (Fig. 2a), but the STIR scan featured a bright

volume between the scaphoid, trapezium and trapezoid bones

(Fig. 2b), indicating a possible traumatic arthritis as judged by the

traumatologist in charge at the medical center. For comparison, we

scanned the right wrists of four healthy volunteers. None of them

showed a bright region between the wrist bones (Fig. 2d).

Knee scans. The circuit medical staff was able to identify a femoral

shaft osteotomy in one knee (Fig. 3a), the results of an intervention on

anterior cruciate ligament and the femoral insertion of the posterior

(Fig. 3b) and fluid build-up due to joint effusion in two volunteers

reporting pain (Fig. 3c, f). The images in Fig. 3d and e correspond to

volunteers previously diagnosed with a meniscus fracture and a Baker

cyst, respectively; but not visible in our low-field system with the

employed protocol. The healthy knees scanned showed no anomalies

(Fig. 3 g, h).

Ankle scans. The first volunteer suffered Hanglund’s deformities and

intra-tendineal calcification of the Achilles tendon. Both are evident

in the X-ray radiograph (right), and visible in the low field MRI scan

in Fig. 4a and b. The ankle in Fig. 4c suffered a bone fracture and was

fixed with metallic screws and plates, which appear free of artifacts in

the low-field reconstructions.

Discussion/Conclusion Our results demonstrate that LF-MRI scans

can provide valuable information in the diagnosis and monitoring of

injuries in sporting events. Some pathologies may still require an

improved scanner performance to be detected. For example, we were

able to detect traumatic arthritis in the wrist that would have other-

wise gone unnoticed by the MotoGP medical staff, but we were not

able to visualize meniscus tears, which need high-resolution images,

or a Baker cyst, which may require T2-weighted images in the

protocol.

Ultimately, we have operated in a scenario where high-field MRI is

unlikely to play a role but where a low-field system can lead to

improved medical attention. Arguably, this can be extrapolated to

numerous other environments and diverse circumstances.
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Introduction High-permittivity materials (HPMs) were employed in

numerous studies to enhance transmit efficiency and receive sensi-

tivity in MRI1. They are usually used either as active (e.g. dielectric

resonator antenna DRA2,3) or passive (e.g. dielectric pads) compo-

nents4. There seems to be another way to effectively use HPMs which

can be considered a hybrid approach, i.e. placing HPMs in the center

of a conventional active element, e.g. a loop coil. This was investi-

gated by Ruytenberg et al. at 3T5—a HPM (with resonance frequency

for given transverse electric mode being close to the Larmor fre-

quency) was placed in the center of a receive-only coil and a whole-

body coil was used for radio frequency (RF) transmission. We

hypothesize that transmit efficiency gains might be even higher when

a local RF coil is used for RF transmission instead of a large volume

coil. Here we studied this approach using a HPM with higher

dielectric constant (er = 1070) tailored for MRI at 7 T for different

types of local transmit/receive RF coils: conventional loop coil,

shielded-coaxial-cable (SCC)6 coil and a novel design called a

‘‘twisted-pair’’ coil.

Methods Each one of the three RF coils (Fig. 1b) were fabricated for a

diameter of 110 mm and tuned and matched to 297.2 MHz using fixed

capacitors (AVX 800E Series, USA) and variable capacitors (Johanson

5621, USA). The conventional loop coil was made of copper wire

(diameter = 1 mm), the SCC was made with RG58 coaxial cable

(RG58 LSZH, Multicomp PRO) and the twisted pair was made by

twisting two 18-gauge isolated wires (diameter = 1 mm). The term

‘‘hybrid coil’’ refers to a combination of a given loop coil with a

dielectric block placed in the center of the loop. The dimensions of the

dielectric block were: 90 9 44 9 5 mm, dielectric constant (er) was

1070 and electrical conductivity (r) was 0.02 S/m.

Electromagnetic simulations were performed in CST Microwave

Studio 2023 (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). RF

coil elements were placed 20 mm away from a homogeneous cubic

phantom (Fig. 1d) and the frequency domain solver with tetrahedral

meshing was used. The dielectric block was positioned in the center

of each loop coil. To evaluate transmit (B1
?) and SAR efficiencies,

the results were normalized to 1W accepted power. For a comparison

with the measurements, additional simulations were performed for a

spherical phantom (Fig. 1d) with the coils and the block placed 5 mm

away from the top of the phantom. Eigenmode simulations were

performed for a dielectric block with the same dimensions as used in

the experiments, and er was set as a variable (100–2000).

Phantom experiments were performed on a 7 T MR human scanner

(Magnetom, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). The three-

dimensional B1
? map was acquired using SA2RAGE sequence (TR/

TE = 2400/0.78 ms, TI1/TI2 = 45/1800 ms, a1/a2 = 4/10�, FOV =

208 9 256 mm2, slices = 64, resolution = 2.0 9 2.0 9 2.5 mm,

BW = 1220 Hz/px, scan time = 115 s).

Results When the dielectric block did not resonate close to the Larmor

frequency (297.2 MHz), there was no significant effect on the B1
?

distribution produced by a hybrid coil (with the conventional loop) up

to er of 800 (Fig. 2). Hybrid RF coils provided significantly higher B1
?

efficiency up to the depth B 5 cm vs. the RF coils without the

dielectric block. At the depth C 5 cm, the hybrid coils performed

similarly as their counterparts without the dielectric blocks. In the

periphery, it was found that B1
? efficiency was threefold higher vs. the

RF coils without the dielectric block. When looking at the peak local

SAR10g (Fig. 3c), an average increase of 50% for the hybrid coils was

observed, leading to a reduced SAR efficiency at the depth C 2.5 cm.

Preliminary phantom experiments showed a relatively good agreement

between the simulations and the measurements (Fig. 4).

Discussion This work demonstrates that ‘‘hybrid coils’’ designed as

combinations of different types of loop coils with a dielectric block

(with its intrinsic resonance frequency close to the Larmor frequency),

can provide a significant transmit efficiency increase vs. their coun-

terparts without any dielectric block. This effect was not only present

in the periphery (threefold gain), but even up to the depth B 5 cm
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which is substantially greater than reported earlier5. The data indicate

that the intrinsic resonance frequency of the dielectric block should be

close to the Larmor frequency to observe this effect.

Conclusion Hybrid coils designed as combinations of transmit/re-

ceive loops and dielectric resonators can provide significant transmit

efficiency gains in MRI at 7 T.
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Introduction Multi-row parallel-transmit(pTx) coil arrays show bet-

ter control of excessive tissue heating for patients with Deep Brain

Stimulation(DBS) devices [1] and increase transmit efficiency and

homogeneity at 3 T [2]. We investigate the performance of pTx coil

arrays with varying row numbers on a full-body human model Duke

augmented by a realistic DBS lead and electrode design. The aim is to

acheive homogeneous transmit(B1
?) fields and minimising local

specific absorption rate(SAR) around DBS device, compared to the

conventional head birdcage coil at 3 T.

Method Four different pTx head coil configurations at 3 T were

designed: a circularly-polarised birdcage coil (low pass,16 legs)

(Fig. 1.a), 16-channel single-row (1 9 16) (Fig. 1.b), 16-channel

double-row (2 9 8) (Fig. 1.c), and 24-channel triple-row (3 9 8) loop

coils (Fig. 1.d) each with a diameter 360 mm and height 250 mm,

placed head-centred on the Duke human model [3] within the MR
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bore. DBS lead trajectories were derived from intra-operative CT

images of patients. The lead is formed by a conductive wire (diam-

eter:1 mm) insulated by a 1 mm thick layer. A realistic bilateral DBS

electrode model (Medtronic-3387) was created with four pad elec-

trodes (diameter:1.5 mm, length:1.5 mm) placed 1.5 mm apart at the

lead’s distal end (Fig. i-l). Multiport simulations (* 180Mcells) with

harmonic excitation at 123 MHz were performed with Sim4Life 7.1

(ZMT, Switzerland) using an Axware-GPU solver on an NVIDIA

RTX A5000 card, achieving steady-state conditions of - 25 dB. The

resulting multiport impedance data was exported to co-simulation

software (Optenni Ltd, Finland). Individual B1
? fields and electric

fields were extracted on a head and chest sensor volume

(201 9 251 9 401 mm), resampled to a 1 mm isotropic image grid,

and exported to Matlab (MatWorks, Inc.). Q-matrices were derived

from simulated E-fields and 1-g tissue mass-average to evaluate

SAR1gr,avg [4]. A set of Virtual Observation Points (VOP) was gen-

erated from these Q-matrices [5]. RF shimming was performed using

Magnitude Least Square (MLS) optimisation [6] regularised by local

SAR to achieve a uniform target field of 1 lT over the whole

brain. Coil performance with and without DBS devices was assessed

after RF shimming by constructing histograms of B1
?, examining

maximum intensity projections of B1
? and local SAR, and estimating

SAR efficiency(B1
?/H SARmax,1 g avg).

Results For tuned coils, maximum reflection coefficients were:

- 10 dB (birdcage), - 10 dB (single-row), - 15 dB (double-row),

and - 16 dB (triple-row). Maximum coupling coefficients: - 18 dB

(birdcage) - 8 to - 5 dB (pTx coils) (Fig. 1e-h).

Without DBS devices, double-row and triple-row coils showed the

most homogeneous B1
? (Fig. 2c, d) and lowest COVs (5.5%, 5.1%).

With DBS devices, the trend persisted (Fig. 2.e–h).

In Fig. 3, it is illustrated that without DBS devices, double-row coil

had 1W/kg SARmax,1 g avg, * 15% lower than triple-row, 44% lower

than single-row, and 33% lower than birdcage. With DBS devices,

triple-row coil had 2.2W/kg SARmax,1 g avg, * 8% lower than dou-

ble-row, 15% lower than single-row, and * 4 times lower than

birdcage(8.4W/kg).

SAR efficiency was highest for double-row coil (1lT/H(W/kg))

(Fig. 4c) without DBS devices, 11% more efficient than triple-row,

25% more than single-row, and 37% more than birdcage. With DBS

devices, triple-row coil had the highest SAR efficiency (Fig. 4 h), 5%

higher than double-row, 12% higher than single-row, and * 2 times

higher than birdcage.

Discussion This study examines the performance of PTx coils with

different row numbers on the Duke human model with a realistic DBS

lead, targeting homogeneous B1
? fields and minimised local SAR at

3 T compared to conventional head birdcage coil. The investigation

highlights that PTx provides a substantially enhanced capability for

MRI with DBS electrodes, as multi-row coils yield only a 50% SAR

increase while generating B1
? field nearly twice as homogeneous as

compared to a birdcage coil without DBS. Moreover, by optimising

multi-row coil‘‘s B1
? homogeneity to match the birdcage coil without

DBS, further SAR reduction can be attainable.

Conclusion PTx coils with multiple rows can achieve more homo-

geneous B1
? and lower SAR around DBS electrodes at 3 T compared

to single-row and birdcage coils. These findings have implications for

improving the safety and efficacy of MRI in patients with DBS

devices, ultimately enhancing the diagnostic value of imaging in this

growing patient population. There was little difference in perfor-

mance between the 2 and 3-row coils. This favors the simpler, lower

channel count design for practical implementation, although the

complexity of the triple-row coil might have resulted in a less opti-

mized design.
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Introduction In RF-spoiled gradient-echo imaging, the RF phase-

difference increment w determines RF pulse phases intending to

eliminate T2-contribution from the signal and let it follow the so-

called Ernst-curve [1]. Four W-values that are in practical use in

standard implementations of different vendors (Siemens: w = 50�,
GE: w = 115.4�, Bruker: w = 117�, Philips: w = 150�) as well as

w = 169� (as proposed for GRE-based T1-quantification [2]) are

compared with respect to their capability of removing T2-dependency

from the signal. Influence of diffusion is considered.

Methods The presented study was performed with the following

details:

– Signal simulations were performed over a multi-dimensional

parameter space (including w [ {50�,115.4�,117�,150�,169�},

diffusion constant D, repetition time TR, relaxation times T1

and T2, flip angle a, image resolution).

– Influence of diffusion on the signal was considered by means of

the EPG-formalism [3].

– Deviations e from the Ernst-curve (i.e. signal vs. flip angle

assuming perfect spoiling) were quantified as the average signal

deviation per flip angle from the Ernst-curve in percent.

– Experiments were performed for both a water ? CuSO4 phantom

(high diffusion, D = 1.93*10-3mm2/s, T1 = 540 ms,

T2 = 340 ms) and a silicone oil phantom (low diffusion,

D = 0.0055*10-3 mm2/s, T1 = 1290 ms, T2 = 399 ms).

– Experiments were performed on a 7 T Bruker Biospec 70/20

small animal scanner with a mouse volume coil.

For motivation of the study, images of the silicone oil phantom and a

water ? Gd phantom (T1 = 1603 ms, T2 = 613 ms) with the five

examined w-values are shown in Fig. 1. For an in-plane resolution of

300 lm, TR = 20 ms and flip angle a = 60�. Signal variation for the

silicone oil phantom is visible such that the contrast of the two

phantoms is even inverted from W = 50� to W = 117�.
Results Simulated (lines) and measured (dots) signal curves are

shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the water ? CuSO4 and the silicone oil

phantom, respectively. Imaging parameters are: 3D FLASH sequence,

TR = 20 ms, TE = 4 ms, in-plane resolution 300 lm, ROI analysis

performed in the central slice of 64 slices à 780 lm. Deviations from

the Ernst-curve as described are: Water phantom (Fig. 2): W = 50�:
e = 3.6%; W = 115.4�: e = 7.7%; W = 117�: e = 7.6%; W = 150�:
e = 7.1%; W = 169�: e = 0.9%. Silicone oil phantom (Fig. 3):

W = 50�: e = 18.3%; W = 115.4�: e = 9.3%; W = 117�: e = 13.8%;

W = 150�: e = 20.0%; W = 169�: e = 9.6%. Substantial deviation

from the Ernst-curve can be observed for the silicone oil phantom.

Average relative deviation per flip angle from the Ernst-curve is

shown in Fig. 4, for TR = 20 ms, exemplarily for W = 50� and

W = 117�. For both W-values, diffusion coefficients for silicone oil

(left column) and brain grey matter (right column) is shown. T1 and

T2 values for said substances are marked with an ’’o‘‘. For grey matter

at 3 T, T1 = 1500 ms, T2 = 100 ms, D = 0.8*10-3mm2/s were

assumed [2].

Also, results for TR = 50 ms and the other W-values will be shown,

as well as simulations for different image resolution.

Discussion Simulations of the RF-spoiled GRE-signal for a certain

W-value under consideration of diffusion shows the error to the Ernst-

curve is increasing with T2/TR, lower diffusion constant and lower

resolution, although not in a monotonical manner (i.e., increasing

resolution can increase the error before it finally approaches zero for

even higher resolution). This can lead to substantial deviation from

the Ernst-curve when imaging low-diffusion substances with short TR

and flip angles higher than the Ernst-angle. This behaviour can have

an impact when it comes to imaging of non-biological substances

such as in phantoms for method development and verification of

signal models. For human in-vivo imaging, the deviation from the

Ernst-curve is low for any examined W-value. However, in order to

set up an RF-spoiled GRE sequence with a signal behaviour that can

be approximated with the Ernst-equation over a wider range of

parameters, we recommend to use W = 115.4� from the ’’traditional‘‘

values or even better W = 169� as already proposed for improving

GRE-based T1 determination [2]. Then, rather uncommon scenarios

as described can get handled with decent accuracy.

Conclusion In RF-spoiled GRE, the best spoiling behaviour based on

a large parameter space (including low diffusion coefficients) can be

obtained with W = 169�, followed by W = 115.4� and W = 117�. The

increments W = 50� and W = 150� offer good signal spoiling only

when influence of diffusion is high, but fail for signal spoiling in low-

D substances.
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Introduction Sampling on tilted hexagonal (T-Hex) grids is an

encoding strategy for 3D and Multiband MRI that reconciles high

speed with flexible segmentation, uniform k-space density, and

benign T2* effects1. It has been used for BOLD fMRI2 as well as

DWI3. The purpose of this work is to compare the SNR performance

of T-Hex to the most commonly used blipped-CAIPIRINHA5

technique.

Methods MB encoding differs from full 3D encoding solely in that it

requires a lower resolution in z direction4. Since the required sam-

pling density is the same, this work focuses on MB imaging.

Different sampling schemes for SE EPI were implemented on a 3 T

scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) and measured

in vivo (Table 1a, Fig. 1).

T-Hex1 with generating vector was compared to blipped-CAIPIR-

INHA5 with and A) and B) (R: total undersampling factor, N: number

of simultaneously excited slices, L: # distinct steps in kz direction).

Since the readout was longer for T-Hex, two further comparisons

were performed: Firstly, the blipped-CAIPIRINHA acquisitions were

repeated with minimum TE (C & D). Secondly, they were combined

with in-plane oversampling to achieve the same readout length as the

T-Hex scheme in question (E & F).

The image reconstruction was based on a cg-SENSE6 algorithm

including off-resonance correction 1,7 (’’skope-i‘‘, Skope Magnetic

Resonance Technologies, Zurich, Switzerland) and measured field

dynamics up to 3rd order.

SNR maps and the respective gain of the T-Hex scheme were cal-

culated as described in8.

The packing density was computed for all investigated oblique lat-

tices exhibited by the described trajectories.

The latter was repeated for (Table 1b).

Results For ((Fig. 2) and (Fig. 3), T-Hex always offers the highest

packing density, which none of the other patterns reach. The average

SNR for T-Hex is higher than for all other sampling strategies. The

SNR yield (anti-)correlates with, TE and the packing density of the

sampling grid as expected. These findings are the same for both

magnitude and complex SNR which in general differ only very little.

Among the blipped-CAIPIRINHA patterns, the value of that maxi-

mizes the packing density (yellow frames in Fig. 3) varies, depending

on the in-plane phase-encoding (PE) spacing.

Discussion 1) T-Hex allows for a flexible choice of the in-plane PE

sampling and in particular for in-plane oversampling and thereby

decoupling of the number of simultaneously excited slices (N) from

the total undersampling factor (R). This has not been done for blip-

ped-CAIPIRINHA so far. 2) T-Hex realizes sampling on a hexagonal

grid, which entails optimal conditioning of the image reconstruction

problem assuming an elliptical object and spherically distributed

receive coils. When the first aspect is disregarded, the SNR advantage

of T-Hex over blipped-CAIPIRINHA can become small for specific

imaging scenarios, i.e., combinations of FOV, and coil configuration

(down to 3% for the example in Fig. 4) since, for certain choices of,

sampling patterns close to a hexagonal grid can be achieved (see

yellow framings in Fig. 3). However, on the one hand the SNR

penalty for non-ideal sampling is expected to increase for higher. On

the other hand, what to choose for optimal conditioning of the image

reconstruction has so far not been studied systematically. Our findings

corroborate that the T-Hex ansatz of assuming optimum image

reconstruction conditioning to be reached with hexagonal sampling is

a reasonable approach for typical brain scan scenarios. T-Hex pro-

vides different sampling options (generating vectors) the choice

between which is subject to careful balance between readout duration

(decisive for the degree of T2* filtering) and SNR just as it is the case

for 2D sampling schemes such as EPI or spiral. The strict optimiza-

tion of the k-space sampling in a controlled way, including the

independent choice of N and R is paramount, especially for experi-

ments with strong diffusion weighting that operate on the verge of the

noise floor and are time-critical due to the need for a multitude of

different diffusion weightings. Here, recovering signal by optimum

k-space sampling rather than averaging is vital to minimize the

g-factor penalty on the one hand and to minimize the repetition of

lengthy diffusion encoding modules on the other hand.
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Introduction Susceptibility-induced field inhomogeneity and chem-

ical shift are two primary sources of distortion in single-shot EPI (ss-

EPI) at ultrahigh field (C 7 T). These image artifacts depend on the

EPI phase-encoding (PE) direction. A common strategy to tackle

these artifacts is in-plane parallel imaging (e.g., GRAPPA1, SENSE2),

but a considerable amount remains. Another strategy, namely view

angle tilting-based imaging, has been used in turbo spin-echo (VAT-

TSE) sequences for correcting chemical shift3 and metal artifacts4,5 in

musculoskeletal MR. In EPI, however, the large gradient amplitude of

the tilting gradient in VAT (GVAT) generates blurring and SNR

reduction compared to VAT-TSE6. Recently, the combination of

VAT and EPI with distortion correction has been proposed and

showed promising results in correcting distortions from both sources7.

In this study, we investigated if a smaller-than-ideal GVAT in VAT-

PSF-EPI (with spin-echo signal) is applicable.

Methods A phantom is filled with air, oil, and water to examine sus-

ceptibility-induced image distortion and chemical shift, as shown in

Fig. 1. All images were scanned on a 7 T human scanner with a whole-

body gradient system (70 mT/m, 200 T/m/s) and a 32-channel head coil.

ss-EPI, TSE, and VAT-PSF-EPI were scanned to compare the above-

mentioned image artifacts. Common parameters were 1.4 mm isotropic

resolution with 160 9 160 sampling points, 31 slices, and anterior–

posterior PE direction (AP). The individual parameters were: ss-EPI had

1488 Hz/pixel readout bandwidth, 0.8 ms echo spacing, GRAPPA 4,

TR/TE 6300/65 ms, and TA 6.3 s. TSE has 789 Hz/pixel readout

bandwidth, turbo factor 8, GRAPPA 4, TR/TE 8040/68 ms, and TA

1:04 min. The 5-shot VAT-PSF-EPI has 1838 Hz readout bandwidth,

0.8 ms echo spacing, rFoV 9 GRAPPA 9 Rres = 32 9 4 9 1.37, TR/

TE 6300/65 ms, TA 31.5 s. In addition, all sequences were acquired

twice; with and without the vendor spectral fat saturation. VAT-PSF-EPI

was acquired with two further sets of parameters: The first set was

acquired with the remaining three PE directions: posterior-anterior (PA),

right-left (RL), and left–right (LR) to examine its distortion correction.

The second set was acquired with the GVAT deviating from its theoreti-

cally optimal value. The GVAT was scaled by 0.78, 0.91, 0.95, 0.97, 1.0, or

1.18. All images were reconstructed online, and the numerical evaluation

was performed in Matlab. The Boundary F1 (BF) score is used for con-

tour match evaluation, in which 1.0 is the perfect match8.

Results Fig. 2 shows ss-EPI, TSE, and VAT-PSF-EPI images with

and without fat saturation. With fat saturation, ss-EPI has air–water

susceptibility distortion in the PE direction, while VAT-PSF-EPI

shows no distortion, similar to TSE. When the fat saturation was off, a

strong oil–water chemical shift appears in ss-EPI. In comparison, a

small shift is present in TSE and no shift in VAT-PSF-EPI. In Fig. 3,

fat-saturated TSE was assumed as the geometric gold standard for

numerical evaluation. VAT-PSF-EPI was evaluated in all acquired PE

directions and the BF score is on average 0.99 ± 0.001. The BF for

ss-EPI is 0.91 in AP. Fig. 4 shows different VAT gradient amplitudes

in VAT-EPI and VAT-PSF-EPI. In VAT-EPI, the oil signal shifts

promptly with the GVAT change. Even with 3% GVAT deviation, an oil

signal shift can be recognized. In comparison, the oil signal shifts in

VAT-EPI do not influence the final corrected VAT-PSF-EPI with a

gradient variation of below 5%. Up to 20% deviation leads to visible

fat shift but the geometry remains well corrected.

Discussion This study demonstrated the high fidelity of the geometric

correction in VAT-PSF-EPI at 7 T (Fig. 3). In addition, EPI-PSF-EPI

is tolerant to small (5%) deviation of the VAT gradient. VAT-PSF-

EPI corrects artifacts from field inhomogeneities and chemical shift

well compared to the ss-EPI and TSE. Finally, a VAT gradient

amplitude change that up to 20% still allows correction of the sus-

ceptibility distortion in the five shots VAT-PSF-EPI. This indicates

the GVAT can be reduced by up to 20% to reduce SNR loss or increase

acceleration provided fat saturation is applied.

Conclusion The fast imaging sequence VAT-PSF-EPI can correct

susceptibility and chemical shift-induced artifacts well at ultrahigh field.

It does not require extensive modeling, calibration, or post-processing.
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Introduction 7 T MRI has higher inherent signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) than standard clinical field strengths that gives the potential for

higher resolution imaging. The downside is further susceptibility to

ghosting and blurring artefacts even to minimum motion. This is

especially pronounced in longer acquisitions, where the effects of

incidental motion are more visible [1]. Generally using long acqui-

sitions and high resolutions, functional MRI (fMRI) protocols are

prone to motion artefacts, which are typically corrected with retro-

spective motion correction [2]. Prospective, real-time motion

correction can be performed to reduce these effects further [3]. The

restricted environment in 7 T scanners (i.e. tighter head coils, nar-

rower and longer bores) makes markerless, non-hardware techniques

a compelling option. This abstract presents an implementation of the

markerless Multislice Prospective Acquisition Correction (MS-

PACE) technique for 7 T task-based fMRI. This includes the use of

the in-plane generalised autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions

(GRAPPA) [4]. This technique reduces spatial distortion effects in

higher field strength EPI [5].

MS-PACE [6] is a prospective motion correction technique adapted

from Prospective Acquisition CorrEction (PACE). In-plane and

through-plane motion are estimated by registering a subset of

equidistant 2D-EPI slices to a reference volume, differing from the

volumetric registration in PACE [7]. This allows for sub-TR motion

detection and higher temporal resolution of imaging system update.

This method has previously been implemented at 3 T [8].

MethodsThe study was performed in a MAGNETOM Terra 7 T

scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with a 1Tx32Rx

head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA) using an in-house-

developed GRE-EPI sequence on 10 healthy subjects (age 31 ± 9).

The GRE-EPI fMRI protocol consisted of 3 scan groups: 2 resting; 2

left hand tapping; 2 right hand tapping. Motion correction was applied

to 1 scan per group. The scan parameters were otherwise identical:

voxel size 2 9 2 9 2mm3, resolution 96 9 96, GRAPPA factor 3, 60

slices, 110 volumes, echo spacing 580 ms, TR 4 s, TE 18 ms and total

acquisition time 7m32s. The tapping scan block design (shown in

Fig. 1) was transmitted with the aid of the PsychoPy software package

[9]. Fig. 2 shows how the motion detection and correction pipeline

operated. A 3-slice registration subset was used. Estimated motion

parameters were subsequently fed back to the scanner and the

imaging gradients were updated to account for these. The correction

robustness was evaluated by retrospectively calculating rigid body

motion parameters (3D translation and rotation) with the multislice-

to-volume method. Online and offline processing was done within the

Image Calculation Environment (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen,

Germany) using ITK open-source image registration libraries.

Results Fig. 3 compares the mean voxel displacement from each scan

group across all subjects. Fig. 4 displays temporal SNR (tSNR) maps

and percentage differences in tSNR (dtSNR) from the scans without

and with real-time motion correction in each subject. These maps

illustrate the temporal variance in noise and were calculated by

comparing the mean signal of each voxel to its standard deviation

over the time series.

Discussion Fig. 3 demonstrates the consistent ability of the technique

to correct for motion across all subjects. The technique worked in

subjects with different propensity to move, from those who moved

little to those who moved much more. It also was able to correct for

head motion during the tapping scans, which are more inherently

motion prone to incidental motion from the hand movements. Fig. 4

also correlates with these findings. When real-time motion correction

is applied, there has been a net positive temporal SNR percentage

improvement in a majority of the cohort‘‘s subjects. It is important

however to note that each acquisition is separate and thus the motion

patterns are variable.

It has been demonstrated that the technique can correct for longer-

term motion components in 7 T task-based fMRI consistently across a

cohort.

Conclusion This study has evaluated an implementation of multi-

slice-to-volume prospective motion correction for 7 T task-based

fMRI and shown that the technique can consistently reduce the effects

of long-term motion in a motion-propensity diverse cohort of

subjects.
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Introduction The ’’dual refocusing echo acquisition mode‘‘

(DREAM) sequence is a fast method for B0 and B1 field mapping in

2D [1], and 3D [2]. DREAM also provides a Tx/Rx-phase mapping.

We implemented a dynamic DREAM sequence that provides all these

information, and evaluated a dynamic scan under free breathing, and a

scan where the head position in the coil was altered. With up to 1 s

temporal resolution breathing induced B0 could be detected; also

motion induced B0, B1 and Tx/Rx-phase changes could be detected.

This information can in the future be used to assist impedance-based,

optical or radar-based motion tracking systems.

Methods A centric-reordered DREAM sequence [1] (matrix:

64 9 64, FoV = 220 9 220 9 8 mm3, FASTE1 = FASTE2 = 55�,
FA = 15�, TEFID = 3.6 ms, TESTE = 2.6 ms, TR = 5.6 ms, TA =

387 ms) was realized in Pulseq and used with a Pulseq interpreter

sequence. At submission time, a first healthy volunteer was scanned

under approval of our local ethics committee on a 3 T whole-body

MRI system (MAGNETOM Prisma, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,

Germany) and a 20 channel receive coil.

The DREAM provides for every image a B0 and B1 map, and a

TxRx-phase map calculated by the formulas [1]:

UB0 ¼ angle FID � STE�ð Þ ð4Þ
rB1 ¼ tan�1 p

2 STEj j=jFIDjð Þð Þ=FASTE1 ð5Þ
Utx=rx ¼ angle FID � STEð Þ ð6Þ

In the dynamic free-breathing measurement, the DREAM was

repeated 20 times with a recovery time in-between sequences of 2 s

leading to a temporal resolution of 2.4 s. Here a pre-experiment

showed that 1 s delay yields unaltered field maps (data not shown).

In the positioning measurement, the DREAM was scanned for four

specific positions of the head in the coil. The FoV was fixed with

regard to the brain using the head-scout auto-align functionality. This

allows calculating exact difference maps of the different positioned

images.

Results The dynamic free-breathing measurements showed that B1

and TxRx-phase seems to be stable with breathing, but B0 shows the

typical breathing state induced deviations (Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows

that the dynamic B0 shift and the FFT which peaks at the breathing

frequency.

The positioning experiment revealed that the B0 and B1 field maps

show non-linear alterations upon translation of the head (Fig. 3),

while the TxRx-phase (Fig. 4) seems to translate linearly with the

movement (in the head frame). I.e. the TxRx-phase seems to be

almost stationary in the lab frame.

Discussion DREAM MRI can be used to dynamically map B0, B1,

and the TxRx-phase with temporal resolution up to 1 frame-per-

second (FPS). This makes possible to analyze the influence of

physiological processes on all these maps, as well as the influence of

positioning or patient movement within the scanner and the shim-

coils and the Tx- and Rx-coils. 3D implementations with TA of 4.2 s

[2] should be possible with around 5 s per frame, thus 0.2 FPS.

This dynamic field and phase map information is useful for assisting

of motion tracking systems and corresponding dynamic field map

estimation.

Conclusion Dynamic DREAM MRI mapping of B0, B1, and the

TxRx-phase is possible with 1 FPS.
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Introduction MRI scanners, especially ultra-high-field (UHF) scan-

ners with a static magnetic field (B0) above 7 T, create new

opportunities for medical imaging, such as high SNR and spectral

resolution, but also new challenges. One major challenge is the

inhomogeneity of the radiofrequency field (B1
?), leading to artifacts

in the generated images. The usage of parallel transmission (pTx) can

address these problems by superimposing the fields of multiple transit

coils.

An essential factor for pTx development is the ability to test new

ideas fast. The Pulseq (1) standard and framework recently enor-

mously improved fast MRI sequence prototyping. However, the

existing Pulseq Framework does not yet support pTx radiofrequency

(RF) pulse definitions. We herein present a simple pTx-Pulseq

extension.

Methods To enable the pTx functionality, a pulse-specific B1 shim-

ming approach was selected. This approach is well-known as global

adjustment before the experiment. To apply a pTx pulse, a uniform

shape is transmitted to all pTx coils. The crucial point is that every

channel can modulate in magnitude and phase.

To enable pulse-specific B1 shimming, the Pulseq standard must be

extended. Each RF event needs additional B1 shimming information.

The additional information of magnitude factors and phase shifts are

stored in the existing shape library (Fig. 1). The specific RF events

definition is extended with two new library key identifiers. Using the

shape library reduced the scope of modification in the existing Pulseq

environment. The other required changes are enabling the Pulseq

toolboxes (e.g. MatLab or PyPulseq (2)) to write this information to

the sequence file and enabling the Pulseq interpreter on the scanner to

read this new information and prepare the RF Pulses appropriately.

The approach was realized with a modified version of the PyPulseq

toolbox. The RF block creation is extended with a new shim

parameter based on 2D NumPy arrays. Two Pulseq interpreters for

Siemens scanner on VE and VA bases are enabled to read the mod-

ified Pulseq files.

Results Images are shown in Fig. 2 with B1 shimming on the one

hand adjusted globally manually, showing the same results as Pulseq

sequences with the new approach. Besides the well-known circular/

elliptical modes (CP/EP), single pTx channel application also leads to

identical results (Fig. 2 c, d, e, h).

The first implemented application is the time interleaved acquisition

of modes (TIAMO) (2) approach. Here every k-space line is measured

twice directly after each other, one with CP mode and one with EP

mode. The final, more homogeneous image (Fig. 3) is generated by

averaging both images. These alternating modes can be realized with

this new approach. However, any sequence can now be quickly

recreated, analyzed and optimized, as for example B1 Mapping (3)

analyzed here for different saturation flip angles and B1 modes

(Fig. 4).

Discussion The extension of the existing Pulseq standard enables

MRI sequence developers to prototype pTx sequences without

knowledge of vendor-specific programming environments. Using

high-level programming languages allows scientists and even students

to use pTx for sequence development without extensive programming

skills.

The approach of B1 shimming is limited in contrast to the full pTx

application. Individually-shaped pTx pulses are not possible. Also,

Pulseq is not designated for the online adaption of sequences. The

major advantage of significantly reduced complexity of pTx sequence

programming opens the field of pTx to a wide range of new devel-

opers and reduced evolution cycles. And many interesting approaches

are possible to realize, such as Multiple interleaved mode saturation

(MIMOSA) (4) for CEST Imaging, PUSH for MT MRI (5), k-T

Points universal pulses (6) or Direct signal Control (DSC) (7), as well

as many related and new prototypes.

Conclusion The B1 shimming extension enables to use the well-

known Pulseq standard to realize pTx sequences. For Pulseq users, the

application of pTx pulses differs in only one additional parameter in

the RF event definition. Pulseq with pulse-specific B1shimming

provides pTx functionality with some limits, but with the availability

to a much wider range of users.
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Introduction One of the main things that a MR researcher does at a

MR conference is admiring the novelties in newly proposed

sequences and wondering how well this might work at their own

institute. Often this does not come any further than wondering, since

running this new sequence directly at a scanner from a different

vendor or at a different software release is not trivial. Vendor-

independent pulse programming environments [1–5] can overcome

such problems by defining the MR pulse sequence in an open format

that can be run afterwards on every MR scanner as long as a suit-

able driver is available for this open format. This step can be seen as

essential to make MR pulse programming more accessible, repro-

ducible and transparent, eventually making sharing sequences as easy

as sharing code via github and a QR code on your poster.

Broader adaptation of vendor-agnostic pulse programming relies on

the number of supported platforms, the supported functionalities and

the available example sequences. GammaSTAR [5] uses a Lua based

backend to support information exchange between the MR scanner

and the imaging protocol, that allows for positioning and communi-

cation of hardware constraints. In this work, we focussed on the

further development of a Philips driver for gammaSTAR imaging

protocols and show the first traveling head results using gammaSTAR

imaging protocols.

Methods The gammaSTAR backend, as implemented in Lua, is

running on the Philips MR scanner and gradient shapes, RF shapes,

ADC events, container objects and scaling parameters are calculated

on call. Before calculating the exact pulse sequence hardware con-

straints, such as RF pulse waiting times and gradient slew rates, need

to be taken into account. Such constraints may depend on the plan-

ning, therefore information about positioning are sent on the fly to the

gammaSTAR backend. All information required for reconstruction,

such as matrix size, parallel imaging factor, resolution and labels per

readout are transferred to the scanner for on-scanner reconstruction. A

similar implementation was already working on Siemens scanners.

Experiments In vivo brain MR scans were performed on the same

volunteer on a 3 T Philips Achieva TX scanner (Philips, Best, The

Netherlands) and a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Vida Fit scanner (Sie-

mens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). A 3D FLASH sequence,

TE = 5 ms, TR = 10 ms, flip angle = 158,1 mm 9 1 mm 9 5 mm

resolution, matrix size = 256 9 256 9 32, 2 ms readout duration

(https://gamma-star.mevis.fraunhofer.de/3D_FLASH_sequence_read

only.html#/) and a 3D MP-RAGE, TE = 2.6 ms, TR = 2.2 s, TI = 0.

9 s, flip angle = 88, 2 mm isotropic resolution, matrix size =

128 9 128 9 32, 3 ms readout duration (https://gamma-star.mevis.

fraunhofer.de/3D_MP-RAGE_sequence_readonly.html#/), were

acquired on both scanners with a gammaSTAR protocol and a vendor

native protocol that was set as similar as possible. Reconstruction was

performed via the reconstruction framework of the vendor.

Results Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the obtained FLASH and MP-RAGE

scans for a set of representative slices. Figure 3 and 4 show a close-up

of gammaSTAR sequences on the two vendors. Images look largely

similar, main differences can be seen in positioning, image homo-

geneity, due to different settings for coil sensitivity correction, and

image blurring.

Discussion and conclusion Compared to our previous work on the

development of gammaSTAR on Philips [6] we have further inte-

grated the Philips workflow and gammaSTAR backend allowing for

longer, 3D sequences with parameter transfer between vendor soft-

ware and the gammaSTAR backend. All Philips safety checks are

performed before the scan is executed, ensuring the safety of the

subject and scanner. This could have resulted in relatively slow

behaviour of the driver for higher resolutions, although this could be

mitigated by introducing partial preparation stages for loop structures.

A vendor-neutral reconstruction, such as BART or Gadgetron [7,8],

will further increase the similarity between the acquired images as

desired for future use in multi-centre, multi-vendor studies focussed

on clinical trials or reproducibility. Our next step will be to explore

more complex, quantitative sequences as ASL in a future traveling

head study.
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Introduction Previously, we developed a neural network model

based on multi-dimensional gated-recurrent-units (MD-GRU) pro-

viding accurate and highly reproducible brainstem segmentations in

healthy controls (HC), patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) and
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Alzheimer’’s disease (AD).1 However, this model was trained on a

limited set of T1-weighted (T1w) data in terms of MRI sequences and

diseases.

The aim of the current study was to re-train the MD-GRU algorithm

with an extended ground truth dataset, to extend clinical and technical

validation, and to benchmark MD-GRU against a state-of-the-art

method.

Methods The previously used ground truth (GT) dataset (161 mul-

tiple sclerosis patients from the Swiss Multiple Sclerosis Cohort2 and

17 healthy controls; 3D T1w scans at 1.5 and 3 Tesla) was extended

with data from 77 elderly subjects with cerebrovascular disease.3 We

further increased GT heterogeneity by including different T1w

sequences (including MP2RAGE) and scanner manufacturers (Phi-

lips, GE, Siemens). GT masks were created as previously described,1

and the GT dataset was split into independent training, validation and

test sub-samples. Eleven models were trained with varying patch size,

loss function, data augmentation or cropping around brainstem, and

compared in the validation sample. The best model was further

evaluated and benchmarked in the test sample (n = 39).

For clinical validation, brainstem atrophy over a one year period was

assessed in a cohort of patients with multiple system atrophy (MSA)

from the PROMESA trial (21 patients).4 For technical validation,

scan-rescan repeatability (46 subjects) and inter-scanner repro-

ducibility across 3 different 3 T scanners (20 traveling subjects) was

assessed in data from the MarkVCID consortium (funded by NINDS/

NIA, U24NS100591).5,6 Results were benchmarked against the

FreeSurfer brainstem pipeline (version 7.2).

Results In the test sample the newly trained model showed excellent

agreement with GT in all subjects (median Dice similarity coefficient

(DSC) = 0.95), with higher DSCs than the previous model in most

subjects (Fig. 1). As expected, the greatest improvements over the old

model were observed in the newly added T1-weighted sequence

variants, the new model was trained for.

In patients with MSA, MD-GRU consistently detected brainstem

atrophy in all patients, while the longitudinal FreeSurfer pipeline

(FS.long) showed a volume increase in two out of 21 patients. This

increase is pathophysiologically implausible in a rapidly progressing

neurodegenerative disease like MSA (Fig. 2).

Scan-rescan repeatability and inter-scanner reproducibility was

investigated using Bland–Altman statistics, showing overall similar

performance for the new MD-GRU model and longitudinal Free-

Surfer (Fig. 3 and 4).

Discussion The re-trained MD-GRU model showed superior perfor-

mance over the old model, with the most improvement observed in

heterogeneous data. Systematic validation including benchmarking

showed slightly improved (clinical validation) or similar (technical

validation) performance compared with the state-of-the-art longitu-

dinal FreeSurfer pipeline.

Conclusion Results demonstrate the importance of adapting deep

learning-based models to MRI sequences and diseases of interest. The

retrained model provides a robust and accurate segmentation method

for research and clinical trials.
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Introduction MRI can be used to assess cartilage loss in a variety of

conditions as long as cartilage regions can be properly delineated.

Given that manual segmentation of small and complex joints (for

example, wrists) is a tedious procedure [1], automatic methods would

be of high interest. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are cur-

rently the most accurate automatic methods for segmenting

biomedical structures. So far, very few automatic segmentation

methods have been reported for wrist cartilage and the reported

accuracy was very poor [2]. In the present work, we used another

CNN-based approach and we hereby report the corresponding accu-

racy regarding volumetric wrist cartilage measurement.

Subjects/Methods The dataset contained 30 3D VIBE images of 16

volunteers (12 healthy and 4 with low grade of wrist cartilage loss)

that resulted in 1297 2D slices (Dataset#1). In addition, 15 images

from 15 patients with confirmed rheumatoid or osteoarthritis (826 2D

slices) were acquired (Dataset#2). The images were obtained from

1.5 T and 3 T MRI. The scanning parameters were as follows: FOV

varied between 75 9 75 mm2 and 130 9 130 mm2, TR—10 ms–

18.6 ms, TE—3.38 ms–7.6 ms, voxel size—0.146 9 0.146 9 0.4

mm3–0.508 9 0.508 9 0.5 mm3, matrix size—

256 9 256–260 9 320. The flip angle was constant (10�) in all

variants of the pulse sequence. Some subjects were scanned twice

with different RF coils, and some had a scan of both hands. Cartilage

in MR images was manually segmented by a more than 10-year

experienced radiologist. A cross-validation approach was used in

order to estimate the best achievable performance, first, on Dataset#1,

and then for fine-tuning of all layers of the best CNN on Dataset#2.

This two-stage training was used given the significantly different

morphology of healthy and diseased wrists. Using the GroupKFold

from sklearn library, the datasets were divided into 5 subsets (with

20% of the total amount of 3D images in each) and used for a fivefold

cross-validation analysis.

A classical U-Net architecture was supplemented by attention layers

integrated into skip connections for reducing false positive results

from regions out of the wrist joint area [3]. Layers of batch normal-

ization, noise and spatial dropout were added in order to improve

convergence time and decrease generalization error. The noise was

added as a Tensorflow layer directly to the CNN input. Adam opti-

mization algorithm was used for training with a fixed batch size (32)

and cross-entropy was used as the loss function. Several hyperpa-

rameters were adjusted throughout the training process via a grid

search i.e. learning rate (from 6*10–4 to 3*10–3), utilization of

learning rate decay (from 50*10–4 to 5*10–4), noise level (from 0 to

0.5) and dropout probability (from 0 to 0.5). In addition, nn-U-Net [4]

state-of-the-art framework was tested on our datasets. 3D Dice sim-

ilarity coefficients and the error of cartilage volume estimation with

respect to the manual labels were used as performance metrics.

Results/Discussion After training and testing on Dataset#1,

U-Net_AL provided the best agreement between the predicted carti-

lage volumes and the manually measured ones (see the Pearson

coefficients in the plots in Fig. 1). It also demonstrated the best

median 3D DSC metric (0.817) and the lowest error of volume esti-

mation (17.21%) (Fig. 2). When the U-Net_AL trained on the

Dataset#1 was tested on Dataset#2 without any fine-tuning, its per-

formance reduced dramatically (down to DSC = 0.724 and volume

error = 26.10%). Fine-tuning the network allowed to achieve a higher

performance i.e. DSC = 0.806, volume error = 9.52%. Examples of

cartilage segmentation performance for the U-Net_AL network (with

and without fine-tuning) is presented in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), corre-

spondingly. An example of 3D cartilage image is presented in Fig. 3

(c).

To the best of our knowledge, quantification of wrist cartilage volume

has not been reported so far in different stages of OA or RA. At the

same time, for patients with knee osteoarthritis, the volume cartilage

loss over 10 years in the medial and lateral sections has been esti-

mated to be 19.1% and 13.8% respectively [5]. Of interest, this value

is larger than the error provided by the U-Net_AL. Taking this into

account, it should be further investigated whether the cartilage vol-

ume error achieved using the U-net_AL (9.52%) would be small

enough to detect cartilage loss in the wrist joint in arthritis.
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Introduction In congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) better

treatment strategies shifted the focus from mortality to morbidity after

repair [1]. Therefore, the follow-up and recovery of such patients with

respect to lung function is important. MRI of the lungs has been

proposed as a candidate to estimate perfusion and/or ventilation using

non-contrast and contrast-enhanced techniques [2–4]. In this, lung

segmentation can help automate not only the workup of these patients

to either quantify perfusion or ventilation but also the lung volume.

Lung segmentation in 2-year-old children after CDH repair has been

performed so far either manually [4] or by a semi-automated approach

[5]. Here, we propose an automated, deep learning-based method for

lung volume segmentation of DCE-MRI images.

Methods 29 children after CDH repair were retrospectively included

in this study. Briefly, DCE-MRI was performed following the pro-

tocol described in [4] using a 3D TWIST sequence with a matrix of

256 9 256, 56 slices, and isotropic resolution of

1.98 9 1.98 9 1.98 mm^3. The ground truth was obtained by two

radiologists supervised by an expert radiologist in lung MRI.

For the proposed segmentation approach, preprocessing including

normalization and data augmentation with constrained label sample

mining approach was done [6].

Deep learning networks that we have adapted for the lung segmen-

tation task were previously developed having a U-Net architecture

with Attention Module and Sharpness Aware Minimization [7] (see

Fig. 1). This structure was developed to deal with small datasets. We

explored two loss functions, i) cross-entropy combined with dice

similarity coefficient (DSC) and ii) cosine (COS) loss [7]. Adam

optimizer is utilized during training with a learning rate of 0.001 [8].

fivefold cross-validation with a split of 14:10:5 patients in train:val-

idation:test sets is performed. Evaluation was performed by

comparing the obtained segmentation to the ground truth and calcu-

lating the DSC, the mean symmetric surface distance (MSSD), and

the total lung volume (TLV).

Results The Attention U-Net parametrized with a patch size of

96 9 96 and 640 samples mined from each training data sample

showed the highest performance (DSC of 0.90 ± 0.06 and MSSD of

0.57 ± 0.28). Table 1 summarizes the performance of the different

tested combinations. Figure 2 depicts segmentation masks overlayed

to the MRI and ground truth segmentations of two cases. Figure 3

shows the correlation between manually segmented and predicted

TLVs reaching a correlation coefficient of r = 0.90.

Discussion In this work, an automated whole-lung segmentation

algorithm was implemented and evaluated with the DCE-MRI data of

29 children who had undergone CDH repair. Our results show that the

developed algorithm can label the right and left lungs separately using

a low number of datasets. Investigating cases in the dataset with low

performance, we observed that air pockets in the abdomen are falsely

segmented as lungs. Connected component analysis seems to solve

this issue to some extent.

To further enhance the overall performance either more annotated

datasets should be included or self-supervised techniques such as few-

shot learning should be explored [9]. Compared to a semi-automated

approach on similar data [5] our method showed high DSC scores.

Conclusion In summary, we proposed a robust method to segment

DCE-MRI images for 2-year-old children after CDH repair on a

limited number of annotated data. We envision that this method

further improves the workup of these patients and facilitates more

easily assessment of morphological and functional parameters for the

future prognosis of these children.
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Introduction Sharing data, processing tools, and workflows require

open data repositories and management tools. Despite the increasing

demand from funding agencies and publishers, the number of animal

studies that share raw data and processing tools is small compared to

human studies. In addition, an open-sharing policy is not sufficient to

achieve reproducibility if necessary metadata is missing. Here, we

present a step-by-step protocol to perform version control and remote

collaboration for an existing large dataset including MRI, behavioral,

electrophysiological, and microscopy data.

Methods The workflow (Fig. 1) builds upon free and open-source

software: Python (https://www.python.org/), the GIN server (https://

gin.g-node.org), and DataLad (https://www.datalad.org). In the first

step, a data management plan was implemented to ensure data safety

including a decentralized automated backup scheme, a unique identi

fier for each animal (Study ID), and a standardized data structure

based on the ‘‘YODA principles’’ and the BIDS standards. The second

step was to share the data in an open public repository (GIN). Finally,

changes to the data, i.e., which user changed what and when were

automatically tracked using DataLad [5]. The workflow can be divi

ded into several steps: 1. Initialization of DataLad, 2. Version control,

3. Initialization of GIN, 4. Uploading data to GIN (Fig. 2).

Results/Discussion This work provides a step-by-step guide for non-

expert users to implement a FAIR data workflow for small animal

data. GIN and DataLad were used for public data availability and data

management, respectively. By encapsulating all elements of a project,

such as input data, codes, and outputs, along with information about

their connection, we implemented a workflow that ensured data

preservation, efficient collaboration, data sharing, and improved

internal reproducibility (Fig. 2). Building projects with this structure

resulted in a clear timeline for the project’s evolution. The conse-

quences of errors, such as the accidental deletion of data or specific

outputs, and the accumulation of the same data and outputs with only

different structures and names were avoided through this workflow. In

summary, the establishment of this type of project structure has

resulted in great time savings, not only for the project researchers but

also for other external researchers.

Conclusions This use case implementation serves as a technical

infrastructure blueprint with rich potential to improve data handling at

other sites and extend to other research areas. In line with the 3R

principle to reduce the number of animal experiments, this workflow

enables the community to collect heterogeneously acquired and stored

datasets not limited to a specific category of data.
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Introduction Conventional functional MRI techniques infer neuronal

activity from hemodynamic changes, which limit the spatial and

temporal specificity1. The direct imaging of neuronal activity

(DIANA) method aims to overcome these limitations by measuring

small MRI signal modulations expected to correlate with changes in

neuronal membrane potential2. To observe such small neuronally

specific signals, large hemodynamic signal changes must be sup-

pressed. To first order, BOLD signal changes can be suppressed using

short echo times. However, Cerebral Blood Volume (CBV) and

Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) effects are more difficult to eliminate,

especially when imaging a single slice. In this work, we investigate

the effect of transient hemodynamic effects on the DIANA signal

using simulations and experiments performed on rats at 17.2 Tesla.

Methods Simulations: Simulations of the expected BOLD signal

were performed in Matlab. The neuronal signal was modelled as a

box-car (10 ms stimulus, 190 ms inter stimulus interval (ISI)) con-

volved with hemodynamic response function.

Experiments: All MRI acquisitions were performed on a 17.2 Tesla

MRI system. The animals (Sprague Dawley rats, n = 2) were spon-

taneously breathing and anesthetized with 0.5% isoflurane and

0.1 mg/kg/h subcutaneously infused medetomidine. An optical fiber

connected to a blue LED was placed in front of the left eye.

Multi-slice gradient echo echo-planar imaging (GRE-EPI) functional

BOLD acquisitions were performed to determine the position of sub-

sequent single-slice acquisitions. The visual paradigm consisted of 6 s

LED-on and 12 s LED-off. Single slice Spoiled Gradient Recalled

Echo (SPGRE) experiments were performed (TR/TE = 5/1.8 ms,

80 9 80 matrix, 250 9 250 9 1500 (lm)3, FA = 6�, 240 runs) with

normal k-space ordering (referred to as SPGRE, Fig. 1) and with the

phase and measurement loops swapped (referred to as DIANA, Fig. 1).

Each scan started with 16 s of dummy TR to stabilize the magnetiza-

tion3. In addition, single-slice GRE-EPI data was also collected (TE/

TR = 11/50 ms, 200 9 200 9 800 (lm)3, FA = 12�, 6400 volumes).

The stimulation paradigm consisted of 10 ms flashes of light with a

190 ms ISI (Fig. 2) and was turned on and off every 16 s (one run). In

one rat, 6 scans were obtained with the stimulus paradigm continuously

on.

Results & Discussion: Simulations: BOLD signal simulations show

a * 20 s transient before settling into a steady state (Fig. 2). Using

an 80 9 80 matrix and 200 ms ISI, a single DIANA measurement

takes 16 s. Therefore, simulations predict it will take more than one

DIANA measurement for the hemodynamics to settle. Because of the

swapped phase and measurement loops, markedly different hemo-

dynamic signals are mixed throughout k-space. Similar to transient

magnetization effects in TSE4 and MPRAGE5 sequences, the image

contrast is dominated by the state of the transient signal in the central

k-space lines, and signal variations observed between k-space lines

translate to blurring. The question is: how large are these effects when

using a short TE (1.8 ms)?

Experiments: Fig. 3 shows the signal detected using SPGRE and

GRE-EPI acquisitions. Although the short TE in the SPGRE data

reduces the BOLD signal change significantly, a clear transient

(* 8 s) and increased steady state signal can still be observed. Given

the shorter TE, it is likely that the SPGRE signal contains stronger

CBV and CBF contributions. Using the same paradigm the DIANA

data shows two distinct signal levels, reflecting the signal observed

while collecting the central lines in k-space during rest and during

stimulus driven activation (Fig. 4). Although the DIANA signal looks

stable, there actually is a * 1% hemodynamically driven signal

mixed into the k-space data (Fig. 3C, & Figs. 4A, B), nearly one order

of magnitude larger than the expected DIANA signal2. Arguably, a

slowly evolving transient background signal would not preclude the

detection of short ‘‘pulse-like’’ like DIANA responses. Nonetheless,

DIANA acquisitions would clearly benefit from adding dummy

stimuli besides dummy TR to drive both the spin-dynamics and

hemodynamics into steady state before data collection. Accordingly.

we acquired data with dummy stimuli (6 scans of 656 s each).

However, no clear DIANA peak was detected (Fig. 4C).

Conclusion Although transient hemodynamic effects may not be

apparent in the DIANA images, these signal changes are rolled into the

data even when short TE and ISI are used. Using dummy stimuli to bring

the hemodynamics to a steady state when collecting DIANA data should

help improve data quality. In spite of implementing such an approach, no

functional DIANA response could be detected in this study.
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Introduction Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) reflects the brain vessels’

ability to support an increase in cerebral blood flow (CBF) following a

vasoactive stimulus and is a promising marker of vascular health.1

Regional CVR can be obtained by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

during a vasodilatory challenge, e.g., the inspiration of carbon dioxide

(CO2). Pseudo-continuous arterial spin labelling (pCASL) aims to quantify

CBF-CVR directly, while blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)

functional MRI (fMRI) is rather indirectly influenced by CBF. Still,

BOLD-fMRI is most often used for CVR mapping due to its high sensi-

tivity.1–3 As of yet, most studies investigating the validity of BOLD-CVR

by comparing it with pCASL-derived CBF-CVR have focused on grey

matter (GM).4,5 Recently, Taneja et al. examined BOLD- and CBF-CVR

in GM and WM using a dual-echo sequence and found similar CBF-CVR

in GM and WM, contrary to BOLD-CVR, which showed a clear GM-WM

contrast.6 As published CBF-CVR maps using different techniques are

inconsistent in this regard,1,7,8 we investigated the possible mismatch of

BOLD- and CBF-CVR. To this end, we compared BOLD- and pCASL-

based CVR among each other, as well as between GM and WM.

MethodsTwenty-one healthy participants (age 29.1 ± 8.6 years, 10

female) underwent MRI on a 3 Tesla Ingenia Elition X (Philips, Best,

The Netherlands). We obtained T1-weighted anatomical data for GM/

WM segmentation and, both, pCASL- and BOLD-fMRI within one

session. As a vascular challenge, we employed a hypercapnia block

paradigm (alternating medical air and 5% CO2) with recording of

end-tidal partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2; Fig. 1A, 1B). CVR was

calculated as the percent signal (DS [%]) and CBF (DCBF [%])

change for BOLD and pCASL, respectively, divided by the change in

end-tidal pCO2 (DEtCO2 [mmHg]). For group-level comparisons,

BOLD- and CBF-CVR were averaged across GM and WM in each

subject. Subject-wise parameter averages were compared between

GM and WM, as well as between BOLD and pCASL by paired t-tests

and Pearson correlation (significance at p\ 0.05).

Results Visual comparison of group-average CVR parameter maps

(Fig. 1C, 1D) demonstrates a distinct GM-WM contrast for BOLD-CVR

that is not apparent in CBF-CVR. BOLD-CVR shows lower absolute

numbers (GM/WM: 0.25 ± 0.08/0.14 ± 0.04%/mmHg; Fig. 2A), in

comparison to CBF-CVR (GM/WM: 3.6 ± 1.2/3.2 ± 1.0%/mmHg;

Fig. 2B), and GM/WM differences are significant for BOLD- (Fig. 2A)

but not CBF-CVR (Fig. 2B). There was a highly significant correlation

between GM and WM, both for BOLD-CVR (r = 0.97; Fig. 2C) and

CBF-CVR (r = 0.92; Fig. 2D). Further, correlation analysis revealed

moderate agreement between BOLD- and CBF-CVR, which was com-

parable in GM and WM (rGM = 0.46/rWM = 0.42), approaching

statistical significance (pGM = 0.06/pWM = 0.08; Fig. 3).

Discussion Our absolute GM CVR values obtained from CBF (3.6%/

mmHg) and BOLD signal (0.25%/mmHg) are consistent with previous

studies.1,9,10 In accordance with Taneja et al.,6 our values for BOLD-

CVR are significantly lower in WM than GM (Fig. 2A), a contrast not

seen in CBF-CVR (Fig. 2B). This also agrees with observations from

PET studies.11 Interestingly, CBF- and BOLD-CVR show a strong
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WM-GM correlation across subjects (Fig. 2C, 2D). This indicates that

the observed relations between GM and WM CVR (contrast for BOLD-

CVR; homogeneity for CBF-CVR) are highly consistent on a single-

subject level. Altogether, our findings confirm that, if optimally

implemented with sufficiently long PLD (1800 ms), pCASL MRI may

be used to quantify WM CBF-CVR. This is further supported by recent

studies indicating the viability of CBF in GM as well as WM.12

Regarding lower WM BOLD-CVR, lower WM cerebral blood volume

has been discussed as a possible physiologic modulator.5,13 Also, there

is ongoing debate whether perfusion increases from hypercapnia are

truly isometabolic,14 which could add to discrepancies between BOLD

and CBF-based CVR. In any case, these physiologic complexities affect

the ratio of the BOLD- and CBF response across subjects, certainly

contributing to their rather moderate correlation within GM and WM

(Fig. 3).

Conclusion Our results support the notion that CBF-CVR reliably

reflects comparable CVR in healthy GM and WM. Lower BOLD-

CVR in WM is likely due to complexities of the BOLD signal in

response to hypercapnia-induced perfusion increases in WM vs. GM,

which needs to be explored in future studies.
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Introduction Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) measures the ability

of vessels to change their diameter in response to vasoactive stimuli

and it can be mapped across the brain using blood oxygenation level-

dependent (BOLD) fMRI1. Two recent studies2,3 have shown a pos-

itive coupling between BOLD-CVR and baseline cerebral blood flow

(bCBF), measured using arterial spin labeling (ASL) in healthy sub-

jects2,3, while another study had shown a decrease of this coupling

with aging4. However, this relationship is not well documented, with

these previous studies2,3,4 focusing on very specific resting-state

networks2 or gray matter (GM)3,4. Here, we investigate the relation-

ship between BOLD-CVR and ASL-bCBF across the whole brain,

including two main regions-of-interest (ROIs): GM and white matter

(WM).

Methods Data AcquisitionA group of 14 healthy women (20–48 yrs)

was studied on a 3 T Siemens Vida MRI System using a 64-channel

head RF coil.
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CVR mapping was performed using BOLD-fMRI during a breath-

hold (BH) task (4 trials of 15 s BH alternated with 30 s cued normal

breathing), with T2*-w GRE-EPI (TR/TE = 1260/30 ms,

GRAPPA = 2, SMS = 3, 60 slices, 2.2 mm isotropic resolution).

Expired carbon dioxide (CO2) was measured using a Medlab CAP10

capnograph and a nasal cannula, and the partial pressure of the end-

tidal CO2 (PetCO2) signal was obtained by peak detection of the

capnograph trace. The PetCO2 change was averaged across the four

BH tasks for each subject to yield the mean DPetCO2 in mmHg.bCBF

mapping was performed using pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) with

a 3D GRASE readout (TR = 5.6 s, TE = 18.4 ms, labeling dura-

tion = 1.8 s, post-labeling delay = 1.8 s, background suppression, 4

repetitions).

Data Analysis BOLD-CVR image analysis was performed using FSL

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), including motion and distortion cor

rection, spatial smoothing (FWHM = 3.5 mm) and high-pass

temporal filtering (cutoff = 100 s). The bulk lag of the BOLD

response to BH was obtained for each subject by computing the cross-

correlation between the average GM BOLD time series and the

PetCO2 signal. PetCO2 was convolved with a single gamma hemo

dynamic response (HRF) function and shifted between ± 9 s in

increments of 1 s around the bulk lag, for each subject. For each

shifted regressor, a voxelwise analysis was performed by fitting a

general linear model (GLM) to the BOLD signal. The CVR map was

obtained by selecting, for each voxel, the lag that explained the most

variance, and dividing the parameter estimate by the mean BOLD

signal and the mean DPetCO2 to yield values in %/mmHg.

ASL-bCBF image analysis was performed using FSL’s BASIL tool-

box (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BASIL) and included

motion and distortion correction. Relative perfusion maps were

obtained by averaging pairwise control-label subtraction images with

spatial regularization.

Both CVR and bCBF maps were registered to MNI space (FSL’s

FNIRT) and spatially smoothed with a FWHM = 8 mm (AFNI’s

3dBlurToFWHM) to better match their spatial smoothness.

The GM and WM ROIs were defined by segmenting the subject’s T1-

weighted structural image (FSL’s FAST), registering the partial vol-

ume (PV) estimate maps to MNI space and thresholding these at 40%

for tissue classification (GM, WM and CSF). For each bCBF and

CVR map, only the values between the 1st and 99th percentiles were

considered within each ROI to exclude potential outliers. The bCBF

values in GM and WM were then stratified into 25 and 16 bins2,

respectively. The voxels corresponding to each bin were identified

and the mean bCBF and CVR values were obtained for each bin. To

evaluate the relationship between the two metrics, both linear and

quadratic models were fitted using Matlab.

Results Figure 1 illustrates the bCBF, CVR, and respective CVR lag

maps. CVR and bCBF are strongly correlated in both GM and WM in

all subjects (Fig. 2). The relationship was better fitted by a quadratic

than a linear model, particularly in GM. By spatially mapping the bins

corresponding to the three main components of the correlation curves

(Fig. 3), we found a largely linear positive correlation across most of

GM. The negative correlation observed for the lowest bCBF values

(corresponding to high CVR values) was found mostly in voxels in

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) regions or in tissue boundaries likely con-

taminated by motion, pulsatile artifacts and PV effects.

Conclusion Our study clearly demonstrates a positive correlation

between BOLD-CVR and ASL bCBF measurements across both GM

and WM. Although this is mostly linear for intermediate values, a

negative correlation was found in some subjects near CSF locations.

Our results are consistent with the two previous reports regarding this

coupling2,3 and extend them to the whole brain.
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Introduction High resolution Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic

Imaging (MRSI) is of high interest for measurements in vivo as it can

provide simultaneously both metabolite and spatial information. In

recent work, we developed and examined RS-COKE (Readout-Seg-

mented COnsistent K-t space Epsi)1, a sequence for high resolution
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MRSI. RS-COKE is an EPSI (Echo Planar Spectroscopic Imaging)

variant2-4 offering increased spectral width (SW) and is thus espe-

cially promising for spectral imaging of human brain metabolites at

7 T. However, mismatches between readout (RO) segments can result

in pronounced artifacts, especially when lipid suppression is off. Our

previous study focused on developing a procedure to measure and

reduce the readout-segment mismatches, leading to robust brain

MRSI in vivo at 7 T. It was previously shown that Compressed

Sensing (CS)5 can be beneficially used to accelerate MRSI acquisi-

tion6,7. In this study, we adapted the RS-COKE pulse sequence to

support CS acceleration in the spatial dimension in order to increase

the achievable spatial resolution in a shorter time. A reconstruction

approach was designed, incorporating both the trajectory corrections

required for RS-COKE and Compressed Sensing. The method was

examined on a special head-mimicking phantom and on human

volunteers.

Methods Sequence/Acquisition
Figure 1 shows the RS-COKE pulse sequence, implemented on a 7 T

MAGNETOM Terra (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). It is

readout segmented and employs sine-shaped readout gradients. The

COKE scheme adds alternating PE blips between the RO gradients,

reversing the sign of both phase-encode (PE) blips and RO gradients

every excitation, to achieve the trajectories shown, having an effec-

tive short echo-spacing. A VAPOR water-suppression module is

included, as is a refocusing pulse, but no lipid suppression. The

updated sequence includes an option to provide a table of the acquired

PE lines for each RO segment. The sequence also includes three

reference scans on water that are used to estimate the trajectory

corrections as described in Ref.1.

Data Processing
The reconstruction included—i) Trajectory corrections, per segment,

based on the reference scans (Ref.1); ii) phase correction of the signal

acquired during negative RO gradients; iii) applying time apodization

(exponential with a decay constant of 0.1 s) and Hann windowing in

all k-space dimensions); iv) density compensation weights estimation

and v) BART8 reconstruction using the corrected trajectory, the

weights, and sensitivity maps derived from a separate water GRE

calibration scan. A schematic diagram of the reconstruction is shown

in Fig. 2.

Phantom
A 3D-printed head-shaped phantom that includes an agar ‘‘brain’’

with brain-mimicking metabolites was used.9

Scan Parameters
All phantom scans had the common parameters: TR/TE

1400/14.6 ms, FOV (RO 9 PE) 260 9 300 mm2, slice thickness

15 mm, SW 2778 Hz, echo spacing 0.360 ms, 256 echoes. Two

variants were scanned. Scan 1) in-plane resolution 4.1 9 4.7 mm2

(63 9 64 acquisition matrix), 3 readout segments, full acquisition

duration 4:30 min, and CS acquisition 3:20 min. Scan 2) in-plane

resolution 2.0 9 2.3 mm2 (128 9 128 acquisition matrix), 7 readout

segments, full acquisition duration 20:54 min, and CS acquisition

10:22 min.

For human imaging the scan parameters were: TR/TE 1400/13 ms,

FOV (RO 9 PE) 260 9 300 mm2, slice thickness 15 mm, in-plane

resolution 4.1 9 4.7 mm2 (63 9 64 acquisition matrix), 3 readout

segments, SW 2941 Hz, echo spacing 0.340 ms, 256 echoes, and scan

duration 3:20 min.

Results

Figure 3 shows phantom results; showing NAA images as well as

spectra acquired without and with CS acceleration. Figure 4 shows

MRSI example acquired with CS acceleration for human imaging.

Discussion and Conclusions In this work the RS-COKE pulse

sequence was adapted to acquire accelerated MRSI based on Com-

pressed Sensing. A varying PE subsampling can be acquired per RO

segment, for example acquiring all PEs at the central segment and a

smaller number of PEs at farther-out RO segments (see CS mask in

Figs. 3, 4). This flexibility can offer an increased robustness for

measurements in vivo. The current phantom results show a lower

resolution of 4.1 9 4.7 mm2 MRSI acquired within 3:20 min using

CS and a higher resolution MRSI of 2 9 2.3 mm2 acquired in

10:22 min using CS. These CS reconstructed images and spectra

show similar quality to the full acquisitions. The acceleration factors

used here were modest, up to 9 2, however, they are extremely useful

for measurements in vivo. The NAA image in human MRSI shows

some residual artifacts, which require further optimization.
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Introduction The investigation of post-processing methods that aim

at reducing the noise variance1-5 gained a lot of interest driven by the

need for higher spatial resolution in 1H-MRSI. Recently the MP-PCA

based denoising and the low-rank TGV reconstruction have also been

implemented on preclinical in vivo 1H-FID-MRSI datasets at 14.1T1,

leading to an increase in apparent SNR without any detrimental visual

impact on features of the spectra such as Gaussian noise distribution1.

As in vivo data lack of ground-truth, in-depth validations of the

performance of these noise-reduction strategies is required. As such,

we built a realistic Monte-Carlo study with known ground truth

mimicking in vivo brain regional differences measured with 1H-FID-

MRSI at 14.1 T to assess the impact of noise-reduction strategies on

brain coverage, metabolite concentration estimation and regional

difference. Finally, we further advanced the implementation of these

two techniques, tested their feasibility and routine usage at 14.1 T

using in vivo data.

Methods Fast 1H-FID-MRSI datasets were acquired in the rat brain

on a 14.1 T MRI Bruker/Magnex system (TE = 1.3 ms, TR = 813

ms, 2 mm slice thickness centered on hippocampus,

FOV = 24 9 24mm2, matrix size = 31 9 31, 1 average, 13 min).

The data were triplicated and processed using an in-house MATLAB

pipeline that applies HLSVD water suppression, lipid-metabolite

orthogonality-based lipid suppression and one of the denoising

method on each set5, resulting in a non-denoised (RAW), LR-TGV

denoised and MP-PCA denoised sets. These sets were quantified with

LCModel with a simulated basis set (macromolecule added)6–9

(Fig. 1A). An automatic quality control tool using SNR, FWHM,

CRLB‘‘s was applied on the metabolic maps.
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Synthetic 1H-MRSI slices were created to mimic the experimental

conditions of in vivo acquisitions at 14.1 T, using the metabolites of

the basis set (Fig. 1A). 317 FIDs were generated and assigned to three

compartments mimicing brain regions with distinct sets of concen-

trations using an in vivo brain mask. A B0 map acquired from in vivo

data was used to apply realistic B0 inhomogeneity on the simulated

slice (Fig. 1B). Gaussian noise was introduced using a range of SNR

values (SNR = 5,7,10,12,15,20). The simulated slices were processed

via a custom version of the pipeline used for in vivo data (without

lipid and water suppression). Metabolic maps were computed and

results were averaged over 10 Monte-Carlo repetitions. A set with the

SNR of 300 was quantified and used as ground truth (GT).

RAW and denoised metabolite concentrations as mean and SD

averaged over compartments were compared against GT data.

Results and Discussion In vivo, no significant changes on the

resulting concentrations of Ins, Gln, Glu per region were observed

when applying either of the denoising techniques, and their regional

distribution was not affected12. Both denoising approaches reduced

the standard deviation (SD) of the estimated concentrations ( Fig. 2B)

and increased brain coverage by at least 7%. The apparent SNR was

approximately doubled for both methods. Figure 3 shows the

metabolite maps as well as the concentration on each region obtained

on RAW, MP-PCA and LR-TGV sets in the Monte Carlo study, with

NAA, GABA and Gln as examples. For both noise reduction methods,

the difference between the GT and the measured values of concen-

tration and SD were reduced when compared to RAW. Moreover, at

SNR = 5, GABA, a low concentrated metabolite, was not reliably

quantified in the RAW set, while after denoising the regional differ-

ence was retrieved with concentration estimates closer to GT.

Inconsistencies with LR-TGV results can be explained by the effect

of the B0 map, which is specific to this technique. Figure 4 shows the

concentration on each compartment and regional differences as a

function of the SNR. For a SNR lower than 10, both denoising

methods are closer to the GT than RAW. Moreover, whenever the

RAW data was well quantified, the denoising did not change its

distribution. No biases were thus introduced to the concentrations.

Conclusion We presented an initial framework for the validation of

noise-reduction strategies in 1H-MRSI together with an automatic

processing pipeline developed in-house. Our results highlight

important steps towards the quantitative evaluation of the perfor-

mance of these noise-reduction-strategies while using a known

ground truth and in vivo results. We showed that both considered

denoising strategies retrieved the metabolites concentrations with a

decreased SD inside each compartment and increased brain coverage

in vivo.
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Introduction Spectral editing strategies in in vivo 1H MR-Spec-

troscopy (MRS) are highly effective for quantification of low-

concentration metabolites whose signals cannot be reliably discrimi-

nated by conventional techniques due to signal overlap. The most

used strategy is J-difference-based such as MEGA editing. MEGA

editing has been integrated into different spatial localization tech-

niques, generally targeting a specific region1. The correct voxel

placement and voxel sizing is especially crucial when examining

specific brain tumor regions. However, measurements with the

commonly used localization method PRESS suffer from chemical

shift displacement error (CSDE), leading to a change in editing effi-

ciency and causing uncertainty in the voxel location12. This problem

can be overcome by employing adiabatic RF pulses, such as adopted

in the sLASER pulse sequence. Here, we demonstrate simultaneous

gamma amino-butyric acid (GABA) and glutathione (GSH) editing,

both of which are of interest in glioma studies, using a MEGA-

sLASER pulse sequence in a brain-mimicking phantom, healthy

subjects and patient with diffuse glioma while keeping the voxel size

2 9 2x2 cm3.

Methods Data were acquired using a 20-channel phased-array head

coil on a clinical whole-body 3 T MR Scanner (MAGNETOM

Prisma, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen). The phantom contained a

solution of 2 mM GABA, 3 mM GSH, 12.5 mM N-acetyl aspartate

(NAA), 10 mM creatine (Cr), 3 mM choline, 7.5 mM myo-inositol

(mI), 10 mM glutamate (Glu), 5 mm glutamine (Gln) and 5 mM

lactate. Phantom measurements were performed to detect GABA and

GSH using both MEGA-PRESS and MEGA-sLASER pulse sequen-

ces. Parameters are provided in Table 1.

Table 1 MEGA-PRESS and MEGA-sLASER parameters for phantom

and in vivo measurements.

In vivo

or

Phantom

Repetition

time

Echo

time

(TE)

Editing

pulse

BW

Voxel

size

Navg Editing

pulse

frequency
dGABA/d
GSH/dOFF

Phantom 2000 ms 80 ms MEGA-
PRESS:
64 Hz

MEGA-
sLASER:
90 Hz

3 9 3 9 3
cm3

256 1.78/4.44/
7.62

In vivo 2000 ms 80 ms MEGA-
sLASER:
90 Hz

2 9 2 9 2
cm3

192 1.9/4.56/7.5

For in vivo measurements, 3D T1w MPRAGE and axial T2w images

were acquired prior to MRS and used for voxel positioning. In four

healthy subjects, voxels were placed in the left posterior cerebral

region (see Fig. 2A). In glioma patient, voxels were located in the

solid tumor area (Fig. 2D) and in the contralateral normal appearing

white matter (NAWM) (Fig. 2G). Three data series of 64 acquisitions

each were acquired in an interleaved manner: ONGABA, ONGSH, and

OFFAll. A common OFFAll can be used for GABA and GSH, reducing

the time required for data acquisition. Motion-corrupted dynamics

were rejected, frequency and phase aligning were applied using the

combination of the FID-A3 and Gannet4 tools. Spectral fitting and

quantification were performed using the standard GannetFit function

with Gaussians.

Results Phantom data (Fig. 1) indicates that the spectroscopic profiles

of GABA, Glx and GSH acquired using MEGA-sLASER match those

obtained by MEGA-PRESS. Even though co-editing of the (NAA)

signal in the GSH spectra differs between the two methods, the GSH

signal is not affected. In addition, we observed no differences in the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signals of interest. Edited GABA,

Glx and GSH signals at 3.0, 3.75 and 2.95 ppm, respectively were

observed clearly in all in vivo spectra acquired in this study as shown

in Fig. 2. A high degree of consistency was observed between the

spectra of all healthy subjects. The water suppression factor was[
97% for all participants. The fitting errors in the healthy subjects did

not exceed the 15% value for GABA, 10% for Glx and 20% for GSH.

The spectral patterns of GABA and GSH varied between spectra

obtained from tumor tissue compared to the contralateral NAWM: the

intensities of Glx and GSH were higher in tumor tissue, the intensity

of GABA and the co-edited NAA was lower (Fig. 2E–F).

Discussion Technical limitations restrict the TE in MEGA-sLASER

to a minimum of * 80 ms, so to date there is only one application at

3 T, which is aimed at editing lactate and b-hydroxybutyrate signals

at TE = 148 ms [2]. In our phantom data we showed that GABA and

GSH could be detected at TE = 80 ms with no significant difference

in SNR comparing MEGA-sLASER to the ’’conventional‘‘ MEGA-

PRESS. Considering the sufficient SNR of the in vivo spectra and the

quality of fitting acquired in our study, we conclude that MEGA-

sLASER with TE = 80 ms can be applied for GABA and GSH

measurements, allowing to obtain results from a low-volume voxel

without a chemical displacement error. This is especially important

for neurooncological studies since it is crucial to avoid tumor voxel

contamination with signals from surrounding normal tissue and tumor

necrosis.
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Introduction Sodium (23Na) MRI provides relevant functional

information on neuronal energetic status and cell viability[1]. At ultra-

high field strengths (7 Tesla) and in the context of focal epilepsy,

sodium accumulation has been observed in cortical regions charac-

terized by high epileptogenicity[2] and inclusion of 23Na information

appeared promising to improve patient treatment[3]. The involvement

of the thalamus during seizures and its structural abnormalities
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observed across focal epilepsy patients[4–6], warrants investigation of

thalamic sodium homeostasis changes.

Methods A total of 21 temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE, mean age ± SD:

33 ± 11 yrs, 8 males), 16 non-TLE (NTLE, 34 ± 13 yrs, 9 males)

and 22 healthy controls (H, 37 ± 15 yrs, 10 males) were recruited.

All patients underwent a comprehensive pre-surgical work-up

including a SEEG recording for grouping in TLE and NTLE (pre-

frontal, insular-opercular, central-premotor or posterior) based on

epileptogenic zone network topography[7].

For each subject, 1H-MRI B1
?, T1 (0.6 mm3) and multi-echo 23Na (3

mm3) data were acquired using a whole-body 7 T scanner (Siemens

Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) and 1H 1Tx/32Rx (Nova Medical,

Wilmington, USA) and dual-tuned 23Na/1H QED birdcage coils,

respectively[2]. The multi-echo 23Na images were fitted using a bi-

exponential model and normalized relative to signals from reference

tubes to characterize the apparent short (NaSF) and long (NaLF)

fraction sodium concentration and construct whole-brain total sodium

concentration (i.e., sum of NaSF and NaLF) and f maps (NaSF)[8]. In

parallel, post-hoc B1
? corrected T1 data were skull-stripped for

automatic segmentation of the thalamus and its nuclei using the

7TAMIBrain atlas[6,9]. Gray matter density-weighted TSC and f

averages were calculated in 23Na image space for left and right tha-

lami separately (Fig. 1A), and their posterior, lateral and medial

segments. Average T1 and total volume were extracted in T1 space[6].

TSC and f estimates were corrected for age, sex, hemisphere and

estimated total intracranial volume (calculated by FreeSurfer) effects

(to match T1 and volume correction) based on the controls data using

the confounds Python package[10]. After z-scoring with respect to

controls, group-wise, ipsi- vs.contralateral differences in thalamic

(segments) and associations with clinical parameters were explored

using ANOVA, (Bonferroni-corrected) pairwise comparisons and

correlation analyses as implemented in the pingouin Python package.

Results Thalamic TSC (p\ 0.001), not f, differed significantly

between groups with increased TSC in both TLE (p\ 0.05) and

NTLE patients (p\ 0.01, Fig. 1B). Increases in TSC and f appeared

(i) more pronounced for the ipsilateral side (side of seizure onset) in

TLE (Fig. 1C) and (ii) overlapped with decreased T1 and volume

(Fig. 1D). With respect to clinical characteristics, TSC was higher in

patients with a left seizure onset zone especially (p\ 0.05), and

earlier disease onset (r = - 0.26, p\ 0.05).

Analyses per thalamic segment (Fig. 2, based on[ 29 voxels/subject)

did not reveal clear spatial differences across the thalamus with

similar group patterns as at the whole thalamus scale. Nonetheless,

the medial segment appeared uniquely impacted in the NTLE patients

while in TLE the strongest TSC increase was observed in the lateral

segment. For f, the strongest effects were observed for the lateral

thalamus.

Discussion and conclusion The observed increase in thalamic TSC

without f changes follows previously observed tissue degeneration

(e.g., volume decrease)[5,6] and microstructural changes (i.e., short-

ened T1)[6] and indicate changes in neuronal integrity rather than

epileptogenicity of this structure. This effect seems strongest in

patients with left hemisphere seizure and earlier disease onset.

Finally, our analyses provide first estimates of differential TSC

increase and f across posterior, lateral and medial segments between

patient groups. Together, these findings suggest that the extent of

changes in thalamic sodium homeostasis might depend on clinical

and/or SEEG characteristics.
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Introduction In CEST-MRI measurements, saturation pulses play a

crucial role in determining the quality of Z-spectra. Over time, vari-

ous types of saturation pulses have been developed to maximize

contrast and robustness of CEST experiments. Recent research

employing optimal control (OC) optimization has facilitated the

creation of pulse trains that provide contrast nearly equivalent to the

theoretical optimal continuous-wave (CW) saturation in phantom

measurements (1). To compare the OC saturation pulses with a state

of the art protocol, a Gaussian pulse train protocol was optimized,

taking into account factors such as duty cycle (DC), total saturation

(Tsat), pulse duration (tp), inter-pulse delay (td), and B1 RMS across

the pulse train. The optimized G and OC protocols were subjected to

in vivo measurements in the calf muscle using a 3 T clinical scanner.

This study forms the first in-vivo proof that OC pulses outperform

conventional Gaussian trains; here for CEST preparation of creatine

(Cr) and phosphocreatine (PCr) weighted CEST imaging in muscle at

3 T.

Methods A Gaussian pulse train, defined by B1rms, DC, Tsat, tp, td

and the number of pulses was optimized with Pulseq-CEST (2)

simulations via a conventional grid search. Guided by these insights,

in vivo experiments were designed to find the experimentally optimal

B1 RMS.

A healthy volunteer was measured on a clinical 3 T Siemens

PRISMA scanner system (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany)

with a TxRx 15Ch knee coil after written informed consent. The

readout was a 3D GRE with a FOV of 112 9 92 9 60 pixels with a

voxel size of 2 9 2 9 5.

Data pre-processing involved motion correction and spline smoothing

of the measured spectra (3). Furthermore, B0 field inhomogeneities

were addressed by employing a WASABI measurement (4). The

contrast was evaluated in ROIs in the MTR asymmetry images.

The RF-magnitude of the OC pulse train was optimized by mini-

mizing the difference to a target CW spectrum, using a hybrid

semismooth quasi-Newton algorithm (5). Comprehensive details

regarding the optimization and simulation process can be found in (1,

6). The optimization was constrained to the optimal parameters of the

Gaussian protocol using the same DC, Tsat, td, tp, B1 RMS and

number of pulses. So the degree of saturation is entirely contingent

upon the specific shape of the pulse.
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Results and Discussion The Pulseq-CEST simulations revealed an

optimal Gaussian saturation regime consisting of eleven pulses with a

duration of 50 ms and pause of 6 ms which is a DC of 90%. The

optimal B1 level was estimated by conducting measurements at levels

of B1 RMS of 0.58, 0.87, 1.16, 1.45, 1.74 and 2.03 lT resulting in a

maximized CEST effect at 1.74 lT B1 RMS (Fig. 1). The OC pulse

train optimized with the same constraints is depicted in Fig. 2a. The

corresponding simulated spectra and asymmetry for the G and OC

pulse trains indicate a higher contrast for the OC pulse train.

Figure 3 shows ROIs drawn in the lateral gastrocnemius (Fig. 3a), the

medial gastrocnemius (Fig. 3b), the soleus (Fig. 3c) and the fibularis

longus (Fig. 3c) with the corresponding CEST-spectra and MTR

asymmetry in Fig. 4. In every ROI the OC pulse expressed a 16–27%

higher contrast for Cr and PCr than the Gaussian protocol. Addi-

tionally the OC saturation exhibits a narrower peak width. This

characteristic contributes to a higher level of selectivity in the satu-

ration process compared to G saturation. Remarkably, the OC pulse

outperformed the original exchange weighting estimates derived from

the simulations.

In previous phantom measurements, the OC framework showed

exceptionally high contrast compared to state-of-the-art saturation

regimes. However, the question whether the pulses could perform

comparably in an in vivo environment remained unanswered. In vivo

calf muscle measurements reveal superior contrast and selectivity for

Cr and PCr using OC pulses as opposed to the most effective Gaus-

sian-based saturation method.

Conclusion In this study, we investigated the efficacy of generating

in vivo CEST contrast for creatine and phosphocreatine using optimal

control pulse trains compared to an optimized Gaussian saturation

regime. Our results demonstrated that the OC pulse trains provided

higher CEST effect and selectivity for creatine and phosphocreatine

in various regions of interest in the calf muscle, using a 3 T clinical

scanner. Additionally, OC saturation showed a narrower peak width

contributing to higher contrast and a higher level of selectivity in the

saturation process compared to Gaussian saturation.
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Introduction The presence of adipose tissues in breast, prostate, liver

etc. poses particular challenges on the correct interpretation of

Z-spectra, and therefore to correct evaluation of different chemical

exchange saturation transfer (CEST) signals (i.e. amide proton

transfer (APT), relayed nuclear Overhauser effect (rNOE)). Recently,

a normalization method was introduced by Zimmerman et al. [1] that

allows to correct for fat signal-induced artifacts, but only in regions of

Z-spectra where no fat resonances exist, i.e. no direct saturation

(DSfat) of fat signals. This normalization e.g. enables quantitative

assessment of APT signals unaffected by fat without additional RF

power or image acquisitions. The purpose of this study was to extent

this method to correct the entire Z-spectrum for fat-signal induced

artifacts by modelling multiple fat contributions and their saturation,

in particular to remove strong pseudo-rNOE artifacts.

Methods

Theory

The proposed normalization method is mainly based on two

assumptions: 1) Estimation of the total fat signal by the residual signal

at the spectral position of the water DS (DxDS,water = 0 ppm, Fig. 1

Eq. 1); 2) introducing an offset-dependent correction factor (b(TE,
Dx, x1)), Fig. 2 Eq. 5), that accounts for a realistic multipeak fat

model [2] (Fig. 1 Eq. 2) and saturation of the n individual lipid res-

onances (bn(Dx,x1,dxn)) for each offset (Dx) of the applied CEST

saturation pulse. As a result, the corrected Z-spectrum is given by

Eq. 3 (Fig. 1).

Correction factor modeling and CEST imaging Phantom measure-

ments were performed on a 7 T MR scanner (MAGNETOM,

Siemens) using a bilateral breast coil (1 transmit/16 receive channels,

Rapid Biomedical). The phantom was filled in half with a 300 mM

carnosine water solution (pH = 8), and half with sunflower oil

mimicking human fat tissue.

Relative amplitudes (An) and chemical shifts (dxn) for fat resonances

were quantified from SVS 1H MR spectrum (sLASER, TE/TR = 40/

10000 ms, 8 9 8 9 8 mm voxel, no water suppression) (Fig. 2A).

bn(Dx,x1,dxn) were modeled by Lorentzians with variable width

(Fig. 2, Eq. 4). A representative correction factor b(TE, Dx, x1) for
TE = 2.04 ms is visualized in Fig. 2B. For the final fat correction, the

b values were smoothed for each offset Dx using a 0.2 ppm window

(Fig. 2B), which encompasses (i) differences in widths between all fat

resonances and the applied saturation pulse and (ii) possible disper-

sion of the offsets Dx, due to the B0 inhomogeneities and possible

phase errors.
CEST data was acquired with a centric-reordered 2D single-shot

gradient-echo sequence (TE/TR = 2.04/3.70 ms, 2.55/4.40 ms, 1

Slice, spatial resolution—1.7 9 1.7 9 3 mm, steady-state presatura-

tion—95 Gaussian-shaped pulses (tp = 100 ms, B1 = 0.6 lT, 0.8 lT,
duty cycle = 95%) at 86 frequency offsets unequally between 150 and

- 150 ppm). Fat fraction (FF) gradient across the image was created

by a tilted image slice (Fig. 3). Data processing were performed using

in-house MATLAB (MathWorks) software.

Results The optimal correction was observed for FWHM = 0.43

ppm, which corresponds to the FWHM of the DS water signal in the

Z-spectrum (0.41 ppm). Representative results of the proposed

method for different FF and TEs are presented in Fig. 4. For both ‘‘in-

phase’’ (Fig. 4A) and ‘‘opposed-phase’’ (Fig. 4B) conditions, one can

see a significant reduction of pseudo-rNOE artifacts between [- 2.0,

- 4.0] ppm. For the regions without fat DSfat the proposed method

yields the same correction as in the original published normalization

[1].

Discussion The proposed method was show to successfully correct

fat-induced artifacts across the entire Z-spectrum, particularly cor-

recting pseudo-rNOE artifacts, which was not possible previously.

This might have diagnostic relevance, as rNOE effects are known to

be changed in pathologies. The residual rNOE artifacts might be

associated with an incomplete water saturation (a(DxDS,water = 0)).

Therefore, further studies about the possible underestimation effect of

the residual fat signals on the true rNOE signal calculation are still

necessary for the implementation of the method into clinical practice.

Conclusion This phantom study demonstrates the potential of the

proposed normalization for in vivo CEST applications in regions

where fat is present. Inclusion of prior knowledge about fat reso-

nances and their dependence on the CEST saturation pulses, allows

elimination of artifacts from DSfat and therefore to unlock the

potential for e.g. accurate assessment of rNOE signal, which is

meaningful biomarker for investigations of pathologies, such as

cancer [3].
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Introduction The ‘‘dual refocusing echo acquisition mode’’

(DREAM) sequence is an ultrafast method for B0 and B1 field

mapping in 2D [1], and 3D [4]. In this work, a magnetization prepared

DREAM sequence is proposed. This combination yields the advan-

tages of magnetic preparation as well as the B1, B0 and TxRx phase

maps from the DREAM sequence. As an example for MP DREAM,

an APTw CEST [2] preparation is used with the standard STE first

DREAM sequence as a readout. In CEST measurements, it is of great

importance to correct the acquired CEST-spectra with accurate B1

and B0 maps. Until now, it was only possible to acquire B1 and B0

maps before or after the CEST measurement. With DREAM CEST, it

is possible to acquire corresponding B1 and B0 reference maps for

every single CEST offset.

Methods The DREAM CEST sequence was created with Pulseq, by

combining the APTw_001 CEST [5] preparation block with two-

dimensional, centric reordered STE first DREAM readouts (FoV:

220 9 220 9 8mm3; matrix: 64 9 64; FASTE1 = FASTE2 = 55�;
FA = 15�; TEFID = 3.6 ms; TESTE = 2.6 ms; TR = 5.6 ms;

TADREAM = 387 ms; CEST offsets: 34 (- 300, - 4:0.25:4 ppm);

TAtotal & 3.5 min). As a reference for the acquired B1 and B0 maps,

a WASABI [3] sequence was applied before the DREAM CEST

(tp = 5 ms; nominal B1 = 3.7 T; Trec,M0 = 12 s; Trec = 3 s; WASABI

offsets: 32 (- 300, - 2:0.13:2 ppm); TA & 2 min). The measure-

ments were performed under approval of our local ethics committee at

a 3 T Siemens PRISMA scanner.

The MP-DREAM provides for every CEST offset a B0 and B1 map,

and a TxRx-phase map calculated by the formulas [1]:

UB0 ¼ angle FID � STE�ð Þ ð1Þ
rB1 ¼ tan�1 p

2 STEj j=jFIDjð Þð Þ=FASTE1 ð2Þ
Utx=rx ¼ angle FID � STEð Þ ð3Þ

In addition, the magnitude images of FID and STE can be magneti-

zation-prepared and are evaluated using:

CEST-MP-DREAM(Dx) = 0.5�((|FID(Dx)|/|FID(- 300 ppm)|) ? (|

STE(Dx)|/|STE(- 300 ppm)|)) (4).

Results DREAM B1 (Fig. 1) and B0 maps (Fig. 2) show low devi-

ations from the WASABI reference as long as CEST saturation is

more than ± 1 ppm off-resonant from water. For offsets close to

0 ppm however, the B1 and B0 maps show some artifacts and thus

deviate stronger from the ground truth. However, these offsets can

also be omitted for MTRasym-based CEST imaging. Figure 3 shows

that the DREAM magnitude images provide magnetization-prepared

CEST spectra for both the STE and the FID image. Both images can

be averaged (Eq. 4) to have a high SNR CEST-spectrum (Fig. 3c)

with intrinsic B0 and B1 mapping as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 for the

corresponding offsets.

Discussion The presented magnetization-prepared DREAM CEST

sequence allows the simultaneous mapping of B0 and B1 values

during a CEST measurement. Residual tissue contrasts observed in

these maps can potentially be further removed by suitable post-pro-

cessing. Still the idea of a correction of the acquired CEST-spectra

with individual B0 and B1 values for every CEST offset has a high

potential for most accurate CEST scans. The fact that the DREAM

CEST sequence works shows that the DREAM sequence can be

applied after magnetization preparation as for example in the

MPRAGE sequence, where B0 and B1 information can be used to

further increase homogeneity.

Conclusion The known DREAM sequence can be used in a magne-

tization-prepared fashion. The DREAM CEST sequence as an

example of MP DREAM delivers useful B1 and B0 maps for every

CEST-prepared image, making dynamically corrected CEST possible.
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Introduction The sinoatrial node (SAN) is the main pacemaker of the

cardiac conduction system (CCS), with an ellipsoidal fibrotic

appearance. MRI together with Gadolinium (Gd) contrast agent has

been used to image the CCS using late gadolinium enhancement

(LGE)1. The SAN is surrounded by connective tissue, which may

provide opportunities to image the CCS based on the contrast between

myocardium and fibrous tissue. Previously, relaxation along fictious

field (RAFF) and RAFF in nth rotating frame (RAFFn) have been

applied to measure cardiac fibrosis2,3,4. The aim of this study was to

demonstrate the contrast between sinoatrial node and myocardium

without contrast agent at 7 T.

Methods Ex-vivo swine hearts (n = 6) were prepared for six tissue

blocks which include SAN. All the measurements were completed at

7 T vertical preclinical MRI device (Bruker III Avance 300) using a

10 mm volume probe. The SAN sample was inserted into the NMR

tube which was used for the measurement. Imaging slice was selected

close to the isocenter with slice thickness of 3 mm. The matrix size

was 64 9 64 and field of view (FOV) was 15 9 15 mm2.For RAFF2,

the pulse duration was set according to nominal power of 1250 Hz to

2.26 ms with number of pulses 0, 8, 16 and 322.For T1q, the spin lock

time (TSL) was set to 0 ms, 20 ms, 40 ms and 60 ms. The repetition

time (TR) was 4 s and echo time (TE) was set from 11 to 44 ms to

obtain T2 images. The inversion time (TI) was from 100 to 1200 ms

to obtain T1 weighted images. For comparison, T1, T1q, and T2 maps,

as well as magnetic transfer (MT) imaging were acquired. The MT

was measured with offsets (Df) 1500 Hz, 2200 Hz, 3700 Hz,

7500 Hz and 20,000 Hz. The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) was

calculated as 100 9 (S0 - SMT)/S0 where S0 is the signal with

20,000 Hz offset and SMT is the signal with other offsets5. Regions-

of-interest (ROI) of SAN and myocardium were chosen based on the

corresponding histology result image. After imaging, histology sec-

tions with 5 lm thickness were prepared and stained using Masson’s

Trichrome staining. The photographs were taken on an optical

microscope equipped with a digital camera. Relaxation times (TRAFF2,

T2, T1 and T1q) were averaged on the defined ROIs. Contrast to noise

ratio (CNR = [T(SAN)-T(myocardium)]/ro(myocardium) 9 100%,

where ro is standard deviation over the ROI) of relaxation times was

calculated between SAN and myocardium area. Differences of

relaxation times between SAN and myocardium, and the difference

between TRAFF2, T2, T1, T1q and MT were compared. Statistical

analysis was done by using Student t-test with Benjamini–Hochberg

multiple comparison correction.

Results Contrast between SAN and surrounding myocardium is clear

in RAFF2-weighted images (Fig. 1). Similarly, RAFF2 relaxation

times in SAN are higher than in myocardium (Figs. 2, 3). The sig-

nificant differences (p\ 0.001) were found in the relaxation times

between SAN and myocardium areas in RAFF2, T2, T1q and MTR

(Fig. 3). RAFF2, T1q and MT exhibited higher CNR than T1 and T2,

which means higher contrast. The significant differences (p\ 0.01) in

CNR between RAFF2 and T1, as well as between RAFF2 and T2 have

been found.

Discussion We considered the CNR between relaxation times and

MTR to quantify the contrast between SA node and myocardium

tissues. From the comparison between different imaging sequences,

we have found that RAFF2, T1q maps and MT can gain higher con-

trast between SA node area and myocardium. Current results agree

well with previous studies in mouse heart and in humans4,6 where
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higher RAFF2 and T1q relaxation times were associated with fibrous

areas compared to remote areas in myocardial infarct. Longer TRAFF2,

T1q and T2 in SAN compared to myocardium reflects more likely

larger extra cellular space than larger proton exchange in collagen

rich SAN area compared to myocardium which is supported by earlier

LGE measurements1.

Conclusion SAN was clearly visible in TRAFF2 and T1q maps, as well

as in MTR images as higher relaxation times and MTR compared to

myocardium. TRAFF2, T1q maps and MT may be used to visualize

SAN structure without contrast agent.
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Introduction Ultra-high-resolution imaging of the human ex vivo

brain has attracted significant attention recently due to its ability to

reveal neuro morphology and pathology in neurological disorders like

multiple sclerosis (MS)1–5. Usually, the focus lies on the cerebrum

and lower attention is paid to the cerebellum, despite its importance

for motor coordination, balance, and cognitive functions.

Recent advances in ex vivo MRI have enabled isotropic resolutions

up to 100 lm (7 T) and 160 lm (3 T) using RF-spoiled gradient echo

(FLASH) sequences4–6. Generally, FLASH sequences offer advan-

tages like excellent contrast, low demands on the MR system, and

long-term stability5.

Balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP), however, is the most

signal-efficient approach. Apart from early work1,2, recent work

showed that 3 T bSSFP imaging is feasible up to 200 lm for the

entire ex vivo brain7. However, all previous work followed the

‘‘common bSSFP rationale,’’ which involves using high receiver

bandwidths and maximal gradient amplitudes to minimize repetition

time TR such that susceptibility-based artifacts are mitigated.

The purpose of this work is to show that—under ex vivo conditions—

a ‘‘slow’’ bSSFP approach with very low receiver bandwidth, weaker

gradients, and therefore ‘‘longer TR’’ facilitates dedicated cerebellar

imaging with a 115 lm isotropic resolution on a clinical 3 T system.

Methods The brain of a patient diagnosed with MS was directly fixed

in 4% formalin * 24 h after death (m, 63y, disease duration

unknown). For MRI acquisition, the brain was immersed in fluori-

nated oil and positioned in a dome-shaped container8. Air bubbles

were removed with a vacuum pump. A 3 T whole-body MR system

with a standard 20-channel head coil was used.

An in-house 3D bSSFP sequence with RF phase-cycling capability

was used, which circumvents typical restrictions like maximal 3D

matrix size and minimal receiver bandwidth. The sequence uses all

available memory on the MR system for the standard on-the-fly image

reconstruction; magnitude images and phase maps were recon-

structed. By taking advantage of slab selection and the readout

direction, a reduced field-of-view approach dedicated to the cere-

bellum was realized6: FOV = 10.8 9 9.6 9 6.6cm3,

matrix = 832 9 936 9 576, isotropic resolution 115 lm, TR/TE =

34.0/17.0 ms, bandwidth = 50 Hz/Px, 6 phase-cyclings, avg = 2,

TAtotal = 80 h. The optimal excitation flip angle was determined to be

42 deg, based on pre-experiments.

The volume images and phase maps of the successive acquisitions

were co-registered (rigid-body) with Elastix and then complex-aver-

aged offline, magnitude and real-part images were exported.

Results The acquired 3D-image dataset successfully captured the

detailed cerebellar architecture of tightly folded thin cortex layers and

white matter interior, including deeper cerebellar nuclei such as the
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dentate nucleus. Figures 1–3 display representative examples in dif-

ferent views, also providing deeper insight into pathological

alterations associated with MS.

Discussion The presented work suggests a rather counterintuitive

‘‘slow’’ bSFFP approach for realizing dedicated cerebellum ex vivo

imaging with an isotropic 115 lm resolution. The rationale is to

increase the signal efficiency per unit time based on a low bandwidth,

and thereby reducing the gradient demands for the ultra-high reso-

lutions at the same time based on stretched gradients with lower

amplitudes. Potential banding and drift artifacts were tackled well

with an RF phase-cycling approach.

Generally, the low bandwidth bSSFP approach follows the concept of

Weigel et al.5, which is appealing due to its simplicity of using a

clinical 3 T MR system with a standard head coil and a rather simple

MRI sequence. Due to the ultra-high spatial resolution and long

acquisition time of 3.3 days, co-registration of the repeated acquisi-

tions is necessary prior to averaging up.

As a result of the developed acquisition and image reconstruction

pipeline as well as the experimental setup, a 3D-image dataset of

exquisite quality of the entire cerebellum ex vivo is obtained

(Figs. 1–3). Additionally, microscopic pathological alterations such as

caused by MS can be depicted and characterized (Figs. 1–3).

Conclusion The developed ex vivo bSSFP imaging approach realizes

a comprehensive 115 lm isotropic resolution view of the entire

human cerebellum with very good soft-tissue contrast, based on

standard hardware and 3 T field strength. The technique provides

fascinating insights into cerebellar morphology and represents an

excellent approach for investigating subtle microscopic cerebellum

abnormalities in MS.
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Introduction Cardiac fibrosis after myocardial infarction (MI) is a

hallmark of the failing heart. Activation of myofibroblasts after MI

can lead to excessive deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) pro-

teins and the development of a fibrotic scar rich in collagen and

elastin, which can impair cardiac function. Currently, there is a

clinical need to diagnose and treat cardiac fibrosis. Chordin-like 1

(Chrdl1) is a transforming growth factor-beta 1 (TGF-b1) antagonist
that was recently discovered to inhibit fibrosis1. In this study, we used

molecular MRI to non-invasively quantify cardiac fibrosis and mon-

itor the antifibrotic effects of Chrdl1 in a mouse model of MI.

MethodsMI was induced in CD1 mice by permanent occlusion of the

left anterior descending artery. The adeno-associated viral vectors

serotype 9 (AAV9) expressing Chrdl1 (AAV9-Chrdl1) or an empty

vector (AAV9-Control) were injected intramyocardially at the border

region of the infarct at the time of ligation (n = 8 per group). In vivo

MRI was performed with a clinical 3 Tesla scanner at 4 weeks post-

MI. 2D short axis cine images covering the left ventricle (LV) were

used to assess cardiac function parameters including end-systolic

(ESV, ll) and end-diastolic volume (EDV, ll); ejection fraction (EF,
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%) and LV mass (mg). T1-weighted 3D inversion recovery (IR)

images were used to acquire late gadolinium enhancement (LGE)

images of the myocardium 60 to 90 min after intravenous adminis-

tration of collagen (Gd-EP3533) and elastin (Gd-ESMA)-targeting

contrast agents2,3. LGE size (%) was quantified as a percentage of

LGE volume over myocardial volume. Subsequently, T1 mapping

was performed using a 2D Look-Locker IR sequence with an inver-

sion pulse followed by the acquisition of 30 IR images with inversion

times ranging from 20 to 12,000 ms. The relaxation rate (R1, s-1) was

calculated as (1/T1) 9 1000. The T1 maps were reconstructed offline

using an in-house developed MATLAB script. The MRI acquisition

parameters used in the study are listed in Fig. 1.

Results Cine MRI showed that mice treated with AAV9-Chrdl1 had

significantly lower ESV, EDV and LV mass compared with the

AAV9-Control group (Fig. 2A–C, E). Moreover, the AAV9-Chrdl1

group had a higher ejection fraction (39.8 ± 11.9%) compared with

the AAV9-Control group (20.7 ± 3.8%; p\ 0.001) at 4 weeks post-

MI (Fig. 2A, D). Molecular MRI using the collagen and elastin agents

showed selective enhancement of the infarcted myocardium

(Fig. 3A). Animals treated with AAV9-Chrdl1 had significantly

reduced fibrosis as seen by the lower LGE size (LGEcollagen,

7.8 ± 3.5%; LGEelastin, 4.1 ± 1.9%) compared with the AAV9-

Control group (LGEcollagen, 18.6 ± 5.6%, p\ 0.001; LGEelastin,

18.4 ± 6.1%) (Fig. 3B, C). Quantitative T1 mapping showed sig-

nificantly higher R1 values in the infarcted compared to the remote

myocardium in the AAV9-Control group but not the AAV9-Chrdl1

group (Fig. 3D, E). Importantly, the R1 of the infarct was significantly

lower in mice treated with Chrdl1 (R1collagen, 1.5 ± 0.2 s-1; R1elastin,

1.6 ± 0.3 s-1) compared with the AAV9-Control group (R1collagen,

2.3 ± 0.3 s-1; R1elastin, 2.1 ± 0.2 s-1) suggesting lower contrast

agent uptake. Overall, these results suggest that Chrdl1 exerts car-

dioprotective properties by preserving cardiac function and reducing

fibrosis after MI.

Discussion Molecular MRI of myocardial fibrosis with a clinical 3 T

scanner enables the selective detection and quantification of ECM

remodelling in a mouse model of MI. Using this imaging technique,

we show that treatment with Chrdl1 reduced cardiac dilation, pre-

served cardiac function, and reduced both collagen and elastin

deposition at 4 weeks post-MI.

Conclusion Our findings show that molecular MRI is a powerful tool

to non-invasively assess the extent of cardiac fibrosis and monitor the

antifibrotic and functional effects of novel therapies.
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Introduction Recent papers have highlighted the lack of accessible

and sustainable medical imaging infrastructure in large portions of the

world1-3. In terms of MRI, there is not only a shortage of hardware,

but also of trained personnel and training material. With low-field
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portable systems such as Hyperfine and Halbach-based systems

starting to be sited in both academic and clinical settings, simple

simulation software based on the physics and hardware components

associated with low-field MRI could play an important role in

increasing the knowledge base for users of such equipment. We

present details of our initial developments in this area, with open-

source simulation code written in Python, which is easily run on a

number of different mobile devices.

Methods The simulation code is written in Python 3.7 and uses the

following freely downloadable packages: numpy, scipy, matplotlib,

cv2, cmath, tkinter, and PIL. The code can be run on a standard laptop

computer. Calculations are currently performed primarily in the

image domain. Morphometric data was derived from the ITis Duke

model at 1 9 1 9 1 mm resolution. Since most POC studies are

neurological, the tissue model was truncated at the level of the neck.

Tissues were assigned to be white matter, gray matter, lipid, or

cerebrospinal fluid with corresponding relaxation times from in vivo

measurements at 50 mT. Inputs to the simulation package (Fig. 1)

include a 3-dimensional B1 ? map, a 3-dimensional B0 map, and a

3-axis map of the magnetic field produced by the gradient coil: each

of these can be easily adapted to see the effects on the image. Image

processing includes simple high-pass and low-pass spatial, as well as

non-local mean filtering. Sequences are gradient-echo, spin-echo,

inversion recovery (IN), double IN, FLAIR, SSFP, diffusion, and TSE

with different k-space trajectories (linear, in-out, out-in). The user can

also input a measured or estimated noise level, which is implemented

as Gaussian noise with the appropriate mean and standard deviation.

The parameters characterizing each sequence (TR, TE, etc.) can also

be changed interactively in a 3D environment to view their effect

(Fig. 4).

Simulations were performed using our 46 mT Halbach-array hard-

ware system characteristics, with an inner diameter of 31 cm. The 3D

B0 map was measured using an asymmetric turbo spin echo sequence;

the 3D B1 ? map from the Litz wire spiral elliptical solenoid was

measured using a double angle method; the fields produced by the

optimized gradient coils were simulated from the wire patterns using

the Biot-Savart law. Each of these inputs is a simple 3D matrix of

values: different maps can be loaded from the interface.

Results and Discussion Figure 2 shows the user graphical interface,

with example gradient echo images in axial, sagittal and coronal

planes without any post-processing. The effects of the B1? /B1-

non-uniformities from a tight-fitting spiral elliptical solenoid coil can

be seen in the slightly higher SNR at the outside of the images. The

effect of the gradient non-linearities (particularly along the bore of the

Halbach) are shown by distortions. Figure 3 shows axial image of the

different sequences with corresponding parameters. Figure 4 illus-

trates the impact of the changes for each parameter on a gradient echo

sequence. A Gaussian filter with s = 0.7 was applied to images in

Figs. 3 and 4.

Conclusion This works represents an initial implementation of a

simple simulation package especially designed for low-field POC

MRI systems. Compared to typical clinical scanners, effects such as

B1 interactions with the body are negligible and subject-independent,

whereas DB0 effects, limited and their time-dependence, as well as

limited gradient strength, are much more important to consider. In

future, the platform will expand to a greater range of sequences, as

well as enabling k-space undersampling, iterative and model-based

reconstructions, and AI-based denoising.
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Introduction Deuterium Metabolic Imaging (DMI) is a non-invasive

technique to visualize and quantify metabolic activity in animals and

humans1. DMI is particularly useful in the study of hepatic glucose

metabolism and in a wide range of clinical disorders2. Previous

publications from our group exploited the possibilities of DMI in an

interleaved fashion with 13C-MRS3 to evaluate and map the meta-

bolic fate of glucose (Glc) and its downstream products.

One of the challenges of hepatic DMI is the inability to discriminate

between different biological compartments, including the discrimi-

nation of the hepatic from vascular Glc signals, given that 30% of

hepatic volume consists of blood4. Defining the uptake dynamics in

the portal vein and contrasting this with the dynamics in liver tissue

could be a first step to address this issue. The current study builds on

previously recorded data and investigates the spatial–temporal

dependence of the distribution of D-Glc in the liver using DMI at 7 T.

Methods Scans were performed at 7 T (Terra, Siemens) with a triple-

tuned surface coil (1H: quadrature-driven dual loop, 2H and 13C:

linearly driven single loops). Ten healthy subjects ingested 60 g of

[6,6‘‘-2H2]-Glc in 200 mL of water, in a supine position.

Gradient MRIs recorded with and without breath-hold serve as spatial

reference for the MRSI maps. Conventional 3D-MRSI (TR 500 ms; 4

averages with acquisition-weighting; 12 9 12 9 8 phase encodings;

nominal resolution of 18.3 9 18.3 9 27.5 mm3; 1 kHz spectral

width and 512 points; total acquisition time of 4:08 min) was used

with a 0.50 ms rectangular excitation pulse (frequency centered on

D-water, HDO) to acquire spatial kinetic D-Glc signal information.

Data fitting and visualization performed in AMARES and Spectrim.

Voxels selected inside the liver, minimizing partial volume effects,

within the coil’’s limits.

Results and Discussion Figure 1 shows time courses for hepatic

D-Glc normalized by the initial HDO content for a single subject in

voxels perpendicular to the coil, with a resolution of 5–10 min Voxels

1 and 2 are placed in a hepatic region where only few large blood

vessels and mainly capillaries are expected. Voxel 4 is selected to

overlap with large vessels, in the liver hilus region (background image

obtained in breath hold while DMI is recorded in free breathing).

Voxels 1 and 2 show a rise of the signal until its maximum is reached

at * T70 after D-Glc intake, with the signal remaining visible until

the end of the scan. Voxel 4 shows a more rapid increase; it reaches

its maximum at T50, before the signal drops to baseline and is not

visible towards the end. This supports the assumption that the signal

from voxel 4 primarily represents portal vein inflow. Voxel 3 shows

an intermediate behavior.

Figure 2 shows kinetic metabolic maps of D-Glc/HDO distributions.

The grid is composed of 7 9 7 voxels. Single voxel spectra show a

SNR = 15–34 and linewidths = 20–25 Hz. At T0 no D-Glc signal is

present. After D-Glc intake, the signal rises heterogeneously, first in

the hilus region where its amplitude reaches 3–4 times the HDO

signal at T40-70. In peripheral liver regions, the signal starts to rise

later and at T150 the signal is evenly distributed.

Figure 3 shows metabolic maps for D-Glc/HDO for two-time points

per subject. Based on the above hypothesis, an inhomogeneous dis-

tribution of the signal is expected at T20, with highest signal in the

central part of the liver, while a more homogeneous signal distribu-

tion should be observed at T150. In six out of ten subjects, such a

spatially dependent signal has indeed been observed. In the remaining

subjects, the initial rise in the central region was not observed,

probably caused by SNR limitations and partly due to larger distance

to the coil (circular loop, placed laterally, while the proton field of

sensitivity is larger because of a butterfly coil arrangement).

Conclusion Spatial dependence of the temporal course of the hepatic

glucose signal following oral ingestion of D-Glc is detected by DMI

for humans at 7 T. Our results showed a faster rise of the D-Glc signal

in the region of the liver hilus, followed by a more homogeneous

distribution in peripheral areas of the liver. With improved DMI

resolution, increased signal-to-noise ratio, and reduced acquisition

time thanks to denoising techniques, subspace reconstruction and

echo-planar spectroscopic imaging5, it will be possible to acquire in

breath holds to eliminate breathing-related confounds, such that

localization of the glucose signal to hepatic artery, hepatic portal vein

and surrounding hepatic sinusoid and tissue should become feasible

and reliable. This can then be used to derive an input function for

metabolic modeling of glucose metabolism and improve pathophys-

iological understanding.
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Introduction Gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) are mas-

sively employed in radiology to increase the diagnostic power of

MRI. During the past decades, warnings about potential harmful

effects from the use of linear GBCAs ascribable to the release of free

gadolinium cations have been raised. However, investigations aiming

at detecting possible metabolic perturbations and/or potential adverse

health effects due to gadolinium deposition are still lacking. Thus, the

aim of the present work was to exploit a multi-organ (liver, kidney,

spleen, cerebrum, and cerebellum) and plasma metabolomics

approach to investigate the effects on the main metabolic pathways of

multiple administrations of one linear (Omniscan, gadiodiamide) and

one macrocyclic GBCA (ProHance, gadoteridol) in healthy mice.

Methods A total of 30 healthy male Balb/c mice were divided into

three groups (control group, Gadodiamide-treated group, Gadoteridol-

treated group) and received twenty consecutive injections of each

GBCA during a 5-week period, then organs (brain, cerebellum, kid-

ney, liver, and spleen) and plasma were retrieved 1 month after the

end of the treatments. Plasma samples were analyzed through one-

dimensional NOESY and CPMG 1H-NMR while aqueous extracts of

mice organs were analyzed by GC–MS.

Results Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of plasma samples

revealed a clear separation of the CTRL group from the Gadodiamide

and Gadoteridol groups, due to a clear lipid dysregulation in the

GBCAs-treated animals. PCA analysis including only Gadodiamide

and Gadoteridol groups revealed that plasma of the Gadodiamide

group had lower levels of alanine, pyruvate and lactate. On the other

hand, the multiorgan metabolomics analysis displayed a clear sepa-

ration of the Gadodiamide group from the Gadoteridol and CTRL

groups, suggesting that treatment with Gadodiamide perturbs the

physiological state of the mouse model. The organs most affected by

the Gadodiamide treatment are the brain, cerebellum and liver, where

an up-regulation of the energetic pathways, as well as a dysregulation

of the amino acids and nucleotide metabolism was observed.

Discussion Multivariate analysis of plasma samples suggests the

presence of a dysregulation in carbohydrate and energetic metabolism

caused by the administration of the linear contrast agent (Gadodi-

amide). The multi-organ metabolomic study offered a global picture

of the effects caused by the two GBCAs, revealing that the admin-

istration of Gadodiamide induces an up-regulation of the energetic

pathways (such as glycolysis, Kreb‘‘s cycle, fatty acids beta oxidation

and gluconeogenesis), as well as a dysregulation of the amino acids

and nucleotide metabolism in the brain, cerebellum and liver, while

the use of Gadoteridol, seems to not cause any significant alteration of

the metabolome.

Conclusion Overall, the results of this study shed light, for the first

time, on the metabolic alterations related to the use of a linear GBCA

vs. macrocyclic one, by identifying the organs most affected by the

administration of the investigated chelates. Moreover, it suggests that

the metabolomics approach can be considered as a valid additional

tool for the evaluation of the toxicity of the investigated GBCAs.
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Introduction Although extracorporeal circulation (ECC) is routinely

used during cardiac interventions to maintain the arrested cardiopul-

monary function, the impact of different ECC scenarios on the aortic

and cerebral blood flow is still under debate [1]. Recently, Assmann

et al. presented the first MR-compatible in vivo small animal ECC

model closely resembling ECC scenarios in humans [2]. However,

due to the wide span of varying flow velocities in such ECC models

(cannula: * 180 cm/s, left subclavian artery: * 5 cm/s), the esti-

mated velocities using conventional single-VENC phase contrast MRI

are inaccurate. To overcome this limitation, we developed and

established a tailored 3D triple-VENC phase contrast MRI approach

to assess the aortic blood flow more accurately.

Methods MR data was acquired with a 9.4 T MR system (BioSpec,

Bruker, Germany) using a Tx/Rx quadrature birdcage coil. 3D Flow

data was obtained from one healthy male rabbit during antegrade

ECC intervention (cannula inserted in ascending aorta). A triple-

VENC phase contrast MRI protocol using a flow compensated gra-

dient echo with Hadamard flow encoding (TR/TE = 7.5/3.5 ms,

VENC = 20, 50 and 200 cm/s, spatial resolution = 0.5 mm3 and scan

time = 12 min per VENC) was used for image acquisition.

Aortic blood flow was estimated using an in-house developed analysis

pipeline (ITK-SNAP 3.8.0 and MATLAB R2021a). Firstly, the aorta

was segmented and phase drifts due to eddy currents were corrected

by fitting a first-order polynomial surface to static regions after

excluding spatial aliasings. Secondly, phase aliasings were corrected

using the unwrapping algorithm ROMEO [3]. Finally, residual phase

aliasings (e.g. 4p or higher) were corrected by using the low VENC

(20 cm/s) images as the initial guess and the mid and high VENC (50

and 200 cm/s) images as boundary conditions. This step was exclu-

sively done in areas of high velocity close to the cannula.

Results Figure 1 explores the limitations of the conventional single-

VENC approach. In particular, low VENCs resulted in high accuracy

in regions of low velocity (e.g. aortic arch) but revealed wrong values

for regions of high velocity (e.g. cannula). Vice versa, high VENCs

resulted in correct values for regions of high velocity with the

drawback of low precision in regions of low velocity. In contrast, the

triple-VENC approach provided high accuracy and precision over the

whole range of velocities, as clearly visible in the selected though-

plane profile of the descending aorta. The SNR has increased by 9.4,

slightly below the expected theoretical improvement of 10 (reduction

of the effective VENC to one-tenth).

Qualitative (Fig. 2) and quantitative (Table 1) comparison of regions

with high (e.g. cannula) and low (e.g. aortic brunches) velocity

demonstrate the outstanding performance of the triple-VENC

approach. Figure 2a, b shows the estimated flow vectors of the tho-

racic aorta using the single- and triple-VENC approach, respectively.

In particular, the correct flow directionality in the left common carotid

artery (LCAR) could only be observed by the triple-VENC approach

(Fig. 2c, d).

Table 1 summarizes the estimated flow rates at different levels of the

thoracic aorta for an antegrade ECC scenario. Using the triple-VENC

approach, a much higher agreement in the estimated flow rates at a

distal and proximal level of the same vessel could be achieved. In

particular, the estimated range in the descending aorta is 173–217 ml/

min and 139–154 ml/min for single- and triple-VENC, respectively.

Noteworthy, realistic flow rates of small aortic brunches (e.g. com-

mon carotid arteries) could only be achieved using the triple-VENC

approach. However, a discrepancy of 10–15% between the inflow and

outflow volume was observed for both single- and triple-VENC

approaches.

Discussion In this feasibility study, we have introduced a triple-

VENC 3D phase contrast MRI protocol for assessing aortic blood

flow in an animal model of ECC. Besides the increased SNR, high

accuracy and precision could be achieved over the whole range of

velocities. Although the estimated outflow (225 ml/min) of the triple-

VENC approach matches the measured outflow of the heart–lung

machine (220 ml/min), the estimated inflow and outflow volumes

differ by 10–15%. It is assumed that this mismatch is mainly due to

residual inaccuracies in the segmentation of the cannula.

Conclusion The introduced triple-VENC approach is a robust phase

contrast MRI protocol, which ensures the assessment of aortic blood

flow over a wide range of velocities as usually encountered in ECC

interventions. In ongoing studies, this established method will be used

to investigate the impact of different ECC scenarios on the aortic and

cerebral blood flow and to further refine simulations using compu-

tational fluid dynamics.
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Introduction Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) measurements are

promising for assessing the vascular status, especially in cere-

brovascular diseases.1,2 Therefore vasoactive stimuli, such as

acetazolamide (ACZ) or inhalation of hypercapnic gases (air with

increased CO2-levels) are used to challenge the vascular system.3,4

While most applications indirectly probe CVR by blood oxygenation

level dependent (BOLD) MRI,4,5 arterial spin labelling (ASL) allows

direct assessment of perfusion alterations. Previous studies showed

high accordance between ASL-based CBF and H2
15O-positron

emission tomography.6–8 However, current single post label delay

(PLD) pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) implementations are highly

sensitive to the arterial transit time (ATT), i.e., travel time of labelled

blood from the labelling region to the tissue of interest.9 In contrast,

time-encoded Hadamard pCASL10 allows to time-efficiently collect

data at multiple PLDs within clinically reasonable scan times. We

hypothesize that ATT affects ASL-CVR, especially as decreased ATT

has been reported during vascular challenges.5,6,11 To explore possi-

ble effects of ATT-changes on hypercapnia-based CVR measurement,

we compared Hadamard pCASL to both single-PLD pCASL and

BOLD MRI.

Methods 20 healthy subjects (26.3 ± 3.0y, 13f) underwent MRI on a

3 T Elition X (Philips, NL). Medical and hypercapnic (5% CO2) air

were supplied by a gas-mixer (AltiTrainer, SMTec, CH). For details

of MRI parameters and gas-paradigm see Fig. 1. Single-PLD pCASL

parameter settings and CBF quantification agreed with current rec-

ommendations.12 Hadamard-encoded pCASL data were decoded

prior to modelling CBF and ATT using FSL BASIL.13 CVR was

calculated as % signal (SI) change:

CVR ¼ SICO2 � SIAIRð Þ=SIAIR: ð1Þ

Hypercapnia induced ATT changes were derived from Hadamard

pCASL:

DATT ¼ ATTAIR � ATTCO2 ð2Þ

DATT = ATTAIR - ATTCO2 [2].

Statistical analysis employed MATLAB (v2021b). CVR of Hadamard

ASL was correlated with BOLD and pCASL CVR and Bland–Altman

analysis was conducted for comparing single-PLD and Hadamard

pCASL. DATT was correlated with all imaging methods.

Results Group-average parameter maps (Fig. 2) show generally

higher CVR, when measured with Hadamard pCASL (A) compared to

(single-PLD) pCASL (B), while absolute values of BOLD-CVR

cannot be compared directly (C). This agrees with statistical analyses

(Fig. 3) indicating almost significant (r = 0.37) and week (r = 0.15)

correlations between Hadamard pCASL CVR and single-PLD- and

BOLD-CVR, respectively (Fig. 3A, B). In concordance with visual

impression (Fig. 2), Bland–Altmann analysis indicates systematic

CVR underestimation, for single-PLD pCASL (DCVR = 14.0 ±

2.1% in GM, Fig. 3C). ATT globally decreased (positive DATT)
under hypercapnia, most pronounced in GM (Fig. 2D). Interestingly,

single-PLD pCASL and Hadamard ASL (Fig. 4B, C) but not BOLD

CVR (Fig. 4A) correlated significantly with DATT.
Discussion Based on our results, single-PLD pCASL correlates well

with Hadamard but seems to underestimate CVR systematically. This

mainly agrees with literature, where pCASL underestimated ACZ-

based CVR in a similar order of magnitude.6 However, a study using

Turbo-QUASAR ASL reported similar CVR for multi-PLD and sin-

gle-PLD ASL.11 Not surprisingly, due to the different contrast

mechanism, BOLD CVR correlated rather moderately with Hadamard

pCASL (rBOLD-Hadamard = 0.11), along with a low sensitivity to

ATT (Fig. 4A). Compared to that, ASL-CVR was strongly correlated

with DATT (Fig. 4B, C), yielding larger CVR for subjects with

stronger ATT decreases. Interestingly, this did not only hold true for

single-PLD pCASL, where ATT decreases might be misinterpreted as

perfusion increases, but also for Hadamard pCASL. This appears

plausible from a physiological perspective, suggesting that DATT
itself might be a measure for adaptions of the vascular system to

hypercapnia challenges. To differentiate those effects from hyper-

capnia induced CBF increases, the common CVR measure, Hadamard

pCASL would be the method of choice. In addition, Hadamard ASL

yielded larger CVR compared to pCASL, and the more commonly

applied BOLD MRI appears insensitive to ATT.

In conclusion, our results indicate relevant hypercapnia-induced ATT

changes, which should be considered for single-PLD pCASL-based

CVR. Moreover, Hadamard pCASL based DATT might be an inter-

esting additional parameter for future investigations of vascular

reactivity, especially in patient studies of vascular pathologies, where

large variations in ATT have been reported.14,15
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Introduction Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) is a condition

primarily caused by compromised placental function resulting in

impaired fetal growth and neurodevelopment[1]. In IUGR pregnan-

cies, an altered fetal cerebral blood supply due to secondary cerebral

blood flow (CBF) redistribution may contribute to suboptimal brain

maturation[1]. Subsequent cardiovascular abnormalities may impact

cerebrovascular autoregulation and eventually lead to metabolic

syndrome later in life[2–4]. However, we still lack a complete

understanding of the cerebral perfusion alterations in IUGR. Besides,

the role of neonatal brain perfusion in IUGR remains unclear because

of the confounding concurrence of preterm birth, which by itself

affects brain perfusion[5–9] and later functional outcomes[8]. Here,

we compared cerebral perfusion in neonates with IUGR and

intrauterine growth appropriate for gestational age (AGA) by arterial

spin labeling (ASL) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at term

equivalent age (TEA). We expected to find altered brain perfusion in

IUGR.

Method Our interim analysis included 29 IUGR [15 female; postnatal

age at MRI (mean ± SD) 64.2 ± 30.0 days; gestational age (GA) at

birth 32.0 ± 4.1 weeks; postmenstrual age (PMA) at MRI

41.1 ± 1.3 weeks] and 33 AGA [16 female; 30.2 ± 25.2 days;

36.7 ± 4.2 weeks; 41.0 ± 1.4 weeks] infants taking part in an

ongoing prospective cohort study. Group definition was based on

IUGR consensus criteria[10]. Data were acquired at TEA without

sedation on a 3 T GE MR750 scanner with a 3D background-sup-

pressed pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (pCASL) sequence

with a post-labeling delay of 2 s. CBF images were reconstructed

using the default model implemented in the vendor-provided perfu-

sion quantification software. CBF maps were normalized to an in-

house neonatal perfusion template using FSL-FLIRT. To calculate the

whole brain grey matter (GM) perfusion, we extracted CBF from GM

regions using the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas mask

with fslstats. Perfusion was also compared voxelwise between groups

using FSL-randomise permutation testing. The significance threshold

alpha was set to p\ 0.05, threshold free cluster enhancement (TFCE)

corrected. Statistical models included postnatal age at MRI, GA at

birth and PMA at MRI as covariates. The covariate showing the

strongest correlation with perfusion was also solitarily included and

the interaction effect of this covariate by group on perfusion was

investigated. From the interaction analysis, perfusion values for all
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participants were extracted in the regions (defined hereafter as regions

of interest, ROIs) where we found significant group difference.

Results No evidence for a significant difference in perfusion was

found between the groups. A positive effect of postnatal age at MRI

on both voxelwise perfusion and whole brain GM perfusion was

found, showing that over both groups perfusion increases with

increasing postnatal age. The voxelwise interaction analysis revealed

regional group differences bilaterally in deep GM clusters extending

into basal ganglia, thalamus, hippocampus, as well as in occipital and

midline parietal cortices. In these ROIs the slope of postnatal age-

dependent perfusion increase is larger for AGA than for IUGR

(Fig. 1).

Discussion The observed association of perfusion with postnatal age

within AGA infants is in line with previous literature showing that

global and regional cerebral perfusion increases after birth and that at

TEA it is higher in preterm than in term born infants (due to the

higher postnatal age in preterms) [5–9]. In IUGR the lower perfusion

increase over time might be explained by unmet metabolic demands

produced by intrauterine and early postnatal insults leading to an

abnormal cerebrovascular autoregulation that is still evident at TEA.

In addition, some of the observed regions that showed a group dif-

ference in the rate of perfusion increase have previously been found to

show a decreased CBF within preterms with brain injuries[7,8] sug-

gesting that these areas might be particularly sensitive to deprivation

during early life periods. We acknowledge the different distribution of

postnatal age between groups and the cross-sectional design as two

limitations for the interpretation of our results which hinder inference

about perfusion trajectories related to brain maturation processes.

Moreover, perfusion in infants with IUGR may depend on several

aspects of IUGR pathophysiology such as the severity and onset of

fetal growth restriction.

Conclusion Taken together, these findings suggest altered regional

brain perfusion in IUGR compared to AGA neonates at TEA which is

dependent on postnatal age.
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Introduction Patients with Moyamoya disease (MMD) develop

progressive bilateral steno-occlusion of the terminal section of the

internal carotid arteries, leading to a decrease in cerebral blood flow

(CBF) (1). Magnetic resonance-based arterial spin labelling (ASL)

can be used to non-invasively acquire quantitative maps of patients’’

CBF. Since 2015, single post-label delay (SD) ASL has been the

recommended approach. However, SD-ASL is dependent on the

arterial transit time (ATT) (2). As such, accuracy of CBF maps in

MMD patients, where the ATT is delayed, may be affected. Multi-

delay (MD)-ASL mitigates the effects caused by delayed ATT, as

multiple post-label delays (PLD) are considered. Still, MD-ASL lacks

availability and may require longer scanning times (3). Recently, a

variable repetition time (TR) pseudo-continuous ASL acquisition

(pCASL) with dynamically optimised background suppression and

3D read-out was developed. This sequence employs a combination of

labelling durations and several PLDs, allowing higher SNR and

quantification in regions with a wide range of ATT at reasonable

scanning times (4). The present study aimed to assess the agreement

between CBF maps acquired with conventional SD-ASL and MD-

ASL using a variable TR scheme in patients with MMD.

Methods Seven patients with confirmed bilateral MMD were inclu-

ded in this study (mean age: 45 ± 13, all female). The study was

conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki and

approved by the Swedish Ethical Review Authority. All examinations

were performed on a 3.0 Tesla Achieva dStream (Philips Healthcare,

Best, The Netherlands) using a 32-channel head coil. The SD-ASL

was acquired with an 3D pCASL with background-suppressed

GRASE read-out with a PLD of 2500 ms and LD of 1800 ms. CBF

maps were generated by the scanner software as recommended by

Alsop et al. (2). MD-ASL was acquired with pCASL by changing

PLD and LD for ten dynamics (PLD: 100–3000 ms, LD:

400–2000 ms). Four background-suppression pulses were applied

with optimized timing for each dynamic. Read-out was performed

using 3D GRASE. CBF maps were semi-automatically generated by

the scanner software using the general kinetic model (5). Parametric

map of ATT was also calculated, but not included in this study.

Scanning time was 5 min 27 s, with 22 slices and acquired resolution

of 3 9 3 9 6mm for both ASL acquisitions. Additionally, a 3D

contrast enhanced T1 weighted (CE-T1w) image was acquired and

used for data postprocessing. Spatial normalization to the MNI vas-

cular regional template was used to define bilateral vascular regions

(ACA, MCA and PCA) over the CE-T1w image. Left and right

regions were pooled together, hence, fourteen CBF values were

compared for each vascular region. Bland–Altman analysis was used

to assess differences in mean CBF values from SD- (CBFSD) and MD-

ASL (CBFMD). Data agreement was evaluated by means of orthog-

onal analysis and Spearman correlation, with GraphPad Prism 9

(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA).

Results A mean difference of about 25 ml/100 mg/min was found

across all vascular regions (mean ± SD, ACA: 24.93 ± 6.28, MCA:

26.49 ± 5.98, PCA: 23.00 ± 6.73) when comparing CBFMD and
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CBFSD, Fig. 1a). Orthogonal analysis demonstrates a high degree of

agreement between both methods (r[ 0.80). The lowest correlation

was found in the MCA (r = 0.85), while the highest in PCA

(r = 0.91), Fig. 1b). A representative comparison of CBF images

between SD- and MD-ASL is presented in Fig. 2.

Discussion The current study found a strong correlation between

CBFMD and CBFSD. It was also found that CBFMD values seem to be

higher than those of CBFSD. Furthermore, stronger correlation

between MD-ASL and 15O-water PET has been reported compared to

SD-ASL (6,7). CBFMD values are less affected by delayed transit

times, characteristically found in MMD patients, which can partly

explain the systematic difference between SD- and MD-ASL found in

the current study (3,6). Methodological factors pertaining to differ-

ences in acquisition protocols and CBF calculations between methods

can also affect the outcome results, hence we do not consider CBFMD

as true CBF. Current literature, strongly suggest that MD-ASL based

CBF to be closer to true CBF compared to SD-ASL in patients with

MMD (7).

Conclusion MD-ASL demonstrated a strong correlation and agree-

ment with SD-ASL. MD-ASL with variable TR scheme may be a

superior method for measuring CBF in patients with MMD due to

affected ATT at comparable scanning times.
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Introduction In nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), hepatic

fibrosis is strongly associated with patient survival(1). Diffusion

imaging is proposed to monitor fibrosis due to the potential effect of

the accumulated extracellular matrix components on the diffusion of

water molecules(2). In NAFLD, lipid vesicles in the hepatocytes

(steatosis) may also alter the diffusion of water molecules (3).

Steatosis also has an effect on the measured apparent diffusion

coefficient through the imperfect suppression of the fat component

from the MR signal(4). Non-Gaussian diffusion imaging, where the

apparent diffusion coefficient reflects diffusion kurtosis through the

use of large b-values and the addition of second order terms in the

signal model, is proposed as a potential marker of hepatic fibro-

sis(5,6), although performance is not as high in NAFLD patients

despite the application of a fat correction method(7).

The main objective of this work is to evaluate the diagnostic per-

formance of non-Gaussian diffusion imaging for liver fibrosis in

NAFLD patients in absence of fat correction, with the fat correction

proposed and tested by Hanniman et al (7) and with the fat correction

proposed by Le Bihan et al (8).

Methods The study involved the prospective recruitment of patients

with hepatic steatosis and type 2 diabetes. The study population (250

patients) was randomly selected from a total population of 300

patients. Fibrosis stage (F0–F4) and steatosis grade (S0–S3) were

assessed on a liver biopsy taken on the day of imaging.

A diffusion sequence was acquired (3 T MRI) with 6 b values

including a b0 with no diffusion encoding, and the b1 = 200 and

b2 = 1500 s/mm2 values previously identified as important for the

diagnosis of fibrosis (5).

The non-Gaussian ADC was calculated without fat correction

(‘‘sADC’’) as described in Fig. 1-Eq. 1 (5), and with the correction

methods from Hanniman (Fig. 1-Eq. 2) and the Le Bihan

(Fig. 1-Eq. 3); with Sbi the signal at b-value bi, g the proton density

fat fraction (measured separately on each patient using the mDix-

onQuant method), TE the sequence echo time (75 ms), T2w and T2f

the T2 of water (23 ms) and fat (62 ms), respectively(4), and c the

residual fat percentage due to incomplete fat suppression (8.7%

according to (4)).

Diagnostic performance was assessed using Kruskal–Wallis analysis

and multivariate regression with NASH-CRN fibrosis stages and

steatosis grades as independent variables.

Results The population studied consisted of 250 patients (67% male,

median age 60 years; 54 F0, 64 F1, 41 F2, 67 F3 and 24 F4; 9 S0, 73

S1, 129 S2 and 39 S3). Significant steatosis (S2 or S3) was present in

42% of F0 patients, 78% of F1 patients, 83% of F2 patients, 75% of

F3 patients and 46% of F4 patients.sADC and sADCHanniman
corr were

not significantly different between fibrosis stages, and sADCLe

Bihan
corr was significantly different between fibrosis stages (Kruskall–

Wallis p = 0.034).

When considering steatosis, a significant variation of sADC was

obtained without fat correction (Fig. 2) (Kruskall–Wallis
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p\ 0.000001). sADCHanniman
corr and sADCLe Bihan

corr both did not

display any significant differences between steatosis grades.

At multivariate regression analysis, sADC and sADCHannimancorr

were significantly determined by steatosis (rpartial/p of - 0.39/

\ 0.0001 and - 0.13/0.03, respectively), while sADCLe Bihancorr

was not found to be determined by fibrosis or steatosis.

Discussion Based on our results, it appears that suppressing the

residual fat from the signal removes the effect of steatosis on the non-

Gaussian ADC. This points towards a diminished importance of lipid

vesicles as diffusion barriers and an increased importance of the

confounding effect of fat on the MR signal, as determinants of the

apparent ADC in the presence of both fibrosis and steatosis.

In accordance with previous results on a comparable but different

population(7), this NAFLD patient study confirms that sADCHanni-

man
corr does not appear to depend on fibrosis stages. The correction

applied for sADCLe Bihan
corr removes the influence of steatosis on the

diffusion, enabling an effect of fibrosis on the diffusivity of water

molecules to appear.

Conclusion The dual effects of hepatic steatosis on diffusion coeffi-

cients, through an indirect effect on the MR signal, and through a

direct effect on the diffusivity of water molecules, must be carefully

unraveled before diffusion-based markers such as the non-Gaussian

apparent diffusion coefficient can be considered as potentially useful

for fibrosis diagnosis in NAFLD patients.
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Introduction Obesity is a chronic disease associated to several

comorbidities such as type 2 diabetes or hypertension1. The accu-

mulation of fat stores induces inflammation in many organs, like the

brain or the liver, due to augmented cytokine production and the

activation of inflammatory pathways2. Some studies have reported

obesity induced cerebral changes detectable by magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI)3. Here, we investigated the effects of high-fat high-

sugar (HFHS) diet consumption on the mouse brain areas associated

with appetite and energy homeostasis using diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI) and magnetization transfer imaging (MTI).

Materials and Methods Animals fed with a chow diet (CD) (n = 16,

8 males) or with a 40% fat and 35% carbohydrate (HFHS) (n = 16, 8

males) (Research Diets, D12450Hi and D08112601i) were investi-

gated before (T = 0), 7 and 28 days after diet diversification on a 7 T

magnet (Bruker Biospect). Body weight (BW) was controlled on a

weekly basis. The hypothalamus (Hyp), hippocampus (Hipp), nucleus

accumbens (ACB) and infralimbic area (ILA) were localized in a T2-

image using an anatomical atlas, and MT (pulse on/off, TE/TR = 9.8/

2500 ms) and DTI (2 ‘‘b’’ 400\ b\ 1800 s mm-2,15 directions, 5

slices, 1.25 mm thickness, 0.16 9 0.16 mm2) were acquired. DTI

images were pre-processed using the non-local means algorithm and

processed using the Dipy package4. Mean regional values of axial

diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), mean diffusivity (MD),

anisotropic fraction (FA) and magnetization transfer ratios (MTR),

were calculated for each region, animal and time point. To assess the

relevance of the type of diet, sex and time under diet on the MR

coefficients and on BW, data was fitted to linear mixed-effects (LME)

models5 using the R6, and the ‘‘lme’’ function7. We followed a

multilevel selection strategy3 that consisted in: 1) fitting several LME

models, 2) choosing the best model according to the Akaike‘‘s

information criterion8, using the ’’stepAIC‘‘ function9, and 3) on the

best fitting model, performing type III anova tests to assess the sig-

nificance of each effect on the MRI variables8. Particularly, the

response variables (MD, AD, RD, FA and MT) were fitted indepen-

dently to a variety of LME regression models, including linear

combinations of either type of diet (CD or HFHS), sex (male or

female), time under diet (0, 7 or 28 days), brain region (Hyp, Hipp,

ACB or ILA), and the double interactions, as fixed effects, and the

animal and brain region as random terms.

Results BW increased significantly on males under HFHS and CD,

but the increase was faster under the high calorie diet (p\ 0.001). On

females, BW only increased under HFHS (Fig. 1). Following the

multilevel model selection strategy, we found that some fixed effects
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affected significantly all the MRI parameters, like area, while others,
like time:diet, which expresses how time affects the MRI variable

depending on the diet, only changed relevantly MD and RD (Tab. 1).

Interactions between sex and area, or sex and time, altered all dif-

fusion parameters, but not MTR, where the only significant effect was

area. LME fitting showed that HFHS diet caused augmented

increases of MD and RD with time that were not sex-dependent

(Figs. 2, 3). FA values increased more significantly on males, under

both diets (Fig. 4).

MD AD RD FA MTR

Area p\ 0.001 p\ 0.001 p\ 0.001 p\ 0.001 p\ 0.001

Sex n.s n.s n.s p\ 0.05 n.s

Time n.s n.s n.s p\ 0.001 n.s

Time:Diet p\ 0.01 n.s p\ 0.05 n.s n.s

Sex:Time n.s p\ 0.05 n.s p\ 0.05 n.s

Sex:Area p\ 0.001 p\ 0.001 p\ 0.001 n.s n.s

Area:Time p\ 0.05 n.s p\ 0.01 n.s n.s

Table 1 Summary of the p-values from the anova tests of the fixed

effects on Mean Diffusivity (MD), Axial Diffusivity (AD), Radial

Diffusivity (RD), Fractional Anisotropy (FA) and Magnetization

Transfer Ratios (MTR) (n.s. not significant).

Discussion Our work shows that the HFHS administration for

4 weeks altered significantly the BW of male and female animals, as

compared to CD mice. The LME approach yielded robust fittings that

showed significant increases of MD and RD diffusion parameters

under HFHS that are compatible with vascular inflammation, and with

previous results with animals under HF diets10. Sex affected signifi-

cantly many diffusion MRI parameters, highlighting the importance

of sexual dimorphism on obesity studies, and on the underlying

cerebral changes of obesity development.

Conclusions HFHS short-term consumption induces body weight

changes, with brain alterations that can be identified using MRI that

reveal increased diffusion parameters and sexual dimorphism.
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Introduction Low-spatial resolution and poor signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) are major limiting factors in diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI)

of the spinal cord (SC). In this work, a 3D echo-planar-imaging (EPI)-

based MRI pulse sequence employing a 2D radiofrequency (2DRF)

pulse for reduced field of view (rFOV) selection was implemented

and optimized to perform DWI on SC with an isotropic spatial res-

olution of 1.2 mm3 on a clinical 3 T MR scanner.

Methods Five healthy adult subjects (1 Female, 4 males) were

scanned using a 3 T Siemens Prisma MR scanner (Erlangen, Ger-

many). Neck-elements of the vendor 64-channel coil are used for

signal reception. A peripheral pulse oximeter was used to trigger the

DWI scans to the subject’’s cardiac cycle.

Sagittal dMRI images were collected with the 3D-EPI-rFOV pulse

sequence using the following parameters: TE = 48 ms, FOV = 89

9 36 mm2, Matrix Size = 74 9 30 pixels, Slices = 26, Band-

width = 1608 Hz/Px, Echo-spacing = 0.77 ms, Spatial

Resolution = 1.2 mm3, Partial Fourier in Y-axis (PFy) = 6/8. A

b-value of 800 s/mm2 was applied along 12 non-collinear diffusion

encoding directions. One B0 was collected prior the DWI images. The

scan was prescribed in sagittal orientation to cover C1-C5. The total

scan time was approximately 11 min.

Initially, DW images were corrected for motion and eddy current

artifacts. Next tensor fitting was applied to computed quantitative

indices including fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity

(MD). These indices were calculated at each cord level where seg-

mented from mean DW images using propseg feature of SCT toolbox.

Additional datasets were collected on one healthy volunteer using the

3D- and 2D-rFOV pulse sequences in order to quantify the SNR

efficiency improvement. Pixel-wise derived SNR map was computed

as the ratio of mean signal to standard deviation of noise over time.

Ten axial b0-volumes were collected using the 3D sequence using the

same scan parameters listed above in 4 min. Whereas sixty four b0-

images were collected using the 2D-rFOV-EPI pulse sequence with

the following parameters: TR = 3900 ms, TE = 91 ms, EPI-fac-

tor = 30, FOV = 89 9 36 mm2, matrix size = 74 9 30 pixels,

number of slices = 26, slice thickness = 1.2 mm, Band-

width = 1876 Hz/Px, Echo-spacing = 1.28 ms, PFy = 6/8, the scan

time was 4 min.

Results The colored Fractional Anisotropy (FA), FA, and Mean

Diffusivity (MD) maps obtained on one volunteer are displayed on

Fig. 1. the obtained maps show a gray/white matter contrast with clear

visualization of central gray matter throughout the cord.

3D/2D SNR over time measurements showed an average increase

of * 5 9 in the 3D versus 2D sequence with equivalent acquisition

times (Fig. 2).

Figure 3 displays the averaged 2D-FA as well as 3D-FA values of

White matter (WM) for all subjects for vertebral level C1 to C5.

Figure 4 illustrates the ability of the high-resolution 3D data to better

visualize the SC structure (yellow arrows, better delineation of cord

CSF interface) as well as the central canal path (red arrow).

Conclusion This work demonstrates the feasibility of performing

isotropic high-spatial resolution of 1.2 mm3 dMRI of the SC using a

clinical scanner.

Improvements in SNR using 3D approach could enhance the accuracy

of atlas-based analysis, the visualization of fine-scale anatomic

details, and the reduction of partial volume effects.

Further implementations are required to improve the time efficiency

and motion insensitivity of the pulse sequence. Our results show 3D

dMRI has potential to be used in clinical applications such as Cervical

Spondylotic Myelopathy (CSM).
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Introduction The brain cortex is highly complex and heterogeneous.

The cerebellar cortex comprises Purkinje cells with high spine density

(qspine), whereas Pyramidal cells characterizing the cerebral cortex

have lower qspine
1,2,3. Recent works focusing on quantifying this

microstructural feature have used invasive post-mortem microscopy

methods and shown qspine plays an important role in synapse devel-

opment and plasticity in healthy brain and diseases2,4,5.

Diffusion-weighted MR spectroscopy (DW-MRS) is a non-invasive

technique able to quantify the complexity of cell morphologies with

higher specificity than diffusion-weighted MRI6-11. This work uses

DW-MRS to characterize non-invasively the impact of qspine on brain

metabolite diffusion in the cerebellar and cerebral cortex.

Methods DW-MRS acquisition/processing. DW-MRS data were

acquired in 20 healthy subjects using a DW-semi-LASER12 (Fig. 1C)

(TE/TR = 125 ms/3 cardiac-cycles) at 3 T (Siemens/PRISMA).

Volumes of interest (VOI) were placed in the cerebellum

(15 9 16x22 mm3) and in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC,

20 9 20 9 20 mm3) (Fig. 1A, B). Diffusion weighting was applied in

4 tetrahedral directions with diffusion-time = 62.5 ms, gradient

duration 26.4 ms, and b-values up to 24 ms/lm2 (24 averages).

Unsuppressed-water data were acquired for eddy-current corrections.

At each b-value, frequency/phase corrections were performed on

single spectra, then averaged (Fig. 1D) before quantification using

LCModel13. Signal amplitudes at each b were direction-averaged and

analyzed.

Data analysis. To characterize metabolite diffusion, we used a ran-

domly oriented sticks model with effective intra-stick diffusivity

along the stick direction Deff(Dapp, Kapp,b) =

Dapp(1 - KappDappbcos
2h)7,14–16, where Dapp is the metabolite intra-

stick apparent diffusivity, Kapp is the metabolite intra-stick apparent

kurtosis introduced to account for non-Gaussian diffusion due to the

presence of spines14,15, and h is the angle between the stick direction

and the applied diffusion gradient direction. The resulting direction-

averaged signal was computed by solving the relation numerically:

S/S0 = $0
1 exp[- bDeffcos

2h]d(cosh). To estimate Dapp and Kapp

associated with glial and neuronal compartments, we fitted the signal

model to the measured tCho and tNAA DW-MRS signals as functions

of the b-value. As a reference, we also report results from tCr, which

is supposed to be compartmentalized in both glia and neurons.

Results Figure 1D shows DW-MRS spectra acquired from each VOI

in one subject. Figure 2 depicts the non-Gaussianity in the metabolite

diffusion for all subjects. Highlighted signals represent the diffusion

signal of the cohort average. Figure 3 shows the results of our bio-

physical model fitting. Dapp is higher in PCC than in the cerebellar

cortex, while Kapp is higher in the cerebellar cortex for all metabo-

lites. Focussing on the neuronal marker, tNAA, Fig. 4 shows the age

dependence in our cohort of Dapp and Kapp for tNAA in both cortexes.

Kapp shows an increasing trend with age in both brain regions. In

contrast, Dapp increases with age in PCC and decreases in the cere-

bellar cortex.

Discussion and Conclusion Our findings suggest that the non-gaus-

sian diffusion of tNAA may be a marker of neuronal qspine. Indeed,
estimated Dapp and Kapp values for the tNAA data are compatible with

the larger qspine in the cerebellar compared to the cerebral cortex.

Noticeably, we also measured larger Kapp values for tCho in the

cerebellar compared to the cerebral cortex, possibly due to the pres-

ence of highly-arborized Bergmann glia17, specifically the cerebellar.

Estimated metabolite Kapp values agree with other recent estimates of

non-gaussianity in the cerebral cortex18.
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Introduction Diffusion-weighted MRI is a promising technique for

characterizing brain microstructure in-vivo1,2. Traditional approaches

quantify histologically meaningful features of brain microstructure by

fitting a biophysical model voxel-wise to the set of signals obtained

from images acquired with different sensitivities, yielding model

parameter maps1. However, traditional maps only represent the best

solution and do not provide confidence measures that could guide the

interpretation.

Posterior distributions are powerful tools to characterize all possible

parameter estimations that could explain an observed measurement,

the uncertainty in those estimations and existing model degeneracies.

Conventional Bayesian inference approaches (e.g. Markov-Chain-

Monte-Carlo) are computationally expensive and time consuming.

Recent machine learning methods developed to accelerate posterior

distribution estimation rely on the definition of summary statistics to

handle the high-dimensionality of data3,4. However, the summary

statistics are model-specific, not easy to define and rely on specific

acquisition requirements.

Harnessing a new deep learning architecture for automatic signal

feature selection and efficient sampling of the posterior distributions,

we propose lGUIDE: a general Bayesian framework to estimate

posterior distributions of tissue microstructure parameters from any

given biophysical model/signal representation without acquisition

constraints.

Methods The lGUIDE framework relies on a simulation-based

inference formulation3,4, which takes as input a multi-shell diffusion-

weighted signal x and outputs the posterior distributions p(h|x) of the
model parameters h in each voxel. We define four measures to

characterize the obtained posterior distributions: best estimate of

model parameters, uncertainty, degeneracy and ambiguity (Fig. 1).

We compare the posterior distributions obtained using lGUIDE and

previous methods based on manually defined summary statistics4,5.

We show applications to two biophysical models from the literature:

- The Standard Model5 (SM): a two-compartment model with neurite

signal fraction f, intra-neurite diffusivity Da, orientation dispersion

index ODI, and parallel/perpendicular diffusivity within the extra-

neurite space De
||/De

?. We use the LEMONADE5 framework to

define six summary statistics.

- An extended-SANDI model4: a three-compartment model with

neurite signal fraction fn, intra-neurite diffusivity Dn, orientation

dispersion index ODI, soma signal fraction fs, a proxy of soma radius
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and diffusivity4 Cs, and extra-cellular isotropic diffusivity De. We use

the six summary statistics defined in4.

The training was performed on 106 numerical simulations for each

model using random combinations of the model parameters, each

uniformly sampled from physically plausible ranges.

We applied the method first on simulated test-sets generated similarly

to the training-set, and then on real data acquired using a PGSE

acquisition with b-values = [200,500,1200,2400,4000,6000]s/mm2,

[20,20,30,61,61,61] uniformly distributed directions, d/D = 7/24 ms,

TE/TR = 76/3200 ms. Only the b B 2500 s/mm2 data were used for

the SM.

Results Figure 2A showcases lGUIDE ability to highlight degen-

eracies in the model parameter estimation, considering a noise-free

acquisition. Figure 2B presents the posterior distributions obtained on

simulations by using either lGUIDE or summary statistics for Signal-

to-Noise-Ratio = 50. Sharper and less biased posterior estimations are

obtained with lGUIDE.
Figure 3 presents the parametric maps of an exemplar set of model

parameters, alongside their uncertainty, degeneracy and ambiguity,

obtained on real data using lGUIDE with both models.

Figure 4 demonstrates lGUIDE application to an epileptic patient.

Noteworthy, f estimates from SM within the epileptic lesion show low

uncertainty/ambiguity hence high confidence, while ODI estimates

show high uncertainty/ambiguity suggesting low confidence.

Discussion The reduced bias and variance in the posterior distribu-

tions estimated with lGUIDE promise to improve parameters

estimation over current methods. lGUIDE can be easily applied to

multiple models/representations and obtain faster posterior distribu-

tions estimations. Constraints imposed by the definition of the

manually-defined summary statistics are removed, but lGUIDE is

still a model-dependant method (training is model-based).

Conclusion lGUIDE allows to highlight degeneracy and obtain

information about the uncertainty/ambiguity of an estimation, guiding

results interpretation. As demonstrated by our pathologic example,

changes of those measures can help clinicians decide which param-

eters are the most reliable and better interpret microstructure changes

within diseased tissue.
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Introduction Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) is a significant cause of

morbidity and mortality worldwide1. DVT resolves naturally through

a fibrotic process that involves the replacement of fibrin with colla-

gen2. The extent of fibrosis in DVT can determine the effectiveness of

treatments3, but current non-invasive diagnostic methods are not

informative of the collagen content of the thrombus and the vein wall.

Here, we investigate whether molecular MRI using a collagen I tar-

geting probe can quantify and stage fibrosis in a murine model of

DVT.

Methods Thrombosis was induced in the inferior vena cava (IVC) of

mice using a combination of stenosis and endothelial injury4. Mice

were scanned using a clinical 3 Tesla MRI scanner before and after

injection of a gadolinium agent targeting collagen I (EP-3533; i.v;

10 lmol/kg) at days 7, 14 and 21 post-surgery (n = 3/group). 2D MR

venography (MRV) was used to calculate thrombus size and 2D MR

aortography used for anatomical reference. 3D T1w inversion

recovery (IR) gradient echo was acquired pre and post injection of the

probe and was used to visualise the Late Gadolinium Enhancement

(LGE) and to analyse the Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) = (SItis-

sue - SImuscle)/SDoutside body (SI = signal intensity; SD = standard

deviation) and DCNR = CNRpost-contrast - CNRpre-contrast. T1 map-

ping was carried out using a 3D Look-Locker sequence with an

inversion pulse followed by the acquisition of 20 inversion recovery

images with the inversion delay ranging from 20 to 5000 ms. T1 maps

were then reconstructed offline using an in-house developed

MATLAB script. T1 maps pre and post injection were used to analyse

relaxivity R1 (s-1) = 1/T1 and DR1 = R1post-contrast – R1pre-contrast.

MRI acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1. The collagen con-

tent of the thrombus and surrounding vein wall was quantified using

Masson’s Trichrome and Picrosirius red stain.

Results Fused MR venography and aortography images localise the

thrombus and showed reduction of thrombus size concurrent with

thrombus resolution from day 7 to 21 post-surgery (Fig. 1A). Pre-

contrast IR images showed a bright signal in the thrombus originating

from paramagnetic methaemoglobin (Fig. 1B) at days 7 and 14. Post-

contrast LGE images showed selective enhancement within thrombus

and venous wall at days 7, 14 and 21 that became more evident at day

21 (Fig. 1B). Pre-contrast T1 mapping showed lower T1 values at

days 7 and 14 driven by the presence of methaemoglobin. Adminis-

tration of the probe further reduced the T1 values with the reduction

becoming more evident at day 21 (Fig. 1V). Quantification of DCNR
and DR1 was higher at day 21 compared with days 7 and 14 indi-

cating higher uptake of the probe and thus increased fibrosis

(Fig. 1D). Ex vivo histology verified the presence of collagen in the

periphery of the thrombus and within the venous wall where signal

enhancement was observed in vivo (Fig. 2A). Further histological

analysis validated the imaging data and showed reduction of throm-

bus size from days 7 to 21 and increased collagen fibrosis as the

disease progresses (Fig. 2B).

Discussion Collagen I can be detected in vivo with a specific

molecular MRI probe and a clinical 3 T scanner, enabling selective

detection and quantification of extracellular matrix remodelling in the

environs of a venous thrombus. Using quantitative molecular MRI we

show that fibrosis increases over time in a murine model of DVT.

Conclusion We have shown the feasibility to detect and quantify

DVT-associated fibrosis with molecular MRI using a collagen I tar-

geting probe. Further work is needed to establish the sensitivity of

imaging fibrosis to stage disease and monitor the response to treat-

ments. Such an approach may help stratify patients with DVT for

specific interventions.
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Introduction Glioblastoma is the most common malignant brain

tumor with an abysmal prognosis with a median survival of

15 months and frequently occurring tumor recurrence (1). Under-

standing the growth patterns of glioblastoma using advanced imaging

modalities could potentially be used as a prognostic and/or diagnostic

marker. The aim of this study was to investigate whether tumor

growth direction in pre- and posttreatment glioblastoma patients can

be quantified and correlated to white matter microstructure using

improved image registration and deformation strategies.

Methods In 78 glioblastoma patients, two pretreatment scans (diag-

nostic and neuronavigation T1 post-contrast) were segmented and co-

registered to a template Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) atlas. In 96

posttreatment glioblastoma patients, two follow-up scans (T1 post-

contrast) were segmented and co-registered to patient-specific DTI

data, using an in-house written image registration and deformation

pipeline. Growth vectors were derived and divided into vector pop-

ulations parallel- (h = 0�–20�) and perpendicular (h = 70�–90�) to

white matter.

Results The pretreatment glioblastoma lesions showed a predominant

preference of perineural satellitosis (p\ 0.001), with a mean per-

centile growth of 30.8% (95 CI 29.6–32.0%) parallel (0�\|h|\ 20�)
to white matter. Perpendicular tumor growth with respect to white

matter microstructure (70�\|h|\ 90�) showed to be 22.7% (95 CI

21.3–24.1%) of total tumor growth direction. MGMT status did not

influence growth direction or growth rate. The posttreatment

glioblastoma lesions with patient specific DTI data show promising

results with regard to early detection of tumor recurrence.

Discussion Our findings indicate that the contrast-enhancing bulk of

GBM lesions tend to grow predominantly along the course of white

matter tracts, as opposed to perpendicular to their orientation. Visu-

alizing this growth pattern on MRI data is an important and relative

novel observation as it sheds light on the complex interplay between

tumor growth and white matter structure. The results corroborate the

growth patterns and perineural satellitosis of glioblastoma as descri-

bed in histopathological studies (2), as well as other DTI studies (3).

This study provides insight by quantifying visible tumor growth

directions in vivo, possibly providing a stepping stone in determining

invasion beyond the perilesional contrast-enhancing rim or aiding in

the differentiation between treatment related abnormalities (e.g.

pseudoprogression) and tumor progression in future studies. Hope-

fully, clinical implementation of this technique to optimize

glioblastoma treatment becomes more feasible in the future.

Conclusion The here described image registration and deformation

strategy provides further evidence that tumor growth direction in

pretreatment glioblastoma patients was correlated to white matter

architecture. Patient-specific DTI data can be a potential clinical

metric for non-invasive diagnosis of tumor recurrence.
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Introduction The myocardium undergoes dynamic changes

throughout the cardiac cycle. Under disease conditions such as

Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM), covering the whole cardiac

cycle is crucial for detecting subtle changes in myocardial tissue.

Myocardium can be non-invasively characterized via T2
* quantifica-

tion. T2
* is prolonged in HCM patients and when assessed over the

full cardiac cycle, transient T2
* differences between diastole and

systole are diminished in HCM patients [1]. The mechanisms

underlying these preclinical observations are unexplored so far. We

hypothesize that myocardial T2
* mapping in a humanized mouse

model of HCM will provide a framework for deciphering the

underlying T2
* changes in HCM. To test our hypothesis, we imple-

mented a data acquisition scheme that enables retrospective data

sorting and full cardiac cycle coverage for T2
* mapping in healthy

mice and in HCM mice at 9.4 T and further assessed the signs of

cardiac remodelling with immunohistochemistry methods.

Method For evaluating the retrospectively sorted T2
* mapping

scheme, two Ferumoxytol (Fe) phantoms were prepared in 2%

agarose in a volume of 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube (C1 = 50 lg/mL,

C2 = 25 lg/mL). T2
* mapping was conducted using a 9.4 T animal

scanner (Biospec 94/20, Bruker, Germany) using the following

parameters: TR = 14 ms, TE = 1.5–11.1 ms, echo spacing = 1.6 ms

(7 TEs),300 repetitions (acquired continuously to fill 300 k-space

lines). Conventional multi gradient echo (MGE) imaging (TR = 35

ms, TE = 1.5–31.9 ms, echo spacing = 1.6 ms, 20 TEs) was used as a

reference. In vivo experiments were performed on Mybpc3-KI mice

that harbour a point mutation in the Mybpc3 gene [2]. All animal

experiments were carried out in accordance with local animal welfare

guidelines (LAGeSo). Four Mybpc3-KI and four wildtype controls

(all C57BL/6J background and 6 weeks old) were examined. B0

shimming was performed. Continuous acquisition of T2
* weighted

multi-echo GRE data was accompanied by simultaneous tracking of

cardiac activity using pulse oximetry (SA instruments). For image

reconstruction, the time points of the MR k-space lines were matched

to the corresponding cardiac phases. Short axis views were used to

acquire whole cardiac cycle coverage CINE images (adapted FLASH,

cardiac frames = 10, TE/TR = 2.1/10 ms, FA = 20�, FOV = 20 9

20 mm2, matrix = 192 9 192, thickness = 0.8 mm) and T2
*-maps

(MGE, cardiac frames = 7, TE/TR = 2.1/20 ms, FA = 10�, FOV =

35 9 35 mm2, matrix = 128 9 128, thickness = 0.8 mm). After

detecting signs of cardiac remodelling, we used confocal microscopic

imaging (Leica Stellaris 8). Briefly, the mouse hearts were removed,

and perfused with Lycopersicon esculentum (Tomato) Lectin-LEA

(DyLightTM 488, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Results In Fe phantoms, we observed an agreement in T2
* results

between the retrospective sorting-based approach and the conven-

tional MGE (Fig. 1). The in vivo study provided mean myocardial T2
*

values (averaged over the entire cardiac cycle) of T2
*
Ctrl = 9.52 ±

0.63 (T2
*
systole = 9.08 ± 0.46 ms, T2

*
diastole = 9.82 ± 0.57 ms) and

T2
*
HCM = 10.0 ± 0.23 ms (T2

*
systole = 9.82 ± 0.22 ms, T2

*
dias-

tole = 10.12 ± 0.16 ms). Our findings show a T2
* prolongation in

HCM mice compared to healthy control (Fig. 2). A close examination

of T2
* throughout the cardiac cycle revealed a transient change in

myocardial T2
*. Overall T2

* was decreased during systole and

increased during diastole (Fig. 3). The difference between T2
*
diastole

and T2
*
systole (DT2

*) was decreased in HCM mice (DT2
* = 1.03 ±

0.03) compared to healthy controls (DT2
* = 1.08 ± 0.08)

(p\ 0.05). Microvasculature and fibrosis staining showed a signifi-

cant difference in capillary density and the amount of collagen

deposition in the myocardium between HCM and WT mice (figure in

preparation).

Conclusion and discussion This work demonstrates the feasibility of

retrospective gating based T2
* mapping in mice with whole cardiac

cycle coverage. Our findings demonstrate an increase of myocardial

T2
* in HCM, which accords with previous preclinical human studies

[1]. Alterations in the dynamic T2
* change between systole and
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diastole could reflect early signs of microvascular dysfunction con-

sistent with early progression of HCM. To conclude, our study

provides an important foundation for gaining a better understanding

of the pathophysiological underpinnings of myocardial changes in the

HCM.
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Introduction Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) can map the

magnetic susceptibility (c) of biological tissues1 and has shown

sensitivity to key microstructural components in vascular tissue2.

In vivo carotid QSM focuses on atherosclerotic morphologies3–5;

however, has yet to look at the alignment of individual components

which can be linked to the mechanical integrity of the tissue6. These

studies also use anisotropic acquisition, when it has been shown that

isotropic resolution is preferrable for accurate QSM7. Using ex vivo

porcine aortae, this study investigated the sensitivity of c to collagen

at different orientations with an isotropic QSM sequence on two

clinical scanners with a view to clinical translation of carotid QSM.

Methods Fixed porcine aortae were prepared using previously

established protocols for arterial tissue2. Three falcon tubes were each

filled with phosphate buffered saline and contained three aortic seg-

ments positioned at 90� to each other (Fig. 1a). The tubes were

secured around a vendor-supplied phantom (Fig. 1b) and imaged with

an isotropic 3D multi-echo gradient echo (ME-GRE) QSM sequence

acquired on both 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma (Siemens

Healthcare, Erlangen, DE) and Philips Achieva (Philips Healthcare,

Best, NL) systems: see Table 1 for sequence parameters. A previously

published anisotropic carotid QSM acquisition5 was also acquired on

the 3 T Siemens for comparison. Magnitude and phase images were

exported from both scanners and processed using the following

pipeline2,8: echo combination with a nonlinear fit and with Lapla-

cian-based phase unwrapping. Magnitude images (TE1) were used to

threshold a mask, which included only the phantom and falcon tubes,

which was used for background field removal via projection onto the

dipole fields, then four different c calculation algorithms were com-

pared: direct and iterative Tikhonov, morphology enabled dipole

inversion (MEDI)9 and truncated k-space division (TKD). Manually

drawn ROIs on magnitude images (TE1) were used to compare mean

c values of each sample.

Results Figure 2 shows a comparison of c maps from the anisotropic5

and the proposed isotropic acquisition. Isotropic data showed fewer

artifacts/residual background fields compared to the anisotropic data

(Fig. 2a, b). Within axial aortic samples there was only a significant

difference between the acquisitions when using MEDI to calculate c

(Fig. 2c). Using the isotropic carotid QSM sequence, the c anisotropy
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was investigated in the arterial samples on two scanners. Figure 3

shows the significant difference between arterial samples when ori-

ented 90� to each other for all processing tools except MEDI. Figure 3

also shows no significant difference between the scanners, with the c

for both orientations agreeing well.

Discussion In this work, for the first time, an isotropic carotid QSM

sequence was acquired and compared across two scanners. Previous

carotid QSM acquisitions used anisotropic resolution, however we

found that isotropic acquisition resulted in fewer residual background

fields and artifacts, agreeing well with previous work in head and

neck regions7. We saw good agreement in a direct comparison

between a Siemens and Philips scanner, where no significant differ-

ences were observed in c measured between scanners. We did find a

significant difference between cdepending on the orientation of the

arterial samples for three out of four c calculation algorithms. It is

interesting to note that despite being significantly affected by the

anisotropic acquisition, the MEDI algorithm was the only method

which did not detect c anisotropy. Previous observations of the effect

of collagen content on the c of arterial tissue2suggests that the ori-

entation dependence observed here is likely due to its perpendicular

alignment between the arterial samples, highlighting their c aniso-

tropy—similar to that in cartilaginous tissue9. Conclusion: An

isotropic carotid QSM sequence was acquired and found to be

reproducible across two clinical scanners. The orientation dependence

of mean c in arterial samples highlighted c anisotropy that is probably

due to the alignment of collagen. This technique offers significant

promise for QSM of the carotid arteries and to assess the underlying

microstructure of atherosclerotic plaques. Future work will compare

carotid QSM in healthy volunteers and patients with carotid plaques

to further assess this technique‘‘s clinical potential.
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Introduction Quantitative MRI (qMRI) relaxometry difference maps

can detect contrast-enhancement (CE) outside the CE observed on

conventional MRI [1, 2]. However, this approach has not yet been

validated intraoperatively. Our group has developed a method to

connect MRI, intraoperative optical information, and neuropathology,

for frameless brain tumor needle biopsies [3]. Thus, MR parameters,

tissue fluorescence, and neuropathology could be compared on a

millimeter scale. The aim of this work was to develop a pipeline for

multimodal analysis as a first step toward validating qMRI with

intraoperative data.
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Methods The study included three patients with suspected high-grade

brain tumors identified on MRI (informed written consent, EPM

2020-01404). MR data (3 T Siemens Prisma or Skyra, 20-channel

head coil, Siemens Healthineers, Germany) were acquired preopera-

tively (T1-weighted (T1w) 3D MPRAGE with and without

gadolinium (Gd)). Additionally, qMRI multidimensional multi-echo

imaging (voxel size = 0.7 9 0.7 9 4 mm3; slice gap 1 mm; FOV =

230 9 187 mm2; scan time = 6 min) [4] was added before and after

Gd-administration. Synthetic T1w, T2w (synTxw), and relaxation

maps were calculated in the SyMRI software (v0.45.38, SyntheticMR

AB, Sweden) (Fig. 1). During surgery, a 3.2 mm burr-hole was made

in the skull, the dura was opened, and the trajectory was locked. The

optical probe was secured in the outer cannula of the biopsy needle,

fastened, and inserted along the trajectory in millimeter steps. In each

position, fluorescence measurements and corresponding preoperative

MRI coordinates were collected. When the region of the largest flu-

orescence peak at 635 nm was identified, the inner cannula replaced

the probe, and tissue samples were taken. Postoperative imaging,

either CT (SOMATOM Definition Edge, Siemens) or 3D T1w MRI,

was acquired within 12 h of surgery.

A postprocessing pipeline was constructed in Python using a wrapper

for FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL) [5] and Advanced Normaliza-

tion Tools (ANTs) [6] illustrated in Fig. 1. All modalities were

registered to T1wGd image space used for navigation; synT1wGd,

postoperative images, and final measurement coordinates. Moreover,

the synT2w was registered to the synT2wGd. The resulting trans-

formations were applied to the relaxation maps. The final

measurement positions and biopsy ROI (150, 38, and 120 mm3) were

defined in the postoperative image (Fig. 2), where the mean and

standard deviation R1 difference values were calculated.

Results For the three patients, the R1 difference values in the biopsy

region were 0.43 (± 0.43), 0.94 (± 0.34), and 0.74 (± 0.18),

respectively (Fig. 3). Along the trajectory, the values were - 0.042

(± 0.10), - 0.0032 (± 0.036), and - 0.11 (± 0.11). A pathologist

confirmed the samples to be tumors with final diagnoses of high-grade

astrocytoma, IDH-wildtype; glioblastoma IDH-wildtype, grade 4; and

primary diffuse large B-cell lymphoma of the CNS.

Discussion A pipeline for combined analysis of qMRI, tissue fluo-

rescence, and neuropathology could indicate altered R1 difference

values in tissue identified as tumors compared to R1 difference values

along the trajectory. Additional MRI protocols and optical techniques

for a larger patient cohort are currently being investigated.

Conclusion We have shown that we can combine qMRI, optical, and

neuropathology data. This will add new insights regarding the extent

of tumor, even beyond the CE zone on conventional MRI.
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Introduction Three-dimensional MR spirometry produces local flow-

volume loops across an average respiratory cycle integrated over a

12 min dynamic lung MRI acquisition [1]. Lung function can then be

regionally characterized along the lines of standard spirometry, which

is routinely performed but only limited to a global measurement at the

subject’’s mouth in forced respiration and fails to assess the extent of

respiratory diseases in the organ. Additional markers can further be

extracted from 3D MR spirometry to track the dynamic biomechan-

ical behaviour of the lung. The Green–Lagrange strain tensor was

evaluated at each of the 32 processed respiratory phases in 25 healthy

volunteers in supine and prone positions. It diagonally contains the

directional dilatations, which, beyond the gravity lung dependence,

can be conditioned by the subject‘‘s position and organ configuration.

Methods MR acquisitions were carried on a cohort of 25 subjects

freely-breathing in supine and prone positions in a GE Signa PET/MR

at 3 T using a 3D UTE sequence with AZTEK [2] and a 30-channel

thoracic coil array. The centre of the acquired k-space was used as a

surrogate respiratory signal to retrospectively rephase MR data to

reconstruct 32 3D lung dynamic images over the acquisition-inte-

grated respiratory cycle. The dynamic Green–Lagrange strain tensor

was inferred at each respiratory phase from the deformation fields

resulting from elastic registration with respect to a reference phase at

the beginning of inspiration. The maps of the compressive strain

tensor diagonal elements (or normal strains) along the three

anatomical directions (superior–inferior, SI, anterior–posterior, AP,

and left–right, LR) were then morphology- and histogram-based

normalized before computing mean maps over the volunteers across

the 32 respiratory phases for analysis. Eighteen cubic ROIs of 25

voxels were selected throughout the lung to probe the evolution of the

normal strains and the overall volume change, over the respiratory

cycle. Results.

The maximal normal strain maps at the end of inspiration show

greater lung extensions along SI in prone, than in supine, (Fig. 1a,d)

whereas, along AP, they show lower lung extensions in prone than in

supine, 50% less (Fig. 1b, c, e, f). For both positions, the SI normal

strain is largely enhanced in the basal regions and the AP and LR

normal strains, in the apical regions. The three normal strains are

found highly dependent with the position with larger extensions in the

anterior regions in prone and in the posterior regions in supine. The

evolution of the normal strains shows the balance between the three

normal strain components and the volume change redistribution

among the three directions with the position (Fig. 2).

Discussion In lying healthy volunteers, the main respiratory driving

force is produced by the diaphragm as it is assessed here with a

dominant SI normal strain in basal pulmonary regions. Reduced SI

normal strain in supine position is expected as a result of the

abdominal compression over the diaphragm [3]. It is compensated by

augmented AP and LR normal strains. The different strain compo-

nents take place at different moments of the respiratory cycle. The

evolution of the normal strains highly depends on the position. It is

governed by the gravity and the inferred biological conditions onto

the pulmonary parenchyma and the respiratory muscles. It reveals the

strategy the lung follows with respect to the the physical constraints to

which the body is subjected. It also reveals the hysteresis behaviour of

the respiration.

Conclusion Numerous parametric maps can be extracted from 3D

MR spirometry. The normal strains provide rich spatial and temporal

information on the biomechanical function of the lung. They are

comprehensive and sensitive parameters which characterize the res-

piratory function and its adaptation to condtions. They might also

explicit the lung dysfunction when muscles are impaired or more

generally in most respiratory pathology when the lung function is

altered and the volume changes are modified at the regional level.
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Introduction Quantitative imaging in the abdomen is challenging due

to several types of motion that can lead to artifacts. Respiratory

motion is particularly challenging for liver imaging due to its pseudo

periodic nature and non-rigid deformations. Self gated acquisitions

like Radial stack-of-stars (SoS) acquisitions have been extensively

used to reduced motion sensitivity and to enable motion-resolved

reconstructions1,2. However, besides the gross motion, it has been

shown in various anatomies that parameter quantification can also be

affected by temporal B0 effects 3,4,5

The analysis of temporal B0 effects in the liver is in itself challenging

due to deformations within the respiratory cycle but has considerable

implications on free-breathing acquisitions used for parameter map-

ping. In this work, we analyze B0 inhomogeneities in the liver at 3 T

on realistic numerical simulations and in vivo using a free-breathing

SoS acquisition.

Methods Simulation study.
Male and female body models9 were used to simulate B0 inhomo-

geneities for predefined organ-specific magnetic susceptibility values7

based on a forward dipole convolution. We defined 10 equidistant

motion frames within the breathing cycle.

Volunteer study
Measurements were performed at 3 T (Ingenia Elition, Philips

Healthcare) on 8 volunteers using a 2-echo SoS acquisition (Scan

parameters here). As a reference, a 4-echo SoS acquisition with

similar parameters (Scan parameters here) was acquired in one

volunteer.

Motion states were defined based on the principal component analysis

(PCA) on the central k-space region1 which was corrected for eddy

currents6 for retrospective self-navigation. The in-plane resolution

was reduced to 3 mm by masking the spokes. Spokes were sorted into

motion states and an iterative reconstruction with L1-Wavelet regu-

larization yielded the complex image data (Fig. 1). Water and fat

images and the field-map were computed based on a multi-resolution

graph cut algorithm7. For the 2-echo scan, the algorithm was adapted

for the dual echo separation problem11.

B0 temporal analysis
To analyze the spatial–temporal variation of the field-map at each

position in the liver, a region of interest (ROI) of * 5 mm 9 10 mm

a coronal slice with the highest position of the liver in feet-head (FH)

direction. The mean value of each row in FH direction was computed

per motion state (in vivo) or motion frame (simulation). The data was

shifted to visualize the field-map values at the same spatial location

relative to the diaphragm. For the evaluation in all volunteers, the

minimum, maximum, and standard deviation along the motion states

were plotted.

Results Figure 2 depicts the field-map variations at the upper part of

the liver in the anatomical body model and Fig. 3 in a volunteer for

scans with 2 and 4 echoes. These figures illustrate that the differences

in field-map values between motion states were most prominent near

the diaphragm and decreased with increasing distance. For the sim-

ulation and the in vivo analysis, there is no visual correlation between

the liver displacement in FH-direction notable. In Fig. 4, we can

observe the temporal variations of B0 inhomogeneities across

different subjects. It is noteworthy that the overall field-map values in

the upper part of the liver range between 0 and 300 Hz. The variations

were subject-dependent with standard deviations between motion

states varying between 10 and 50 Hz.

Discussion and Conclusion Our study provides insight into the

variations of B0 inhomogeneities in the liver at 3 T within the res-

piratory cycle by realistic simulation of respiratory motion in

anatomical body models and by analyzing the field-map differences

across motion states in free-breathing SoS acquisitions. We observed

the largest differences in the field-map between motion states near the

lung-liver interface which decreased with increasing distance from

the interface. This finding was consistent between simulation and

in vivo results, for 2 and 4 echoes and across the subjects. The B0

inhomogeneities were not visually correlated to the liver displacement

in FH direction and their variations showed to be subject-dependent.
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Introduction In a recent study the RF field coverage of a dipole-

antenna at 10.5 T was increased using a non-uniform dielectric

design1. We pick up on this work to examine the benefits of the non-

uniform distributions and implement it in metamaterial-based struc-

tures for 7 T MRI. Here we examined a metamaterial-based structure

that is based on a dielectric layer and set of copper strips2–4. Such

structure was shown to provide useful for MRI resonant modes such

as the electromagnetic (EM) TE01 mode which offers a local increase

in the B1 field. In this work we examined two new options—a non-

uniform distribution of the dielectric layer and a non-uniform distri-

bution of the conducting strips. The study included EM simulations

with setups including phantom and human model and phantom

experiments at a 7 T MRI.

Methods EM simulations (including eigen-mode solver and full setup

simulations) were performed to compare the uniform and non-uni-

form distribution. The characterization of the resonant modes was

performed with an eigen-mode solver in which the frequency of the

deepest transverse electric mode was adjusted to 298 MHz. In full

simulations, all B1 maps were normalized to an accepted power of 1

Watt. The full simulation setup included a 16-rung high-pass

quadrature birdcage coil (inner diameter 30 cm; rung length 18 cm).

The simulated phantom electrical properties were er = 53 and con-

ductivity (r) = 0.3 S/m.

Three structures consisting of a dielectric layer and copper strips

having three distributions were examined. The total dimensions for all

three were kept the same—16 9 11 9 0.7 cm3 (length, width and

thickness, respectively). The configurations of the three designs are:

1. i) A Uniform dielectric with uniformly spaced copper lines (’’UD-

UL‘‘), using a dielectric layer with relative permittivity (er) = 72

and six copper strips equidistantly spaced, 20 mm apart.

2. ii) A Non-uniform dielectric with uniformly spaced copper lines

(’’NUD-UL‘‘) made up of three dielectric sections, a central one

10 mm wide with er = 60 and two, 20 mm wide with er = 252, at

each edge. The six copper strips were equidistantly spaced

20 mm apart.

• iii) A Non-uniform dielectric with non-uniformly spaced copper

lines (’’NUD-NUL‘‘) made up of three dielectric sections, a

central one 10 mm wide with er = 52 and two, 20 mm wide with

er = 252, at each edge. The six copper strips were spaced 10, 20,

40, 20 and 10 mm apart (see Fig. 1).

The er = 252 dielectric layer was prepared with a BaTiO3–water

suspension and the er = 52 layer consisted of a sucrose-water sus-

pension. In the simulations with human model the metamaterial-based

structure was curved to best fit the shape of the head.

Phantom scanning: The metamaterial-based structures were added on

top of the phantom and scanned in a 7 T MRI (Terra, Siemens,

Erlangen). Scans with the vendor B1 map sequence were collected

with FOV of 20 9 20 cm2 and spatial resolution of 2.5 9 2.5 9 3.5

mm3.

Results Figure 1 shows the |H| and |E| fields of the resonant mode

(simulated by the eigen-mode solver) at 20 mm and 5 mm from the

structures, respectively. Figure 2 shows the EM simulations with the

phantom and the three metamaterial-based structures. FWHM dis-

tance (width measured at two points at half maximum), calculated at

10 mm inside the phantom (in parallel to the structure) is * 80 mm

for ’’UD-UL‘‘ and 110 mm for ’’NUD-NUL‘‘. The ’’NUD-NUL‘‘ has

a similar FWHM to ’’NUD-UL‘‘ but has an overall more homoge-

neous distribution. Figure 3 demonstrates measured B maps in the

phantom, demonstrating a larger coverage with the ’’NUD-NUL‘‘

structure in the Z and Y directions (in parallel to the structure and

deeper into the phantom, respectively). Figure 4 shows the simula-

tions of a full setup including human brain with the metamaterial-

based structures. The B1 maps show that ’’NUD-NUL‘‘ provides

increased B1 field coverage in both axial and sagittal planes. The

maximal SAR value for the non-uniform dielectric setups is higher

compared to the uniform one, but the non-uniform copper strips help

to reduce the SAR.

Conclusions. This study has demonstrated a novel design of a

metamaterial-based structure with non-uniform distribution of both

the dielectric and the conducting strips. The non-uniform dielectric

increased the effective electric dipoles, thus prolonging the RF field

coverage in the direction of the dipoles. The non-uniform copper

strips arrangement was useful to tailor the RF field distribution, which

resulted in more homogeneous B1 distribution and lower SAR. The

new design also provides a more compact and flexible setup which

can easily be placed in a patient setup.
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Introduction Ultra-high field (i.e., 3 T) MRI offers higher spatial

resolution and a more precise depiction of the fetus with less scan

time than 1.5 T scanners1. However, the higher magnetic field

strength can cause the radiofrequency (RF) wavelength to become

comparable to the size of the body. This can lead to constructive and

destructive interference of standing waves, resulting in bright or dark

areas. This issue is particularly prevalent in women with high body

mass index or in the last months of pregnancy. The concept of passive

shimming with dielectric pads made of mixed ceramic powders and

heavy water was introduced to increase the RF magnetic field in

regions with low signal intensity2-4. However, these pads are bulky

and can weigh up to 4–5 kg, significantly reducing patient comfort.

Recently, the concept of using ultralight and compact metasurface

(MS) was proposed to improve abdominal5 and fetal6 imaging at 3 T.

In this study, we investigate the effectiveness of the MS-based pads

for realistic pregnant models at different stages of gestation, both

numerically and experimentally, with volunteers.

Methods All numerical simulations were performed in CST Studio

Suite 2021. Two voxel models (Sim4Life family), representing ges-

tation periods of 7 and 9 months (Fig. 1), were utilized. The RF

magnetic field (B1
?) distribution was carried out using a whole-body

high-pass birdcage coil (BC) tuned to 123 MHz. The cases without

(reference case) and with the MS were compared for both voxel

models. The proposed MS comprised 15 9 15-unit cells of the metal

crosses printed on a 25 lm-thick dielectric substrate connected via

capacitors of 30 pF with total dimensions of 30 9 30 cm2. The MS

was centered on the fetus for all cases. To quantify the impact of the

proposed structure, we calculated the root mean squared (RMS) value

of the |B1
?| amplitude and its coefficient of variation (Cv) as the ratio

of its standard deviation mean value and multiplied by 100% in the

region-of-interest (ROI). The B1
? and SARav.10 g distributions were

normalized to 1 W of the total accepted power. The experimental

studies were performed on a clinical Siemens Magnetom Trio A Tim

3.0 T scanner using the whole-body BC in transmit mode and Sie-

mens 6-channel body flex coil in receive mode. MR images were

acquired for two healthy volunteers (29–30 and 38–39 weeks of

gestation period) with approval from the local ethic committee of

Federal Almazov North-West Medical Research Center (Saint

Petersburg, Russia). T2-weighted images were acquired using spin

echo sequence: TR/TE = 1500/97 ms, FA = 150�, matrix = 256 9

256, field-of-view = 380 9 380 mm2, slice thickness = 5 mm.
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Results Figure 2 shows simulated B1? maps for the voxel model at

the 7th and 9th month of gestation for two cases: (1) reference one

and (2) with the MS placed on the top of the abdomen close to the

fetus. Adding the MS improves the |B1
?|RMS-field amplitude in the

ROI by 1.3-fold for a 7-month-old fetus, while for the 9-month-old

model, this value was improved only by 2%. Also, a decrease in Cv by

2.4% for a 7-month-old fetus was found compared with the reference

case. However, no improvement in Cv for a 9-month-old fetus was

present because the MS in simulations was difficult to shape

anatomically near the fetus, keeping the correct structure meshing. At

the same time, adding the MS does not significantly increase local

SAR in ROI (Fig. 3). Maximum SAR was located in the right arm and

was less than 0.28 W/kg for all three cases.

Experimentally obtained T2-weighted images of two volunteers in the

axial and sagittal planes are shown in Fig. 4. For the reference cases,

one can observe dark regions (shown by white dashed lines), which

can be effectively eliminated by adding the MS (located tight to the

ROI), improving the diagnostic capabilities of MR images.

Discussion and conclusion The proposed MS-based pad has been

optimized to improve the quality of fetal MRI at 3 T. Numerical

simulation results have shown that MS can improve the B1
?-field

distribution homogeneity and RF safety in pregnant women at the 7th

and 9th months of gestation. Experimental studies showed improved

quality of the fetus and extra-fetal structures imaging for standard

clinical protocol, with higher contrast in areas where dielectric arti-

facts were present. Thus, it is possible to replace conventional

dielectric (ceramic) pads with ultralight and flexible MSs, improving

patient comfort and MR diagnostic capabilities of the fetus at dif-

ferent stages of pregnancy.
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Introduction Metamaterials consist of periodic arrays of subwave-

length-sized resonant elements that exhibit exotic electromagnetic

properties. The main drawback of metamaterials to find applications

is their inherent narrowband response but this does not pose a prob-

lem in MRI. Metamaterial slabs with negative permeability consisting

of three-dimensional arrays of capacitively loaded rings (CLR) have

been investigated to locally increase the SNR and improve the g

factor of surface coils in parallel imaging [1]-[3]. A metasurface (MS)

that behaves as a surface impedance and consists of a two-dimen-

sional (2D) array of CLR is more flexible and easy to fabricate than

bulk metamaterials, and has also been investigated to improve the

SNR of surface coils [4]. The CLR of the MS are detuned to behave

capacitively at the operating frequency, so that the field produced by

the CLR adds to the field produced by the coil [4]. However, the CLR

of the MS also introduces additional noise in the coil [4]. The CLR of

the array are inductively coupled between them and therefore the

array supports the waves due to voltages induced by time-varying

magnetic fields or magnetoinductive (MI) waves [5]. Standing MI

waves introduce resonances in the frequency dependence of the coil

input resistance and the MS can improve the SNR at the frequency

corresponding to a local minimum existing between these resonances

[4].

Methods In the present work, an MS consisting of an array of 4 9 4

CLR has been designed to enhance the SNR of a squared coil 12 cm

in length and 1 cm in strip width at the typical operation frequency of

63.6 MHz corresponding to a 1.5 T system. The noise resistance

introduced in the coil by the MS can be minimized by increasing the

mutual inductive coupling between the CLR [4]. In this work, this is

achieved by using squared CLR and by minimizing the distance

between neighboring CLR. The analysis was carried out with Simulia

CST. Figure 1 shows different screenshots (perspective top and side

views) of the two configurations under analysis: a squared coil 12 cm

in length placed at 6 mm from a cubic phantom (Fig. 1 top row) and

the same coil loaded with a MS placed at 6 mm from the coil and the

cubic phantom placed at 6 mm from the MS (Fig. 1 bottom row). The

12-cm squared coil is split and 154 pF are inserted in three gaps to

homogenize the current. The conductivity of the cubic phantom is 0.7

S/m. The squared CLR have 24 mm of external length, strip width

2 mm, and periodicity 25 mm. Each CLR is loaded with a capacitor

of 170 pF and an ESR of 0.03 Ohms. In the simulations the coil was

matched to 50 Ohms both in the presence and in the absence of the

MS through suitable matching networks, with return loss - 30 dB

and - 20 dB, respectively.

Results Figure 1 shows 2D maps for the B1- receive field pattern in

an axial plane with a proper scale to enhance the differences between

the presence and the absence of the MS. Figure 2 shows the input

resistance vs. frequency obtained in the coil loaded with the MS and

the cubic phantom. At an operating frequency of 63.6 MHz the input

resistance is minimum. The curve in Fig. 2 shows peaks or resonances

corresponding to the excitation of standing MI waves. These peaks

are far from each other due to the strong mutual coupling between the

CLR and this significantly reduces the resistance at the central fre-

quency between the peaks [4].

Discussion The comparison of the 2D maps shown in Fig. 1 shows

that the MS can provide an enhancement of the SNR. The data from

these maps are used to obtain the plots shown in Fig. 3 for the nor-

malized SNR along the coil axis inside the cubic phantom in the

presence and in the absence of the MS. The results in Fig. 3 make

clear that the MS enhances the SNR up to 5 cm inside the phantom.

Conclusion It has been shown that MS of strongly coupled CLR can

locally enhance the SNR of surface coils.
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Introduction The travelling-wave MRI (twMRI) approach offers the

advantage of acquiring images with larger field-of-view at ultra high

magnetic field MRI. The use of a parallel-plate waveguide (PPWG)

together with a surface coil in the twMRI approach can generate a

uniform traveling wave that propagates through the sample being

imaged, providing more uniform excitation but lower signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) values [1–2]. The use of a metasurface can potentially

improve image quality and enable larger field-of-view imaging [3].

We investigated the effect in the image acquired with the twMRI

approach using a PPWG together with a metasurface and a bio-in-

spired surface coil for transmission and reception of the RF signals.

Method The RF signal was both transmitted and received using a bio-

inspired surface coil, as seen in Fig. 1a. This coil was made by

laminating copper sheets onto a nonconductive board and then sol-

dering tuning and matching capacitors directly onto the surface. Two

parallel ceramic capacitors were placed as shown in Fig. 1a, and the

coil was tuned and matched to 50 X and 300 MHz, respectively. A

flexible metasurface was then constructed using hydrocarbon ceramic

laminates (RO4003C3: ? = 3.55 and tan(?) = 0.0027, thick-

ness = 0.508 mm, 65 mm long and 55 mm wide), with a 4 9 4

C-shape unit metasurface formed on top, as shown in Fig. 1b. The

C-shapes had a diameter of 23 mm and a gap of 2 mm, and the

resonant frequency of the cell was calculated according to [4]. To

evaluate the performance of the metasurface, phantom images were

acquired using a cylindrical phantom filled with saline solution and

with the metasurface inserted into it, as shown in Fig. 1c. The bio-

inspired surface coil was located outside the waveguide and parallel

to the plates. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. Phantom images

were acquired using a standard gradient echo sequence with acqui-

sition parameters of TE/TR = 4.39 ms/200 ms,

FOV = 40 mm 9 40 mm, matrix size = 256 9 256, Flip angle =

450 and 900, slice thickness = 2 mm, and NEX = 1. Images were

acquired with and without the metasurface, as well as with a

quadrature birdcage coil (4 cm diameter, 64 cm long, and 4 rungs) for

comparison purposes. All MRI experiments were conducted on a 7 T/

30 cm Bruker imager (Bruker, BioSpin MRI, GmbH, Germany).

Results and Discussion The experimental gap capacitance was 6.45

pH, and the resonant frequency of the cell was theoretically calculated

to be 302.29 MHz, while the resonant frequency of the C-shaped unit

was experimentally computed to be 297 MHz using the method

reported in [4]. The phantom images obtained using the metasurface

and twMRI with flip angles of 45� and 90� were shown in Fig. 3c).

The SNR values and uniformity profiles were computed and presented

in Fig. 3a). The SNR values for the metasurface were SNRmetasur-

face(45�) = 22.60 and SNRmetasurface(90�) = 25.22, while the SNR

value for the birdcage coil was SNRBC = 32.42. Although the profile

obtained with the birdcage coil had greater intensity values, the

profile obtained with the twMRI and metasurface showed reasonably

uniformity with lower values. The slight difference in values between

the profiles obtained with the two flip angles for twMRI suggested

that slice-selection gradients, off-resonance excitations, and B0 field

inhomogeneities did not significantly affect the image quality. These

results confirmed previous findings obtained at 4.7 T [2] and 15.2 T

[1] and demonstrated the feasibility of this approach for obtaining

high-quality phantom images at HF MRI without the need for elec-

tronic components to tune the metasurface at the resonant frequency

of the MR imager.

Conclusions. The experimental results demonstrate that the use of a

travelling-wave approach with a flexible metasurface can produce

high-quality images with good SNR for different flip angles. How-

ever, further studies are required to explore other approaches that may

potentially improve the overall performance of the system.
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Introduction The introduction of metamaterials has shown great

potential in improving B1 for different types of RF coils in MRI [1].

Previously, we have studied the theoretical performance of a meta-

surface [2] and the signal-to-noise (SNR) improvement using a

dielectric material [3]. Kretov et al. have experimentally demon-

strated the use of metamaterials to increase the SNR as a function of

their position [4]. These results have motivated us to experimentally

investigate the role of a flexible metasurface’s position in the birdcage

coil B1 at 7 Tesla using a preclinical MR imager.

Method To obtain a low specific absorption rate (SAR) and avoid

field homogeneity problems, a high-pass birdcage coil with a diam-

eter/length ratio of 4 cm/6.4 cm (0.625) was constructed, quadrature

driven, operated in transceiver mode, and tuned to 300 MHz [5].

Figure 1a displays a photograph of the coil prototype. The metasur-

face was created using flexible hydrocarbon ceramic laminates

(RO4003C3: ? = 3.55 and tan(?) = 0.0027, thickness = 0.508 mm)

and was formed by an array of 4 9 6 C-shape units (Fig. 1b), based

on the cylinder of split-ring resonators reported by Vakili et al. [6].

For the imaging experiments, phantom images were acquired using a

cylindrical phantom (30 mm diameter and 110 mm length) filled with

saline solution and wrapped with the flexible metasurface as shown in

Fig. 1c). The phantom and the metasurface were then inserted into the

birdcage coil as shown in Fig. 1a), with the phantom placed in two

different positions, see Fig. 1c). A standard gradient echo sequence

was used to acquire the phantom images, with TE/TR = 4.39/200 ms,

FOV = 40mmx40mm, matrix size = 256 9 256, flip angle = 45�,
slice thickness = 2 mm, and NEX = 1. Phantom images without the

metasurface were also acquired for comparison purposes. All MRI

experiments were conducted on a 7 T/30 cm Bruker imager (Bruker,

BioSpin MRI, GmbH, Germany).

Results and Discussion The resonant frequency of the C-shaped unit

cell was experimentally determined to be 307.5 MHz based on the

S11-parameter measurement. The axial plane of a cylindrical phantom

filled with saline solution and wrapped with the flexible metasurface

was imaged using the high-pass birdcage coil prototype, with the

phantom in two different positions as shown in Fig. 1c). The acquired

phantom images (Fig. 2a-c)) exhibited good B1 uniformity in the

axial plane, as evidenced by the corresponding uniformity profiles

(Fig. 2d). The image SNR values were 85.5, 98.4, and 102.2 for the no

metasurface and two metasurface positions, respectively. The gray

profile showed an improvement in both B1 and SNR compared to the

other two profiles. While the blue and green profiles showed nearly

identical B1 values, their SNR values were different. Notably, no

passive components or dielectric materials were used for tuning or

matching, and the position of the metasurface was found to be crucial

in improving the birdcage coil performance, consistent with findings

reported in [6]. These results demonstrate the potential of flexible

metasurfaces to enhance B1 and SNR in birdcage coils without

additional tuning or matching components.

Conclusions. Our research project has yielded important findings

regarding the use of metasurfaces to enhance the performance of

birdcage coils in MRI applications. Our experimental results indicate

that the positioning of the flexible metasurface is a crucial factor in

improving the B1 field of the birdcage coil. By strategically placing

the metasurface in the right position, we were able to achieve sig-

nificant improvements in the B1 field and SNR. These results suggest

that our approach provides a simple and easy-to-implement alterna-

tive for improving the B1 field in preclinical HF MRI applications.

We believe that our findings have the potential to pave the way for

further research and development in the field of metamaterials and

their applications in MRI.
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Introduction. Metamaterials have shown promising potential for

significantly improving B1 in different types of RF coils for MRI [1].

These specialized structures typically take the form of an array of

resonant elements that can be placed near the imaged region to
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enhance B1 and improve image quality. Previous studies have

explored the theoretical performance of metasurfaces [2] and the

signal-to-noise (SNR) improvement achieved using a dielectric

material [3]. Kretov et al. have experimentally demonstrated the

efficacy of metamaterials in increasing SNR as a function of their

position [4]. We aimed to experimentally investigate the use of a

flexible metasurface with two different configurations, one placed

inside and the other outside a solution-filled phantom. Our goal was to

evaluate the potential of the metasurface to enhance image quality

and SNR.

Method. To address field homogeneity issues and reduce specific

absorption rate (SAR), we constructed a quadrature high-pass bird-

cage coil (4 rungs and diameter/length = 4/6.4 cm). Operating in

transceiver mode and tuned to 300 MHz, the coil was designed to be

low-SAR and high-performance [5]. We then fabricated two meta-

surfaces using flexible hydrocarbon ceramic laminates (RO4003C3:

? = 3.55 and tan(?) = 0.0027, thickness = 0.508 mm). The first

metasurface comprised an array of 6 9 4 C-shaped cells, while the

second one had an array of 2 9 2 C-shaped cells (Fig. 1b, c) [6]. We

conducted phantom imaging experiments using a cylindrical phantom

(30 mm diameter and 110 mm length) and a syringe (20 mm diam-

eter and 90 mm length), both filled with a saline solution. The first

flexible metasurface was wrapped around the phantom (Fig. 1e),

while the second one was inserted inside the phantom (Fig. 1d). To

acquire the phantom images, we used a standard gradient echo

sequence with the following parameters: TE/TR = 4.39 ms/200 ms,

FOV = 40 9 40mm2, matrix size = 256 9 256, flip angle = 45�,
slice thickness = 2 mm, NEX = 1. To compare the results, we also

acquired phantom images without the metasurfaces. All MRI exper-

iments were conducted on a 7 T/30 cm Bruker imager (Bruker,

BioSpin MRI, GmbH, Germany).

Results and Discussion We experimentally determined the resonant

frequency of the C-shaped unit cell to be 307.5 MHz (6 9 4 array)

and 325 MHz (2 9 2 array) based on the S11-parameter measure-

ment. We used our birdcage prototype with a cylindrical saline-filled

phantom and the two different metasurface configurations to acquire

axial images, as shown in Fig. 2b)-d). Uniformity profiles were cal-

culated, revealing good B1 uniformity in the axial plane (Fig. 2a). The

6 9 4 array configuration demonstrated a significant improvement in

intensity compared to the 2 9 2 array and the profile without the

metasurface. The image SNR values were as follows: birdcage

coil = 85.5, 6 9 4 array = 98.4, and 2 9 2 array = 26.43. These

results indicate that the number of units in an array is a crucial factor

in improving coil sensitivity, with greater numbers yielding better

improvements. Additionally, the location of the metasurface in the

phantom was found to be optimal when covering the phantom from

the outside. Encouragingly, no passive components or dielectric

materials were used for tuning and matching the cells in the arrays.

Our results are in agreement with the findings reported in [6], high-

lighting the importance of metasurface positioning for improving

birdcage coil performance.

Conclusions The use of metamaterials offers a promising solution for

improving the B1 field in preclinical MRI applications. The experi-

mental results presented in this study demonstrate the potential of

using flexible metasurfaces with C-shaped unit cells to improve image

quality. The results show that the number of units in the array plays a

crucial role in improving coil sensitivity, with the 6 9 4 array

offering the best improvement in B1 field and SNR. Moreover, the

location of the metasurface also affects its performance, with the best

results obtained when the metasurface is covering the phantom from

the outside. Importantly, this study shows that no passive components

or dielectric materials were used for tuning and matching the cells in

the arrays. This easy-to-implement approach offers an alternative to

improve B1 field homogeneity and SNR in preclinical applications at

high field.
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Introduction Combining proton(1H) and sodium(23Na) imaging

offers valuable insights into neurological activities beyond anatomical

data. However, the intrinsically low sensitivity of 23Na leads to low

SNR.[1] To exploit ultra-high field benefits, we proposed a

16-channel dipole/loop array targeting simultaneous 1H/23Na acqui-

sition at 7 T. The aim of this study is to examine the coil array

performance with experimental measurements and EM simulations.

The coil was compared to market-leading commercial coils in terms

of B1
? field efficiency and the safety parameters are evaluated by

SAR10g levels.

Methods A 16-channel dipole/loop array was designed and con-

structed for 1H/23Na 7 T MRI. The array comprised 8 Tx/Rx centre-

shortened 1H dipole antennas(230 mm 9 15 mm) with each dipole
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etched from 35 lm copper on a FR-4 substrate[2] and 8 Tx/Rx 23Na

surface loops(25 cm 9 15 cm) distributed symmetrically around a

cylinder(d = 30 cm). In-house tuned baluns were integrated along the

feeding coaxial cable to reduce coupling. Additionally, optimised

overlapping and LC traps were implemented on 23Na loops to

decouple between 1H/23Na (Fig. 1a) We achieved satisfying return

loss(Sii B - 15 dB, Sij B - 7 dB) with fixed-value capacitors and

hand-wounded copper-wire inductors, verified with S-matrices from

VNA (Fig. 1b).

MR data were acquired on parallel-transmit system for 1H and single-

transmit for 23Na on a 7 T MR scanner (MAGNETOM
Terra,Siemens,Germany) with a spherical phan-

tom(d = 15 cm,125 mmol NaCl) (Fig. 1c) The B1
? maps for 1H array

were assessed with 3D actual-flip-angle AFI sequence (TR = 200 ms,

4.4 9 4.4 9 4 mm3, FA = 60 deg,1 average)[3]. For 23Na elements,

B1
? maps were calculated with the double-angle method[4] on middle

axial slices acquired by 2D GRE sequences (TR/TE = 150/

1.92 ms,FA = 45/90 deg, 6.6 9 6.6 9 25.0 mm3, 32 averages,

BW = 600 Hz/pixel). We performed the same acquisitions and cal-

culated the average B1
? for 1H/23Na Rapid coil and 1Tx Nova coil to

compare efficiencies.

Electromagnetic field simulations were performed using a finite-dif-

ference time-domain(FDTD) simulation software(Sim4life 7.0, ZMT,
Switzerland; Optenni Lab 5.2, Optenni Ltd, Finland). The centre-

shortened dipoles were modelled with the FR-4 substrate(er = 4) and

dipole legs as lossy metal(r = 5.8e7 S/m). The magnet bore and 23Na

loop array were added to the simulation model and defined as perfect

electric conductor (PEC). Two simulation setups were conducted: a

central spherical phantom and a brain-focused Duke adult human

model (Fig. 1d) Q matrices[5] were computed for 10 g tissue mass-

average and SAR10g was calculated for adult head. Virtual observa-

tion points(VOPs) were derived from Q matrices calculations, and

maximal SAR10g values were computed for 150 k random RF shim

sets.

Results For our in-house built 16ch dipole/loop array, experimental

measurements and EM simulations exhibit similar field patterns and

comparable B1
? magnitudes(Fig. 2). An overall 50% and 20% B1

?

gain was reported comparing our 8ch 1H dipole array to the 1H ele-

ments of 1H/23Na Rapid coil and 1Tx Nova coil, respectively. VNA

measurements indicated a high Q-factor ratio of 330/35(unloaded/

loaded) for 23Na loop array and a 38% overall B1
? gain was reported

from MR measurements comparing to the 1H/23Na Rapid coil in CP

mode (Fig. 3). Similar B1
? to the phantom results was reported in EM

simulations with Duke head model with peak SAR10g at 0.5W/kg for
1H and 0.55W/kg for 23Na ( Fig. 4a, b) The distribution over 150 K

RF shims indicated 95% of the computed SAR10g,max values are

below 0.55W/kg for 1H and below 0.8W/kg for 23Na (Fig. 4c).

Discussion The 16ch dipole/loop array showed consistent B1
? maps

from measurements and simulations. The coil array exhibited robust

performance in subsequent 1H and 23Na imaging with considerable

B1
? gain compared to market-leading commercial coils. Maximum

SAR10g for both 8ch arrays are comparable to those of the commercial

coils, and the worst case SAR10g computed with 150 K random RF

shims remains compliant with the relevant safety limits(i.e. head SAR

limit as 3.2 W/Kg). SNR quantification and in-vivo data will be

acquired for further assessment.

Conclusion In this work, we have presented the initial phantom

imaging results to characterise a custom-built 16ch dipole/loop array

for 7 T MRI. The coil demonstrated great potential for high-signal
23Na imaging with improved performance in 1H elements than 1H-

only arrays, making one unified examination sufficient. EM simula-

tion results aligned with experimental measurements and established

safe RF power limits for in vivo studies. Future development would

enable simultaneous 1H/23Na imaging to benefit patient diagnosis.
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Introduction Recently, the SCC captivated the interest of the MRI

community as a flexible surface element, providing similar transmit

efficiency and SAR of a loop coil, with intrinsic decoupling charac-

teristics—i.e. lower S21 than a loop in most of the 2-element array

configurations relevant to MRI [1][2]. In a previous work, we

expressed the mutual impedance as a function of electric and mag-

netic coupling, and we demonstrated that SCC show less magnitude

of electric and magnetic coupling than a loop, thus resulting in lower

value of the open circuit voltage per Ampere of current [3]. Aim of

this work is to provide a general relationship between the mutual

impedance of the unmatched coils and the S21 parameter of matched

coils, and approximate it to analyze coupling mechanisms of loops

and SCC.

Methods For a tuned and matched 2-port network, S21 = a*V2, where

V2 is the induced voltage on a matched load at port 2, and a = 1/

V1 = const only depends on excitation and reference impedance and

can be neglected. If network is tuned and matched at frequency f0
then |V2(f0)|� k = sqrt(Re{Ztune(f0)}/(Re{Zin(f0)}*|Ztune(f0) ?

Z22(f0)|^2)) *|Z21(f0)| (Eq. 1).

Where Ztune is the equivalent impedance of the tuning and matching

network as seen from port 2, Zij (i,j = 1,2) are Z parameters at the

input of the coil, Zin = Z11 - (Z12.*Z21)/(Ztune ? Z22). If LC net-

works are used for tuning and matching then Ztune = Zout*, where

Zout = Z22 - (Z12*Z21)/(Ztune ? Z11) (same circuits were used at

both ports). When coupling is weak Zout * Z22, Zin * Z11 leading to

a coupling coefficient kweak =|Z21|/sqrt( Re{Z11}*Re{Z22}) (Eq. 2).

A simulation software (CST Studio Suite 2023) was used to compute

the Z-matrix of three 2-coil arrays—one of SCC, two of loops

(Fig. 1)—in different geometrical configurations, (50%, 30%,10%

overlap, 1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm distance with adjacent coplanar ele-

ments), at 1.2 cm distance from a square phantom e = 78 s = 0.6

S/m. Coils were tuned and matched at 300 MHz using an internal

tool, the resulting tuning and matching circuits were identical on both

ports. The value of S21 computed by the software was compared with

k. The value of Z22 was compared with Zout to distinguish strong

coupling and weak coupling regions. Ratios between |Z21|, Re{Z11},

and Re{Z22} of different coils were used to explain different values

of S21.

Results Figure 2 shows the normalized difference between Zout and

Z22. Differece between Zout and Z22 was high when coils were 50%

overlapped (strong coupling). Zout * Z22 in other configurations

(weak coupling).

Figure 3 shows k, S21, and correlation between S21 and k. S21 was

lower for SCC, but comparable with loops in all the geometrical

configurations. 1 mm loops provided lower S21 than 2.5 mm loops

when overlapped, while 2.5 mm loops showed an advantage in

adjacent configuration.

Figure 4 shows ratios between |Z21|, Re{Z11}, and Re{Z22} of

different coils. All the parameters |Z21|, Re{Z11} and Re{Z22} were

significantly lower for SCC, and the ratios between self impedances

of loops was almost constant (* 10% higher self impedance for

2.5 mm loops). The ratio between of loops instead crossed 1 when

coils switched from overlap to adjacent.

Discussion When coupling was strong, the contribution of

backscattering to the input impedance could not be neglected, and

Eq. 2 was not proportional to S21. In other cases, approximated

expression (2) was sufficient. Linear correlation between S21 and k

confirm that S21 = b*k with constant b. While |Z21| was orders of

magnitudes lower for SCC, this was associated with proportionally

less Re{Z11} and Re{Z22}, thus the order of magnitude of S21 was

comparable for loops and SCC. The switching behavior of S21

between loops was instead associated with a change in the mutual

impedance with constant Re{Z11} and Re{Z22} ratios.

Conclusion In general, lower S21 is achieved by decreasing |Z21|

with constant or higher values of input impedances at the port.

Equations (1) or (2) can be used to rescale the mutual impedance

depending on weak or strong coupling. While |Z21| was order of

magnitudes lower for SCC, this was associated with proportionally

less value of Re{Z11} and Re{Z22}, thus resulting in comparable

S21 for the proposed designs of loops and SCC. In a future study, we

will analyze how this result translates in terms of electric coupling,

magnetic coupling, SAR and B1?. Changing wire diameter caused

opposite effects when coils were overlapped or adjacent: this suggests

that coupling behavior of a SCC cannot be imitated using straight

wires. The theoretical expressions reported in this study confirm

results on decoupling reported in literature, with the additional value

of providing a connection between S21 and individual contributions

of electric and magnetic coupling, thus paving the way to the design

of optimized arrays for parallel imaging.
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Synopsis A multi-loop coil (MLC) is composed of small loops in

series and can improve the SNR as compared to a single loop coil

(SLC), but at the cost of an inhomogeneous magnetic field and noise

correlation between loops. To overcome this, we have investigated

4-loop MLCs with different overlap level between loops, experi-

mentally and by simulation to evaluate Q-factors and B1
-

homogeneity.

Introduction The development of high-density coil arrays in MRI, to

achieve both a high SNR and a large FOV1, gives rise to increased

complexity with respect to mutual decoupling as well as electronic

circuitry required for array interfacing. To overcome this, a novel coil

concept referred to as the multi-loop coil (MLC) was recently intro-

duced2, where the coil is composed of small loops, similarly to arrays

but operated in series. MLCs were shown to improve the SNR at

moderate distance inside the sample and could advantageously

replace SLCs or coil-elements of arrays. However, in a preliminary

study, it has been highlighted that the magnetic field is inhomoge-

neous near the MLC conductors and that noise correlation effect may

occur between loops. This work investigates novel MLCs design for

7 T MRI using variable overlap between the loops of the MLC to

reduce the RF field, B1
-, inhomogeneity and noise correlation effect.

Materials and methods MLC design MLCs composed of 4 loops

(outer diameter of 31 mm, conductor width of 1 mm) were investi-

gated. The distance between diagonal-loop centers, d, was varied

from 7 to 40 mm (3 mm step) and from 40 to 60 mm (5 mm step)

resulting in a total of 16 MLCs. Figure 1 illustrates the 3 overlap

configurations: loops non-overlapped (Fig. 1a), nearest loops over-

lapped (Fig. 1b) and all loops overlapped (Fig. 1c).

3D EM simulations Fullwave electromagnetic simulations were

performed (Remcom XFdtd 7.8) in combination with circuit co-

simulation3,4. A box-shaped phantom was used as load

(200 9 200x120 mm3, r = 0.7 S/m, er = 75). Coils were tuned and

matched at the Larmor frequency, and loaded Q-factors were

extracted from S-parameters. B1
- was evaluated and used to calculate

a homogeneity factor, H-factor = (1 - StdDev/Mean), quantified

over a circular ROI having the same diameter than the equivalent

SLCs used for comparison.

Experimental measurements Measurements were conducted using

MLCs made from standard printed circuit board (PCB). For all MLCs,

4 fix distributed capacitors and a variable one were used to tune the

MLCs. Loaded Q-factors were measured when MLCs were placed on

a rectangular phantom (280 9 190 9 135 mm3) filled with a saline

solution (r = 0.7 S/m, er = 75). Measurements were done using a

network analyzer and the single-loop probe method5.

Results The loaded Q-factors, are displayed in Fig. 2. While a factor

1.6 between simulated and measured values can be observed, the

tendency of the two curves is similar: When none of the loops

overlap, the Q-factor decreases when d decreases. For adjacent loops

overlap, the Q-factor is almost constant. When all loops overlap each

other, the Q-factor increases when d decreases.

The H-factor values, presented in Fig. 3, show similar tendencies for

distances inside the sample of 2 mm, 4 mm and 8 mm. Among the
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simulated configuration, the MLC with d = 7 mm and with

d = 31 mm were selected because they achieved the highest H-factor
and did not exhibit signal loss areas as compared to the other overlap

configurations.

The MLCs with d = 7 mm and d = 31 mm were compared to their

equivalent SLCs covering approximately the same sensitivity area,

SLCMLC7 and SLCMLC31 respectively. The B1
- maps, displayed in

Fig. 2, indicate that the two MLCs achieve higher B1
- amplitude than

their corresponding SLCs. The loaded Q-factor of the MLC with

d = 31 mm, equal to 15, is higher than the one of its equivalent

SLCMLC31 equal to 9.7. The MLC with d = 7 mm and its equivalent

SLCMLC7 have comparable loaded Q values, equal to 22 and 23

respectively. The H-factor of the SLCs, displayed in Fig. 3, were

found to upper than their corresponding MLCs.

Discussion The present study shows that overlapping the loops of an

MLC can achieve a more intense B1
- than an equivalent SLC,

together with higher loaded Q-factors. However, these improvements

are counterbalanced by a reduced homogeneity achieved by the

MLCs. Compared to the non-overlapped case, overlapping the loops

improves the homogeneity with a moderate impact on the B1
-

amplitude and the loaded Q-factor. MLC with overlapped loops offers

additional degree of freedom for coil design. Adding more loops and/

or using other placement strategies, are work in progress to improve

the image homogeneity and increase the benefit of the MC principle.
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Background/Introduction Field-Cycling Imaging (FCI) is a novel

low-field magnetic resonance technique where the external magnetic

field, B0, is deliberately and stepwise decreased during the imaging

sequence. Varying B0 allows the spectrum of the spin–lattice relax-

ation time T1 to be probed as a function of magnetic field, known as

T1 dispersion. Our research team have previously shown that T1

dispersion has new diagnostic potential in ischaemic stroke and breast

cancer without the need for exogeneous contrast agents using a home-

built FCI scanner with a maximum field strength of 0.2 T. Our pre-

vious work made use of transceiver coils, however these are

impractical for thoracic applications which typical employ larger

receive-only arrays. Although common at high field, array technology

has had little development in the low field regime below 20 MHz. In

this work we describe the construction of a six-channel anterior–

posterior torso array and present the first in-vivo FCI cardiac images

and T1 dispersion from healthy volunteers.

Methods Both the anterior and posterior coils of the array were

constructed with three elements [each element made of a 2-turn

160 mm loops wound from high-frequency 1699 9 0.020 litz wire

(Elektrisola Co., Reichshof-Eckenhagen, Germany)] and arranged in

a ’’Venn Diagram‘‘ configuration with a 40 mm overlap (Fig. 1) to

provide a degree of passive geometric decoupling. Additional

decoupling and transmit protection was achieved by impedance

matching through a lattice-balun to custom built low impedance

preamplifiers (WMA08HA-WanTcom Inc., Chanhassen, MN, USA).
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The lateral inter-element and axial inter-element coupling figures and

Q factors were measured using a vector network analyser (Rhode and

Schwarz Co. Munich, Germany).

As a proof of concept, we then used the torso array to collect full left

ventricular coverage, short-axis cardiac images (Fig. 2) from n = 20

healthy volunteers with scan parameters: slice thickness = 15 mm,

slice gap = 2 mm, in-plane resolution = 5.75 mm, FOV = 460 mm,

bandwidth = 33 kHz, TE = 22 ms with spin-echo readout. Images

were collected ats four predefined field strengths (200 mT, 20 mT, 2

mT, 200 lT from which T1 dispersion information was derived for

healthy left ventricular myocardium. Data is shown as mean ± SD.

Results After localisation, the left ventricle was readily visible in all

volunteer FCI images. The derived mean T1 dispersion values were

0.2 T: 215 ms ± 88, 0.02 T: 149 ms ± 42, 0.002 T: 36 ms ± 19.1,

0.0002 T: 32 ms ± 14. Repeat T1 dispersion measurements show

good reproducibility (Fig. 3). Our results are in keeping with T1

dispersion measurements observed in skeletal muscle.

Conclusions We built a six-channel torso array coil for imaging at

0.2 T and below, and demonstrated the first in-man field-cycling

cardiac imaging with T1 dispersion values of healthy human myo-

cardium. This paves the way for exploring new applications of field-

cycling imaging in cardiovascular disease. P101.

Portable MRI indoors, outdoors and at home
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Introduction Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an essential tool

for the diagnosis and treatment of numerous health conditions.

However, its use is limited to a small fraction of potential patients due

to its high cost and lack of portability. Low-field (\ 0.3 T) cheap and

light MRI systems are starting to become a valuable complement to

standard MRI [1,2]. The main penalty to pay for operating in this

regime is a significant loss in signal to noise ratio (SNR) and spatial

resolution. Nevertheless, the diagnostic value of the resulting recon-

structions is not necessarily compromised; for example, contrast-to-

noise ratio (CNR) is less strongly dependent on field strength, and it is

a more relevant metric for diagnosis than SNR [3].

Here we present a light, small footprint, low-field extremity MRI

scanner with which we have taken in vivo images outside the con-

trolled environment provided by medical facilities, so as to

demonstrate the true portability of the system and benchmark its

performance in various relevant scenarios, including a patient’s home

[1]. Altogether, this work paves the way towards highly accessible

MRI under circumstances previously unrealistic.

Methods The system is an extremity MRI scanner based on a

yokeless Halbach magnet, inspired on a previous system by LUMC

[4]. The Halbach cylinder magnet (Fig. 1a) includes almost 4600 N48

NdFeB cubes of side 12 mm to generate B0 & 72 mT at the field of

view, and another & 1100 N42 smaller cubes (64 mm3) to shim the
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inhomogeneity from& 15,700 down to& 3100 ppm over a spherical

volume of 20 cm in diameter. The gradient coil geometry (Fig. 1b) is

optimized with conventional target-field methods and is capable of at

least 24 mT/m along any direction. For the RF system, we used a Tx/

Rx solenoid coil (Fig. 1c) tuned and impedance-matched to the proton

Larmor frequency (& 3 MHz). The control electronics is based on

MaRCoS, an open-source, high-performance Magnetic Resonance

Control System [5]. Finally, we have mounted the complete system

on a wheeled structure of width 70 cm (Fig. 1d), with an overall

weight & 250 kg and component cost\ 50 k€. The scanner runs

from a standard wall power outlet. These characteristics are key to

portability.

To demonstrate the true portability of the system and benchmark its

performance in various relevant scenarios, we have acquired images

of a volunteer’s knee in: (a) an MRI physics laboratory; (b) an office

room; (c) outside a campus building, connected to a nearby power

outlet; (d) in open air, powered from a small fuel-based generator; and

(e) at the volunteer’s home (Fig. 2). These images were all acquired

on the right knee of the same volunteer with the same parameters: T1-

weighted 3D-RARE sequence, with FoV = 180 9 200 9 200 mm3,

a resolution of 1.2 9 2 9 10 mm3, ETL = 5, TE = 20 ms, TR =

200 ms, BW = 37.5 kHz, and 9 averages for a total scan time of

12 min. To compare image quality, we estimate the SNR of each

image (Fig. 2 right) calculating the signal strength as the average

voxel brightness in a region of the femur (red boxes), and the noise as

the average voxel brightness in the background (white boxes).

Results Despite small differences in SNR, the main anatomical fea-

tures and different tissues remain clearly identifiable across all

acquisitions (Fig. 2 right), demonstrating the true system portability

with the world-first MRI images of patients outdoors and even inside

their house.

Furthermore, the volunteer carries a fixation metallic implant screwed

to the femur, which leads to strong artifacts in standard clinical sys-

tems but appears sharp in our low-field acquisitions (Fig. 3).

Discussion/Conclusion We have characterized the performance of a

truly portable, low-cost and easy to maintain and install MRI scanner.

These devices pave the way to expanding MRI applications to home

and hospice care, small clinics, rural areas, NGO camps, etc., making

MRI available to a large fraction of the world’s population with no or

insufficient access.
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Introduction MaRCoS (MAgnetic Resonance COntrol System) [1],

[2] is an open-source electronic control system for low field MRI that

provides high performance at a reduced cost (\ 2 k€). The core of

MaRCoS is the Red Pitaya SDRLab 122–16, which has two RF

analog inputs and outputs, multiple digital outputs, and can control

either a GPA-FHDO [3] or an OCRA1 [4] for gradient pulse gener-

ation. Pulse sequences can be designed and executed directly with

MaRCoS via user-defined scripts with numpy arrays [5].

In this work, we present a new plugin module for the GPA-FHDO to

control external analog gradient amplifiers and we introduce a new

graphical user interface (GUI) [6] designed to facilitate the interaction

between users and MaRCoS.

Methods Figure 1 shows pictures of a MaRCoS setup. It contains the

SDRLab board, the adapter to connect the SDRLab to the GPA-

FHDO, the GPA-FHDO itself, and the newly-developed Bipolar

module. The latter is an add-on outputting four low voltage (? -12 V)

waveforms that can be fed into external analog gradient amplifiers.

This module can be plugged directly on top of the GPA-FHDO.

The GUI is written in Python with PyQt5. The resulting data and

images are visualized with the pyqtgraph library modified to provide

specific functionalities, like selecting the size or angle of the field of

view for the acquisitions. Figure 2 illustrates the basic workflow of

the GUI. Once it is connected to the MaRCoS server, a sniffer module

continuously checks for pending tasks in a waiting list. These tasks

can be pulse sequences for calibration or imaging. If a pulse sequence

is in the waiting list, it is executed, and the results are saved. Two

methods are called by the sniffer: sequenceRun and sequenceAnalysis.
The sequenceRun method defines the experiment according to the

selected sequence and input parameters, including the specific

waveforms for gradients, radiofrequency, and acquisition windows,

which are then saved into the MaRCoS server. Next, the experiment is

run, and the code waits until data is acquired. Finally, the se-
quenceAnalysis method operates on the acquired data to fill k-space,

reconstruct the image, and save the results.

Results Figure 3 shows a waveform generated with MaRCoS mea-

sured with an oscilloscope at the output of the Bipolar module. The

waveform generated corresponds to a Pointwise Encoding Time

Reduction with Radial Acquisition (PETRA) sequence, typically used

for hard tissue imaging.

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the ’’session‘‘ interface (left) and main

window (right). In the session interface, users can input information

about the scanned patient or sample. This metadata is later saved in

the DICOM file generated once the images are acquired. In the main

window, users interact with the sequences and results. It includes a

menu bar and toolbars for interacting with the MaRCoS server, run-

ning calibrations, visualizing or executing pulse sequences, saving or

loading input parameters, and creating or deleting protocols. Addi-

tionally, there is a space to show previously executed or pending

sequences and the parameters used in those sequences.

Discussion MaRCoS is used in a variety of low-field settings in

different laboratories. With the new Bipolar module, high current

waveforms can be produced with an external amplifier, no longer

bound by the approximately 10 A limit of the original GPA-FHDO

design. For instance, in several low-field systems ranging between 70

and 260 mT in Valencia, we switch between OCRA1 and the GPA-

FHDO. This is convenient because the latter is fully open-sourced.

The GUI contains sequences for imaging like RARE, GRE or

PETRA, as well as sequences for calibration like Rabi flops, shim-

ming, Larmor frequency and others. From the GUI we can also run

autocalibration sequences. To this end, we set the field of view

directly from a scout image, we select the region of interest, we show

the mean value and standard deviations to get a quick estimation of

the signal-to-noise ratio, and we develop protocols to generate stan-

dardized sets of images from different sequences to make the GUI

accessible to non-expert users. Additional sequences such as balanced

steady state free precession, or echo planar imaging, as well as new

sampling trajectories beyond Cartesian trajectories, will eventually

enrich the possibilities offered by the GUI.

Conclusion In this work we show the latest updates of the MaRCoS

project, including the new Bipolar plugin module to control external

analog gradient amplifiers, and a GUI to easily interact with MaR-

CoS, run pulse sequences and visualize the results.
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Introduction Patient motion during MR examinations leads to

motion artifacts, which is why several motion detection and correc-

tion strategies have been developed. Camera-based tracking with

markers shows promising results but is hardly, as markers pose a

burden in clinical routine [1][3]. Especially pediatric scans are chal-

lenging because the patients cannot be considered cooperative [2].

This abstract presents an external head tracking method based on a

monocular camera setup neither with markers nor structured light.

The missing depth information is supplemented via a head model.

The algorithm is tested with a child-size doll head.

Methods Facial landmarks are identified in the camera images with

FacemarkLBF trained for a doll head with ten landmarks [4]. No

landmarks within the eyes are used because pediatric patients often

sleep. The landmark position change is tracked by combining sparse

optical flow and re-calculating the landmark positions for each

camera frame.

Since no depth information is available, geometric constraints are

required to estimate the head position. The head model consists of 3D

coordinates of the previously determined 2D landmarks. To reduce

the head model-dependent error, the model is adjusted to the doll head

used. The head position is determined as a translation vector and

Euler angles by minimizing the re-projection error of the transfor-

mation between the 2D camera image and the 3D coordinates. The

change between two consecutive frames is calculated. The coordinate

system used is shown in Fig. 1.

A doll head was placed below a calibrated MR-compatible camera to

test the algorithm. To estimate the tracking noise, the still doll head is

tracked for * 6 min. To analyze whether the tracking is suitable for

MR applications, the excerpt of the noise shown in Fig. 4 (a) and

(b) is fed into the MR motion artifact simulation toolchain ’’retro-

MoCoBox‘‘ from Gallichan [5]. Furthermore, the tracking error is

analyzed by manually moving the doll’’s head along different axes.

Results Figure 2 shows the landmark detection result and a visual-

ization of the Euler angles.

Figure 3 shows histograms of the noise data for each axis. The mean

and standard deviation are noted in the caption. The histogram of the

x-axis shows two side peaks. This can be explained by the more

concise structures in the x direction in a face. The deviation of the in-

plane rotation hz is much smaller than the similar out-off-plane

rotational axes.

Figure 4 (d) shows the resulting motion corruption caused by the

noise of the tracking system. When the figure is compared to Fig. 4

(c) qualitatively, blurred edges are visible.

The doll head was shifted ten times along each axis and angle. The

results (expected, mean, standard deviation) are:ex = 10 mm, mx =

9.56 mm, rx = 1.3 mm,ey = 10 mm, my = 9.81 mm, ry = 1.21

mm,ez = 5 mm, mz = 5.55 mm, rz = 0.67 mm,ehy = 5�, mhy =

5.12�, rhy = 1.2�,ehz = 10�, mhz = 9.37�, and rhz = 1.44�.
Discussion The standard deviation is comparable to other markerless

tracking in the literature [7]. The comparison is difficult due to var-

ious differences: human vs. doll, the head model used and the distance

to the camera. The large uncertainty in the tracking probably results

from an uncertain ground truth due to manual movement. A big

competitor is marker-based tracking which achieves accuracies

of * 0.01 mm, respectively * 0.01�[3]. Since the tracking system‘‘s

accuracy should be at least fives time higher than the MR image

resolution, the shown markerless tracking does not seem suitable for

high-fidelity or high resolution motion correction[3].

Conclusion The abstract shows that tracking a head with a monocular

camera setup works but is limited in accuracy compared to marker-

based tracking. It may be used for motion detection.
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rigid body transformation network with self-
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Introduction Traditional reconstruction pipeline of PROPELLER

performs several steps such as motion detection, motion correction,

phase correction, intensity compensation, and blade combination.

Although several step can be performed simultaneously through

model-based framework [2] and advance constrained reconstruction

[3–5], an efficient motion detection is still sought. In this work, we

proposed a rapid technique to detect motions among blade images by

implementing rigid-body transformation network (Motion-Net) with

no need ground truth data.

Methods Discrete single-blade signal model: A single-blade signal

measured during readout m [ [1 M] of phase encoding line n [ [1 N]

can be modeled as: (see Eq. 1 in Fig. 1).where p [ [1 P] and q [ [1 Q]

are pixel indices. u is the complex-valued target image, kx,a and ky,a
are the k-space coordinates in the readout and phase-encoding

dimensions associated with blade angle a [ [1 Na]. sc is the sensi-

tivity profile for coil c [ [1 C], and e is white Gaussian noise.

Defining S = [diag{S1},…,diag{Sc}].
T, Eq. (1) abstracts to: (see

Eq. 2 in Fig. 1)

Where Fa [ CMNxPQ is either fully or under-sampled discrete Fourier

transform (or NUFFT-II) [6] and � is Kronecker’’s product.

Motion signal model: to describe rigid-body motion specific to

acquired blade data, Eq. 2 can be modified as: (see Eq. 3 in Fig. 1).

Operator XU rotates u with angle U. Parameters tx and ty are trans-

lations along x and y, respectively.

Network design: In Fig. 2, the LocalizationNet [7] takes the input single
blade (coil combined) image H 9 W 9 Cwith widthW = 256, height

H = 256 and channel C = 1. The outputs K 9 C is parameters of the

transformation. In this work, K is 4 which was arranged into rigid-body

transformation matrix as: (see Eq. 4 in Fig. 1).

Note that first blade image is untouched by Localization Net and kept

as a reference. Other blade images were transformed to new coordi-

nates (i.e., [xnew ynew]
T = Th[x y]T).
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Self-Information Loss: First blade image was referred to as ‘‘ytrue’’.

The rest were average and referred to as ‘‘ypredict’’. Normalized Root

Mean Squares Error (NRMSE) loss was performed as: (see Eq. 5 in

Fig. 1).

Deep Learning Implementation: The model was implemented in

Tensorflow [8] and trained by minimizing the NRMSE loss between

the predicted and ground truth using the Adam optimizer [9] with a

learning rate of 1 9 10–4 and batch size of 8, running on NVIDIA

Tesla P100 with 16 GB GPU.

Data acquisition and preparation: In-vivo experiments were per-

formed on 1.5 T clinical MRI (Ingenia; Philips, Best, the

Netherlands) equipped with a 12-channel receiver head coil). 22

healthy volunteers were scanned after informed consent according to

institutional review board-approved (IRB) protocol. Cartesian fully

sampled T2W and T2-FLAIR (matrix: 256 9 256, 25 slices) were

acquired. Equation 3 was applied to create motion corrupted data.

2X-oversampled type-II NUFFT with a width J = 5 Kaiser-Bessel

kernel was used. The assigned blade number and ETL were 10 and

48, respectively. The ranges of translations in x,y and rotation U were

[- 5 5] pixels, [- 5 5] pixels, and [- 10 – 10] degrees, respectively.

3200, 800 slices of simulated motion data (from 20 volunteers) were

used for training, validating, respectively. 50 slices from 2 volunteers

were use for testing.

Results The model can detect motion parameters about 0.03 s/blade.

In Fig. 3A, mean of residual translation in x-direction and rotation

parameters are less than 1 mm. and 1 degree for all blades of T2W.

There are only two blades that residual translations in y-direction are

slightly higher than 1 mm. In Fig. 1B, it is similar trend in (3A). Mean

of residual motion parameters of seven blades are less than 1 mm. and

1 degree. The rest are only slightly higher than 1 mm. and 1 degree.

In Fig. 4A, B, the motion corrupted images appear very blurry, while

the motion corrected images appear much improved from visual

inspection. Their NRMSE values are lower than those of non-cor-

rected images (4C and 4D). Note that the motion correction was

performed by updating k-space trajectory using predicted rotation

parameters. The translation was performed through Fourier shift

theorem.

Discussion The proposed Motion-Net nicely performed in detecting

rigid-body motion parameters from simulated 2D propeller T2W and

FLAIR data. However, some residual motion parameters (1–2 mm

and degree) slightly degraded the reconstructed images (about 17% of

NRMSE). In this work, we investigated only fully sampled data with

48 ETL/blade. The under-sampled data with different ETL should be

investigated further. Main reconstruction pipeline may be unrolled

[10–11] with including Motion-Net to speed up the propeller recon-

struction. Finally, large number of training data would enhance the

performance of the network even further.

(see Fig. 1).
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Fast procedure for routine quality assurance

of prospective motion correction during in vivo

scanning: A pilot study
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Department of Neurophysics, Leipzig, Germany;
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Introduction Prospective motion correction (PMC) has been shown

to reduce artifacts at their source with the potential to impact clinical

routine1. Typically, movement of the imaged object is tracked and

passed to the MR pulse sequence to update the imaging FOV. For

external systems such as optical PMC motion is tracked by means of a

marker attached to the object; the model relating the scanner FOV and

the image object position and orientation relies on accurate knowl-

edge of the transforms (cross-calibration) between the multiple

frames of reference, and on the rigid-body assumption.

Practically, degraded cross-calibrations or poor marker attachment

results in PMC corrupting recorded data beyond repair2. We offer a

procedure for human brain imaging which identifies a subset of PMC

errors before starting the main imaging scans, can be integrated into

routine scanning, and can be used for PMC QA.

Methods Twenty participants undergoing lengthy (* 17 min)

whole-brain 3D GRE imaging requiring PMC (Kineticor, USA) on a

3 T Connectom scanner (Siemens, Germany) were instructed at the

conclusion of the session to comfortably turn their head to the left and

hold for a brief low-resolution 3D dual-echo GRE scan (2 mm iso-

tropic, 30 s), then to the right for an identical second 3D GRE. The

PMC system was configured to apply corrections during the second

scan with reference to the initial position of the first (perfect PMC

performance would result in both images being in complete align-

ment). Other parameters: TR 8.6 s, TE1/TE2 2.36/4.66 ms, FA 12�,
matrix size 128 9 112x88, GRAPPA 2 9 2. Participants wore a

bespoke mouthpiece moulded to the front teeth with an attached

tracking marker3.

In post-processing, the first echoes of both 2 mm volumes were skull-

stripped with FSL’s BET4 before affine 3D 6-DOF registration with

FLIRT5. A scalar quality metric (QM) was defined as the geometric

mean of the transformation matrix‘‘s six translations (in mm) and

rotations (in degrees), normalized by the geometric mean of the

measured rotation and multiplied by 100. Note that weighting rota-

tions/translations identically is the same as assuming a rotational

radius of 5.7 cm for areas in the periphery of the brain—reasonable

considering typical head sizes6.

For external validation we calculated previously-validated motion

metrics, specifically average edge strength (AES)2 and the standard

deviation of R2
* 7, for a 1 mm resolution T1-weighted multiecho 3D

GRE volume PMC-corrected in the same session (TR 25 ms, 8

equispaced echoes TE 2.36.0.18.46 ms, FA 21�, TA 16:30 min).

Results Initial testing after the PMC system sat unused in 2020

revealed corrupted images (Fig. 1), high registration errors

(* 20 mm) and high QM (first two participants QM = 634, 609).

Subsequent investigation determined dust on the reference marker led

to a false scanner-camera transform (cross-calibration). After marker

cleaning and recalibration, registration errors were typically\ 1 mm

and QM\ 6. Figure 2 shows scatter plots of QM against AES and R2
*

SD, which demonstrate that QM could well differentiate between

normal and erroneous calibrations, predicting the pronounced drops in

image quality.

Discussion The proposed QA procedure successfully detected major

failures in cross-calibration. Sharp drops in image quality were pre-

dicted by QM due to the PMC failure but not smaller differences

observed with a well-performing PMC system, since they are driven

by noise sources not correctable by PMC. The procedure requires ca.

1 min of scanning and results can be analysed in\ 1 min. Thus, the

procedure could also be used each session for rapid performance

assessment and correction of potential issues.

It provides an alternative to more-complex phantom-based routine

QA. The cross-calibration error could also be determined retrospec-

tively and corrected for using autofocusing2. Improper marker

attachment causes a violation of the rigid-body assumption, but the

degree to which this impacts the QM is unknown. There are several

other limitations. During the normalization process, errors in the

rotational aspect of the cross-calibration transform are expected to

lead to smaller errors in measured voluntary rotation8. Geometric

distortion could be addressed by limiting the analysis to the central

voxels.

Conclusion A rapid and relatively simple QA procedure determines

the performance of the PMC setup. It promises pre-scan quality

control to address potential issues. After further study, it could

become a reliable indicator to track system calibration accuracy over

time.
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Predicting image quality from k-space aware motion

detection

L. Bartsch1,2, S. Röll1, O. Speck2

1Neoscan Solutions GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany;
2Otto von Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany

Introduction Patient motion in MR is ubiquitous, and many MR

examinations contain significant motion artifacts [1]. However, cor-

rection and detection strategies are hardly available in daily clinical

routines [3]. The lack of availability is particularly problematic for

pediatric MR, where the patients cannot be considered cooperative

[2]. This abstract proposes a live image quality prediction considering

the k-space position and head motion tracking. Such a motion

detection is an intermediate step between the advanced motion cor-

rection techniques used in research and the absence of motion

detection in clinics.

Methods The MR image quality is influenced by the k-space position

at which motion takes place. To simplify the description, a 2D

Cartesian k-space sampling is presumed. Since the read direction is

acquired fast compared to the camera’s sampling rate, the k-space

trajectory can be specified as a list of relative line indexes. The MRI

scanner provides the current position lrel to the detection software. As

shown in Fig. 1, the trajectory is stored.

A camera-based head tracking provides the position change m(t’’) in

6� of freedom between consecutive camera frames. m(t‘‘)at the time t’

is stored in the motion memory, as shown in Fig. 1. When using

external tracking, the time series lrel(t) and m(t’) are on different grids

but can be correlated via Unix timestamps.

All m(t’) are weighted and accumulated. The weights are derived

from motion artifact simulations with Gallichan’s ’’retroMoCoBox‘‘

[5]. A rapid translational motion of 1 mm in the x-direction in a brain

image from [6] between two specific k-space lines is simulated. For

quantification, the difference background energy (DBE) algorithm

from Maclaren [4] is used. The algorithm uses the increase of back-

ground energy of the image with and without artifacts. The simulation

is repeated for motions at different k-space lines, and so the resulting

weight function shows the dependence of DBE to the motion line.

Each m(t’) is multiplied with a corresponding weight and then

accumulated. The result is compared against a threshold.

The algorithm is tested by feeding the same motion pattern into the

motion detection algorithm and simulation toolchain. A constant

rotation across multiple k-space lines at different positions is simu-

lated. The motion patterns are shown in Fig. 3a.

Results Figure 2 shows the weight function. The same motion leads

to much more significant artifacts the closer it is to the k-space center.

In Fig. 3, the same motion with different distances to the k-space

center is simulated and shown as the blue and red case. The motion of

the blue case is farther away from the center, the artifacts are less

significant, and the motion detection algorithm returns no motion

alarm. The motion of the red case is closer to the center, the artifacts

are more significant, and motion is detected. The motion position is

the same but with different amplitudes in the cyan and green exam-

ples. The smaller motion leads to more minor artifacts and no motion

alarm (green), and the cyan case triggers a motion alarm.

Discussion The weight function shows that considering the k-space

position of motion for motion detection is suitable because the result

will be more meaningful concerning the image quality.

The weight function and hence the motion detection concept can be

generalized to 3D k-space and arbitrary trajectories. For this purpose,

the distance of each k-space point to the center can be considered. A

remaining challenge is redundant k-space sampling. A solution would

be to adapt the threshold or even the weight function depending on the

sequence.

Conclusion With real time k-space aware motion detection, a prac-

tically relevant alarm can be triggered before the sequence is

completed. Hence the acquisition may be repeated earlier or partially

to reduce motion artifacts in clinical routine.
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Impact of coil polarization on the rf-induced heating

worst-case selection of hip implants
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Introduction The electromagnetic (EM) radiation that is being uti-

lized by magnetic resonance (MR)-scanners is not considered harmful

by itself. However, a patient who uses passive metallic implants may

experience adverse effects, such as radiofrequency (RF)-induced

heating. This abstract will focus on the hazard caused by the RF-

induced heating produced by an implant. The electromagnetic field is

generated by an RF body coil. The RF body coil may have a linear

polarized (LP) or circular polarized (CP) mode, which might have an

influence on the assessment of the worst-case for multi-configuration

passive medical devices. For this reason, the polarization mode

should be specified in the MR safety label [1]. Currently, 1.5 T MR

systems use the circular polarization [2]. However, the linear polar-

ization mode is often used for laboratory RF-coils. In this

contribution, the effect of linear and circular polarization on the

worst-case selection for a hip implant in a 1.5 T MR system is

investigated, in order to determine, if the difference between the

laboratory and the clinical setup may lead to different worst-case

scenarios.

Methods The EM-simulations are carried out at the frequency of

64 MHz, which is equivalent to the RF-exposure used in a Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI)-Scanners with a field strength of 1.5 T.

The simulation platform Sim4Life FDTD (Finite Difference Time

Domain) solver[3] was used to calculate the specific absorption rate

(SAR) peak value in tissue. The simulation setup was taken from the

design of the ASTM-standard F2182–19e2[4]. However, due to the

size of the implant, the phantom gel height had to be increased to

120 mm. The investigated implant was a generic hip implant. The

assembly of the implant consisted of a stem, a head, a cup liner, and a

cup. The implant was placed 2 cm from the sidewall of the phantom

and was oriented to the same orientation of the phantom. The product

matrix of the generic hip implant is shown in TAB. 1.

In order to determine the overall worst-case, the strategy described in

[5] was utilized. For this purpose, a total number of 7 simulations per

polarization mode were performed. Once all simulations had been

performed, the configuration producing the greatest peak local SAR

would then be considered as the global worst-case. This procedure

was then be repeated for the linear polarization mode.

Results The difference of the polarization mode is illustrated by the

electric field (E-field) distribution in the phantom as shown in Fig. 1.

The 14 planned simulations were performed, and the resulting peak

local SAR values were plotted over the configuration number as

shown in Fig. 2. From the simulation results, the same tendency of the

SAR peak values are shown for both polarizations. Configuration was

considered as the worst-case for both polarization modes.

Discussion During the various stages of the investigation, similar

results were produced, despite the difference in polarization. As

identical conclusions were obtained at all steps of the investigation,

the selected worst-case was identical for both polarizations. While the

different polarizations lead to different E-field distributions at the test

area in the phantom, there are differences in the exposition, particular

in the area close to the top and bottom of the phantom. As the selected

type of implant has large dimensions, they reach the areas that

experience a difference in the E-field exposure. However, these dif-

ferences do not appear to be large enough to impact the selection of

the worst-case implant.

Conclusion This study indicates that the difference of linear and

circular polarization generated by the RF coils would not cause a

different selection of worst-case for the hip implant system.

This work was solely focused on 1.5 T MR systems and was tested

for a small product matrix of a hip system. We suggest that a similar

investigation is performed for 3 T MR systems, since both MR sys-

tems are widely used. However they have a different operating

frequency, which would generate a significant difference in the RF

induced heating. In addition, different implant systems such as

femoral nails and spinal systems, may be investigated as well.
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Worst-case assessment of tissue damage due

to magnetically induced force for multi configuration

passive medical devices
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Introduction A magnetically induced displacement force on an

implant can cause hazard to a patient inside an MRI scanner. In

accordance with the current standard, the test procedure is performed

through evaluation of the experimentally measured ratio of the

magnetically induced (MI) force to the gravitational force acting on

the tested device [1]. A rational approach is generally used to select

the worst-case scenario for multi-configuration passive medical

devices by considering the largest mass and the highest permeability.

However, the geometry effects are often omitted in the analysis.

Moreover, various possible superpositions of the gravitational force

and the MI force are often neglected. This work is a subsequent study

of the tissue damage investigation due to the MI force [2]. The MI

force may cause pain to the patient due to stress in the tissue sur-

rounding the implant, which might become comparable to the hazard

due to the RF-induced heating. The stress in the biological tissue can

be concentrated at a small location which is equivalent to the tem-

perature hot spot. The calculated stress in the tissue could be used for

selecting the worst-case, as a numerical approach has been imple-

mented to evaluate the worst-case in the RF-heating. In this

contribution, a numerical framework to select the worst-case config-

uration due to the MI force is presented.

Methods The computations were performed by employing both static

and mechanic solvers of the simulation platform 3DS CST Studio

Suite 2019 (Darmstadt, Germany). The static magnetic field was

generated by a cylindrical magnet modelled by using the static solver.

The force density calculated from the interaction of the induced

magnetic field was imported as the field source of the mechanic

solver. Secondly, the implantable clip surrounded by tissue was

generated in the mechanic solver as described in Fig. 1, where a

displacement boundary was defined at the bottom of the tissue.

The scenario for this investigation is a product matrix consisting of

eight clip-configurations as given in Tab. 1. These clips are available

in two different geometries, as shown in Fig. 2, where the sharp clip

sharp has a sharper tip than the standard clip provided in two pre-

defined relatives permeabilities lr. They can be oriented into two

orientations: in parallel to the magnetic field vector B0 (horizontal)

and perpendicular to B0 (vertical). Four configurations under test

(Ctest) were selected to find the worst-case by changing the parameter

in the product matrix stepwise. First, the standard and the sharp

geometry were compared to evaluate the worst-case geometry while

by keeping the same orientation and lr. Then, the worst-case geom-

etry was selected for the following configuration to find the worst-

case orientation. Finally, the effect of lr was tested by using the

worst-case geometry and orientation.

Result The simulation results of the Ctest are summarized in Tab. 2.

The peak value of the first principal stress in the tissue was calculated

in three steps to determine the worst-case for each parameter. First,
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the sharp clip was found as the worst-case geometry by comparing

configuration 2 and 6. Secondly, the horizontal clip was obtained as

the worst-case orientation by comparing configuration 5 and 6.

Finally, lr = 500 is evaluated as the worst-case lr by comparing

configuration 6 and 8. The worst-case configuration, indicated by the

highest stress peak value, is denoted by configuration 6. Furthermore,

the stress distribution in the tissue for the worst-case configuration is

illustrated in Fig. 3, where the ’’stress hot-spot‘‘ was found at the

surrounding tips of the clip.

Discussion A stepwise simulation strategy has been performed to find

the worst-case configuration and this strategy can decrease the sim-

ulation effort (number) by a factor of 50% instead of simulating all

configurations. The sharp clip with the higher magnetic permeability

and parallel the magnetic field vector was found to generate the

highest stress in the tissue. This worst-case configuration agrees with

the rational approach. By comparing the stress to the tensile stress,

Ctest 1 to 3 were assessed to generate a displacement and may deform

the tissue.

Conclusion A framework for assessing the worst-case tissue damage

has been demonstrated by evaluating the stress in the tissue. The

worst-case scenario analyzed in the simulations confirmed the rational

approach. The next investigation will address validation of the MI-

force resulting from the simulation with the MI force measured in the

standard laboratory test.
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Introduction MRI is a non-invasive method and one of the most used

imaging methods for medical diagnosis. For optimizing the MRI

sequences and measurement protocols, there is a need of phantoms

with well-defined characteristics mimicking those of human tissues.

In order to ensure that the phantoms do not change over time due to

mould or bacterial decomposition of organic substances it is neces-

sary to add preservatives to the phantoms. A thorough examination of

the MRI-properties of these preservatives seems necessary. This

contribution reports on examinations of three preservatives of dif-

ferent material classes regarding their influence on relaxation times of

the solvent water.

Methods The following chemical substances were examined: citric

acid, sodium sulfite and sodium benzoate. The aqueous solutions used

for the experiments were manufactured with demineralised water and

the preservatives.

The concentration of each preservative was varied between 0 and 3%

and for citric acid additionally between 5 and 20%. Each concen-

tration was prepared in a sample tube (50 ml) and a series of

concentrations between 0 and 3% (with steps of 0.5%) was prepared

for every preservative. Afterwards the steps were adjusted for each

preservative in order to obtain more data points in the non-linear part

of the curve.

The measurements were performed using a 3.0 T MRI. For the

relaxation time T1 an inversion-recovery FSE sequence and for

assessment of T2 a Call-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill-sequence were used.

Each sample of a measurement series had the same temperature, but

this temperature differed slightly between different runs between 17.7

and 20.6 �C.
Results The measurements of the relaxation rates R2 (for 0–3%) of

the preservatives (Fig. 1) show a linear increase for R2 for rising

concentrations for each preservative in the concentration range of

0.5–3%. The highest T2 effect for the mentioned concentration range

was found for sodium benzoate with 0.016 1/s%, the smallest for

citric acid with 0.004 1/s%. Remarkably, for low concentrations of

0.0 to 0.5% a steep decay of 16.1% respectively 23.8% was found for

T2 relaxivity in citric acid and sodium sulfite. Sodium benzoate has

its maximum at 0.02% and its minimum at 0.5%.

We also examined the linear dependency for higher concentrations of

citric acid (Fig. 2). The slight offset in the data probably derives from

a difference of roughly 0.5 �C in temperature between the two mea-

surement runs. Because of the curve progression for small

concentrations, a solution with a concentration of roughly 14–16%

citric acid has the same R2 as demineralised water.

The relaxation rates R1 of citric acid and sodium benzoate are

depicted in Fig. 3. Both substances show a linear dependency with a

gradient of 0.005 1/s%. In contrast, R1 of sodium sulfite has a drop of

11.5% at 0–0.05% whereas for higher concentrations (0.05–3%) a

linear dependency of R1 on the concentration is shown with a gra-

dient of 0.007 1/s%.

Conclusion In contrast to other substances used in phantoms (like

agarose, nickel or Gd-DTPA), the preservatives show a relatively

small influence on the relaxation times. The preservatives seem to

have a linear influence on the relaxation times for concentration

between 0.5 and 3% (and higher concentrations). It is very interesting

that for very low concentrations ranging from 0.0 to 0.5% the

dependency is not linear and the relaxation rate was found even

smaller than that of pure water. As a result of the measurement data in

Fig. 2, preservative concentrations can be chosen in a way that

relaxation time T2 remain unchanged compared with pure water.

With the measurements a proper use of substances for preservation of

phantoms is intended. The tested preservatives are probably enabling

us to produce more stable and therefore more cost-efficient phantoms.

These phantoms can be built easily and can be customized to fit the

desired characteristics.
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Preliminary results of an ongoing study
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Introduction Assessment of regional blood flow in the lungs is

important for clinical diagnosis of pulmonary diseases. Arterial spin

labeling (ASL) techniques have been used for non-invasive quanti-

taive evaluation of perfusion in the lung.1,2 We recently demonstrated

that ECG triggered pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (PCASL)

with bSSFP readout provides high quality perfusion images of the

lungs in patients under free breathing condition.3 Nonetheless,

although perfusion deficits caused by acute pulmonary embolism can

be detected reliably, the perfusion signal of the parenchyma is

dependent on the individual cardiac cycle and a further increase of the

perfusion signal is helpful for the use in clinical routine. Here, we

present the first results of a new PCASL approach using multiple

ECG-triggered labeling in several preceding cardiac cycles to mea-

sure the temporal and spatial characteristics of pulmonary blood flow.

Methods Four healthy volunteers (two male) were examined on a

1.5 T MR scanner using a PCASL sequence with ECG-triggered

multiple labeling pulses and a bSSFP readout. Twenty measurements

with varying number of labeling pulses (NLs = 1, 2, 3, 4) and post

labeling delays (PLDs = 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ms) were per-

formed. The labeling plane was placed nearly perpendicular to the

pulmonary trunk (Fig. 1A) and applied during the systolic period by

ECG-triggering. A bSSFP readout was played once after series of

labeling pulses (Fig. 1B). Each measurement was performed with 8

label/control image pairs with a repetition delay of C 2 s under free

breathing condition. A proton-density weighted bSSFP image was

acquired at the start of each measurement. Depending on NL, PLD

and cardiac cycle, the measurement time was about 1–2 min. The

measurement parameters are listed in Table 1. The PCASL images

were registered non-rigidly using an optical flow-based image regis-

tration approach.4 For evaluation of the perfusion signal in the lung

parenchyma, the regions of interest (ROIs) were placed in left and

right lungs, carefully avoiding large vessels (Fig. 3A).

Results PCASL measurements of the lungs with multiple labeling

were successfully performed in all four subjects. First, the perfusion

signal of the lung parenchyma increases with increasing number of

labeling pulses for all measured PLDs: the perfusion signal at NL = 3

is approx. twice as high as the standard PCASL measurements with

NL = 1 and PLD = 1000 ms. Second, at short PLDs of 200 and

400 ms, both pulmonary arteries and lung parenchyma show high

signal. Finally, with increasing number of labelling pulses, the

parenchymal perfusion signal seems to be less sensitive to changes in

PLD. The perfusion-weighted images of one subject are shown in

Fig. 2 and corresponding signal evaluations in the parenchymal ROIs

(mean) are depicted in Fig. 3B.

Discussion Based on the preliminary results of our study, application

of multiple labeling pulse trains in several preceding cardiac cycles

significantly increase the perfusion signal in lung parenchyma and

pulmonary arteries compared with the conventional PCASL sequence

with only one labeling pulse in the previous heartbeat. The proposed

strategy could reduce the sensitivity to PLD changes and cardiac

cycle variations and further increase the robustness of the method for

future application in clinical practice.

Conclusion The ECG-triggered multiple labeling PCASL bSSFP

sequence was able to provide a significantly higher perfusion signal of

the lung parenchyma and pulmonary arteries than the commonly used

measurements with only one labeling pulse.
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Introduction: Many methods of reconstruction of electrical proper-

ties (MREPT) at the Larmor frequency in MRI have been proposed in

the last decade [1]. However, reconstruction methods based on partial

differential equations have primarily started to be studied systemati-

cally because they are easier to set up and use with common clinical

data. These last methods focus essentially on the reconstruction of

conductivity (S/m) from phase images, from which the RF component

is extracted. Another class of methods now referred to as ’’image-

based‘‘ methods proposes the direct use of complex MRI images to

reconstruct conductivity. Difficulties in obtaining reliable images and

accurate quantitative measurements include, in the case of phase or

image-based methods, strong assumptions about the curvature of the

data that depend on the geometry and position of the imaged object.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the superiority of either class

of methods by using a homogeneous phantom placed at different

locations in the MRI bore.

Methods: Phantom: Our phantom was prepared from water, with the

addition of NaCl (10 g/L) and agarose (1.5%). The reference con-

ductivity (1.43 S/m–22 �C) was measured with a dielectric

assessment kit (DAK 12, SPEAG, Zurich, Switzerland). The phantom

was placed orthogonally to the main magnetic field and coronal/axial

views were used in reconstructions. MRI: Imaging studies were

performed on a 3 T MAGNETOM Prisma (Siemens Healthcare,

Erlangen, Germany). Standard QBC was used for transmission and a

18-channel phased array torso coil was used for reception. 3D mag-

nitude and phase images for six different spatial positions (Fig. 1)

were acquired using a UTE Spiral VIBE sequence prototype (TE =

50 ls, TR = 5 ms, FA = 1�, Size = 1.5 mm). The phantom was

scanned while maintaining the same position in all spatial configu-

rations. We used the complex combination obtained using the

vendor’’s reference-based adaptive coil combine approach. MREPT:

We compared two reconstruction methods in MREPT. One based on

phase maps from UTE images [3], and the other based on the total

complex signal from the same images [4]. For each volume, we

reconstructed the conductivity for the median coronal slice as well as

for the median axial slice. A Savitzky-Golay type pre-filtering pre-

ceded each reconstruction pipeline ([5 5 5]) and a Gaussian post-

filtering (SD: 1.5) was used on generated maps. The regularization

parameters used for each method are respectively equal to 0.02 and

0.02i.

Results: From a qualitative point of view, the conductivity maps

obtained from the phase-based method (Fig. 2) show some homo-

geneity despite visible value errors on the edges of the ROI. The same

homogeneity is found for the reconstruction from the image-based

method (Fig. 3) but the conductivity has a more consistent general

visual aspect depending on the position, and there are less recon-

struction artifacts on the edges. In all cases, the axial views seem to

show more variation. The numerical comparison table (Fig. 2)

between the two methods shows the average conductivity measured
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the phantom. Overall, we observe that the reconstruction method

based on complex UTE images seems to perform slightly better in

positions far from the center of the scanner (bold values) because

values are closer to the ground truth. The results in terms of Sharpness

Index, at the bottom of the same table, also show stronger disconti-

nuities in the conductivity maps reconstructed from the phase.

Discussion: Overall, we do not observe a huge difference between the
two types of reconstruction even if the balance tilts slightly towards

image-based reconstruction. This was not self-evident despite

everything because simulation studies had shown that the assumptions

made in the phase-based methods are ‘‘stronger’’ in terms of

requirements on the shape of the data, in particular when one is away

from the center of the MRI tunnel [5]. One of the reasons why these

conclusions are moderate could be that the reconstruction of the data

by the vendor uses a correction of distortion, which naturally

homogenizes the contrast and makes sure to optimize the combination

of antennas to have an optimal signal in any what spatial position. We

nevertheless insist on the fact that the image-based methods are more

versatile in that they also allow the reconstruction of the permittivity,

which we have not discussed here.

Conclusion: We tested the capacities of two classes of reconstruction

methods in MREPT. These studies are important because they make it

possible to advance arguments on the reliability of the quantitative

estimation of the dielectric parameters in a clinical environment,

where the imaged subjects have variable and asymmetrical body

geometries.
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Introduction Detecting non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)

requires determining steatosis. Biopsy is invasive and impractical for

screening, so non-invasive methods like ultrasonography, MR imag-

ing (MRI), and MR spectroscopy (MRS) are used [1]. This study

compared histology with MR spectroscopy, MR imaging, and new

quantitative ultrasound (QUS) methods based on shear wave mea-

surement of sound speed and attenuation coefficient in 60 subjects

with biopsy-proven steatosis.
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Methods

Subjects Sixty patients with indicated liver biopsy underwent clinical

examination, including ultrasound and MR examinations. The

experimental protocol was approved by the local ethics committees.

All subjects provided their written informed consent prior to partic-

ipation in the study.

Ultrasound We used an ultrasound machine SuperSonic� MACHTM

30 ultrasound system (Hologic, USA) with new QUS techniques [2]

for the measurement of sound speed (SSp.PLUS; [m/s]) and attenu-

ation coefficient (Att.PLUS; [dB/cm/MHz]). We followed WFUMB

and EFSUMB guidelines [3] while scanning the right liver lobe in the

supine position. All US examinations were performed by experienced

physician.

MR imaging and spectroscopyMR examination was performed in the

supine position using a VIDA 3 T MR system (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany) equipped with an eight-channel surface body array coil.

The standard Siemens LiverLab protocol [4] was used to evaluate

liver fat content in all subjects. The protocol included a HASTE

sequence as a standard localizer sequence; proton density fat fraction

(PDFF) was measured by Dixon sequences from a small region of

interest (roi) and from whole liver (VIBE roi and VIBE all), and fat

fraction (FF) was obtained by a HISTO MR spectroscopic sequence

with a volume of interest of 40 9 30 9 25 mm.

Histology Liver biopsies obtained from the right lobe were used to

determine hepatic steatosis. Hematoxylin–eosin staining was used to

calculate the percentage of hepatocytes containing macrovesicular fat

droplets. Samples were classified according to the histological scoring

system based on the percentage of fat droplets as S0 (none;\ 5% fat

droplets), S1 (mild; 5–33% fat droplets), S2 (moderate; 33–66% fat

droplets), and S3 (severe;[ 66% fat droplets) according to the

NAFLD histological scoring system. Two histopathologists trained in

liver pathology performed histological analysis of samples that were

collected no more than 7 days before the MR or ultrasound

examination.

Results Histology results were used to group patients by steatosis

level (S0-S3) and compared with QUS and MR steatosis results. ROC

curves and AUC values were calculated to find the best cut points for

two classes of subjects: a) no steatosis (S0) vs steatosis (S1 ?

S2 ? S3), and b) mild steatosis (S0 ? S1) vs severe steatosis

(S2 ? S3). The results are shown in Table 1. The MR parameters had

excellent AUC values and higher sensitivity and specificity for both

classes. The QUS parameters had good or fair AUC values, but lower

specificity and sensitivity.

The comparison of MR and US methods with histology was per-

formed using correlation analysis. Figure 1 shows a very good

correlation between the histology and MR methods (Spearman

r[ 0.89), while the correlation between QUS parameters and his-

tology is slightly lower (Spearman r\ 0.68).

Discussion The literature [5] suggests that MR-based determination

of steatosis is more effective than controlled attenuated parameter

(CAP) from transient elastography in detecting and classifying hep-

atic steatosis in patients with NAFLD. Our comparison of QUS and

MR data using ROC and correlation analyses also indicates that the

performance of the MR method is superior to the speed of sound and

attenuation coefficient obtained by the 2D shear wave technique for

the characterization of steatosis. The results suggest that the sound

speed parameter may be a more useful tool for identifying steatosis in

NAFLD patients than the attenuation coefficient.

Conclusion The use of QUS is more suitable for the screening

assessment of steatosis, while quantitative MRS and MRI should be

preferred for clinical studies where accurate non-invasive determi-

nation of steatosis is needed.
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Introduction Currently there is an increased interest in the quantifi-

cation of hepatic T1 values, which were suggested as biomarker for

liver fibrosis or inflammation (1). Available methods for hepatic T1

estimation are frequently based on a 2D Look-Locker method (2, 3)

which is widely used for cardiac imaging, or alternatively on a 3D

variable flip-angle approach (4). It was the purpose of this work to

compare hepatic T1 values obtained by a 2D Look-Locker sequence

and a commercially available 3D dual flip-angle sequence, which

allows full liver coverage with one single breath-hold.

Methods In 62 patients, who underwent 1.5 T MRI (MAGNETOM

AvantoFit, Siemens, Germany) due to a clinical suspicion of diffuse

liver disease, two different T1 mapping sequences were performed in

addition to the routine protocol, which included a multi-echo gradi-

ent-echo DIXON sequence for iron and fat quantification. The first T1

mapping sequence (2D Look-Locker like) is based on an inversion

recovery snapshot FLASH sequence (IRSFL) using a low flip-angle

approach (5), which allows accurate T1 quantification over a wide

range of T1 values and is insensitive to B1 inhomogeneities. Details

of sequence implementation and T1 calculation have been published

elsewhere (6). The second T1 quantification method was a commer-

cial 3D dual flip-angle VIBE sequence (T1Map_vibe), which was

preceded by a 3D B1 mapping sequence for B1-correction. T1 cal-

culation and B1 correction were performed automatically during

image calculation. Both sequences were acquired in breath hold,

whereby the IRSFL sequence only allows the acquisition of up to four

slices during one breath-hold, while the T1Map_vibe sequence allows

the acquisition of a full 3D volume covering the whole liver. Hepatic

T1 values were obtained for both sequences at corresponding slice

positions using manually co-registered ROIs. Agreement between

both sequences was determined by Bland–Altman (BA) analysis and

the calculation of Lin‘‘s concordance correlation coefficient (CCC).

Results For all patients the BA plot (Fig. 1) shows a highly significant

(p\ 0.001) bias of 142.3 ms with limits of agreement (LoA) of -

73.0 ms and 357.6 ms, respectively. The CCC of 0.38 (95% CI

0.26–0.49) showed rather poor agreement. In addition, the BA plot

also indicates a systematic effect for the difference between

T1Map_vibe and IRSFL for increasing T1 values. By comparing only

patients without hepatic iron overload and without fatty liver (n = 21,

Fig. 2), the bias and LoA between both sequences were decreased

(bias: 73.5 ms; LoA: - 46.4 ms and 193.3 ms) but the bias was still

highly significant (p\ 0.001). Without hepatic iron overload and

without fatty liver the CCC of 0.66 indicated increased agreement.

Discussion The T1Map_vibe sequence showed significantly higher

hepatic T1 values compared to the reference IRSFL sequence

resulting in poor to moderate agreement. The results indicate that iron

and fat have to be considered as confounding factors, amongst others.

Conclusion The application of the 3D T1Map_vibe sequence for

hepatic imaging still necessitates further study of these confounding

factors.
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Introduction Post-hepatectomy liver failure (PHLF) is a serious

postoperative complication, but the risk is difficult to predict in

patients with underlying liver disease. We hypothesise that the liver

clearance of Gadoxetate (Gadoxetate Clearance or GC, in mL/min per

kg body weight), a routine liver-specific contrast agent for MRI, will

improve risk assessment by predicting the function of the future liver

remnant. Here we present preliminary data on the correlation of the

novel marker GC with preoperative bilirubin and the preoperative

plasma disappearance rate of Indocyanine Green (ICG-PDR).

Method HEPARIM study (Hepatectomy risk assessment with func-

tional MRI) recruited patients with colorectal liver metastases

selected for hepatectomy of 2 segments or more. PMI software was

used to measure Gadoxetate Clearance (mL/min/kg) (Fig. 1). Whole

liver GC, ICG-PDR and Bilirubin were measured before surgery.

Associations of preoperative ICG-PDR and preoperative Bilirubin

with GC were assessed separately using Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient (r) and linear regression (significance at p\ 0.05).

Results First 40 patients of the HEPARIM study were selected for

this intermediate analysis (Fig. 2). Bilirubin ranged from 5 to 28

(lmol/L) (10.29 ± 4.8), ICG-PDR from 10 to 37.6 (%/min)

(20.6 ± 5.12), and GC from 52.36 to 190.69 (mL/min/1.73 m2)

(110.42 ± 32.42). All but one of the bilirubin values were in the

normal range (\ 20.5 lmol/L), 27.3% of the ICG-PDR values were

lower than normal (\ 18%/min), and 15.9% were above normal

([ 25%/min). Whole liver-GC was weakly and positively correlated

with ICG-PDR, whereas, bilirubin and whole liver-GC were not

correlated, as presented in Table 1, although scatter plot representa-

tion suggests a tendency (Fig. 2).

Discussion HEPARIM revealed no correlation between GC and

bilirubin, possibly because GC is a biomarker that measures hepato-

cyte functionality, and most participants fall within the normal

bilirubin range. Furthermore, hepatocytes uptake a significant amount

of gadoxetate acid via organic anion-transporting polypeptides

OATP1B1 and OATP1B3, where OATP1B3 has sixfold higher

affinity to gadoxetate acid (Leonhardt et al., 2010). In contrast,

unconjugated bilirubin is entering the hepatocyte via different trans-

porter, mostly OATP2, suggesting bilirubin would not compete with

gadoxetate transport (Haimerl et al., 2017).

The results showed a weak positive correlation between GC and ICG-

PDR. This could be because ICG-PDR is considered more a bio-

marker of liver perfusion than a direct measure of hepatic

functionality (Derpapas et al., 2013), in comparison to GC, which is a

biomarker of hepatocellular function. Finally, ICG-PDR is highly

influenced by many factors, such as hepatic and cardiac blood flow

(Levesque et al., 2016), making ICG-PDR results to be interpreted

cautiously.

Conclusion In our study with relatively preserved liver function, ICG

is a measure of perfusion, whereas GC reflects hepatocellular func-

tion, explaining the weak positive correlation we observed. In

contradiction to ICG, bilirubin is almost in the normal range, which

confirms its limitations as a direct measure of function and is con-

sistent with the absence of correlation with GC. The results indicate

that GC can act as an independent marker of liver function and may

potentially improve risk prediction for hepatectomy.
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Introduction It is essential to repeatedly monitor the size of the liver

using a reliable and accurate method in clinical studies focused on

monitoring liver morphology and metabolism. MR imaging is the

only non-invasive method that allows repeated examinations with

sufficient accuracy, but the accuracy of liver volume determination

can vary depending on the software used. To address this issue, we

aimed to compare the accuracy of liver volume determination using

several of the most commonly used freeware segmentation software

and automatic segmentation of the Siemens MR system. Additionally,

we aimed to determine the accuracy in liver volume change induced

by two-day fasting (liver reduction) and two-day refeeding (liver

enlargement).

Methods Subjects and MR examination.

Seven healthy women underwent three MR sessions (before fasting—

basal; after 48 h of fasting—fasting; and after 48 h of high-carbo-

hydrate refeeding [1]—refeeding) on 3 T MR system VIDA

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with 30-channel surface

body matrix and 32-channel spine coil. VIBE (Volumetric interpo-

lated breath-hold examination) sequence (TR/TE = 3.97/1.29 ms,

resolution 1.2 9 1.2 9 3 mm, flip angle = 9�, 80 slices; acceleration

factor 2 9 2 caipirinha) in transversal plane was used for volumetry

of the liver.

All subjects provided written informed consent with the participation

in the study. The study was conducted in compliance with the prin-

ciples of the Declaration of Helsinki and with the approval of local

ethics committee.

Data

evaluation and statistics

The reference liver volumes (Vmanual) were obtained by time-con-

suming manual slice to slice segmentation by an experienced MR

specialist using the ITK-SNAP software. Then, they were compared

to four different (semi)automatic algorithms in software programs:a)

’’Grow from seeds‘‘ in 3D Slicer [2]b) ’’Total Segmentation Module‘‘

in 3D Slicer [3]c) ’’Thresholding‘‘, ITK-SNAP [4]d) ’’Automatic

Segmentation Routine‘‘ in the LiverLab module from Siemens [5]

Coefficients of variation (CV), intraclass correlation coefficients

(ICC) and Bland–Altman graphs were used to compare different

methods for the liver volume calculation.

Results Comparison of the accuracy (CA) of the liver volume

acquired by different (semi)automatic segmentation methods are

shown in Tab. 1 and Fig. 1. Tab. 2 and Fig. 2 show accuracy of liver

volumes change calculated by (semi)automatic methods during fast-

ing and refeeding.

Discussion In our study, we compared several basic, easily available

semi-automatic methods and one fully automatic segmentation pro-

cedure of the Siemens MR system for liver volume measuring.

All methods showed good accuracy in determining the absolute size

of liver volume, with CV\ 10%, ICC[ 0.97, and DV\ 100 ml.

The Total segmentation method from 3D Slicer yielded the best

results, especially when assessing the accuracy of volume change

during dietary interventions (CV = 4% and 11%, Fig. 2). The Sie-

mens automatic segmentation was also very accurate, with a

CV\ 3% and an ICC[ 0.99 (Tab. 1 and Fig. 1). However, it is

important to note that the segmentation mask cannot be manually

edited, and it is a paid extension of the MR system. The worst

semiautomatic method was Thresholding in ITK-SNAP, see its

Bland–Altman plot in Fig. 1 (the widest 95% limits of agreement and

the error interval of difference does not interfere with zero).

Conclusion Our findings suggest that the semi-automatic and fully

automatic segmentation methods evaluated in this study are reliable

and accurate alternatives to manual segmentation for measuring liver

volume.
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Introduction Numerical simulations and calculations are a com-

monly employed strategy for sequence optimizations in diffusion

weighted imaging (1). In our previous work (2) we presented a novel

framework for ADC and image generation for prostate imaging,

where a large number of b-values is acquired without repetitions,

instead of a small number with multiple repetitions. In order to

account for the lower SNR of the individual b-value images, model

fitting is applied. From these fits synthetic images can be recon-

structed that are of similar quality as the ones obtained from repeated

acquisition with averaging. In the current work, we investigate with

simulations how the SNR of these synthetic images depends on the

underlying parameters of commonly applied diffusion signal models.

Calculations are based on the work by Richter (3). In particular we

show how underlying model parameters influence the SNR of the

synthetic images, which effect repeated measurements have on

reproducible ADC calculation described in (2) and how the acquisi-

tion scheme can be modified to achieve constant SNR for synthetic

images over a certain b-value range.

Methods Two tissue type models, representing normal and cancerous

prostate tissue, based on a biexponential function were used for

analytical calculations. Both have a fast diffusion component D1 of

2.2 lm2/ms, while the slow diffusion parameter D2 and the fast signal

fraction f differ, i.e., D2 = 0.4 lm2/ms and f = 0.8 in the normal case

and D2 = 0.2 lm2/ms and f = 0.6 for the cancerous case. Measured

points were 21 b-values, evenly spaced over the range of 0 to 2000s/

mm2. Considered model functions were biexponential and kurtosis.

True kurtosis model parameters were generated by fitting the biex-

ponential model without noise. This resulted in ADCK = 1.866 lm2/

ms and K = 0.627 for normal tissue, and ADCK = 1.296 lm2/ms and

K = 1.231 for cancerous tissue.

With the true model parameters as basis, model parameters and

amount of signal averaging were varied one at a time and the aver-

aging effect (AE) was calculated as AE(b) = (1/ry(b))
2, where

ry(b) represents the data standard deviation given by Richter (2,3).

Furthermore, the ADC standard deviation for the two-step ADC

calculation as described in (2) was determined for signal averaging

applied individually at all 21 measured b-values for repetitions of 2,

10, 20 and 30. The two-step ADC was calculated at b-values of 100

and 1000 s/mm2. Finally, the distribution of measured b-values was

optimized in order to achieve a constant SNR over the range

b = 0–2000s/mm2 for synthetic images. Optimization started with an

even distribution for 100 b-values evenly spaced over the b-value

range. In each optimization step the frequency of each b-value is

divided by the corresponding SNR calculated with equations given by

Richter (3) resulting in an updated b-value distribution.

Results AE for certain model functions and different number of

repetitionsis shown in Figs. 1 and2, respectively. In Fig. 3, the relative

improvement in standard deviation with regards to no averaging for

the two-step ADC is shown. Optimized b-value schemes are shown in

Fig. 4.

Discussion By means of analytical expressions the AE for a synthetic

DWI image generated by model fitting can be determined as a

function of the underlying model parameters. AE is higher for the

kurtosis model, which has 3 free parameters in comparison to 4 in the

case of the biexponential model. Dependence of the AE with regards

to the model parameters and number of averages is complicated. With

regards to the two-step ADC, averaging at b = 900 or 1000 s/mm2 has

the strongest effect on increasing the ADC precision depending on

underlying model function. Finally we have shown that acquisition

schemes can be constructed in a way that an almost constant SNR

over a b-range from 0 to 2000s/mm2 can be achieved. Interestingly

the number of peaks in the resulting b-value distribution corresponds

to the number of model parameter. As expected, the number of rep-

etitions increases with the amount diffusion weighting.

Conclusion With the help of analytical models, we have shown that a

set of mathematical expressions can be used for the prediction of

synthetic image SNR generated by means of model fitting and for

sequence optimization in various aspects. We believe this work is of

interest to develop novel acquisition schemes.
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Measurement of renal perfusion by arterial spin

labeling (ASL) MRI in dogs: Quantification
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ASL MRI is a method for non-invasive quantification of renal per-

fusion that magnetically labels blood water and uses it as an

endogenous tracer1. Many kidney disorders are associated with vas-

cular or hemodynamic changes, which appear early in the progression

of kidney disease and may occur well before other indications of renal

dysfunction2,3. As a result, ASL-MRI might enable earlier diagnosis

and quicker therapeutic intervention. As in human medicine, sub-

stantial research is done in veterinary medicine on renal disorders and

their causes4,5. Given the similarities between the canine and human

kidneys in both morphology and pathophysiology of kidney disease,

the dog could serve as a human model6. To date, only preliminary

studies on renal ASL-MRI have been done in dogs by our research

team7. The aim of this study was to evaluate the feasibility and

variation of renal perfusion in healthy dogs using ASL MRI.

Eight healthy purpose-bred beagles were used. Figure 1.1 summarizes

the details of the studied group. The beagles were scanned in dorsal

recumbancy on a Siemens PrismaFit 3 T. An overview of the anes-

thesia protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Two consecutive ASL scans

were performed, see Fig. 1.3 for sequence parameters. Motion cor-

rected data was analyzed offline in Python, with dog specific

parameters for RBF quantification8. Manual masks were created with

3D Slicer, segmentation was done in Spyder and statistics were done

with R. The TLCO (Twelve-Layer Concentric Objects) method was

used to calculate mean RBF of each of the 12 concentric layers9. In

addition, a new analysis method called the Ten Equiangular Object

(TEO) method was used to evaluate RBF from the cranial to the

caudal poles10. This method calculated the mean RBF of 10 equian-

gular segments. The Bland–Altman and violin plot were used to

assess the reproducibility of ASL within the same session.

The division of the kidney using the TLCO method in twelve con-

centric layers and the mean RBF in each layer is depicted in Fig. 2.1.

A higher RBF is found in the cortical layers (layers 1–3) than in the

medullary layers11 (layers 8–10), 343.5 ± 63.5 and 160.8 ± 38.7 ml/

100 g/min respectively. The mean RBF of the whole kidneys is

233.8 ± 35.8 ml/100 g/min. The division of the kidney in ten

equiangular segments using the TEO method and the mean RBF in

each segment is depicted in Fig. 2.2. Certain segments near the kid-

ney poles seem to have a lower RBF than other segments. The Bland–

Altman and violin plot are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Both plots

generally showed good agreement between 2 consecutive measure-

ments in the same session, with the cortex showing a greater bias than

the medulla.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of non-invasive renal RBF

quantification with ASL in dogs. ASL-MRI derived RBF agree with

renal perfusion studies in healthy dogs using invasive reference

methods12 and are comparable to those in humans13. Based on the

values obtained with the TEO method, renal perfusion appears to

differ regionally from one pole to the other, with cranial and caudal

segments showing lower perfusion. Possibly, these less perfused

sections at the renal poles are more prone to renal disorders. A recent

study found that dogs suffer renal infarctions primarily in the caudal

pole14. The reproducibility between runs seems acceptable, although

the measured values of the runs are not identical, possibly due to

patient and scanner-related factors. Using the mean values from both

runs may minimize variation.

Using FAIR ASL MRI, renal perfusion measurements in dogs are

feasible and reproducible. This is the first study to describe normal

RBF values in a group of healthy dogs using ASL MRI. Further

research is needed to determine whether less perfused regions at the

renal poles are more prone to kidney disease.
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Renal Arterial Spin Labeling(ASL) literature suggests the region of

interest (ROI) analysis1,2,3. This method is observer-depenent4. In

healthy kidneys it’s usually easier to differentiate cortical and

medullar regions. Unfortunately, in non-healthy kidneys this process

is more complex due to anatomical degradation4. Previously

Piskunowicz et al. used the Concentric-Objects (CO) in blood

oxygenation level-dependent images. In this paper, we tested CO

method in renal ASL images and, following the same principle of this

algorithm, we implemented a new analysis method called Equian-
gular Object (EO) method, which allows for analysis along the renal

cortex. To date, renal ASL has been only analyzed by the classical

ROI5 and the histogram1,6 method, therefore the goal is to test if these

algorithms are comparable with these methods and if additional

information might be retrieved.

13 subjects were scanned (7 healthy, 6 patients) in supine position on

a Siemens PrismaFit 3 T. The patient variety is resumed in Fig. 1, 1.

ASL images were obtained using a work-in-progress Siemens

sequence, see Fig. 1, 2. Perfusion was calculated inline using the

classical compartment model. Both kidneys were segmented with

FSLeyes. For each mask the center of mass C(x,y) is calculated.

Twelve-layer CO (TLCO) method classifies each point P(x,y) inside

the mask according to its distance (in 12 equal sections) to C. TLCO

was implemented in Python and used to calculate mean perfusion

values at different distances to the center. Consequently, a label image

with 12 concentric layers was obtained. Ten regions are defined for

the EO method, thus, a label image with 10 equiangular object is

obtained. TEO was used to calculate mean perfusion values across

different sections of the kidney. See Fig. 1, 3.

The mean RBF value of each layer/section is plotted to analyze the

variation of RBF across the kidney. Healthy volunteers (HV) are

pooled to estimate a healthy profile for each kidney and compare it

against patients. In TLCO, layer 0 is the outermost section of the

kidney. In TEO method 0 represents the lower pole of the kidney.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the result of both methods in HV and

Patients.

In literature not all studies examine different regions of the kidney.

The RBF values in cortex range between 2551 and 2905 mL/100 g/

min for HV and 716–831 for patients. One study5 reported for HV for

outer medulla 91 ± 14 and inner medulla 42 ± 16. For HV, the

obtained values with the TLCO method show higher RBF in the outer

layers and a decrease in the inner region of the kidney. This seems to

be comparable with the results found in literature. For the whole

kidney RBF values in literature the value for HV is 185.28–2287 and

94.68 for patients. The obtained values with the TEO method show

that the RBF values in HV change from the lower pole to the upper

pole of the kidney, and that higher perfusion values are seen in the

central section.

Human kidney has a challenging geometry that requires robust

algorithms to perform deeper analysis. Using only the mean of a

region may underestimate different regional conditions of the kidney.

The TEO and TLCO method results show that RBF values across the

kidney change in different directions. By combining TE and TLCO,

or changing the number of layers or sections, an optimal configuration

may be found depending on the application. Future applications

include the use of EO to pinpoint under perfused areas in the kidney

for more accurate steering of kidney biopsies.
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improvement after interventional therapy for renal

artery stenosis
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Introduction Renal artery stenosis (RAS) is the most common cause

of secondary hypertension, with atherosclerosis currently the primary

cause[1]. Severe narrowing of both renal arteries can lead to serious

consequences, such as end-stage renal kinetic failure, left heart dys-

function, and even left heart failure[2]. MRI, as a non-invasive

imaging method, has shown advantages in diagnosing RAS because

of its absence of ionizing radiation, its ability to image in any

direction, and its high soft-tissue resolution. And with the develop-

ment of MRI technology, quantitative measurement of arterial spin

labeling (ASL) images shows potential in renal function and perfusion

studies[3]. Hence, the aim of this study is to assess the feasibility of

ASL imaging as a non-invasive indicator to evaluate the perfusion

improvement of interventional therapy in patients with RAS.

Methods Eleven patients who were determined with RAS by Digital

Subtraction Angiography and underwent preoperative ASL exam

were enrolled in the prospective study. All patients received inter-

ventional therapy, and seven patients underwent postoperative ASL

examination. The renal blood flood (RBF) of the renal cortex and

local abnormal perfusion region were measured in both preoperative

and postoperative ASL imaging. The local abnormal perfusion region

was subjectively assessed by the radiologist. The correlation between

RBF and kidney glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was evaluated. The

differences between preoperative and postoperative RBF in patients

with RAS were compared.

Results The Systolic and diastolic blood pressure decreased in all

RAS patients after interventional therapy. There was a significant

correlation between preoperative cortical RBF and preoperative sin-

gle kidney GFR (r = 0.504, p = 0.024), but no significant correlation

between preoperative cortical RBF and preoperative estimated GFR

(r = 0.159, p = 0.530). Of the seven patients who underwent post-

operative ASL imaging, the renal cortical RBF was higher than

preoperative RBF (203.19 ± 51.42 vs.164.00 ± 68.10, p = 0.005).

The postoperative RBF in the region of abnormal perfusion was also
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higher than the preoperative RBF (159.92 ± 46.10 vs.

108.55 ± 39.57, p = 0.001).

Discussion: In this study, we found that renal cortical RBF based on

renal ASL images was a good noninvasive indicator of renal perfu-

sion in RAS patients. Cortical RBF is significantly correlated with

unilateral renal function, and its increase after interventional therapy

can also be used to evaluate the improvement of renal perfusion. At

present, the most commonly used index to characterize renal function

is GFR which can be estimated by blood creatinine clearance but

can’’t reflect unilateral renal function. In RAS patients, the incon-

sistent degree of bilateral RAS can result in the inconsistent degree of

bilateral renal perfusion injury [4]. Initially, unilateral renal perfusion

may have been reduced, yet GFR remains in the normal range. By the

time there is a detectable decrease in GFR, irreversible damage may

have occurred to the renal structure[5]. However, our study shows that

ASL-based cortical RBF could be used to diagnose unilateral renal

function decline and facilitate early intervention in patients. Another

finding of our study was that the RBF of the cortex increased after

interventional therapy in patients with RAS, as well as a significant

increase in the RBF of areas with reduced abnormal perfusion. The

finding suggested that the intervention of the renal artery can help

restore normal renal perfusion and also suggested that RBF parame-

ters based on ASL images can be used as a noninvasive indicator to

evaluate the efficacy of treatment for RAS.

Conclusion Renal RBF obtained by ASL images was significantly

correlated with single renal function and could be used to evaluate the

perfusion improvement in RAS patients after interventional therapy.
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Introduction Prostate tissue is composed of epithelial and stromal

cells and large extracellular (luminal) spaces (LS) filled with prostatic

fluid (PF). Major metabolites in PF are citrate (Cit), spermine (Spe)

and myo-inositol (mI) of which the levels decrease in male fertility

disorders and cancer development1-3. Cit and Spe concentrations are

strongly correlated and, together with Zn, a Cit-Spe complex has been

suggested2-4. Recently, we obtained evidence from metabolite T2

relaxometry for the existence of such a complex in a solution mim-

icking PF5. Diffusion-weighted MR Spectroscopy (DW-MRS) is

ideally suited to explore microstructures in vivo with metabolites

selectively present in different subspace6,7. The diffusivity of

metabolites, expressed in apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC), may

be restricted by complex formation and diffusion boundaries. Aim:
To find evidence from DW-MRS measured ADC values for the

luminal origin of Cit and Spe and their association in the prostate.

Methods Experiments were performed on phantoms with solutions

containing PF compounds5 and on the prostate of 9 healthy males.

DW-MRS was done at 3 T with an external reception coil, employing

a single voxel, non–water-suppressed STEAM (TE/TM/TR 33/35/
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2500 ms) with metabolite-cycling to measure metabolite and water

signals simultaneously6 using 6 b-values up to 2516 s/mm2. The same

DW-MRS was applied to the phantoms and in vivo (Fig. 1).

Post-processing included motion corrections using the water signal as

reference. To obtain metabolite ADCs the spectroscopic and diffusion

decaying signals were fitted simultaneously to deal with limited

SNR7, assuming mono-exponential decay.

Results and discussion Solutions with PF compounds: The ADC

values derived from the signals of 90 mM Cit and 18 mM Spe

decreased upon mixing these compounds (Fig. 2, columns 2,3)

demonstrating (transient) Cit-Spe complexation, in agreement with

T2 relaxometry studies5. The effect on the ADC of Spe was larger

than on Cit, but reversing the concentrations of these compounds

showed a larger effect on the ADC of Cit (Fig. 2, column 4), indi-

cating that the ADCs are a weighted average of bound and free

compounds. After adding the index protein BSA to create a PF mimic

solution (Fig. 2, column 5) the ADCs of Cit and Spe decreased fur-

ther, and also the ADC of mI decreased demonstrating protein

interaction of all these PF metabolites.

In vivo prostate: MR spectra of prostates recorded at increasing

b-values were of good quality (Fig. 1). Excellent fits of metabolite

signals were achieved as demonstrated by the small residuals. These

experiments revealed that tCho and tCr have the lowest ADC values

(Fig. 2), in agreement with their intracellular origin, while the higher

values for Cit, Spe and to a lesser extent for mI concur that these

compounds dominantly reside in the LS3,4 with less diffusion

restrictions. However, the ADC of Cit is substantially higher than that

of Spe (p\ 0.05). As the luminal Cit concentration is much higher

than that of Spe, and assuming a 1:1 complex, it follows that the

fraction of free Cit is much larger than that of Spe, which explains the

higher ADC for Cit compared to Spe, as also observed in the PF

mimic. The ratio of the Cit and Spe ADCs are comparable to that in

the PF mimic suggesting also their complexation in vivo. At an

average luminal diameter of * 150–200 lM8 nearly unrestricted

diffusion is expected for Cit, Spe and mI with much higher ADCs for

such small molecules than what we report here (* 6 to 9 rather than

2–3 10–4 mm2/s). Apart from Cit-Spe complexation this may be due

to irregular shapes of acini and further macromolecular (protein)

binding in the LS as suggested by the ADC decreasing effect of BSA

in the PF mimic.

Conclusions This is the first exploration of DW-MRS of the human

prostate, successfully correcting motion with a simultaneously

recorded water signal. The observed diffusivity of prostate metabo-

lites is in agreement with their proposed cellular and luminal origin,

although ADCs of luminal metabolites are lower than anticipated

from their ADCs in a PF mimic. The relative diffusivities of Cit and

Spe indicate their association in PF of the lumen, which may play a

role in their (trans-membrane) transportation and the coordination of

their metabolic activity.
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Introduction MR-guided transurethral ultrasound ablation using the

TULSA Pro setup has been shown to be a safe and feasible treatment

of prostate tumors [1]. Using the proton resonance frequency shift

(PRFS) MR-thermometry can be obtained to monitor the procedure

[2]. Ablation zones are estimated using thermal dose models such as

the CEM43 model [3]. However, the CEM43 model tends to produce

many false positives due to motion artifacts, noise and susceptibility

changes arising from air in the rectum. To prevent this, Schmitt et al.

proposed a spatiotemporal filter [4]. However, the spatiotemporal

filter needs to be adjusted to the treatment device requiring additional

information and it may reduce, but not eliminate the false positve rate

in prediction of the ablation zone. We therefore propose a
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probabilistic thermal dose model (pCEM43) that reduces the number

of false positives caused by artifacts and measurement noise without

the need of any manual adjustment to the treatment setup.

Methods We evaluated the pCEM43 model using 18 out of 22 data

sets of MR-guided high intensity focused ultrasound prostate ablation

procedures. 4 data sets were excluded due to technical issues. The

ablations were monitored using a 1.5 Tesla MRI machine (Siemens

Aera, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). MR-Thermometry

was acquired intraoperatively with an EPI sequence (echo time (TE):

16 ms, repetition time (TR): 45 ms, bandwidth: 1300 Hz / pixel, flip

angle (FA): 60�, field of view (FOV): 256 mm 9 256 mm, matrix

size: 128 9 128, slice thickness: 4 mm, slice distance: 5 mm) using

the PRFS. The ablation zones derived by manual segmentation of

post-ablative contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR-imaging by an

experienced interventionalist were used as ground truth to evaluate

MR-thermometry.

The post-ablative images were registered to MR-thermometry using

ANTs [5]. To prevent errors due to mismatching registration, only the

central four slices of the treatment zone were evaluated. Two erosion

and two dilation passes were added to the necrosis maps of the

pCEM43 model to reduce noise.

The metrics used for evaluation were the Dice-Sorensen-Score

(DSC), the Sensitivity, and the relative false positive rate (rFPR). The

rFPR is computed by the sum of the false positives divided by the sum

of the true positives and false negatives. The results of the unfiltered

and filtered CEM43 and the pCEM43 model were compared using the

Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Results The mean DSCs are 39.42% ± 10.44%, 65.31% ± 10.63%,

and 71.57% ± 8.00%, the mean rFPRs are 2.50 ± 1.12, 0.65 ± 0.44,

and 0.30 ± 0.28, and the mean Sensitivities are 79.34% ± 7.4%,

76.87% ± 8.29%, and 71.44% ± 9.30% for the unfiltered CEM43,

the filtered CEM43, and the pCEM43 model, respectively. The

unfiltered CEM43 model has the lowest DSC for any of the data sets.

The pCEM43 model has the highest DSC.

The DSC was significantly different between the unfiltered and the

filtered CEM43 model (? 25.89%, p = 0.000196), between unfiltered

CEM43 and pCEM43 model (? 32.15%, p = 0.000196) and between

filtered CEM43 and pCEM43 model (? 6.26%, p = 0.003286). The

family-wise error rate (FWER) is 0.37%.

Exemplary, the ablation zones for data set 3 estimated by the different

models can be seen in Fig. 1.

Discussion The filtered CEM43 model predicts the ablation zone

better than the unfiltered CEM43 model. However, out of the three

methods, the pCEM43 model best estimates the ablation zone. In

comparison to filtered CEM43, pCEM43 shows an increased under-

estimation of the necrosis zone indicated by the lower mean

sensitivity, but also a reduced overestimation provided by the lower

rFPR. This may prevent premature termination of the ablation pro-

cedure and consequently may increase the success rate.

Conclusion pCEM43 may help to improve monitoring MR-guided

transurethral ultrasound ablation and thereby may increase the success

rate of this treatment. In future, the proposed model will be evaluated in

other applications of thermal ablation. Furthermore, a connected

component analysis may be added to further reduce false positives.
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Introduction IVIM-DKI possesses the ability to delineate the chan-

ges in the diffusion and capillary perfusion microenvironment of the

tumor. In this study, we want to assess the usefulness and perfor-

mance of Diffusion-weighted imaging with intravoxel incoherent

motion and diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) for assessing the

chemotherapy (CT)/Chemo and Radiotherapy (CTRT) response in

colorectal carcinoma and compare with PET/CT parameters.

Methods A total of 40 patients of rectosigmoid cancer underwent

baseline staging multiparametric MRI and 18-FDG PET/CT and

follow-up with both scans post-chemo radiotherapy. Quantitative

diffusion, IVIM and DKI parameters, viz. ADC, D, f, and K were

measured from the solid non-necrotic areas and semi-quantitative

PET parameters including SUV max, SUV ratio, Metabolic tumor

volume (MTV), and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) were derived from

the PET/CT images, and correlated with the patient‘‘s response

keeping RECIST 1.1 criteria as the gold standard.

Results No significant difference in the baseline IVIM parameters

was found among the patients with different stages of the disease { T2

(n = 3), T3 (n = 28), and T4 (n = 9)}. No significant difference in the

baseline IVIM parameters was found among the patients with meta-

static and non-metastatic rectosigmoid cancer. Statistically significant

increase in diffusion coefficient D & apparent diffusion coefficient

ADC was noted after therapy in all patients. A statistically significant

decline in kurtosis K was noted after therapy in all patients. No sig-

nificant difference was seen in the baseline and post-therapy perfusion

coefficient f in all patients. No significant difference was seen among

the percentage change in the parameters observed post-therapy among

the responders and non-responders. D ADC % showed the highest

AUC on an RO curve among all parameters, of 0.714, whereas Df%
showed the least strong correlation with a positive response with an

AUC of 0.345. Both the responders, as well as non-responders,

depicted a statistically significant increase in D and ADC, and a

significant decline in K values post-therapy.

Among the 17 patients that underwent follow-up PET/CT imaging, a

significant decline in SUVmax, SUVratio, MTV, and TLG of the

primary lesion was seen post-therapy. Responders (n = 12) showed a

significant decline in the SUVmax, SUVratio, MTV, and TLG values
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from baseline after therapy, whereas non-responders did not show any

statistically significant change from baseline values in all parameters.

Post-therapy MTV, followed by TLG was found to have the strongest

correlation with a positive response with the AUCs of 0.933 and 0.900

on the receiver operator curves.

Discussion Differentiation of non-responders to therapy from

responders would protect patients from unnecessarily prolonged

treatment and the related adverse effects, and reduce treatment costs.

The patients may be referred for treatment with alternative modalities

or a different regimen.

Conclusion IVIM-DKI possesses the ability to delineate the changes

in the diffusion and capillary perfusion microenvironment of the

tumor. 18-FDG PET/CT is the more accurate single modality for

assessing both the response as well as tumor burden post-therapy,

while ADC and D derived from DWI and IVIM respectively are

useful adjuncts for the assessment of response.
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Introduction Intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) is an imaging

technique that provides information on tissue perfusion and diffusion,

where the signal is described by the following bi-exponential model

[1]:

S = S0[fe
-bD* ? (1 – f)e-bD], (1).where f is the fraction of the signal

derived from perfusion effects, D* the pseudo-diffusion coefficient of

blood, D the diffusion coefficient of water. S, S0, b are the signal,

signal without diffusion encoding, and the diffusion encoding strength

respectively.

Acquiring meaningful information by fitting this model to data is

challenging since the problem is ill-conditioned and sensitive to noise

(Fig. 1a,b). Two fitting algorithms have recently been proposed; MIX

[2] and TopoPro [3], which claim to be more accurate and less sen-

sitive to noise [3] compared to the conventional Segmented method.

Currently, no independent evaluation of these methods has been

performed.

The aim of this work is to evaluate the bias and noise sensitivity of the

proposed and conventional algorithms to find the best performing

method. This was done by simulating signals for a wide range of

tissue properties.

Methods The Segmented algorithm used is a 2-step process where D is

estimated from b-values C 150 s/mm2 using a mono-exponential

S0e-bD least-squares fit, followed by a least-squares estimation of f and
D* to Eq. (1) keeping D fixed [4]. MIX and TopoPro are based on

variable projection and are described in [2] and [3] respectively.

To account for various tissue properties, a total of 1000 parameter

combinations ordered in a 10 9 10 9 10 array were defined; with each

dimension corresponding to increasing f, D*, and D, such that each

element consisted of a unique parameter combination (Fig. 1c). Linear

ranges were used, where f e [0.02, 0.5], D* e [5, 30] lm2/ms, andD e [0,
3] lm2/ms. Signals were simulated using Eq. (1) for b-values 0, 20, 40,

60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 s/mm2.

To investigate noise sensitivity, Rician noise was simulated 100 times

for each parameter combination such that a specific SNR was obtained

for S(800 s/mm2), giving a total of 100 000 signal curves. SNR for

lower b-values were exponentially propagatedwith the signal assuming

constant noise. Evaluation was performed for SNR 3 and 10. Parameter

estimates were produced using the Segmented, MIX, and TopoPro

algorithms for all 100 000 signal simulations, for each of the two SNR-

levels. Bias (estimate - ground truth) and root-mean-square error

(RMSE = H[bias2 ? standard deviation2]) of each parameter estimate

were used to compare the total error of the three algorithms.

Results The Segmented method was least sensitive to noise (Fig. 2),

but had the largest bias in f and D as D* approached D. MIX and

TopoPro were more sensitive to noise, while their biases for D* was

restricted to low values of f. At SNR 3, errors in f can be expected to

be 15–20%, errors in D 0.4–0.6 lm2/ms, and D* 30–60 lm2/ms for

the tested ranges. Results are only shown for ground truth D = 1.0

lm2/ms as the general patterns were similar for all simulated D.

Discussion The Segmented method is less sensitive to signal noise in

the estimation of f and D. However, MIX is not far behind, and
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performs the best in the estimation of D*. TopoPro shows greater

noise sensitivity.

The biases of MIX and TopoPro are low to non-existent, except in a

parameter range where the problem becomes degenerate at low values

of f. MIX and TopoPro handle the D* * D degeneracy better than

the Segmented method. Despite their bias, it can still be noted in the

RMSE maps of MIX and TopoPro that difficulties arise in the ranges

where the Segmented method shows a large bias. These errors are

however lower than the bias of the Segmented method.

The computation time for MIX and TopoPro were approximately 15

times greater compared to the Segmentedmethod, which could influence

the choice of fitting algorithm if computation time is an important factor.

Conclusion The Segmented method was least sensitive to signal noise

at the cost of a larger bias when D* approached D. MIX has the

lowest overall RMSE with little to no bias and low noise sensitivity,

at the cost of greater computation time.
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Introduction Breast cancer is the most prevalent cancer affecting

women, while the presence of calcium in solid form, known as cal-

cification, is a central feature1. The detection and classification of

calcification in breast cancer holds significant prognostic value in

treatment planning2. Mammography, as the only current clinical

radiological approach sensitive to the presence of calcification, cannot

reveal the precise classification of calcification3. Ultrashort Echo

Time (UTE) imaging, a novel radiological method, addresses the

limitation of conventional MRI to primarily soft tissue application by

capturing rapid signal decay in solid state matters such as calcifica-

tion. We therefore set out to examine the feasibility of UTE imaging

in identifying histological characteristics of microcalcifications in

freshly excised breast tumours.

Methods Image Acquisition: 20 freshly excised invasive ductal car-

cinoma specimens were scanned on a 3 T whole-body MRI scanner

(Achieva TX, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) using a

32-channel receiver coil for high sensitivity detection and a body coil

for uniform transmission. For tumour localisation, anatomical images

were acquired using standard T1-weighted and T2-weighted

sequences with conventional diffusion weighted images (2 b-values of
0 and 800 s/mm2). The UTE images were acquired with a 3D-radial

dual echo UTE sequence, with echo times (TE) of 0.17 ms and

4.60 ms, repetition time (TR) of 8.5 ms, FOV of 141 9 141 mm2,

voxel size of 2.2 9 2.2 9 2.2 mm3.

Image Analysis: The whole tumour was manually delineated across

the tumour volume in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA) and

the signal intensity of the two echoes were derived as the mean of the

image intensity within the whole tumour for each echo (Fig. 1). The

degree of calcification was computed as the signal difference between

the two echoes normalised by the long echo. The tumour size was

quantified as the maximum diameter and the average area (spatial

extent) of the whole tumour.
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Pathology: Standard pathological analysis was conducted to deter-

mine the tumour grade, calcification status, Nottingham Prognostic

Index (NPI) and proliferative activity marker Ki-67 to assess differ-

ences between clinical features.

Results There was a significant difference (P = 0.012) in the degree

of calcification between specimens with malignant calcification

(1.054 ± 0.132) and specimens with no calcification (0.842 ± 0.091)

(Fig. 2). There was no significant difference (P = 0.355) in the degree

of calcification between specimens with malignant calcification

(1.054 ± 0.132) and benign calcification (0.951 ± 0.158). There was

no significant correlation between the degree of calcification against

NPI and Ki-67 scores (Fig. 3). A summary of the results and statistical

analysis are shown in Table 1.

Discussion UTE enhances the detection of short T2* species and may

have potential in the detection of solid state signal from calcifications

in breast tumours. We examined the degree of calcification in tumour

specimens through the separation of quantitative solid state signal in

the short first echo from the soft tissue signal in the second long

second echo, using dual echo UTE approach. Although UTE showed

potential in sensitivity to calcified tumours, further work is required

for non-invasive differentiation of calcification classes. Malignant

calcifications have a crystalline structure as a result of the formation

of hydroxyapatite crystals, while benign calcifications, generally

composed of calcium oxalate crystals, may form amalgamate with

hydroxyapatite crystals, introducing challenges in the differentiation

of solid state signals4. No correlation between histologic calcification

classes and tumour grade and size was found, although both are

reported to have an association with calcified tumours5.

Conclusion

Tumours with malignant calcification may be differentiated from

tumours without calcification using UTE imaging, while benign cal-

cification did not show a significant difference.
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Introduction Chest computed tomography (CT) is routinely per-

formed to evaluate intrathoracic metastasis in patients with breast

cancer. However, radiation exposure and its potential carcinogenic

risks are major drawbacks [1]. Pulmonary imaging with magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) has been limited by the low proton density,

rapid signal decay, and sensitivity to respiratory and cardiac motion

present in lung tissue [1]. Recently, a respiratory gating spiral three-

dimensional (3D) ultrashort echo time (UTE) sequence has been

developed, enabling lung MRI to be used in clinical practice with

high spatial-resolution images and reasonable scan times [2, 3]. Our

objective was to investigate the feasibility of chest spiral 3D UTE

MRI in breast cancer patients to detect intrathoracic metastasis.

Methods Institutional review board approved this retrospective study

of a prospectively collected database and all participants provided

informed consent for MRI scans. Between February and July 2019, 93

female patients with breast cancer were retrospectively enrolled and

all underwent preoperative breast MRI including chest spiral 3D UTE

VIBE (volume interpolated breath-hold examination) sequence. Two

chest radiologists evaluated the image quality in terms of visibility of

intrapulmonary vessels and bronchial wall, artifact/ noise, and overall

image quality using a five-point scoring system, presence of pul-

monary nodules, other lung abnormalities, and significant lymph

nodes on the spiral 3D UTE MRI and compared them using chest CT

as a reference standard.

Results Intrapulmonary vessels and bronchial wall were visible up to

the sub-subsegmental and sub-subsegmental levels, respectively, on

spiral 3D UTE MRI. 95.7% and 98.9% of patients had above fair

quality in regarding to artifact/ noise and overall image quality

(Fig. 1). The detection rate of overall pulmonary nodules was 62.8%

(59/94). Among 81 solid nodules detected on CT, 59 were detected on

the spiral 3D UTE MRI (72.8%). Among 33 solid nodules C 5 mm in

diameter, 31 nodules were identified on spiral 3D UTE MRI (93.9%)

(Figs. 2, 3). Significant LNs in the axillary area were similarly

detected on spiral 3D UTE MRI and chest CT.

Discussion Our study shows that spiral 3D UTE VIBE sequence can

provide good-quality images of the lungs in semiquantitative analysis.

In our study, solid nodules C 5 mm showed a detection rate of

93.9%. For solid nodules, previous studies demonstrated detection

rates of 60 to 90% for lesions with a diameter of 5—8 mm, which

were consistent with our results [4, 5]. The UTE VIBE, which pre-

sents high signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio and high resolution images, is

useful for lung morphological evaluation [6]. Significant LNs in

axillary area were similarly detected on chest CT and spiral 3D UTE

MRI, but were identified in one case more on spiral 3D UTE VIBE

sequence. The LNs found in the spiral 3D UTE VIBE sequence but

not in the chest CT were an axillary level II LNs which could not be

distinguished due to the same density as the surrounding pectoralis

muscles on the chest CT (Fig. 4). In addition, diagnostic accuracy of

spiral 3D UTE VIBE images for predicting axillary lymph node

metastasis were similar to that of chest CT.

Conclusions Preoperative breast MRI including chest spiral 3D UTE

VIBE sequence could evaluate not only breast cancer and axillary

LNs, but also intrathoracic metastasis at once without additional

radiation exposure, which could be a potential alternative to chest CT

for the breast cancer patient.
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Introduction Chondromalacia is a pathology of the patella cartilage

that is often initiated by patellar dislocation and has the highest

prevalence in adolescent population. Patellar dislocations tend to

occur in a lateral direction (lateral patellar dislocation, LPD). The

usual clinical MRI protocol may not be sufficient for an accurate

diagnostic of cartilage condition. So new quantitative MRI (qMRI)

methods could be effective alternatives. T2 mapping is a proven

technique for quantifying the water content and collagen component

of the cartilage extracellular matrix1. The purpose of the present study

is to examine short-term consequences of the first-time LPD on

patellar cartilage quality in teenagers using T2 mapping.

Methods The study includes 77 patients (15.1 ± 1.8 years) with

different stages of chondromalacia caused by first time LPD and 48

healthy volunteers (14.7 ± 2.2 years). All research participants

underwent knee joint MRI with 3 T scanner and 16-chanel transmit-

receive knee coil. Chondromalacia grades were determined by two

radiologists according to a modified Outerbridge scale using PDw

SPAIR images. The condition of patients with chondromalacia grades

1 and 2 was classified as mild, and those with grades 3 and 4 as

severe. The scientific protocol included T2 mapping (TSE, 6 TE from

13 to 78 ms, TR: 2000 ms, voxel size: 0.4 9 0.4 9 3 mm). T2 values

were calculated in manually segmented cartilage area via averaging

over three middle level slices in 6 cartilage regions: deep, interme-

diate, superficial layers and medial, lateral parts (Fig. 1). To identify

the difference between control, mild, and severe groups, a one-way

repeated measure janalysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. Tukey’’s

multiple comparison test was performed when statistical significance

was determined through the ANOVA. The threshold of significance

was set at p\ 0.05. A multiclass classification models was created

using One-vs-Rest (OVR) logistic regression using the scikit-learn

library (0.24.2) in python.

Results In the lateral part of the cartilage, an increase in T2 values

was found for both the mild and severe chondromalacia group in the

deep and intermediate layers compared to the control group. No

differences were revealed for the comparison of T2 values between

groups in the lateral superficial layer. In the medial part, an increase

in T2 values compared to the control group is observed only for the

severe group in the deep layer, while T2 in the mild chondromalacia

group either doesn‘‘t change (deep and intermediate layers) or

decreases (superficial layer) (Fig. 2). The best classification model is

shown to be the one that uses T2 from all six regions as input features

compared to models that included less input features (Fig. 3).

Discussion In the current study, chondromalacia patella was inves-

tigated after a single and first-time traumatic LPD episode. Our new

findings showed a principal difference in T2 changes between medial

and lateral cartilage facet. While T2 values rise with increasing

damage in the deep and intermediate layers of lateral part for mild and

severe groups, they tend to decrease in the medial part for mild

chondromalacia.

The increase in T2 is likely associated with matrix damage. The loss

of collagen integrity leads to heightened matrix permeability, an

increase in the content and motion of water, and, therefore, to pro-

longed T2 times. Mechanics of the LPD is characterized by contusion

of the medial patella at the lateral femoral condyle, thus the medial

part usually suffers first after LPD whereas lateral compartment

lesions appear at later stages. So elevated T2 values are most likely an

indirect consequence of the injury through the metabolic problems

and additional loading due to medial patellofemoral ligament injury.

Unchanged or reduced T2 may indicate the presence of processes that

compensate for the increase in relaxation time. The possible processes

are altered biomechanics, dehydration and loss of capacity to retain

water. In addition, reparative processes can lead to T2 decrease2.

Thus, the absence of T2 changes for the mild group in medial facet

may indicate completed reparative processes, while the decreased T2

indicates that the reparation is still ongoing.
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Conclusion Principal difference in T2 changes between medial and

lateral patellar cartilage areas revealed in our study is a result of the

LPD traumatic mechanism—primary medial patella contusion with

the signs of recovery processes and secondary damage of lateral facet.
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Introduction Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a common joint disorder

and a leading cause of morbidity, with pain as the most prevalent

symptom. Inflammation of the joint lining (synovitis) is often seen in

OA, and is strongly associated with both knee pain severity and

disease progression(1). Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic reso-

nance imaging (DCE-MRI) can be used to visualize the uptake and

washout of gadolinium-based contrast, and enables quantification of

blood perfusion as a surrogate measure of inflammation. DCE-MRI

could therefore be used to characterize the extent of synovitis and

serve as a biomarker for response to treatment in clinical trials.

However, (semi)-automatic segmentation methods and thorough

technical and clinical validation are needed to fully adopt DCE-MRI

in this setting. We aim to evaluate semi-automatic segmentation of

synovial subregions and test–retest repeatability of DCE-MRI to

measure synovial perfusion in patients with knee OA.

Methods Patients with mild-to-moderate knee OA (Kellgren-Lawr-

ence grade 1–3) who were allocated to the control group in a

prospective randomized controlled trial of genicular artery

embolization were included(2). Patients underwent MRI at 3 T (GE

Healthcare) at baseline and after 1 month. Image acquisition con-

sisted of native T1 mapping with variable flip angle, followed by a

dual-echo SPGR sequence (DISCO; DIfferential Sub-sampling with

Cartesian Ordering), in which the spatial resolution was optimized to

allow for visualization of small vessels. After the initial phase, 0.1 ml/

kg gadovist was injected and 34 dynamic phases were acquired, with

a temporal resolution of 10.2 s.

Segmentation of the synovium comprised an initial rough manual

segmentation followed by selection of enhancing voxels using a

shuffle transform method(3). Synovial subregions were created by

semi-automatic vessel mapping using MeVisLab and mathematically

assigning synovial voxels to the corresponding closest genicular

artery. Motion compensation was performed using Elastix (Elastix,

version 5.0.1), and native T1 mapping and pharmacokinetic mod-

elling was done using open source software for DCE analysis

(MADYM, version 4.21.1)(4). The commonly used combination of

the Parker literature arterial input function, and the Extended Toft’’s

model pharmacokinetic model was implemented. Voxelwise perfu-

sion parameters were calculated, after which median Ktrans values

were extracted for the whole synovium and separately for each syn-

ovial subregion. Agreement was visualized with a Bland–Altman plot,

and test–retest repeatability was evaluated using intraclass correlation
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coefficients (ICC; single rating random sample) and within-subject

coefficients of variation (CV).

Results 30 patients were included, of which two patients were lost to

follow-up and one patient was excluded due to errors during image

acquisition. For the remaining 27 participants, median Ktrans values

ranged from 0.017 to 0.121. ICC of Ktrans for the whole synovium

was 0.51, and CV was 0.14. Sensitivity analysis by exclusion of two

statistical outliers yielded an ICC of 0.66 and a CV of 0.11. For the

individual synovial regions, ICCs ranged between 0.27 and 0.58 while

CVs ranged between 0.13 and 0.25.

Discussion Our results indicate only moderate test–retest repeatability

of Ktrans in the synovium of patients with knee OA compared to a

prior study with an ICC up to 0.90 (5). This difference might be

attributable to a potentially bigger fluctuation in OA related inflam-

mation in the time between measurements in our population or

differences in acquisition or segmentation.

Conclusion Semi-automatic segmentation of the synovium and syn-

ovial subregions through vessel mapping on DCE-MRI in knee OA is

feasible. Perfusion parameters determined through pharmacokinetic

modeling have moderate repeatability and should be interpreted with

caution.
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Introduction Parameterizing quantitative biomarkers in the study of

spondyloarthropathy (SpA) aimed to the analysis of bone marrow

edemas (BMEs) through the measurement of T2 and T2* relaxation

time (T2m–T2*m) and fat-fraction (FF), can improve the diagnosis

and follow-up of this type of diseases at the musculoskeletal proto-

cols. The aim of this work is to study the T2*m and FF values

obtained from a single DIXON proton density fat fraction (dPDFF)

6-point/echoes sequence, T2m from a Spin-Echo sequence and to

evaluate their performance in the SpA characterisation of BMEs.

Methods This study was approved by the institutional Ethics Review

Board. The acquisition was performed in 21 patients (53 ?—7 y/o)

and consisted in both a STIR and T1w anatomical sequences (axial

and coronal) of the sacroiliac bones followed by a T2-Mapping Spin-

Echo (T2mSE) and a dPDFF GRE with the same geometry, the

sequence parameters can be observed in Fig. 1. Two expert radiolo-

gists delimited VOIs corresponding to BMEs and healthy tissue; for

each region 3D Slicer (v5.1.0) segmentation toolkit was implemented

in order to obtain quantifications and the STIR images were used as

the anatomical reference for BMEs identification, these were merged

with the corresponding T2mSE, T2*m and FF slices for visualization

purposes (Fig. 2). Using a Python (v3.10.5) script, t-tests were per-

formed on the collected data, a ROC curve for T2mSE (Fig. 3), T2*m

and FF (Fig. 4) were generated and cut-off values were determined.

Results The obtained p values (significance level of 0.05) were the

following: p = 1.083e-7 (T2mSE), p = 3.69e-6 (T2*m) and

p = 0.025 (FF). A T2 relaxation time of 63.5 ms and fat-fraction

63.50% were the corresponding cut-off values for the dPDFF and a

T2 time of 104 ms for the T2mSE sequence.

Discussion Although the obtained results are promising, a bigger

patient cohort is needed and due to the effects of bone aging in the

population, future studies will have to separate the patients into dif-

ferent age groups. Furthermore the extra acquisition time should be

taken into account when deciding to add these extra sequences for

obtaining these biomarkers.

Conclusion The t-tests showed a statistical significant difference

when comparing BMEs and normal tissue in the sequences and the

cut-off value were found to be excellent biomarkers differentiators for

BMEs, particularly for T2*m and T2m. These quantifications can be

an useful tool for radiologists and clinicians alike in the follow-up and

control of patients that present some type of SpA.
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Introduction Osteoarthritis is strongly associated with degeneration

of articular cartilage. Recently, studies have been performed indi-

cating that quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) may be used to

study the degeneration of this tissue [1–2].

However, QSM in the knee is complicated due to the many frequency

components of the fatty tissue surrounding the articular cartilage, such

as bone marrow and the infrapatellar fat pad. One approach for

avoiding this complication has been to exclude areas containing fatty

tissue from the reconstruction process by masking [2–3]. While

straightforward, this approach may introduce errors as the suscepti-

bility of the excluded tissue might not be fully accounted for, and as

background field removal may be challenging in regions close to the

edges of the mask.

To what extent masking of fatty tissue affects the resulting suscep-

tibility values in the articular cartilage has not been investigated. The

purpose of this work was to use simulations to assess how this

approach affects QSM of the articular cartilage in the knee.

Method Numerical phantoms were created based on in vivo images

of two female study participants (aged 42 and 53 years), included in

the study with permission from the ethics review authority and after

written informed consent. For each knee, compartments correspond-

ing to subcutaneous fat, bone marrow, lean tissue, and air were given

literature susceptibility values [2]. The resulting susceptibility map

was used to generate simulated phase and magnitude images (see

Fig. 1).

The effect of masking fatty tissue was evaluated by comparing the

local fields and susceptibility maps obtained using the masking

alternatives: 1) Excluding no tissue, 2) excluding bone marrow only

and 3) excluding all fatty tissues before background field removal

with projection onto dipole fields (PDF) [4] and the Laplacian

boundary value method (LBV) [5] was performed. In all cases, the

morphology enabled dipole inversion (MEDI) software was used [6].

The performance of each masking alternative was evaluated as the

homogeneity of values over the cartilage area (expected to be

homogenous as no internal structures were simulated in this area). For

this, profiles between the femur and tibia, given by the mean value of

each row of the box shown in Fig. 1d, were extracted. For easier

comparison, these were shifted, so that the middle point of each

profile had zero susceptibility.

Results Comparison of the local fields obtained with the different

masking alternatives indicated that the susceptibility distribution of

fatty tissue may be partially accounted for when excluded from the
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mask, see Fig. 2. This could be seen for both background field

removal techniques.

The profiles extracted from the cartilage region in the susceptibility

maps seen in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4. When no tissue was excluded,

the expected flat profile between the femur and tibia was seen for both

background field removal techniques and knees. Biases were seen for

the masking alternatives where bone marrow or all fatty tissue was

excluded. Generally, PDF introduced a larger bias than LBV.

Discussion The results indicate that the susceptibility of fatty tissue is

at least partially accounted for in the background field removal step

when excluded, likely because it is then treated as a source of the

background field. However, including fatty tissue in the reconstruc-

tion produced results which were closer to the ground truth and more

robust between geometries and reconstruction techniques. To make

the inclusion of fatty tissue possible, the chemical shift must be

accounted for, e. g. through chemical-shift encoded imaging [7].

Since the expected range of susceptibility values of healthy articular

cartilage may be as small as 0.2 ppm [1–2], the bias observed using

masking of fatty tissue was non-negligible.

Conclusion Inclusion of fatty tissue in QSM reconstruction gave

accurate and robust results. In contrast, masking of fatty tissue may

cause biases, the size of which depend on the choice of background

field removal technique and masking alternative.
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Introduction: Spontaneous muscular activity (SMAM) can be

detected and visualized in several different muscle groups of the

human musculature system using time-series diffusion-weighted

imaging (DWI).1 In healthy individuals as well as patients suffering

from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the spatial and temporal

distribution of these spontaneous activities could provide important

findings2–4. However, pattern analysis might be challenging due to the

high variation of the individual muscle groups and the visual

appearance of these spontaneous muscular activities.

In this work, an approach is presented which allows both spatial and

temporal analysis of spontaneous muscular activities visible in DWI.

Subjects and methods: MR imaging: DW images were acquired

from six healthy subjects (age: 30 ± 11) and six patients suffering

from ALS (age: 58 ± 13) on a 3 T MR system (MAGNETOM

Prismafit, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany) using a

diffusion-weighted stimulated-echo EPI research sequence. Protocol

parameters are given in Fig. 1. Spatio-temporal analysis: The com-

plete image processing steps are given in Fig. 2. In the first step, all

DWI recordings were preprocessed and muscular activities were

detected and annotated using a deep learning-based method according

to our former work4-5. Then, individual spontaneous muscular

activities are grouped based on their local position in the muscle

groups. Therefore, a position filter is applied by means of Dice

coefficient between each detected muscular activity. Afterwards,

textural features for each individual spontaneous muscular activity

were calculated using PyRadiomics6. These textural features were

further processed by a classical clustering method (DBSCAN) using

scikit-learn (v1.2.2). In order to evaluate the temporal distribution of

muscular activities in local muscle regions, e.g., uniform or non-

uniform distribution of activities over time, each subset of activities in

the same muscular region is tested for uniform distribution using a

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test based on the empirical cumulative distri-

bution function.

Results: It can be seen that the median relative cross-sectional area of

SMAMs is increased for the shoulder and tongue musculature in

patients (Fig. 3A). In the calf muscle, relative SMAM size in patients

is mostly comparable to the healthy subjects in TP and GL with

differences in GM, PL, SOL and EDL (Fig. 3B). The activity distri-

bution in patients is clearly different from healthy subjects, since the

absolute mean number of SMAMs in TA and PL is increased

(Fig. 3C). Fig. 4A shows an example of three different patterns of

spontaneous muscle activity in one patient after textural clustering.

The differences in the shape of the recruitment pattern can be clearly

seen. In Fig. 4B, areas with repetitive activity, i.e., events equally

distributed in time, are highlighted. Most spontaneous activities were

single events; however, some muscle regions show repetitive patterns.

Spontaneous muscular activity with a repetitive pattern was detected

in 83% of patients suffering from ALS, while only 16.6% of healthy

subjects have also revealed this kind of temporal behavior.

Discussion/conclusion: Analysis of spontaneous muscular activities

recorded by DWI with respect to spatial and temporal patterns

revealed distinct individual differences. Furthermore, it can be shown

that few individual patterns are repetitive in the respective muscular

area. Clustering spontaneous muscular activities within a subject has

been shown to be feasible.

Since categorization between subjects may be more difficult due to

different anatomical structures, more sophisticated clustering

approaches may be required.
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Introduction: As musculoskeletal disorders increase globally (1), the

ability to differentiate healthy from diseased muscle has become a

priority. Magnetization transfer (MT) has become a recognized

quantitative and non-invasive technique to study the interaction

between free and bound tissue proton pools. Prior studies * 30 years

ago focusing on exercise (2–4) suggested clinical value in studying

skeletal muscle with MT. Nevertheless, these studies faced significant

challenges, such as low magnetic fields, lack of exercise repro-

ducibility and standardization. Here we aimed to revisit this with

higher field and better imaging technology. Our goal was to assess

muscle MT ratio in healthy volunteers performing a plantar flexion

exercise and correlate the MT with the muscle BOLD response. This

multimodal approach could benefit from the addition of the BOLD

response giving more comprehensive information on muscle

activation.

Methods: In a study approved by our local ethics committee, healthy

subjects (11 males, age = 25.72.2 year, height = 1758.9 cm,

weight = 73.511.1 kg) were recruited. Experiments were performed

using a Discovery MR750 3 T MRI (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI)

and 16-channel T/R extremity coil. An MT (SPGR, 2 slices,

128 9 128 matrix, 10 mm thick, TE/TR/flip = 4.4/100 ms/70,

MSAT = 1.5 kHz) followed by a BOLD (EPI, 2 slices, 64 9 64

matrix, 10 mm thickness, TE/TR/flip = 35/110/70) and a post-exer-

cise MT were acquired from the lower leg (Fig. 1). Subjects

performed 8.8 min of plantar flexion exercise at 40% MVC using an

in-house built MRI-compatible ergometer during a block design

(30 s/30 s activation/rest) BOLD acquisition. The MT ratio (MTR)(5)

and BOLD correlation(signal vs. haemodynamic response function,

HRF, Fig. 2) analysis were computed. The MTR and BOLD corre-

lation were analyzed using ANOVA tests across muscle groups and

subjects, and for pre vs post-exercise (for the MTR).

Results: Muscles either showed positive or negative BOLD time

courses compared to the exercise paradigm. Negative correlated

muscles were EDL, GL, SOL and GM, while positively correlated

were TA and TP. The MTR post–pre exercise map (Fig. 3) showed a

negative trend for all muscles, i.e. MTR(post)\MTR(pre). A repe-

ated measures 3-way ANOVA was performed on the MTR, yielding

statistical significance in the mean MTR across conditions (pre vs

post-exercise), muscle groups, and subjects (p\ 0.001). In addition, a

2-way ANOVA was performed on the BOLD correlation, indicating a

significant difference in the mean correlation across muscles and

subjects (p\ 0.001). Finally, to investigate if there is any relationship

between these two MRI techniques (MT and BOLD), a linear

regression model was employed (using means and standard devia-

tions), yielding an R2 value of 0.62 (Fig. 4).

Discussion: The interaction between free and bound water pools is

complex, as there are changes in water concentration, pool exchange

rates, and metabolism (5). Studies have shown that post-exercised

skeletal muscle exhibits an increase in T2 compared to inactive

muscle, suggesting a local increase in the water content (2, 6, 7).

Therefore, the decrease in MTR post-exercise could be attributed to a

change in the bound water pool concentration or the exchange rate

between the free and bound water pools. For BOLD, a positive cor-

relation value means the ideal function and the BOLD response are

aligned, i.e. the muscle is metabolically active during exercise com-

pared to baseline. On the other hand, a negative correlation suggests

that muscle is ‘‘deactivating’’, i.e. there is a decrease in blood flow

and muscle oxygenation. Integrating both metrics, it is seen that TA

had the highest positive BOLD correlation (indicating the muscle was

metabolically active during exercise) and the greatest change in the

MTR (suggesting changes in the exchange rates or concentrations of

the free and bounded water pools). Similarly, muscles such as GL and

GM showed the lowest change in MTR and the highest negative

BOLD correlation.

Conclusion: We showed a correlation between the MT and BOLD

techniques in healthy skeletal muscle during an exercise protocol.

One of the principal advantages of this study is the use of a relatively

short MT sequence (* 1 min), which decreased the chances of

introducing motion artifacts during scanning. Even more, the short

duration of this sequence also reduced the averaging over time

effects, decreasing the chances of skeletal muscle returning to its

baseline state after exercise. Further research is required to understand

the exchange rate dynamics i.e. between the free and bounded pools

in both directions for MT during exercise in healthy skeletal muscle.
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Introduction: Dedicated pulse sequences are needed to capture the

fast-decaying 23Na signal. However, several clinical studies still use

Cartesian gradient-echo (cGRE) sequences with echo times (TE) of

&2 ms to monitor changes in the apparent total sodium concentration

(aTSC) (among others1,2). Here, we compared the ability of using a

cGRE sequence versus an ultra-short echo 3D radial-readout

sequence3 (radUTE) to measure sodium levels in skeletal muscle

tissue.

Methods: 200 data sets of 107 volunteers (age: 68.3 ± 11.8 year,

with or without kidney diseases) were retrospectively evaluated. The

data have been acquired at 3 T (Skyra and Vida, Siemens) with a

singled-tuned 23Na volume knee coil (Stark Contrast). Acquisition

parameters are listed in Table1,A. Parts of the cGRE data have been

published before4.

ROIs were outlined on 7 muscles using 1H DIXON images with

DAFNE5. The 23Na signal calibration was performed with the stan-

dard deviation (SD) of the background signal and the mean value of

the Reference tubes containing 1) 20 and 40 mM NaCl with 5%

agarose and 2) 20 and 40 mM NaCl without agarose.

Due to the non-normal distribution of the data, a paired Wilcoxon

signed rank test (WSRT) was used to test differences in aTSC

between imaging acquisition methods and calibration approaches.

In addition, 23Na relaxometry was performed at 3 T (Vida, Siemens)

with the same knee coil in 14 healthy volunteers (age: 36.9 ± 8.1y).

Acquisition parameters are listed in Table1,B. The T1 signal recovery

was fitted to S(TR) = M0(1-e(-TR/T1)). The bi-exponential T2* signal

decay was fitted to S(TE) = sqrt(A2(0.6e(-TE/T2*s) ? 0.4e(-TE/
T2*l))2 ? n2) including the Rician noise-related parameter n. ROIs

were drawn manually on the soleus muscle in the middle slice and the

Reference phantoms. Reference tubes without agarose were fitted to

S(TE) = sqrt(A2(e(-TE/T2*l))2 ? n2).
Besides, we simulated the signal behavior with the FLASH equation

using our fitted relaxation times as well as the used TE and TR from

the cGRE and radUTE sequences for aTSC quantification: S = M0

sina (1-e(-TR/T1))/(1-e(-TR/T1)cosa) (0.6e(-TE/T2*s) ? 0.4e(-TE/
T2*l)).
Results: Figure 1 shows 23Na maps of the lower leg of one volunteer

with the corresponding calibration curves. The mean aTSC values

were measured for the UTE and GRE data sets (Fig. 2). While aTSC

for radUTE images was significantly lower when agarose References

were used for calibration compared to NaCl References (median:

22.8 mM vs. 19.5 mM, WRST, p\ 0.001), the opposite was

observed for cGRE imaging (median: 16.8 mM vs. 19.5 mM, WRST,

p\ 0.001). Quantification based on NaCl tubes underestimated the

aTSC for cGRE in comparison to radUTE. As the slope is steeper for

the agarose tubes, the aTSC is lower for cGRE at normal aTSC

values, but achieves higher aTSC values in muscles with sodium

accumulation in comparison to the radUTE.

Exemplary fits of T1 recovery and T2* decay are presented in Fig. 3.

The average T1 in muscle was 27.1 ± 2.2 ms. The average short T2*

was 3.5 ± 0.5 ms and the average long T2* was 31.6 ± 4.1 ms. The

agarose Reference phantoms showed similar relaxation times with the

exception of the long T2*, which was half of the time of the muscle

tissue. For the Reference phantoms without agarose T1 and T2* were

longer than for muscle.
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Based on the signal simulations with the calculated relaxation times,

we observed different signal behaviors between short and long TE

acquisitions (flip angle 90�, TR 100 ms). For TE = 2.07 ms, NaCl

had the highest intensity at 0.74a.u., followed by muscle at 0.69a.u.

and 5% agarose at 0.63a.u. For TE = 0.3 ms, muscle and 5% agarose

had higher signal intensities at 0.92a.u. and 0.91a.u., respectively,

compared to NaCl at 0.8a.u. These variations in signal intensities can

be also clearly seen in the intensities of the Reference tubes in Fig. 1

and the observed variations in the boxplots in Fig. 2.

Discussion: Quantification of the 23Na signal varies with the acqui-

sition scheme as well as with used Reference tubes. As the relaxation

times in skeletal muscle tissue of 23Na are very short, they do have an

impact on sodium quantification. Given the TR = 100 ms, the 23Na

images are T1 weighted, which particularly influences the quantifi-

cation based on NaCl References (T1&60 ms) leading to an over- or

underestimation of the aTSC depending on the used TE. Non-UTE

sequences furthermore experience an important T2* weighting, which

was also confirmed by simulations. The short T2* component in

muscle of roughly 3.5 ms requires fast data acquisition. At TE =

2.07 ms, 15% less signal intensity is recorded than with

TE = 0.3 ms.

Conclusion: The study examined how different 23Na MRI acquisition

and calibration approaches affect signal quantification. We recom-

mend using agarose phantoms for calibration to simulate muscle

tissue’s signal behavior and UTE sequences to capture the fast-de-

caying 23Na signal. Furthermore, relaxation correction should be

applied to minimize the effect of sequence parameters on the

quantification.
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Introduction: Peripheral artery disease (PAD) affected around 202

million people globally in 2015, and the number growths as life

expectancy increases (1, 2). The main pathophysiological issue with

PAD is the reduction of perfusion in the tissue of the foot and lower

leg, which leads to different symptoms. In the most severe state of

PAD, the patient may develop critical limb ischemia (CLI). When the
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patient suffers from CLI the risk of amputations and mortality

increases (3).

Different non-IV-contrast MRI sequences can measure parameters

related to tissue perfusion. The validity of these sequences performed

in the foot has, to our knowledge, not been compared previously. This

study aims to test the validity of five different non-contrast MRI

sequences to measure perfusion in the muscles of the foot.

Method: Sixteen healthy young volunteers were MRI scanned in a

3 T scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Volunteers

relaxed supine for 30 min, and ankel-brachial index (ABI) was

measured. In the MRI scanner, the volunteers underwent a cuff-in-

duced ischemia test. A baseline scan for 30 s was followed by an

ischemic period of 2 min. To measure the hyper-reactive response,

the volunteers were scanned continuously over three min after the

cuff was deflated. The cuff was placed below the knee and was

inflated for 2 min with a pressure of 50 mmHg above the systolic

blood pressure.

The following MRI sequences were included: 2D and 3D pseudo-

continuous arterial spin labeling (pCASL), a Flow-sensitive Alter-

nating Inversion recovery pulsed arterial spin labeling (FAIR PASL),

a multi-gradient echo sequence to quantitatively assess T2*, and a

dynamic Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD), T2*-weighted

sequence. The images were analysed drawing a volume of interest

(VOI) in the foot muscles using DIXON water images. The VOI‘‘s

were copied to the same position for each of the five different per-

fusion sequences. Perfusion data were extracted from VOI’’s, using

the software Siswin. The validity was measured by comparing the

minimum perfusion or oxygenation level at the end of the occlusion

period vs. the hyperactive response. The results were analysed with

paired t-tests.

Results: All 16 volunteers accomplished all five MRI perfusion

sequences. Perfusion measurement were extracted from the VOI

(Fig. 1).

The 0-hypotheses were rejected for the BOLD, FAIR, and multi

gradient echo sequences, meaning that the validity was high for those

three sequences (Table 1).

Discussion: A large difference is found between the included MRI

sequences regarding perfusion. To our knowledge, no former studies

have compared the performance of five different non-contrast MRI

sequences in the foot. Former research projects have examined per-

fusion in the calf demonstrating valid results using a pCASL sequence

(4). Other studies have used exercises to generate a hyperactive

response also in the calf (5).

The signal curves for all five perfusion sequences are affected by

shallow movements at in- and de-flation of the cuff. By clamping the

foot in a foot coil, and optimizing the positioning of the volunteers, it

is possible to minimize the movement of the foot. However, because

the BOLD and perfusion signal changes are very small, the signal

variation caused by the slight motion can easily shadow the ischemic

signal variations.

All sequences can be implemented in different ways and the provided

conclusions might only be valid for the specific implementations

used.

Conclusion: The highest validity was found using BOLD, Multi

gradient echo, and FAIR sequences. Before clinical implementation,

it is relevant to test BOLD, Multi Gradient Echo, and FAIR in patients

with claudication and critical ischemic.
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Introduction: Low-field scanners can be designed to be light, low-

cost and with small footprint [1, 2], opening a new window of

opportunities that enable studies rarely carried out at high-field sys-

tems due to their low accessibility.

We present the first systematic study carried out with our low-field 72

mT ‘‘Physio MRI’’ scanner [3, 4], including preliminary results of

image segmentations to show the relation between muscle volume

and sport performance tests on 35 volunteers.

Methods The study involved a total of 35 participants (mean (SD)

age of 24.8 (4.3) years; weight of 69.2 (11.2) kg and height of 1.74

(0.10) m). Performance measurements of common explosive exer-

cises such as counter movement and horizontal jumps were performed

uni and bi-laterally. After the tests, we acquired axial images of their

lower legs.

We employed the ‘‘Physio MRI’’ scanner (Fig. 1, [3]). This operates

with a Halbach array of NdFeB magnets, providing * 72 mT over a

spherical region of 200 mm in diameter with homogeneity of

3,000 ppm. The system is equipped with a gradient stack capable of

reaching strengths[ 24 mT/m along any spatial direction. Field

homogeneity can be actively shimmed with the gradients to reduce

the homogeneity down to 75 ppm in a spherical volume of 100 mm in

diameter. We control the scanner with MaRCoS [4], [5], a Red Pitaya

based system (Fig. 1(g)) controlling a custom gradient driver board.

To acquire the images, we used RARE sequences. We acquired

proton density weighted axial images with TR = 750 ms, echo

spacing 20 ms, echo train length 5, effective echo time 20 ms, matrix

size 140 9 120x24, acquisition bandwidth 35 kHz, and averaged

acquisitions for a total scan time of 15 min.

We filtered the acquired images with a block match 4D (BM4D) filter

and saved then in NiFTI format. ITK-SNAP [6] was used for image

segmentation, and matlab to obtain the cross-section areas and vol-

umes of the muscles.

Results: Figure 2a shows a representative example corresponding to

one of the volunteers. The image includes the segmentation of the

lateral (red) and the medial (green) gastrocnemius muscle for one of

the transversal slices of the 3D image. Making use of this segmen-

tation for all the slices we could obtain the slice cross-sectional area

as well as the muscle volume. Figure 2b shows the volume (left) and

area (right) as a function of the slice for this representative volunteer.

Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional area (a) and the volume (b) of the

medial gastrocnemius obtained from different images as a function of

the weight of the volunteer. This is obtained for the slice with the

larger area of the medial gastrocnemius. To calculate the volume, we

take as a Reference the slice with the larger cross-sectional area of the

medial gastrocnemius, then we measure the volume from this slice to

7.5 cm distal.

Discussion: We observe that there is a statistically significant cor-

relation between the volunteer weight and the area (volume), with a

Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.626 (0.657). Also, a preliminary

analysis of the results indicates a negative correlation between the

volume of the medial gastrocnemius of the left leg with the unilateral

right and left counter movement jump height (r = - 0.502 and r = -

0.409, respectively). The statistical significance was set at p\ 0.05.

Conclusion: In this work, we studied systematically calf images

acquired with our portable, low-cost and low-field ‘‘Physio MRI’’

scanner. A first analysis of the results indicates significant correlation

between the weight and volume of the medial gastrocnemius, as well

as with the cross-sectional area of the muscle. Furthermore, a pre-

liminary analysis shows correlation between unilateral right and left

counter movement jump height and the volume of the medial

gastrocnemius.
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Introduction: The common marmoset, a small non-human primate,

has become increasingly popular in preclinical research. Recently, it

was shown that aging led to abnormalities in ventricular function and

signs of myocardial remodelling. 1. To better understand the under-

lying pathomechanisms, quantitative techniques investigating the

myocardium’s microstructure (e.g. collagen volume) and perfusivity

(e.g. vessel volume) are required. 2. The aim of this translational

study was to develop an MRI protocol for precise estimation of

extracellular volume and first-pass perfusion of the myocardium,

which we could apply to study age-related myocardial differences

between young and senescent marmosets.

Methods: Experiments were conducted on 20 healthy adult mar-

mosets divided into two groups young adult (n = 10, age = 2.5 ± 0.5

years) and senescent (n = 10, age = 13.6 ± 2.1 years). Cardiovas-

cular MRI was obtained on a 9.4 T MR system (Biospec 94/30,

Bruker BioSpin, Germany) using a single-loop receive coil (Rapid

Biomedical, Germany). First-pass perfusion and T1-mapping of a

mid-ventricular short-axis slice were measured with a non-ECG

gated, golden angle, radial FLASH (TR = 4–6 ms, TE = 1.5–2 ms,

spatial resolution = 0.5 9 0.5 9 2 mm3) sequence with additional

saturation and inversion recovery modules, respectively. A schematic

of the protocol is shown in Fig. 1. The first-pass perfusion images

were acquired during the injection of contrast agent (0.125 mmol/kg

Gadovist). The T1-mapping was acquired before (pre-contrast T1)

and * 12 min after (post-contrast T1) contrast agent injection. Raw

radial data was gridded to Cartesian coordinates using a Kaiser-Bessel

kernel. We analyzed the data using two different undersampling

schemes: conventional undersampling using only a subset of spokes

and k-space weighted image contrast (KWIC)3 undersampling.. Both

conventional and KWIC undersampling were reconstructed with

different undersampling factors (Fig. 2) (ns = 13, 21, 34, 55, …)

based on the golden angle ordering scheme.

Myocardial perfusion ratio (MPR) was assessed semi-quantitatively

using the first-pass perfusion data. MPR is defined as the ratio of the

slope in myocardium and blood of the signal-time curve during the

first pass of the contrast agent: MPR = upslopemyo/upslopeblood 4.

T1 maps were estimated by fitting a three-parameter equation. An

automatic tissue segmentation was used to separate blood from

myocardium for calculating the MPR and the extracellular volume

fraction (ECV). The ECV was calculated from pre-contrast and post-

contrast T1 maps: ECV = (1 - hct) 9 (DR1myo/DR1blood) 5.
Results: Due the intrinsic image averaging property of the radial

sampling scheme, images are free of breathing artifacts and a static

image of the beating heart is reconstructed. Fully sampled (ns = 137)

radial reconstruction will lead to superior image quality, however, the

relative long saturation time of 420 ms leads to signal saturation of

the peak concentration in the signal-time curves. Conventional radial

undersampling can overcome this limitation by reducing the effective

saturation time to 42 ms (ns = 13), 66 ms (ns = 21) or 102 ms

(ns = 34) with a drawback of significantly reduced SNR. In contrast,

radial undersampling in combination with KWIC undersampling has

the advantage of reducing the effective saturation time while retaining

the SNR. Similar optimization was performed for the reconstruction

of T1 maps. By considering both the SNR and effective saturation and

inversion time, the optimal number of spokes were selected as 21 for

first-pass perfusion and 55 for T1-mapping. Figure 3 shows a repre-

sentative pre-contrast and post-contrast map of the T1 time using the

suggested radial reconstruction with KWIC undersampling.

Preliminary results of the marmosets aging study reveals a significant

decrease of the MPR as well as an increase in the pre-contrast T1-time

and ECV in senescent monkeys, which is in agreement with findings

in humans (data not shown).

Discussion: KWIC undersampling in combination with radial

encoding allows for reconstruction of images with saturation times

shorter than 100 ms for first-pass perfusion, which prevents signal

saturation of the peak concentration. Similarly, T1 maps can be

measured with a single-shot inversion pulse and a look-locker radial

encoding. The achieved image quality allows for reliable automatic

myocardial segmentation and assessment of quantitative parameters

of the myocardial microstructure.

Conclusion: The introduced MR protocol allows for robust quan-

tification and detection of microstructural changes of the myocardium

during aging in marmosets and other small animal models.
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Introduction: The world‘‘s population is aging: every country is

experiencing growth in both the size and the proportion of older

people. Aging is without a doubt the dominant risk factor for devel-

oping cardiovascular diseases. We investigated native and post-

contrast T1 mapping as a quantitative method to appraise its clinical

potential in the evaluation of the aging heart. T1 mapping consists in

quantifying the intrinsic T1 relaxation time of a tissue and it may be

considered as a marker for the extent of myocardial disease. This

article aimed to provide Reference values of T1 mapping in order to

quantify the expansion of the extracellular matrix in older people.

Methods: We retrospectively selected subjects ranged in age from 82

to 100 years old that underwent contrast cardiac magnetic resonance

(CMR). All subjects were imaged on a 1.5 T system. T1 measure-

ments were performed with a Modified Look Lockers Inversion

(MOLLI) recovery sequence. MOLLI images generally use bSSFP

readouts to improve blood-tissue contrast. Regions of interest (ROI)

were drawn in the left ventricle for blood T1 measurement and in the

interventricular septum. We used T1 data obtained before and after

contrast injection. ECV (extracellular volume) was calculated. We

also measured the volume and function of both ventricles. Spearman’s

Rho was used for correlations.

Results: We analysed 62 patients (mean age 82.26 ± 2.95 years old).

Mean value of T1 in the blood pool (T1bp) was 1625.72 ± 95.06

before contrast and 361.21 ± 62.32 after contrast. Mean value of T1

in the septum (T1s) was 1010.64 ± 37.60 before contrast and

496.46 ± 57.85 after contrast. Mean value of ECV in the septum was

0.28 ± 0.06%. Left ventricle (LV) EDVI was 49.66 ± 15.99 ml/m2

and ESVI was 17.34 ± 8.85 ml/m2, LV ejection fraction (EF) and

stroke volume (SV) were 65.99 ± 10.15% and 56.24 ± 19.72 ml

respectively. Right ventricle (RV) EDVI was 49.33 ± 13 ml/m2 and

ESVI was 18.73 ± 6.17 ml/m2, RV ejection fraction (EF) and stroke

volume (SV) were 61.83 ± 9.09% and 53.33 ± 19.85 ml respec-

tively. A significant negative correlation was found between ECV and

LVEF (r = - 0.348 and p = 0.03) and RVEF (r = - 0.250 and

p = 0.026). No significant correlations were found between ECV and

age.

Discussion: The preliminary findings of this research suggest a

potential correlation between fibrosis and age. Cardiac aging is linked

with morphological and functional changes. These changes can be

used to guide clinical decision-making and treatment. To ensure that

our health system is ready to face this demographic shift toward an

aging population, this study aimed to establish Reference values of T1

mapping in the elderly.

Conclusions: This study shows a correlation between ECV and

biventricular systolic function in an aged population.
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Background: In patients with Fontan circulation, the lungs are pas-

sively supplied with venous blood and the univentricular heart

performs the function if the left ventricle. In other words, the Fontan

circulation connects the large veins from the lower and upper body

with the lung arteries bypassing the heart. Therefore, such patients are

excellent models to study hypoxia influences on the cardiovascular

system, which is relevant for aeronautics and space medicine alike.

Hypoxia leads to vasoconstriction in pulmonary vessels and to sys-

temic vasodilation which has an impact on cardiac output especially

under physical load. Thus, the clinical recurrent question arises

whether children and adults with Fontan circulation should expose

themselves to prolonged hypoxia (C 12 h) such as during airplane

travel or travel to higher altitude. Our aim was to study how patients

with Fontan circulation respond to moderate hypoxia of 15.1% O2

over 24 h, which is equivalent to about 2400 m. Assessing the Fontan

circulation is challenging with conventional imaging methods.

Breath-hold capacity is very limited in these patients, especially under

hypoxic conditions. Cardiac real-time MRI offers rapid image

acquisitions during spontaneous breathing, which allow new insights

in the hemodynamics and the specific cardiac anatomy in these unique

patients. Patients with univentricular hearts show large interindividual

variability and conventional imaging techniques often fail to provide

reliable data. Real-time MRI during free breathing can solve those

problems but respiratory variability of hemodynamic parameters is an

additional challenge. Thus, we aim to train an artificial intelligence

network with pre-segmented images and to synchronize the obtained

results with respiration.

Material and method: We recruited 18 patients with Fontan circu-

lation (9 women, 9 men; 24.8 ± 6.3 years; 23.0 ± 3.6 kg/m2) and

performed real-time cardiac MRI in normoxia and in normobaric

hypoxia (24 h of 15.1% O2). We acquired conventional cine MRI (25

phases) during normoxia and real-time cardiac MRI (temporal reso-

lution of 33 ms over 10 s) in the short axis during both, normoxia and

hypoxia. We quantified blood flow in the ascending and descending

aorta, the vena cava superior and inferior, in the Fontan tunnel and in

the left and right pulmonal arteries with the same temporal resolution

over 30 s each. We also recorded brachial blood pressure, beat-to-

beat finger arterial blood pressure, ECG, and respiration. We analyzed

real-time images with Cafur (Mevis Fraunhofer) and obtained mean

values over the acquired time periods. We analyzed cine images using

Circle CVI42 software. We used expert annotations of cardiac short

axis images of the univentricular hearts to teach the U-net [1] based

AI for segmentation. In addition, we compared the automatic

detection of systole, diastole, inspiration and expiration with corre-

sponding time points in the physiological recordings.

Results: Hypoxia increased heart rate from 65 ± 13 bpm to 74

13 bpm (p\ 0.001) while systolic blood pressure remained unchan-

ged (normoxia: 110 ± 10 mmHg, hypoxia: 111 ± 11 mmHg),

however, diastolic blood pressure increased from 59 ± 8 mmHg to:

63 ± 9 mmHg (p = 0.011). Stroke volume decreased from

58 ± 17 ml to 54 ± 15 ml measured in the ascending Aorta

(p = 0.005). Cardiac output remained unchanged due to increased

heart rate. Left pulmonary artery flow increased from 1.55 ± 0.36 l/

min to 1.80 ± 0.49 l/ min (p = 0.015). Flow in the right pulmonary

artery was 1.23 ± 0.51 l/min during normoxia and 1.13 ± 0.52 l/min

(p = 0.305) in hypoxia. The difference between pulmonary blood

flow (RPA plus LPA) and systemic blood flow (cardiac output) did

not change during hypoxia compared to normoxia. Blood flow per

heart beat decreased in the descending aorta (34.4 ± 13.4 ml vs.

30.5 ± 11.3 ml, p = 0.027), right pulmonary artery (19.7 ± 8.6 ml

vs. 15.9 ± 7.9 ml, p = 0.021) and in the Fontan tunnel

(35.5 ± 12.6 ml vs. 32.7 ± 12.5 ml, p = 0.038).

Conclusion: Patients with Fontan circulation exposed to moderate

hypoxia over 24 h did not show clinically relevant changes in pul-

monary or systemic flow. Moreover, shunt volume remained

unchanged during moderate hypoxia. These findings suggest that

patients with Fontan circulation should not be generally excluded

from airplane travel. However, further analysis of possible subgroups

may be needed. Given the utility of responses, we will use the

methodology in future studies to assess diastolic filling during deep

breathing maneuvers and under different cardiac loading conditions to

differentiate functional capabilities of individual Fontan circulations.
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Introduction: Accelerated MRI reconstruction techniques are nec-

essary to fasten long cardiac exams and avoid the use of breath holds.

Parallel imaging (PI) techniques are widely used in clinical practice to

reduce the number of k-space lines acquired, by taking advantage of

multiple receiver coil information. GRAPPA3 is a PI reconstruction
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algorithm aiming at interpolating the missing k-space lines using

convolution kernels determined during a calibration based on fully

sampled central k-space lines. RAKI2 algorithm recently proposed to

incorporate non-linearity by applying CNN with multiple layers. The

advantage of this approach lies in the single shot training, which is

uncommon for Deep Learning techniques usually requiring large

training dataset.

The objective of this study is to assess the need of multiple CNN

layers and non-linear activation for a RAKI reconstruction. As such,

we propose the use of a single layer RAKI network, that comes close

to a parallelised GRAPPA algorithm4,5 to further accelerate the

reconstruction, while guaranteeing imaging quality.

Methods: RAKI was implemented on Pytorch based on code avail-

able online6 (Fig. 1A). Training was performed by optimising the

Mean-Absolute Error (MAE) over 600 epochs with an ADAM opti-

miser (lr = 0.001 with exponential decay). The architecture was then

modified to contain a single layer of CNN (5X5 kernel) (Fig. 1B).

We evaluated the proposed method on the OCMR database7,8, com-

prising 64 fully sampled single slice CINE acquisitions. These images

were acquired on different Siemens scanners (28 acquired at 1.5 T

and 36 at 3 T), 21 in short-axis view and 43 in long-axis view.

Imaging parameters were as follows (min/max): FOV = 80 9 180

mm2/800 9 343mm2, matrix size = 320 9 121/512 9 208, slice

thickness = 6.5 mm/8 mm, TR = 2.71 ms/3.21 ms, TE = 1.36 ms/

1.61 ms, flip angle = 33�/ 70�, cardiac phases = 15/31.

The images were retrospectively subsampled in a uniform pattern

with an acceleration rate of R = 4.

Techniques were assessed using the following image quality metrics:

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index

(SSIM) and Normalised Mean Squared Error (NMSE), measured

thanks to the availability of a ground-truth image reconstructed with

fully sampled data. The reconstruction time was also evaluated, and

included the time required for data loading, training and evaluation/

reconstruction.

We compared our proposed single-layer network with the standard

RAKI and two GRAPPA implementations9,10.

Results: The standard RAKI seems to show a better calibration with a

loss function converging to a lower value than the single-layer net-

work (Fig. 2).

Boxplots (Fig. 3) show that the single-layer network has similar or

better quantitative results as standard RAKI, and the average of both

GRAPPA implementations. The reconstruction time of the proposed

model outperforms the other methods, making it almost 2 times faster

than standard RAKI and as fast as the fastest GRAPPA

implementation.

Both RAKI methods appear to be less noisy than GRAPPA (Fig. 4)

and with a lower error compared to the ground-truth, though some

artefacts remain (striped lines).

Discussion: The RAKI k-spaces (Fig. 4) seem to show an overfitting

of the model, with better results for central lines of the k-space. This

’’overfitting‘‘ looks less present with the single-layer network. The

GRAPPA reconstruction also seems to create this effect, yet in a less

obvious manner, without a clear distinction between the centre and

the rest of the k-space. The k-space interpolation appears to cause

an underestimation of the intensity in the outer lines. This intensity

difference between the real acquired and interpolated lines repeats

throughout the k-space in a patterned manner that may create the

stripping artefacts.

The difference between both loss functions indicates that the com-

plexity of the network allows for a better interpolation but further

overfitting. This overfitting seems to be confirmed by better quanti-

tative results with the ’’less complex‘‘ network. The proposed loss

function (MAE) might also not be optimal for k-space data, sup-

porting the need for k-space specific loss functions11.

Conclusion: This study has shown that the depth of the neural net-

work does not ensure better reconstruction performance. The

proposed method shows comparable results to standard methods

while being significantly faster and therefore more easily transferred

in clinical practice.
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Introduction: Parallel Imaging techniques are widely used in clinical

practice to accelerate MRI acquisition, especially for cardiac MRI. By

exploiting sensitivity differences of multiple receiver coils, PI

methods have been shown to accurately reconstruct images up to a

reasonable acceleration rate. GRAPPA1 aims at interpolating the

missing k-space lines by using convolution kernels. Recently, Deep

Learning (DL) have been explored to accelerate both the acquisition

and reconstruction procedure while maintaining good imaging qual-

ity2. DL methods usually require large databases, which are pretty

scarce in medical imaging. RAKI3 is a scan-specific DL reconstruc-

tion technique derived from GRAPPA, that incorporates non-linearity

with multiple CNN layers and non-linear activation units. Training of

the model weights only need a patient-specific calibration signal (k-

space central lines) which alleviates the need of a big database but

requires longer reconstruction time due to the need of specific training

for each scan. To overcome this limitation several works have

recently been proposed to extend RAKI to simultaneous multi-

slice4,5.

Our proposed work aims at accelerating RAKI for cardiac CINE

images by accelerating the training of the CNN weights and using the

redundancy of information between the cardiac phases and adjacent

slices.

Methods: The proposed method trains the RAKI network weights on

one randomly selected cardiac phase of a given slice, and then

reconstruct images (based on these weights) on all cardiac phases

from this specific slice as well as all data from the adjacent slice.

Therefore, one single training is used for 3XN images (all cardiac

phases from 3 slices).

The proposed RAKI architecture consists of a single linear layer (5X5

kernel) (Fig. 1A). Training of the model has been performed by

optimising the Mean-Absolute Error (MAE) loss function over 600

epochs with an ADAM optimiser (lr = 0.001 with exponential decay).

We evaluated the proposed method on the OCMR database6,7, using

only the multi-slice CINE data, which consisted of 10 stacks of CINE

images (with 10 to 14 slices). These images were acquired on dif-

ferent Siemens scanners (8 acquired at 1.5 T and 2 at 3 T) in short-

axis view. Imaging parameters were as follows (min/max): FOV =

600 9 233mm2/760 9 308mm2, matrix size = 288 9 112/

384 9 156, slice thickness = 6 mm/8 mm, TR = 2.81 ms/3.05 ms,

TE = 1.41 ms/1.53 ms, flip angle = 33�/70�, cardiac phases = 18/30.

For comparison purposes, only 9 central adjacent slices were ran-

domly selected for the reconstruction.

The images were retrospectively subsampled in a uniform pattern

with acceleration rates of R = 4.

The proposed technique (Fig. 1E) was compared to the following

methods: ’’standard‘‘ RAKI trained for each cardiac phase and slice

independently (Fig. 1B), RAKI trained on a single phase while the

slices were learned independently (Fig. 1C) and RAKI trained on

each phase independently but on the middle slice (Fig. 1D).

Techniques were assessed using the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

(PSNR) measured with the available fully sampled data. The recon-

struction time was also evaluated and included the time required for

data loading, training and evaluation/reconstruction.

Results: The PSNR (Fig. 2) of the proposed method is almost as good

as Standard and Multiphase RAKI and much better than Multislice

RAKI, while the reconstruction time is reduced.

Figure 3 shows PSNR boxplots representing the impact of the

learning slice position. The reconstruction on three adjacent slices

showed the best compromise between image quality and reconstruc-

tion acceleration (Fig. 3E).

Standard RAKI and our method seem to show comparable visual

results (Fig. 4).

Discussion: The proposed method greatly reduces the reconstruction

time of RAKI for CINE images, with an acceleration factor of 21,

making it more applicable in clinical practice.

Artefacts remain for several examples (Fig. 4). These artefacts seem

to be present on standard RAKI and intrinsic of the approach. Future

works will pinpoint these artefacts in the hope of reducing or elimi-

nating them. One assumes that these artefacts seem to be due to

overtraining on the calibration data, and structures of the subsam-

pling. One will investigate the use of more raw-data specific loss

functions, and/or the use of non-cartesian subsampling.

Conclusion: The proposed strategy significantly reduced the recon-

struction time of cardiac CINE data while preserving reconstruction

quality, by restricting the training of the RAKI network on a single

cardiac phase and specific limited number of slices.
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Introduction: The accurate quantification of mitral valve regurgita-

tion (MVR) is critical in the diagnosis and management of

cardiovascular disease. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR)

has emerged as a valuable tool for detecting and measuring MVR.

However, the development of new techniques such as intraventricular

four-dimensional (4D) flow has opened up new avenues for more

precise and detailed quantification of blood flow within the heart (1,

2).

In this study, we aimed to compare 4D flow against established CMR

MVR quantification methods in patients with severe MVR. Our goal

was to evaluate the performance of 4D flow in this clinical setting and

to determine whether it could offer any advantages over existing

methods. Specifically, we sought to assess the accuracy, repro-

ducibility, and feasibility of 4D flow in the quantification of MVR.

Methods: We analyzed consecutive transcatheter edge-to-edge repair

(TEER) candidates with severe MVR according to echocardiography,

who underwent CMR including 4D flow, and who were included in

the PRE-MITRA study. Patients underwent a CMR scan at a 1.5 T

Siemens scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens Healthineers). MVR was

quantified using four different methods (Fig. 1): Regurgitant volume

(RVol) was derived using 1) 4D-flow intraventricular annular inflow

(4D-flowAIM) method, (2) 2-dimensional phase-contrast standard

method (2D-PCstandard), (3) 2D-PC mitral valve method (2D-PCMV),

and (4) the volumetric method (Fig. 1). Quantification was compared

among the different methods, using R software version 4.2.2 (R

Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Results: A total of 7 patients (72 ± 16, 100% male) with severe

MVR who underwent CMR scanning were included in this study. The

mean left ventricular (LV) end-diastolic volume was 243 ml (range

52–424 ml) with a mean left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) of 30%

(range 15–51%). There was a strong to excellent correlation between

flow quantification methods (r = 0.82–0.99, p\ 0.05) except 2D-

PCMV. Average regurgitant volumes were 34 ± 12 ml for 4D-flo-

wAIM, 26 ± 21 ml for 2D-PCstandard, 26 ± 15 ml for 2D-PCMV, and

34 ± 25 ml for the volumetric method (Fig. 2).

Discussion: The accurate quantification of MVR is critical in diag-

nosing and managing cardiovascular disease. CMR has emerged as a

valuable tool for detecting and measuring MVR. However, the

development of new techniques such as 4D flow has opened up new

avenues for more precise and detailed quantification of blood flow

within the heart. Our study aimed to compare 4D flow against

established CMR MVR quantification methods in patients with severe

MVR. We found that there was a strong to excellent correlation

between the different methods of quantification, except for the 2D-

PCMV method. In addition, the 4D-flowAIM method provided com-

parable regurgitant volume measurements to the standard CMR

methods.

Conclusion: In conclusion, our study suggests that 4D-flowAIM is a

viable adjunctive method for quantifying MVR in a clinical setting,

with a strong correlation to standard CMR MVR methods. This

technique may offer improved accuracy and reproducibility in the
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quantification of MVR and could be a valuable tool for clinicians in

diagnosing and managing cardiovascular disease.
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Introduction: Electrocardiogram (ECG) is required during MRI for

two main purposes: first for the monitoring of the patient during the

exam; second for the synchronization of acquisitions with the heart

activity in order to avoid motion artifacts during cardiac MRI1.

However, the MRI environment distorts the ECG signals, making the

ECG analysis highly complex. Several specific processing of ECG

signals in MRI have been suggested1,2,3. Moreover, the electrode

positions can affect the signal quality and artifact amplitude, and there

is currently no consensus on the optimal electrode placement. In this

work, we studied the impact of the Body Mass Index (BMI) and the

position of the sensor relative to the field of view (FOV) on ECG

signal quality and the amplitude of MRI-induced artifacts.

Methods: Data was collected during a clinical trial performed at the

Nancy University hospital (EDEN, NCT0521846). The database

consists in the collection large bandwidth [0–3.5 kHz] ECG signals

sampled at 16 kHz with a MR-conditional ECG sensor (Schiller
medical, Wissembourg, France). The sensor was positioned as rec-

ommended by the manufacturer. 6 female subjects with a mean BMI

of 27.3 (BMI max 39.1; BMI min 17.9) were included in this study.

MRI protocol was divided into two parts: (i) with pulse sequences

used during brain examination and (ii) with pulse sequences used

during cardiac examinations. Neurological exam included FLAIR,

DIFFUSION and SWI pulse sequences with the FOV located on the

head and smaller than 25 cm, therefore ECG sensor being outside the

FOV, while cardiac exam included CINE, bSSFP, black blood images

with inversion pulses and T1 maps, with the ECG sensor being

located inside the FOV. One 60-s ECG recording was also performed

outside the MRI bore. An in-house device (SAEC)4 was used to

record ECG signals and the three gradients coils currents

simultaneously.

The amplitude of the R wave was estimated on the recording outside

the MRI bore, by averaging the R peak amplitude after applying a

commercial QRS detector. The maximum absolute value of each

recording during pulse sequence was calculated to assess the gradient

artefact amplitude for each pulse sequence.

The mean artifact peak value per subject was calculated and reported

for each different BMI. Moreover, the average gradient artifact

amplitude for head and heart centered pulse sequences were com-

puted and compared.

Results: The evolutions of R-peak amplitudes, gradient artifact

amplitudes and SNR, with BMI, are depicted in Fig. 1 a), b) and c)

respectively. As BMI increases, the R-peak amplitude and SNR seems

to decrease (with a R2 coefficient of 0.73 for R-peak amplitude and

0.71 for SNR); while gradient artifacts seem to be correlated to BMI

(R2 = 0.87).

A boxplot comparing gradient artifact amplitude in the head protocol

with heart protocol is depicted in Fig. 2, and indicate larger ampli-

tudes for out of FOV acquisitions (head).

Discussion: It was long assumed that gradient artifacts were stronger

when ECG electrodes were positioned outside of the FOV, which

seems to be confirmed by Fig. 2. This can be explained by the

presence of concomitant gradient fields (in each direction of the

space).

Figure. 1 seems to indicate a strong correlation between BMI and the

amplitude of gradient artifacts (and SNR). Possible explanations

could be that distance between electrodes and heart is larger for

higher BMI, meaning the heart amplitude is lower. Moreover gradi-

ent-induced currents are higher due to the presence of larger layers of

tissue. Another explanation could also come from the fact that elec-

trodes for subjects with higher BMI are closer to the outer region of

the bore, which may be corrupted by concomitant gradients.

The use of a large bandwidth ECG sensor allows for the recording of

well-preserved induced currents, but their magnitude can reach sev-

eral hundred of mV (many orders of magnitude higher than the QRS

complex and ECG signal or interest (* 1 mV)). This will require to

develop robust and accurate denoising strategy, such as adaptive fil-

tering2. Early experiments have shown that these techniques might

not work well in the current setting and might need further opti-

mization (see Fig. 3).

Further works will include analyzing the impact of the position of the

electrodes regarding MRI related distortions (both the Mag-

netoHydroDynamic effect and gradient artifacts).

Conclusion: In this study, we presented a new database of ECG

signals acquired during MRI using a large bandwidth sensor. This

database will allow for further analysis of optimal electrode
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positioning for a woman population, and also serve as a tool for the

development of effective gradient artifact suppression strategies.
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Introduction: ElectroCardioGraphy (ECG) devices are essential for

cardiac MRI exams, in order to synchronize image acquisition to the

heartbeat and monitor the patient. To ensure MRI safety, most

commercial MR-ECG devices use short cables from the chest elec-

trodes to the analog-to-digital conversion unit, and ECG signals are

transferred by optical fibers or wireless transmission1. There is cur-

rently no MRI safety standard specifically for devices placed on the

body surface, so standards for implanted devices (ISO/TS 10974) are

generally applied and adapted. Electromagnetic (EM) simulation is

increasingly used to design radiofrequency (RF) heating experiments

for such devices, as it can help identify worst-case scenarios and

critical parameters. Furthermore, it might help design new use cases

of the device, e.g. with multiple sensors2, or at ultra-high field (7 T).

The aim of this work was to model a commercial MR-ECG device,

and qualitatively compare EM simulation results to experimental

temperature measurements.

Methods: Experimental setup The experimental setup was designed

to test a set of 5 ECG sensors (modified version of the W-ECG,

Maglife RT-1 system from Schiller Médical, Wissembourg, France).

Experiments were performed on a PRISMA 3 T MRI machine

(Fig. 1). The sequence was a 2D Turbo-Spin-Echo to maximize RF

power transmission (flip angle 90/166 deg, echo train length = 32,

TR/TE = 4660/113 ms, 40 slices). The heating sequence was applied

for 15 min for each test and followed by 2 min of rest. The phantom

was composed of tapped water in an torso-shaped tray. The ECG

sensors were placed on polystyrene blocks in order not to be

immersed in water, and the electrodes were sticked onto agar gel

blocks (Fig. 2) which had electrical properties similar to salty water

(eR = 78 and r = 0.5 S/m).

Temperature measurements were obtained with four optical probes

(Reflex Signal Conditioner, NEOPTIX, Québec, Canada), which were

placed at each electrode-gel interface. One experiment allowed

monitoring one ECG sensor (4 electrodes), it was repeated to monitor

each of the 5 sensors.

Simulations Simulations were executed on CST Studio Suite 2022

(Dassault Systems, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Models of the ECG

sensors were created to reproduce the ECG sensor geometry faith-

fully, and material properties (cables, electrodes, gels etc.), which

were not available in this preliminary work, were estimated with

typical values. The radiofrequency transmission coil was a validated

birdcage model of either a 1.5 T SIEMENS AVANTO FIT or a 3 T

SIEMENS PRISMA MRI machines, both used at our institution. The

torso phantom had the same properties as water and the same

dimensions as that used in the experiment. Furthermore, a Siemens

ECG sensor (PERU 098 ECG/Respiratory Unit) has been modeled on

the CST Studio Suite 2022 software to compare qualitatively the

heating distribution of both ECG sensors (Fig. 3).
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Results: From the experiment, the C electrode, whatever the location

of the sensor, showed the highest temperature elevation (4.8 �C), and
the maximum heating appeared when the ECG sensor was closest to

the center of the MRI system.

So far, simulations on the in the simulation, the highest SAR was

observed in the C electrode in all tested locations of the ECG sensor

model, when using the 1.5 T birdcage model (Fig. 4).

Discussion and Conclusion: The phantom experiment and the pre-

liminary simulation results showed the same trend: the electrode

which is the farthest from the ECG sensor in the birdcage axis showed

highest SAR/temperature elevation. Quantitative comparison of

simulations and experiments was not performed at this stage. In future

work, material properties will be refined, and the device transfer

function will be measured and integrated to the simulation. The

simulation framework might help in the development of ECG sensors

for 7 T MRI.
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Introduction: Ultra-high field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

systems can provide both high spatial and high temporal resolution.

However, spatial inhomogeneities of the transmit magnetic field B1
?

can lead to modified signal and contrast in the acquired image. Fur-

thermore, alterations in head position due to motion relative to the

transmit coil may cause B1
? changes at the voxel level. One way of

measuring these inhomogeneities is by using the Dual Refocusing

Echo Acquisition Mode (DREAM) method.1 DGE MRI is sensitive to

changes in B1
? affecting the saturation efficiency for targeted glu-

cose. In this study, we investigated the changes in the B1
? field

distribution caused by motion during dynamic glucose-enhanced

(DGE) MRI in order to assess the order of magnitude of these effects.

Methods: The study was approved by the local ethics committee and

written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Three

healthy male volunteers aged 24–27 years were scanned at 7 T

(Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, Netherlands) using an

8-channel-transmit/32-channel-receive head coil (NovaMedical). An

experienced neuroradiologist examined the morphologic images

(MP2RAGE) of each healthy volunteer to exclude any pathology.

DGE MRI was performed to monitor the uptake of D-glucose infusion

using a 23-min dynamic chemical exchange saturation transfer

(CEST) MRI sequence. DREAM flip angle mapping was performed

before and after the DGE MRI, using 3 different flip angles (25, 40,

and 60 degrees) to reduce bias.2 The DREAM flip angle mapping

involved an ultra-fast multi B1
?-mapping single-shot STEAM

sequence with the following parameters: TE(free induction decay,

FID) = 0.99 ms, TE(stimulated echo, STE) = 1.39 ms Ts(STEAM

preparation pulse interval) = 2.4 ms, TR = 2.4 ms, FA = 24�, 40�
and 60� and an isotropic voxel size of 3.75 9 3.75 9 3.75 mm3. The

sequence generated a B1
?-map together with maps of STE and FID.

The different flip angle maps were combined according to Olsson

et al.2 using Matlab R2020a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to

generate one flip angle map before and one after the DGE MRI. The

STEs before and after the DGE MRI were used to generate motion

estimates using Elastix as a retrospective motion correction

algorithm.3,4 The generated motion estimates were applied to the

combined flip angle maps assuring proper realignment. The required

Elastix parameter file was optimized by choosing the cost function as

a normalized mutual information metric and the transform being

restricted purely to rigid motion. Difference images of the B1
?-maps

before and after the DGE protocol were calculated. Skull stripping

was performed. Line profiles were drawn in the coronal slice from

inferior to superior, in the sagittal slice from anterior to posterior, and

in the transversal slices from left to right.

Results and Discussion: Different B1
?-profiles are shown in

transversal slice direction (Figs. 1A-C), with a hyperintensity in the

center of the brain, being the lowest for the volunteer in Fig. 1A. The

changes in B1
? due to motion seem to be of the same order of

magnitude throughout all volunteers estimating a nominal flip angle

in the range of ± 10% (Figs. 2–4). However, the patterns of inho-

mogeneity strongly differ between volunteers mainly due to

variations in head position within the transmit array after the DGE

MRI protocol but also due to differences in head size. Motion during a

long scan protocol, such as DGE MRI, often involves a large value in

pitch due to involuntary relaxation of the neck muscles, which, even

with padding, is challenging to prevent.5 B1
?-changes in DGE MRI

may lead to different saturation efficiencies, hence it is important to

know the nominal flip angle.

Conclusion: The true nominal flip angle can be corrupted by rigid

head motion leading to moderate changes in the B1
? field. This small

study gives a rough estimate of the order of magnitude of changes in

B1
? due to motion when performing DGE MRI at 7 T. The severity of

these changes depends also on how long the applied DGE MRI is, but

for proper registration of uptake and minimization of side effects

during injection, a scan time of a minimum of 15 min is needed.6 To

reduce the effects of B1
? inhomogeneity, advanced methods such as

B1
? shimming can be applied.
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Introduction: Glioblastoma is the most aggressive brain tumor with a

poor prognosis, despite recent advances in treatment options [1].

Despite MRI gadolinium contrast-enhanced imaging being widely

utilized examination in the diagnosis, treatment selection and post-

treatment management of patients with glioblastoma, more accurate

imaging approaches are needed for identifying alterations of the

tumor microenvironment. A salient feature of solid tumor is tumor

acidosis (caused by dysregulated metabolism and reduced perfusion),

that is associated to cancer aggressiveness and resistance to therapy

[2]. However, few studies have investigated how tumor acidosis in

glioblastoma models is associated to cancer invasiveness. In this

study, we evaluated whether MRI-CEST tumor pH imaging, coupled

to metabolite quantification and WB/IHC studies, can elucidate the

invasiveness and metabolic alterations of two glioblastoma murine

models.

Methods: We investigated two glioblastoma models (n = 10 per each

model) with different invasive phenotype upon stereotaxic injection:

U87 (1 9 106 U87 cells into athymic nude mice), and GL261

(2 9 105 GL261 cells into C57BL/6 mice) [3, 4]. Images were

obtained with a 7 T MRI Bruker Avance NEO scanner equipped with

a 1H quadrature mouse head coil with the following scans: MRI-

CEST tumor pH imaging of the whole tumors was obtained following

Iopamidol injection (Bracco Imaging, Milan, Italy, dose 4 g iodine /

kg b.w.) with a multi-slice single-shot RARE sequence (TR/TE 11 s/

3.7 ms 8 slices 9 1.5 mm slice thickness, FOV 20 mm, MTX

128 9 128, in plane spatial resolution 0.156 mm2 [5]); metabolites

were assessed by single voxel spectroscopy (MRS) with a PRESS

sequence with short (16 ms) and long TE (135 ms, for lactate quan-

tification), VAPOR suppression, in a voxel size of 2 9 2x2mm3. In

addition, we acquired T1w contrast-enhanced images (GRE sequence,

TR/TE/FA: 86 ms/2.7 ms/60�, FOX: 20 mm, MTX: 128 9 128, in

plane spatial resolution 0.16 mm2) following Gd-based contrast agent

injection (Prohance, Bracco Imaging, Milan, Italy dose 0.2 mmmol

Gd/kg b.w.) to delineate tumor borders. Western blot and IHC anal-

ysis for LDHA, LDHB, PDK1, LAMP2 and CAIX both in cellulo and

in tumor sections were performed to assess metabolism and acidosis.

Results: Both the two glioblastoma models exhibited metabolic

alterations, with the U87 model showing higher lactate levels

(Fig. 1c, d) and significant increased PDK1 expression (Fig. 1e),
indicating a higher glycolytic-dependent phenotype compared to the

less glycolytic phenotype of GL261. Moreover, the GL261 showed

higher contrast enhancement suggesting increased vascularization in

comparison to the U87 model (Fig. 1f, g). The U87 glioblastoma

model showed a stronger extracellular acidification, correlated to the

higher lactate levels, than the Gl261 (Fig. 1a, b). Of note, the GL261
tumors showed increased tumor acidosis during tumor progression

and higher spatial tumor pH heterogeneity, related to a more invasive

phenotype.

Conclusion: In conclusion, our study confirms that the U87

glioblastoma model has a higher glycolytic-dependent phenotype than

the GL261 model, associated to a more acidic microenvironment, but

the increased spatial tumor pH heterogeneity can distinguish the two

different invasive phenotypes.
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Introduction: CEST imaging is a molecular imaging method that

allows the detection of molecules in the millimolar range. This is

achieved by using selective radiofrequency (rf) irradiation1,2,3 to

obtain a saturation spectrum, the so-called Z-spectrum4,5,6. At clinical

scanners, pulsed CEST sequences are needed to stay within amplifier

and SAR limits. During off-resonant rf-pulses, as well as during the

inter-pulse delay the magnetization vector and the rotating system can

accumulate specific relative phases. Until now, this phase information

accumulated within the pulse train was not investigated and its

influence neglected. In this draft we show that these phases are

important to consider and can lead to unexpected artifacts and side-

bands in the Z-spectra.

Method: We investigated sidebands using an CEST 3D snapshot

GRE sequence with a saturation module consisting of 36 Gaussian

pulses (tp = 50 ms, td = 5 ms, duty cycle = 91%) at B1 = 2 lT over

a spectral range from -4 to ? 4 ppm. In this study, the influence of

sampling, rf cycling, pulse shape, and gradient spoiling was analyzed.

Initially, Bloch-McConnell simulations were carried out with Pulseq-

CEST7 to observe the sideband pattern with different sampling rates

and B0 inhomogeneities. In addition, measurements were performed

in vivo (after written informed consent) and in vitro on a 3 T

PRISMA system, and compared with adapted simulations regarding

B0 and B1 inhomogeneities.

Results: Sidebands can be hidden in Z-spectra and their structure

becomes clearly visible only at sufficiently high sampling (Fig. 1),

this means that at low sampling and B0 inhomogeneities an unpre-

dictable influence can occur at the actual measured sampling points.

The sidebands are influenced by the rf phase cycling within the pulse

train (Fig. 2a-c). None of the tested phase cycles could eliminate

sidebands. For the first time, we could show that with an exact

implementation using Pulseq-CEST, these sidebands can be also

detected in a real MRI scan in vitro (Fig. 2d-f) including the rf

cycling behavior. In vivo, the sidebands are mostly visible in the

liquid compartments such as CSF, but also slightly reduced in WM/

GM (Fig. 3). Analysis of the B0 inhomogeneity influence revealed

that Z-spectra without gradient spoiling show a complicated sideband

pattern originating from the combination of off-resonance phase shifts

and B0 inhomogeneity (Fig. 4a–e). This is resolved by gradient

spoiling, leading to translation invariant Z-spectra again (Fig. 4f–j),

as all phase information is destroyed and the pulse train response is

similar to the single pulse response.

Discussion: Our results showed that in pulsed CEST imaging, side-

bands are hidden in the Z-spectrum and can have

unpredictable effects depending on the selected sampling and B0

inhomogeneities. However, changing the phase modulation did not

suppress the sidebands, but only changed their appearance in the

Z-spectrum. With a precise implementation using Pulseq-CEST, we

were able to demonstrate for the first time that these sidebands could

be detected in a real MRI scan as well.

We further showed that the sideband distribution is strongly depen-

dent by B0 inhomogeneities, leading to unpredictable appearance

patterns. This can affect post-processing steps such as the B0 cor-

rection or the evaluation of CEST effects, e.g. hydroxyl or amine

groups.

By using spoiler gradients during the delay time between the rf pulses,

the asymmetric sideband pattern could almost be eliminated and the

Z-spectra are then translationally invariantly with regard to the B0

shifts. Thus, the use of spoiling in pulsed CEST experiments seems to

be an important aspect to avoid possible misinterpretations of the data

in liquid compartments. However, the use of spoiler gradients is only

possible for pulsed CEST sequences with less than 100% duty-cycle,

which is contrary to the first consensus recommendation4.One way to

further mitigate the sideband artifacts are tailored optimal control

pulses8.

A way to actually make use of sidebands could be to use them as a B0

Reference, as the sharp sideband peaks could be designed to appear in

the actual offset range of interest giving insight on the B0 shift.

Conclusion: We give first detailed insights into sidebands occurring

in pulsed CEST experiments, and show that similar as in imaging

sequences gradient and RF spoiling play an important role. Gradient

spoiled pulses trains seem to be generally indicated, to avoid misin-

terpretations of sidebands as CEST effects especially in liquid

environments or for CEST resonance close to water.
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Introduction: In tumour microenvironment, acidosis is linked to the

Warburg effect1 and recognized as one of main pathological driver

that influences cancer cells by increasing their resistance to apoptosis,

genomic instability and their local invasive growth. To date, no aci-

dosis imaging has been rigorously validated in clinic. MRI-CEST

(Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer magnetic resonance imag-

ing) upon Iopamidol injection is a promising imaging technique for

mapping the extracellular pH (pHe) in cancer tissues2 that has been

applied to investigate tumor acidosis as a promising biomarker to

characterize tumor microenvironment and response to therapies3.

Despite its success as an imaging tool for tumor pH mapping at very

high fields (7 T), its translation at lower fields remain under-investi-

gated. In this study, we explored tumor pH mapping in three different

mouse models of human cancers at 4.7 T and validated this method

by using immunohistochemistry (IHC).

Methods Mouse models: Three human cancer cell lines were used:

CFPAC-1 from pancreas (n = 4); H1299 from lymph node metastatic

site of lung (n = 4) and MDA-MB-231 from metastatic site of

breast/mammary gland (n = 6). Tumour cells were implemented

subcutaneously in one or in both mouse legs.

MRI was performed at 4.7 T (Bruker magnet with 20 cm diameter,

maximum gradient intensity: 660 mT/m). The radiofrequency (RF)

system was composed with a quadrature coil for emission and a

surface coil for reception. A multiparametric MRI protocol including

T2w, T2w*, T1w sequences was applied before and after Iopamidol

injection (dose: 4 g I/kg b.w.), followed 30 min later by Gd-DOTA

injection (Fig. 1).

T2W MRI (TR/TE = 36/2200 ms, matrix size: 256 9 256, FOV:

35 9 35 mm2, 19 slices of 1 mm thickness) was used to select the

tumour slice position for CEST MRI. T2w* was exploited to define

Iopamidol biodistribution which was compared to that obtained from

T1w Gd-DOTA contrast enhanced images.

For CEST sequence, a RF pulse of 1.5 lT and 5 s (saturation pulse)

was applied at several frequencies (fsat) followed by a single-shot

centric-encoding T2w sequence (TE = 36 ms, TR = 2200 ms, size

matrix: 64 9 64). Values of fsat were varying between -15 and

15 ppm, where 0 ppm corresponds to the bulk water resonance.

In vitro Iopamidol Z-spectra on PBS solutions titrated at several pH

values were acquired. Ratiometric values (from 4.2 and 5.5 ppm)

versus pH were used to convert in vivo ratiometric values to pH unit.

Both are illustrated in (Fig. 2).

Data analysis: Images were analysed using a made home MATLAB

software. CEST pH maps were obtained by analysing Z-spectra

pixelwise after B0 inhomogeneity correction. Z-spectra were fitted by

a Lorentzian model with five pools. Ratiometric (RST) values were

calculated according to References2-4

Chemical agent biodistribution were evaluated by calculating R2*

signal variation.
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Immunohistochemistry (IHC): At the end of MRI, tumours were

removed and immediately frozen for IHC analysis, by Ki-67 and

NHE-1. Ki-67 is a marker of cell tumour proliferation and NHE-1 is a

sodium-hydrogen exchanger marker related to the pHe. For each IHC

marker, area of staining was quantified in at least three tumour slides.

Results and discussion: For all tumours, Iopamidol R2w* signal

variation was found correlated to that from R1-Gd-Dota confirming

that biodistribution of the both agents are similar.

For the three cancer models, two groups G1 and G2 were defined on

the basis of pHe versus Ki-67 expression (Fig. 3a). According to our

previous work4, pHe should be more acidic (low values) when Ki-67

expression increases. G1 includes all tumours that satisfy this criteria

(Pearson correlation = - 0.88) and G2 those does not satisfy it

(outlined by red circle) that are characterized by high pHe hetero-

geneity (high standard deviation) as seen in Fig. 3b.

In G1, and as expected, a tumor pHe decrease was found correlated to

IHC NHE-1 expression increase (Fig. 4a). pHe heterogeneity of G2

was assessed by analysing small ROIs defined in T2W: high pHe

values were found linked to edema (pH around 7) and low values to

viable tumour cells (pHe around 6.3) (Fig. 4d) and were found in line

with IHC data.

Conclusion:MRI-CEST tumor pHe was found correlated to IHC data

and being one main validation endpoints. This preclinical study

confirms the high potential of Iopamidol MRI-CEST for tumor pHe

mapping that could be used in clinical investigations.
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Introduction: CEST MRI is a powerful image modality that allows

for the detection of small metabolite concentration, which would be

difficult to detect using traditional methods. The limitations of CEST

imaging lay mainly in the trade-off between acquisition time and

SNR, as CEST images typically suffer from poor SNR and a number

of images have to be measured for a complete CEST Spectrum. Here

we present a model based reconstruction technique that directly fits

the commonly used Lorentzian lineshapes to undersampled k-space

data [1]. The reconstruction is regularized by joint spatial total gen-

eralized variation (TGVj) [2]. In this way, a comparable result to the

fully sampled results can be achieved using reduced data and there-

fore opening the possibility to shorten the measurement time.

Methods: In this work two different data-set were investigated: First,

a numerical brain phantom with an artificial tumor and five separate
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tissues each with five components. The spectra for the phantom were

simulated in an in-house Bloch-McConnell simulation.

The second dataset was acquired by constructing a MnCL2 doped

water phantom containing falcon tubes with changing concentrations

of Nicotinamide and Creatine and scanning this phantom on a 3 T

Scanner (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany).

Three different methods were compared. The Reference fit, which

consisted of a pixel wise (PW) fit using MATLABs lsqcurvefit

function in image space without undersampling.

For the other two methods both datasets were retroactively under-

sampled using an incoherent pattern shifting the undersampling mask

for each image. The center four k-space line was kept for all images

and every forth line in the shifting pattern. Then a Reference recon-

struction using BART pics and l1-wavelet regularization was

performed, followed by the pixel wise fit in MATLAB.

Finally, the model-based fit with multiple Lorentzian lineshapes,

using joint spatial total generalized variation, was implemented in

PyQMRI [4]. The non-linear problem was solved by employing the

iteratively regularized Gauss-Newton (IRGN) method combined with

a primal-dual splitting algorithm [2].

Results: Fig. 1. shows the results for the numerical brain phantom. In

particular the amplitude maps of the Amide, Amine, rNOE and ssMT

pools are displayed. The first column shows the pixel wise fit results,

which shows visible noise in the Amide and especially the Amine

amplitudes. In the second column the results for the pixel wise fit after

reconstruction are shown. For this method the Amine and Amide

maps show strong noise. In the Amine amplitude the different tissues

are not distinguishable. The last column shows the model based

reconstruction, which shows similar results to the PW fit with some

bias especially in the Amine map.

In Fig. 2. the results for the phantom measurements are displayed.

Again, the pixel wise fit shows a high amount off noise especially in

the water only background of the phantom.

The second method results high noise levels especially for the Amine

amplitude map. The proposed method reconstructs the parameter

maps with minimal added artifacts and comparable SNR. For the

Amide maps the edges of the tubes show some inconsistencies.

Fig. 3. shows the undersampled k-space of the measured phantom

dataset. The incoherent nature of the undersampling can be observed.

In each image different k-space lines are retained.

Discussion: For both the numerical and measured phantom data, the

reconstruction followed by the fit fails to produce usable images, with

substantial biases and noise introduced in some parameter maps, due

to the reduced SNR from undersampling. The proposed reconstruc-

tion achieves acceptable result for all maps, due to the strong prior

information available through the Lorentzian lineshape approxima-

tion of the Z-Spectrum. The proposed method even exceeds the fully

sampled pixel wise fit in parameter maps SNR for some parameters

such as the Amine map in Fig. 2.

Conclusion: In this work we proposed a model based reconstruction

for multipool Lorentzian fitting. The added prior information of the

model based reconstruction combined with the spatial TGV regular-

ization makes this method produce reasonable results for data-sets

with noise and cartesian undersampling, where the standard approach

of reconstructing the images and applying a pixel wise fit fails. This

opens up a range of possibilities for speeding up the acquisition of

CEST datasets.
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Introduction: Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) MRI

enables the measurement of low concentrated metabolites that contain

exchangeable protons. This is achieved with enhanced sensitivity

through indirect water saturation.

To distinguish the contributions from individual metabolites in the

acquired Z-spectrum, multipool Lorentzian fitting is commonly

employed as individual peaks obtain an approximate Lorentzian line-

shape [1]. However, this technique becomes high-dimensional and

multimodal for large pool sizes, which can lead to instability of

optimization algorithms. Therefore, appropriate boundary conditions

and initial values have to be set to restrict model parameters [2],

requiring prior knowledge or additional measurements. Furthermore,

another problem arises from peak interference, which leads to

insufficient separation of Z-spectrum contributions using multipool

fitting.

Here, we propose a novel fitting approach based on particle swarm

optimization (PSO) that naturally incorporates boundary conditions.

This approach is combined with derivative spectroscopy, which has

been shown to improve the separation of strongly interfering spectral

peaks [3]. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique in

separating individual metabolites in Z-spectra using mixed glucose/

lactate phantoms as the differentiation and quantification of these two

metabolites are crucial for the diagnosis of various pathologies [4].

Methods: Glucose and lactate were dissolved in sterile water at three

different concentrations each (5 mM, 15 mM, 30 mM) resulting in

nine concentration pairs. Measurements were performed on a 9.4 T

small animal Bruker Biospec MR system equipped with a 72 mm

quadrature coil using a CEST EPI sequence (4 s saturation, B1 = 1.6

lT). The pH was maintained between 6.5-7.0 and the temperature was

kept at 20 �C. Z-spectra were B0-corrected using spline interpolation

and fitted with a 6-pool Lorentzian model of peaks L(x) using a PSO

implementation to minimize the sum of squared residuals:

L xð Þ ¼
X

i

ai=ð1 þ 4 � x � bið Þ=cið Þ2

Boundaries of peak positions bi were chosen with a minimal margin

(± 0.05 ppm) around literature values [5,6], while peak amplitudes ai

were only loosely restricted to the range of (- 0.6, 0) and widths ci to

a range of (0.3 ppm, 0.6 ppm). All computations were performed

using Python.

Additionally, the PSO regression function was modified to minimize

the sum of squared residuals of both the original Z-spectra and their

respective first derivative, which was numerically obtained using

central difference. For quantification, the area under curve (AUC) was

calculated for each Lorentzian function.

Results: Figure 1 illustrates the 6-pool PSO fit results for the 30 mM

glucose/30 mM lactate phantoms using (A) the standard sum of

squared residuals regression function and (B) an additional regression

term to fit the first derivative. The global fit quality slightly decreased

when the derivative fitting was included, as the sum of squared

residuals increased from 0.00035(8) to 0.032(4) on average. However,

the linear correlation between glucose concentration and AUC

quantification improved significantly, as the R2 increased from 0.902

to 0.986 (Fig. 2). Figure 3 depicts similar improvements in lactate

quantification, although the R2 values were generally lower (0.687 for

standard fitting vs 0.876 for simultaneous derivative fitting).

Discussion: The proposed fitting approach using PSO in combination

with derivative spectroscopy demonstrated improved accuracy in

quantifying lactate and glucose contributions in Z-spectra. Inclusion

of the first derivative term in the regression function resulted in better

separation of strongly overlapping peaks, as evidenced by the

improved linearity between metabolic concentration and AUC

(Figs. 2, 3).

The decrease in global fit quality (Fig. 1) could be explained by noise

amplification caused by numerical differentiation. However, the

benefits of enhanced peak separation and reduced peak interference

clearly outweighed this drawback.

The generally lower R2 values in lactate quantification might result

from spillover effects caused by direct water saturation [1], as the

lactate resonance frequency is very close to water. This issue will be

addressed in future studies to further improve metabolite

quantification.

Conclusion: In conclusion, we presented a novel multipool Lor-

entzian line-shape fitting method for Z-spectra based on PSO and

derivative spectroscopy which successfully improves the accuracy of

lactate and glucose quantification in mixed phantoms. This method

shows great promise for enhancing CEST MRI data analysis and the

characterization of metabolic processes in vivo.
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31P MR spectroscopy as a predictor of liver
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Introduction: Skeletal muscle changes, especially the presence of

sarcopenia and myosteatosis, have a significant impact on the mor-

tality, morbidity, and quality of life of patients with liver cirrhosis.

However, there is inconsistency and even contradiction in the liter-

ature regarding their effect on the prognosis of patients following

liver transplantation (LT). The objective of this study was to describe

the metabolic state of the calf muscles using 31P MR spectroscopy

before and after LT and to evaluate the degree of its influence on the

course of transplantation. Additionally, the study aimed to analyze the

long-term survival of patients following LT.

Methods: A total of 134 liver transplant (LT) candidates were

examined of which 105 (60f/45 m) underwent cadaver LT (mean age

57.6 ± 10.0 years at the time of LT). Data on MR spectroscopy

results along with clinical and laboratory tests were obtained before,

6, 12 and 24 months after the LT. Long-term patient survival was

assessed with a median follow-up of 6 years. All subjects provided

written informed consent with the participation in the study, the

experimental protocol was approved by the local ethics committee.

MR examinations were performed using a 3 T MR system TRIO

(Siemens, Germany) with a dual-channel 1H/31P surface coil (Rapid

Biomedical, Germany) in a supine position with the coil fixed

underneath the calf. The positioning of the coil was verified using a

standard localizer sequence. 31P MR spectra were acquired by the

non-localized FID sequence (most of the 31P MR signal from m.

gastrocnemius and soleus) at rest with the following parameters: echo

time (TE*) = 0.4 ms, repetition time 15 s, 16 acquisitions, matrix

size 1024, total acquisition time 4 min. Magnetic field homogeneity

was optimized manually by the localized shimming of the water

signal.

31P MR spectra were analyzed by AMARES in the jMRUI 5.0

software package (http://www.jmrui.eu/). Lorentzian line shapes were

applied for fitting the following singlets: phosphocreatine (PCr),

inorganic phosphate (Pi), and phosphodiesters signals. The adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) peaks were fitted as two doublets and a triplet.

The relative chemical shift of Pi and PCr was used to calculate the

intramyocellular pH according to the equation: pH = 6.

75 ? log[(d - 3.27)/(5.63 - d)].

We used two parameters for discriminating impaired muscle meta-

bolism: bATP/Ptot (where Ptot is a sum of all 31P signals in the

spectrum) and intramyocellular pH at rest.a) The cut-off value for

bATP/Ptot was\ 0.074, and it was used as a representative of the

energy state of the muscle cell.b) The cut-off value for intramy-

ocellular pH was[ 7.045, and it was used as an indicator of overall

muscle cell homeostasis.

The specific cut-off values for ATP decrease and pH were chosen

based on previously published results on elderly healthy controls

(mean age 65 ± 9 years) [1] who underwent the same examination

protocol. The cut-off values were calculated using the mean and

standard deviation of ATP/Ptot and pH.

Results: The patients who showed pathological changes in their 31P

MR spectra and pH had significantly worse long-term survival

(p = 0.0021, hazard ratio 3.4, 95% confidence interval 1.5-7.6), as

depicted in Fig. 1. Additionally, they experienced greater blood loss

during LT (p = 0.038), longer hospitalization periods in both the

intensive care unit (p = 0.041) and overall (p = 0.007), and required a

higher number of red blood cell transfusions during LT (p = 0.006).

Figure 2 illustrates the development of calf muscle metabolism,

demonstrating a gradual improvement in energy turnover indicated by

MRS parameters after LT.

Discussion: Although there are several factors that can impact the

quality and length of survival of transplant patients, the ATP and pH

values obtained from rest 31P MR spectra in the calf muscle seem to

be adequate biomarkers for predicting survival.

The cut-off values used in our study were defined from elderly con-

trols [1], although it is worth noting that their energy metabolism may

already indicate mild sarcopenia. Nonetheless, using elderly controls

better matches the age of our patients and involves the age-related

changes in muscle metabolism.

Conclusion: The patient’s physical condition prior to LT is a critical

factor in their posttransplant recovery and should be closely moni-

tored and improved. Our study found that abnormal values of calf

muscle metabolism, as determined by resting 31P MR spectroscopy,

were highly predictive of both peritransplantation complications and

long-term survival after the transplant. Therefore, careful monitoring

of calf muscle metabolism using 31P MR spectroscopy could be a

useful tool in assessing a patient’s suitability for LT and predicting

their prognosis post-transplant.

Supported by the Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic – DRO
(’’Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine – IKEM, IN
00023001‘‘).
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of human brain glycogen at 7 T: The role of T1 and T2
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Introduction: Localized carbon-13 magnetic resonance spectroscopy

(13C MRS) allows the non-invasive detection of human brain glyco-

gen in vivo, which, due to the low concentration of glycogen in the

brain, is typically done via 13C-glucose intravenous infusion labelled

at the C1-carbon to enhance the 13C sensitivity while giving rise to

three C1-resonances: glycogen, glucose-b, and glucose-a [1, 2]. To

further improve both 13C sensitivity and spectral resolution, we have

recently explored the potential of 13C MRS at 7 T in conjunction with

broadband 1H decoupling, resulting in an improved separation of the

glycogen, glucose-b, and glucose-a C1-resonances [3], compared to

4 T [1, 2]. In addition, we have found disparities between 13C sen-

sitivities of the glycogen and glucose C1-resonances upon applying

broadband 1H-decoupling during 13C acquisition [3]. The aim of this

study was thus to evaluate the relation between these 13C sensitivity

disparities and the MR properties of the glycogen and glucose C1-

resonances at 7 T.

Methods: In vitro 1H-decoupled 13C MRS measurements of glyco-

gen and glucose C1-resonances were performed on a 7 T human

scanner (Siemens Erlangen/Germany) using a home-built 13C-lin-

ear/1H-quadrature RF surface coil [4]. A pulse-acquire sequence for

localized 13C MRS using broadband 1H-decoupling during 13C signal

acquisition was developed using the WALTZ-16 scheme [5] (Fig. 1).

All in vitro measurements were performed using a two-compartment

phantom containing (1) 800 mM natural abundance of glycogen and

(2) 8 mM of glucose-C1 labelled, while all spectra were acquired

using uniform adiabatic 13C-excitation (2 ms) [6] by placing the

carrier frequency at the glucose-b resonance (96.6 ppm). The per-

formance of the 1H-decoupling scheme was investigated by

increasing successively the number of WALTZ cycles from 1 to 8

(i.e., 4 WALTZ cycles corresponds to the WALTZ-16 scheme), while

adjusting in each case the decoupling duration accordingly to the FID

(* 96 ms). Of particular interest to the present study, the spin-lattice

(13C-T1) and spin-spin (13C-T2) relaxations times of glycogen and

glucose C1-resonances were measured in vitro at 7 T using optimized

adiabatic inversion recovery and Hahn spin-echo [7] sequences, over

a range of inversion times (TI) and echo times (TE), respectively. T1

and T2 were determined using three and two parameter fitting,

respectively.

Results and discussion: By successively increasing the number of

WALTZ cycles, the 13C signal intensities of glucose-b and glucose-a
increased or decreased depending on whether an odd (1H spin down)

or an even (1H spin up) number of WALTZ cycles was applied,

respectively, while this effect was not observed for glycogen in which

the 13C signal intensity remained fairly constant (Fig. 2A, B). The

slight decrease of the glucose-b slope (Fig. 2B) could be attributed

either to the presence of sidebands (Fig. 2A bottom/ ocher-arrows)

and/or to the proximity of glucose-b 1H-resonance to that of water

(Fig. 2 C). Besides, the 13C-T1 and 13C-T2 of glycogen

C1 in vitro (Fig. 3B, C) were found in close agreement with what is

expected at 7 T compared to 8.5 T [8], while the small difference of

T2 compared with [8] may be due to a difference in temperature.

The 13C-T1 of glucose-a and glucose-b in vitro were found to be

rather similar to each other (Fig. 3B), while their 13C-T2 were

slightly disparate (Fig. 3C). The long 13C-T1 of glucose-a and glu-

cose-b compared to that of glycogen C1 may explain the 13C

sensitivity disparities of the glycogen and glucose C1-resonances

upon applying broadband 1H-decoupling during 13C acquisition. A

residual saturation of the 1H spin of glucose upon its rotations dur-

ing 13C acquisition may cause the 13C sensitivity enhancement or

NOE of glucose. Because of the faster molecular motion of glucose

compared to glycogen, dipolar interaction between the 1H spin and

the 13C spin becomes the main source of 13C-T1 relaxation, inducing

cross-relaxation between energy states, and thereby enhancing

the 13C sensitivity of glucose, when its 1H spin is saturated. The 13C-

T2 of glucose being longer than that of glycogen determines the

overall 1H-decoupling duration, while the use of 3 versus 4 WALTZ

cycles may be advantageous in terms of optimal 13C sensitivity and

low 1H-power towards measuring human brain glycogen in vivo at

7 T.

Conclusion: An increased 13C sensitivity or NOE of glucose occurs

upon applying broadband 1H decoupling, when the 1H spin ends

up ’’down‘‘, while this effect was not observed for glycogen. The long
13C-T1 of glucose compared to that of glycogen may explain such

disparities.
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Tracking of immune cells using 19F MR imaging

in a murine model of pancreatic cancer under immune

therapy
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Introduction: Targeting the major oncogenic driver mutant KRAS
and its related pathways has shown promise as a treatment option for

pancreatic cancer, and in addition might sensitize recalcitrant pan-

creatic cancer to immunotherapies. In this context, in vivo monitoring

of therapeutic response and migratory pattern of immune cells

remains a challenge. 19F magnetic resonance imaging (19F MRI) has

emerged as a powerful tool for noninvasive longitudinal imaging of

immune cells in vivo [1] in oncologic mouse models [2]. In this study,

we investigated the potential of 19F MRI to monitor immunomodu-

latory effects of dual SHP2/MEK inhibition in a genetic mouse model

of pancreatic cancer.

Methods: We used the LSL-KrasG12D/ ? ;Trp53fl/fl; Ptf1a-Cre

(KPC) model. In this model, Cre-mediated recombination results in

expression of mutant Kras and homozygous deletion of the tumor

suppressor Trp53 specifically in the pancreas, which leads to the

development of PDAC already at early age (5 to 8 weeks) and

involves a strong and characteristic inflammatory tumor microenvi-

ronment. Mice were screened with MRI and randomly assigned to

different treatment groups (n = 4 9 5), when a tumor was detectable.

Mice were treated with a combination of SHP2 and MEK, a single

therapy with SHP2 or MEK and a control group, treated with vehicle

only. To label the immune cells internally with perfluorocarbon (PFC)

emulsion, we injected the formerly commercially available perfluo-

rocarbon (PFC) emulsion V-Sense DM-Green (Celsense) according to

the manufacturer’s recommendations 24 h before initiation of treat-

ment. MRI experiments were performed on a Bruker 9.4 T Biospec

system imaging (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) using two separate

mouse volume quadrature-resonators (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany)

with identical geometry. One coil was optimized for 1H, the other for
19F imaging. MRI was performed at serial time points (24 h after

injection of the nanoemulsion, 1 week and 2 weeks later). A Refer-

ence tube (100 ll V-sense CA ? 400-ll saline) was included in each

scan. The.1H imaging protocol consisted of a localizer and a T2-

RARE sequence (TR/TE = 2500/23 ms, FOV 28 mm 9 28 mm 9 1

mm, mtx: 280 9 280, 30 slices). We recorded the exact geometry of

the 1H imaging, exchanged the coils and transferred the geometry to

the 19F imaging protocol which consisted of a localizer and a T2 Rare

sequence (TR/TE = 3200/76 ms, FOV: 28 mm 9 28 mm 9 3 mm,

mtx: 56 9 56, 10 slices, bandwidth 20 kHz, acquisition time 19 min

24 s). Both sequences were chosen to provide morphological infor-

mation about the tumor model and the migration of phagocytic cells

such as Macrophages and Dendritic Cells (DCs) (Fig. 1)

Results: Tumor volumetry showed a decreased volume in all of the

treated groups, most prominently in the group treated with the com-

bination of SHP2 and MEK (Fig. 2A). 19F MRI detected an increased

accumulation of labeled immune cells in the tumor in the treated

groups, again most pronounced in the group treated with the combi-

nation of SHP2 and MEK (Fig. 2B). We further investigated the

spatial distribution of labeled immune cells within the tumors using

high-resolution 19F MRI, however we could not observe a consistent

distribution pattern of the labeled immune cells. Finally, we validated

the 19F MRI results using flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry

and observed a significant increase in the number of phagocytic

immune cells in the tumors of mice in the treated groups.

Discussion: In addition to tumor volumetry, we could show that it is

possible to track immune cells in the KPC genetic mouse model for

pancreatic cancer using 19F MR imaging. We were able to detect and

quantify the migratory patterns and the dynamics of the trafficking of

immune cells to the tumor microenvironment. 19F MRI provides high

spatial resolution and does not require ionizing radiation or contrast

agents that could potentially harm the subject. However, the signal

intensity of PFC-labeled immune cells may decrease over time due to

cell division or clearance by the immune system.

Conclusion: Our results demonstrate the potential of 19F MRI as a

noninvasive imaging modality to monitor immunotherapy response in

pancreatic cancer. 19F MRI can provide valuable information on the

spatial distribution of immune cells within the tumor microenviron-

ment and can serve as a biomarker for predicting response to

immunotherapy.
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Suppletion of magnesium or phosphate to patients

with symptomatic renal hypomagnesemia

or hypophosphatemia: Assessing the muscle with 31P
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Introduction: The intracellular electrolytes magnesium (Mg2?) and

inorganic phosphate (Pi) are involved in intracellular cell signalling

and energy metabolism. The kidney regulates the magnesium and

phosphate levels into homeostasis. Disturbances in this regulatory

mechanism lead to renal wasting of Mg2? or Pi, causing hypomag-

nesemia or hypophosphatemia. Patients with Mg2? and Pi deficiency

suffer from fatigue, muscle weakness, paraesthesia and tremors.

Severe magnesium depletion can lead to cardiac arrhythmias, seizures

and tetany [1–3]. Treatment of this rather unknown and rare disease

consists of lifelong magnesium or inorganic phosphate supplemen-

tation, of which dosage is limited due to side effects. Despite near

normalization of serum magnesium and phosphate, often patients

remain symptomatic, which raises the question if serum levels are the

best parameters to monitor the effect of suppletion. We hypothesize

that intracellular levels of Mg2? and Pi in muscle are better

parameters, as symptoms might be more related to low intracellular

levels of Mg2? and Pi than to low serum levels. Therefore, the aim of

this work is to evaluate the intracellular levels of magnesium and

phosphate in patients with hypomagnesemia or hypophosphatemia

and the effect of magnesium and phosphate supplementation on these

levels determined with phosphorous MR spectroscopic imaging (31P

MRSI) in muscle [4, 5].

Methods: An ongoing pilot observational diagnostic study of symp-

tomatic renal hypomagnesemia and of renal hypophosphatemia has

started. Intracellular levels of magnesium and phosphate are assessed

in erythrocytes, peripheral blood mononuclear cells and in skeletal

muscle before and after a 5-day intravenous supplementation of

magnesium and phosphate at continuous normal physiological blood

levels. In the calf muscle of the patient’s right leg, anatomical T1

weighted MRI and MRSI-scans (TR = 1250 ms, FA = 25O,

16 9 16 9 16 reconstructed voxels of 11.4 9 11.4 9 22.8 mm) at a

SIEMENS 3 T scanner, are performed, pre and post Mg2? or Pi

infusion therapy. The MRSI data is acquired with a 31P birdcage coil

(Rapid), operating at 49.89 MHz. MRSI voxels were selected using

SpectrIm (Fig. 1) and analysed by jMRUI’s AMARES [6]. Absolute

quantification was established assuming a concentration of 8.2 mM

for total ATP [7]. The estimated concentrations were corrected for T1

saturation effects [5].

Results: Two patients have been examined, one with hypophos-

phatemia (P01) and one with hypomagnesemia (P02). Serum levels of

Pi and Mg were supplemented (P01: serum Pi increased from 0.68 to

1.19 mmol/l; P02: serum Mg increased from 0.48 to 0.93 mmol/l).

Assessing the Mg2? and Pi concentrations in the muscle using 31P

MRSI seems feasible. In patient P01, 102 voxels were selected before,

and 153 voxels after infusion. After the Pi infusion, the Pi concen-

tration in muscle significantly increased in patient P01 (Fig. 2). In

patient P02, 27 voxels were selected before, and 81 voxels after

infusion. Although Mg2? was supplemented, the [Mg2?] concen-

tration significantly decreased after Mg2? infusion, and Pi levels

increased (Fig. 3). In both patients basic Mg2? and Pi levels as well

as pH before supplementation were low as compared to healthy

volunteers.

Discussion: Intravenous supplementation of Mg2? and Pi, as a

therapy in patients with renal magnesium or phosphate wasting, might

be monitored by assessing the intracellular levels of these electrolytes

using 31P MRSI. The infusion of Mg2? and Pi can restore normal

serum levels, but does not necessarily restore intracellular levels. The

patient with Mg2? deficiency also showed an increased concentra-

tion of inorganic phosphate after Mg2? infusion, which might partly

explain the decrease of [Mg2?] in the muscle of that patient, due to

binding interactions [8]. These findings might better explain why

some patients remain symptomatic to this rare disease, after supple-

mentation therapy.

Conclusion: Intracellular Mg2? and Pi concentrations in patients

with renal hypomagnesemia or hypophosphatemia can be noninva-

sively monitored by 31P MRSI. In two patients intracellular Pi levels

in muscle increased with Pi or Mg2? supplementation.
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Introduction: Compressed sensing (CS) has grown in popularity as

an acceleration method for acquisition of MR signals. To succeed,

one of the main criteria states that the aliasing generated due to the

sub-sampling scheme has to be incoherent1. This is usually achieved

through a pseudo-random pattern. The purpose of this study was to

analyze the influence of the sampling schedule in the reconstruction

accuracy of under-sampled 31P-MRS data, using a Low-Rank

approach2.

Methods: Simulated brain spectra was created using a modified

version of the FID-A toolbox3 tailored for simulation of 31P MRS.

Experiments were performed using a 60 cm bore 3 T GE MR750 (GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) scanner. Data was collected using a

12.7 cm diameter surface coil (51.705 MHz) matched for brain and a

pulse-acquire sequence (hard pulse excitation, 0.5 ms duration, 60�
flip angle, 2000 Hz spectral bandwidth, 512 points, TR = 3 s, 16

averages). A single spectrum was collected using a custom-built

spherical phantom (volume = 1L, pH = 6.7) containing 25 mM and

10 mM concentrations of sodium phosphate and phosphocreatine

disodium salt, respectively. In addition, a spectrum was collected

from the parietal lobe of a healthy volunteer, using the same

parameters but 128 averages. The collected FIDs were retrospectively

under-sampled (uniformly distributed pseudo-randomly selected

samples) using 256, 170, 128 and 103 data points to simulate the

undersampling factors (USF) of 9 2, 9 3, 9 4 and 9 5, respec-

tively. Then, the under-sampled FIDs were reconstructed using a

Low-Rank Hankel matrix completion algorithm2, in a Monte Carlo

like simulation where 1000 different sub-sampling schemes per USF

were tested. To measure accuracy of the reconstruction, we calculated

the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the original and reconstructed

FID signals. Additionally, we computed the peak to side lobe ratio

(PSLR) for the transformed point spread function (TPSF) of the

sampling schemes in order to assess their incoherence1.

Results: Figure 1 shows the RMSE of the reconstructed spectra for

all data types and acceleration factors. Mean values for RMSE and

PSLR of the under-sampling patterns are included in Table 1. Of note,

the minimum error for the 9 5 USF is lower than the maximum error

of the 9 2 USF. Figures 2 and 3 depict examples of the original, best

and worst reconstructed spectra along with their difference for 9 2,

9 3 and 9 4, 9 5, USFs, respectively.

Discussion: In this work we tested the performance of multiple

(1000) under-sampling patterns for acceleration factors ranging

from 9 2 to 9 5 in the reconstruction of one-dimensional 31P-MRS

using a Low-Rank Hankel Matrix completion approach. We discov-

ered that the performance of the reconstruction is entirely dependent

on the chosen samples, even when applying a pseudo-random selec-

tion. Furthermore, we observed that the error using the best sampling

scheme for the maximum acceleration factor is lower than the worst

scheme for the 9 2 factor. Traditional compressed sensing strategies

suggest using sampling distributions weighted at the center of

k-space1,4, however for 31P-MRS/MRSI approaches shown else-

where5,6, the uniform pseudo-random distribution is required.

Additionally, our PSLR showed that the under-sampling schemes

with the lowest values did not correspond to the lowest error recon-

structions. These findings suggest that for 31P MRS data, the lowest

PSLR for the TPSF do not guarantee an accurate reconstruction.

Conclusion: In conclusion, an assessment of the reconstruction per-

formance of pseudo-randomly under-sampled 31P-MRS data using a

Low Rank approach showed that the accuracy in the reconstruction is

highly dependent on the chosen samples. Thus, methods for opti-

mizing the sampling scheme should be further investigated. Finally,

more recent approaches for the Low Rank Hankel Matrix completion7

reconstruction may yield better results.
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Introduction: Deep Learning (DL) techniques have shown potential

in improving quality of MR image reconstruction. However, numer-

ous factors, including hyperparameters that need fine-tuning for each

dataset, influence the performance of these models. Conventional

methods such as Grid Search and Random Search often exhibit slow

performance and/or unreliability in this context [1]. In this study, the

improvement of hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe lung MRI reconstruction

was examined through the application of Bayesian Optimization for

hyperparameter tuning in DL techniques, including Variational Net-

works (VarNet) and Model-based DL (MoDL) [2–4]. We particularly

investigated the influence of batch size (i.e., the number of samples

processed before the model is updated) on critical performance

metrics, such as the structural similarity index (SSIM) [5] and Mean

Squared Error (MSE), using the Scikit-optimize Python package [6].

Methods: In a study approved by our local research ethics board, 155

subjects were scanned using a GE MR750 3 T MRI, acquiring fully

sampled 3D multi-slice HP 129Xe ventilation MR images

(128 9 80x16, polarization: 10 ± 0.46%) [7]. The k-space for all

datasets was corrected into 128 9 128 matrices using a partial

Fourier transform (PFT), then a variable density Cartesian pseudo-

random mask was generated by sampling 25% of the data while the

central parts of k-space remained fully sampled [8,9]. Each slice in

the entire dataset was retrospectively subsampled, maintain-

ing a consistent sampling ratio of 25%. However, unique sampling

masks were used for each individual slice. This was done to minimize

the impact of acquisition settings, such as undersampling patterns [4].

Furthermore, the sampling masks applied during training were dif-

ferent from those utilized in the evaluation phase.

Gaussian process-based Bayesian Optimization was employed to

determine the optimal hyperparameters, namely batch size for the

VarNet and MoDL models [2–4]. The batch size was varied between

2 and 64. The optimization process aimed to maximize SSIM [5] and

minimize MSE, using the sum of negative SSIM and positive MSE as

the objective function (Min f(x) = Min MSE-SSIM). The VarNet and

MoDL models were trained on the same dataset, which consisted of

140 of the 155 patients. To ensure high SNR, the first and last slices,

which are predominantly noisy, were removed from each dataset

(140 9 14 = 1960 slices in total), and these were not included in the

evaluation set. For the evaluation phase, a total of 210 central slices

were selected from 15 subjects. The Berkeley Advanced Recon-

struction Toolbox (BART) [10] was utilized on the Google Colab

platform to perform all image reconstruction

Results: Optimized batch sizes were found to be 42 for VarNet and

19 for MoDL. The optimization convergence trace, illustrating the

optimal point and various iterations for VarNet and MoDL, is shown

in Fig. 1. The function value reaches its minimum and ceases to

improve after 11 iterations for VarNet and 12 iterations for MoDL,

indicating convergence. The comparison of reconstructed images

using VarNet and MoDL techniques emphasizes enhancements from

hyperparameter optimization (batch sizes of 42 for VarNet and 19 for
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MoDL) versus non-optimized results and zero-filling images

(Fig. 2). Lastly, the mean ± standard deviation (std) of SSIM and

MSE values for 210 slices during the evaluation phase (Table 1)

provide a quantitative understanding of the enhanced image quality

resulting from hyperparameter optimization. Comparing the default

setting (batch size of 10) to optimized VarNet and MoDL methods,

improvements in both the SSIM and MSE metrics were noted. The

optimized VarNet method showed an increase in SSIM and a

reduction in MSE (Table 1). Similarly, the optimized MoDL method

showed considerable improvement with SSIM and a decrease in MSE

(Table 1). These quantitative results further emphasize the importance

of hyperparameter optimization in obtaining superior image quality

for both VarNet and MoDL methods.

Discussion: Bayesian Optimization improved image quality com-

pared to baseline models, as evidenced by higher SSIM and lower

MSE values. However, there are limitations, such as reliance on the

quality of the initial search space. The optimization process can be

challenging in situations where quick results are needed, or compu-

tational resources are limited. Future research could explore advanced

optimization techniques and the applicability of this approach to other

medical imaging modalities.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that optimizing hyperparame-

ters significantly improves image quality for VarNet and MoDL MRI

reconstruction methods, as evidenced by higher SSIM and lower MSE

metrics. Visual comparisons through a series of images and conver-

gence plots further emphasize the effectiveness of the optimization

approach in addressing the time-consuming challenges associated

with hyperparameter tuning in DL 129Xe lung MRI reconstruction.

P155.

Noninvasive in-situ pH determination of postmortem

brain tissue by 1H-MRS measurements

S. Frese1, D. Gascho1, M. Thali1, S. Kozerke2, N. Zoelch1,3
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of Forensic Medicine and Imaging, Zurich, Switzerland;
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Introduction: The study of postmortem tissue changes after a per-

son’s death is an essential task of forensic medical research to find

indicators for estimating the time since death and to discover corre-

lations with the mechanism and/or cause of death. One of these

indicators could be the postmortem pH value of the brain. Usually,

anaerobic glycolysis ceases at a pH of approximately 6.3 after a

postmortem interval of about 10 h. However, depending on the cause

of death and the duration of the agonal phase, the postmortem brain

tissue pH value may be correspondingly lower. To study cerebral pH

levels postmortem in situ, a noninvasive method is sought. Magnetic

resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) may provide such a method for

noninvasive study. The aim of this study is to evaluate the feasibility

of pH measurements based on chemical shift changes in the transition
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from acetate to acetic acid and lactate to lactic acid, which are

metabolites that occur postmortem in measurable concentrations and

may respond to pH changes in a range that is meaningful for post-

mortem studies.

Methods: As part of the Virtopsy� concept, postmortem 1H-MRS

measurements were performed on deceased persons (study popula-

tion: n = 50) before autopsy. Using a 3 T MRI scanner (Achieva,
Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) and an 8-channel phased-

array receive-only head coil (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Nether-
lands), single-voxel measurements with a voxel volume of 6 ml and

256 signal averages were conducted in white matter tissue of the right

hemisphere (PRESS localization, TE/TR: 26/2288 ms, VAPOR water

suppression, second order shimming, volume-based RF power opti-

mization). Myo-inositol was selected as a pH-stable Reference

metabolite based on its acid dissociation constant and chemical

structure. An adapted Henderson-Hasselbalch equation was used to

calculate pH values 1:

pHMRS ¼ pKa þ log10 dobs��dacidð Þ = dbase��dobsð Þð Þ

where pKa refers to the pKa value of the indicator species lactate

(pKa = 3.680) or acetate (pKa = 4.578), dobs is the observed differ-

ence between the lactate doublet and myo-inositol respectively

between acetate and myo-inositol, and dacid and dbase are acidic and

basic limits for these chemical shift differences (lactate doublet and

myo-inositol: dacid = 2.126 ppm, dbase = 2.225 ppm; acetate and

myo-inositol: dacid = 1.456 ppm, dbase = 1.635 ppm)1,2.

For comparison measurements, a brain tissue sample was taken from

the measured position of each subject during the autopsy. The sample

was homogenized with a mortar, and its pH value was measured with

a conventional pH-meter (761 Calimatic, Knick, Berlin, Germany).

Finally, the observed chemical shifts were plotted against the mea-

sured pH values and compared to a simulated titration curve based on

an adapted Henderson-Hasselbalch equation.

Results: Preliminary results based on 23 of the 50 subjects and the

use of peak picking in MATLAB are presented in the following. The

median full-width-at-half-maximum of the water peak was 7.6 (min:

4.4, max: 9.3). Median SNR of lactate doublet was 144.6 (min.: 70.0,

max.: 166.3). Exemplary spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The pH values

measured in the samples ranged from 5.29 to 6.79, with 15 of 23

samples having pH values below 6.3. While the observed chemical

shift difference between acetate and myo-inositol matched well with

the simulated titration curve, this was not the case for the observed

chemical shift difference between lactate doublet and myo-inositol.

Thus only acetate-based calculations were performed. From a pH

value of less than 6.3, the values matched the pH-meter-based values.

Discussion: Our preliminary results demonstrate that postmortem

brain tissue can indeed reach pH values of less than 6.3. Furthermore,

the non-invasive method presented here for pH determination of brain

tissue based on the chemical shift difference between acetate and

myo-inositol can be applied postmortem and provides accurate results

at low pH values below 6.3. Since a pH value of less than 6.3 has

already been determined in 15 of the 23 subjects so far, and since

postmortem brain pH may depend on the mechanism and/or cause of

death, noninvasive determination of pH may provide a suitable basis

for further studies in deceased subjects.

Conclusion: 1H-MRS allows the determination of low pH values in

the brain tissue of deceased persons and thus offersrelevant infor-

mation before/without autopsy on the one hand, and on the other hand

further application opportunities in scientific studies.
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and it has a gender difference
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Introduction: The critical pathophysiological hallmark of Metabolic

dysfunction-associated fatty liver (MAFLD) is the hepatocyte’s

accumulation of intracellular fats 1. A biopsy is the current gold

standard for MAFLD diagnosis and staging. However, it is expensive

and a risk for the patient 2.

Changes, not only in the total amount of liver fat but also in the fatty

acid composition during the progression of the MAFLD, have been

reported as promising biomarkers 3. Most of those studies have been

made in male murine models but have not compared the development

of the disease between males and females.

This study aims to investigate the gender differences in the fatty liver

profile during the progression of MAFLD in an eNOS KO mice
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model. The eNOS KO model recapitulates disease evolution in

12-14 weeks when fed a high-calorie, high-fat diet.

Subjects/methods: We fed six groups of 12 weeks age eNOS KO

mice (3 groups of females and 3 groups of males) with a Western diet

(AIN-76A, TestDiet) for 4 weeks (n = 8), 8 weeks (n = 8), and

12 weeks (n = 8), and we had two control groups fed with chow diet

(1 group of females and 1 group of males n = 8 for each one).

At each time point, an in vivo 3 T MRS was acquired (Philips

Ingenia, 3 T), then a portion of the liver was used for histology, and

the remaining liver was analyzed with a 9.4 T MRS (Bruker Avance)

after a fatty acid extraction.

The peaks corresponding to fatty acids obtained with 9.4 T MRS were

used as an input to perform PCA, and then it was clustered using the

hierarchical clustering method.

Results/discussion: The mice’s weight and the amount of fat accu-

mulated increased during the Western-diet intervention, especially in

males. The correlation between the fat percentage in the liver

obtained in the in vivo 3 T MRS and the percentage of fatty acids

weight is linear and significant (Fig. 1).

The fat percentage of the liver obtained 3 T MRS was calculated

considering only the peak of fat (1.28 ppm) and the peak of water

(4.7 ppm). On the other hand, the percentage of fatty acids was cal-

culated making a relationship between the weight of the extracted

fatty acid and the weight of the liver.

We have identified seven metabolite peaks in the 9.4 T MRS spectra

(Methyl terminal protons, bulk methylene protons, b-methylene pro-

tons, allylic protons, a-methylene protons, diallyc protons, and

olefinic internal protons). Males showed a significant change in allylic

protons and diallyc protons. However, females showed variations in

different metabolite peaks, such as in bulk methylene, allylic protons,

diallyc protons, and a-methylene protons (Fig. 2).

The principal component analysis (PCA) was able to differentiate the

progression of the MAFLD in both genders, with better differentiation

in females (Fig. 3).

Conclusion: MRS allows differentiating the progression of MAFLD.

Disease progression trajectories appear to be different in young males

and females, suggesting that this disease should be studied with sex-

adjusted References. Future studies incorporating age and fertility

will be necessary to evaluate if it has implications for the diagnosis

and prognosis of MAFLD.

P157.
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Introduction: The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) plays a role in

error detection and monitoring and processing of conflicting infor-

mation which are core clinical signs of obsessive-compulsive disorder

(OCD) [1]. The pathophysiology of OCD is supposed to be linked to

metabolic abnormalities in this area; however, published 1H MRS

studies yield conflicting results [2].

This study compares metabolic concentrations in the ACC between

OCD patients and healthy controls (HC) as well as between subgroups

of patients with and without medication. It should lead to a better

understanding of metabolic changes associated with OCD and the

treatment.

Methods: Subjects 54 patients with OCD according to International

Statistical Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) criteria and Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) criteria, and 54

age- and sex-matched HC were included in the study. The patients

were without medication at least 5 days before MR examination or on

a stable dosage of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)

antidepressants for at least 4 weeks. The severity of the symptoms of

the patients was assessed using the Yale-Brown Obsessive-
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Compulsive Scale (YBOCS). No history of mental disorder or psy-

chotropic medication use was allowed for HC. The study was

conducted in compliance with the principles of the Declaration of

Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics committees. All sub-

jects provided their written informed consent prior to participation in

the study.

MR examination and metabolite evaluation The subjects underwent

MRI and 1H MRS (PRESS: TE/TR/NA = 30 ms/5000 ms/64,

VOI = 3.8 ml, with and without WS) on a 3 T Magnetom Prisma

scanner (Siemens, Germany) equipped with a 64-channel volume

head coil. MR spectra measured in pregenual ACC (pgACC) were

evaluated using LCModel. Metabolic values were calibrated using a

water signal and corrected for water content in each VOI [3] based on

MPRAGE image segmentation.

Statistics After exclusion of subjects with abnormal MRI findings (not

connected with OCD) and/or low spectra quality, 28 OCD and 28 HC

were included in the statistical analysis. Intergroup differences were

assessed by the Mann–Whitney U test. Spearman’s rank correlation

was used for determination of any relationship between demographic,

clinical and metabolic data.

Results: OCD patients revealed significantly decreased total creatine

(tCr) (p = 0.022), myo-inositol (mI) (p = 0.001) and the sum of

glutamine and glutamate (Glx) (p\ 0.001) in the pgACC than HC

group (Fig. 1). A significant negative correlation between tCr and

YBOCS compulsions subscale (rs = - 0.380, p = 0.046) was found in

OCD group. No significant differences were found for total N-

acetylasparate (tNAA), gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and cho-

line-containing compounds (tCho); however, tCho revealed a trend

towards lower concentrations in OCD than HC (p = 0.067). No sig-

nificant correlation was found between metabolic values and age and

duration of illness. Subgroups with or without medication did not

differ.

Discussion: Our metabolic results, as well as most other MR studies,

do not support the hypothesis of hypermetabolism in the cortico-

striatal-thalamo-cortical circuit, mostly based on PET/SPECT results

[4], as a pathophysiological mechanism of OCD. In contrast, our data

show reduced bioenergetic and glutamatergic metabolism in the

pgACC. It seems that the hypometabolism affects especially glial

cells, manifested by decreased mI. Neuronal cell function appears to

be intact (unchanged tNAA), either by the disease itself or thanks to

ongoing therapy and medication.

A significant negative correlation between tCr levels and the YBOCS

compulsions subscale, also found by O’Neill [5], implicates an

important relationship between tCr concentrations and OCD

symptomatology.

Our data also shows that the use of metabolic values corrected on CSF

content in the examined VOI is crucial for the detection of small

metabolic changes expected in OCD.

Conclusions: This study confirmed abnormal bioenergetic and glu-

tamatergic metabolism in the pgACC in OCD patients. tCr may be

considered as a biomarker of severity of compulsions in OCD

patients. OCD reveals changes in glial cell metabolism in the pgACC

rather than neuronal damage or dysfunction.
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Comparing the efficacy of MR spectroscopic and MR

imaging methods for assessing hepatic fat changes

in obese patients undergoing dietary intervention

and GLP-1 agonist treatment
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Introduction: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most

common cause of chronic liver disease in adults, with a prevalence of

17-46%. It is commonly associated with obesity and type 2 diabetes

[1]. One of the early signs of NAFLD is hepatic steatosis, which is

characterized by increased hepatic fat content (HFC) that can be

diagnosed using biopsy or imaging methods [2]. In this study, we

compared four different MR methods for assessing HFC in obese

subjects undergoing dietary intervention with or without the agonist

of incretin hormone glucagon like peptide-1 (GLP-1).

Methods: Sixteen obese non-diabetic men (age: 47.0 ± 12.4 years,

BMI: 36.2 ± 3.8 kg/m2) with HFC[ 4% underwent a 16-week

dietary intervention (nutritional counselling) and 16-week treatment

with GLP-1 agonist (semaglutide 0.25–1 mg/week; Ozempic�). The

order of both interventions was randomized. All participants under-

went seven MR examinations—three before the study (each at least 2

weeks apart) and two at week 14 and 16 of each intervention period.

The study was conducted in compliance with the principles of the

Declaration of Helsinki and with the approval of the local ethics
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committee. All subjects provided written informed consent with the

participation in the study.

MR examinations were performed using 3 T MR system VIDA

(Siemens, Germany) equipped with 30-channel surface matrix and

32-channel spine coil. The examination protocol included standard

Siemens LiverLab protocol [3] containing proton density fat fraction

measurement using VIBE e- and q-Dixon sequences and automatic

spectroscopy sequence HISTO (STEAM sequence; TR = 3000;

TEs = 12, 24, 36, 48, 72 ms). Moreover, our laboratory liver spec-

troscopic protocol was applied (STEAM sequence; TR = 4500 ms;

TEs = 20, 20, 20, 30, 50, 68, 80, 100, 135, 150, 180, 270 ms).

STEAM and HISTO volume of interest (40 9 30 9 25 mm) and

VIBE roi were placed in the liver segment V/VIII in the area without

visible big vessels. The entire sequences were measured during

exhalation.

Mean steatosis from whole liver volume (VIBE all liver) was mea-

sured by q-Dixon images using liver mask segmented from e-Dixon

images. Spectra from laboratory protocol were evaluated by LCModel

and obtained signal intensities were corrected to individual T2

relaxations. The results of fat fraction measurements from all four

methods were recalculated to HFC using Longo correction [4].

Intergroup differences were assessed using paired t test. A p value of

less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All values are

shown as average ± SD.

Results: Dietary intervention did not affect neither body weight nor

HFC quantified by all four methods whereas semaglutide treatment

led to significant decrease in both body weight and HFC (Fig. 2).

However, the differences in change of HFC between dietary inter-

vention and semaglutide treatment were not statistically significant.

All MR methods correlated very well with each other (Table 2).

Discussion: Both spectroscopy protocols revealed an excellent cor-

relation in HFC (Fig. 2). Although HISTO is based on automatic T2

relaxation time measurement only from TEs = 12–72 ms, compared

to manual STEAM measurement with TEs = 20–270 ms, HISTO is

faster and more user-friendly than the STEAM method. This is

because spectra from STEAM have to be manually evaluated using

LCModel software or other suitable software.

On the other hand, slightly higher HFC assessed by HISTO protocol

compared to our STEAM protocol can be attributed to shorter T2

relaxation times obtained by HISTO. HFC calculated from the whole

liver volume revealed the weakest correlation with the other methods

especially because of occasional bad liver segmentation and counting

bile ducts. All methods showed statistically similar HFC in both

examined groups.

Conclusion: All of the listed MR methods are suitable for monitoring

of HFC changes during therapeutic and life style interventions.
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Characterization of the sequelae of experimental

cerebral malaria with MRI and MRS
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Introduction: Cerebral malaria (CM), the most lethal complication of

P. falciparum infection, is an encephalopathy that results in coma and

leads to death in 15-20% of cases. Although 10-20% of survivors

develop neurological disorders, these are poorly studied [1]. The aim

of this project is to characterize the brain sequelae in a murine CM

model at the anatomical, metabolic, vascular and functional levels on

the long term using in vivo MRI and MRS.

Methods: Male and female C57Bl/6 J mice were infected with

Plasmodium Berghei ANKA and treated with chloroquine at the peak

of the disease (dose: 25 mg/kg, 1 ip injection /day during 10 days).

Mice were explored before and after induction of CM, then 1x/month

for 6 months. Metabolic and perfusion study: Bruker AVANCE 500

WB @11.75 T, with isoflurane anesthesia (1–2%/air). Anatomical

MRI: RARE, TE = 9.21 ms, TR = 5000 ms, RARE factor 8, 4 av,

FOV 15 9 15 mm2, 194 9 194 matrix, 31 contiguous slices of

0.5 mm thickness. Localized 1H-MRS in brainstem (voxel

3 9 3 9 1.5 m3), hypothalamus (1.5 m3), hippocampus (3 9 3 9 1.5

m3) and cerebellum (3 9 2 9 1.5 m3): PRESS, TE 20 ms, TR

1700 ms, 256 averages, with and without VAPOR. Perfusion MRI:

EPI-pCASL, TE = 9.08 ms, TR = 6414 ms, 5 slices of 0.75 mm,

FOV of 25 9 25 mm2, matrix 128 9 128). Connectome study:

Pharmascan 70/16 US @7 T with a cryoprobe. Animals were

explored under light anesthesia (medetomidine 0.13 mg/kg/isofluo-

rane 0.5%). T2*w images (fast GE, TE = 14 of ms, TR = 1700 ms,

FOV of 16 9 16 mm2, 200 9 200 matrix, 62 contiguous slices of

0.25 mm thickness), 2D-DTI (EPI, TE = 19 ms, TR = 3000 ms, 40

contiguous 0.4 mm slices, 96 9 96 matrix, FOV 16 9 16 mm2) and

rs-fMRI (FID-EPI, TE 16.3 ms, TR 1750 ms, 40 contiguous 0.4 mm

slices, 96 9 96 matrix, FOV 16 mm). Behavioral tests: elevated cross

maze and novel object recognition test. Statistics: data were analyzed

using non-parametric statistics and the two-way ANOVA with mul-

tiple comparisons test, significance set to p\ 0.05

Results: 62 mice (36 F and 26 M) were analyzed for 6 months. Males

were more vulnerable to CM, as they showed less response to treat-

ment, with a 20% lower survival rate. Their recovery was slower than

that of the females at the same parasitemia levels, as they maintain a

hypothermic state for an average of 2 days more. In all mice with

untreated CM, we observed cerebral edema, white matter hyperin-

tensities and hemorrhages in the cortex and olfactory bulbs. The

lesions at the level of the olfactory bulbs (atrophy, microhemor-

rhages) persist for up to six months after recovery and clearance of the

parasite.

As seen with 1H-MRS, the surviving mice presented significantly

lower levels of metabolites including glucose, GABA, choline-con-

taining compounds, and macromolecules, among others, in the

brainstem and the hippocampus. Cerebral blood flow of the thalamus

was still reduced in the first months after recovery.

At the end of the follow-up, the CM survivor mice showed lower

scores than the control mice of open arm exploration in the ele-

vated plus maze and a lower discrimination index in the object

recognition test.

Discussion: CM causes a cerebral syndrome that leaves neurological

sequelae months after the clearance of the parasite. These include

lesions in the anterior part of the brain visible at anatomical MRI

whereas perfusion MRI revealed anomalies in CBF in the thalamus.

The metabolic study showed a reduction in some neurotransmitters, in

choline-containing compounds and in compounds linked to energy

metabolism. Some of these abnormalities could be related to the

phenotype of higher anxiety-like behavior and reduced non-spatial

memory shown by CM survivor mice six months after recovery. This

phenotype is similar to what has already been described in human CM

[1]. The DTI and fMRI data are being analyzed to verify a possible

relation between the metabolic and perfusion changes and alterations

in the structural or functional connectome.

Conclusion: Cerebral malaria affects male and female subjects dif-

ferently. Some characteristic lesions [2] persist several months after

recovery. 1H-MRS and perfusion MRI data show a persisting perfu-

sion and metabolic abnormalities. This is the first study with MRI and

MRS showing the possible causes of the neurological sequelae of CM

and the influence of sex in the disease development and recovery.
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Validation of apparent intra- and extra-myocellular

lipid content indicator using spiral spectroscopic

imaging at 3 T
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Introduction: This work presents a fast and simple method based on

spiral MRSI for mapping the IMCL and EMCL1,2 apparent content,

which is a challenging task3,4 and it compares this indicator to clas-

sical quantification results in muscles of interest.

Methods: A spiral MRSI sequence was developed on a 3 T clinical

MRI (MAGNETOM PRISMA, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen,

Germany). Main parameters were TR/TE = 2 s/2 ms, FOV = 200 9
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200 9 25 mm, spatial resolution = 64 9 64, voxel size = 3.1 9

3.1 9 25mm, temporal resolution = 500 ms, temporal points =

1024, spatial interleaving = 22 and temporal interleaving = 5,

TAcq = 3 min 48 s. Spiral MRSI was performed using a dual reso-

nance 1H/31P transmit/receive coil (Rapid GMBH, Würzburg,

Germany) positioned under the right calf of 16 volunteers. A Fast

(SE-EPI-based) diffusion-weighted and a T1 vibe Dixon sequence

was subsequently acquired to derive the fibres’’ orientation, high-

resolution water, fat and Fat Fraction (FF) images. MRSI data were

analyzed using homemade processing tools (Matlab). After standard

MRSI reconstruction, the analysis of the spectra was centered on the

characteristic peaks of IMCL and EMCL (1.3–1.5 ppm). To realize an

automatic phasing and frequency registration of the spectra (unsup-

pressed water), a Fourier transform on the absolute value of the time

domain signal was performed5. Then, the evolution of the cumulative

sum of the amplitudes (CSA) of a fixed area, defined between 1.1 and

1.7 ppm, was used to analyze the apparent content of IMCL and

EMCL for each voxel. Mapping the value of this curve index at

1.40 ppm enables displaying the apparent content of IMCL over

EMCL in the fat component (Fig. 1). The new proposed apparent

IMCL/EMCL content indicator was compared to the classical IMCL/

(EMCL ? IMCL) ratio quantified using LCModel fitting method

(basis set ‘‘muscle-5’’) on region of Interested (ROI) selected in

soleus medial (SM), and gastrocnemius medial (GM) muscles

(Fig. 2). FF was calculated with the Dixon acquisition and compared

to FF obtained by 2 methods derived from the MRSI data: one based

on the CSA of the lipid and water signal, and another based on the

quantification of the signal with LCModel.

Results: The average FF obtained by the 3 methods on the muscles of

interest were resumed in Fig. 3 and coherent with previously obtained

values in volunteers6. The apparent content indicator and its quanti-

tative equivalent were both significantly different between the GM

and SM muscles. There is a significant positive correlation between

the apparent content indicator and its quantitative equivalent (Fig. 4).

In addition, the GM muscle fibers displayed an overall alignment

along the direction of the B0 field. In contrast, the SM’s ones had an

orientation between the Y and Z-axis.

Discussion: The MRS measure of IMCL is influenced by the quantity

in the tissue and the orientation of the fibers. Our results are in

agreement with literature7: The SM muscle had a high IMCL content

due to its high percentage of type I fibers, with a pronounced angular

fiber orientation to B0; the GM muscle had smaller IMCL content and

a less pronounced angular fiber orientation. Despite a less advanta-

geous fiber orientation, the observation of IMCL was feasible in the

SM due to its high level in this muscle. The quantification of IMCL

and EMCL on MRSI data is fastidious due to phase and frequency

shifts from voxel to voxel and results in time-consuming data pro-

cessing. The rapid analysis provided by the apparent indicator can be

used to rapidly generate maps of the IMCL/EMCL distribution. Also,

this map enables analyzing lipid MR spectra as a function of fiber

orientation, which is known to influence.

Conclusion: The proposed exploration technique is a promising, fast,

and straightforward approach to map the apparent content of IMCL

compared to EMCL lipids. It is correlated with results from standard

quantification procedure and appear to be robust to signal-to-signal

fluctuations related to B0 variations. Further work should evaluate the

reproducibility prior to transfer to clinic for longitudinal studies. This

preliminary work highlights the potential of this high-resolution spiral

spectroscopic imaging technique to provide more insights on the

coupling between structure, function, metabolism, energy consump-

tion and the underlying pathophysiology in muscles, especially in the

context of refining our understanding of impaired exercise perfor-

mance, intolerance to sustained exercise and premature fatigability.
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MR imaging characteristics of breast cancer

and adjacent parenchyma: Correlation with mRNA

expression of hormone receptor, HER2 and TP53
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Introduction: Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease and the

treatment plan and prognosis are different according to the status of

estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and human epi-

dermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). Recently, the prognostic

role of androgen receptor (AR) in breast cancer has been reported in

many studies. The TP53 is a gene making a tumor suppressor protein

p53. Therefore, any change of p53 in normal breast parenchyma has

the potential to cause breast cancer. The purpose of our study is to

characterize the imaging phenotype of breast cancer and normal

breast parenchyma according to the mRNA expression of ER, PR,

AR, HER2 and TP53.

Methods: From June 2020 to January 2023, 79 women who were

newly diagnosed with breast cancer and underwentpreoperative

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at our hospital were included.

Two radiologists with 11 and 3 years of experience in breast imaging

interpreted the images and they were blinded to the clinical-patho-

logic data. According to the BIRADS lexicon, radiologists evaluated

the background parenchymal enhancement, tumor shape, margin and

internal enhancement pattern. We also evaluated T2 bright signal

intensity within the tumor and peritumoral edema on T2-weighted

image. Expression levels of mRNAs were determined using a reverse

transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) kit, SYBR Green

Master Mix and RT-PCR machine.

Results: According to the mass shape, 69 (87%) of 79 breast cancers

were irregular shape and 10 (13%) were round or oval shape. ER-a
mRNA expression was significantly higher in breast cancer showing

irregular shape rather than round or oval shape (p = 0.005). Other

mRNA expression were not significantly different according to the

mass shape. 65 (82%) of 79 breast cancers showed heterogeneous

enhancement and 14 (18%) showed rim enhancement. Expressions of

ER-a, PR, AR and HER2 mRNA were significantly higher in breast

cancer with heterogeneous internal enhancement compared to rim

enhancement.

In terms of bright signal intensity within the mass on T2-weighted

image, 64 (81%) of 79 cancers did not show internal bright signal

intensity and 15 (19%) had internal bright signal intensity. Expres-

sions of ER-a, ER-b, PR, AR and TP53 mRNA were significantly

lower in breast cancer with bright signal intensity on T2WI compared

to cancer without T2 bright signal intensity. Regarding peritumoral

edema on T2-weighted image, 62 (78%) of 79 cancers showed peri-

tumoral edema and 17 (22%) didn‘‘t show. Expressions of ER-a, PR

and AR mRNA were significantly lower in breast cancer with peri-

tumoral edema on T2WI.

Of 57 patients whose parenchymal mRNA data were available, 16

(28%) patients showed minimal BPE and 41 (72%) patients showed

mild, moderate or marked BPE. Parenchymal ER-a, PR, HER2 and

TP53 mRNA expressions were significantly higher in patients with

mild, moderate or marked BPE than patients with minimal BPE

(p = 0.016, p = 0.0001, p = 0.038, p = 0.035, respectively).

Conclusion: MR imaging phenotype of breast cancer was correlated

with mRNA expressions of hormone receptor, HER2 and TP53.

Parenchymal mRNA is also correlated with background parenchymal

enhancement on contrast-enhanced MRI.
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In situ 1H-MRS of muscle tissue to detect metabolic

changes during the postmortem interval and to study

temperature-induced changes in T2 relaxation times
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Introduction: The change of tissue in the course of the postmortem

interval (PMI) is of particular interest in forensic medicine. Hitherto,

mainly postmortem studies of tissue samples have provided insights

into the decomposition process at the molecular level. However, a

certain limitation of such ex-situ studies is given by the collection and

preparation of the sample. In contrast, postmortem magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) provides the ability to study

postmortem tissue changes at the molecular level in situ in deceased

individuals.

In the present studies, we aim to investigate the postmortem changes

of muscle tissue by 1H-MRS. In addition, we determine the T2

relaxation times of water in the investigated volume and correlate the

T2 values with the temperature in the tissue. The temperature is

thereby measured with MRS thermometry.

Methods: As part of the Virtopsy� concept, 1H-MRS examinations

were performed in the musculus vastus intermedius and/or musculus

adductor magnus of deceased persons (study population: n = 43).

Using a 3 T MRI scanner (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, the
Netherlands) and an 8-channel phased-array receive-only head coil

(Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands), single-voxel measure-

ments were conducted. Differences in the ratio between the

trimethylammonium-containing compounds (TMA) and the methyl

group of creatine (Cr) were evaluated in relation to the PMI, muscle

orientation relative to the magnetic field, and the age of the deceased.

Water T2 relaxation times in the measured voxel were estimated

based on a series of measurements with 8 different echo times

(ranging from 35 to 350 ms) and analyzed with respect to the

dependence on PMI and tissue temperature. The local temperature of

the muscle tissue was calculated using the temperature-dependent

resonance frequency of water with creatine as a temperature-inde-

pendent Reference peak1. The 1H-MRS-based temperature estimates

were compared with rectal temperature measurements.

Results: Multiple regression analysis shows that PMI, age, and the

orientation of the muscle all have an effect on the measured TMA/Cr.

68% (Adjusted R-squared: 0.6869) of the dispersion in TMA/Cr is

explained by the four variables. TMA/Cr increased with increasing

PMI. Contrary to expectation, the T2 relaxation times of muscle tissue

increased as the tissue temperature decreases. The MRS thermometry

measurement agreed well with the rectal temperature measured in

relative proximity to the measured voxel. The median difference was

0.9 �C with 70% of the measurements within ± 2 �C.

Discussion: This study revealed that PMI-dependent changes in

TMA/Cr can be observed with 1H-MRS, which may serve as an

additional indicator for time since death estimations. This result is

consistent with observations made on severed sheep legs where 1H

MRS measurements were performed every 24 h for three or four days
2. The increase in T2 values of muscle tissue as the tissue temperature

decreased is surprising. It is usually assumed that the reduced

movement of the molecules at reduced temperature leads to lower T2

values. The fact that this is not the case postmortem in situ might be

of particular relevance for postmortem imaging using T2-weighted

MRI. The results indicate that MRS thermometry-based estimates of

the temperature are valid also for postmortem muscle tissue. This

noninvasive method offers the possibility to correct temperature

effects in order to emphasize other postmortem effects in postmortem

MRI research.

Conclusion: 1H-MRS provides scientifically valuable opportunities

for postmortem examination of tissue changes.
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Liver disfunction: An increasing risk of Alzheimer’s

disease?
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Introduction: Despite the recent progress in the research on the

mechanisms behind type C hepatic encephalopathy(HE), a compli-

cation of chronic liver disease(CLD) that arises in 80% of the

patients, this disease remains incompletely understood, and it is still

unclear how HE progression influences cognition1,2.

It is known that brain neurodegenerative diseases can lead to changes

in the brain metabolism and cellular alterations. The cognitive dys-

function in patients with type C HE is marked by attention and

memory deficiency. However, whether CLD is associated with

dementia risk is unclear. In addition, there is grooving evidence of an

important role of liver-gut-brain axis in neuropathology, suggesting

that liver disfunction is the origin of Amyloid-b (Ab) deposits3,4.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate if there are neu-

rometabolic and cellular (morphological) signatures of AD in type

CHE.

Methods: Animal experiments were approved by the Service for

Veterinary Affairs of the canton of Vaud(VD3022). Male Wistar rats

(n = 38, * 200 g), 35 rats underwent BDL surgery(model of type C

HE5). In-vivo 1H-MRS: 9.4 T (Varian/Magnex,SPECIAL sequen-

ce(TE = 2.8 ms)). Two regions of were measured: hippocampus

(Hipp) (2 9 2.8 9 2 mm3) and cerebellum (Cer) (2.5 9 2.5 9 2.5

mm3). Metabolites quantification: LCModel. The scans were per-

formed before (week 0) and after BDL at weeks 2, 4, 6, and 8(each

animal was its own control).

Histology: At week4 and 8 post-BDL and Sham-surgery rats were

perfused and brains fixed (4% formaldehyde), embedded in paraffin

and cut into 5 lm thick slices (3 brains/group).

Ab pathology—Congo Red staining.

Tau protein pathology—Gallyas Silver Stain.

Results: In-vivo 1H-MRS: Longitudinal and brain region related

differences in metabolite concentrations were observed over the dis-

ease progression in two studied brain regions.

At week4 post-BDL in all brain regions a statistically significant

increase in Gln was observed (Fig. 1). In addition, the Lac concen-

tration was significantly increased in cerebellum at week 8 (Fig. 1C).

Decrease of tCho, Cr, Glu, and GABA was observed in all brain

regions being significant for tCho(Hipp:week8**), Cr(Cer:week6*)

(Fig. 1). The antioxidant system was also altered. The Asc showed a
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tendency of decrease in Cer at week6 post-BDL(***). GSH displayed

no significant tendency to decrease in hippocampus, while in cere-

bellum an increase was found already at week2 (Fig. 1).

Congo red staining revealed intracellular Amyloid-b(Ab) accumula-

tion in Fr, FrPaM, Hipp and Cer(Fig. 2A).

Gallyas staining revealed tau-bodies in the accumulation in

Fr, FrPaM and Cer(Fig. 2B).

Discussion: The underlying pathophysiology of several dementias

significantly overlaps6, therefore biomarkers of neurodegeneration are

important for early diagnosis and treatment.

Increased Gln, the hallmark of HE, was measured with a stronger

increase in Cer. Gln increase can potentially lead to a Glu decrease.

As Glu metabolism is related to neurons and plays an important role

in cognition7, its reduction may imply dysfunction and loss of glu-

tamatergic neurons7. Glu decreased level was found in patients with

AD and correlated with increased Ab load7,8. The GPC and PCho

present in myelin and cell membrane are the primary sources of the

Cho signal in MRS. Decreased tCho in HE is due to an osmotic

answer to Gln increase but towards the end of the disease might

indicate alterations in membrane turnover and WM integrity7.

Decrease of Cr was detected in all studied brain regions, and dis-

function in brain Cr is also associated with AD9.

OS, a key mechanism causing neurodegeneration10. The low antiox-

idants level are linked with cognitive impairment12. A significant

decrease in Asc was observed herein. Studies have shown Asc

decrease in blood of CLD and AD patients12,13.

A region and time-dependent Ab and Tau bodies deposits (Fig. 2)

were observed. Ab and Tau bodies build up over time is a sign of

degeneration of the synapses that govern cognition14.

Conclusion: Patients with type C HE develop cognitive dysfunctions,

significantly lowering their quality of life. Our findings emphasize the

possibility that liver disease may significantly affect cognitive decline

and increase the risk of AD. Tau bodies and Ab aggregates are the

two neuropathological indicators of neurodegeneration. In order to

propose neuroprotective treatments that will open up a new therapy

option for HE patients and enhance their long-term cognitive out-

come, a more physiological approach is necessary to bring better

knowledge of HE mechanisms.
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Introduction: Interpretation of MRI and MRS results is ambiguous,

as their lipidomic correlates in health and disease are largely not

known. MRS-based lipid profiles might be useful for discriminating

tumorous and healthy breast tissue [1]. Here, we evaluated the rela-

tionships between MRS spectra and lipidome of healthy brain gray

matter (GM) and white matter (WM) in patients with brain neoplasms

undergoing biopsy, accompanied by micro-extractions (SPME),

known as a chemical biopsy; it is used to characterize human brain

in vivo in terms of the metabolic profiling and accounts for unsta-

ble and short-lived species.

Methods: We studied 26 patients treated for various brain neoplastic

changes. Sampling was conducted during conventional patient brain

biopsy procedures. In vivo SPME sampling was performed simulta-

neously on WM and GM that were not affected by neoplastic changes.

The procedure involved inserting a thin fiber coated with a biocom-

patible sorbent into the tissue along the trajectory of the biopsy

needle. SPME probe was left in the studied tissue for 4 min. During

this time analytes from brain were bound to the sorbent. Lipidomic
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analysis of the extract was performed using Liquid Chromatography

coupled with High-Resolution Mass Spectroscopy (LC-HRMS). Two

chromatography modes were applied: hydrophilic interactions—

HILIC (n = 19) and revered phase chromatography—RPLC (n = 7).

RPLC enabled analysis of glycerides, ceramides and phospholipids,

while HILIC majorly phospholipids and sphingolipids [2, 3].
1H SVS was measured in GM and WM with semi-LASER (TR/

TE = 2000/35 ms, 128 acquisitions, standard VOI = 2 9 2 9 2 cm),

as close as possible to the SPME extraction sites. When the VOI had

to be smaller, the number of acquisitions was increased to assure

satisfactory spectral quality. In some case the WM VOI had to be

placed ipsilaterally, symmetrically to the GM VOI. The spectra were

processed with LC Model and metabolite concentrations corrected for

tissue contributions. The results were correlated with concentrations

of lipid classes with Spearman method.

Results: When the sample analyzed with RPLC–HRMS (n = 19),

MRS-derived concentrations were interpolated to concentrations of

pure WM and GM. Here, lipids resonating at 1.3 ppm in GM inver-

sely correlated with all lipid classes but monoglycerides (r = - 0.71,

p\ 0.05). In WM, though, lipids resonating at 1.3 ppm were posi-

tively correlated with monoglycerides (r = 0.87, p\ 0.05), whereas

lipids resonating at 2 ppm correlated with all lipid classes but

monoglycerides (r = 0.71, p\ 0.05).

For data obtained with the use of HILIC-HRMS in positive ion mode

(n = 7), MRS-derived concentrations of glycerol-phosphadylo cho-

line and phospadylocholine were negatively related to concentrations

of hexoylceramides, diacylglicerides, phosphatidylcholines, phos-

phatidyloethanolamine, and phosphatidyloserines in GM (r\- 0.79,

p\ 0.05), but not in WM. Interestingly, higher combined concen-

tration of N-acetyl-aspartate and NAAG in GM, but not in WM, was

related to (a) higher concentrations of phospatydyloglicerides,

(b) lower concentrations of hexosylceramides, diglicerides, phos-

phatidyloethanolamines, phosphatidyloserines, and sphingomyelins

(r\- 0.86, p\ 0.05), but (c) not phosphatidylcholines. Concen-

trations of lipids were not related to concentrations of any of the lipid

classes obtained with chemical biopsy.

Correlation results for data obtained with the use of HILIC-HRMS in

positive ion mode demonstrated that concentration of WM lipids

resonating at 1.3 ppm correlated positively with concentration of

phosphatidyloethanolamines (r = 0.78, p\ 0.05), and negatively

with concentration of sphingomyelins and hexosylceramides (r = -

0.78, p\ 0.05). Except for negative correlation of Cr with

lysophosphatidylcholines in GM (r = - 0.82, p\ 0.05) and negative

correlation of PCr with lysophosphatidylcholines in WM (r = - 0.86,

p\ 0.05), no other correlations reached significance.

Discussion: We found associations between 1H-MRS derived

metabolite concentrations and concentrations obtained with two

methods of lipidomic analyses. The pattern of correlations was dif-

ferent between the analyses, as the two chromatography types detect

different groups of lipids. RPLC enabled analysis of glycerides,

ceramides and phospholipids, while HILIC majorly phospholipids and

sphingolipids. Furthermore, it should be remembered that 1H-MRS is

limited to mobile fractions of lipids.

Conclusion: Chemical biopsy may improve the delineation of tumor

resection in a minimally invasive manner, which would increase the

patient’s safety during an operation and decrease the radicalness of

the surgery. The improved interpretation of 1H-MRS results may help

better understand the spectroscopic results.

The work was supported by Ministry of National Defence of Poland

(508/2017/DA).
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Introduction: Diffusion functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

(dFMRI) is a promising technique for studying brain activity with a

contrast more closely related to neuronal activity than the hemody-

namic response [1]. It tracks the variation of Apparent Diffusion

Coefficient (ADC) induced by neuromorphological coupling, con-

trarily to Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) imaging that

relies on neurovascular coupling. The ADC fluctuations can reveal

morphological changes in brain cells during the transition from rest to

activity, making dFMRI highly sensitive to microstructure. One of the

advantages of dFMRI could be the ability to study white matter (WM)

activity, which has fewer blood vessels than grey matter (GM) and

where the BOLD response is weak. Mapping WM activity is currently

a blind spot for all neuroimaging techniques, whether BOLD fMRI,

EEG or MEG. In this study, we compare the ADC timecourses to

BOLD timecourses in the human white matter (WM) and grey matter

(GM) during visual and motor tasks in the human brain.

Methods: The data used in this study is obtained from a prior

investigation [2]. Briefly, 9 subjects were scanned on a 3 T Prisma

MRI scanner (Siemens Healthineers). Two imaging modalities were

utilized for fMRI: (i) DW-TRSE-EPI with interleaving b-values of

200 and 1000 s/mm2, leading to ADC timecourses with a temporal

resolution of 2 s (300 volumes, TE = 35 ms), and (ii) SE-EPI that

yielded T2-BOLD contrast with a temporal resolution of 1 s (600

volumes, TE = 35 ms). The dfMRI sequence (i) was designed to

reduce BOLD-like contributions resulting from blood susceptibility

changes, which was accomplished by calculating ADC instead of

considering plain diffusion- and T2-weighted signals, limiting blood

pool contributions with b[ 200 s/mm2, and minimizing cross-terms

between diffusion and background gradients through the TRSE

scheme. During the scanning, participants were instructed to gaze at a

cross on the screen for 18 s and tap their fingers with both hands for

12 s while viewing a flashing checkerboard (8 Hz), in 20 repeated

blocks. Data processing was conducted according to the procedures

described in [2].

Results: The ADC timecourse shows a decrease starting directly from

the onset of the task with an amplitude of 0.7% in GM and 0.3% in

WM (Fig. 1) while the BOLD response shows a delayed increase of

2%. The BOLD response temporal features appeared to adapt to the

temporal features of the ADC response: the latter decreased imme-

diately upon onset (t = 6 s), and gradually up to t = 14 s, before

reversing the trend and increasing back to baseline until t = 22 s. In

parallel, BOLD started increasing sharply at t = 8 s until t = 14 s,

when it gradually leveled off to plateau until t = 22 s, beyond which

it sharply decreased to baseline. As for the locations of activation

areas (Figs. 2 and 3), those obtained with diffusion fMRI are more

sparse and have smaller z-score amplitudes than those with BOLD.

BOLD shows clear activation clusters in the visual and motor cortex,

with spillover in subcortical WM, whereas ADC also shows activity

in the deep WM.

Discussion: The BOLD response amplitude was surprisingly similar

for both tissues even though there are more blood vessels in the GM.

Inspection of activation maps revealed that the ’’WM‘‘ voxels were

adjacent to GM clusters and likely benefited from spill-over, which

may explain the similarity. The WM tracts uncovered by ADC-
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derived activation maps on the other hand may display connections

that are crucial during the visually induced motor task. The difference

in amplitude in the ADC decrease between the WM and GM could be

due to the difference in the microstructural fluctuations between tis-

sues, with possible contributions from both neurons and astrocytes in

GM, and preferentially astrocytes in the WM assuming myelinated

axons are more rigid. The single arbitrary direction of diffusion-

weighting used in the acquisition may also introduce spatially vari-

able sensitivity in WM depending on the orientation of WM fibers.

Using higher b values may have increased the amplitude of the ADC

decrease, as observed in cats in [3].

Conclusion: The features of ADC and BOLD responses during

neuronal activity were studied, with a focus on deep white matter

activity, which is not visible with BOLD alone. BOLD imaging

reveals activity in the visual and motor cortex, while ADC also shows

some white matter activity. In further works, we will focus on max-

imizing dfMRI sensitivity throughout all of WM irrespective of fiber

orientation, and on investigating whether the WM activation clusters

are positioned along tracts that link GM regions involved in the task.

This may increase our understanding on the connecting pathways that

become active during visual and motor tasks.
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Introduction: Analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) data is challenging due to the large amount of measured

signals and the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Data-driven

approaches are becoming more prevalent since they quickly provide

insights despite complexity of the datasets. Furthermore, these

approaches have the potential to reveal novel patterns, including

temporal kinetics, in blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) time

series. We used line scanning fMRI measurements with high temporal

(50 ms) and spatial (78 lm) resolution obtained from a previous

study (1) and investigated the added value of different unbiased time

series clustering techniques for the analysis of somatosensory pro-

cessing during electrical paw stimulation and optogenetic stimulation

of the cortex.

Methods: 9 female Fisher rats (157–202 g) were used in this study.

MRI measurements were conducted on a 9.4 T Bruker Biospec 94/20

small animal scanner using a 10-mm surface coil (Fig. 1A). Func-

tional MR acquisitions were recorded with a GE-EPI sequence

without phase encoding (TR/TE: 50/18 ms, FA: 13�, 1.2 mm slice

thick., FOV: 10 9 2.1 mm, resolution: 78 lm) as described earlier

(2). Line scanning experiments were conducted under medetomidine

sedation (0.04 mg/kg bolus, 0.05 mg/kg*h continuous) with two

stimulation modalities: electrical fore paw stimulation (9 Hz/1.5 mA)

and optogenetic stimulation of the cortex (9 Hz/70–100 mW/mm2)

using a block design (10–5–15 s) with 64 repetitions. For the latter,

animals were injected with a viral construct (AAV2/CamKIIa-C1V1)

into the primary somatosensory fore limb cortex (S1FL) to allow

expression of the excitatory channelrhodopsin variant C1V1. For data

analysis, time series were filtered and averaged over the stimulus

repetitions (Fig. 1B). First, we calculated the similarity distance in

unscaled time series using Euclidean and correlation distance metrics

in an interval twice the stimulus period (Fig. 1C, left). Next, to focus

on temporal characteristics of BOLD responses, the series were scaled

and analyzed with Euclidean distance and dynamic time warping at

different time intervals (DTW, Fig. 1C, right). Based on the com-

puted distances, voxels were partitioned using hierarchical

agglomerative clustering for the cluster formation ((3), Fig. 1D). For

visualization, data were aligned to the corpus callosum (CC) and

cluster probability profiles (CPP) were calculated that map the cluster

group (1, 2 or 3) for each voxel and scan onto a standardized line

spanning S1FL, CC and striatum.

Results: Using the correlation metric, we identified time series with

positive (red) and negative (blue) signs (Fig. 2A, left). These clusters

were spatially segregated into voxels that were dorsal (d, red) or

ventral (v, blue) to the CC as shown in the CPP plot, thereby pro-

viding the possibility to discriminate cortical from sub-cortical

clusters (Fig. 2A, right). Using the Euclidean distance, we detected

four cortical clusters: three were characterized by increasing positive

amplitudes that contrasted with a neutral cluster (white, Fig. 2b, left).

We observed a gradient along the d-v axis in the S1FL and found time

series with larger amplitudes in the dorsal cortex (Fig. 2b, right). To
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gain information on temporal kinetics of the BOLD responses we

performed Euclidian-based clustering of the interval 1–3 s following

the stimulation on scaled positive time series (Fig. 3a, left). Red

clusters collected fast responses, orange clusters represented medium

and blue delayed ones. Like before, we detected a gradient in the d-v

axis of the cortex with the fastest clusters (red) in the dorsal-most area

of the cortex (Fig. 3a, right). Next, we studied the decay characteristic

of BOLD signals using the DTW distance. These clusters segregated

during the second half of the considered time interval (gray shaded

area) according to their decay characteristics (Fig. 3b).

Discussion: Depending on the similarity formulation, our results

show that multiple patterns in BOLD time series can be revealed and

that this workflow produces consistent results across modalities.

Further, we introduce a statistical analysis that is entirely based on

cluster distribution; each cluster represents a set of BOLD response

parameters instead of single parameters, which makes this procedure

more robust and generalizable. Importantly, we find that this analysis

validates previous study results using a completely data-driven

approach (1).

Conclusion: All in all, our data-driven approach proves high sensi-

tivity, robustness, and reproducibility; it further quickly provides

highly detailed insight into characteristics of BOLD time series and—

in theory—also allows statistical comparison across different study

protocols. Therefore, it holds great potential for further applications in

fMRI including whole-brain task and resting-state fMRI to support

fMRI routines.
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Introduction: Brain activation upon sensory stimulation in both

rodents and men is most commonly measured using Blood oxy-

genation dependent (BOLD) functional MRI. However, in particular

in mice, sensitivity is limited. Techniques to measure cerebral blood

volume (CBV) in rodents offer higher sensitivity compared to BOLD,

but require intravenous (i.v.) application of iron particles. Here, we

introduce H2
17O as an alternative reporter for CBV changes. H2

17O

can be detected indirectly in 1H MRI, because 17O–1H scalar coupling

and proton chemical exchange effectively reduce proton T2
1. Pre-

vious studies applied 17O proton MRI for measuring cerebral blood
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flow 2. Here, we explore this approach for functional CBV

measurements.

Methods: 1H MRI was conducted at 9.4 T (Biospec, Cryoprobe) with

14 C57/BL6 mice of both sexes under Medetomidine-Isoflurane

anesthesia. We applied pinprick stimulation (stim) (10 cycles, 10 s

stim, 20 or 30 s rest) of one hindpaw with a custom-made stimulator.

BOLD fMRI (TR/TE/FA 1000/18 ms /60�, 18 slices, 200 lm2,

0.5 mm slice thickness (sth)) was acquired for Reference. Dynamic

cortex signal after i.v. application of H2
17O (diluted to 80% with

saline to physiological osmolarity) was monitored by T2w RARE (20-

60 min, TR/TE 3000/62 ms, 48 s/cycle, resolution (res) 125 9 125

lm2, sth 0.42 mm). Functional imaging was performed using T2w

single shot SE-EPI (TR/TE 1000/50 ms, res 296 9 296 lm2, sth

1 mm). T2*w GE-EPI (TR/TE 1000/10.5 ms, FA 60�) from four

animals (dynamic and upon pinprick stim) was obtained after i.v.

injection of iron particles (SPIO, MoldayIon, 20 mg Fe/kg). Prepro-

cessing was performed using SPM, functional analysis using MatLab.

Results: Cortical signal loss was detected in 1H MRI after i.v. H2
17O

injection, but was less pronounced than after injection of SPIO

(Fig. 1). A stable signal level of 95% pre-contrast level was reached

within 10 min and persisted for at least 60 min, enabling functional

measurements. CBV with H2
17O and with SPIO had higher success

rates and higher signal amplitudes compared to BOLD. In 8/14 SE-

EPI experiments signal time courses upon sensory stim showed a

hemodynamic response. On average 19 voxels (7-30 voxels in 8

experiments) in the S1HL region showed significant signal drop

compared to baseline (U-test, a = 0.05). Negative signal amplitude of

averaged time course of 1.5% (Fig. 2) was close to the Reference

value of 1.9% obtained after SPIO injection.

Discussion: In contrast to previous assertions that H2
17O quickly

distributes throughout tissue, our results suggest that most H2
17O

remains intravascular, enabling functional CBV measurements. This

observation is in line with the lack of a concentration gradient that

would drive diffusion into brain tissue. Stimulus-induced CBV-

changes, therefore, lead to enhanced T2 relaxation, which is

detectable as reduced signal in T2w 1H MRI.

Conclusion: We provide proof of concept that H2
17O can be used as

sensitive reporter for functional CBV measurements. The new

approach based on measuring T2 effects in 1H MRI after i.v. appli-

cation of H2
17O water has no impact on animal physiology. Further,

T2w SE-EPI is less prone to geometric distortions than GE-based

methods. Contrary to iron-based CBV measurement, H2
17O can be

safely applied in humans. Its use, however, is currently limited by

costs of H2
17O.
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Introduction: Studies have found that over 50% of COVID-19

patients experience sudden loss of smell (anosmia), higher than other

respiratory diseases. Olfactory rehabilitation is a promising approach

to treatment and the Connecticut Chemosensorial Clinical Research

Centre test is currently used to assess olfactory function. This work

explores the use of fully synchronized olfactory fMRI and studies

anatomical, connectivity and perfusion changes as an objective tool to

assess the physiological activation of the olfactory system and related

areas after rehabilitation therapy.

Methods: As part of an IRB approved study, MRI data from 4 female

patients ranged 45-54y, that presented persistent olfactory loss after

COVID-19 infection, was acquired on a 3 T Signa Premier (GE

Healthcare, Waukesha, USA) at Hospital Quironsalud (Madrid,

Spain), after obtaining written informed consent.

Participants underwent a targeted olfactory rehabilitation therapy of

10 sessions over 2.5 months; MRI data were obtained prior to the start

of the therapy and after the end of the therapy.

The MRI protocol included an anatomical 3D-T1-MPRAGE (1 mm

iso-voxel), a CUBE T2-FLAIR, a 10 min fMRI study (TR = 1 s,

TE = 20.6 ms, FOV = 22 cm, voxel size 2.3 mm iso, flip angle =

628, HyperBand factor = 3, ASSET factor = 2) fully synchronized

with the scanner trigger and respiratory belt delivered two different

odors (mint and vanilla) randomized in an event-related fashion

within the duration of the study, a diffusion HARDI scheme (150

directions, b-value = 1500 s/mm2), and a pcASL

scheme (PLD = 1.45 s, labeling time = 1.5 s) sequences.

SPM12 was used to segment the structural MPRAGE T1 images and

to realign, coregister and run a first and second analysis (paired t-test)

on the fMRI images.
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DSI Studio was used to segment diffusion-weighted images, recon-

struct and normalize diffusion tensor scalar maps. Longitudinal

changes in fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD)

were evaluated for each patient with differential tractography. Next,

group analysis using correlational tractography was performed.

Acquired ASL volumes (proton-weighted, M0, and perfusion-

weighted) were used to obtain the Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) maps.

These were analyzed using SPM12 performing a paired t test to obtain

changes in perfusion after rehabilitation. ANCOVA technique was

used to neglect basal perfusion in subjects.

Results: VBM analyses show increased volumes in the cerebellum,

temporal lobe, parahippocampal region and cuneus at therapy onset,

which may be related to inflammation due to virus infection (Fig. 1).

Brain regions involved in olfactory rehabilitation such as the fusiform

gyrus, caudate and orbital gyrus also changed in volume. Olfactory

rehabilitation therapy has an impact on the activation of several brain

areas after odorant delivery, including parahippocampal gyrus, frontal

gyrus, amygdala, caudate, putamen and insula [1] (Fig. 2).

The correlational tractography analysis (T-score = 2.5) showed

increased FA (red) in Corpus Callosum Forceps Minor and Arcuate

Fasciculus and decreased MD (blue) in Corpus Callosum Forceps

Major, Middle Cerebellar Peduncle, and Fornix (Fig. 3).

Perfusion analyses shows perfusion increment in the right hemisphere

of the pons, the cerebellum and the dorsolateral right prefrontal cortex

(p value = 0.05). Without ANCOVA, equal results with bigger

clusters of significant voxels appear. It shows a significant cluster on

the right occipital lobe and posterior region of the parietal lobe (p

value = 0.02) (Fig. 4).

Discussion: Changes seen in volumetry could be caused by inflam-

matory processes that decline during the time of rehabilitation with

the counterpart of increased volumes in the areas targeted in the

olfactory rehabilitation. Functional changes are correlated with

patient qualitative scores on rough odor discrimination and threshold

activation. Diffusion measures indicate improved white matter con-

nectivity in pathways related to brain regions affected by COVID-19

in anosmic patients, consistent with previous studies [2]. Perfusion

increases in the cerebellum, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [3], and

occipital lobe might indicate the efficacy of olfactory therapy.

Conclusion: Olfactory therapy proves to be useful in olfactory

rehabilitation for COVID-19 patients suffering anosmia and fMRI,

VBM, DTI and ASL assessment provide the necessary tools to per-

form a comprehensive and complete analysis of the effects of the

therapy.
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Introduction: The combination of optic fiber photometry with

functional MRI (ofMRI) allows for studying local cell-specific neural

activity in the context of whole-brain processing. The glue for fiber

fixation should provide low magnetic susceptibility, combined with

fast curing and strong adhesive properties. While ofMRI is well

established in rats, such experiments are more challenging to perform

in mice: The impact of susceptibility effects caused by the glue may

be tolerated in larger rat brains but may compromise ofMRI of

smaller mouse brains.1 This effect is particularly prominent at higher

field strengths.2 Since fMRI employs T2*-weighted sequences, like

gradient echo (GE) EPI, to detect the BOLD response, the application

of such adhesives may preclude a combined ofMRI approach. We

therefore examined the susceptibility effects of adhesives on phan-

toms with a T2*w GE-EPI sequence to evaluate the best candidates

for combined ofMRI experiments.

Methods: MRI phantoms were made from 20 mL polypropylene

syringes (Ø = 2 cm) filled with 1% agarose. 31 adhesives from dif-

ferent areas of use were applied on the syringe surface in three

different amounts per adhesive (Fig. 1). The amounts simulated

realistic needs to fix an optical fiber to the mouse skull. MRI was

performed on a 9.4 T Bruker BioSpec 94/20 small animal scanner

using a multi-slice single-shot T2*w GE-EPI and standard scan

parameters for mouse fMRI (TE = 18 ms, TR = 1000 ms, FA = 60�,
18 slices, 0.5 mm thickness, 300 mm isotropic resolution, BW =

200 kHz). The magnitude of the susceptibility artifact was deter-

mined by volumetric analysis of the signal void underneath the

adhesive: The position of half-maximum was determined in an

intensity profile over the syringe cross section. This distance was

related to the diameter of the signal void at the syringe surface and

used to define an adhesive’’s susceptibility effect as extent of signal

void (Fig. 1). One light-curing dental acrylic was applied to investi-

gate the effect of shape on the in vivo susceptibility artifact (Fig. 2).

Results: Susceptibility effects were lowest for silicone-based glues

(magnitudemin = 0.06 mm/mm2), followed by cement-based medical

glues (magnitudemin = 0.10 mm/mm2), industrial acrylics (magni-

tudemin = 0.21 mm/mm2) and nail acrylics

(magnitudemin = 0.23 mm/mm2; Fig. 3). While all classes of glues

displayed a range of susceptibility effects, the widest range and largest

overall susceptibility effects were found for dental adhesives containing

radiopaque and inorganic compounds to adjust adhesive properties

(filled glues, magnitude = 0.29–1.37 mm/mm2). Even though some

industrial acrylics had decent susceptibility properties, they proved

difficult to apply on a mouse skull, had long drying times and lacked

biocompatibility. Silicone-based glues detached from the mouse skull

easily, while cement-based medical adhesives (bone cement and dental

cement), nail acrylics and all other dental adhesives withstood normal

mouse handling procedures. Cement-based medical adhesives required

a curing time of 5 min after two-component-mixing. Most dental

adhesives and nail acrylics were light-cured (curing time = 40 s).

Dental wax could only be applied at * 80 �C. The shape of the applied

glue had a considerable impact on the magnitude of the susceptibility

artifact. Smaller, concave glue spots of an unfilled dental acrylic lead to

negligible signal voids in vivo, while spherical spots of that glue

incurred signal voids reaching 1 mm into the cortex (Fig. 2).

Discussion: While silicone glues caused the smallest susceptibility

artifacts compared to other glues, their low adhesion to the mouse

skull makes them impractical for in vivo MRI, where handling time

and space in the scanner are limited. Cement-based medical adhesives

combine low susceptibility with high adhesion but are usually two-

component glues with 5-10 min drying time and are difficult to apply

in desired shapes. Dental adhesives provide good application prop-

erties, adhesion and curing times, with minimal susceptibility effects

found in the subgroup of dental acrylics without inorganic filling or

radiopaque supplements (group 5.1; Fig. 3). The signal voids of these

glues can be further reduced by concave application of the glue,

which is paramount for the smaller skulls of mice compared to rats.

Industrial glues containing methacrylate are usually precluded from

animal experiments due to their lack of biocompatibility.

Conclusion: Dental acrylics without radiopaque or inorganic com-

pounds and applied in shapes with a concave surface combine low

susceptibility, fast curing and strong adhesion, making them best

suitable for mouse ofMRI.
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The effect of NORDIC denoising on high-resolution

fMRI data at 7 T
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Introduction: High-resolution fMRI even at 7 T suffers from thermal

rather than physiological noise. The NORDIC PCA filter 1, 2 removes

signal components indistinguishable from zero-mean Gaussian noise.

Recently, the feasibility of NORDIC for laminar fMRI at 3 T was

demonstrated.3 Here we aim to evaluate the performance of NORDIC

for laminar fMRI at 7 T and examine whether the spatial fidelity of

laminar profiles is preserved when applying NORDIC.

Methods: Laminar fMRI data from one male subject (32 years old)

were acquired using a 3D GRE-EPI sequence4 at a 7 T (MAGNE-

TOM Terra, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) scanner. A

256 9 256 9 72 matrix was scanned at 0.75 mm isotropic resolution

at a TE = 22.5 ms and a volume TR of 2.1 s. The echo spacing was

1.05 ms (1086 Hz/Px bandwidth). An acceleration factor of

R = 4 9 2, with a CAIPI shift of 1 and a partial Fourier (PF) factor of

6/8 were used. We performed a flickering checkerboard fMRI

experiment split into 3 runs, each 14:28 min long, resulting in 400

volumes per run.

Magnitude and phase images were reconstructed using adaptive coil

combination and eigenvalue decomposition with coil sensitivity phase

correction from a separate adjustment. PF reconstruction used the

POCS algorithm.

Different NORDIC settings (https://github.com/SteenMoeller/NOR

DIC_Raw downloaded 06122021) were compared:

G-factor noise map was estimated from a Marchenko-Pastur PCA

(MPPCA) implemented in the NORDIC algorithm ( ‘‘implicit

g-map’’) G-factor noise map was taken from the vendor-provided

IcePAT reconstruction pipeline (referred to as ‘‘NORDIC’’). Noise

threshold was estimated taking complex differences between time-

points and testing for normality. We additionally investigated two

cases where 6/8 and 4/8 of the noise level was taken. We tested the

effect of a finer patch size of 73 against the standard of 113.

Structural data were acquired with an MP2RAGE sequence and

processed with FreeSurfer to estimate WM and pial surface

boundaries. Functional data were processed using ANTs. Coregis-

tration was performed with ITK-SNAP. The processed functional data

were equidistantly sampled between WM and pial boundary to create

laminar profiles with SPM12.

Results: Figure 1 shows differences between beta-maps obtained

from smoothed data (2.25 mm isotropic kernel). A T2* map shown in

1C highlights large venous vessels. The differences indicate a mild

loss of signal variations of interest. The amount scales with the

assumed noise level, i.e. the higher the assumed noise level, the worse

the effect (1F,G). A smaller patch size increases the amount of

removed signal variation of interest (1H). Interestingly, the bulk of

variation removal is collocated with large venous vessels.

In Fig. 2A, signal change laminar profiles taken from all volumes are

shown for Reference (dark blue line, best seen in zoomed inlay) and

for the NORDIC variations. With the exception of the analysis with

1/2 of the noise threshold, all variations of NORDIC affect the pro-

files. This effect scales with the noise threshold and the patch size.

NORDIC using the implicitly estimated g-factor affects the profiles

more than using the vendor provided one. The profiles‘‘ shape and the

effect NORDIC has on them is to a large extent independent of the

number of volumes used in the GLM (2B-F) until the GLM fitting

becomes unreliable (2F). Here, NORDIC can recover some signal

change (profiles with NORDIC more accurate than Reference).

Discussion: All investigated variations of NORDIC preserve the

spatial resolution, but NORDIC removes some signal variations of

interest, as previously found at 3 T. 3 Careful estimation of the

g-factor as well as the noise threshold can reduce the amount of signal

removed. As voxels are pooled from a larger area in laminar fMRI,

the final layer profiles and the effect NORDIC has on them are largely

unaffected by reducing the number of volumes, also due to the strong

effect size of the visual experiment.
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Introduction: Laminar fMRI is conventionally performed with GE-

BOLD acquisitions due to their high sensitivity. However, spatial

specificity of the BOLD signal is limited due to the signal bias

towards the ascending and pial veins. In order to reduce the effect of

these spatially non-specific contributions, cerebral blood volume

(CBV) weighted acquisition strategies have been proposed. CBV-

weighted signal is expected to originate from the microvasculature,

colocalized with neural activity. The popular vascular space occu-

pancy (VASO) method achieves CBV weighting by nulling the blood

signal [1, 2], whereas magnetization transfer (MT) based methods

saturate the gray matter signal directly, leaving the blood signal lar-

gely unaffected [3, 4]. Pfaffenrot et al. [4] showed with an off-

resonance MT-prepared 3D ME-FLASH readout that extravascular

(EV) contributions can be reduced and a signal more specific to the

microvasculature can be sampled at short echo times (TE). The

method should therefore benefit from spiral-out acquisitions which we

explore in this work with an off-resonance MT-prepared 3D stack-of-

spirals readout in order to investigate the possibility of an MT-

weighted, fast, laminar fMRI sequence with higher specificity than

BOLD contrast.

Methods: The spiral MT sequence was developed in-house using the

open-source sequence development environment Pulseq [5]. The MT

preparation consists of a 4 ms, - 650 Hz off-resonance Gaussian RF

pulse. The MT pulse was played out every 200 ms. 3D stack-of-

spirals readout is employed with a variable density spiral-out trajec-

tory and center-out kz sampling. Functional data were acquired on

one volunteer at 7 T (Siemens Healthineers). The acquisition

parameters were as follows: FOV = (192 mm)2,

0.8 9 0.8 9 1.0mm3, TRvol = 1.5 s, 24 slices, TEmin = 2.5 ms. One

run was acquired with MT-on and MT-off (BOLD), respectively. The

participant was shown a flickering-checkerboard stimulus during

which they performed finger tapping. Images were reconstructed

using the MRIReco.jl package, including static B0 correction. The

functional data is aligned to a T1-weighted image acquired in the

same session using the same spiral readout for matching geometrical

distortions. GLM analysis was performed using FSL-FEAT. Layer

profiles are obtained using LAYNII software within a hand-drawn

ROI in the visual cortex. No smoothing was performed.

Results and discussion: In MT-on run signal attenuation was

observed in white and to a lesser extent, gray matter. Even though

both MT-on and MT-off acquisitions resulted in images with suffi-

cient SNR, blurring, strong geometric distortions near air-tissue

boundaries and fat artifacts cause strong degradation in image quality,

especially in inferior slices (Fig. 1). Overall the MT-on acquisition

resulted in less activation in veins compared to MT-off (Fig. 2).

However, the laminar activation profiles obtained from various ROIs

in the visual cortex did not yield to any significant differences

between MT-on versus MT-off acquisitions. This might be due to the

long readout, where most of the higher spatial frequencies are sam-

pled under stronger T2* effects ([ 4 ms) [4]. Moving forward,

segmented spirals and higher undersampling factors can be employed

to reduce readout duration. Fat artifacts can be tackled with water-

selective excitation pulses without running into further SAR issues.
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using 7 T-fMRI
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Introduction: The human cerebellum forms an important part of

sensory and motor networks1,2. Multiple diseases affect the cerebel-

lum, often leading to motor impairment3,4,5. An important part of

motor control is proprioception: the perception of limb position6.

Prior rodent studies postulate that proprioceptive mechanisms are

located deeper into the cerebellar fissures compared to exteroceptive

mechanisms7. Naturally, the human cerebellum is conjectured to be

involved in proprioception. The cerebellum receives proprioceptive

information through spinocerebellar pathways which project on to the

anterior lobe and lobule VIII8. Also, cerebellar damage has shown to

result in difficulty to do proprioceptive tasks6,9,10. Thus, studying

functional cerebellar organisation using a proprioceptive paradigm

can be of great neuroscientific and, possibly, clinical interest. We

compare two motor tasks: same hand finger tap(SHFT) compared to a

less proprioceptive reliant task: opposite hand finger tap(OHFT).

Functional mapping of BOLD responses in the cerebellum requires

high-resolution images due to the thin and highly-foliated cerebellar

cortex. High-resolution images are more easily achieved at 7 T. Yet,

at higher field strengths, images suffer from severely destructive B1-

interference, hence a specific hardware set up is needed. We inves-

tigated the cerebellar BOLD response with a proprioceptive paradigm

and B1-shimmed, 7 T fMRI.

Method: 8 volunteers, were scanned with a 7 T-Phillips MRI-scanner

(8Tx/32Rx whole-head coil). A 0.64 mm-isotropic MP2RAGE

sequence12 (TR/TE = 2.3 ms/6.2 ms, FOV = 230 9 230 9 185) was

acquired to generate cerebellar surfaces (Fig. 1A). A 3D-EPI slab

covering the cerebellum (1 9 1 9 1 mm3, TR/TE = 3288 ms/21 ms,

FOV = 192 9 60 9 192 mm3) was recorded during a proprioceptive

paradigm. A DREAM B1 ? map11 and phase modulations were

calculated to optimise B1 ? over the cerebellum using MRCodeTool.

A session consisted of 4 9 5 min runs alternating SHFT and OHFT

tasks (20 s-ON,10 s-OFF, Fig-1B).FMRI data were motion/distor-

tion-corrected, a higher level GLM over the four first level runs

(OHFT[ rest SHFT[ rest z[ 3.1) was fitted13. A cerebellar lobule

mask was projected into the anatomical space of each participant14

dividing the cerebellum into 4 quadrants: right/left upper quadrant

and the right/left lower quadrant. Maximum z-stats and a paired t test

(p\ 0.05) were reported. The 4000 voxels with the highest z-stats

were extracted and a weighted centre of gravity (wCOG) was cal-

culated15 for each task. Differences between task wCOGs

were reported to assess the task cluster location on the cerebellar

surface. White-matter segmentations were extracted16, and unfol-

ded17. FMRI activation was projected onto the surface.

Results: Both tasks resulted in bilateral activation for all participants

in the cerebellum. OHFT resulted in higher (p\ 0.05) maximum

Z-stats than SHFT (Fig. 2). Figure 3 presents the differences between

the wCOGs of OHFT and SHFT. On the RL axis differences between

task wCOGs were positive in the right quadrants and negative in the

left quadrants for all participants (Fig. 3A). Hence, OHFT-clusters

were found more medial compared to SHFT-clusters. Along the IS

axis, the difference between wCOGs was positive for all participants

in the upper quadrants, indicating that the SHFT cluster wCOGs were

found inferior to OHFT. Along the PA axis no consistent organisation

was found (Fig. 3B). We reconstructed the cerebellar surface and

projected fMRI results for both tasks. FMRI projection simi-

larly showed the difference between the OHFT and SHFT clusters in

all quadrants on a single subject level (Fig. 4).

Discussion: Both tasks reliably engaged the cerebellar hand areas2,

implying that our particular acquisition and analysis setup adequately

sampled all cerebellar lobes. Higher z-stats in the OHFT task may

indicate that the cerebellum activates more strongly to tasks requiring

more proprioceptive information. More medially located OHFT

clusters compared to SHFT clusters, show a different area of the

cerebellum is engaged with the control of proprioceptive actions. This

agrees with earlier rodent studies where proprioceptive movements

are found deeper into cerebellar fissures compared to exteroceptive

mechanisms7.

Conclusion: We successfully compared BOLD responses in the

human cerebellum using a proprioceptive task paradigm. Movements

with higher proprioceptive engagement result in stronger activations

an activation pattern found more medially on the cerebellar surface

compared to movements less reliant on proprioception.
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Denoising of the gradient artifact present

in simultaneous studies of muscle blood oxygen level

dependent (BOLD) signal and electromyography

(EMG)
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Introduction: There is an increased need to record, characterize, and

correlate a motor task with skeletal muscle BOLD signals to better

understand regional muscle activation and its modulation (1–3).

Simultaneous BOLD/EMG acquisitions could provide this insight, as

complementary non-invasive approaches provide functional and

electrophysiological information with high spatial (fMRI) and tem-

poral (EMG) resolution (4). Nevertheless, the coupling of these two

techniques is complex. Also, the MRI gradient artifact (GA) interferes

with characterizing EMG signals (5–7). To account for this, some

studies recorded EMG prior/post-scanning outside the MRI environ-

ment, leading to 2 different activation events (2). EMG researchers

also use MRI-compatible EEG systems, but these electrodes and

system bandwidth are not optimized for EMG (8). Therefore, we

aimed to improve the coupling of simultaneous acquisition of muscle

BOLD/EMG by investigating denoising procedures that require dif-

ferent setup times, hardware, and post-processing to remove the GA.

Methods: In a study approved by our local ethics committee,

simultaneous BOLD signals and EMG recordings were acquired from

the anterior tibialis muscle in a volunteer (age: 23 years, height:

178 cm, weight: 65 kg). Experiments were performed using a Dis-

covery MR750 3 T MRI (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) and a

16-channel T/R extremity coil. A BOLD sequence (EPI, 2 slices,

64 9 64 matrix, 10 mm thick, TE/TR/flip = 35/250/70) was used

during simultaneous EMG recording with an in-house developed

EMG acquisition system (Fs: 5 kHz, Bandwidth: 20–500 Hz). The

subject performed 5 repetitions of plantar flexion using a home-built

MRI-compatible ergometer, with a 30 s rest/activation period per

recording. Furthermore, in order to establish a reliable baseline, EMG

was collected outside of the magnetic room (Fig. 1). Three GA

denoising methods were tested based on the average artifact sub-

traction (AAS) algorithm (9, 10). The three methods to estimate slice-

timing information for artifact template creation were as follows: (1)

Slice timing information was provided from the MRI scanner’s

internal clock output. Like an fMRI/EEG acquisition, this requires

additional hardware (BrainProducts GmbH). (2) Slice timing was

estimated as TR/(# of slices), assuming the GA is periodic. (3) Slice

timing was determined by finding the local maxima of the gradient

artifact in EMG recordings. This is robust if the GA has significant

time variations. Once the artifact template was created, the AAS

algorithm was applied to denoise the GA from the signal, followed by

a post-processing procedure. Finally, SNR analysis followed by a

3-way ANOVA was performed to assess the efficacy of the denoising

methods, compare any differences between repetitions, and compare

EMG inside and outside the MR magnet room.
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Results: Six EMG recordings were collected. Method M1 was suc-

cessfully applied using the slice-timing information collected from

the EEG (BrainProducts GmbH) hardware. Additionally, it showed a

well-behaved periodicity that enabled the utilization of the method

M2 denoising method. Manually building the artifact template yielded

a similar periodicity of the artifact, which was used for method M3

(Fig. 2). There were no apparent differences in denoised signals,

comparing raw and denoised EMG recordings (Fig. 3). A 3-way

ANOVA showed no statistical differences in SNR between denoising

methods (p = 0.361), exercise repetitions (p = 0.626), or conditions

(p = 0.057) (Fig. 4).

Discussion: There were no significant differences in mean SNR

between exercise repetitions, suggesting the in-magnet exercise did

not cause significant muscle fatigue. The GA characterization was

confirmed as periodic, consequently allowing the use of methods M2

and M3. The statistical test performed within denoising methods

showed no significant differences in mean SNR across methods,

meaning that any of the three methods can be chosen. Method M1

required the highest amount of hardware, including an EEG work-

station, the SyncBox, amplifiers, setup time (15 min) and post-

processing. On the contrary, given that the GA is periodic, methods

M2 and M3 do not require additional time or specialized hardware,

making them more suitable for ease of use. Finally, the results show

no post-denoising differences in mean SNR between the three con-

ditions under which EMG recordings were obtained. This suggests

that previously reported electrical noise sources inside the MR

environment (11) are not affecting the underlying EMG signal.

Conclusion: Our work shows that EMG signals from concurrent

BOLD/EMG recordings can be easily denoised usingthe AAS algo-

rithm. Method M2 was the most optimal, requiring no extra hardware,

no additional setup time and minimal post-processing. These advan-

tages could increase the use of EMG during muscle BOLD studies.

The choice of optimal method exclusively relies on available hard-

ware, time availability and processing capabilities of each MR centre.
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Introduction: Large publicly available resting-state functional mag-

netic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) datasets are now commonplace.

These datasets are invaluable for a ’’big data‘‘ approach to neu-

roimaging, which is critical for a new wave of research that can

leverage these datasets to answer questions that were previously

unanswerable owing to limited statistical power. One specific appli-

cation is in clinical research, where open-source neuroimaging data

can serve as a large control group for prospectively recruited clinical

subjects (thereby making analyses more robust and reducing the need

and resources required to recruit controls). However, the majority of

rsfMRI repositories lack B0 maps, and/or it is unclear if opensource

data has been passed through field homogeneity corrections. This

queries whether these data sets can adequately serve as control data to

prospectively collected clinical fMRI data. It also questions if it is

necessary for B0 corrections to be applied to the subject data if the

open-source control data do not contain B0 corrections.

The goal of this work was to determine the impact B0 correction on

resting state fMRI at both single subject and group level analysis. Due

to the extensive preprocessing that fMRI data undergoes, we

hypothesized that the impact would be minimal.

Methods: In a study approved by our local ethics board 18 pediatric

subjects were scanned on a GE MR750 3 T system (Waukesha, WI)

with a 3D T1-weighed fSPGR (TR/TE = 11.36/4.25 ms, h = 12�,
512 9 512, 22 cm FOV, 1 mm thick) and a gradient echo EPI fMRI

sequence (TR/TE = 2000/35 ms, h = 90�, 64 9 64, 180 time points,

22 cm FOV, 3 mm thick). For each of these subjects, fieldmaps were

created using the epiunwarp package1, which uses two GRE images

of different TEs (5/8 ms) to create the B0 fieldmap. Data was pro-

cessed using the default pre-processing pipeline in CONN 21c2,

which involved: functional realignment to the first acquired image;

functional data outlier detection per SPM’’s Artifact Detection Tool,

set with ‘‘conservative’’ settings; normalization/registration to MNI

space passed on posterior tissue probability maps; and spatial

smoothing of functional data with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel. The

average B0 map (Fig. 1) was used in conjunction with the least

homogeneous subject B0 maps to determine the ROIs to include in the

analysis (Fig. 2). DB0 was calculated using a pk–pk method.4

The time correlation coefficient was calculated using Matlab4

between the BOLD signal with and without B0 correction for each

subject across 24 ROIs/Network seeds chosen to highlight regions of

low and high inhomogeneity as determined from Figs. 1 & 2 (ROIs

chosen shown in Fig. 3). The standard deviation of the residual of the

BOLD signal with and without correction was also calculated as

another metric of signal similarity. Using CONN, group analysis was

performed on a ROI-by-ROI basis to compare the BOLD signal with

and without correction.

Results: On a per-subject basis 90.1% of ROIs had a correlation

coefficient[ 0.9. 4.6% of ROIs had values between 0.8 and 0.9 and

5.3% had correlation coefficients 0.7 and lower (Fig. 3). The majority

of the low correlations occurred in regions of low B0 homogeneity

(temporal lobe), however the frontal lobe regions did not experience

this. The average correlation over all subjects and ROIs was 0.9563.

Figure 4B illustrates that even the ROI with the highest DB0 and

lowest time correlation still had temporal BOLD signals that followed

the same pattern, albeit with temporal dependant scaling. When

comparing the BOLD signals with and without B0 correction (which

included data from the worst performing ROIs; see Fig. 4B), no

differences survived groupwise analysis. This suggests that the B0

corrected and uncorrected BOLD signal do not differ between groups,

suggesting that the fieldmap correction may not be critical.

Conclusions and discussion: Based on these results we suggest that

opensource neuroimaging data can be used in the absence of a B0

fieldmap. The statistical power that these data offer, when serving as

control data for various studies, their inherent time and resource

efficiency should be leveraged in neuroimaging studies. While field-

map data can be used to further improve the quality of neuroimaging

analyses, our data show that their absence may not be a detriment.

Future studies with a larger clinical group should be performed to

corroborate and build on our findings.
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Introduction: The motor cortex can be parcellated into the para-

central and precentral gyrus. Branches of the Anterior Cerebral

Artery(ACA), i.e. the pericallosal artery(A.Peri) and callosomarginal

artery(A.Callo), supply predominately the paracentral gyrus, while

Middle Cerebral Artery(MCA) branches, i.e. precentral, central, and

postcentral group, supply predominately the precentral gyrus1. The

relevance of each ACA and MCA branch to the supply is subject-

specific. Hence, vessel dominance (VDom) patterns exist, currently

only studied post mortem1. Leveraging the high-resolution capabili-

ties of 7 T MRI3, improved vessel contrast of MPRAGE at 7T2, and

the recently proposed vessel distance mapping(VDM) framework4 we

aim to identify VDom patterns in vivo. Further, potential group dif-

ferences between VDom patterns w.r.t. cortical thickness, vessel

distance, and number of branches are tested.

Methods: 19 healthy volunteers(7 females, 31.18 ± 6.48 years old)

were scanned at 7 T after given written consent witha prospectively

motion corrected MPRAGE at 0.45 mm isotropic resolution(TI/

TR = 1050/2820 ms)5. Per hemisphere, the motor cortex was seg-

mented as the union of the precentral and paracentral gyrus

parcellated with FreeSurfer6. All ACA and MCA branches were

labeled individually per hemisphere by an expert rater. Using VDM4,

the Euclidian distance of each voxel to all arteries was computed. By

assigning the label of the closest artery to each motor cortex voxel,

VDM-based vessel territory maps were generated (Fig. 1). Volume

ratios were used to determine the VDom for ACA and MCA bran-

ches, respectively. For the ACA, the volume supplied by the A. Peri

was set into relation to the volumes supplied by A. Peri and A. Callo,

i.e. all ACA branches, with the extremes 0 and 1 meaning no sup-

ply/supply entirely by the A.Peri. Similar, for the MCA the ratio of

central group volume to central and precentral volume was computed

and VDom evaluated. Note that the postcentral group was not

included as it was found in only 11 out of 38 hemispheres and never

contributed considerably. To differentiate between equal or dominant

contribution, a lower and upper threshold were used (equal contri-

bution defined by a volume ratio in between both thresholds). To

evaluate the effect of thresholds on frequency of VDom patterns, the

upper and lower thresholds were varied jointly (Fig. 2). Group dif-

ferences between equal contribution (0.33\ volume ratio\ 0.66)

and single vessel dominance patterns (volume ratio\ 0.33 or[ 0.66)

were assessed for the ACA branches in the paracentral gyrus and

MCA groups in the precentral gyrus, respectively. Mann-Whitney-U-

test were used to test if the mean cortical thickness (provided by

FreeSurfer), mean vessel distance(provided by VDM), and number of

branches going to the motor cortex(manual count by expert) from

both groups had the same underlying distribution.

Results: Volume ratios, hence VDom patterns, varied considerably

across subjects (Fig. 2). While the choice of upper and lower

threshold to determine equal contribution had an expected influence

on the pattern frequency, subsequent analysis used equally spaced

intervals, i.e. thresholds of 0.33 and 0.66, which coexisted with a

plateau in ACA pattern frequencies (Fig. 2). Comparing the VDom

patterns from ex vivo1 to our in vivo data yields good agreement for

the ACA (33%/40%/27% vs. 34%/34%/32% for A.Peri, A.Callo, and

equal contribution, respectively). For the MCA, the precentral group

contribution was higher in our study, leading to overall more equal

cases (72%/10%/18% vs. 34%/16%/50% central, precentral group,

and equal contribution). Figure 3 shows 3D renderings for two rep-

resentative hemispheres with different VDom patterns. Significant

group differences between single vessel dominance and equal
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contribution were only observed for the mean cortical thickness in the

paracentral gyrus for the ACA branches (Fig. 4).

Discussion: We presented a method to determine VDom patterns,

previously only established ex vivo1, in vivo and non-invasively using

the high-resolution capabilities of 7 T MRI and the recently intro-

duced VDM framework. Interestingly, even in healthy volunteers,

significant differences in mean paracentral cortical thickness between

single and equal vessel dominance were found. The VDM-based

volume ratios are based on structural scans, hence, perfusion-based

territory mapping would be ideal as ground truth. However, planning

the labeling for the intertwined branches is non-trivial and requires

future methodological efforts.

Conclusion: 7 T MRI and VDM enable in vivo VDom pattern

identification, paving the way to assess vascular resistance and resi-

lience mechanisms in i.e. ALS patients7.
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Introduction: The radiofrequency (RF) wavelength decreases with

increasing magnetic field strength. This poses an issue for routine

human imaging at ultra-high field strengths, such as 7 T, due to

greater RF field (B1 ?) inhomogeneity. Parallel transmission (pTx)

uses a dedicated RF coil with independent transmit channels that

generate individual RF fields. These fields can be tailored for a

homogenous, combined excitation that is simultaneously subject to

SAR constraints.

While the improved SNR in 7 T increases the capacity for higher

resolution imaging, it is also more prone to motion-induced artefacts.

Prospective, real-time motion correction techniques, can help to

reduce these effects. MS-PACE [1] is a technique adapted from

Prospective Acquisition CorrEction (PACE). In-plane and through-

plane motion are estimated by registering a subset of equidistant EPI

slices to a Reference volume, differing from the volumetric regis-

tration in PACE [2]. This allows for sub-TR motion detection and

higher temporal resolution of imaging system updates.

This abstract presents an integration of pTx with real-time MS-PACE

motion correction for a functional MRI (fMRI) protocol, harnessing

both techniques to deliver more homogenous and motion-insensitive
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imaging. This study integrated a subject-specific pTx workflow [3]

with slice-by-slice B1 ? field shimming [4].

Methods: The study was performed on a MAGNETOM Terra 7 T

scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with an

8Tx64Rx head coil (MR CoilTech Ltd, Glasgow, Scotland, UK) [5, 6]

using an in-house-developed GRE-EPIsequence on 5 healthy subjects

(age 49 ± 15). Following localisation and B0 shimming, B1 ? and

B0 field mapping was performed at the slice positions used by the EPI

protocol, and the results were used in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick,

MA, USA) offline to generate pTx slice-specific B1 ? shim weights.

T1-weighted data were also acquired using a 3D FLASH sequence.

After the structural scan was completed, 4 EPI scans were acquired: 2

in circularly-polarised (CP) mode (equivalent to conventional single

transmission) and 2 in pTx shim mode. In each case, one scan was

acquired with motion correction and one without. The scan parame-

ters were otherwise identical: voxel size 2 9 2 9 2 mm3, resolution

96 9 96, GRAPPA factor 3, 51 slices, 110 volumes, echo spacing

580 ms, TR 4 s, TE 18 ms and total acquisition time 7 m 32 s.

A simple paradigm with resting and finger-tapping segments alter-

nating every 10 volumes was instructed to the subject with the aid of

PsychoPy [7].

A 3-slice registration subset was used for real-time motion correction.

Estimated motion parameters were fed back to the scanner and the

imaging gradients were updated accordingly. The correction robust-

ness was evaluated by calculating residual rigid-body motion

parameters with the multislice-to-volume method. Online and offline

processing was done within the Image Calculation Environment

(Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) using ITK open-source

libraries.

Results: Figure 1 compares the mean voxel displacement in the pTx

scans in all subjects. Figure 2 compares temporal SNR (tSNR) maps

and percentage differences in tSNR (dtSNR) from the motion cor-

rected scans in both CP and pTx modes across all subjects Fig. 3

shows the mean dtSNR of pTx compared to CP in all subjects, nor-

malised into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.

Discussion: Figure 1 shows that the motion correction capability was

preserved when pTx was used. For the acquisitions with real-time

motion correction, Fig. 2 demonstrates tSNR improvements when

pTx is used, although this observation was not universal in all slices

acquired from all subjects. In particular, there was a marked tSNR

pTx improvement for slices in which the tSNR of the corresponding

CP acquisition was low, as in Subject 3. The averaged difference

across all subjects, when normalised into MNI space (Fig. 3), also

shows tSNR improvements in pTx versus CP across the central slices,

although there was a decrease in tSNR in the temporal lobe on some

slices. This preliminary analysis of the data has focused on assessing

the performance of pTx when they are integrated into a real-time

motion correction procedure. The results confirm that the overall

benefit of pTx and motion correction is preserved.

Conclusion: This study has evaluated an integrated method of EPI

acquisition that combines real-time motion correction with subject-

specific pTx using slice-by-slice B1 ? shimming. An overall

improvement in tSNR was demonstrated with the motion-corrected

data acquired with pTx compared to acquisitions using standard CP

pulses.
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Introduction: Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is

widely used in neuropsychiatric disorders, in particular the amygdala

which is associated with the brain’s emotional circuitry. 3 T MR

systems are commonly utilised for BOLD imaging but optimal

functional imaging of the amygdala remains difficult as it is relatively

small structure with average volumes of 1240 mm3 [1]. Its location

deep in the temporal lobe also presents technical challenges and a

further complication is its subregional structure. The amygdala is

composed of nine functionally different nuclei forming three distinct

subregions, the laterobasal (LB), centromedial (CM) and superficial

(SF), each of which has differing functional connections to remote

brain areas [2]. To resolve subregional activation, high spatial reso-

lution images with adequate SNR and sufficiently small voxel

volumes (VV) are required.

The simple step of optimising VV for the study endpoint can posi-

tively impact data quality, accuracy of results and validity of

conclusions. Our objective was to produce an overview of current 3 T

fMRI protocols used for the amygdala for the purpose of generating

discussion on data quality, heterogeneity and the potential advantages

of protocol harmonisation.

Methods: A database search identified 386 publications for screening

following which data was extracted from 192 covering six categories:

1. sequence type

2. spatial resolution (VV in mm3)

3. imaging plane

4. brain coverage

5. acquisition time (TA)

6. radiofrequency (RF) coil type

The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-

Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) methodol-

ogy was followed.

Results: Figure 1: Data summary of all studies (n = 192)

Discussion: This review provides a snapshot of 3 T fMRI protocols

from a range of institutions worldwide. Although the same sequence

type and imaging plane were used in over 90% of studies, TA and

spatial resolution values were quite varied (Fig. 1). Overall, only 16%

of studies acquired high resolution data (VV = 1–20 mm3). Subre-

gional findings were reported in 21 studies, with only four using high

resolution data, four with low resolution data (50–100 mm3) and 13

with mixed data. Although larger voxels possess inherently higher

SNR theoretically, localised main magnetic field inhomogeneity

causes signal loss at bone/air/tissue interfaces around the amygdala;

intravoxel dephasing has a similar effect but is mitigated by reducing

VV. Contrast-to-noise (CNR) is also maximised by matching VV to

the size of the expected activation [3]. Use of axial/oblique

acquisition planes is preferred as 30% fewer slices are required

compared to the coronal plane. This has temporal implications for

data acquisition; the repetition time (TR) for each whole brain volume

is lower and a slice gap technique can be avoided, an important

consideration when imaging a very small structure such as the

amygdala.

There was considerable variation in sequence TA with the largest

group using 6–8 min. Six minutes is reportedly adequate for

demonstrating functional connectivity patterns [4]. Because of the

relationship between TA and temporal SNR, optimal TA for each

fMRI sequence can be calculated by pre-determination of the required

effect size to a given p value.

Multi-channel array RF coils allow the use of parallel imaging (PI)

and Simultaneous Multi Slice (SMS). The primary benefit of PI in

fMRI is increased data quality resulting from echo time (TE) opti-

misation; this outweighs the concomitant undersampling SNR

penalty. Multi-channel coils were used in the majority of studies.

Conclusion: Spatial resolution of fMRI data investigating amygdala

and subregional connectivity shows broad inconsistency; the vast

majority of studies relied on standard or low resolution data to report

findings. Wide variation in protocols and use of suboptimal data is

potentially responsible for contradictory findings across studies and

an obstacle to success in study replication. Careful deliberation

regarding parameter choices in the context of study objectives can

result in improvements in data quality. A broad discussion focusing

on these findings may lead to an increasingly collaborative approach

involving protocol harmonisation to address the challenges of data

heterogeneity in big data collaborations.
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Introduction: Currently there are various tools used in digital pro-

cessing of images for the evaluation of studies of Functional Magnetic

Resonance. Through this work, we want to evaluate two of the most

common tools used in the analysis of Functional Magnetic Reso-

nance, to determine if it is possible that there are significant variations

between both, since the result obtained with these tools has clinical

consequences significant (for example, a correct diagnosis, or even a

surgical intervention).

Methods: fMRI studies were obtained from different open free

datasets (OpenNeuro and Stanford Libraries), two different studies

were chosen randomly. All data were processed using SPM12 and

FSL using same parameters during image processing for each study.

After image processing, we used some qualitative (presence, size, and

localization of clusters; and using Neurosynth brain location) and

quantitative (Sorensen-Dice metric, overflow percentage, and Bland-

Altman analysis) tools to evaluate how this commonly used softwares

agree or disagree with each other.

Results: Within the study that contains motor function as an objec-

tive, we chose one from the database that contains finger movement,

lip movement, and foot movement. The results obtained in both SPM

and FSL are shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, we chose a cognitive

study from the same databases, where the patient is visually asked to

think if what he sees is consistent with what he sees. what the screen

says Similarly, the results obtained are shown in Fig. 2. The activa-

tion clusters presented by each of the studies were analyzed for each

case using the online NeuroSynth tool. The results shown in Table 1,

are the areas in which both tools have a concordance when the

resulting clusters were analyzed with the help of the NeurSynth tool.

The Sorensen-Dice metric was also performed, obtaining the overflow

percentage as shown in Fig. 3. And finally, Bland-Altman graphs

were obtained for the two studies, shown in Fig. 4.

SPM FSL

Associated term Corr Associated term Corr

Finger Finger 0.190 Parietal 0.310

Parietal 0.190 Inferior Parietal 0.229

Finger movements 0.176 Finger 0.229

Hand 0.169 Hand 0.223

Inferior parietal 0.166 Action 0.222

Action 0.155 Finger movements 0.218

Dorsal premotor 0.150 Dorsal premotor 0.218

Foot Foot 0.296 Foot 0.255

Limb 0.186 Superior parietal 0.185

Superior parietal 0.109 Limb 0.159

Table c continued

SPM FSL

Associated term Corr Associated term Corr

Lips Medial 0.274 Speech production 0.309

Speech 0.234 Production 0.266

Speech production 0.309 Speech 0.209

Production 0.216 Medial 0.183

Incongruent NONE NONE NONE NONE

Congruent Visual 0.331 Visual 0.227

Conclusions: From image processing we can visually appreciate

important differences between both image processing tools. Even

though when we analyze the obtained activation clusters and compare

with the NeuroSynth tool, we can see that main areas are involved in

the different tasks for both studies, except for the Incongruent task in

cognitive study. Correlation factors are different, but they still are

present. We can see from Fig. 3, that a significant overflow per-

centage from both software is present mainly when we compare FSL

versus SPM, but we still can appreciate that the main areas are present

for the different tasks. The Bland-Altman method can help us visu-

alize how this methods are correlated between them, we expect that

graphs show a more narrow Figure, and from Fig. 4 we can see that

the graphs look more spread for this particular studies analyzed, but

we have to consider that for this Bland-Altman method used, we had

to transform the statistics maps conformed by Z-statistics in FSL, into

T-statistics.
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Introduction: Cerebrovascular reserve (CVR) reflects the change in

CBF in response to vasodilation. Studies have demonstrated that

impaired CVR is associated with a higher risk for stroke. Arterial spin

labeling is a quantitative MRI technique that enables non-invasive

CBF and CVR measurement. The effectiveness of multiple delay

ASL has been demonstrated in detecting impaired CVR and arterial

transit time (ATT) in adult Moyamoya patients. In this work, we

compare the CBF and CVR of pediatric Moyamoya patients measured

by ASL with single and multiple delays.

Methods: Imaging data were acquired from 6 Moyamoya patients

(between 3 and 16 years old, 4 females) using a 3 T MRI using

single-delay and multi-delay ASL. ASL images were acquired at

baseline and 10-15 min after the injection of the vasodilator aceta-

zolamide. CBF was computed using the general kinetic model. CVR

was computed as the percentage of CBF change compared with

baseline CBF.

Results: Figure 1 shows the CBF, CVR, and ATT of a patient with

bilateral ACA and MCA occlusion, whereby vascularsteal (negative

CVR) can be seen in left MCA territories (CVR = - 13% and - 24%

by single and multi-PLD ASL respectively). The vasculopathy caused

delayed ATT in bilateral MCA regions. CBF and CVR obtained by

multi-delay ASL were higher than the ones measured by single-delay

ASL.

Discussion: Multi-delay ASL was effective in identifying CVR and

ATT impairment in pediatric Moyamoya patients. It can potentially

replace the Gd-based PWI MRI technique to characterize vascular

hemodynamics in patients with cerebrovascular diseases.
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Introduction: Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer

among women. Studies have shown that MRI is the best technique for

detecting tumors1. Generally, a dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI with

the injection of contrast-agent (CA) is used. Arterial Spin Labeling

(ASL) is a non-invasive method for measuring perfusion without the

need of CA by typically labeling inflowing blood magnetically

upstream of the organ of interest2. Velocity selective ASL (VSASL)3

is a specialized technique of ASL which labels blood above a certain

velocity (cutoff velocity vcut) directly inside the imaging region. It has

the advantage that no extra time is needed for the blood to arrive in

the imaging region. This technique is getting increasingly more

interest especially in organs with slow blood flow velocities or

without clear and straight feeding arteries as in breast tissue. For the

use of VSASL in breast imaging, challenges like breathing motion,

off-resonances, unknown arteries localization and a not negligible

amount of fat around the breast tissue have to be considered. In this

work, initial proof-of-principle measurements were performed to find

the best parameters for measuring breast perfusion with minimal

acquisition artifacts.

Methods: Theory: For the development of a robust acquisition pro-

tocol different parameters were tested to minimize especially the

influence of fat signal. For this, different velocity encoding directions

(vencdir) were tested to maximize the ASL signal. Single-shot (ss) as

well as multi-shot acquisitions (ms) with two-fold k-space segmen-

tation were compared using a 3D GRASE4 readout. In addition to the

fat suppression module using the CHESS technique5, background

suppression pulses were played out to specifically suppress fat signal.

B1-field inhomogeneities and resulting off-resonances are common in

abdominal MRI which can result in poor performance of spectral fat

suppression. Therefore, a subject-specific preparation scan was

developed (submitted to ESMRMB, as well)6 to calculate the optimal

frequency and flip angle FA for the fat suppression pulse.

Acquisition: A VSASL inversion sequence7 was used with following

parameters: vcut = 2 cm/s, TR = 6500 ms, TI = 1050 ms, vencdir =

x/y/z, velocity-compensated control module, no arterial crusher,

partitions = 8/16 and TF = 8 (ss/ms), fat suppression with FA = 110�
and a frequency shift of - 427.88 Hz, 4 9 4 9 4 mm3 resolution. 3

healthy female volunteers (27–34 years) were measured under time-

controlled breathing on a 3 T scanner (vidaFit, Siemens Healthineers,

Erlangen, Germany) using the vendor independent sequence devel-

opment framework gammaSTAR8.

Results and discussion: In this study, all images were visually

inspected regarding the influence of occurring artifacts. Fig. 1b shows

the measurements of the 3 different vencdir. It can be seen that the

gradient in the x-direction has the highest perfusion signal compared

to the y- and z-directions, especially in the right breast. This could be

related to the anatomical structure of the breast, as more arteries may

run in the back-to-front direction (x) than left-to-right (y) or top-to-

bottom (z). Figure 2 shows the difference between the ss- and ms-

acquisition. The images clearly show that although the measurements

were performed with time-controlled breathing, residual motion

entails minor phase errors resulting in increased ghosting artifacts. In

addition, the best previously determined parameters (vencdir = x, ss)

were adapted individually based on the fat preparation scan. The

preparation scan analysis showed that a slightly different fat fre-

quency shift of - 400 Hz and FA = 90� would be better in this case.

Figure 3 shows the adjusted measurement compared to the standard

settings. It can be seen that the fat artifacts are very low in both

settings and visually almost the same, but in the adapted sequence the

signal in the right breast seems to be slightly more homogeneous to

the edge of the FoV.

Conclusion: These initial proof-of-principle measurements show that

both the selection of vencdir and the ss- or ms-acquisition have a

major impact on the perfusion signal and the general image quality.

The individual adjusted sequencedoes not influence the signal that

much, only the signal of the right breast seems to be a bit more

homogeneous. Nevertheless, the measurements show that the perfu-

sion signal in the breast can be measured with those parameter

settings relatively robustly. In future work, it is important to analyze

why the perfusion signal is lower in the left breast than in the right

and to test the sequence for its applicability for tumor detection in

initial studies in clinics.
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Introduction: Cerebral blood flow (CBF) can be studied using arte-

rial spin labeling (ASL), with several acquisition possibilities. To set

up a robust acquisition and analysis solution for the clinical use of

ASL, we analyzed CBF data from a cohort of healthy volunteers (HV)

and checked the known dependence of CBF on age. We also tested

the feasibility of including Vessel-encoded ASL (VE-ASL) for sep-

arating the signals from the vertebral (VA) and internal carotid (ICA)

and/or external carotid (ECA) arteries in scans on HVs and two

patients (PT) described below.

Methods: ASL data of 11 HV (48-73Y,mean 61,SD 5.9) was

acquired on 3 T Siemens Skyra (PCASL [1], 3 9 3 9 36 mm, 21

slices, distance factor 10%, TR = 4500 ms, TE = 14.3 ms, 80 mea-

surements, labeling duration = 1800 ms, PLD = 2000 ms,

TA = 6:05), T1 MPRAGE (1 9 1 9 1 mm, no fat sat., TR = 2.3 s,

TE = 2.24 ms, PAT = 2, TA = 4:44 min) and T2 SPC FLAIR

(1 9 1 9 1 mm, TA = 5:56 min). The data were processed using

FSL tools [2], the statistical analysis was performed using R.

Due to corregistration issues, FLAIR had to be used to calculate

partial volume effect (PVE) estimates for gray matter (GM) and white

matter (WM). Masks excluding susceptibility artifacts were used. VE-

ASL was performed using a custom sequence [3] and processed with

custom scripts built around respective FSL tools [2].

53-year old male A had several older ischemic lesions in the left

hemisphere and one in the right cerebellar hemisphere related to the

full occlusion of the right VA and the left ICA (blood flow only from

the ECAs, right ICA and right VA).

51-year old male B had a history of bleeding in the right cerebellar

hemisphere, operated 28 years ago. 7 years ago he was scanned using

2D and 3D Siemens ASL sequences. Currently, these sequences were

repeated and mbPCASL and VE-ASL were added.

Results: The susceptibility and non-linear registration artifacts

severely disrupt CBF analysis with FSL tools. In older subjects, both

HV and PT, a fatty bone marrow degeneration is often present, which,

along with modern short TE 3 T acquisitions, create yet another

‘‘surface’’ for skull removal tools. Furthermore, these subjects often

have metal dental implants of various types. Even though they are

MRI conditional, eddy currents are induced and may modify signal in

relatively large scale. With strict masking and FLAIR-based regis-

tration a clear relation of CBF decline with age was detected in the

artifact-free area between the level of basal ganglia and the highest

common brain tissue levels with masks excluding frontal artifacts

(mean CBF 41.7 ± 6, p = 0.025). After PVE correction, the average

CBF was analyzed for GM (mean CBF = 76.11 ± 12, p = 0.071) and

WM (mean CBF = 22.0 ± 4, p = 0.001). The same pipeline was used

for PT.

In A, it was impossible to find a level with both hemispheres without

any lesion. In the level used for the normative evaluation, only

healthy right hemisphere was masked. As expected with respect to the

vessel occlusion, CBF values were decreased compared to the healthy

subject of the same age (calculated from our normative data, calcu-

lated norm, CN), in the ‘‘healthy’’ hemisphere average CBF 33.0 (CN

47.0), GM 37.5 (CN 85.7). VE-ASL in the same area gave CBF

values for left ICA 14.51 ± 8.1, left VA 5.05 ± 6.1, left ECA

0.98 ± 1.3 and right ECA 0.93 ± 0.5 mL/100 g/min, confirming

major inflow from the left ICA.

In B, the CBF measurements were higher in average CBF: 52.5 (CN

48.6), but lower in GM: 61.3 (CN 88.1). VE-ASL in the same area

gave CBF values for right ICA 10.88 ± 12.9, left ICA 22.10 ± 16.7,

right VA 0.88 ± 1.0 and left VA 3.04 ± 5.4 mL/100 g/min, sug-

gesting no diaschisis is present.

Discussion: On the limited dataset the known CBF decline with age

was best detected in WM (typical WM geometry has lower PVE,

resulting in more voxels with pure WM volume than GM). GM

relation was statistically insignificant, contrary to PVE-uncorrected

CBF. In PT, PVE correction may fail due to several reasons (eg.

lesional brains are more problematic to segment, CBF itself may be

lower etc.).

VE-ASL can be used not only for the qualitative maps or on the

voxel-based way, but as well for measuring in larger volume. In

actual patients, VE-ASL may help to track the changes in the vessel

territories—worsening caused by the disease or improvement due to

medical intervention.

Conclusion: ASL and VE-ASL can be used in clinical settings,

however the processing pipeline has to be carefully monitored and

HV data may help to interpret the data.
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Introduction: Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) is a non-invasive MR

imaging technique used to quantify perfusion, showing high promise

for the diagnosis of many neurological and psychiatric disorders1.

However, the clinical application of ASL is limited due to the pos-

sible influence of technical factors such as scanner and coil

variability. To address this limitation, MR phantoms, such as the

Quantitative Arterial Spin Labeling Perfusion Reference (QASPER),

are being developed to investigate the technical variability in ASL

measurements. QASPER is a flow phantom that mimics the process of

arterial blood delivery to the brain. Although QASPER promises to be

a controllable and reproducible tool to evaluate ASL measurements, it

is a newly developed phantom that requires validation before it can be

used in research and clinical settings2. This project aims to optimize

the QASPER data acquisition protocol by defining the optimal post-

label delay (PLD) for multiple flow rates and is a first effort to

evaluate the short- and long-term stability of the QASPER phantom.

Methods: Structural and perfusion data of the QASPER phantom

were acquired on a Siemens 3 T Prisma Fit MRI (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany), using the 64-channel head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many). PCASL data, with a label duration of 1.8 s. PLDs ranging

from 100 to 2900 ms were used for QASPER flow rates of 450, 350,

250, and 150 ml/min, to optimize the scanning protocol. To assess the

longitudinal stability of the phantom, ASL data was acquired with a

label duration of 1.8 s, a PLD of 650 ms, and a phantom flow rate of

350 ml/min for four consecutive days, after which the phantom was

scanned weekly for another two months. Mean perfusion values were

calculated using ITK-SNAP3, and plotted over time. Additionally, the

Functional Stability Reference (FUNSTAR) phantom was analysed

using the Neurospin QA package4 to evaluate the technical variability

of the scanner.

Results: The optimal PLD values for the flow rates are illustrated in

Fig. 1: 500, 650, 900, and 2450 ms for flow rates 450, 350, 250, and

150, respectively. Additionally, the QASPER phantom appears to

show instability around a PLD of 2000 ms, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the short- and long-term stability of QASPER is illus-

trated in Fig. 3. Measured perfusion on most time points remained

around an average value of 0.014 (± 0.00439). However, on two time

points, the measured perfusion significantly deviated to lower values

of 0.006 and 0.005 (timepoint 2 and 3), which was not recorded for

the tSNR measured using the FUNSTAR phantom.

Discussion: The optimal PLD for flow rates of 450, 350, 250, and

150 ml/min were defined for the QASPER phantom. Additionally, a

measurement instability at a PLD of 2000 has been detected. It is

currently unsure if this instability is scanner, sequence, or phantom

related, but should be further examined as this PLD falls within the

optimal PLD range for human perfusion imaging1. Additionally,

perfusion measurements on QAPSER appear to be relatively stable,

however, deviating perfusion on two time points have been detected.

These might be explained by an instability of the phantom (i.e. bubble

formation in the perfusion chamber or variations in the perfusate

temperature) or a user-induced variability during scanning. More

research is needed to further evaluate the short- and long-term
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stability of the QASPER phantom to assess its usability for quality

assessment of perfusion measurements.
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Repeated ASL measurements as a method for detection

of altered cerebral blood flow in patients

in the neurointensive care unit
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Introduction: Patients in the Neurointensive Care Unit (NICU) who

have suffered from brain damage such as subarachnoid hemorrhage or

traumatic brain injury, need to be monitored carefully to prevent

secondary brain insults [1]. Altered cerebral blood flow (CBF) can be

a first sign, and therefore, early detection is crucial for the patient to

start appropriate preventative treatment in time [2]. At the Depart-

ment of Neurosurgery in Linköping University Hospital, a unique

setup is available with an MRI scanner located in the NICU. This

setup facilitates daily repeated MR measurements without the extra

risk of moving the patient to another department. However, most MR-

based perfusion techniques require a contrast agent, which is not

recommended for daily repeated measurements due to patient risks

from repeated exposure [3]. Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) is a sub-

traction-based MRI technique not requiring any contrast agent and

instead relies on magnetically labeling arterial blood water [4].

Therefore, the current aim of this project is to implement an ASL-

based workflow using repeated MRI measurements for the detection

of altered CBF in the NICU patient.

Methods: MR data was acquired from a healthy participant using a

3 T MR system (Skyra, Siemens Healthineers) equipped with a

20-channel head coil. Informed written consent was obtained from the

participant and this study was approved by the local ethics committee

(Dnr 2012/434-31, 2018-143/32). The imaging protocol consisted of

structural high-resolution 3D MPRAGE T1-weighted (T1w) imaging,

pulsed ASL with perfusion mode FAIR QII [5, 6] (FOV = 205 9 205

mm2; voxel size = 1.6 9 1.6 9 3.0 mm3; scan time = 5 min; col-

lecting four control-pairs of 40 slices with 3 mm thickness), and

proton density weighted (PDw) turbo spin echo imaging using the

same geometry as for the ASL acquisition. MRI measurements were

performed on six different occasions (Day 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12) during a

12-day period mimicking a potential monitoring scenario for a patient

in the NICU. Processing steps were mainly built upon the FMRIB

Software Library (FSL) [7] and the workflow is summarized in Fig. 1.

Both PDw images and ASL data were motion corrected and brain

masked using the T1w images, which were processed using fsl_anat.
Furthermore, the T1w images were also used for computation of

partial volume estimates (PVEs), which were used for calculation of

voxelwise values of the brain/blood partition coefficient, k, and for

T1 and T2
*-correction. The relative CBF map was calculated by

subtraction and averaging of control/label pairs and by performing

kinetic model inversion to account for the T1-relaxation of blood. The

calibration was performed with a voxelwise approach using scaling

constants, kPVE, and the signal intensity of the processed PDw ima-

ges, to generate a map in absolute units of ml/100 g/min. The

resulting absolute CBF maps were registered to the structural T1w

images acquired at baseline (day 1) to enable day-to-day comparison.

Finally, the mean CBF in GM was calculated using the FSL function

fslstats for all processed and calibrated CBF maps.

Results: Figure 2 illustrates the processed, calibrated, and registered

CBF maps computed for all six repeated MRI measurements. The

mean CBFGM was 54.6, 56.2, 52.9, 60.1, 58.2, 59.7 ml/100 g/min for

day 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, respectively. For this experiment, the total
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variation was 57.0 ± 2.9 ml/min/100 g over the six measurements.

Difference maps illustrating the change in CBF between two subse-

quential measurement days were computed to detect an altered CBF

(Fig. 3). The largest changes in CBF were observed around the edges

of the brain and a small increase in mean CBF was observed during

the second measurement week. The mean change in CBF was cal-

culated for each slice of the CBF map to show the change in CBF on a

global level.

Discussion: We have implemented a workflow for absolute quan-

tification of repeated ASL measurements, which showed a low

variation between the measurement days when evaluated on a healthy

participant. This work is continuous and patient measurements are

currently being performed and evaluated. At a later stage, we are also

aiming to combine this workflow with MR flow measurements of the

larger arteries entering the brain and with local microcirculation

recording with laser Doppler flowmetry. Thus, to investigate the CBF

from a macro- to a micro perspective.

Conclusion: Developing a workflow for daily MR measurements of

patients in the NICU for non-invasive observation of changes in CBF

could be beneficial to prevent secondary brain insults. Future work

includes incorporating MR measurements within the clinical neu-

rointensive care monitoring protocol.
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Evaluation of blood–brain barrier leakage in an ALS

mouse model using H2
17O-MRI
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Introduction: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegen-

erative disease characterized by the progressive degeneration of

motor neurons, resulting in muscle weakness and atrophy. The blood-

brain-spinal cord barrier (BBSB) in ALS is known to be damaged,

and swellings of astrocyte endfeet around blood vessels are also

observed (Nicaise et al., 2009). However, conventional gadolinium

(Gd)-enhanced MRI cannot clearly assess this BBSB leak (Evans

et al., 2014). Therefore, we investigated the use of oxygen-17 (17O)

MRI (Kudo et al., 2018) to evaluate the BBSB leak in an ALS mouse

model.

Methods: Behavioral and multimodal MRI evaluations were per-

formed on SOD1-G93A transgenic mice (B6SJL-

Tg(SOD1*G93A)1Gur/J, The Jaxon laboratory, USA) as a model of

ALS like. This study was approved by the local Animal Experiment

Committee and was conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for

Conducting Animal Experiments of the Japanese Central Institute for

Experimental Animals (approval number: 21086). The animals were

imaged using a 7.0 T MRI system equipped with actively shielded

gradients (Biospec 70/16, Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany), and

H2
17O-MRI was performed. In addition, behavior analysis, diffusion

tensor imaging (DTI), and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-

MRI) were performed. The H2
17O-MRI was conducted via Intracis-

ternal injection (i.c.), and via intravenous injection (i.v.).
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Anatomical T2WI: RARE sequence, TE 40 ms, TR 3000 ms, average

3, RARE factor 8, Resolution 75 9 75 9 500 lm, scan time 3 m

54 s

DTI: DWI-EPI sequence, TE 18.3 ms, TR 4000 ms, average 1, seg-

ments 8, diffusion direction 6 (1 B0), b value 1000 smm2, Resolution

125 9 125 9 600 lm, scan time 3 m 44 s

DCE-MRI: FLASH sequence, TE 1.4 ms, TR 39 ms, Flip angle

11 deg., average 1, 204 repetitions, Resolution 150 9 150 9 1000,

scan time 17 m

Dynamic T2WI: RARE sequence, TE 100 ms, TR 3000 ms, average

1, 130 repetitions, RARE factor 16, Resolution

100 9 100 9 1000 lm, scan time 65 min

H2
17O: 90% 17O-enriched water, NUKEM Isotopes, Germany

Results: Behavior analysis revealed a decline in general condition

and hind foot reflex after the onset of ALS-like symptoms. T2-

weighted imaging (T2WI) showed a high signal in the hypoglossal

nerve after the onset of symptoms. DTI revealed a decrease in frac-

tional anisotropy (FA) in the cerebellum and corticospinal tract (CST)

after the onset of symptoms (Fig. 1). DCE-MRI showed an increase in

MR signal in the cerebellum during the late phase after the onset of

symptoms (Fig. 2). The H2
17O-MRI (i.v.) revealed a significant

increase in 17O concentration in the CST before the onset of symp-

toms (Fig. 3). The H2
17O-MRI (i.c.) showed an increase in 17O

concentration in the cerebellum during the early phase before and

after the onset of symptoms (Fig. 4).

Discussion: Our results demonstrate the feasibility of using 17O-MRI

to evaluate BBSB leak in an ALS mouse model. In addition, our

findings suggest that BBSB leak in the cerebellum and CST may be

associated with the development of ALS-like symptoms. The increase

in 17O concentration in the CST before the onset of symptoms sug-

gests that this technique may have potential as an early diagnostic tool

for ALS.

Conclusion: In conclusion, our study demonstrates the potential of
17O-MRI to evaluate BBSB leak in an ALS mouse model. Further

studies are needed to confirm the utility of this technique in the

diagnosis and monitoring of ALS in humans.
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Introduction: Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic inflammatory

demyelinating disease of the central nervous system, which gives rise

to multifocal focal lesions and to diffuse neurodegeneration entire

brain clinically characterized by physical disability and cognitive

impairment affect quality of life. Recent studies show that hemody-

namic disorders and disruption of white matter integrity are important

components in the pathophysiology of neurodegenerative diseases [1].

A comprehensive assessment of the patient’s neurovascular system

should include not only the diagnosis of lesions area, but also visually

intact areas of the brain in different periods of time. It is supposed the

neurovascular dysfunction unit contribute to the multiple sclerosis.

The aim of this study was investigate possibilities the dynamic MRI

perfusion assessment of the intact white matter on the example of

vascular pathologies. The ischemic stroke is the most studied vascular

pathologies, so it was chosen for investigation of the possibilities of

non-contrast MRI perfusion dynamic evaluation of the intact white

matter assessment.

Methods: The prospective cohort analytical observation of 42

patients with acute ischemic stroke was performed. Patients were

examined on the 3 T MR-scanner by routine protocol (T1-WI, T2-WI,

3DFLAIR, DWI). The perfusion was evaluated by pseudo-continuous

arterial spin labeling (pCASL) in the ischemic focus and contralateral

region, in visually intact white matter in the same and contralateral

hemispheres. Dynamic assessment was carried out for 1–3, 7–10 days

and 3 months.

Results: At the ischemic stroke focus the cerebral blood flow (CBF,

ml/100 g/min) was significantly (p\ 0.05) increased from

19.86 ± 5.69 to 27.57 ± 4.86 (mean ± Std) by first to the second

examination respectively and significantly decreased to 14.48 ± 3.66

by the 3rd study. The CBF was significantly increasing in the intact

area of the contralateral hemisphere opposite to the stroke focus from

38.00 ± 6.19 on the first study, reaching by the second

(39.64 ± 5.15) and by the third study (40.02 ± 4.52) normoperfu-

sion. In other regions of interest, the CBF of visually intact white

matter was significantly increased from the first to the third exami-

nation (p\ 0.05), starting with hypoperfusion and reaching

normoperfusion by the third study (Fig. 1).

Discussion: The authors (by Xi Xu, Zefeng Tan et al. in 2021 [2])

note the high efficiency and the presence of a correlation between

perfusion parameters from pCASL and CT perfusion imaging in

patients with ischemic stroke. The obtained results show significantly

reduced CBF on 1st study (1–3 days) and the increase to the 3rd study

(3 months) from hypo- to normoperfusion in visually intact areas of

the brain after stroke manifestation. This demonstrates the possibility

of successfully using non-contrast MRI perfusion (pseudo-continuous

arterial spin labeling) in the dynamic assessment of visually intact

white matter. Furthermore, it was shown that not only ischemic focus

but brain as a complex structure is involved to the pathology.

Dynamic assessment of cerebral perfusion and diffusion has been

established its usefulness also in evaluating normal-appearing white

matter (NAWM) that are difficult to evaluate with routine clinical

MRI in demyelinating and vascular diseases [3]. This highlights the

need for dynamic observation not only of the focal lesion area, but

also of other intact areas of the brain—normal-appearing white matter

in MS case.

Conclusion: The pCASL may be applied for the effective non-in-

vasive dynamic evaluation visually intact areas indifferent

neurodegenerative or neurovascular diseases and allowed consider the

brain as an organ as a whole. Complex dynamic assessment of the

lesion focus and visual intact white brain matter contributes to suc-

cessful disease pathogenesis investigation, so therapy and prevention.

Yu. Stankevich, L. Vasilkiv and A. Tulupov received support from

the Russian Science Foundation (project § 23-15-00377) in a part of

the analysis of perfusion in multiple sclerosis.
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Introduction: Accurate suppression of static tissue signal and nulling

of unwanted fat components are crucial steps towards robust appli-

cation of Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL). However, the suppression of

static tissue signal might be supoptimal due to subject-specific vari-

ations in T1 values. In addition, the spectral fat saturation pulse might

be ineffective due to off-resonance effects and B1 variations. This

work demonstrates a quick preparation scan which can be executed

prior to ASL experiments, allowing subject-specific adaption of ASL

background suppression.

Methods: The preparation scan is based on ideas from MR finger-

printing which itself might be challenging in abdominal organs and

therefore not well suited. Here, multiple EPI readouts without fat

saturation and with an excitation flip angle of 45� are acquired first to

fit multiple T1 components into the resulting signal curve. Subse-

quently, additional preparation scans with 90� excitation follow for

signal preparation. The fat saturation pulse is fixed to theoretically

optimal values here. Next, the frequency and flip angle of the fat

saturation pulse are varied to estimate the subject-specific optimal

configuration for spectral fat suppression using a proper analysis

algorithm (cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, the acquired timeseries is split into

two separate datasets: The first dataset consists of the timeseries

without fat saturation and is used to fit the T1 components of the

tissue in the region of interest. The second dataset is used to estimate

the optimal fat saturation configuration.

In this work, the calibration scan was applied to breast, brain, and a

custom phantom. Written informed consent was acquired from all

volunteers. The phantom consisted of two bottles, holding water and

peanut oil. Sequence settings were: 15 EPI shots with 45� excitation

flip followed by five preparation shots with 90� flip and 48 shots,

varying the fat saturation off resonance from - 500 to - 400 Hz with

an increment of 50 Hz, each applied with nominal fat saturation flip

angles ranging from 10� to 170� with an increment of 10�. Other

constant parameters of the EPI readouts were TE/TR = 25 ms/

400 ms, Echo-train-length = 64, Matrix = 64 9 64, FoV = (256 9

256) mm2, total acquistion time = 27 s. Using the bottle phantom,

additional scans were performed using a single EPI readout with (1)

No fat saturation, (2) Fat saturation with standard settings at 3 T, (3)

Fat saturation with optimal adaptive settings, (4) Same as 3 but with

additional inversion recovery preparation using the fitted fat T1 value.

During T1 fitting, two major components were assumed for brain

scans, while a single component was assumed in breast and phantom

scans. In all cases, a single fat T1 component was assumed. All scans

were carried out using implemented sequences in the gammaSTAR

framework [1] on a 3 T Siemens Vidafit (Siemens Healthineers,

Erlangen, Germany).

Results: Figure 2 shows calculated fat and tissue masks (a) and the

residual summed fat signal (b). Fig. 3 shows the tissue signal evo-

lution as well as estimated tissue parameters. Fig. 4 shows resulting

adaptive fat suppression.

Discussion: The proposed calibration scan allowed identification of

optimal settings for spectral fat saturation as demonstrated in Fig. 2a

and b. Calculated configurations significantly differ from the standard

setup, indicating the importance of adaptive calibration. Smeared

minima in breast calibration scans indicate that stronger local off

resonance exists in abdominal organs (cf. Fig. 2b). The proposed

calibration scan helps to find the best global compromise. The fact

that flip angles smaller than 110� appear to be optimal potentially

indicates effects of B1 inhomogeneities which are also object-specific

and therefore unknown prior to the scan. The calibration scan yielded

realistic T1 estimates (cf. Fig. 3), which can be used for calculation of

optimal timings of inversion pulses in subsequent ASL experi-

ments. Using the adaptive settings, a reduction of * 95% of the

original fat signal was achieved which is significantly higher than

using the standard settings (* 85%) (cf. Fig. 4). The suppression was

further improved when combined with an inversion recovery module

using estimated T1 values of fat. In future work, estimated parameters

from the calibration scan should be directly used in ASL experiments.

Therefore, the algorithms performance should be investigated with

increased EPI slice thickness for combination with 3D ASL readouts

and in cases where fat and tissue signal are not well spatially

seperated.

Conclusion: We demonstrated a novel preparation scan which can be

used to calibrate the background suppression as well as fat saturation

pulses of an ASL sequence. This might be especially helpful in breast

or liver ASL imaging.
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Introduction: Arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI provides non-inva-

sive measurements of cerebral blood flow (CBF) using blood water as

an endogenous tracer. Aging is an important risk factor for cere-

brovascular disease and neurodegenerative diseases. In order to

properly interpret CBF changes in these disease conditions, it is

important to understand normal age-related changes in CBF [1].

However, CBF estimates are significantly affected by partial volume

(PV) effects, due to the relatively low resolution of ASL, which is

often neglected. Additionally, regional analyses are conventionally

performed using volumetric (i.e., voxel-wise) methods, which do not

take advantage of the cortical information, e.g., the cortical surface

representation of grey matter. In this study, a dual volumetric and

surface-based analysis pipeline was proposed for The Irish Longitu-

dinal Study on Ageing (TILDA) [2] data with the correction of partial

volume effects (PVEc). Normal age-related changes in CBF were

reported for non-PVEc and PVEc ASL data in the brain as well as

surface-based and volumetric regions of interest (ROIs).

Methods: TILDA [2] is a prospective, cohort study, which collects

health, economic and social data from nationallyrepresentative,

community-dwelling Irish adults and investigates how various factors

interact. This study included 468 participants (242 females) aged from

54 to 84 years old for whom T1-weighted and ASL data were

available.

T1-weighted and pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) sequences were

acquired on a 3 T system, using a 32-channel head coil. pCASL

acquisition parameters were as follows: 30 interleaved pairs of images

acquired alternating with and without arterial spin labelling, FOV =

240 9 240 mm2, matrix = 80 9 80, TR = 4000 ms, TE = 9 ms,

FA = 90�, SENSE = 2.5[SK1], and scan duration = 4 min 16 s. 13

slices (8 mm thick, 1 mm gap) were acquired sequentially in a cau-

docranial direction. A labelling duration of 1800 ms and a post-label

delay (PLD) of 1800 ms were used. Calibration scans measuring the

equilibrium magnetisation (M0) were also acquired using the same

geometry as the pCASL sequence, with TR = 10,000 ms, TE = 9 ms,

and scan duration = 20 s. B0 field maps were measured using a two-

echo 2D gradient echo sequence with the same in-plane resolution as

the pCASL scans and the following acquisition parameters: TR =

455 ms, TE1 /TE2 = 1.69/7.0 ms, FA = 90�, and scan

duration = 39 s.

The Human Connectome Project (HCP) pipeline [3] was used for

structural image processing. After the cortical surfaces were obtained

from HCP pipeline, PVEs were derived using Toblerone [4] in sur-

face-based approaches. OXASL [5], a toolbox for performing

Bayesian analysis of ASL MRI data, was used for ASL data analysis

including pre-processing, voxel-wise calibration, quantification,
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partial volume correction and region analysis. The resulting non-

PVEc and PVEc ASL data were projected onto individual‘‘s structural

cortical surface using Toblerone [6] and then registered to fsaverage5

from Freesurfer using Multimodal Surface Matching (MSM) by HCP

work bench. Referring to the previous study [7] on TILDA data,

linear regression models were built to measure CBF GM variation

with age and sex as covariates for non-PVEc and PVEc ASL data in

the whole brain as well as Destrieux atlas[8] for cortical ROIs and

Harvard-Oxford atlas for volumetric ROIs. PV GM at 0.8 was used

for thresholding pure GM in above atlases and PVEc. Fig. 1 presents

the workflow of the pipeline.

Results: Figure 2 presents the projected non-PVEc and PVEc ASL

images on the cortex of a subject in the structural space.

Fig. 3 shows the normative values for non-PVEc and PVEc GM CBF

variation with age over all subjects.

Table 1 shows the regional CBF variation with age stratified by sex

for non-PVEc and PVEc ASL on the cortical surface over all subjects.

Discussion: This work presented a dual surface-based and volumetric

analysis method for TILDA ASL data. The partial volume effects

were corrected to complement the former study which only examined

whole brain GM [6]. Increased CBF GM was found for PVEc ASL on

the cortex (table 1) compared to non-corrected results, consistent with

previous comparisons with and without PVEc. Values of GM CBF

were higher than the typically expected value (* 60 ml/100gmin) in

some regions, but this may be related to macrovascular contamination

that cannot be corrected for in single-PLD ASL data. Age-related

CBF changes were investigated and presented in the cortical ROIs

which provide Reference CBF values for similar aged individuals.

The results could also help subsequent research on CBF changes in

disease. References
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Introduction: 3D PC MRA has become a widely used functional

characterization of vascular pathologies, providing novel biomarkers

to the standard geometrical assessment [1, 2]. Nevertheless, due to the

acquisition’s high temporal demands and the temporal and spatial

resolution trade-off, its application at the clinical level is limited. The

implementation of CFD allows the acquisition of a mere slice in order

to simulate the entire response.
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The aim of this work is to standardize a 3D PC MRA fast protocol to

simulate the hemodynamic response and compare the obtained

velocity fields with the previous information acquired for the entire

vascular branch.

Methods: This study was approved by the institutional Ethics Review

Board. The acquisition was performed in 4 patients in a 1.5 T Ingenia

Philips scanner using a Head-Neck dStream 16 channels coil. The

protocol includes: wT1 volumetric anatomical sequence, 3D ToF, 4D

Flow and 1D-PC MRA. The parameters of both PC sequences are

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and their acquisition times were 11 and

1.20 min respectively.

To compare 3D ToF and 4D Flow sequences were compared per-

forming an F-test (SPSS) in which the number of counts and SNR

were evaluated.

Regarding the functional information and postprocessing procedures,

VMTK V1.4.0 toolkit was used for mesh generation, OpenFOAM V9

for simulation, Python V3.8.10 for velocity field registration and

ParaView V5.6.0 for visualization. Meshes with a number of tetra-

hedral cells ranging from 300 to 700 thousand units (including

boundary layers) were generated. Due to the low Re number

(50\Re\ 600) a laminar model was implemented, and blood was

assumed as a Newtonian fluid. A transient model was implemented

using the PISO algorithm. No slip conditions were set for the contact

zones of the fluid with the walls and the pressure at the inlet was set as

a non-zero gradient. The visualization was made by means of Para-

View and subsequently converted to raw format.

The validation of the numerical result was done making a comparison

of the velocity profile obtained by 4DFlow acquisition and the

numerical result through the assessment of 4 cross-sectional planes,

for this, a mapping of the corresponding pixels with the nodal

information was performed by use of Python.

Results: A SNR comparison was performed between 3D ToF and

4DFlow sequences, where the arterial information (ARI) of the 3D

ToF was 75.2 and ARI 4DFlow: 78.4; Brain Parenchyma Information

of the 3D ToF: 25.86 and 4DFlow 30.5. The difference was seen in

the number of counts, where the 3D ToF/4DFlow ratio was 3.5/1.

Fig. 3 shows the 3 analyzed velocity profiles with 4DF and CFD

simulations. The numerically estimated behavior was verified by the

raw data acquired with the sequence with a mean relative error range

between 5 and 9% for the three velocities (Fig. 4).

Discussion: Due to the fact that the maximized speed readout in the

case of 1D PC MRA depends on a correct cross-sectional program-

ming of the sequence, it would be interesting to implement a 3D PC

MRA acquisition with a mere slice for an optimal lecture of the

velocity field.

Reduction of the acquisition time is feasible, and the simulation

predicts the local properties of the studied flow correctly. However,

when making a post intervention assessment it is not possible to work

only with input data, unless we work with fluoroscopy data, in which

case we could obtain accurate information. In such cases 4D flow

should still be used in the whole region of interest as it would be the

only MRA sequence capable of correctly characterizing the

pathology.

Conclusion: Better characterization of the arteries is achieved

through the use of 3D ToF. By use of CFD simulations, 3D ToF and

1D PC MRA sequences, time can be reduced 13.85 times. Time

resolution can be increased in the future and consequently the sim-

ulation can be improved.
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Introduction: gadolinium-based contrast-enhanced time-resolved

magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) techniques depict the

anatomy and dynamics of complex vascular structures [1]. This is

desirable to reduce the number of invasive procedures for patients

who otherwise may undergo repetitive X-ray angiograms during

follow-up. Time-resolved angiography With Interleaved Stochastic

Trajectories (TWIST) sequence is conventionally used to perform a

time-resolved 3D CE-MRA; it is based on Cartesian acquisition and

sharing of k-space data between adjacent time frames [2]. This tra-

jectory is prone to respiratory-motion-induced image artefacts, such

as spatial blurring of vascular boundaries. Radial-sampling-based

techniques, such as GRASP (Golden-angle radial sparse parallel)

sequence, are less sensitive to motion than cartesian sampling, and

consequently improve the overall image quality [3]. GRASP is used

in clinical routine to acquire CE liver dynamics. Here we aim to

compare the performance of TWIST and GRASP for time-resolved

CE-MRA on patients with aortic diseases.

Method: 30 patients (60.87 ± 16.11.y.o., seven females) with aortic

diseases underwent a clinical examination including a TWIST and a

GRASP sequences (acquisition parameters are summarised in

Table 1). Prior each CE-MRA acquisitions the same amount of

Gadovist-contrast-agent (Bayer, Switzerland AG Zurich) was

administered (0.075 ml/kg, flow 4 ml/s). Data was acquired on a

1.5 T Magnetom SolaFit scanner equipped with a 32 channel body

coil (Siemens, Erlangen).

A radiologist assessed overall image quality, contrast, vessel sharp-

ness and image artefacts. To perform quantitative image analysis,

circular regions-of-interest (ROIs) were placed at three aorta levels:

ascending aorta (AA), descending aorta at the level of the pulmonary

trunk (DA_pulm), and descending aorta at the level of the infrarenal

arteries (DA_renal). Maximum slope of the contrast agent uptake, the

full width at half maximum (FWHM) were calculated from normal-

ized signal intensity time courses; vessel sharpness and signal to noise

ratio (SNR) was calculated from the intensity profiles at the same

levels in the aorta respectively as in [4, 5]. Temporal signal-to-noise

ratio (tSNR) was calculated from the second half of the time course.

Result: GRASP was superior in tSNR, SNR, soft tissue contrast,

vessel sharpness, and the overall image quality, TWIST was superior

in FWHM and lower artifacts level. Maximum upslope is similar

(Table 2)

Figure 1 shows the signal intensities over time for AA (red), DA at

the levels of pulmonary trunk (blue) and infrarenal arteries (green) for

GRASP and TWIST: with the current acquisition and reconstruction

parameters, the absolute signal of GRASP is clearly higher than

TWIST and corresponding time-courses are smoother. Representative

images of TWIST and GRASP are in Fig. 2: one can see a superior

soft tissue contrast and a better impression regarding image sharpness.

Discussion: GRASP sequence provided a superior overall image

quality index, resulting from the qualitative scores of vascular con-

trast, soft tissue contrast and vessel sharpness—despite an increased

artifact level compared to TWIST. The level of streaking artifacts can

increase with the level of undersampling, i.e. when the number of

acquired spokes is reduced. However, most streaking artifacts

appeared in the periphery of the field-of-view (FOV) and the images

remained of diagnostic value in the aortic regions. The improved

vessel sharpness, both qualitative and quantitative, for all ROIs in

GRASP compared to TWIST is assumed to result from the higher in-

plane resolution and from reduced sensitivity of the radial trajectory

to respiratory motion. The higher levels of tSNR in GRASP data

compared to TWIST data (also visible in smoother signal-time-

courses in Fig. 1 in all locations of the aorta) are likely linked to the

smaller temporal footprint (temporal resolution). In TWIST, k-space

lines are taken from a wider time range to reconstruct a single time

frame resulting in a temporal footprint three times higher than tem-

poral resolution [2]. Contrary, FWHM was lower for TWIST in all

locations indicating the weighting of the k-space center for the image

contrast in TWIST. It is possible to improve FWHM of GRASP by

taking fewer radial projections to reconstruct a single time frame at

the cost of increased radial undersampling artifacts. Higher SNR for

GRASP sequence despite its higher spatial resolution and streaking

artefacts shows that a significant spatial blurring in GRASP has not

been found as further corroborated by both qualitative and quantita-

tive analysis.

Conclusion: CE-MRA with GRASP allowed us to acquire better data

compared to TWIST. Further research will becentred around the

optimisation of the CS parameters.
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Introduction: The aorta is the largest artery in the body. Early

diagnosis of the aortic diseases can prevent life-threatening condi-

tions. One of the diagnostic imaging modalities is magnetic resonance

angiography (MRA). It is a form of magnetic resonance imaging that

provides anatomical, functional and pathological information about

the cardiovascular system and can be divided into two main types:

contrast and non-contrast. The purpose of this paper is to share the

experience of a radiologic technologist in performing MRA exami-

nations of the aorta and to give an overview about different

examination options of the aorta in magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) on the example of the North Estonia Medical Centre.

Methods: This paper describes three most commonly used contrast-

enhanced techniques in the North Estonia Medical Centre, which are

Continuously moving table MRA (CT-MRA), Time-resolved

angiography With Interleaved Stochastic Trajectories (TWIST) and

Electrocardiogram (ECG)-gated MRI ? MRA. Also there are other

types of MRA, such as single-station MRA, multi-station MRA and

MRA for stented aorta. Since CT-MRA and TWIST have more

advantages, single-station and multi-station MRA are currently not

used. The all information is based on diagnostic protocols of the
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North Estonia Medical Centre including personal experience of

radiologic technologists and radiologists.

Results: The paper gives an overview about three main MRA tech-

niques as well as other MRA methods used in the North Estonia

Medical Centre, including advantages and disadvantages of MRA,

indications for examination, patient preparation and positioning,

radiologic technologist’s responsibilities along with planning and

performing MRA.

Conclusions: Nowadays there are several contrast and non-contrast

techniques of MRA, allowing to evaluate aortic diseases. Type of

MRA examination should be considered in each case individually

depending on the examination purpose, patient medical history and

condition. Information provided in this paper could be applied in

practice in medical institutions and be useful for radiologic technol-

ogists and radiologists.
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Introduction: The National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s Associ-

ation (NIA-AA) proposed the AT(N) framework, a descriptive

scheme for biomarkers used in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) [1]. Within

this framework, [18F]-FDG can infer the extend of neurodegeneration

(N), [18F]-FBB can relay the amyloid burden (A) and [18F]-PI-2620

can image tauopathies (T) using positron emission tomography

(PET). Taken together, these three PET probes can complete the

AT(N) framework and lead to the biomarker classification of neu-

rodegenerative diseases. In tandem, recent studies have identified

Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) to be a critical biomarker for various

neurological disorders, including its involvement in early

detectable pathological changes in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and its

close relation to cognitive status of memory patients [2]. The over-

lapping pathophysiological changes that can be identified with CBF

and metabolic maps emphasizes the importance of multimodal diag-

nostic evaluation in the clinical setting, where a dual-marker imaging

paradigm would enable clinicians to have a more complete picture of

disease pathogenesis and progression. Early-phase PET (ePET)

imaging has shown promising results in identifying perfusion related

changes [3–5]. The aim of this study was to validate early-phase static

PET imaging of these three ligands as a viable perfusion test, using a

new scaling approach to arterial spin labeling (ASL) MR measure-

ments of the whole-brain cerebral blood flow (WB-CB) to generate

semi-quantitative maps, and report the optimal time frame for ePET

perfusion.

Methods: Subject characteristics of this retrospective study are given

in Fig. 1. ePET static images at 30 s, 60 s, 120 s and 300 s post-

injection were reconstructed using a time of flight (TOF)-enabled

PET/MRI scanner (Signa, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with TOF-

ordered subset expectation maximization (TOF-OSEM) algorithm

with 3 iterations, 28 subsets, and with a 256 9 256 matrix size. 4 mm

Gaussian filter was applied post-reconstruction. Images were regis-

tered to the MNI152 template space with FSL-FLIRT (Analysis

Group, FMRIB, Oxford, UK) using a 12 degrees of freedom non-

linear affine registration model. Whole Brain (WB) Cerebral Blood

Flow (CBF) WB-CBF coefficient was calculated from pseudo-con-

tinuous multi-delay ASL-MRI CBF after applying a brain mask which

was derived from the T1-structural images using FSL-BET. ePET

static images were normalized using the WB PET signal intensity and

scaled to match the WB-CBF coefficient. ASL-MRI CBF maps were

also registered to the template space using the aforementioned method

and voxel-wise cross correlation coefficient was calculated between

ePET and ASL-CBF images to determine the optimal perfusion

window for each respective tracer.

Results: Whole brain voxel-wise correlation coefficient between

ASL-MRI CBF maps versus ePET reconstruction time post injection

is given in Fig. 2. The highest mean voxel-wise correlation coeffi-

cients were reported at 120 s for [18F]-PI-2620 (r = 0.93), [18F]-FBB

(r = 0.95) and at 300 s for [18F]-FDG (r = 0.77).

Discussion: ePET perfusion window is determined for each tracer as

120 s post injection for [18F]-PI-2620 and [18F]-FBB and 300 s for

[18F]-FDG. Representative images for each probe and the Reference

standard ASL-CBF is given in Fig. 3. Using a semi-quantitative static

ePET method with ASL-MRI, we validated the optimal early-time

frame for a complete set of probes within the AT(N) system and

demonstrated that ePET alone can be used to estimate a relative

perfusion map in the clinical workflow.

Conclusion: We conclude that a 5-min early-frame static PET

acquisition added to the routine clinical protocol can provide addi-

tional information on perfusion related changes to complement the

late-phase PET images with respective AT(N) probes. Taken as a

whole, ePET perfusion images may relay the extent of neurodegen-

eration and reduce the number of scans needed, although this requires

additional studies for further validation.
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Introduction: In clinical practice, MR guided temperature monitor-

ing during minimally invasive tumor ablation is an important topic. A

high accuracy in estimating the temperature as well as the resulting

necrosis zone is needed to provide a real impact on the clinical rou-

tine.It was shown in a previous proof-of-concept study1 that magnetic

resonance fingerprinting (MRF) can be used in proton resonance

frequency shift (PRFS) based temperature monitoring by providing a

high temporal resolution and temperature sensitivity. 80 images at

different echo times were aquired with an undersampling factor of 40.

However, this high undersampling has led to a rather large error in

temperature estimation of 1.9 �C ± 1.0 �C. Here, we demonstrate an

approach to mitigate those undersampling errors.

Methods: The data used in this study was the same as in the previous

proof-of-concept experiment1. It was aquired with a 2D multi-echo

radial FLASH sequence. The echo times were varied with every TR.

Thus, the total range of TEs was between 2.57 ms and 29.114 ms

with a step size of 0.336 ms. The field of view was 320 9 320 mm2

with a resolution of 256 9 256 and a slice thickness of 5 mm.A

microwave ablation (modified ECO-100E, Eco Microwave System

Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China, 2.45 GHz, 150 W) on a static bioprotein

phantom2 was performed on a 1.5 T scanner (Siemens Avanto) and

monitored by the fingerprinting sequence. Three Minutes of baseline

data were acquired before starting the ablation. A fiber optical tem-

perature sensor with an approximate distance of 1 cm to the ablation

needle was used for gaining Reference temperatures. Manual seg-

mentation of the denaturation zone in post-ablative T2-weighted

Turbo-Spin-Echo imaging was used as ground truth for comparison

with the denaturation map calculated from the MRF thermometry

using the CEM433 model.The dictionary used for MRF reconstruction

consisted of off-resonance values between - 200 and 200 Hz with a

step size of 0.1 Hz. The temperature change was calculated by uti-

lizing the linear dependency of the temperature and the proton

resonance frequency of water between temperatures of - 15 �C and

100 �C4. For every echo time, 10 spokes were acquired such that the

k-space was undersampled by a factor of 40. The temporal resolution

was 3.2 s.The toolbox BART5 was used for reconstructing the data

from each TE with parallel imaging and compressed sensing (PICS)

and regularization regarding the total variation and the l2 norm. After

reconstruction, the dictionary matching process was performed by

taking the highest inner product between the reconstructed signals and

the dictionary entries.Since the image reconstruction can be seen as a

non-convex optimization problem, its performance is highly depen-

dent on the initialization of the algorithm, especially in the presence

of heavy undersampling. Following this thought, the first time point

was reconstructed using 400 Spokes and therefore without under-

sampling and all following images were reconstructed using the

previous time point as an initial guess. The performance of this

approach was compared to the case where no initialization was pro-

vided to the reonstruction algorithm.

Results: The proposed method was able to improve the dice score

between the calculated denaturation zone and the ground truth from

89.48 to 95.87% and the temperature accuracy from 1.9 ± 1.0 �C to

0.46 ± - 0.35 �C.

Discussion: Starting the reconstruction algorithm with an initial guess

has led to better results regarding the temperature accuracy and the

calculated denaturation zone. In future studies, an MRF sequence

which is additionally sensitive to T1 relaxation could be utilized to

monitor the temperature of adipose tissue as well.

A problem with MRF is its high reconstruction time. The image

reconstruction of 80 images of different TEs led to an overall

reconstruction time of about 15 s for each time point. This could

potentially be reduced by using singular value decomposition6 or

neural networks7. Providing an initialization to the algorithm did not

affect the reconstruction time.

Conclusion: This proof-of-principle approach has shown that MRF is

a promising tool for temperature monitoring. By mitigating the

undersampling errors it has achieved a high temperature accuracy of

0.46 ± - 0.35 �C. Further research will be done to discover the full

potential of MRF in temperature monitoring.
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Introduction: In the field of neuromuscular disorders (NMD), the

intramuscular fat fraction (FF) is an established biomarker of disease

severity and muscle water T1 (T1H2O) has been shown to be a

potential biomarker of disease activity [1]. The use of MR Finger-

printing (MRF) enables the simultaneous quantification of various

parameters, such as FF and T1H2O [2]. However FLASH T1 MRF

sequences (such as MRF T1-FF proposed in [3]) generally require

long recovery times between repetitions for allowing the longitudinal

magnetization to grow back to equilibrium. Shortening the sequence

would highly benefit 3D imaging, where multiple acquisitions of the

MRF scheme are required to encode along the partition encoding

direction. A shorter sequence is likely to degrade the parameter

estimation quality. Hence we need to optimize the acquisition

parameters of fast MRF sequences for maintaining the quality of FF

and T1H2O quantification. The precision of MRF parameter estima-

tion is heavily influenced by the undersampling artefacts in the image

series which cannot be modelled as Gaussian noise [4]. In this work,

we introduced an optimization framework that takes into account the

longitudinal steady-state equilibrium of the MRF sequence with fat/

water separation and simulates undersampling noise on a realistic

numerical leg phantom. Through this framework, we obtained a

novel MRF sequence with optimized echo times (TE), flip angles

(FA) and recovery time and compared its mapping accuracy and

precision to the original MRF T1-FF implementation.

Methods: The optimization framework consisted of 5 blocks: (i) a

dictionary simulation block for steady-state MRF FLASH sequences

with intial inversion pulse and variable TE,TR and FA, (ii) a block

simulating the time series of undersampled images based on a realistic

leg numerical phantom (iii) an MRF pattern matching algorithm, (iv)

a cost function and (v) an optimizer (Fig. 1). Regarding the MRF

FLASH simulation block, the initial magnetization reaches a steady-

state after only a few repetitions, which can be calculated through a

closed-form formula.

We simulated undersampling noise using a realistic numerical leg

phantom sampled with a radial golden-angle trajectory. For the pat-

tern matching, we used exhaustive search into a bicomponent

dictionary of fingerprints [5]. The cost function was the weighted

difference between the ground truth parameter maps and the esti-

mated maps for T1H2O, FF, RF pulse attenuation (B1), and B0

inhomogeneities (df). The algorithm used for minimizing the cost

function was differential evolution, which is an efficient global

optimization method when the gradient of the cost function is not

easily accessible. The maximum functions evaluations was set at

150,000 but the algorithm stopped earlier. We fixed the number of

spokes for the new sequences at 760, which represents the minimum

value at which the estimation accuracy did not significantly decrease.

We compared the original sequence (MRF T1-FF 1400), a shorter

version of the original sequence with 760 spokes (MRF T1-FF 760)

and the sequence obtained using the optimization framework descri-

bed above (Fast MRF T1-FF). The performances were evaluated on a

fat-infiltrated 3D numerical leg phantom (16 slices, 256 9 256) and

on in vivo acquisitions obtained at 3 T (PrismaFit, Siemens Healthi-

neers) on the thighs of one healthy control (20 partitions, resolution

1 9 1 9 5 mm3, FOV 10 9 40 9 40cm3).

Results: Each repetition of Fast MRF T1-FF lasted 7.6 s against

10.8 s for MRF T1-FF. On the numerical leg phantom, T1H2O and FF

estimation accuracy was better than the Reference sequence as shown
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by structural similarity (SSIM) and root mean squared error (RMSE)

against the ground truth maps (Fig. 3). On in vivo data, the artefacts

visible in the maps reconstructed by the original sequence and

amplified with the MRF T1-FF 760 sequence were visually reduced

on the Fast MRF T1-FF data (Fig. 4).

Discussion and conclusion: We proposed a new version of the MRF

T1-FF sequence that was optimized using a dedicated framework to

account for steady-state magnetization and undersampling artifacts.

This enabled fast and accurate quantification of T1H2O and FF with a

reduced acquisition time, while maintaining comparable performance

to the Reference sequence. By explicitly calculating the steady-state

value, we were able to reduce computation time for sequence opti-

mization and eliminate the need for simulating multiple repetitions of

the MRF patterns. We plan to further validate the performance of the

optimized sequence by conducting additional out-of-sample testing

and incorporating a diverse range of numerical phantoms in the

optimization framework to reduce the risk of overfitting.
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Introduction: A new magnetization transfer (MT) phosphorus

Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (31P-MRF) [1] was introduced to

measure the creatine kinase (CK) chemical exchange rate kCK in vivo

human brain. Exploiting the MRF framework [2, 3] can largely

reduce the scanning time compared to the conventional MT-31P

spectroscopy methods. The inherent obstacles of MRF, the expo-

nential growth in the size of dictionaries with the number of free

parameters, is overcome by introducing the nested iteration interpo-

lation method (NIIM) [1]. Biased estimations of multiple nested

iteration paths are used to perform a linear interpolation and resulting

corrected estimations. NIIM shows great efficiency in both compu-

tational and data resources, estimating a total of 6 free parameters in

just 1 min 30 s with 55 MB data per subject. This abstract aims to

evaluates the performance of NIIM in simulations and compares it

with the efficient 31P band inversion transfer approach (EBIT) [4]

using in vivo 31P-MRF data.

Methods: The MRF pattern matching process is split into several

nested iterations instead of matching all the parameters simultane-

ously. A schematic framework is shown in Fig. 1. The nested iteration

is looped N = 5 times, each time with a different initial condition

kCK
0 = [0.35,0.2,0.5,0.3,0.4]s-1. All other parameters in an iterative

step are either free (objects of the estimation) or fixed. Parameters are

fixed to literature values or estimated values in previous steps. Suc-

cessively all parameters are estimated as indicated in Fig. 1. In the

last iterative step, all parameters are fixed to estimated values and
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kCK
n is the objective of the estimation. The other 5 parameters are the

longitudinal relaxation rates T1
ATP,n and T1

PCr,n, the off resonance

foff
n, the B1 factor CB1

n and the concentration ratio Cr
n = M0

PCr/

M0
ATP. The 6 estimates in the nth loop are biased, dependent on the

difference between the starting value kCK
0,n and the underlying kCK.

In a value range expected in vivo, this bias can be assumed to be

linear (Fig. 2c). The final estimate of kCK is found by the zero

crossing (ZC) of the linear regression (LR) in least square sense of

kCK
0 over DkCK, where

Dkn
CK ¼ k

0;n
CK � kn

CK ð8Þ

Further, the LR for all free parameters from the N estimates over

kCK
0,n are computed. The bias-corrected estimate of each parameter is

then found by determine the linear regression function value at

kCK
0 = kCK.

In vivo data acquisition is described in Widmaier et al. [1].

The NIIM performance is evaluated using Monte Carlo (MC) simu-

lations. Therefore, 1000 signal evolutions with random assigned

ground truth values are generated and Gaussian noise is added. The

estimation error quantified with the mean absolute percentage error

(MAPE) and its standard deviation (STD. The in-vivo test-retest

reproducibility was analysed with the coefficient of variance (CV).

Results: Fig. 2 shows the NIIM estimation procedure on 3 exemplary

simulated signal evolutions (Signal A, B & C) with random assigned

ground truth parameters (Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b shows the simulated

ground truth signal evolution (grey) and corresponding matched

signal evolutions for 3 of the 5 loops (n = 1, 3, 5) of the 4 iteration

steps (IT1-IT4) proceeded in the iteration part. The final kCK esti-

mation in the interpolation part by the ZC of the DkCK-LR (Fig. 2c) is

then used to correct T1
PCr and T1

ATP (Fig. 2d, e).

The MAPE of kCK, T1
PCr and T1

ATP for different SNR levels is shown

in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b, c are showing the correlation and BA plot of the

NIIM kCK estimations versus the ground truth for SNR = 12 dB

(measured in vivo full-length acquisition SNR).

Fig. 4a–c shows the estimated mean values of kCK, T1
PCr and T1

ATP

for different acquisition lengths compared to the state-of-the-art EBIT

estimation. For full-length acquisition mean estimation are in good

range to each other. The mean test-retest reproducibility is validated

in Fig. 4d–f using the coefficient of variation (CV). For a scan time of

4:15 min, the CV of kCK is still in range of the CV of EBIT with

18.5 min scan time.

Discussion and conclusion: We demonstrate with simulation data,

that NIIM delivers accurate and robust estimations. In vivo human

brain data at 7 T showed that the estimated values are consistent with

those reported in the literature [5] and comparable to those obtained

with the NIIM and EBIT [4]. Overall, the NIIM possesses superior

reproducibility on subjects over the EBIT through a test–retest

experiment. We conclude that applying NIIM in the MT-31P-MRF

pattern matching process shows a great potential in a fast and quan-

titative measurement of metabolic reactions.
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MP2RAGE for T1 measurement: Robustness

and sensitivity for tissue modification assessment

in multiple sclerosis in a multicenter context
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Introduction: Recent optimisations of T1 quantification through

magnetization-prepared two rapid acquisition gradient echoes

(MP2RAGE; Marques et al. 2010) allow to perform both brain and

cervical spinal cord acquisitions simultaneously with good trade-off

between acquisition time, robustness and accuracy (Rasoanandrianina

et al. 2019; Forodighasemabadi et al. 2021). This sequence is of

particular interest to investigate tissue microstructural modifications

in pathologies such as multiple sclerosis (MS; Demortière et al. 2020;

Mchinda et al., 2021). In order to spread out the use of the MP2RAGE

sequence, we evaluated the reproducibility and variability in two

different centres.

Methods: The data included in this work were collected in the con-

text of the multicentric MSTRACTS (NCT04220814), OSV-IRM

(NCT05107232) and T1-M3C-SEP (FLI-RE2) studies. Six healthy

controls (HC; F/M: 4/2, mean age 38.9 years) were scanned 3 times

each (separated sessions), in two different centres both equipped with

3 T Siemens scanners (Prisma with 20 channels in centre 1, Vida with

64 channels in centre 2). Additionally 26 HC (centre 1/2: 20/6) were

scanned one time (F/M: 19/7, mean age 39.2 years). The same

acquisition protocol was performed in both centres and included

MP2RAGE and B1 map acquisitions covering both brain and cervical

spinal cord (cSC). The acquisition parameters were previously

described in Rasoanandrianina et al. (2019; 4000 ms TR, 243 9 300

mm2 FOV, 176 slabs, 6/8 partial Fourier (PF) factor

0.9 9 0.9 9 1mm3 voxel size, TI1/TI2 = 650/2000 ms, a1/a2 = 4/

5�, GRAPPA 2). After B1 correction (Massire et al. 2016), mean T1

values were extracted in different regions including brain white

matter (bWM), deep grey matter (dGM) and cortical grey matter

(cGM; all computed using CAT12 [(Ashburner and Friston 2000)])

and all cSC segments (computed using the SCT toolbox [De Leener

et al. 2017]). We evaluated the variability between centres and sub-

jects using linear mixed-effects models with subject as random effect

and centre as fixed effect. The coefficients of variation (CV) and the

intraclass correlations (ICC) of between-session and between-partic-

ipant variabilities were computed according to Combès et al. (2019).

In order to interpret these results with respect to potential application

in MS pathology, we also reported exploratory analyses based on the

extraction of T1 values in the same regions for 5 MS patients (centre

1/2: 3/2, same acquisition protocol and image processing) without

cSC lesions.

Results: For the whole dataset collected in HC, the mean (and

standard deviation) T1 values in the brain were 1281.5 (28.8), 1176.5

(20) and 823.9 (21.1) ms for cGM, dGM, and bWM, respectively and

were ranging from 921 (22.6) to 954 (30.5) ms over the 7 cSC seg-

ments (see Fig. 1)

For the brain, we observed evidence of centre differences for the three

regions (all p\ 0.01). Nevertheless, the estimated differences

between centres were low, ranging from 4.71 (bWM) to 25.31 (dGM)

ms (ie. 0.57–1.98% of the mean). Between-participant CV were 2.1,

1.7 and 1.8%, and between-session CV were 0.2, 2.2 and 0.5% for

bWM cGM and dGM, respectively. Between-session ICC were 0.01,

0.61 and 0.06 for the same regions.

For the SC, we observed evidence of centre differences for all ver-

tebrae (all p\ 0.05), except C4, C5 and C7 (p = 0.149, 0.163, 0.062,

resp.). The estimated mean differences were also low, ranging from

9.6 (C5) to 20.2 (C1) ms (ie. 1.03–2.15%). To simplify the results, T1

values from C3 to C5 levels were averaged. In this region, between-

participant and between-session CV were 1.5 and 1.6%, while

between-session ICC was 0.53.

MS patients showed a mean T1 value increase ranging from 19.5

(cGM) to 44.2 (dGM) ms for the brain, and from 14 (C7) to 122.7

(C3) ms for the cSC compared to the mean in all HC. Fig. 2 shows

that, for each region, the majority of patients (coloured triangles) have

higher T1 values than the third quartile of HC.

Discussion: Our results showed that, even if differences exist between

the two centres, the variability is low, especially for bWM (0.57%)

and central cSC segments (1.03%). Moreover, the T1 variability is

primarily explained by between-participant variability for the brain

and by both session- and participant-variabilities for cSC. The dif-

ferences between scanners were found to be less important than the

differences observed between HC and MS patients with no cSC

lesions. Overall, our results highlight the multicenter robustness of

simultaneous brain and cervical spinal cord acquisition and its

potential for further applications in multicenter MS studies to assess

regional tissue impairment.
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Introduction: Extended Phase Graphs1 (EPGs) are often cited as a

valuable tool for sequence analysis, as they can explain the different

magnetization pathways leading to various kinds of echoes. Previ-

ously, we modified the phase graph formalism in the form of Phase

Distribution Graphs2 (PDGs), enabling the exact analytical calcula-

tion of measured ADC signal at any point during the sequence. With

this novel tool, new techniques for sequence analysis are possible,

allowing to easily answer questions along the lines of ‘‘Is TrueFISP a

gradient-echo or a spin-echo sequence?3’’ and to visualize the echo

path origins of measured signals or artifacts. In the following, we

demonstrate these two applications as an example of the multitude of

capabilities of PDG simulation.

Methods: With PDGs, each pulse splits the magnetization into

multiple parts, called states. Each state has a gradient- and time-based

dephasing, stored as (k, s) vector. This data in the context of the PDG

is visualized in Fig. 1. This is important for calculating the measured

ADC signal, including k-space encoding and T2’ dephasing. The

measured signal can be split into the contributions of all states,

allowing to tell which parts of the magnetization produce a spin echo,

gradient echo or any other categorization.As PDGs can handle

sequences with arbitrary timing, the number of states can potentially

explode. One employed technique to combat this problem is the use

of two metrics, emitted and latent signal, which help to narrow down

the simulated states to those actually contributing to the signal. While

the emitted signal approximates how much signal a state will emit

itself, latent signal estimates to how much emitted signal a state will

produce at max. This means that even states that don‘‘t emit signal

themselves can have high latent signal, if they are refocused later

on.In the following, the main contributors to the signal of a TrueFISP4

sequence are determined by splitting the sequence into the contribu-

tions of the most important states, answering the question posed by

Scheffler and Hennig3 Additionally, the general distribution of mag-

netization and signal to all states is evaluated.

Results: TrueFISP sequences could be categorized as spin-echo

sequences when only judging by the presence of a signal peak in the

center of the readout, or by its B0 insensitivity, both of which are

shown in full simulation in Fig. 2. When separating the signal into

singals of individual states, two dominating magnetization pathways

can be seen, one of which experiences a signal at the beginning of the

readout, the other one at the end. These two parts of the signal could

be labelled as FID and spin-echo and both show the same B0

dependence with opposite sign. This means that TrueFISP has a B0

dependence, it just happens to cancel out in the phase image, with the

famous banding artifacts occuring when the FID-to-spin-echo phase is

180�. Therefore, TrueFISP is best described as being an equal mix of

gradient- and spin-echo.

More general properties of bSSFP sequences can be seen when

visualizing the whole PDG (Fig. 3) using the aforementioned latent

and emitted signal metrics. Most of the magnetization remains in only

weakly dephased states at the center of the graph. Even with low flip

angles, most of the magnetization is refocused over time and multiple

pulses, resulting in wave patterns in the visualization. The emitted

signal has an additional drop off to the edges as T2’’ dephasing

increases. Even though most signal comes from FID and spin-echoes,

stronger dephased states are important to the high SNR of bSSFP. The

latent signal of these states can be large, as parts of their magneti-

zation is refocused by RF pulses and subsequently measured.

Unbalanced SSFP sequence spoil this magnetization, which means

that all the latent signal shown here is lost.

Discussion: When using PDG for sequence simulation, all the nec-

essary information for deep analysis of magnetization and signal is

available automatically. Because the simulation does not need to be

modified for specific sequence types, it is possible to translate all

approaches of analysis to different measurements. As a side effect of

PDG extending EPG to support full signal calculation, more data is

available for visualization. Using this data allows to answer sequence-

specific questions quickly that would require developing targeted

experiments otherwise.

Conclusion: PDG offers a new way of MR simulation as well as new

ways to analyze MRI sequences. Two approaches were applied here,

but more analysis tools can be developed in the future, based on the

multitude of information provided by PDG. These new visualization

techniques can simplify and improve the understanding of existing

and future sequences.
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Introduction: Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) enables non-

invasive quantitative assessment of the mechanical properties of tis-

sues and has been successfully applied on clinical MR scanners for of

liver fibrosis staging [1]. Its usage is not limited to detecting global

changes in mechanical properties as done in fibrosis and applications

can also include detection of tumour nodules [2]. Its application on

preclinical MR scanners is also of interest with the availability of

different animal models. However, MRE parameters have to be

adapted with the standout feature being the smaller imaging volume.

To deal with this, higher mechanical frequencies are required to be

able to characterize smaller regions of interest and detect nodules.

For tissue characterization, multifrequency MRE [3] has been pro-

posed as a valuable tool enabling detection of tissue alterations

occurring below the MR image resolutions through the measurement

of the dispersion relationship of the shear storage modulus [4].

However, tackling multifrequency data reconstruction is still an open

question; the simplest approach being to apply mono-frequency

reconstruction and analyzing the subsequent summation of the indi-

vidual results. On the other hand, more evolved algorithms try to

consider simultaneously all the individual harmonic data such as the

K-MDEV [5] or the Non Linear Inversion (NLI) [6]

In this work, we seek to process multifrequency MRE data acquired

on a preclinical MR scanner using the NLI approach and demonstrate

its advantages compared to Helmholtz-based inversion methods.

MRE acquisitions were carried out on 5 different agarose phantoms

with cylindrical inclusions of diameters ranging between 4.5 and

21 mm. Inclusions and surrounding medium consisted of 3% and 2%

concentration agarose respectively thus mimicking a stiffer inclusion.

The phantoms were made simultaneously from the same agarose

solutions and stored in distilled water to limit dehydration and

changes in mechanical properties.

Methods: All the phantoms underwent multifrequency MRE acqui-

sitions during the following week on a @Bruker Biospec 7 T MR

scanner using a Turbo Spin Echo MRE sequence (turbo factor = 4)

developed inhouse [7]. Single frequency acquisitions ranging between

200 and 700 Hz were run and for each frequency, 4 equally dis-

tributed phase-steps were acquired. For each frequency, 2 acquisitions

with opposite motion encoding gradient (MEG) polarity were com-

pleted, 3 orthogonal MEGs were applied and 5 contiguous slices

(1 mm) were acquired to obtain 3D wave field images. Complex MR

images were extracted and processed to obtain magnitude and

unwrapped phase images.

The multi-frequency phase images were then collectively processed

using NLI inversion method yielding shear storage (G‘‘) and loss (G’’)

modulus maps for each of the acquired frequencies. Power-law NLI

reconstruction minimizes a multi-frequency objective function com-

bining the uniformly weighted displacement error at each

measurement frequency using gradient descent algorithms based on

the adjoint. NLI reconstruction parameters included a subzone size of

5 mm, total variation regularization and spatial filtering with a

Gaussian kernel width of 0.15 mm. For the phantom with the smallest

inclusion (4.5 mm diameter), to be able to compare NLI-recon-

structed elastograms with other frequently used reconstruction

method, a Helmholtz-based inversion reconstruction [8] was also

performed using motion encoded in the slice direction only.

Results: Figures 1–3 display the reconstructed elastograms for three

out of the five phantoms which were tested with the biggest inclusion

(21 mm diameter) (Fig. 1) and the smallest inclusion (4.5 mm)

(Fig. 3). The inclusions are highlighted in red in the magnitude

images. Reconstructed shear storage and loss moduli at the different

acquired frequencies are displayed on the top, respectively bottom

rows. Finally, Fig. 4 illustrates the results of running Helmholtz-based

inversion.

Conclusion: This work presents the first application of NLI inversion

algorithms on preclinical multifrequency MRE data. NLI inversion is

able to precisely detect the stiffer inclusion for all the inclusion sizes

and all the acquired frequencies, demonstrating the advantage of

operating a conjunct reconstruction over individual frequency anal-

ysis. Helmholtz inversion on the other hand is not able to do so for all

the frequencies and inclusion sizes. For instance, for the 4.5 mm

inclusion, only G‘‘ elastograms at 600 Hz faintly contrasts the

inclusion from the surrounding medium. The NLI reconstruced G’’

elastograms display very good homogeneity and shows a small

variation of G‘‘ with frequency which is expected for an agarose

phantom. G’’ values are low as expected from an agarose-based

phantom but it can be noted that G‘‘ elastograms are noisier than those

for G’’. Reconstructed G‘‘ and G’’ are also within the range of values

described in the literature. In future works other materials displaying

higher dissipative and dispersive nature will be tested.
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Introduction: The ‘‘dual refocusing echo acquisition mode’’

(DREAM) sequence is one of the fastest methods for B1 mapping in

2D, and 3D [1]. The DREAM sequence acquires two signals jointly,

the stimulated echo (STE), and a free induction decay (FID) signal.

The STE decays to zero, while the FID signal approaches a steady

state via a T1 Look-Locker-decay, leading to a strong signal blurring

affecting intensity and contrast of both, the STE and FID image. The

DREAM sequence can be used to acquire a prepared magnetization

[2], thus also an anatomical magnetization prepared (MP) image can

be generated, which also suffers from blurring artifacts. To improve

the MP-DREAM image quality, we optimized the readout flip angle

(FA) train using the end-to-end approach MR-zero [3].

Methods: As one important example of a prepared magnetization a

T1-weighted image (inversion FA of 180�, TI = 3 s) is used. It is

normalized by a measurement without preparation (acquired after

10 s relaxation), which removes bias-fields and makes the MP-

DREAM quantitative. The MP-DREAM image is calculated by

MP-DREAM =|FID| ?|STE|. (1)

The readout sequence is a centric-reordered DREAM sequence [1]

(matrix: 96 9 96, FoV = 220 9 220x8mm3, FASTE1 = FASTE2 =

55�, FA = 15�, TEFID = 4.0 ms, TESTE = 2.4 ms, TR = 6.7 ms,

Pulseq-file attached [4]). FAs of the readout are optimized using as

target the fully relaxed and segmented MP-DREAM sequence, where

each k-space line is prepared individually with a long TR of 100 s.

The first FA of the train is fixed at 15� since same signal intensity is

wanted. All other FAs are optimized to improve the signal decay and

the correlation with the prepared magnetization. Signal simulations

and optimization are performed using the Phase Distribution Graph

(PDG) algorithm [5] implemented in the MR-zero framework [2],

using brain data acquired from the BrainWeb [6] database. MSE of

the magnitude images is used as loss function.

For in vivo measurement an 8 shot MP-DREAM sequence is used as

ideal Reference. It requires 175 s while the single shot MP-DREAM

sequences with normalization need 14.3 s.

Most interesting in the context of quantitative MRI, the MP-DREAM

provides for every image a B0 and B1 map calculated by the MP

invariant formulas [1]:

U = arg(FID�STE*) (2)r

B1 = arctan(H(2�|STE|/|FID|))/FASTE1. (3)

B0 und B1 maps were compared to a WASABI Reference

measurement [7].

At submission time, a first healthy volunteer was scanned under

approval of our local ethics committee on a 3 T whole-body MRI

system (MAGNETOM Prisma, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen) and a

20 channel receive coil.

Results: The different FA patterns and the MP-DREAM images are

shown in Fig. 1. The calculated MSE and SSIM (with regard to the 96

shot MP-DREAM) are improved for the optimized MP-DREAM.

Especially blurring and respective signal change in regions with long

T1 values is improved in silico (Fig. 1) as well as in vivo (Fig. 2)

indicated by the calculated MSE and SSIMs. The acquired Reference

B0 and B1 map are shown in Fig. 3. The MP-DREAM sequences

show similar performance in generating these field maps. Due to a B0

shift during the measurements, the B0 maps are shifted by their mean

value. Small variations in DREAM B1 maps might be caused by the

different signal decay of the FID and STE signal.

Discussion: As has been shown previously, variable FAs can reduce

the signal alterations due to the readout. Here, we demonstrated an

optimized readout by a FA optimization for a novel magnetization

prepared 2D DREAM sequence. This has three major applications:
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This approach can be extended to 3D-DREAM where blurring of the

STE image is a problem already for B1 mapping [8].

This approach improves the MP-DREAM sequences that provide

simultaneous B0 and B1 field maps, as well as anatomical contrast

that requires low blurring. With a normalized anatomical and

simultaneous field mapping, this is a candidate for full quantitative

MRI.

Finally, also MT- or CEST-MP-DREAM sequences are possible [2],

that require field maps for intrinsic B0 and B1 contrast correction.

Conclusion: Thus, DREAM-zero provides an optimal MP-DREAM,

which is a versatile sequence for quantitative MRI when both pre-

pared-contrast and simultaneous field maps are required.
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Introduction: Abdominal obesity, as manifested by increased vis-

ceral adipose tissue (VAT), shows a strong correlation to insulin

sensitivity which is associated with the risk of developing type 2

diabetes [1]. Observations of volume and topography of VAT in the

German National Cohort (GNC) suggest that the VAT distribution

along the craniocaudal axis is sex-, age- and BMI-dependent (see

Fig. 1 [2]). In CT as well as MRI studies, single slice measurements

of VAT are performed [3–5] and optimal anatomical Reference sites

for estimation of total VAT volume are still subject of discussion [6,

7].
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The aim of this analysis is to perform a sex-, age- and BMI-dependent

description of spatial VAT distribution in a large sample size of 3D

MRI datasets from the GNC in order to define the position which best

reflects VAT volume.

Methods: High resolution 3D 2-pt VIBE Dixon data-sets of the body

trunk from 11141 participants of the GNC [8] (all acquired on 3 T

whole-body imagers, Magnetom Skyra, Siemens Healthineers, Ger-

many) were analyzed. Automatic segmentations of VAT and the spine

were used to compute the ratio of VAT per slice and total VAT

volume at defined locations (i.e. center of vertebral bodies, interver-

tebral disks, see Fig. 2). Interpolation with a fixed number of data

points in head-feet direction served as a scale between femoral heads

and L5. Correlation between VAT area at distinct anatomical loca-

tions and total VAT volume was performed in 4 BMI groups (I:

18.5–24.9 kg/m2, II: 25–29.9 kg/m2, III: 30–34.9 kg/m2, IV:

35–39.9 kg/m2) with age ranging in decades from 20 to 70 years.

Results: Fig. 3 lists maximum correlation coefficients and corre-

sponding anatomical position for all BMI- and age-groups in male

subjects. Fig. 4 presents corresponding numbers in females. Coeffi-

cients indicate that strength of correlation is not strongly influenced

by sex, age or BMI whereas the anatomical landmarks differ for all

three variables. Intersections of age-dependent VAT profiles reveal

locations that are independent of age for a given BMI group for both

sexes. In males, this point of intersection shifts in caudal direction

with increasing BMI.

Discussion: VAT distribution in head-feet direction depends on sex,

age and BMI. In studies using single slice MRI for estimating the total

volume of VAT, this indicates an additional potential source of error.

Conclusion: Taking advantage of a large study cohort, body fat

distribution and its influence on single slice estimation is studied in

greater detail and reveals, besides sex, additional age- and BMI-de-

pendent factors to be considered.
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Introduction: MRI is a gold standard modality for speech imaging.

However, it remains relatively slow, which complicates imaging of

fast movements. For this reason, an MRI of the vocal tract is often

performed in 2D. 3D MRI [1] provides more precise information, but

the quality of such images is often insufficient. The goal of this study
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was to test the applicability of super-resolution algorithms for

dynamic vocal tract MRI.

Methods: Volunteers and the speech task 1 male and 1 female native

French speaker were asked to read the text [2]. Two different

strategies were tested. The male volunteer was reading the integrality

of the text repeatedly 25 times, while the female volunteer was

reading 25 repetitions of each small text fragment, and then passed to

the next one. The female volunteer had also a teleprompting visual

support forcing her to keep a similar speech rate during each

repetition.

Data acquisition The images were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Prisma

with a radial undersampled 2D FLASH sequence [3] (TE/TR = 1.47/

2.22 ms, 9 radial spokes, slice thickness 8 mm, in-plane resolution

1.6 9 1.6 mm). 5 parallel volumes of 5 slices each were acquired

with a shift of 1.6 mm, allowing an isotropic 1.6 9 1.6x1.6 mm

super-resolution reconstruction. The sound was recorded simultane-

ously with the images, with a FOMRI III opto-acoustic microphone.

Slice alignment Slice alignment of the vocal tract during natural

speech is a challenging task due to the poor reproducibility of the

delay from the sequence start and speech rate between the repetitions.

In our work, we based the alignment on sound recordings. The pro-

posed approach is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Step 3 was

applied to the male volunteer only.

Super-resolution The super-resolved images were obtained solving

the following inverse problem:x = argminx

P
i=1

5||DiBiMi-

qi||
2 ? k||x||2

Where x—is the super-resolved volume, q—acquired anisotropic

images, D—downsampling operator, B—blurring operator (calculat-

ing mean within a rectangular volume), M—geometrical transform

(shift), k = 10-6—regularization constant.

Validation The sharpness of the central slice of the resulting super-

resolved volumes was evaluated using the sharpness index [7] and

compared to that of the central anisotropic images. Additionally, the

synchronization, quality of the rigid registration, and sharpness (po-

tential to be automatically segmented) were evaluated visually using

3D dynamic videos in different projections.

Results: An example of the resulting volume at different recon-

struction stages is presented in Fig. 2. It can be seen that some

residual inconsistencies were present after the registration and were

smoothed out after the super-resolution application. The 3D volumes

corresponded to the pronounced phonemes and did not demonstrate

ambiguous air-tissue boundaries which potentially enables an auto-

matic segmentation (examples in Fig. 3).

The sharpness of the super-resolved images was inferior to that of the

anisotropic images. This difference was more pronounced for the

male volunteer (see Fig. 4).

Discussion: The strategy used for the female volunteer, i.e. repeating

rather small fragments, and imposing a fixed speech rate, improves

the sharpness of the super-resolved images explained by better

reproducibility. However, some inconsistencies were still observed.

An image-based alignment algorithm could improve these results.

Nevertheless, despite its low sharpness, the air-tissue boundary for

both volunteers was unambiguous and potentially allowed its auto-

matic segmentation. Despite a longer acquisition time, the images

demonstrate considerably fewer motion artifacts than the 3D dynamic

imaging [1]. The quality of the resulting volume is comparable to that

presented in [8] in terms of motion artifacts, however, offers a greater

spatial resolution and represents a significantly more complex speech

task.

Conclusion: The proposed algorithm allows a dynamic 3D super-

resolved vocal tract reconstruction during natural speech. A correct

handling of the speech task improves the reproducibility and, con-

sequently, the image quality. While time-consuming, the proposed

approach offers 3D volumes with a sharpness sufficient for a potential

automatic segmentation.
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Introduction: MRI has become the routinely secondary imaging

method to ultrasound for pregnant women [1]. Due to the time lim-

itation and the number of exams needed to be done during a single

examination according to the current clinical recommendation, ani-

sotropic low-spatial-resolution images without breath holding are

acquired within a short time. However, isotropic high-resolution and

high SNR data are always needed. Motion-compensated super-reso-

lution techniques are therefore of great interest in this field.

Many methods combining slice-to-volume registration and super-

resolution (SR) have been proposed in the literature. The quality of

these methods mainly focuses on the sharpness of the image, how-

ever, the robustness of the texture and coherence of structures when

registration is imperfect due to the limitation of the acquisition were

less considered. Herein, we propose a hybrid super-resolution

framework, combining an edge-preserving regularizer (Beltrami) with

an anisotropic diffusion regularizer (Perona–Malik [4]), designed to

improve the reconstruction of homogeneous regions. The framework

is evaluated in free-breathing human placental MRI data to address

the above problems.

Method: a) In-vivo Data acquisition: 4 patients were recruited under

DIANE protocol (NCT04328532). The gestational age is between 30

and 38 weeks, 35 ± 6.4 years old. A 3 T clinical scanner (MAG-

NETOM Prisma, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) was used

for imaging. For each patient, 2D multislice T2-weighted (Half

Fourier Single-Shot Turbo Spin Echo) sequences were acquired in

three quasi-orthogonal orientations, axial, coronal, and sagittal, in

order to cover the whole volume of placenta. The in-plane image

resolution is 0.893 9 0.893 mm2, the slice thickness is 5 mm with a

1 mm ap, the acquisition matrix is 448 9 448, the repetition time

(TR) is 2000 ms, and the echo time (TE) is 90 ms. The total acqui-

sition time was 2.5 min. b) Image Processing: The acquisition model

for the 3D image yk (k = 1,2,3) is defined by the following equation:

yk = DkBkTkx ? nk (1)

Where Tk is the interpolation operator on a given orientation, Bk is

the blurring operator, Dk is the downsampling operator, and nk is a

zero-mean Gaussian noise. Initially, a rigid slice-to-volume image

registration was performed in order to correct motion. We used the

intersection-based motion correction [3] with cross-correlation as a

similarity metric. The super-resolution reconstruction is an opti-

mization problem:

minu �|| Hu-y||.2 ? kR(u) (2)

H is the operator considering the blur, the interpolation, and the

downsampling, y is the motion-corrected image, R is the Beltrami

regularization term [2], and k is the regularization weight. We pro-

posed to use the following Partial Differential Equation (PDE) model:

qu(t,x,y,zcqt - gdiv(gq(||ru||) ru) ? H0*(Hu-y) ? k qR(ucqu (3)

The first two terms in (3) are related to the anisotropic Perona-Malik

(PM) diffusion model [4], gq is the edge function defined by Eq. (6) in

[5], where q and g are positive parameters. A Dirichlet-boundary

condition is used. This PDE is numerically solved using an explicit

finite difference scheme with a fixed step-time dt.c) Validation: The

proposed method was compared with the super-resolution with Bel-

trami regularizer [2] which emphasizes the sharpness. A visual

assessment was performed to show the advantages of this method.

Results: The values of the parameters used are: g = 10-5, q = 2,

dt = 0.001, and k = 10-2. A qualitative comparison was performed

between natives and the super-resolved images. Fig. 1 illustrates the

comparison among the native, the Beltrami-regularization results

(SR-Beltrami) [2], and our results (SR-Hybrid).

Discussion: A novel super-resolution with hybrid regularization was

proposed for free-breathing human placenta MR in a clinical scenario.

Although in the fetal head area, Beltrami regularizer is still slightly

superior to the proposed method, for the placenta where more

homogeneous tissues are present, the proposed methods showed its

advantageous by preserving the texture and appearance.

Conclusion: Together with motion compensation, the proposed

hybrid super-resolution technique may improve the characterization

of placenta morphology. Future work includes validation on more

patients with quantitative metrics, and application to other type of

sequences.
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Introduction: Amplified MRI (aMRI) is a novel signal processing

technique that uses motion amplification algorithms to reveal (sub)-

voxel movement of the imaged tissue. Data from time-resolved

bSSFP cine imaging sequences in combination with cardiac gating is

used as raw data for the algorithm to amplify. Banding artefacts are a

known issue in bSSFP sequences resulting from B0 inhomogeneity,

aggravating at higher field strengths. In recent studies, initially

imperceptible motions of the brain have been visualised with great

success using aMRI at 3 T systems1,2,3. The higher spatial resolution

available at 7 T systems would provide an interesting opportunity to

visualise brain movement using aMRI in even greater detail. To the

authors’ best knowledge, no instance of aMRI performed at 7 T

systems has been reported yet. In this study, we aim to utilise 7 T-

aMRI, compare the results to 3 T-aMRI, and determine whether the

increased banding artefacts pose too much of a hindrance to prefer

7 T over 3 T.

Methods: Images were obtained using a bSSFP TrueFISP (BEAT)

sequence at the Siemens MagnetomTM Terra 7 T and Siemens

MagnetomTM Vida 3 T systems (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen,

Germany). Phantom measurements were performed at equal resolu-

tion (FOV 230 mm2, 0.63 9 0.63 9 3 mm3, number of segments

(NSeg) = 6, bandwidth (BW) = 618 Hz/px, GRAPPA = 2) at 3 T

(TR/TE/FA = 30 ms/2.5 ms/25�, 1Tx/64Rx head coil) and 7 T (TR/

TE/FA = 27.12 ms/2.26 ms/25�, 8Tx/32Rx head coil in CP-mode)

with a simulated 60 bpm heartbeat.

Additionally, three transversal slices (FOV = 230 mm2,

0.96 9 0.96 9 3 mm3, NSeg = 6) of a healthy volunteer were mea-

sured at 7 T (TR/TE/FA = 21.6 ms/1.8 ms/24�, BW = 1042 Hz/px)

using different shimming options and at 3 T (TR/TE/FA = 23.28 ms/

1.94 ms/25�, BW = 947 Hz/px).

Motion amplification was performed using a phase-based amplifica-

tion algorithm for video processing4. The algorithm was adjusted to

facilitate a smoother workflow using arrays of DICOM data as input.

Phantom amplification parameters were: amplification factor = 10,

amplified frequency bands [0.1, 0.89] Hz, [0.9, 1.6] Hz, and [1.61, 10]

Hz, smoothing parameter = 5, half octave steerable pyramid. In vivo,

measurements were amplified at [fHeart—0.1, fHeart ? 0.1] Hz with

the same remaining parameters. Frequencies outside the examined

frequency bands were set to zero in all cases.

Results: Subtle brain motion was successfully amplified in three

transversal slices at 7 T (see e.g. https://gitlab.com/TZenger/Fig

ures/-/blob/main/SL1_Looped.mp4).

Banding artefacts were present in both phantom measurements

(Fig. 1a & b). After amplification, the artefacts were prominent in

coefficient of variation (CV) maps (Fig. 1c). The three frequency

bands each showed different motions both at 3 T and 7 T. Advanced

shimming in transversal 7 T in vivo measurements mitigated banding

artefacts (Figs. 2 & 3). 7 T-aMRI results are comparable to 3 T-aMRI

(Fig. 3 & animated versions at https://gitlab.com/TZenger/Figures).

Discussion: Despite the aggravation of banding artefacts at 7 T,

similar quality of motion amplification results could be produced as at

3 T. No advanced shim was used in 3 T measurements, which was

assumed as a quality baseline for 7 T. The used phantom had no

intrinsic mechanism that would suggest movement; however, motion

could be seen both visually in the amplified movies and in the cal-

culated CV maps (Fig. 1c). One possible explanation could be a small

variation of the B0 field during the examination.

Movement of banding artefacts could also be seen in vivo (Fig. 3),

implying the need for caution when interpreting aMRI results in their

presence. Especially since these artificial movements can be of an

equal or higher order than actual amplified brain motion (Fig. 3

bottom row). Further, in two out of three slices of the 7 T in vivo

measurement, banding artefacts could be removed with great success

(Fig. 2), giving hope for artefact-free, high-quality, and high-resolu-

tion aMRI at 7 T. Although advanced shimming entails a longer

acquisition time, the benefits clearly outweigh.

Conclusion: We showed first aMRI results at 7 T, using bSSFP cine

MRI. bSSFP banding artefacts not only obscure the underlying

anatomy but also show movement visible in e.g. CV maps after

amplification. Using advanced shimming, similar quality (3 T vs.

7 T) measurements could be obtained, and banding artefacts removed

from the region of interest in two out of three transversal slices in vivo

at 7 T. Given successful shimming, results were comparable to 3 T-

aMRI and 7 T-aMRI thus shows potential as an alternative, especially

if higher spatial resolution is desired.
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Introduction: Tissue fraction estimation is essential for various

clinical applications such as detection of fatty infiltration in myo-

cardium [1], diagnosis and prognosis of liver steatosis [2]. Magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) is can be used to noninvasively estimating

tissue fractions [3]. However, current MRI methods rely on a priori

knowledge on frequencies of resonance peaks of present tissues in a

region of interest (ROI) [3]. In this study, a novel method for proton

density fraction estimation is proposed, experimental studies are

conducted on an acetone/water phantom and results are presented.

The aim of the study was to leverage phase cycled balanced steady

state free precession (PC-bSSFP) profile asymmetries induced by the

presence of multiple compartments [4]. The proposed method does

not require knowledge of the multiplet in ROI and magnetic field

inhomogeneity.

Methods: A dictionary composed of simulated single-compartment

elliptic PC-bSSFP profiles was fitted to the measured PC-bSSFP

profiles. For the fitting, a non-negative orthogonal matching pursuit

(NNOMP) [5] algorithm was applied to each voxel separately. This

algorithm was selected for its speed and its ability to predetermine a

level of sparsity. After the dictionary fitting step, the value of the

largest weight is divided by the sum of all nonzero weights to cal-

culate the tissue fraction. Current fraction calculation algorithm

confuses fraction values that sum up to 100% (e.g., 40% and 60%).

An acetone–water phantom with vials of varying acetone–water

fractions submerged into agar gel was used for experimental studies.

Acetone was selected for its solubility in water to create a neat two-

compartment system. Experiments were conducted on a 3 T Siemens

Prisma scanner with the acquisition parameters presented in Table 1.

For the dictionary creation, a T1/T2 array of [1:1:16] and off-reso-

nance array of [-1/TR, 1/TR] Hz and T2 of 80 ms are simulated. The

estimated fraction value W for the vial with 60% acetone is replaced

by 1-W due to the aforementioned method of fraction calculation. To

evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm, root mean squared

error (RMSE) in each vial with the reference values were calculated.

Also, mean value and standard deviation of estimated fractions in

each vial were calculated. From the estimated fractions a linear

regression analysis was performed. For the analyses and for visual-

ization, binary masks were created manually. 0% and 100% regions

are also masked since dictionary fitting was performed for a two-

compartment system and does not yield correct results for single-

compartment regions.

Results: In each vial, the estimated fraction values demonstrate good

visual homogeneity and are discernible (Fig. 1). The largest mean

error of acetone fraction estimations were 2.1% and the largest

standard deviation of 0.6% (Fig. 2). Largest RMSE obtained was

2.2% (Fig. 2). Linear regression analysis of reference and estimated

fraction values produced an R2 value of 0.99.

Discussion: The proposed method using dictionary fitting to the PC-

bSSFP asymmetries provided good estimates of acetone-to-water

fractions by means of mean error, standard deviation in vials and

RMSE. Linear regression analysis linear regression analysis demon-

strates the strong correlation between the reference and estimated

fraction values. The results indicate that the method could potentially

be used in other two-compartment systems such as myelin water

where there is a slight variation in resonance peaks observed for

certain directions of fiber orientation [11]. Further extensions of this

work may include multiplet systems with more than two spectral

peaks.

Conclusion: The proposed method provides an accurate technique for

estimating tissue fractions in two-compartment systems without prior

knowledge of the spectral peaks of the system.
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Introduction: Transcranial Ultrasound (TUS) is a promising tech-

nique for non-invasive brain stimulation. This is because it can in

theory stimulate a small, well-defined volume of tissue at any depth in

the brain. Furthermore, it is readily compatible with MRI. To localise

the focal point of the TUS beam to the target of interest within the

brain attenuation, refraction and dispersion caused by the skull must

be accounted for. The properties of the skull vary enormously

between individuals, so it is challenging to compute the correct

intensity and modulation pattern for the TUS transducer elements a

priori. The focal point of the TUS can be measured using MR-ARFI

(1), and in an ideal setup an undistorted ARFI image would be rapidly

obtainable at low TUS intensity and used as input to an (iterative)

procedure to adjust the position and intensity of the beam focus. The

presence of (multiple) bulky ultrasound transducers can limit the

number of receiver coils available, and hence a sequence should be

selected that does not rely heavily on acceleration using partial par-

allel imaging. In this abstract we propose the use of a single-shot

modified diffusion-weighted HASTE sequence and demonstrate its

efficacy in a phantom experiment.

Methods: Ultrasound pulses were generated in a TPO (Transducer

Power Output device, Sonic Concepts, NeuroFUS TPO version 5.04),

which drives an MR-compatible 2D active annular phased array

ultrasound transducer (Sonic Concepts, NeuroFUS Cortical Focused

Transducer—CTX-500-4CH). The transducer array has 3 concentric

elements around a circular element in the centre and a total active

diameter of 64 mm2. It was operated at its central frequency of

500 kHz in continuous wave mode. The focal depth of the transducer

was adjusted to 6 and 8.12 cm at 30/10 W/cm2 SPPA (spatial-peak

pulse average, i.e. intensity at the focal spot). The US was initiated

through a trigger that was encoded in the MRI pulse sequence.

The tofu phantoms were store-bought soft silken tofu to create a

phantom that was large enough to contain the focal spot of the

transducer (Fig. 1). It was determined that soft tofu was a suit-

able material for MR-ARFI measurements in terms of T2 relaxation

time and elastic properties.

A Diffusion-Weighted Half-Fourier Acquisition Single-shot Turbo

spin Echo (DW-HASTE) pulse sequence was adapted for the different

MR-ARFI experiments. The sequence contained two 180 degree

refocusing pulses. Each one occurred at the centre of a bipolar dis-

placement-encoding gradient. There was a delay between the two

gradients of 4 ms (Fig. 2). Imaging was performed on a 3 T MRI

scanner (Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra). Images were acquired at a

resolution of 64 9 64 voxels (2.3 mm isotropic). The TE/TR were

69/1000 ms. Twenty interleaved images were acquired alternating

between US on and off. All data analysis was done in MATLAB

(2021) using standard methods to generate phase images.

Results: Figure 3 shows the phase difference map generated for the

tofu phantom at 30 W/cm2 SPPA and a focal depth of 8.12 cm.

Figure 4 shows a comparison for 30 and 10 W/cm2 SPPA. The focal

spot at lower intensity was barely visible outside two slices. A P-

value\ 0.05 was then used to create the focal spot profile. For 30 W

a maximum displacement of 1.071 lm was found and for 10 W a

displacement of 0.442 lm. Mean displacements were calculated

based on a 3 by 3 area around the maximum value. For 10 W the

mean displacement was 0.273 ± 0.085 lm. For 30 W this was

0.998 ± 0.061 lm. These values conform to the expected linear

relationship between ultrasound intensity and measured displacement.

Discussion: We have demonstrated the feasibility of using DW-

HASTE for MR-ARFI in a realistic tissue-phantom. Sensitivity could

be further increased by reversing the polarity of the diffusion-

weighting gradients between measurement and further optimisation of

the acquisition sequence. When further technical and ethical hurdles

are overcome, we intend to start testing in humans. This approach

offers high-fidelity images without distortion in an acquisition time

that is compatible with iteratively adjusting the beam‘‘s focus.
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Introduction: MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) is a medical

imaging technique that uses strong magnetic fields and radio waves to

produce images of the human body. Raw MR data is collected in the

spatial frequencies domain (known as k-space) before images are

reconstructed using an Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT). The scan

time is proportional to the amount of k-space data collected [1].

Shortening the MR scan time is desirable to lower the medical care

costs, reduce motion artifacts, and increase patient comfort. However,

this implies reducing the acquired measurements, which in turn

reduces the image quality [2]. We explored the possibility to speed up

MRI acquisitions by skipping some phase-encoding lines in k-space,

under-sampling strategy (US), and using deep learning methods to

recover missing information and restore images quality [3, 4].

Methods: T2w images of in vivo mouse brains were obtained using a

3 T preclinical system (MRSolutions, UK) with Cartesian sampling

trajectories. In our experiments, US was simulated by retrospectively

dropping phase-encoding lines using one of three distinct strategies:

uniform, random, and gradient. The central area of k-space, which

corresponds to the low frequencies, was preserved to reduce the

aliasing artifacts.

Pre-processing of k-space data consisted in filling the skipped lines

using one of the following strategies: (1) no pre-filling, (2) mean pre-

filling, that is filling missing k-space data with average values from

neighbors, (3) conjugate symmetry pre-filling, using the read-conju-

gate symmetry property of the k-space, (4) combination of mean and

conjugate symmetry pre-filling.

In this project, we used U-Net models in both the k-space domain (K-

net), and in the image domain (I-net), Fig. 1; the proposed model

builds upon of the combination of the papers [3] and [4]. The first

K-net model is used to recover the skipped lines of k-space. The

output of U-net model is a restored k-space in which we replace the

predicted k-space data with the original k-space US data available, to

produce the K-net output. The input to the image domain U-net

model, called I-net, is the K-net output image to which an IFT has

been applied. This model is used to improve reconstructed images

consistency and the output of the I-net is the final output of our

proposed model. SSIM, FSIM, PSNR, and MSE are the quality

metrics of this work.

Results: Fig. 2A shows the performance achieved with different US

strategies. The first column shows images reconstructed from the

ground-truth while the second, third, and fourth columns represent

images reconstructed from k-space US using the uniform, random,

and gradient strategy, respectively. The first line represents the IFT of

the US k-space and the second one the images restored by our pro-

posed method.

Figure 2B illustrates the impact of k-space pre-processing. The first,

second, third, and fourth columns represent the ground-truth, the US

image, the output of the K-net model, and the output of the I-net
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model, respectively. The first, second, third, and fourth lines show the

reconstructed images obtained with the various pre-processing

strategies: no, mean, conjugate symmetry, and combination pre-fill-

ing, respectively.

Figure 2C shows the performance of the proposed method for dif-

ferent US levels, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% faster than the ground-

truth.

Discussion: The goal of this work is to speed up MRI acquisitions by

k-space US, while salvaging images quality using deep learning

models. We trained models in both the k-space and image domains

with various US levels and k-space data pre-filling strategies. The

proposed method provides surprisingly sharp and natural-looking

images with limited artifacts and noise, with the K-net and I-net

models providing complementary benefits in images details and

contrast restoration and image consistency enforcement. The best

results were achieved with the gradient US strategy and pre-pro-

cessing steps to pre-fill missing k-space values were found to have

little influence on the quality of the reconstructed images.

Conclusion: K-space US and images restoration by deep learning is

possible and allow the reconstruction of sound quality images even

under strong US situations. Models trained in the k-space and image

domains provide complementary benefits in the process. Future work

will address US of non-Cartesian data acquisitions and the use of

alternative models architectures.
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Introduction: Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is a non-in-

vasive imaging technique enabling quantitative assessment of the

mechanical properties of tissues as demonstrated for liver fibrosis [1].

However, technical error rates remain important preventing the

development of MRE in clinical use [2].

One of the causes of failure is liver iron overload which induces a

decrease in T2 enhancing the need to reduce Echo Times (TE), so as

to preserve the NMR signal from the liver.

However, conventional MRE sequences include motion encoding

gradient (MEG) which encodes the propagation of shear waves gen-

erated by an external actuator in the phase images. Placed between the

RF excitation pulse and signal readout, MEG leads to increased TE.

Recent work based on RF pulses designed by using optimal control

(OC) theory have shown on preclinical MRI [3, 4] that OC-pulses can

simultaneously perform slice excitation and motions encoding when

applied concomitantly with a constant gradient G, therefore enabling

tremendous TE reduction. However, application to a clinical context

has yet to be done. In clinical MRE, the mechanical excitation fre-

quency, maximum amplitudes of gradient and RF pulses (B1max) are

lower but the amplitudes of mechanical excitations are higher.

In this work, we investigate the possibility to extend the previously

proposed OC framework to design motion encoding excitation pulses

that are applicable in a clinical context. In particular, the impact of

B1max and the pulse length (Tf) is analysed.

Methods: The GRAPE (Gradient Ascent Pulse Engineering) algo-

rithm based on gradient descent numerically solves optimal control

problems applied to NMR pulse design [5]. It allows computing RF

pulses and magnetization trajectories by fulfilling optimality condi-

tions. Based on an initial estimate, the control field is iteratively

updated according to the constraints imposed in order to minimise a

defined cost function [6] (Fig. 1, Eq. 1).

With M(i,j) the macroscopic magnetization, T(i,j) the expected target

state, q the magnetization amplitude (between 0 and 1) and hi =

(2pxi)/k the magnetization phase which depends on the isochromats’

displacement (xi) along the wavelength. Two isochromats separated

by a quarter of a wavelength (h1 = 0, h2 = p/2) are considered to

obtain a pulse that encodes the wave propagation in the phase images

[6].

The slice selection is achieved by applying an RF excitation pulse and

G simultaneously, in presence of the shear wave with frequency fe and

motion amplitude A. The resonance offset undergone by the

isochromats in the position (xi,zj), along the propagation direction of

the wave (zj) and the slice selection direction (Fig. 1, Eq. 2).

Several OC pulses were optimized with clinical MRE parameters.

Then, these pulses were propagated through Bloch Equations by

simulation. The final obtained transverse magnetization were plotted

for each pulse.

Fe was set to 60Hz and A = 1mm. The constant gradient G amplitude

was set to 40mT/m in accordance with typical clinical MRI gradient

characteristics. Relaxation times were set to T1= 500ms and T2=20ms

(Fig. 2).

The pulse duration was changed from 5 to 25ms by step of 5ms and

B1max from 10lT to 40lT by step of 10lT (Fig. 3). Then, for a Tf

25ms, a gradual decrease of B1max from 80 to 10lT was carried out

(10lT steps) (Fig. 4).

Results: The variation of the pulse length Tf allowed to see the real

impact of this parameter, on the desired target states. Combinations

of Tf and B1max show that satisfactory optimizations (framed in

green) can be reached for B1max of 20lT and above and that for lower

B1max , higher Tf are required (Fig. 3).

For 10lT B1max value (Fig. 4), the final states of the isochromat

populations are quite far off from the desired target states, the dif-

ferent groups (identified by the three colors) being dispersed on the

transverse plane.

Conclusion: The various simulations showed the influence of B1max

and Tf on the final states and that B1max above 20lT allows
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satisfactory convergence. Optimizations with Tf [ 25 ms were

unsuccesful (not shown here) due to convergence issues. Such results

give the framework for the successful application of OC-MRE in a

clinical context.

Future work will consist in decreasing the amplitude of the constant

gradient, to move away from the maximum limits of the clinical

systems and to evaluate its influence on the isochromat final

trajectories.
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Introduction: In ultrasound elastography (US-elastography) and MR-

elastography, the study of mechanical parameters such as stiffness or

storage and loss moduli has shown to be effective for diagnosing

various diseases1, 2. However, assessing shear modulus may be

insufficient for tumor characterization, as observed in breast tumors3.

In US-elastography, the acoustoelasticity theory-based approach

enables the determination of the nonlinear coefficient of the shear

modulus (A)4. The purpose of this study is to develop a method for

assessing the nonlinear storage modulus with MR-elastography.

Methods: According to the acoustoelasticity theory, the experiment

involves measuring the speed of a shear wave propagating in a

specific direction within a medium subjected to uniaxial stress. Under

these conditions, Gennisson et al.4 developed the equations to esti-

mate the nonlinear coefficient in three configurations of shear wave

displacement (Fig. 1).

Where G’’ is the storage modulus, the first subscript is the direction of

polarization, the second subscript is the direction of propagation and

r2 is the uniaxial stress.

We developed a specific compression setup to uniaxially compress a

phantom inside the MRI tunnel (Fig. 1). We prepared two homoge-

neous phantoms with respective agar concentrations 1% and 1.5%

(AGAR_1 and AGAR_2). In addition, we prepared a heterogeneous

phantom consisting of a sample of bovine liver embedded in a gel

containing concentrations of 1.5% agar and 2% gelatin.
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MRI acquisitions were performed on a 7 T MRI scanner (Pharmas-

can, Bruker, Erlingen, Germany). T2-weighted MR images of the

phantoms were acquired with a RARE spin-echo sequence (15 ms

TE, 1300 ms TR). The resolution was 0.4 mm, the acquisition matrix

87 9 87, number of slices 9, and acquisition time 2 min. MR-elas-

tography was performed with 300 Hz mechanical vibrations

synchronized with a modified spin-echo sequence. Nine slices were

obtained with a volumetric resolution of 0.4 mm3, TE 23 ms, TR

1023 ms, four dynamic scans over a vibration period and acquisition

time of 6 min for each of the three acquired spatial directions. The

morphological T2-weighted images and the functional MR-elastog-

raphy images were acquired without compression and were repeated

after compression steps of 0.5 mm.

To obtain storage modulus maps according to Eq. (1), a spatio-tem-

poral filter was applied along direction 2. Phantom deformation (e)
maps were calculated by performing 3D affine registration on the T2

images. Stress (r) was calculated with the Hooke law, as

r2 = 3eG’ The slope between the shear modulus for each propagation

axis and the applied stress was estimated and the nonlinear shear

modulus A was computed using (1). The same reconstruction process

was used for 21 and 13 subscripts.

Results: Storage moduli according to uniaxial stress in agar phantoms

are shown in Fig. 2. For AGAR_1 (G’ = 1.8 ± 0.1) and AGAR_2

(G’ = 2.5 ± 0.3), similar nonlinear coefficients were estimated,

independently of the chosen configuration (AGAR_1, (12): A = –

34.0 kPa, (21): A = – 34.8 kPa, (13): A = – 31.3 kPa; AGAR_2 (12):

A = – 13.7 kPa, (21): A = – 23.7 kPa, (13): A = – 17.1 kPa).

T2-weighted image and storage modulus map of the bovine liver

phantom are shown in Fig. 3. At zero stress, the storage modulus in

the gel was 1.5 times higher than in the liver (1.5 ± 0.9 kPa versus

1.0 ± 0.4 kPa). The nonlinear shear modulus maps computed for

each pair of subscripts are shown in Fig. 4. The nonlinear storage

modulus coefficient averaged over the 3 configurations was 4 times

higher in the gel than in the bovine liver (AGel = – 6.6 kPa versus

ALiver = – 25.7 kPa), showing high contrast between liver and gel.

Discussion At zero stress, the phantoms are isotropic. In contrast,

when a stress is applied, the storage modulus evolves differently

according to the propagation direction and the phantoms become

anisotropic. Moreover, the changes of storage modulus under com-

pression differ in the liver and the background gel, showing high gel-

liver contrast on the nonlinear elasticity maps. These results are

consistent with those previously observed with compression US-

elastography5.

Conclusion The results of our study show the feasibility of measuring

nonlinear storage modulus with MR-elastography.
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Introduction: SARS-CoV-2 infection is associated with a broad

spectrum of structural cerebral changes in which the central nervous

system (CNS) may be indirectly affected1,2.3,4 that may be related to

brain disease through the olfactory fiber pathways to the limbic sys-

tem. In our initial studies at 3 T, we demonstrated that those structural

changes can indeed be detected via quantitatively measured T1/T2

relaxation times5. The aim of this study was to detect microstructural

changes using tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis of whole-

brain diffuse tensor imaging (DTI) metrics in recovered COVID-19

patients compared to age-matched healthy controls serving the dis-

ease course.
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Methods and Materials: Patients with previous SARS-CoV-2

infection were examined on a 3 T Prisma scanner (Prisma) and

compared with age- and sex-matched control subjects who did not

have COVID-19 (detected by a negative serological antibody test).

For the detection of microstructural changes, subjects were further

subdivided with a cutoff of 40 years to exclude age-related changes.

Using FSL (FMRIB v.5.0) diffusion toolbox, fractional anisotropy

(FA), and mean (MD), radial (RD) and axial diffusivity (AD) maps

were generated from preprocessed DTI datasets. FA maps were

nonlinearly registered onto the FMRIB58_FA template and then

normalized to MNI space to create a mean FA skeleton map. After

data thresholding, TBSS was carried out voxel-wise to detect FA

skeleton voxels with significant differences (p\ 0.05) between

patients and controls. Areas adjacent to the altered fiber tracks were

further investigated using T1 relaxation time maps which were

measured by the variable flip angle method6. Besides TBSS for FA,

factorial analysis of variance tests was used for the other

microstructural properties.

Results: 145 subjects (mean age, 46 years; 50% female) were

included between Sept 2020 and Dec 2021: 69 patients (43 home-

recovered, 26 hospitalized) and 76 controls without significant dif-

ferences in the TBSS analysis. Yet, changes of FA were

detectable when comparing previously hospitalized patients C 40

years old (n = 23/69) and their matched controls (n = 47/76) along

some fiber tracts in the frontal lobe. Predominantly on the right side,

FA values were significantly decreased in the frontobasal lateral,

fronto-opercular medial and frontal cingulate white matter (Fig. 1).

Simultaneously, an significant increase of RD and decrease of T1

values were observed along this pathway, whilst MD and AD

remained stable (Fig. 2).

Discussion: Our results showed changes of microstructural properties

in specific frontal white matter areas in recovered, C 40 years old

patients with previous hospitalization due to COVID-19. These

findings might be due to an active process of Wallerian degeneration

of myelin sheets that could represent a propagation path from the

olfactory fibers through the frontobasal brain to cingulum as part of

the limbic system. Longitudinal analyses with larger time intervals

between the infection and microstructural imaging are needed to

depict reversibility or irreversibility, or even a further spread of

degeneration.

Conclusion: This study demonstrated structural changes in the major

fiber tracts of recovered patients which had a severe COVID-19

infection. Our findings supports the thesis that a SARS-CoV-2

infection can involve the brain directly via the olfactory fiber tracts to

the limbic system, depending on the age and severity of the disease

and lead there to strucutreally detectable changes.
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Introduction: COVID-19 is an infectious disease that primarily

affects the respiratory system, but can also damage other organs such

as the brain (1).

Advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques such as MR

tractography (MRT) and arterial spin labeling (ASL) can be used to

assess pathophysiological changes in brain perfusion and diffusion in

acute and chronic phase of the disease. The aim of our study was to

evaluate perfusion of the entire brain and the diffusion changes in the

largest structure of white matter in the brain, the corpus callosum

(CC).

Methods: Twelve healthy volunteers [(mean age

32.42 ± 12.22 years, range 18–58 years)] and 12 post-COVID

patients with neurological symptoms (mean age 38.36 ± 11.26, ran-

ges 18–56 years) were enrolled in this study.

All subjects underwent MRI examinations on a 3 T MR scanner

(VIDA 3 T, Erlangen, Germany) using a 64-channel head/neck coil

with the following measurement protocol for:

(1) Diffusion-weighted images using the bipolar diffusion scheme and

q-space mode with a total of 122 diffusion directions and 12 different

b-values ranging from b = 0 to b-value = 4000 s/mm2. TR = 4900

ms, TE = 134 ms, and 72 axial slices.

(2) MR perfusion imaging of the brain using the ASL with pseudo-

continuous mode to measure cerebral blood flow (CBF) in individual

subjects with the parameters: labeling duration of 1800 ms, post-la-

belling delay of 1800 ms, and TR = 4300 ms.

Diffusion data were evaluated in DSI studio (https://dsi-studio.lab

solver.org) and diffusion DTI/GQI-based indices were calculated in

the corpus callosum (forceps minor (CC.F.min.), body (CC.B), tape

tum (CC.T) and forceps major (CC.F.maj)), Fig. 1, and statistically

analysed with the linear mixed-effects model (R Development Core
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Team (2008). MR perfusion maps were visually-qualitatively

evaluated.

The above-mentioned techniques have been complemented by other

MR images such as susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI), 3D T2-

weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), 3D T1-

weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo

(MPRAGE) and MR angiography (MRA), Fig. 2.

Results: Patients with post-COVID conditions may continue to have

neurological symptoms. In our group, 83.3% (8/12) of our patients

demonstrated multifocal white matter hyperintense lesions on FLAIR

images mainly in the frontal areas (Fig. 2), difficulty thinking or

concentrating was present in 75%, headache in 58,3%, insomnia in

41,7%, change in smell or taste in 41,7%, fatigue syndrome in 66,7%

and one half of patients suffered from depression or anxiety.

The results of the linear mixed-effects model (Fig. 3.) show that the

fractional anisotropy (FA) values significantly decrease in the

patient’s CC compared to controls in the CC-forceps minor

(p = 0.02), CC-body (p = 0.01), CC-tapetum (p = 0.00) and CC-

forceps major (p = 0.00). Similarly, QA shows a decrease in the CC –

forceps minor (p = 0.02). The results of FA and QA are depicted in

the graphical form in Fig. 4. Mean diffusivity (MD) values in patients

are significantly higher than controls in CC-f.min (p = 0.00), and CC-

F.maj (p = 0.00), and lower in the CC-body (p = 0.00). In addition, a

significant increase in axial diffusivity (AD) values was found in the

cc-body of the patients (p = 0.00). For other diffusion indices, there

were no significant differences between the two groups. There was no

significant difference in age between both groups (p = 0.13).

Discussion: The CC is a well-organized fibre structure having high

anisotropy in the normal condition, so COVID-related changes can

modify the integrity of CC bundles, detectable by diffusion indices.

The presence of hyperintense lesions in the white matter on FLAIR

images may be the cause of significant changes in diffusion indices

mainly in forceps minor of the corpus callosum (Fig. 3–4). Except for

diffuse changes in CC, no hypoperfusion or other abnormal changes

were observed (Fig. 2).

Conclusion: COVID-19 infection changes the integrity of white

matter in the CC. The combination of different MRI methods can be

used to refine the diagnosis of COVID and to confirm or exclude other

causes of problems that patients suffer from.

Supported by Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic, grants No.

NU22-A-124, and MH CZ – DRO (‘‘IKEM, IN 00023001’’).
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Introduction: Spina bifida is a congenital disorder that leads to

structural abnormalities in the brain and spinal cord due to the

derangement of neural tube development during early embryogenesis.

Children with spina bifida display varying degrees of motor and

cognitive delay, as well as vegetative dysfunctions1,2. Our study

aimed to examine the link between connectivity organization of the

thalamus and neurological and developmental outcomes in newborns

with open spina bifida.

Methods: This retrospective study included 44 newborns (gestational

age (GA) at MRI: 37.97 (± 1.13) weeks) with spina bifida who

underwent prenatal repair and neurological and developmental out-

comes. At two years of age, eurological status was evaluated as the

functional level of the spinal lesion, while developmental outcome

was assessed with the Bayley III Scales of Infant and Toddler

Development. Neonatal MRI was acquired on a 3.0 T scanner using

structural and diffusion tensor imaging sequences (DTI). T2-weighted

MRI was performed with a fast recovery fast spin echo sequence

(image resolution of 0.7 9 0.7 9 1.5 mm3). DTI was acquired with

35 gradient encoding directions with b = 700 s/mm2. We employed a

super-resolution reconstruction algorithm3 to create a 3D brain vol-

ume with T2 images (isotropic image resolution of 0.5 9 0.5 9 0.5

mm3), then segmented the 3D-T2w images into tissue classes using

an in-house network4, and created a custom spina bifida template and

region-of-interest system using a non-linear template reconstruction

script in ANTs5. All diffusion data corrected for eddy current and

head motion-induced geometric distortions, and bias field inhomo-

geneity. The study used BedpostX6 in FSL to estimate fiber

orientations and their uncertainties, and performed connectivity-based

thalamus parcellation using probabilistic tractography and cortical

target-based clustering in FSL7,8, where thalamus was segmented

into four clusters based on seed-to-target connectivity pattern

obtained from probabilistic tractography.

Results: We used multivariate linear regression models and cluster-

wise statistical analysis to investigate the associations between tha-

lamocortical(TC) connectivity and developmental outcomes, using

two approaches of clusters volumetric analysis and voxel-wise anal-

ysis, with correction for multiplicity using threshold-Free Cluster

Enhancement9, and included gestational age at MRI, lesion subtype

(myeloschisis or myelomeningocele), and ventricular volume as

covariates.No significant associations were found between thalamo-

cortical connectivity and developmental outcomes. We found smaller

thalamic parietal projection (cluster) volume in newborns with higher

functional level (Lumbar 3), while a reverse trend was observed for

thalamic clusters interconnected with the temporal lobe (Fig. 1).

Voxel level analysis demonstrated a similar correlation between left

hemispheric thalamic parietal lobe connections and functional level

(Fig. 2), with a weaker thalamic parietal connectivity strength being

associated with higher functional level. This effect was the strongest

in voxels corresponding to the ventrolateral and ventral anterior

nuclei within the left thalamus.

Conclusion: Higher functional level in infants with spina bifida is a

predictor of more severe lower extremity motor dysfunction and a

reduced likelihood of achieving independent ambulation. Our study

suggests that altered thalamocortical circuitry development in new-

borns with spina bifida is a contributing factor to the impaired lower

extremity function. An altered topology of thalamocortical circuits

interconnected with parietal lobe might be implicated in the func-

tional level, but not developmental outcomes at two years of age.
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Introduction and purpose: Therapeutic strategy in neonatal hypox-

ia–ischemia (NHI), a major cause of perinatal death and chronic

disability, is limited to hypothermia. As many newborns do not

respond to it, new treatments are needed. In rats, intraperitoneal

injection (i.p.) of resveratrol (RSV, polyphenol present in grapes) has

shown neuroprotective properties in NHI-pups but the doses used

were high (20–100 mg/kg), the i.p. has a proinflammatory character

and RSV has a low bioavailability (\ 1%). In order to overcome these

limitations, we evaluated the effects of maternal supplementation

with VE (vegetal extract rich in polyphenol), in the context of NHI.

Material and methods: NHI (left common carotid artery liga-

tion ? hypoxia (8% O2, 92% N2, 2 h) was induced in Wistar P7 rats

(7 days post-natal). Maternal drinking water was supplemented with

EV (0.15 mg/kg eq RSV), during the two weeks preceding the NHI

event (EV group, n = 16) or not supplemented (sham group, n = 11

and Ct group, n = 16). Brain lesion volumes (BLV) were measured in

pups in vivo, 3 h (P7), 48 h (P9) and 23d (P30) after NHI, using

diffusion-weighted MRI (4.7 T Bruker, TE = 24 ms, TR = 2 s, 30

directions, 20 sections, 1 mm thick) and expressed as % of total brain

volume. The severity of edema was assessed by measuring the

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). Finally, motor and cognitive

abilities were evaluated by behavioral tests.

Results: NHI induced brain lesions in 100% of the Ct group (BLV, at

P7: 46 ± 1%), and 56% of the EV group (BLV, at P7: 17 ± 5%).

Cytotoxic edema was significantly lower in the EV group (higher

ADC values compared to the Ct group, p\ 0.001). At P30, 79% of

the Ct group still had cerebral lesions compared to only 13% in the

EV (BLV at P30: 22 ± 3% vs 2 ± 2%, for the groups HIC and EV,

respectively). For behavioral tests, EV group recovered motor and

cognitive abilities comparable to sham group.

Conclusion: This study shows for the first time a neuroprotective role

of EV maternal supplementation in the context of NHI. A nutrition-

ally realistic daily amount was sufficient to avoid brain damage in

some pups and to recover cognitive and motor functions.

1. Arteaga O. et al. PLoS One. 2015;10(11):e0142424.

2. Karalis F. et al., Brain Res. 2011;1425:98–110.

Neuroprotection offered by maternal supplementation of EV. Groups:

Ct (pups without maternal supplementation but with HI); EV (ma-

ternal supplementation with EV, during two weeks before HI). Brain

lesion volumes (% total brain volume) at P7 (3 h after the common

carotid artery ligation) and P30 (23 days after hypoxia ischemia).

*Significant difference between 2 groups: **** p\ 0.0001.
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Introduction: Numerical phantoms provide an essential tool in the

validation and development of MRI techniques and are particularly

useful when developing diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) techniques

for the characterization of tissue microstructure. Simulated dMRI

signals from numerical phantoms with microstructural properties

known by design can be used as a reference to validate dMRI tech-

niques in place of real measurements1, for which ground truth values

of microstructural features are unknown. However, this approach

requires establishing a means of generating tuneable, accurate phan-

toms. A successful method for creating white matter phantoms was

developed by Callaghan et al.2, titled ‘‘contextual fibre growth’’

(ConFiG). Here, we aim to expand upon the ConFiG algorithm to

create grey matter phantoms and propose a new method called

‘‘contextual cell growth’’ (ConCeG) to grow contextually neural cells.

Method: Similarly to ConFiG, ConCeG relies on a network of tri-

angulated points through which cellular projections radiating from the

cell body grow. Edges within the graph represents possible paths the

projections could take, and projections are grown iteratively from

node to node following simple, biologically motivated cost functions.

Once a node had been accessed by a projection, all edges to the node

are removed to ensure that no other projection can access that node,

resulting in distinct non-overlapping and non-intersecting projections.
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To replicate real cells, key features as proposed in3,4 were learnt from

real data sets obtained from neuromorpho.org (here, as an example

845 astrocyte cells from the mouse hippocampus). These features are:

projection length, branch length, branch order and number of primary

projections radiating from the cell body. Another feature obtained

from the real data was the termination points of the cell projections,

which define the global morphology of the cells (e.g., the orientation

dispersion of the cellular fibres). In ConCeG, cells are assigned a

soma within the network, then initial characteristics are drawn from

distributions taken from real cell data (Fig. 2, black), starting with the

number of projections and initial branch length. Projections are grown

one by one towards ‘‘attractor points’’ which are randomly selected

from the list of termination points. Once the projection has satisfied

the branch length the probability of the projection branching into two

is assessed depending on the branch order. If the branching condition

was satisfied the projection continues along two new segments, if not

then the projection terminates. This process is continued until all

projections are terminated.

Results: As seen in table 1 and Fig. 2 the means and standard devi-

ations of the grown cells, as well as the cellular features distributions,

closely resemble the statistics of the original cells.

Continuations and future work We aim to develop a library of cell

characteristics by cell type and origin, with the intention of being able

to flexibly create any number of grey matter phantoms. As well as use

the meshed skeletons to preform dMRI simulations.
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Introduction: Fixel Based Analysis (FBA)1 is a relatively new

method for analyzing Diffusion Weighted Images (DWI) that has

gained popularity during the past few years2. FBA proposes a new set

of metrics for evaluation of white matter (WM) tissue integrity

superior to traditional ones such as fractional anisotropy and mean

diffusivity, derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). However,

FBA metrics are yet to be analyzed in terms of their variability across

session, scanner and subject, in contrast to those derived from DTI3.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the variability of the FBA

derived metric fiber density and cross-section (FDC) across the brain

in different sessions, scanners and subjects.

Methods: The analysis was performed using the MASiVar3 dataset

preprocessed using the PreQual4 pipeline. FBA was performed on the

dataset using MRTrix35 and the pipeline suggested by Raffelt et al.1

to obtain the fiber cross-section (FC), fiber density (FD) and FDC

metrics. Next, subjects were subdivided into the following labels:

intrasession, intersession, interscanner and intersubject with 24, 22, 9

and 14 groups, respectively.

For each subgroup the fixel-wise Coefficient of Variation (CoV) and

the fixel-wise median for each metric were obtained. Then, the JHU

white matter atlas6-8 was used to segment 48 different regions of

interest (i.e. white matter fiber bundles).

For the CoV, we report the regional median across the groups for each

label. For the FBA metrics, we report the regional median FDC for

each label.

Results: Fig. 1 shows the CoV values for each label where

intrasession has the lowest variation whereas intersubject shows the

highest for all metrics. On the other hand, Figs. 2 and 3 show the

variability of FDC for each fiber bundle across all labels. Of note, the

variability of the metric changes considerably depending on the white

matter fiber bundle. These images depict Limits of Agreement with

the Median (LOAM) graphs.

Discussion: Fig. 1 shows that the variability of the three FBA analysis

metrics increases depending on their group where the intrasession

groups are the ones with the least variability and the intersubject

groups are the ones with the most variability. This is to be expected

since images taken from different subjects tend to be more different

than images taken from the same subject.

In general Figs. 2 and 3 show a high concentration around the mean of

the different data points and while the Limit of Agreement with the

mean is larger for the intrasession and intersession groups, this might

be an artifact of there being more data points for these two groups of

data. Interestingly for all labels, both the variability and the mean

values are highly dependent on the region of interest, suggesting that

region based analysis provides more information than global brain

metrics, as it is usually reported.
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In conclusion, the results obtained from FBA seem to follow similar

patterns to those obtained for DTI reported by Cai et al.3
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Introduction: The 2nd-order tensors from diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI) provide anisotropy scalars that are helpful in the diagnosis of

white matter diseases, but cannot distinguish multi-fiber crossings

from isotropic regions. In contrast, higher-order tensors derived from

HARDI [2, 3] can describe these complicated tissue structures. We

introduce two descriptors for HARDI data: FFA based on Finsler

geometry, and FA4 based on the Riemann framework. We demon-

strate that they can classify voxels according to the number of

independent fiber-crossing directions.

Methods: The HARDI acquisition protocol [2] can provide 4th-order

tensors [3], represented in Voigt-Mandel notation, provide basic

(S) and principal (J) invariants, describing complex fiber structures.

The diffusion of water molecules in tissue can be modeled using the

generalized Stejskal-Tanner equation: S(v) = S0 exp (2 b D(v))),
with, D(v) =

P P
…

P P
Dij…kl vi vj … vk vl, where Dij…kl are

diffusion coefficients, vi is the ith component gradient vector.

A Finsler norm F(x, y) corresponding to the 4th order tensor is

defined:

F(x, y) = (Dijkl yi yj yk yl))1/4where x is the position y ? is the

direction, and the fully symmetric tensor. The Finsler metric, gij for

each choice of y is defined as gij(x,y) = 1/2 x (q2 F2 (x, y))/(qyi qyj)
These Finsler diffusion tensors are approximations of higher-order

tensors representing complex can reconstruct [4] complex fiber

crossing regions.

We define the Finsler fractional anisotropy (FFA) as follows:
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FFA(x) = FA((
Pp

s=1 gij (x, vs)/p)where, are the unit gradient vec-

tors, and is the number of gradient directions over the hemisphere.

The sum of positive definite quadratic forms ensures positive defi-

niteness, such that FFA lies in [0, 1].

As an alternative to Finsler geometry, we may consider a Riemann

metric as a more direct extension to DTI, the eigenvalues obtained

from the Voigt-Mandel representation of 4th-order tensors signify the

diffusivity profile, relating to the probability distribution in the cor-

responding gradient direction. In the 6D hyper-ellipsoid case, we

define the fractional anisotropy from 4th-order tensors (FA4) as

follows:

FA4(x) = H(6/5) H(
P

i[(ki -ka))/(H(
P

iki
2))where ka is the average

diffusion at a voxel, ki are eigenvalues of Voigt-Mandel notation and

Results We used an adaptive kernel method [5] to simulate images at

b = 1500 s/mm2 for 81 gradient directions. We generated four groups

of tensors for isotropic, one-fiber, two-fiber, and three–fiber regions.

50 instances of each group were generated by imposing random

rotations while maintaining the same crossing angle (90�).
Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of each descriptor

under rotations without noise. The low standard deviations reflect

their invariance to rotations.

Figure 1 shows that the descriptors can delineate the four regions at

low levels of noise. At higher levels (0.09), the descriptors possibly

confound regions of three fibers with isotropic diffusion (especially

FFA).

For comparison, we may consider the basic (S) and principal

(J) Kelvin invariants derived also from the Voigt-Mandal notation [3].

Figure 2 shows results for a selection of S and J scalars (out of 12)

that display distinct characteristics. Some of these fail to characterize

fibers even at lower noise. J42 and S43 performed similarly to FFA

and FA4, but either provided inverted contrast, which is non-intuitive

or were unbounded, limiting their practical use.

Figure 3 shows simulated maps, demonstrating that the proposed

descriptors can discriminate the different regions, whereas most of the

Kelvin invariants provide poor contrast between regions, except for

S42, S43, and J42.

Figure 4 shows results for in-vivo data, where some of the Kelvin

invariants fail to retain any structural information, and others provide

limited contrast. FFA and FA4, on the other hand, provide clear and

detailed contrast throughout the brain, clearly delineating, for exam-

ple, the white and grey matter.

Discussion: The Finsler approach can potentially provide multiple

metrics per voxel for HARDI data, and hence multiple contrast maps

to characterize tissues. The FFA descriptor can be obtained from an

ODF corresponding to any HARDI model (i.e. tensor of any order),

whereas FA4 is restricted to 4th-order tensors. Moreover, FFA uses a

wider range of values than FA4 for characterizing multi-fiber regions.

Conclusion: Descriptors based on Finsler geometry provide potential

biomarkers from HARDI data. FFA and FA4 exhibit more relevant

contrast than most of the Kelvin invariants. Further work should

assess their efficacy in a clinical setting.
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Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) offers a noninvasive

way to study the white matter pathways of the brain, tract density and

the macro-scale structural connectome. However, we still lack opti-

mized methods for applying structural connectomic analysis to early

brain development. The goal of this study was to examine if the

choice of algorithm for the estimation of fiber orientation distribution

leads to differences in tract density mapping in a newborn cohort

when comparing healthy controls with individuals suffering from

congenital heart disease (CHD).

We included 43 healthy control and 51 CHD newborns in our anal-

ysis. dMRI with 35 diffusion encoding directions (b = 700 s/mm2,

spatial resolution: 0.7 mm * 0.7 mm * 3 mm) on a 3.0 T clinical

scanner was acquired. Next, anatomical T2-weighted images were

super-resolution reconstructed and segmented into seven tissue types

using an in-house developed convolutional neuronal network. The

anatomical segmentations and the dMRI data were used for

anatomically constrained tractography. We compared two different

algorithms for constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) as imple-

mented in the MRtrix software. First, data was processed with the

‘‘Tournier’’ algorithm for single-shell single tissue (SSST) CSD and

then with the ‘‘Dhollander’’ algorithm for single-shell multi tissue

(SSMT) CSD. After performing whole-brain tractography, we cal-

culated tract density images (TDI). The effect of the CSD algorithm

was tested using a variance analysis with permutation tests, corrected

for multiplicity using the TFCE method in the FSL software.

Comparing the TDI between the SSST and SSMT based CSD

methods in healthy controls, significant differences (p\ 0.001)

especially in the deep grey matter were found. When comparing the

CHDs to controls using the SSST algorithm, no significant differences

were detected. However, when using the SSMT algorithm, controls

showed significantly denser tracts than the CHDs (p\ 0.01). This

effect can be observed especially in the deep white matter tracts in the

temporal and frontal lobes, in the external capsule and association

pathways (see Fig. 1).

These results suggest on one hand that neonates suffering from CHD

might show altered white matter microstructure which is in line with

the current literature (Ehrler et al., 2019). On the other hand, the TDI

values and the CHD vs. control differences depended on the chosen

algorithm. It is unclear which algorithm shows the biologically cor-

rect result (SSMT: false positive group effects or SSST false negative

group effects). Hence, further analyses are needed to reproduce these

results.

Overall, structural connectomic analysis of dMRI requires complex

postprocessing that relies on analytical models. Our findings imply

that the choice of algorithm and models can affect patient-control

group level effects. This necessitates a careful evaluation of the

postprocessing pipeline, particularly when studying early brain

development.
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Introduction: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging

(dMRI) [1] with echo-planar imaging (EPI) [2] is commonly utilized

due to its speed. However, accurate determination of water diffusion

parameters, particularly at higher diffusion-encoding gradients, is

hindered by eddy current-induced distortions [3]. Various approaches

have been proposed to alleviate these effects, including twice refo-

cused spin echo sequences and phantom-based strategies [4]. In this

study, we examine the impact of eddy currents on dMRI using a

structure phantom filled with low diffusivity material to characterize

the eddy current. Our aim is to provide insights into the performance

of phantom-based strategies in addressing the challenges presented by

eddy currents in dMRI.

Material and Methods: Software tools for phantom design The

phantom was designed in-house using a computer-aided design

(CAD) program (Fusion 360, Autodesk Incorporation, San Francisco,

CA, USA) and printed using an LCD-based 3D printer (Anycubic

Photon Mono x, Hong Kong Anycubic Technology, Hong Kong,

China) based on Stereolithography (SLA) technology. Acrylic resin-

based 3D printing enabled precise manufacturing, suitable for the

high-precision phantom platform [5]. The cylindrical phantom had

specific dimensions of outer = 200 mm, inner = 184 mm, height =

200 mm, and contained 69 rods with a diameter of 10 mm. The

phantom was filled with Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) water solutions

(80% w/v) prepared using pure water to ensure setup consistency and

accuracy [6].

Data Acquisition The MRI data were acquired at 1.5 T (Ingenia;

Philips, Best, the Netherlands) with a 16-channel head-coil. A 2D

diffusion-weighted spin echo-echo planar imaging (DWI-SE-EPI)

sequence was utilized with a voxel size of 2.0 9 2.0 9 2.5 mm3, a

matrix size of 112 9 110, and 80 slices. The TR/TE = 3016/107 ms,

and a SENSE factor = 2 was used for image acquisition. B-value

2000s/mm2 was acquired with 48 diffusion gradient directions and

Anterior–Posterior (AP) gradient polarity. 3D-TFE-T1W structural

images were also acquired to facilitate the testing of Coherent Point

Drift (CPD) registration algorithms [7].

Eddy Current Distortion Correction The overall pipeline, as depicted

in Fig. 1, aims to mitigate distortions induced by eddy currents in

DWI through following steps. Firstly, a B0 Shift map is estimated by

CPD registration between a distorted b = 0 s/mm2 image and a T1

anatomical image. Secondly, the B0 shift maps are applied to the

diffusion-weighted images to remove object-related B0 distortion.

Thirdly, the segmentation process on the B0-corrected diffusion

images was performed. Lastly, the binary diffusion images and binary

T1 images are registered to estimate eddy-current maps. The data

processing was performed using MATLAB 2022b.

Results Fig. 2 demonstrates the eddy-current maps for 48 diffusion

directions of b-value 2000s/mm2 at -76.25 mm (2A) and 1.25 mm

(2B) farther from the isocenter along Z direction. The absolute

maximum of the eddy current displacement at location -76.25 is are

up to 5 mm, while such displacement at location 1.25 mm is less than

3 mm. Figure 3 depicts examples at a distance of Z = – 76.25 mm

(1st row) and Z = 1.25 mm (2nd row) from the isocenter. The images

exhibit a considerable reduction in distortion after correction (B and

E) when compared to the images before correction (A and D), with

greater distortion observed at Z = – 76.25 mm. The normalized root

mean square errors (NRMSEs) values were reduced by 17.05%

(Z = – 76.25) and 3.86% (Z = 1.25 mm) after correction. Therefore,

our phantom method can effectively characterize eddy current effect

in dMRI.

Discussion In this study, we presented a method that primarily

focuses on characterizing eddy-current-induced distortions using a

low diffusivity phantom. Our study used an 80% w/v PVP solution

phantom, which may be good SNR even at higher than b-value 2000s/

mm2 [8]. Unlike FSL-TOPUP, our propose method requires only

single diffusion gradient polarity. Our approach is considered as a

fundamental step towards correcting complex distortions, involving

other factors such as SNR reduction in brain tissue at high b-values

and the influence of patient motion.

Reference
(see Fig. 4).
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Introduction: A synthetic MRI technique (SynMRI) [1] can provide

quantitative maps of PD, T2, T1 and those-based synthetic contrast

weighted images of PDW, T2W, T1W, FLAIR etc., but CSF partial

volume effects (CSF-PVE) was problematic especially in the syn-

thetic FLAIR [2, 3]. To solve those, we have proposed a T2-based

water suppression technique while keeping those tissue SNRs

(T2wsup-SynMRI) [4, 5]. In addition, a diffusion MRI applying this

technique (T2wsup-dMRI) provided tissue specific quantitative dif-

fusion images of ADC and FA and fiver tractography was also

improved in CSF-PVE regions compared with the standard dMRI

technique [6, 7].

The purpose of this study was to improve the synthetic contrast

weighted images by using our T2wsup-dMRI then to provide almost

the same quality images as actually acquired in synthetic (computed)

DWI [8–9] including the other synthetic images of inversion recovery

(IR) images (FLAIR and DIR) in CSF-PVE regions.

Methods: In in-vivo MRI study, head volunteer 5 contrast images

with the parameters shown in Fig. 1 were acquired on Galan

3 T[ZGO] (Canon medical systems, Otawara, Japan) after obtaining

written informed consent. A single-shot EPI sequence was used, and

the acquisition parameters were the following: parallel imaging

(SPEEDER) of speed-up factor 3 acquisition matrix of 192 9 256;

FOV = 23 cm; slice thickness = 5 mm; number of slices = 16 was

commonly selected; number of average, 1; DWIs of 6 axes MPG

directions.

Water suppression for originally acquired images were performed first

(Fig. 2) then followed by quantitative maps and synthetic contrast

weighted images were calculated similarly as the standard SynMRI

technique with parameters in Fig. 1. SynMRI images with the given

parameters were assessed with and without our T2wsup technique,

and partially compared with actually acquired images.

In those, isotropic DWI images with b = 2000 [s/mm2] were com-

pared among the standard, actually acquired, and the synthetic DWI

image with the ADC with (b0, b1) = (0, 1000) [s/mm2]. ROI study

was also performed on the portions of CSF-PVE portions.

Results: The synthetic quantitative maps and synthetic contrast

weighted images with the T2wsup provided almost the similar con-

trast as the pure tissues compared with the standard even at CSF-PVE

portions especially in the T2W-FLAIR and DIR. (Fig. 3).

The synthetic DWI image with T2wsup provided almost the similar

contrast as the actually acquired even at the CSF-PVE portions, where

the standard was underestimated due to the CSF component. (Fig. 4).

Discussion Through this study and former studies, [4–7] our T2wsup

technique enabled to provide quantitative maps of T2, PD, T1, MD,

and FA, and several synthetic contrast weighted images with arbitral

combination of parameters of T2W, PDW, T1W, and high b-value

DWI, in which CSF-PVEs were almost perfectly suppressed. Current

results were obtained from the minimum 5 kinds of different

parameter images by a simple closed form (CF) algorithm. When

multiple images with different parameters are used to improve the

quantitativity, several least square fitting (LSQ) algorithms and ran-

dom sampling in 2D (TE, b) space can be applied [7].
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Introduction: Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) is

commonly acquired using Echo-planar imaging (EPI). One well-

known challenge of EPI-dMRI is susceptibility from B0 field inho-

mogeneities and eddy currents induced by switching of strong

diffusion-weighted gradients, which can cause geometric distortion

and impact the derived quantities obtained from diffusion tensor (DT)

analysis. The twice refocused spin echo sequence can effectively

minimize these distortions at the cost of increased echo time [1].

Reverse polarity approaches are suitable for images with sufficient

signal-to-noise ratio [2, 3], but may provide suboptimal results at high

b-values dMRI. Phantom-based strategies have shown different per-

formance levels based on the materials and designs used. In this work,

we utilized in-house 3D printed phantom filled with low diffusivity

material to characterize and correct the eddy current effect on high

b-value dMRI of the brain.

Material and Methods: Phantom construction: A phantom was

designed in-house using a computer-aided design program (Fusion

360) and printed using an LCD-based 3D printer (Anycubic Photon

Mono x) based on Stereolithography technology. The cylindrical

phantom has an outer diameter of 200 mm, an inner diameter of

184 mm, and a height of 200 mm. It contains 69 rods arranged

equidistantly in nine rows, each with a diameter of 10 mm. The

phantom was filled with an aqueous solution of polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP, 80%w/v of distilled water).

Data acquisition: The experiments were performed on 1.5 T clinical

MRI (Ingenia; Philips, Best, the Netherlands) with a 12-channel

receiver head coil. A healthy volunteer was scanned after informed

consent according to institutional review board-approved protocol.

Diffusion data were acquired using a 2D spin echo EPI-dMRI

sequence with following parameters: voxel size = 1.5 9 1.5x5.0 mm,

FOV = 240 9 240 mm, and 40 slices, TR/TE = 3306/120 ms,

SENSE = 2, b-value = 0 and 3000 s/mm2 with 64 diffusion
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directions. In addition to the above protocol, the phantom was scan-

ned using 3D-SPGR T1W sequence.

Eddy current estimation: Prior to eddy current estimation, B0 field

inhomogeneity-related distortion was eliminated by registering non-

distorted SPGR T1W and non-diffusion (b-value = 0) EPI images, as

shown in Fig. 2. The displacements from the registration were then

applied to all diffusion direction images. Eddy displacement was

estimated by registering SPGR T1W images with each diffusion

direction images (after B0 induced distortion correction). Note that

Edge detection [4] was performed before Coherent Point Drift reg-

istration [5].

Performance assessment: The performance of the in-house phantom

was accessed through fractional anisotropy (FA) map matric. Three

different datasets were prepared prior to FA map calculation,

including 1) original diffusion data, 2) pre-processed data using FSL-

Eddy [6], 3) pre-processed data using in-house Eddy phantom. FSL-

DTIFIT [7] was used for FA map calculation for all data sets.

Results: The eddy displacements associated with 64 diffusion

directions at slice location 47.5 mm away from isocenter of the

scanner (along head-feet direction) are shown in Fig. 3. The dis-

placements obtained from FSL-eddy (3A) do not appear to represent

real field, as almost all directions look similar with absolute values

less than 0.05 mm. At the same slice location, the displacements

obtained from our phantom (3B) appear realistic and vary according

to diffusion directions. Their absolute values are up to 5 mm.

Examples of overlaid images between 1st and 2nd diffusion direction

images are shown in Fig. 3C. Geometric mismatches are clearly seen

on images before eddy current correction, as highlighted by arrows,

whereas the images are well-aligned after correction. The geometric

improvement is shown in Fig. 3D, where the mean of normalized root

mean square errors (NRMSEs) (between 1st direction and others)

decreased from 20.11% to 10.87%.

Figure 4A and B show directional FA and colored maps of three

different data sets at a slice location 47.5 mm away from the isocenter

of the scanner. The results reveal that the pre-processed data using the

phantom can improve the FA maps, as they appear visually sharper

than those obtained from the other two data sets, as highlighted by

yellow circles.

Discussion: In this work, the phantom-based eddy current correction

method showed better performance compared to FSL-Eddy and the

original diffusion data. The discrepancy can be attributed to the fact

that FSL-Eddy relies on model-based estimation of eddy current-

induced fields and requires diffusion data [6]. The high noise level

compromised FSL-Eddy at high b-values, while the low diffusivity

phantom exhibited robust signal even at b-value of 3000 s/mm2,

suggesting potential for higher b-values, which will be further

investigated.

Reference
(see in Fig. 1).
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Introduction: Intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) is an imaging

technique that provides information on tissue perfusion and diffusion.

The signal is described by the following bi-exponential model [1]:

S = S0[fe-bD* ? (1 – f)e-bD], (1)where f is the fraction of the signal

derived from perfusion effects, D* the pseudo-diffusion coefficient of

blood, D the diffusion coefficient of water. S, S0, b are the signal,

signal without diffusion encoding, and the diffusion encoding strength

respectively.

Acquiring meaningful information by fitting this model to data is

challenging since the problem is ill-conditioned and sensitive to noise

(Fig. 1a,b). One popular strategy is to use a b-value threshold (bthresh)

over which the effects of D* are assumed to be negligible [1]. D is

estimated using b-values[ bthresh, followed by estimating D* and

f keeping D fixed. It is known that a lower threshold inflicts a positive

bias on D, which is propagated to biases in f and D* [1], while higher

bthresh may increase the influence of noise. Conventionally a bthresh of

200 s/mm2 or higher is recommended to avoid bias [1, 2]. It has been

shown that lower bthresh may perform better than the conventional

ones [3], which warrants further investigation into the optimal bthresh.

The aims of this work is to 1) investigate the error contributions of

estimation bias and signal noise for different bthresh and SNR. 2)

Present general recommendations for bthresh for a range of SNR.

Method: The Segmented algorithm used is a 2-step process where

D is estimated from b-values[ bthresh using a mono-exponential

S0e-bD least-squares fit, followed by a least-squares estimation of

f and D* to Eq. (1) keeping D fixed.

To account for various tissue properties, a total of 1000 parameter

combinations ordered in a 10 9 10 9 10 array were defined; where

each dimension corresponds to increasing f, D*, and D, such that each

element consisted of a unique parameter combination (Fig. 1c).

Linear ranges were used, where f e [0.02, 0.5], D* e [5, 30] lm2/ms,

and D e [0, 3] lm2/ms. Signals were simulated using Eq. (1) for

b-values 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500,

600, 700, and 800 s/mm2.

To investigate noise sensitivity, Rician noise was simulated 100 times

for each parameter combination such that a specific SNR was

obtained for S(800 s/mm2), giving a total of 100 000 signal curves.

Evaluation was performed for SNR e [3, 21] with step size 3.

Parameter estimates were produced using bthresh e [100, 400] s/mm2

with step size 50 s/mm2 for all 100 000 signal simulations of each

SNR. Estimation bias (estimate – ground truth) and standard deviation

were used to determine the root-mean-square error

(RMSE = H[bias2 ? standard deviation2]) of all estimates for each

parameter. For every combination of SNR and bthresh, the RMSE was

summed for each parameter, summarizing the results in metrics of

total error.

Results: Bias and standard deviation of f and D estimates have similar

contribution to the error, giving optimal bthresh for different SNR

(Fig. 2). For D*, noise was the most dominant contributor to the total

error, making low bthresh favorable. For low SNR, the bthresh that

minimized the total RMSE was 150 s/mm2, and increased with SNR

to 200–250 s/mm2.

Discussion: Since SNR decreases with increasing b-value, a higher

bthresh results in greater estimation uncertainties in D. As D is fixed in

the estimation of f and D*, uncertainties in D are propagated to all

parameters. If bthresh is too low, a positive bias may be inflicted in the

estimation of D, as effects of perfusion are included in the estimation.

We have shown that an SNR-dependent optimal bthresh exists where

the RMSE is minimized. For low SNR, this optimal bthresh is lower

than the conventionally recommended bthresh, therefore a larger bias

may need to be tolerated.

Our results agree with a previous study which found an optimal bthresh

of 150 s/mm2 [3]. To optimize bthresh for a specific organ, one may

need to evaluate for IVIM parameter sets relevant to the organ of

interest; due to varying bias caused by different tissue properties.

Conclusion: For low SNR, a general b-value threshold of 150 s/mm2

is recommended and may be increased to 200 s/mm2 for higher SNR.
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Introduction: Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) scan is a powerful

MRI technique that provides information about tissue microstructure

in vivo1, but the use of Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) can lead to geo-

metric distortion and T2* blurring due to lengthy Echo spacing (ESP)

in the presence of B0 field homogeneity. This makes difficulty to

achieve high resolution DWI at clinical scanner.Short-Axis Propeller

(SAP)-EPI2,3 allows shortening ESP and may allow high resolution

DWI with small distortion. However, geometric inconsistency among

the rotated blades needs to be addressed prior to blade combination.

In this work, we implemented model-based iterative reconstruction

(MBIR)4 which enables managing off-resonance effect. Moreover,

locally low-rank (LLR)5 regularization was incorporated to handle

phase variations without calibration scan.

Methods 1. Discrete single-shot SAP-DWI signal model: Due to

high readout bandwidth (i.e., dwell time (Dt)\ \ echo spacing (T))

and off-resonance along phase encoded, it is reasonable to approxi-

mate Dt as 0. Upon discretizing and time-segmenting, the signal at

readout m [ [0 M] of phase-encoding line n [ [0 N] can be modeled

as: (see in Eq. 1 in Fig. 1).p [ [0 P] and q [ [0 Q] are pixel indices, sc

is the coil sensitivity profile of coil c, u is the target image, Dx0 is the

off-resonance, kx,r,a and ky,r,a is k-space coordinates in readout and

phase-encoding dimensions of each shot r and number of average a,

and e is the Gaussian noise. Equation 1 can be modified to algebraic

form as: (see in Eq. 2 in Fig. 1)

Where F is the Fourier transform implemented as NUFFT type-II,

Wl = diag{e(-j(Dx
0
[p,q][l-(N-1)/2]T)}, and S = [diag{S0}���diag{S(c-

1)}]T.

2.Joint reconstruction of virtual-coil locally low-rank (LLR) The

virtual-coil LLR6,7 was implemented for solving the partial Fourier

(pF) effect and entailed the target image (u) by minimizing the fol-

lowing optimization problem: (see in Eq. 3 in Fig. 1).

The term kA(r,a) u(r,a)-G(r,a) k2
2 represents the data consistency

through sensitivity encoding. k denotes a regularization parameter,

the operator Rb selects the bth out of 2Nr blocks and transforms into

a Casorati matrix. It should be note that actual acquired blades and

virtual blades denoting u– as complex conjugation result in 2Nr

blocks. The local low-rankness is enforced by penalizing the nuclear

norm (k•k*). d denotes a Kronecker delta. To solve the optimization

problem in Eq. 3, an advanced version of the Fast Iterative Shrinkage

Algorithm (FISTA) known as fast composite splitting algorithm

(FCSA)8 can be employed to manage penalties independently with

blockwise singular value thresholding (SVT).

3. Data acquisition and preparation: A healthy volunteer with

informed consent approved by the institutional review board-ap-

proved (IRB) underwent scanning on 1.5 T MRI scanner with

12-channel head coil. To obtain SAP-DWI, the FOV was tilted eight

times with varying angles (22.5 degree each) for single-shot EPI and

the acquisition with 64 readout samples, 256 phase-encoding steps,

SENSE-factor of 4, and 6/8 partial Fourier. MBIR was implemented

on MATLAB using 30 iterations of FISTA with 2X-oversampled

NUFFT type-II, a width J = 4 Kaiser-Bessel kernel, block-size 9 9 9,

k = 0.0005, and L = time segments of phase-encoding. Each blade

was used to estimate B0 field map using TOP-UP9 and T1w-FFE was

acquired for coil sensitivity maps using ESPIRiT technique10.

Additionally, Nyquist ghost phase correction and ramp sampling are

included in MBIR.

Results: Fig. 2 shows k-space data (2A) and DWI images (2B) of

each blade reconstructed using standard SENSE, where cannot

recover the missing pF data. We also highlighted the geometric dis-

tortion appearances of different blades with red circles. Compared to

MBIR with virtual-coil LLR in Fig. 3, which efficiently recovers such

missing k-space data (3A) and reduces blurry and residual aliasing of

each blade images (3B). Figure 4 depicts the eight blades combination

which obtained from sum-of-squares after SENSE, the missing

k-space data (4A) and image (4C) with blurring and geometric dis-

tortion, particularly in B0 field inhomogeneity (4E) can be observed

whereas MBIR provides recovered k-space data (4B) and notably

improves overall image resolution as shown with image (4D).

Discussions: In this study, model-based framework with virtual-coil

LLR that manages magnetic susceptibility and pF effects without

phase calibrations was achieved with high-resolution SAP-DWI

images. Despite these findings, some issues should be further

explored. These include reducing the reconstruction time which is

proportional to blade numbers, coil numbers, and time-segments

using coil compression and parallel computing, discussing the other

methods11,12 for estimating B0 field maps with high accuracy, and

optimizing the number of blades with LLR for a more efficient model.
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Introduction: Carotid artery disease (CAD) is a high-risk factor for

acute ischaemic stroke, with plaque rupture estimated to account for

15–20% of ischaemic stroke cases [1]. Current CAD clinical assess-

ment relies on the quantification of stenosis percentage alone, despite

other biomarkers having been identified for the characterisation of

‘‘vulnerable plaques’’ [2]. Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM)

has previously been explored ex vivo in porcine arterial tissue where

the tissue susceptibility value was found to be sensitive to collagen

content [3]. Collagen is a critical load-bearing component in arterial

tissue and may play a key role in plaque stability [4]. This study aims

to further investigate the sensitivity of QSM to collagen in excised

human atherosclerotic plaques and gauge the potential of this

modality to inform on plaque rupture risk.

Methods: Fresh atherosclerotic plaques (n = 5) were obtained from

five patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy surgery at St. James’s

Hospital, Dublin and cryopreserved. After thawing, specimens were

imaged individually using a 7 T system. System specifications and

acquisition parameters are summarised in Fig. 1. A novel two-pass

masking QSM pipeline [5] was used to produce susceptibility maps.

MRI data analysis, including tissue mask extraction, is summarised in

Fig. 2. The samples presented in this study are part of a larger dataset,

for which diffusion tensor imaging and mechanical characterisation

were previously published [6]. After whole-plaque MRI, plaques were

sectioned into 2 mm wide circumferential strips using a 3D-printed

microtome blade holder. Strips were then uniaxially extended to

failure and histologically analysed (results not shown). Tissue masks

for each strip were obtained using previous registration data and

manually refined to remove tissue placed within the tester grips. Strip

susceptibility distributions obtained from this study, were compared

to the previously obtained mechanical properties, i.e. final elastic

modulus, known to be dominated by tissue collagen fibres [7].

Results: Processing of the phase data using a conventional masking

approach proved unsuccessful. This was attributed to large low-signal

regions, i.e. calcifications, which caused significant streaking artefacts

and residual background fields in the susceptibility maps. Therefore, a

two-pass masking pipeline was implemented (summarised in Fig. 2).

This analysis approach provided interpretable tissue susceptibility

maps and distributions for all specimens (Fig. 3). Susceptibility dis-

tributions for the individually tested strips are shown in Fig. 4(b).

Correlation analysis between mean strip susceptibility and previously

obtained collagen dominant final elastic modulus for the strips did not

indicate any correlation (r = – 0.2613) (Fig. 4(c)).

Discussion: The susceptibility values observed within plaque tissue

and specific regions, such as calcifications and intra-plaque haemor-

rhages, are comparable to available data in the literature, with

calcifications showing diamagnetic (v\ 0) values [8]. Preliminary

analysis does not indicate any correlation between the average tissue

susceptibility and the final elastic modulus of plaque strips. However,

as plaques are extremely heterogenous, a more spatially refined

approach when investigating the link between susceptibility and

mechanical metrics is likely needed. From the previous study, loca-

tions of fibrous cap rupture were associated with axial collagen fibre

alignment in some strips [6], and collagen may have a susceptibility

anisotropy in arterial tissue [3,9]. Future work will explore image

processing approaches to unveil any potential susceptibility map

features which can provide key mechanical indicators for plaque

vulnerability.

Conclusion: Preliminary analysis on five specimens showed no cor-

relation between mean plaque strip susceptibility and final elastic

modulus. These initial correlation investigations between tissue sus-

ceptibility and mechanical properties suggest the need to look at local

changes in susceptibility within each strip. Future work aims to fur-

ther optimise this technique and investigate its potential to yield

mechanically sensitive indicators for atherosclerotic tissue.
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Introduction: Cluster of microcalcifications (MCs) in the breast are

considered a frequent precursor of malignant breast lesions1. In

clinical routine, MCs are only detected by X-ray mammography.

However, for young patients a radiation-free method would be

strongly desirable. Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) has

been proposed for the MR-based visualization of calcifications based

on complex multi-echo gradient-echo (mGRE) images. However, for

the visualization of MCs, high spatial resolution is needed which

substantially reduces the SNR. Deep learning-based denoising could

be an approach to improve the apparent SNR for range of applica-

tions, including phase-sensitive ones like QSM2,3. Complex multi-

echo images are well-known to contain Gaussian noise. The present

work proposes the use of a bias-free denoising convolutional neural

network (BFCNN) to denoise the complex mGRE images trained with

artificial Gaussian noise4. Based on a simulation, the improved

visualization of MCs when using denoising is demonstrated along

with a proof of principle in an in vivo scan.

Methods: In vivo measurements A high resolution effective multi-

peak in-phase gradient echo sequence was performed on a 3 T

scanner (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare)5. The imaging parameters were

TE = [3.07,7.48]ms, FA = 12, readout-direction = anterior–posterior,

FOV = 384 9 384 9 192mm3, TR = 10.85 ms, compressed sense

acceleration R = 6, and an isotropic voxel-size of 0.6mm3. The

images were reconstructed online using the vendor‘‘s compressed

SENSE.

Pipeline: BFCNN, trained on Gaussian noise in grayscale images can

robustly denoise across various Gaussian noise levels4. BFCNN was

applied to the real and imaginary part of complex-MR data separately

for denoising. A hierarchical multi-resolution graph-cut was used to

obtain an unwrapped field map6. A nonlinear preconditioned total

field inversion algorithm was used to invert the field map to sus-

ceptibility (v) map7. Figure 1 shows the pipeline of denoising and

QSM processing.

Simulation: Cluster of MCs with negative v(\ -1 ppm) of one voxel

size each(0.6mm3) are simulated in a reference scan based on the

in vivo scan. Gaussian noise was added to the reference scan (real &

imaginary) and QSM was performed on noisy and denoised data.

Results: Fig. 2 shows the magnitude data and estimated parameters

for simulated the reference, noisy, denoised. The noisy v-map(green)

shows MCs like artefacts (dark voxels) while the denoised v-

map(red) only shows the simulated MCs. Figure 3 shows the mag-

nitude data and estimated parameters of original and denoised data.

The effective noise removed can be seen in the difference maps

especially further from the receiver coils.

Discussion: The BFCNN can substantially reduce the noise in real

and imaginary part of the complex MR data. In the simulation, the

noisy v-map shows artefacts that could be misinterpreted as MCs.

The denoised v-map shows only true MCs that appear as single voxel

of strong negative v. Denoising improves visualization of MCs.

Although no MCs are present in the in vivo scan, a substantial

improvement in apparent SNR was observed, demonstrating the proof

of concept for this approach.

Conclusion: For high resolution QSM, low SNR limits the visual-

ization of MCs. BFCNN substantially reduces noise in the complex

MR data and s improves the apparent SNR in high resolution QSM to

further enable the better visualization of MCs.
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Introduction: Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM)1–3 is

inherently unable to provide absolute magnetic susceptibility values.

Furthermore, spatially separated objects within the image are

numerically disconnected in the QSM reconstruction, which prevents

direct calibration using an external reference. In this study, an

approach based on phase measurement in external references and a

simulated relationship between phase and susceptibility4 is proposed

to enable absolute QSM estimates. By comparing the QSM recon-

structed susceptibility with a predefined susceptibility source, the

concept is validated in simulations of a numerical brain and in MRI

phantom measurements.

Methods: MRI phase has a non-local property. For two cylinders

parallel to the B0 field, placed outside the skull, the total phase in each

cylinder, Utot_cyl, is described as a sum of the internal, Uint_cyl, and

the external,Uext_cyl, phase contributions, related to the susceptibility

in the cylinder and in the brain, respectively, and a rest term A to

address phase uncertainties:

Utot_cyl1 = Uint_cyl1 ? Uext_cyl1 ? A Eq. 1

Utot_cyl2 = Uint_cyl2 ? Uext_cyl2 ? A Eq. 2

MRI phase is proportional to the convolution of the susceptibility

distribution with the unit dipole kernel. For a specific position and

geometry, the relation between phase and susceptibility can be

expressed using a proportionality factor F4. Thus, Uext_cyl is given by:

Uext_cyl = Fbrain_cyl�DVbrain Eq. 3where DVbrain is the susceptibility

difference between air and the absolute mean susceptibility in the

brain, Vmean_brain. Hence, if the total phase in each cylinder is

extracted from measured images, and internal phase contributions and

F-factors are predicted by phase map simulations, Eqs. 1–3 provide:

Vmean_brain = Vair-((Utot_cyl1-Utot_cyl2)-(Uint_cyl1-Uint_cyl2))/(Fbrain_cyl1-

Fbrain_cyl2) Eq. 4

A numerical brain phantom5 with external references parallel to the

B0 field was used to mimic an MRI measurement. Phase and mag-

nitude images were created for morphology enabled dipole inversion

(MEDI)3,6–8 QSM reconstruction (matrix 256 9 256 9 98,

B0 = 1.5 T, voxel size = 1 9 1 9 1 mm3, DTE = 5 ms). Region-

growing unwrapping and removal of the background field9 were

performed before dipole inversion (Fig. 1). Absolute Vmean_brain was

assessed as follows: (i) Utot_cyl was measured in each cylinder in the

unwrapped phase map, (ii) Uint_cyl and F-factors were predicted by

simulated phase maps of the defined geometry (Fig. 2). Presuming

susceptibility-independent F-factors, brain susceptibility was tem-

porarily defined as 0.40 ppm. Finally, the QSM map was shifted to

absolute Vmean_brain and compared with predefined susceptibility, for

gradually increased source values.

A Gd-doped phantom and two external cylinders were scanned at 3 T

(Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), using a 3D multi-

echo GRE: voxel size = 1 9 1 9 1 mm3, TE1/DTE/TR = 3.65/5.8/

37 ms, #TEs = 6, FA = 15�, matrix 224 9 222 9 208. QSM calcu-

lation and absolute Vmean_brain assessment were performed as above,

and shifted QSM was compared with the theoretical

susceptibility, Vtrue = 0.25 ppm.

Results: The disconnection of numerical QSM values, occurring for

spatially separated objects, is visualized in Fig. 3. The simulation-

based numerical brain validation showed excellent agreement

between shifted QSM and ground truth susceptibility maps (Fig. 4).

For the scanned phantom, a mean of 44 ROIs (11 slices/4 ROI sizes)

yielded Vmean_brain = 2.5 ± 1.4 ppm. A ROI in a central slice of the

phantom yielded Vmean_brain = 0.40 ppm (vs. Vtrue = 0.25 ppm).

Discussion: Absolute susceptibility values are of considerable inter-

est, but internal QSM references show limited robustness. The

proposed approach using external references yielded excellent sus-

ceptibility agreement for simulated data. For the MRI phantom,

Vmean_brain displayed considerable variability depending upon ROI

selection in the external references. However, reasonable agreement

could be seen for central ROI evaluation. The theoretical framework

depends on highly accurate phase estimates and elimination of phase

uncertainties A (Eqs. 1–2); minor phase errors substantially influence

the estimated susceptibility. Extended TE range, increased field

strength, and re-positioned external cylinders could potentially

improve results. Future experimental investigations will include

optimized design and positioning of the external references.

Conclusion External references and a simulated phase-susceptibility

relationship facilitate absolute QSM estimates in simulated data.

Application to experimental data is not fully optimized.
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Introduction: Magnetization transfer (MT) between protons of free

water and those bound to macromolecules (semi-solid pool) is used

extensively to obtain (indirect) information on tissue composition [1].

A quantitative characterization of this exchange process, which is due

to cross-relaxation or chemical exchange, is of particular interest in

studies of white matter. However, nonlinear fitting of the typically

assumed binary spin bath (BSB) MT model [2] or its extension to

include a dipolar reservoir (in investigations of inhomogeneous MT,

ihMT [2]) suffers from parameter correlations.

Here, we try to disentangle some of the correlations by using a

transient approach, where an inversion-recovery (IR) experiment was

combined with different preparation strategies. Compared to similar

recent approaches [3, 4], the method was extended by inserting off-

resonant pulses before and/or during the inversion time (TI) for

improved access to some MT parameters [5].

Methods: Data was acquired at 3 T (MAGNETOM Prismafit, Sie-

mens). As a model system, ProLipid 161 (PL-161; Ashland) was

dissolved in 0.135 mM MnCl2 solution and investigated in a 5 mm

NMR tube at *22 �C using a custom-made Helmholtz coil. An IR

sequence (180� and 90� hard pulses; 23 inversion times (TI), loga-

rithmically distributed between 770 ms and 10 s, TR 14 s) without

spatial resolution was combined with a flexible sequence building

block (sat-SBB) that enables (off-)resonant RF pulse applications

(4 ms Gaussian) for MT or ihMT preparation. In-vivo experiments

were performed with a 32-channel head coil in a healthy male vol-

unteer. The same IR preparation and sat-SBB as in the phantom study

were implemented in a single-voxel spectroscopy sequence (PRESS;

TE 30 ms, VOI 7 9 7 9 7mm3) to achieve a high SNR. Four distinct

experiments were combined (Fig. 1):

1. MT-off: no sat-SBB

2. MT-prep: sat-SBB before inversion (60 pulses, 250 ls inter-pulse

delay, 300 or 500 Hz, offset 7 or 9 kHz)

3. MT-evo: sat-SBB during TI (1.75 ms inter-pulse delay, 125 Hz,

offset: 7 kHz)

4. MT-prep ? evo: sat-SBB before inversion (60 pulses) and during

TI (3.25 ms inter-pulse delay, 100 Hz, offset 7 or 8 kHz)

The above frequency offsets refer to either single-sided (positive

offset) or dual-sided irradiation (performed with alternating offset

sign or cosine modulation of the Gaussian pulses).

Five BSB model parameters were fitted to the data, including the

longitudinal relaxation rates (R1
a,R1

b), exchange rate (k), pool-size

fraction (f) and R2
b describing off-resonant absorption by the semi-

solid pool. Two further parameters accounted for deviations of the

amplitude (i.e., reduced inversion efficiency) and partial on-resonance

saturation of the semi-solid pool by the inversion pulse. The addi-

tional dipolar reservoir was considered by integrating the dipolar

relaxation time T1
D and effective coupling strength xD.

Results & Discussion: PL-161 is often used for generating contrast

between single- and dual-sided saturation due to dipolar couplings

(ihMT). This difference is particularly obvious at short inversion

times in the data recorded with saturation before the inversion pulse

(Fig. 2). Remarkably, the analysis of the four saturation modes sug-

gests a high quality of all fits for separate analyses of the two

preparation strategies (dual- or single-sided), for the standard BSB

model and with an additional dipolar reservoir. Excellent fits were

also obtained with simultaneous fitting of the combined data of dual-

and single-sided saturation when considering a dipolar reservoir but

could not be produced with the standard BSB model. This underlines

the need to expand the standard BSB model by a dipolar reservoir for

extracting a meaningful parameter set in experiments with PL-161.

In the in-vivo measurements, dual-sided saturation was limited to

alternating offsets (positive/negative) due to SAR constraints. A

strong difference compared to single-sided saturation was not evident

in this case (Fig. 3). Therefore, BSB-model fitting with and without a

dipolar reservoir yielded approximately the same model parameters,

suggesting that a simpler model with fewer parameters might suffice

in many cases. The results further show that R1
b substantially exceeds

R1
a (&3.0 vs. 0.6 s–1), in contrast to often used assumptions of

R1
b&R1

a or R1
b&s–1 [6] in analyses of MT experiments (Fig. 4).

Conclusion Despite remaining correlations (Fig. 4) between certain

model parameters, our approach yields reasonable estimates for

parameters, such as R1
b, which are routinely set to fixed values that

may deviate from their true values. This may have implications for

the other BSB model parameters, especially for the estimation of

the macromolecular fraction or exchange rate [2].
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Introduction: Brain edema is a pathological change in the living

central nervous system that occurs frequently and is important for

characterization of the cause of death. Characterizing it post mortem

at autopsy is difficult by subsequent changes in brain water content,

such as edema accompanying global ischemia at death [1], and post

mortem fluid redistribution due to tissue decomposition [2]. The

edema assessment using macroscopic pressure signs during autopsies

is subjective and observer dependent, but remains the gold standard

since correlations with more objective criteria, like wet-dry mea-

surements of tissue samples or histology, were shown to be poor [3].

Imaging modalities are increasingly used preceding and comple-

menting autopsy. Whole-brain water content mapping by MRI offers

the advantage of describing local as well as global changes and

possibly guiding autopsy. We report first results of an exploratory

study of in situ water content mapping by MRI.

Materials and methods: Four cases were included with details given

in Table 1.

A fast, single-scan based water content and T2* mapping method [4]

was implemented using a multi-echo GRE sequence based on the

protocol described in [5]. A combination of long TR (5 s) and low flip

angle (25o) are chosen to avoid T1 saturation effects in tissue,

complemented by T2* fitting of the signal decay and extrapolation to

TE = 0. The combined transmit and receive B1 inhomogeneity,

which is a multiplicative factor in this method, is corrected by SPM [].

Conversion from signal intensity to water content, expressed as vol-

ume % in each voxel, is based on internal calibration using CSF

signal (assigned 100% water content).

Results Masks for WM, GM and CSF were produced from SPM

tissue class probabilities above 99% and used to determine the nor-

malization value for water content (CSF) and distributions for WM

and GM. A brain mask was obtained by summing the 3 tissue class

probabilities; a brain tissue mask excluded voxels with probabil-

ity[ 50% of being CSF.

Water content and T2* maps are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for a rep-

resentative slice of each case, together with brain and tissue class

histograms. The values are summarized in Table 1.

Discussion: Water content is known to be highly regulated in the

healthy living brain [4], but was found in this study to be more

variable post mortem. Mean GM water content of 88.3% is signifi-

cantly higher than in vivo (83% [4]) while mean WM water was

comparable to that in vivo (70.2% [4]) but slightly higher for two

cases (72.7%). The values are consistent with wet-dry measurements

[3]. T2* was in all cases shorter than in vivo (* 42 ms compared

to * 52 ms [4]), most likely due to the high concentration of

deoxyhemoglobin in blood vessels. The correlation between T2* and

water content was low in GM but high in WM (Fig. 3a), the latter

being also found for edema in vivo [4]. Only one (#2) of the two cases

showing elevated WM water content and T2* was declared edema-

tous by the forensic pathologists; the other (#3) might show advanced

signs of decay due to delayed beginning of cooling after death. The
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details of the water content distribution are markedly different in the

two cases (Fig. 1), and case #2 shows deviations in the correlation

between tissue water weight determined by MRI and brain weight at

autopsy (Fig. 2b).

T1 saturation effects both in tissue and CSF will depend on temper-

ature [6], but remain negligible for the parameters and the range of

temperatures used here, as shown by unchanged signal intensity when

TR was increased from 5 to 10 s.

A tacit assumption of the method is that water density as well as its

temperature dependence is the same for water in tissue and CSF.

Interestingly, a logarithmic change in the radiodensity (Hounsfield

units) of CSF with postmortem interval was reported [7, 8], indicating

increasing volume percentage of solutes with increasing PMI, thus

possibly the water content of CSF might also measurably change. Use

of an external standard with monitored temperature might be better

suited for water content calibration in situ than CSF and will be

explored in the future. This can also allow monitoring changes in

water content of CSF with PMI.

Conclusions: Post mortem in situ water content mapping by MRI

with whole brain coverage looks promising, but more cases are

needed for reliable conclusions. The simplicity of the method and

short measurement time facilitate the inclusion of this measurement

whenever post mortem MRI is used.

[1] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1913020/

[2] https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/7860007/

[3] https://doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2021.110808.

[4] https://doi.org/10.3389/fneur.2019.01333

[5] https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2017.07.025

[6] https://doi.org/10.1515/bmt-2013-4290

[7] https://doi.org/10.1007/s00414-016-1327-2

[8] https://doi.org/10.1007/s00414-021-02698-6

Table 1: Demographics and qMRI values of the 4 cases investigated.

MR scanning was performed on a Siemens 3 T PRISMA using body

coil transmit and a 20 channel receiver coil array. The scanning

parameters included: TR = 5 s, flip = 25o, TE1 = 3.47 ms, dTE =

3.68 ms, 84 slices, 1.5 mm thick, in-plane resolution 1 9 1 mm,

TA = 6 min:20 s. For #3 and #4 an additional acquisition with

TR = 10 s and flip = 25o was included.
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Introduction: The treatment adaptation to each patient has led to the

consideration of using MR imaging for radiotherapy (RT) planning,

due to its capacity to produce high-contrasted images, a better organ

at risk (OAR) delineation and quantitative information on the tissues.

The main difficulty is the indirect link between MRI and electronic

density maps, which are necessary for dose calculation.

To overcome this difficulty, two approaches allow to build a synthetic

CT: statistical methods based on bulk density assignment1, atlas
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registration2, or deep learning3; physical methods based on quanti-

tative MRI such as proton density (PD) quantification4.

Studies4,5 show that the electronic density can be linked to the

hydrogen content of the tissues: its mass stopping power and mass

attenuation coefficients are more significant than the other atoms

between 0.2 and 8 MeV4, the knowledge of the hydrogen content of

the tissues could be a solution for RT planification. PD is a physical

property which can be accessible with specific MRI sequences.

We focuse on head and neck tumors, which require a large field of

view in the coronal plane, about 500 mm from the top of the head to

the upper part of the humerus. This area has not been clinically

validated, unlike brain and pelvis. The numerous OARs (brainstem,

optics nerves…) make it a challenging area.

This paper describes a preliminary study on a PD quantification

method for head and neck cancers.

Methods: From the magnetization at the origin, PD can be measured

with the following equation: M_0(x,y,z) = G(x,y,z)�PD(x,y,z), with

G the coils sensitivity maps.

First, we have constituted a phantom with different concentrations of

D2O (ranging from 0 to 80%) in H2O saline solutionmimicking

different proton concentrations to measure the relationship between

theoretical and experimental PD, see Fig. 1, the other tubes are filled

with fat. Second, a 3D Spiral VIBE UTE sequence acquired on a

Siemens 3 T Vida (Siemens Healthineers, Germany), with an ultra-

short echo time (30 ls) has been used to reach. This sequence has a

TR of 3.12 ms and a flip angle of 5�. The echo time is short enough to

assume that S(UTE) * M_0.

To retrieve the coils sensitivity maps, we evaluated different algo-

rithms: SENSE6, ESPIRIT7 and adaptive reconstruction (AR)8. Tests

on the phantom were performed with different coils setups: Head and

neck only, Body only and lower part of Head and neck ? Body,

which is the configuration we want to use for a protocol on patients

with a contention mask. Linear regressions were computed between

the tube’’s intensities corrected from coils sensitivities and the theo-

retical value of PD. On-line coil sensitivity correction methods

available on our MR system, ‘‘Prescan’’ and ‘‘B1-filter’’, were also

evaluated to directly estimate. The phantom was also scanned in the

CT scanner for different energies.

Results: The linear determination coefficients of the regressions with

the different filters and for the CT images are presented in Fig. 2.

Examples of regressions are given Fig. 3.

With a 32 Go RAM, INTEL I7, 2.50 GHz processor personal com-

puter, the computation time for SENSE algorithm was 1 min, 13 min

20 s for ESPIRiT and 2 min for AR.

Discussion: Results show that the spiral VIBE UTE sequence allows

to obtain a linear relationship between theoretical PD and MRI signal

which is, as expected, better after coil sensitivity correction. The three

algorithms used to estimate coils sensitivities provide satisfying

results, the MRI filters give even better results. The Head and neck

coil only configuration gives the best results, as excepted. The results

for the coil configuration of the protocol are a bit worse but sill

satisfying. The results of the CT images confirm that there is a rela-

tionship between PD content and the Hounsfield Unit values of the

CT, which are linked to the electronic density.

Conclusion: Our work demonstrated that MRI could be used for PD

quantification in head and neck region, and that PD can be linked to

the Hounsfield Unit.
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Introduction: Phase-contrast MRI (PC-MRI) is useful for deriving a

wide range of hemodynamic parameters. PC-MRI commonly utilizes

gradient and RF spoiled gradient echo steady state sequences

(FLASH) and alternates between flow compensated and flow encoded

gradients every TR (TR-interleaved).1 Using only gradient spoiling

(FISP) might be useful to increase SNR for vessels with low flow

velocities or high-resolution 4D flow. Although both spoiling strate-

gies’ effect on signal strength and contrast has been investigated2,

their influence on flow quantification remains to be fully understood.

Furthermore, the temporal footprint can be reduced by alternating

every ECG cycle (Beat-interleaved), potentially being needed in

acquisitions with several flow encoding steps (e.g., in multi-venc

imaging3).

PC-MRI remains hampered by spatially varying background phase

offsets from the alternating gradients mainly due to concomitant

fields4 and eddy currents5. The latter are typically corrected by either

stationary phantom scans6 or by extrapolation based on stationary

tissue fits7.

Although achieving a steady state requires constant dephasing before

each RF pulse8, this is violated due to the alternating gradients.

In this abstract, we investigated the steady state responses of back-

ground phases and their impact on flow quantification using TR- and

Beat-interleaved PC-MRI with FISP and FLASH sequences.

Methods Acquisition: The research sequence is based on a

prospectively triggered 2D through-plane PC-MRI sequence. Steady-

state triggering is used and one k-space line / ECG cycle acquired.

Figure 1a shows a Beat-interleaved acquisition.

Gradient spoiling induces a 2p dephasing in Read ? Slice direction

and RF spoiling is achieved via a quadratically increasing RF-phase

of 50�.8 All measurements were acquired at 1.5 T (MAGNETOM

Sola, Siemens Healthcare GmbH) using an 18-channel knee-coil.

Data was reconstructed offline without concomitant field correction.

The phantom has 9 cylinders of different T1-T2 values (Fig. 1b). We

focused on 2 regions of interest (ROI) with T1/T2 values of 1489 ms/

243 ms (blood-like) and 562 ms/45 ms (tissue-like). By exchanging

both tubes, we investigate varying T1/T2 values at fixed locations

(i.e., background phase). A simulated RR-Interval of 1115 ms was

used.

ECG-triggered in-vivo data was acquired in the left popliteal artery of

a healthy volunteer in accordance with institutional regulations.

Background phase was estimated using a 2nd-order polynomial sur-

face fit on stationary tissue. Background was fitted to either averages

of the first or last 10, or all cardiac phases.

Figure 1c summarizes acquisition details.

Simulation: Bloch simulations including background phase changes,

varying spoiling schemes and non-optimal slice profiles were used.

Relaxation times, flip angle, repetition times and background phase

difference were matched with scanner measurements and tissue

properties.

Results: Fig. 2a shows simulated phase evolutions of both ROIs

during four ECG cycles of a Beat-interleaved FISP acquisition. The

corresponding PC-MRI shows temporally varying background phases

throughout the cardiac cycle. This was confirmed in phantom FISP

(Fig. 2b) and FLASH (Fig. 2c) acquisitions. We observed stronger

effects for longer T1/T2 values and position dependent responses

(Fig. 2b-c), in-line with simulation.

The effect is also observed in-vivo, where temporal phase variations

affect background phase corrections, mostly for Beat-interleaved

FISP imaging (Fig. 3a-d). Comparing the fits of the first to last 10

heart phases, mean (maximum) absolute differences within the tissue

masks are 1.4(3.4)cm/s for Beat/FISP, reduced to 0.16(0.22)cm/s for

Beat/FLASH and below 0.06(0.15)cm/s for TR-interleaved

sequences.

Discussion: Theory predicts time- and tissue-dependent background

phase to Beat-interleaved flow acquisitions due to switching of

background phase offsets. This behavior was observed in phantom

and in vivo scans. Figure 2a-c show that short steady state trigger

windows before the next acquisition window do not suffice to recover

steady states in Beat-interleaved acquisitions leading to tissue-de-

pendent varying background phase throughout the heart cycle.

Measurements confirm that fits are temporally more robust for the

Beat-interleaved FLASH and TR-interleaved sequences.

Conclusion: A Beat-interleaved FISP sequence can lead to tissue-

dependent temporal steady state responses of background phase off-

sets. This could restrict the utility of typical phase correction methods.

The effect is minimized by using RF spoiling. Longer steady state

trigger windows could be used. Phantom based correction methods

likely benefit from short relaxation times, while in vivo methods

would profit from excluding early cardiac phases.
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Introduction: Tobacco smoking is a major modifiable risk factor for

cardiovascular and lung diseases. Better understanding its neurobio-

logical underpinnings will benefit the prevention of smoking-related

illnesses and mortality. Recent neuroimaging studies have identified a

correlation between smoking and iron concentration in the brain’s

striatum, a sub-cortical region involved in habit formation and com-

pulsive behaviour, and a central node of dopamine activity [1–3].

Moreover, iron accumulation in the striatum is associated with lower

cognitive performance in adults [4].

Methods: Here we investigated phenotypic and genetic correlations

and causal relationships, between smoking initiation (ever smoked

regularly) and susceptibility-weighted magnetic resonance imaging-

derived markers of iron content – T2* and quantitative susceptibility

mapping (QSM) – in the bilateral putamen, caudate, and accumbens

nuclei. We computed partial correlations between smoking and

striatum iron in the UK Biobank, adjusting for age, age2, and sex.

Using larger genome-wide association studies (GWAS) summary

statistics [3, 5, 6], we performed linkage disequilibrium score

regression (LDSC) [7], cross-GWAS coherence tests at the gene level

(PascalX) [8], and causality analysis using Mendelian randomization

[9].

Results: Having ever smoked was positively correlated with iron

content in the bilateral putamen and caudate, and in the left accum-

bens (Fig. 1, diamond-shaped markers). LDSC genetic correlation

paralleled phenotypic correlation but with larger confidence intervals

(Fig. 1, circles). Cross-GWAS signal was coherent in genes involved

in glucose transport (SLC45A1), synaptic plasticity and myelination

(NCAM1), and dopamine activity (DRD2, PPP1R1B) among others

(Fig. 2). There was no evidence of causal relationship in either

direction.

Discussion: We replicated the previously reported positive correlation

between smoking and striatum iron content, and found a corre-

sponding genetic correlation. Underlying genes code for inter-

neuronal communication and dopamine activity modulation, high-

lighting the role of iron in the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway

presumably activated during smoking. However, the absence of evi-

dence for causal relationships precludes simple unidirectional

interpretation of our results. The left-ward asymmetry found in the

nucleus accumbens can be interpreted in the light of disrupted

accumbens volume asymmetry reported in alcohol- and nicotine-de-

pendent individuals in a recent multi-cohort study [10].

Conclusion: Our results suggest a common biological mechanism

between tobacco smoking and iron concentration in the striatum, that

could function as a reinforcing feedback loop rather than a one-way

causal sequence of events.
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Introduction: Simulation plays an important role in MRI develop-

ment, research, and education [1], especially at the spin level, since

this type of simulation captures more faithfully the physical phe-

nomena. Some tissue parameters are well modeled and easy to

simulate (i.e., the density and T2 or T1). But simulating T2* is par-

ticularly challenging because it depends on local micro variations of

the magnetic field. To accurately represent T2* decay many

isochromats per location are required, increasing the computational

load. This is true for simulations in the ‘‘isochromat domain’’ or

Bloch or spin-level simulations and for the ‘‘Fourier domain’’, such as

Extended Phase Graphs. Here we only focus on spin-level

simulations.

We propose a mechanism for optimally choosing the position, num-

ber, and frequency of the isochromats for obtaining a signal which

represents well the T2* decay.

Methods: When the frequencies of the isochromats for a given

location follow a Lorentzian distribution, the signal has an expo-

nential decay with T2*. First, we propose an optimal sampling of this

distribution to reduce the required number of isochromats. Secondly,

we propose to jointly consider the sampling in space (typical to spin-

level simulations) with the sampling in frequency (needed for T2*

decay).

Frequency sampling We find how to sample the Lorentzian distri-

bution to minimize the number of required spins. We choose M

frequencies x that best approximate the expected FID signal, S(t), by

minimizing the Mean Square Error (MSE) between S(t) and Sx(t) at

N time samples (N = 100 is enough).

We optimized only once for a fixed width of the Lorentzian distri-

bution [2], and the M frequencies are scaled to find them for other

widths.

Spatial dependence A typical simulation will use several spins located

more densely than the expected resolution of the reconstruction. A

direct solution for adding T2* decay would require locating M

isochromats (with the frequencies found in the previous section) at

each spin location. Here we experiment with the idea of using a

different random subset of L B J isochromat frequencies at each

location. The rationale is that the values associated to the pixels will

be obtained by some averaging, and therefore they will include

information from many different frequencies.

We assume that the number of spins is J times larger than the

expected number of pixels in each dimension. For each spin location

we use L frequencies (in 2D, L�J2 spins per pixel). To simulate a

generic sequence, for each time instant we average the signal by

convolving it with a sinc function adapted to the pixel size. This

filtered signal is then sampled at the pixel locations, and q and T2*

are estimated: q as the value of the signal for t = 0, and T2* by fitting

an exponential decay to the signal.

We did the simulations in 1D and 2D, employing known objects with

different q and T2*. We tried different combinations of J (spatial

positions) and L (frequencies). We computed the MSE and the rela-

tive MSE of the T2* values.

Results and discussion: Fig. 1 shows (left) the optimal 11 frequen-

cies (up), the location of uniformly sampling the cumulative

distribution function (Deterministic) with 11 (middle) and 21 fre-

quencies (down). The simulated signal (right) for 11 optimized

frequencies has a better fit than the deterministic 11 frequencies (MSE

is 35%). For comparison, to obtain a similar fit, 21 deterministic

frequencies would be needed.

Figure 2 shows a 1D phantom with the true q and T2* and the

estimations from the simulation, showing a good match for a total of

44 isochromats per pixel.

Figure 3 shows the error in T2* for different J and L in the 1D

phantom. As expected, the more isochromats used in the simulation

the better the estimation of T2*. Interestingly, the error is relatively

independent of how they are distributed between space and frequency.

For this phantom (which has high discontinuities) an average of 33

isochromats per pixel gives errors of only 15%.

Figure 4 shows a 2D phantom, showing a good match for a total of

176 (4 9 4x11) isochromats per pixel. We also show the signal from

the simulation (blue dots), the exponential fit (red line) and the the-

oretical decay (green line) and a profile for q and T2* fit.

Conclusions Our method reduces the number of the isochromats

needed for obtaining a signal which represents well the T2* decay,

better than a deterministic sampling of the Lorentzian distribution.

The frequencies need to be computed only once for a given number of

isochromats.
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Introduction: The hemo-sensitive flash sequence1 is a working horse

in clinical MRI of intracerebral hemorrhage. Due to the higher sus-

ceptibility of blood, the dephasing of spins happens much faster

within hemorrhagic lesions than in the surrounding tissue, which

results in faster T2
* relaxation and leads to a strong dark appearance

of blood products when using sufficiently long echo times. Due to B0

field blurring effects, those lesions appear even more prominent. This

effect, called blooming, is actually an imaging artifact; however, it

leads to a desirable clear distinction of even very small hemorrhages.

An overall acceleration of MR imaging is favoured to reduce the

patient’s burden and to increase the capacity utilization of MR

scanners. The shortening of acquisition times of hemo-sensitive flash

sequences is not limited by technical restrictions like the minimal

echo time but by the time necessary for the spins to de-phase and

develop reasonable image contrast.

Here, we present a method to accelerate the hemo-sensitive flash

measurement by acquiring a double echo flash (‘‘double flash’’) with

two shorter echo times and creating the hemo-sensitive contrast at

longer echo times by calculating the T2
* relaxation parameters from

those two images.

Methods: Images were obtained using a sequence on a MagnetomTM

Vida 3 T (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) MR scanner
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using a 1Tx/64Rx head and neck coil. The imaging parameters are

listed in Table 1. Out of the two double echo images S1 and S2 at

TE1 = 5.92 ms and TE2 = 11.08 ms, a virtual image S3 at the echo

time TE3 = 19.8 ms of the standard clinical hemo-sensitive mea-

surement was reconstructed using the equation of the T2
* relaxation

decay2 in every single voxel (see Fig. 1 and 2). Due to noise and very

slow T2
* decay, S1\ S2 appeared in some single voxels of the

cerebrospinal fluid regions, making Eq. (4) incomputable. In these

cases (\\ 1%), the respective voxels were computed as the average

of the surrounding ones. In addition, noise reduction was applied

using Gaussian smoothing with filter size 3 and sigma 0.5.

Results: The acquisition of the double flash sequence is possible in 41

instead of 67 s, i.e. 39% reduction of acquisition time compared to the

standard clinical measurement. The quality of the reconstructed

image at TE3 is comparable to the standard clinical hemo sequence

(see Fig. 3).

Discussion: Using the double flash technique, the acquisition time of

the hemo measurement could be reduced to two-thirds of the original

measurement time without a significant reduction of image quality

and with comparable contrast. The combination of both images leads

to error propagation of noise and artifacts from both input images and

makes the result slightly more prone to noise and artifacts. This is

partly compensated by the higher signal-to-noise ratio of both input

images compared to the image of the original hemo-sensitive mea-

surement. Furthermore, using the principle of MR fingerprinting3, the

double flash technique can deliver additional information, like an

image at every possible TE or the T2
* relaxation time within every

single voxel.

Conclusion: The acquisition time of the hemo-sensitive measurement

in the brain can be reduced by 39% using the double flash method,

while the contrast and overall image quality remain similar.
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Table 1: Imaging parameters for standard clinical hemo-sensitive

measurements (hemo) and the proposed double flash method.
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Introduction: This work studies, in a Multiple Sclerosis animal

model with focal lesion, the behavior over time of a MRI contrast

obtained with an optimized magnetization preparation designed with

optimal control to obtain a hyperintensity signal from short T2

components which are associated with myelin. An advanced image

analysis pipeline was developed to analyze this MRI contrast data and

to compare it with histological myelin assessment.

Methods: Animal Model A total of 24 animals (adult female Spra-

gue–Dawley rats) were used. Demyelination was induced in the right

Corpus Callosum (CC) by stereotactically injecting 4 ll of 1%

lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) dissolved in saline [6]. This model

produces controlled, focal demyelinating lesions. The rats were then

scanned four times over the course of six months.

MRI acquisition and histological analysis MRI acquisitions were

performed on an 11.7 T horizontal MRI system (Bruker Biospin MRI

GmbH). In this study, 2 MRI contrasts were obtained according to the

following sequences:1) a T2-weighted axial sequence (RARE: TR/
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TE = 5500/64 ms, RARE factor = 8) noted T2w in the following. 2)

a signal enhancement sequence of short T2 components obtained with

optimized magnetization preparation pulses in front of a fast gradient

echo sequence (MPRAGE) [5] (noted as OC). The magnetization

preparation consisted in (90�)—(8.5 ms) – (180�)—(8.5 ms)—(-

90�)—(646 ms) – which resulted in an optimized T2Prep-inversion

recovery. (Fig. 1).

These 2 contrast images were acquired with the same field of view,

slice thickness and resolution (8 slices of thickness 0.75 mm, reso-

lution in the plane of 117 lm 9 117 lm). 23 rats were sacrificed at

various time points ranging from 50 to 200 days after injection.

Subsequently, histological analysis was performed using Sudan Black

B (SBB) staining to quantify myelin content.

Image Analysis (see Fig. 2)

1. Preprocessing
Preprocessing steps applied prior to image analysis consisted of 1)

brain mask extraction using a template rat image, [2]. 2) bias artefact

supression using the N4 algorithm [3]. 3) co-registration in a longi-

tudinal way on the template rat.

2. CC Segmentation and tessellation: CCwere segmented using a

UNet model [4]. Data augmentation was used to improve the gener-

alization robustness.

To precisely analyse intensities in the CC, UNet masks were tessel-

lated into 12 regions (see Fig. 2).

3. In order to conduct an analysis of intensities over time longitudinal

normalization was performed using healthy contra-lateral regions of

the CC as a reference for intensity values and applying an intensity

harmonization process to both T2-weighted and optical coherence

images.

4. Histology image processing we manually selected the 2 slices that

best matched the region of interest identified, on T2w, using anterior

commissure as landmarks. These 2 slices were then registered on MRI

with a rigid registration followed with a deformable one. The CC

tessellation of MRI T2w images were then used to obtain the CC

tessellation on the histological slices.

Results: For the majority of the rats (13/24) the volume of the ipsi-

lateral corpus callosum measured on OC images was decreasing over

time (-1% to – 8%) whereas the volumes of the contralateral either

remain within 2% of variation or slightly increasing (from up to 4%)

over time.

When considering mean and standard deviation of the signal intensity

of each parcel for every acquisition, OC contrast provides a more

informative analysis compared to T2 where all acquisitions have same

low values. The middle part of Fig. 1 shows two of these represen-

tations. For the majority (19/24) the intensity was decreasing between

first and last acquisition on the injured CC. The OC contrast appears

to be responsive to changes in the myelin content of the corpus cal-

losum over time.

Figure 3 shows profiles and CC thickness measurement on registered

in vivo and ex vivo images. The observations indicate that, when it

comes to the thickness of the corpus callosum (CC), there is a higher

degree of similarity between histology and T2) imaging compared to

OC imaging.

Conclusion: Optimal control MRI contrast dedicated to myelin

enhancement appear to reveal interesting sensitivity to myelin evo-

lution compared to T2w in a MS model. However, at first sight T2w

offer more similarity with ex vivo reality than optimal control ima-

ges. In this LPC rat model, if remyelination occurred, it happened in

the first month, afterwards a slight deterioration of the myelin and loss

of volume of the corpus callosum was observed (without the rats

showing any disabling clinical signs). Histological images still reveal

deteriorated CC on the injured side.
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Introduction: Transverse relaxation time (T2) of breast tumours is

affected by the local structural and biochemical micro-environment,

and in turn indicative of associated disease processes1. Mono-com-

partment model, although commonly adopted for mathematical

simplicity and computational speed, does not capture the complexity

of real biological tissue, demanding multi-compartment (MC)

approaches2. The non-linear least squares (NLLS) and Bayesian

parameter estimation (BPE) algorithms have been applied to estimate

parameters in MC models in human body outside of the breast3–5.

NLLS allows the estimation of T2 based on the minimisation of the

sum of squares of errors, suffering from potential overfitting and in

turn misinterpretation of the findings owing to increased number of

variables. BPE, estimating T2 using a priori knowledge of the data

distribution, has been introduced to mitigate the overfitting using the

constraints imposed by neighbouring voxels5–9. We set out to

examine the NLLS and BPE algorithms for quantitative T2 maps

acquired on a clinical scanner from 20 freshly excised breast tumour

specimens.

Methods: Tumour specimens from twenty female patients with breast

cancer (invasive ductal carcinoma, 10 grade II and 10 grade III) were

placed in 10% buffered solution of formalin immediately after sur-

gery (Fig. 1). The study was approved by the North-West – Greater

Manchester East Research Ethics Committee (Identifier: 16/NW/

0221), and signed written informed consent was obtained from all

participants prior to the study. Five repeated quantitative T2 images

were acquired from each specimen on a clinical 3 T MRI scanner

(Achieva TX, Philips Healthcare, Netherlands) using a body coil. The

multishot gradient and spin echo (GRASE) sequence was used, with

24 echo times (TE) from 13 to 312 ms at an echo spacing of 13 ms,

FOV of 141 141 mm2, slice thickness of 2.2 mm and image resolu-

tion of 2.2 2.2 mm2.

Voxel-wise mono- and bi-exponential fitting was performed in

MATLAB (R2021a, MathWorks, USA), using NLLS based on

Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm and BPE based on a flat prior. The

fitting was performed over the regions-of-interest (ROIs) encom-

passing the whole tumour, to compute the T2 and initial signal

intensity (S0) in a mono-compartment model, while short and long T2

components (T2s and T2l) and volume fractions (fs and fl) in a bi-

compartment model. The arithmetic mean of each of the outputpa-

rameters was calculated within the ROI for each specimen across

acquisitions.

Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS statistical software (IBM

SPSS Statistics, Version 27.0, USA). The corrected Akaike‘‘s infor-

mation criterion (AICc)10 was employed to estimate the quality of

fitting in a bi-compartment model against a mono-compartment

model. The within-subject coefficients of variations (%wCV) of the

BPE and NLLS of the bi-compartment output parameters were cal-

culated11,12, Wilcoxon tests performed to compare the variations in

output parameters between the two methods. The correlations of T2s

and T2l between BPE and NLLS were performed using the Spear-

man’’s correlation test13. p values\ 0.05 considered statistically

significant.

Results: The T2s and T2l parametric maps generated from BPE and

NLLS (Fig. 2), and the summary statistics of each output parameter

for NLLS and BPE (Table 1) are shown. The goodness of fit for the

bi-compartment model (AICc = 399.05) was numerically lower than

the single compartment model (AICc = 399.94) (Fig. 2). The %wCV

in T2s,BPE (4.16), fs,BPE (5.47), S0,BPE (2.11) of BPE were lower than

that in NLLS. The %wCV in T2l, NLLS (1.23) of NLLS was lower

than that in BPE, although the result was not significant (Table 1).

There were significant positive correlations between T2s,BPE and

T2s,NLLS (r = 0.385, p\ 0.001), and T2l,BPE and T2l,NLLS (r = 0.575,

p\ 0.001) (Fig. 3, Table 1).

Discussion: Bi-compartment model may be a more faithful repre-

sentation of breast tumour cellular structure than the mono-

compartment model. The short and long T2 components from BPE

and NLLS showed significant correlations. However, BPE might be

valuable in quantifying the long T2 component since previous NLLS

simulation showed more susceptibility to overfitting at low SNR for

the long T2 component.

Conclusion: BPE might be a valuable alternative to NLLS for the

analysis of bi-exponential data, generating more faithful estimation of

underlying biology in breast cancer.
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Table 1. Model stability and Correlation tests.

The within-subject coefficient of variation (%wCV) was computed to

estimate model stability, with lower %wCV in bold. Wilcoxon test

performed to test for significance. The Spearman‘‘s correlation

between T2l,NLLS vs T2l,BPE and T2s,NLLS vs T2s,BPE was performed. A

p\ 0.05, statistically significant.
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Introduction: Over the last years, acceleration techniques rendered

quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (qMRI) techniques

increasingly feasible. In particular, T2 is frequently applied, e.g., for

assessment of cerebral oxygen extraction.1,2 However, fast MRI

techniques and especially 2D-acquistions suffer from systematic bias,

mainly T2 overestimation due to stimulated echoes.3,4,5,6 Thus, 3D

gradient-spin echo (GRASE) acquisition7,8 and a correction procedure

for turbo spin echo (TSE) acquisitions9 have been proposed.

The aim of our study was to investigate the accuracy and repeatability

of (accelerated) 3D-GRASE and TSE-based T2 mapping by com-

parison to a reference experiment consisting of multiple single spin

echo (SE) echo planar imaging (EPI) acquisitions in phantoms and

in vivo.

Methods: A homogenous phantom (HP) and a phantom containing

six flasks (6P) with different T2 relaxation times in the range of

typical human brain tissue were scanned up to three times on a 3 T

Philips Ingenia (Best, Netherlands) within six months. In addition,

one healthy human subject (52y, f) (HS) was scanned twice within

two months. The MRI protocol comprised the following:

Multiple single echo SE-EPI TE = 50, 70, 90, 120, 150 ms; TR =

20 s; 24 slices; voxel size 2 9 2x2.5mm3; Tacq = 1:20 min/TE;

repetitions: 2xHP, 3 9 6P, 2xHS.

Multi-echo 3D-GRASE-I 8 echoes; TE1 = DTE = 16 ms; TR = 262

ms; EPI-factor:7; TSE-factor:8; SENSE:no; 50 slices; voxel size

1 9 1x2.5mm3; Tacq = 8:32 min; repetitions: 1xHP, 3 9 6P, 2xHS.

Multi-echo 3D-GRASE-II Same as 3D-GRASE-I, but with SENSE:P-

2, S-2; Tacq = 2:11 min; repetitions: 2xHP, 3 9 6P, 2xHS.

Multiple single echo TSE TE = 17, 51, 86, 103, 120, 187 ms; TR =

18255 ms; CS-SENSE:2; 50 slices; voxel size 1 9 1x2.5mm3;

Tacq = 2:44 min/TE; repetitions: 3xHP, 3 9 6P, 2xHS.

B1 mapping10 TE = 2.3 ms; TR = 30/150 ms; a = 60�; CS-

SENSE:6; 50 slices; voxel size 4 9 4x2.5mm3; Tacq = 3:25 min;

repetitions: 2xHP, 1 9 6P, 1xHS.

T2 parameter maps were calculated using monoexponential fits. TSE-

based T2 maps were corrected by means of simulation-based B1-

dependent correction factors.9 Quantitative T2 parameter values were

evaluated in volumes of interest (VOIs) (Fig. 1) and relative devia-

tions from the SE-EPI-based reference values were calculated.

Results: Axial slices of T2 parameter maps of the phantoms and a

healthy subject are shown in Fig. 1. Quantitative T2 values from

different VOIs are summarized in Table 1 and demonstrate that the

standard deviations across measurements (VOI means across voxels)

are consistently lower than averages of standard deviation across

voxels in a VOI (averaged across measurements). Uncorrected, TSE-

based T2 values exceeded SE-EPI-based reference values by about

18%, which by correction could be reduced to about 5%, except for

vessel 1 with T2 = 32 ms. Both 3D-GRASE variants yielded T2

values with deviations of about 4% from the SE-EPI reference values

in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 2). Plotting the relative deviation of GRASE-

and TSE-based T2 values from the SE-EPI-based reference against

these reference T2 values (Fig. 3), shows no indication for a sys-

tematic dependency of relative deviations on T2, except for corrected

TSE-based values for the lowest T2 of 32 ms.

Discussion: Uncorrected TSE-based T2 mapping clearly overesti-

mates T2 values compared to the SE-EPI reference measurement

(Fig. 2 & 3) as expected, which was successfully reduced by applying

the correction proposed.9 The large deviation of corrected TSE-based

T2 value from the reference in vessel 1 can be well explained by

insufficient sampling in the range of low echo times given the low T2

value of the sample.

Both unaccelerated and accelerated 3D-GRASE sequences yielded T2

values that agree well with the reference SE-EPI-based values across

the whole range of T2 values, which is in agreement with results from

Kaczmarz and colleagues.8 Further, the absolute deviation in relative

T2 is smallest for the accelerated 3D-GRASE sequence and the small

standard deviation across repeated measurements demonstrates

excellent repeatability (Table 1), which is encouraging with respect to

future applications.
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Conclusion We conclude that accelerated multi-echo 3D-GRASE

offers fast (2:11 min) and reliable whole brain T2 mapping at high

spatial resolution (1 9 1x2.5 mm3). However, in combination with an

appropriate correction9 TSE-based T2 mapping is also a reliable

option when 3D GRASE is not available.
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Introduction: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive

neurological disease that affects motor neurons, leading to the

paralysis of muscles, including those required for breathing, and

eventually causing death. The underlying cause is still not fully

understood, and there is no definitive cure. Early detection of ALS

and a more accurate understanding of disease progression are critical

to treating patients. This can improve quality of life and prolong

survival if the patient receives appropriate treatment. This can also

potentially aid in the radical treatments with new drugs. Magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive imaging technique that

can detect early changes in ALS, allowing for early intervention. The

aim of this study is to evaluate the early detection and progression of

ALS using high field MRI in mice.

Methods: We used mice with a human mutant SOD1 gene, which is

responsible for approximately 2% of all ALS cases, and normal mice

as controls (wild type: wt). We performed MRI scans on both groups

of mice at 7, 11, and 16 weeks of age (7w, 11w, 16w). T2-weighted

images, T2 maps, voxel-based analysis (VBA), and region of interest

(ROI) analysis were used to visually and quantitatively assess changes

in the brains of the mice.

T2-weighted images were acquired using a 7-T MRI scanner (Biospec

70/16, Bruker BioSpin, Germany). T2 maps were generated by fitting

the signal intensity data to an exponential decay function. VBA

analysis was performed using SPM12 software. Average images for

each age data were created for wt and ALS model, respectively, and

voxel values were compared. For ROI analysis, three ROIs were

created: trigeminal nerve, corticospinal tract and somatomotor areas.

Results: The T2-weighted images showed hyperintensities in the area

from the trigeminal nerve to the rubrospinal tract and facial nerve in

the mutant mice (Fig. 1). T2 maps demonstrated an increase in

T2 values in the trigeminal nerve and facial nerve with increasing age

(Fig. 2). VBA analysis showed that signal intensity differed in the

trigeminal nerve and rubrospinal tract with increasing age (Fig. 3). In

ROI analysis showed an increase in T2 values in the trigeminal nerve,

somatomotor areas with increasing age. In the trigeminal nerve,

T2 values were significantly higher in the ALS model mice than in the

wild-type mice at 11w and 16w.In the corticospinal tract, T2 values

were significantly higher in the wild-type mice than in the ALS model

mice at 16w.

Discussion: Signal changes on T2WI were seen in the trigeminal

nerve, the rubrospinal tract, and the facial nerve, which are respon-

sible for transmitting descending information that moves muscles.

These areas are known to be impaired by ALS, and T2WI may have

detected neurodegeneration. The high signal on T2-weighted images

is thought to be due to the destruction of the myelin sheath by
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demyelination, which allows water molecules inside nerve fiber

bundles to move freely. On T2 map, increased T2 values of the

trigeminal nerve and facial nerves were seen with aging. VBA anal-

ysis showed increased T2 values with age in the trigeminal nerve and

rubrospinal tract. ROI analysis showed increased T2 values with age

in the trigeminal nerve. These areas are known to be impaired by

ALS as well as T2WI, and T2 map, the VBA analysis, the ROI

analysis may have detected neurodegeneration. These increases in

T2 values with aging indicate that they are more impaired as the

disease progresses.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrated the potential of high field MRI

for the early detection and progression of ALS in mice. Our results

indicate that T2-weighted images, T2 maps, VBA, and ROI analysis

can detect early changes in the trigeminal nerve before the onset of

symptoms in ALS model mice. These changes may be related to the

early stages of ALS and suggest that high field MRI has the potential

to aid in the early diagnosis of ALS in humans. Early diagnosis can

lead to early treatment. Further studies are needed to confirm our

findings and to determine the clinical relevance of early detection and

intervention for ALS patients.
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Introduction: Freshly excised breast tumour, although a valuable

experimental model1, requires immediate addition of formalin for

tissue preservation, potentially leading to altered image contrast on

MRI2. Relaxation properties of T1 and T2 in the breast are known to

alter in the presence of a tumour3, and the features extracted from

texture analysis have shown significant potential in describing tumour

pathology and predicting response to therapies4,5. Therefore, we

hypothesised that tumour texture features extracted from quantitative

T1 and T2 images are highly repeatable between acquisitions with no

significant impact from formalin.

Methods: Twenty breast tumour specimens were removed from

female patients undergoing wide local excision, with a mean (range)

age of 57 (35 – 78) years, with invasive ductal carcinoma, 10 grade II

and 10 grade III (Fig. 1). The specimens were placed in a 10% buf-

fered solution of formalin immediately after surgery. Five repeated

acquisitions of T1 and T2 quantitative scans were performed over-

night. The study was approved by the North-West – Greater

Manchester East Research Ethics Committee (Identifier: 16/NW/

0221), with signed written informed consent obtained from all par-

ticipants prior to entry into the study.

Images were acquired on a clinical 3 T MRI scanner (Achieva TX,

Best, Philips Healthcare, Netherlands) using a body coil for uniform

transmission and a 32-channel receiver head coil. Quantitative T1

images were acquired using the multi-shot Look-Locker sequence

with a trigger delay (TD) = 170 ms, 5 k-space lines in a shot, 35

inversion curve sampling points from first inversion time (TI) of

30 ms and an increment of 150 ms, excitation pulse flip angle of 4�
and repetition time (TR) of 5132 ms. Quantitative T2 images were

acquired using the multi-shot gradient and spin echo (GRASE) pulse

sequence, with 24 echo times (TEs) from 13 to 312 ms. T1 and T2

images both had FOV of 141 9 141 mm2, slice thickness of 2.2 mm

and an image resolution of 2.2 9 2.2 mm2.

Voxel-wise mono-exponential fitting was performed using non-linear

least squares method based on Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to

derive quantitative T1 and T2 maps in MATLAB (R2021a, Math-

Works, Natick, USA). Whole tumour delineation was conducted on

DWI images with a b-value of 800 s.mm-2, using MRIcron

(University of South Carolina, Columbia, USA) and extracted for
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texture analysis on subsequent T1 and T2 maps. Five first-order

statistics texture features: mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, skew-

ness and entropy were calculated based on histogram analysis of the

voxel values within the tumour.

Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS statistical software

(IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 27.0, Armonk, USA). Relative

repeatability was conducted using the within-subject coefficient of

variation (%wCV)6 of the five repeated acquisitions. The repro-

ducibility was conducted using the two-way intra-class correlation

coefficient mixed effect model with absolute agreement (ICC2,1),

across the 20 tumour specimens with the five repeated acquisitions7.

An ICC2,1 greater than 0.8 indicated a highly reproducible texture

feature. A p value\ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results: For T1, the %wCV of the mean, standard deviation, kurtosis,

skewness and entropy texture features were 2.11, 3.84, 5.02, 7.79 and

3.52, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 2). The ICC2,1 (95% CI) of the mean,

standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness and entropy texture features

were 0.97 (0.91 – 0.99), 0.95 (0.87 – 0.98), 0.98 (0.96 – 0.99), 0.97

(0.94 – 0.99) and 0.62 (0.42 – 0.79), respectively, with a p-value\
0.001 for all texture features (Table 2).

For T2, the %wCV of the mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, skew-

ness and entropy texture features were 1.82, 9.40, 18.61, 103.63 and

4.05, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 2). The ICC2,1 of the mean, standard

deviation, kurtosis, skewness and entropy of the texture features were

0.98 (0.95 – 0.99), 0.93 (0.88 – 0.97), 0.73 (0.56 – 0.86), 0.70 (0.52 –

0.84) and 0.81 (0.68 – 0.91), respectively, with a p-value\ 0.001 for

all textures features (Table 2).

Discussion: In T1, all the metrics were highly repeatable and repro-

ducible, apart from moderate reproducibility in entropy.

In T2, the mean, standard deviation and entropy were highly repeat-

able, and moderate repeatability in the kurtosis, but poor repeatability

in the skewness. The mean, standard deviation and entropy were

highly reproducible, while kurtosis and skewness had good

reproducibility.

Conclusion The majority of the first-order texture features from

quantitative T1 and T2 are highly repeatable and reproducible, apart

from T2 skewness that might have limited repeatability.
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Introduction: The emergence and growth of a high-grade glioma

induces a local pressure on the neighboring tissues, which leads to a

displacement of tissue referred to as gross mass effect. The ability to

accurately understand and quantify this mechanical phenomenon can

be decisive in determining the patients’’ prognosis and treatment 1 2.

One procedure to determine tissue displacement fields and measure

tissue compression in the peritumoral region1 is performing non-

linear registration on consecutive MRI scans. Although this method is

effective, it remains unclear whether different registration algorithms

available obtain different quantitative compression. In this study, we

compare the displacement fields obtained from the two most com-

monly used registration algorithms, Greedy3 and ANTs4 SyN in

synthetic deformation model.

Methods: A total of 200 Brain Tumor Segmentation from the RSNA-

ASNR-MICCAI Brain Tumor Segmentation (BraTS) Challenge 2021

images were used as reference images to generate a synthetic tumor

growth model. To simulate tumor growth, a scalar field kernel was

created by assigning a three-dimensional normal distribution to each

voxel within the tumor core. For the generation of the kernel, values

of 50 voxels for the width and 600 voxels for the height of the normal

distributions were used. The deformation field is then obtained from

the gradient of the kernel and applied to a high grade glioma brain

MRI. Once we have simulated tumor growth, we use ANTs SyN and

Greedy registration algorithms to compute displacement field (see

Fig. 1), excluding the tumor core from the registration, and computing

divergence of the field to estimate tissue compression. Finally, the

similarities between ground truth and estimated compression and

magnitude displacement fields in the peritumoral area were assessed

using Cross-Correlation metric.

Results: Greedy and ANTs SyN algorithms have shown good per-

formance when estimating magnitude displacement field obtaining a

median cross-correlation of 0.97 and 0.98, respectively (see Fig. 2).

However, the difference in accuracy of compression was quite

noticeable between both algorithms, obtaining a median cross-cor-

relation of 0.90 and 0.85, respectively.

Discussion: The student’s t-test has been calculated. The results

showed a statistically significant difference in the accuracy of deter-

mining the compression map between the two algorithms, with a

p-value of 0.005. In contrast, no significant difference was found

between the algorithms for the magnitude displacement field, with a

p-value of 0.374. Greedy showed better performance in reproducing

the compression map in most cases and has shown a shorter execution

time (2.74 min) versus ANTs (13.89 min). To sum up, although our

study suggests that Greedy and ANTs SyN are both accurate algo-

rithms for determining the magnitude displacement field, Greedy may

be a more accurate and efficient algorithm for tracking peritumoral

tissue compression caused by mass effect in high grade gliomas.

Conclusion: Future studies can further explore the performance of

different registration algorithms in other clinical settings and with

larger datasets. On the other hand, the simulation of the mass effect

could be improved by assigning privileged growth directions based on

diffusion tensor imaging data.
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Introduction: MR volumetry is commonly used to objectively

determine significant brain volume changes. Unfortunately, many

technical factors can influence image quality and quantitative MR

measures, such as a scanner upgrade. Recently, the Ghent Institute for

Functional and Metabolic Imaging (GIfMI) implemented a hardware

upgrade from a Siemens MAGNETOM 3 T Trio system to a Siemens

MAGNETOM 3 T Prisma Fit system, including gradient, radiofre-

quency and shimming system upgrades. To assess its impact on image

quality and volumetric parameters, the impact of this upgrade on

quantitative structural imaging was evaluated.

Methods: A visual representation of the study setup is provided in

Fig. 1. T1-weighted MPRAGE data from ACR phantom and six

human volunteers were acquired twice on the Siemens 3 T Trio Tim,
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using a 32-channel head coil (session (ses) 1 and 2), and twice on the

Siemens 3 T Prisma Fit using a 64-channel head coil (ses 3 and 4).

For the ACR phantom data, seven parameters were assessed

according to the Small Phantom Guide(1). For the human data,

manual delineation of both hippocampi (HCman) was performed

according to a ray-tracing protocol(2), and the volumes of the left

(L) and right (R) HC were calculated in cm3. Additionally, the sub-

cortical volumes (SV) of the hippocampus (HC), amygdala (AM),

thalamus (Th), nucleus caudatus (NC), putamen (Pu), pallidum (GP),

nucleus accumbens (Nacc), and the cortical thickness (CT) of 33

regions for each session were calculated using Freesurfer and the

Desikan-Killiany-Tourville (DKT) atlas. Intra- and interscanner

consistency was evaluated using a paired T-test between the sessions

(ses 1 versus 2, ses 3 versus 4) and between the scanners (mean ses

1 ? 2 versus mean ses 3 ? 4). All statistics were performed in R and

correcting for multiple comparisons was done using the Bonferroni-

Holm method.

Results: All ACR phantom parameters passed the acceptance criteria

on both MRI scanners, except for the high contrast spatial resolution

parameter, failing for both scanners at every time point. Intra- and

interscanner mean differences of the SV and CT are summarized in

Tbl 1 and Tbl 2, respectively. Intrascanner variabilities for the Trio

Tim scanner were found in HCman (R), HC (R), AM (R), Pu (R),

inferior parietal (L), rostral middle frontal (R), pars orbitalis (R), and

transverse temporal (L). Furthermore, intrascanner inconsistencies

within the Prisma Fit scanner were only found for these regional CT:

posterior cingulate (R), rostral anterior cingulate (L), and superior

temporal (R). Interscanner inconsistency was found in bilateral

HCman, NC (R), Pu (R), GP (R), Nacc (L), temporal pole (L),

bilateral caudal middle frontal, bilateral lateral orbitofrontal, bilateral

precentral, bilateral superior frontal, caudal anterior cingulate (R),

precuneus (R), rostral middle frontal (R), pars opercularis (R), pars

triangularis (R), and pars orbitalis (R). Finally, the mismatch between

the regional CT are visualized in Fig. 2, where the green regions

indicate significant decreases after the upgrade from Tbl 2.

Discussion: The variance of SV and CT due to a scanner upgrade

appears to remain within the clinically acceptable boundaries, except

for some specific regions. In general, the mean differences between

scanners appear to be higher than within scanner mean differences.

These findings are consistent with earlier reports(3), but are likely to

differ between different scanning facilities. However, the low number

of included volunteers limits the generalizability of the study results.

Conclusion: In conclusion, a scanner upgrade appears to slightly

impact quantitative structural measurements of the brain. Therefore, it

is crucial to evaluate hardware-related variance in quantitative

imaging, especially during longitudinal or multi-center studies.
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Introduction: Migraine is a primary headache disorder typically

characterized by recurrent attacks of disabling headache and associ-

ated with high personal and societal burden. The detailed

pathophysiological mechanisms causing migraine are still elusive,

however, there is limited evidence that iron might play a role1. MRI

studies observed altered R2 (= 1/T2) and R2* (= 1/T2*) values in

various brain structures of patients with migraine, indicating an iron

accumulation compared to healthy controls2-4. This increase in iron

content was associated with pain processing and the frequency of

migraine attacks2-4. The aim of this study was to investigate if there

are alterations of R2* relaxation rate in white matter during a

migraine cycle of 21 days.

Methods: A male patient (age = 26 years) with episodic migraine

with aura according to ICHD-3 participated in this study. The par-

ticipant had a history of 3 to 5 migraine attacks per month prior to the

study, each with a duration of around 24 h. During the 21 consecutive

scanning days, the participant did not take any preventative or acute

medication. MRI was performed at the same time on each day on a

3 T MR system (MAGNETOM Skyra, Siemens Healthineers,

Erlangen, Germany) using a 64-channel head coil. The following

sequences were acquired: For structural overview and tissue seg-

mentation, a 3D T1 weighted magnetization prepared rapid

acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE). For the estimation of the white

matter fiber angle h, a diffusion weighted single-shot echo-planar

imaging DTI sequence and for quantification of R2* relaxation, a

multi-echo gradient echo (GRE) sequence. DTI data was analyzed

using FSL DTIFIT (FSL version 6.0.5.1) to calculate the diffusion

tensor model. To correct for distortions induced by eddy currents and

head motion eddy_correct was used. The white matter mask was

generated using FSL FAST and eroded with a 3 9 3x3 kernel to

avoid partial volume effects of non-white matter tissue. R2* maps

were computed voxel by voxel assuming a mono-exponential relax-

ation. The fiber angle h was calculated as the angle between the first

eigenvector and the direction of the main magnetic field B0 for each

voxel, where h = 0� represents fibers parallel to B0 and h = 90�
represents fibers perpendicular to B0. For plotting fiber orientation

dependent R2* voxels from the entire white matter were pooled.

Based on fiber orientation dependent R2*, the anisotropy index was

calculated according R2* AI = (R2*max – R2*min)/(R2*-

max ? R2*min). Days without events were further grouped into

normal days prior (Normal-pre), between (Normal-between) and after

(Normal-post) days with migraine attacks.

Results: On visual inspection of the quantitative maps, no distinct

feature to differentiate between days with headache, days with

migraine and normal days could be observed (Fig. 1). White matter

R2* across all days is shown in Fig. 2 A. R2* increased (p = 0.04) on

days with migraine compared to days with headache and days without

event (Fig. 2B). On average, R2* increased with increasing fiber

angle from 20.1 ± 0.3 Hz at 0� to 22.6 ± 0.2 Hz at 90� (Fig. 3.).

Grouping by condition revealed lower orientation dependent R2* on

days with migraine as shown in Fig. 3. R2* anisotropy was found to

be lower (p = 0.02) on days with migraine compared to days with

headache and normal days without event (Fig. 4A and B).

Discussion and Conclusion: Our study revealed that white matter

R2* is increased and R2* anisotropy is decreased during migraine

attacks. The observed increase in R2* suggests an increase in iron

content and might be linked with altered iron content in deep gray

matter structures observed in literature1-4. The decrease in R2*

anisotropy indicates non-iron related tissue changes, such as a

decrease in myelin content, during a migraine attack. Our observation,

that iron content does not solely affect R2* in migraine is supported

by various studies. Granziera et al. reported a decrease in magneti-

zation transfer ratio (MTR) in the thalamus of patients with migraine

compared to healthy controls5. Thus, migraine related iron changes

can be obscured by other disease related tissue changes. Furthermore,

it was shown that the cerebral vasculature affects the orientation

dependent MRI signal6. Therefore alterations in R2* anisotropy could

be caused by vascular changes instead or in addition to changes in

myelin, which would support the involvement of vascular mecha-

nisms in migraine. We conclude that alterations in R2* during

migraine attacks might be caused by changes in iron content

accompanied by changes in tissue microstructure.
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Introduction: Migraine is a cyclical neurological disorder that causes

mild to severe headache pain followed by periods without attacks1.

Studies using diffusion tensor imaging(DTI)2 have shown alterations

in the microstructure of multiple white matter(WM) regions in

migraine patients3. Other studies have also reported variations across

the migraine cycle4,5. Nonetheless, the description of these cyclic

variations has been scarce and mostly using transversal designs. Here,

we perform a longitudinal study to investigate microstructural vari-

ations along the four phases of the pain cycle in a group of patients

with episodic menstrual migraine, including a healthy control group

controlled for their menstrual cycle phase. We employ DTI as well as

a more complex diffusion model, diffusional kurtosis imaging(DKI)6,

to analyse diffusion-weighted MRI(dMRI) parameters.

Methods: 14 patients with episodic menstrually-related without-aura

migraine were scanned during the migraine cycle phases: M-interic-

tal, M-preictal, M-ictal, M-postictal. A control group of 15 healthy

females were evaluated during: H-postovulation and H-premenstrual

phases of the menstrual cycle, to match the interictal and the peri-ictal

phases, respectively. Figure 1 summarises the clinical and demo-

graphic data. We acquired 2D-EPI multi-shell dMRI data (3 T

Siemens Vida; 64-chan head coil): TR/TE: 6800/89 ms, 66 slices, in-

plane GRAPPA = 2, SMS = 3, and 2 mm isotropic resolution, with

b-values of 400,1000,and 2000s/mm2 along 32, 32, and 60 volumes,

respectively; 8 b0s. Preprocessing followed the DESIGNER pipeline7.

Subsequently, we used dtifit to perform tensor-fitting and derive

fractional anisotropy(FA), mean diffusivity(MD), axial diffusiv-

ity(AD), and radial diffusivity(RD) maps. DKI fitting was done with

DESIGNER, and the mean kurtosis(MK), axial kurtosis(AK), and

radial kurtosis(RK) maps were extracted. All diffusion parameter

maps underwent tract-based spatial statistics skeletonization8. The

ICBM-DTI-81 WM Atlas9 was used for analysing the data. Right and

left WM tracts were combined, and 28 regions-of-interest (ROIs)

were defined. A pairwise voxelwise permutation test was applied to

compare patients with controls (5000 permutations; cluster-based

correction; p\ 0.05)10,11 and adjusted for multiple comparisons with

Bonferroni. Given the greater sensitivity of DKI compared with DTI

(see results), only DKI was considered for further analysis. An ROI

analysis was performed to investigate changes across the cycle, by

extracting the median of each DKI parameter within each of the 28

ROIs. For each parameter and each ROI, we calculated the difference

between each migraine phase (CyclePhase) and the average across

subjects of the respective control phase. We evaluated differences

along the cycle, with a linear mixed effects model analysis, in R,

using CyclePhase as a fixed effect and each subject as a random

effect, for each ROI and parameter. Post-hoc analysis was conducted

when significant main effects were detected (p\ 0.05), which were

corrected with False Discovery Rate.

Results: Fig. 2 shows the percentage of voxels exhibiting significant

differences within each ROI, for significant comparisons, with both

DTI and DKI. The reduction of AD estimated with DKI in the

interictal phase was the most robust, surviving adjustment for all

comparisons. The spatial distribution of these AD changes along the

WM skeleton is depicted in Fig. 3. Several WM tracts showed sig-

nificant differences in FA and AD throughout the migraine cycle

which are presented in Fig. 4.

Discussion/Conclusion: This is the first study to perform a longitu-

dinal evaluation of WM changes along the four phases of migraine.

We found that DKI has higher sensitivity in identifying microstruc-

tural abnormalities than DTI in migraine patients, robustly showing

decreased AD across the brain, which is in agreement with the lit-

erature3. Both AD and FA varied along the cycle, in brain areas

involved in pain processing. In particular, decreased AD was found to

normalise around the pain period, suggesting that WM may undergo

reversible and plastic microstructural changes, possibly concurrently

with altered function, in the brain of migraine patients5.
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Introduction: Gliomas are the most common primary central nervous

system malignant tumors in adults1.Despite the advances in treatment

strategies, the overall survival rate for aggressive forms of gliomas

remains less than 10%2.A primary contributor to this poor prognosis

is the complex molecular heterogeneity exhibited by these tumors1.A

recent study revealed that telomerase reverse transcriptase promoter

(TERT-p) mutations were related to poor prognosis3.Lately, nonin-

vasive advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques have

gained attention for their potential to aid in diagnosis and treatment

planning of gliomas.Susceptibility weighted MRI (SWI) enables

visualization of neovascularization and microcalcification4.The aim

of this study is to preoperatively identify TERT-p mutations in

gliomas using features of SWI extracted with radiomics and deep

convolutional neural networks (CNN).

Methods: In this retrospective study, 69 patients (37 M/32F) with

gliomas, who underwent preoperative MRI on a 3 T clinical MR

scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) and had tumor specimens

available for DNA extraction, were included.Of these patients, 46

were isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH)-wild type (IDH-wt), 23 were

IDH mutant (IDH-mut), 43 were TERT-p mutant (TERTp-mut), and

26 were TERT-p wild type (TERTp-wt).Among the IDH-wt gliomas,

32 were TERTp-mut, and 14 were TERTp-wt.The MRI protocol

included SWI (TR/TE = 28/20 ms, FOV = 220 mm, slice thick-

ness = 1.6 mm) and contrast-enhanced T1W MRI (CE-T1W)(TR/

TE = 589/10 ms, FOV = 220 mm, slice thickness = 3 mm).Contrast

enhancing lesions were segmented on CE-T1W images in Slicer

v4.8.1(http://slicer.org/) and registered onto high-resolution SWI

along with the segmentation masks using FSL(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.

uk/fsl/fslwiki/).The largest segmentation area in both directions was

used to define a rectangular bounding box around the lesion on SWI.

Six pretrained deep CNN models (VGG16, VGG19, Xception,

ResNet50, InceptionV3, and InceptionResNetV2) and pyradiomics

were used to extract SWI image features5-9.The dataset was then

divided into train and test sets with a 0.8:0.2 ratio.The training set was

oversampled using synthetic minority oversampling technique10.Five-

fold cross-validation was employed to train the classification

algorithms on the training set.The performance of the machine

learning algorithms was evaluated on the test set using Pycaret.

Results: The optimal model for identifying TERT-p mutation irre-

spective of the IDH mutation, with features extracted from

InceptionV3, achieved an accuracy of 0.78 (precision = 0.80/re-

call = 0.88),compared to an accuracy of 0.60 (precision = 0.65/

recall = 0.76) for the radiomics model(Table 1).The optimal model

for detecting TERT-p mutation among IDH-wt, with features

extracted from Xception, achieved an accuracy of 0.80(preci-

sion = 0.85/recall = 0.85), compared to an accuracy of 0.70

(precision = 0.75/recall = 0.85) for the radiomics

model(Table 2).The feature maps extracted from Xception on SWI

images indicated that the vascular regions were crucial for identifying

the most relevant features(Fig. 1).

Discussion: Our study demonstrated the potential of SWI, in con-

junction with deep CNN to preoperatively identify TERT-p mutations

in gliomas.The deep learning-based feature extraction outperformed

the radiomics model for identifying the TERT-p mutation. A recent

study has found an association between perfusion metrics and TERT-

p mutations11.Similarly, our findings suggest that TERT-p mutations

may have an impact on SWI image features.
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Introduction: Glioblastomas (GBM) are the most common and

aggressive type of primary brain tumours, and GBM patients undergo

intensive MRI protocols before treatment and as follow-up. Image

segmentation of the tumour regions, including the necrotic tumour

core, the contrast-enhancing tumour, and peritumoural edema or

infiltrations, is crucial for precise therapy planning and progression

monitoring, as it provides information about tumour volume, location,

and shape. The current gold standard is manual segmentation per-

formed by expert neuroradiologists, but this is an arduous and time-

consuming task that suffers from inter-observer variability1. Reliable

automated segmentation methods that can improve the quality and

efficiency of diagnosis and patient follow-up would therefore be of

great value. The Brain Tumour Segmentation (BraTS) challenge

dataset2 has become the benchmark for the development of multiple

automatic segmentation methods, namely based on deep learning.

Previous work shows that model performance varies substantially

between the different tumour regions, with different models yielding

the best performance for distinct regions3. We hypothesise that a

combination of deep learning models with different strengths may

result in the best overall performance and propose an ensemble

learning method for brain tumour segmentation, combining the out-

puts of two distinct architectures based on their segmentation

accuracy for each tumour region.

Methods: We tested the performance of two network architectures for

brain tumour segmentation implemented in the Medical Open Net-

work for Artificial Intelligence (MONAI4), a Pytorch-based open-

source framework for deep learning in healthcare imaging: 1) a

ResNet-based architecture using autoencoder regularisation5; and 2)

Swin UNEt TRansfomers (Swin UNETR), a U-shaped network that

uses a Swin transformer as the encoder and a CNN-based decoder6.

The BraTS 2021 challenge dataset includes 1251 GBM patients, each

with validated manual annotations of the key tumour substructures

and four 3D multi-parametric MRI (mpMRI) volumes of T1-weighted

(T1), T2-weighted (T2), T2-weighted FLAIR, and T1-weighted

contrast-enhanced (T1ce) scans. This dataset was divided into subsets

of 60%, 20%, and 20% for training, validation, and testing, respec-

tively. After normalising the signal intensity of the MRI scans and

applying data augmentation transforms, both models were trained

using all four MRI modalities. Three nested subregions were con-

sidered: Tumour Core (TC), Enhancing Tumour (ET), and the Whole

Tumour (WT), including edema.

Considering prior reports on the performance of each network for the

different subregions, as well as the Dice Similarity Coefficients

(DSC) we obtained with the testing dataset, an ensemble model that

combines the WT and TC grading from the ResNet architecture and

the ET classification from the Swin UNETR was considered (Fig. 1),

due to the higher accuracy of the Swin transformers in classifying

smaller regions7, such as the ET.

Overall model accuracy was assessed using the DSC of each seg-

mented region with the corresponding manual segmentation labels

from the BraTS dataset.

Results: The DSC obtained with the two network architectures are

presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The results corroborate the selected

combination of segmentation outputs from the two networks. The

segmentation accuracy of the WT region was consistent across the

two models, whereas the TC and ET regions were more accurately

delineated using the ResNet architecture and the Swin UNETR,

respectively. In Fig. 4, the manual segmentation for a representative

subject can be visually compared to the outputs obtained.

Conclusion We investigated the viability of using a fully automated

deep learning-based ensemble method for brain tumour segmenta-

tion relying on T1, T2, FLAIR, and T1ce images. Our proposed

segmentation approach yielded results comparable to the manual

segmentation provided in the BraTS dataset. As anticipated, the Swin

UNETR architecture was considerably more accurate than the ResNet

in the classification of the ET region, with significantly increased

DSC due to the self-attention mechanism intrinsic to this network,

which improves the definition of smaller structures. We showed that

the combination of the two models significantly improved segmen-

tation accuracy, largely due to the better performance of the Swin

UNETR model for the ET region. Future work will include training

the same models with k-fold cross-validation to ensure results that can

be generalised to unknown data.
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and muscle invasiveness of urinary bladder cancer
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Histological grade and muscle invasiveness holds a great clinical

significance in the management and prognosis of bladder cancer. Our

objective was to create a radiomics model based on magnetic reso-

nance imaging that can predict the histological grade and muscle

invasiveness of bladder cancer pre-opertaively.

Methods: In a prospective study, we gathered data from 50 bladder

cancer patients who had an MRI scan before their surgery. Radiomics

features were extracted from T2-weighted, diffusion-weighted, and

dynamic contrast-enhanced images obtained from a 1.5 T MRI

scanner. The variable clustering algorithm was applied to these fea-

tures, and all cluster features were univariably assessed using receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Multiple models were created

and cross-validated based on multivariable analysis to minimize over-

fitting and predict the grade of the tumor and muscle invasiveness.

Results Our radiomics model 4 comprising of contrast, age and

VIRADS score parameters showed AUC of 0.9(95% CI -1.9, 34.26)

and a p value of 0.079, model 5 comprising of contrast and T2

parameters showed AUC of 0.87(95% CI -0.0.13, 0) and a p value of

0.038 and Model 3 comprising of contrast and age parameters showed

AUC of 0.86(95% CI -3.65, 37.51) and a p value of 0.017 for dif-

ferentiating high grade tumors from low grade tumors. Radiomics

models 3 for the differentiation of muscle invasion, comprising of T2,

DWI and Age had a AUC of 0.91 (95% CI- 0.56, 14.89) and a p value

of 0.035.

Discussion: Accurately predicting the histologic grade and muscle

invasion of bladder cancer in a noninvasive manner is crucial due to

the varying clinical treatments and prognoses. Our study aimed to

create multiple models for preoperative assessment of bladder cancer

grade and muscle invasiveness. Our radiomics model, which incor-

porated the optimal radiomics signature along with clinical risk

factors such as age and the VIARDS score, exhibited superior diag-

nostic abilities.

Numerous studies have investigated the potential of radiomics in pre-

operative assessment of bladder cancer grade. Longchao Li et al.

utilized T2 and ADC in their MRI-based radiomics approach, which

exhibited strong discrimination between high-grade and low-grade

tumors, with an AUC of 0.93 in the validation set. Similarly, Zheng

et al. developed a model using T2 and DCE to predict Ki67 expres-

sion in bladder cancer, yielding favorable results in both the training

(AUC of 0.859) and validation sets (AUC of 0.819).

Wang et al. also reported an MRI-based radiomics approach using

T2WI, DWI and ADC maps, that demonstrated effective differenti-

ation between high-grade and low-grade tumors, achieving AUCs of

0.9233 and 0.9276 in the training and validation cohorts, respectively.

However, our model did not indicate statistical significance in the

DWI features for tumor grade, which may be due to the exclusion of

ADC maps and the use of DWIs instead.

When assessing muscle invasion Model 3, which combined T2, DWI,

and age parameters, had an AUC of 0.91. The performance of our
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radiomics model is in par with other studies showing similar results.

Zheng et al. performed a study that included 199 patients of bladder

cancer (no prior h/o TURBT). The radiomics model based on T2W

images to predict muscle invasion had an AUC of 0.913 in the

training set and 0.874 in the validation set.

Conclusion: A multiparametric radiomics approach based on MRI

has the potential to serve as a non-invasive imaging tool for preop-

erative grading of bladder cancer and evaluating muscle invasion.
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Introduction: Positive surgical margin (PSM) in pathology after

radical prostatectomy (RP) indicates unfavorable prognosis (1–3).

Preoperative prediction of PSM after RP would benefit the manage-

ment of prostate cancer. MRI is an important imaging method for

prostate cancer diagnosis and staging. Many tumor-related imaging

features, such as tumor location determined by MRI, Prostate Imag-

ing-Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) category, and length of

capsular tumor contact, have been reported to correlate with PSM

(4–6). However, relevant MRI-based grading systems for preopera-

tive prediction of PSM are lacking in clinical practice.

In this study, we aimed to construct a simplified scoring system using

tumor-related MRI features to evaluate the risk of PSM after RP,

validate the grading system in an independent cohort, and compare

the model with a previously reported one.

Methods: Patients who had undergone prostate MRI followed by RP

between January 2017 and January 2021 were retrospectively enrolled

as the derivation group, and those between February 2021 and

November 2022 were enrolled as the validation group. One radiolo-

gist evaluated tumor-related MRI features, including the capsule

contact length (CCL) of lesions, capsular irregularity or bulge, neu-

rovascular bundle asymmetry, obliteration of rectoprostatic angle,

frank extraprostatic extension (EPE), and apex abutting (Fig. 1).

Binary logistic regression and decision tree analysis were used to

select risk features for PSM. The area under the curve (AUC), sen-

sitivity, and specificity of different systems were calculated. The

interreader agreement of the scoring systems was evaluated using the

kappa statistic.

Results: PSM was identified in 29.8% (42/141) of patients in the

derivation group and 36.4% (32/88) of patients in the validation

group. In combination with binary logistic regression and decision

tree analysis, the first grading system was proposed (mrPSM1) using

two imaging features, namely, CCL C 20 mm and apex abutting.

The second grading system—mrPSM2—in combination with the

radiologist‘‘s perspective was also proposed, in which frank EPE was

included in Grade 3, as follows:

Grade 1: CCL\ 20 mm without apex abutting, low risk of PSM;

Grade 2: CCL C 20 mm or apex abutting, intermediate risk of PSM;

Grade 3: CCL C 20 mm and apex abutting, or frank EPE, high risk of

PSM.

In the derivation group, the AUC was 0.705 (95% CI: 0.614–0.795)

for mrPSM1 and 0.713 (95% CI: 0.624–0.802) for mrPSM2. In the

validation group, our grading systems showed comparable AUC with

Park et al.’’s model (0.672–0.686 vs. 0.646, p[ 0.05) and signifi-

cantly higher specificity (0.732–0.750 vs. 0.411, p\ 0.001) (Fig. 2).

The kappa value was 0.764 for mrPSM1 and 0.776 for mrPSM2.

Decision curve analysis showed a higher net benefit for mrPSM2.

Discussion: Our study constructed MRI-based grading systems for

preoperative prediction of PSM in patients who underwent RP and

validated them in an independent cohort. Both grading systems

showed the feasibility of predicting PSM with AUCs of 0.705 and

0.713 in the derivation group and 0.672 and 0.686 in the validation

group. The proposed MRI-based grading systems showed signifi-

cantly higher specificity than Park et al.‘‘s system. The mrPSM2

seemed to outperform mrPSM1 and Park et al.’’s system with higher

net benefit.

Conclusion: The proposed mrPSM grading systems for postoperative

surgical margin status prediction are simplified and maintain good

performance; they show high specificity for identifying patients with

the risk of PSM and potentially providing benefit for the management

of patients with prostate cancer.
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Introduction: Performing neck MRI scans of living strangulation

victims is currently not a routine task in forensic medicine [1–4].

Nevertheless, in the standardly performed forensic examination,

external signs of the strangulation event may be sparse or may heal

rapidly [5]. Therefore, MRI scans of the head and neck can be helpful

in revealing the presence and severity of the strangulation event [1, 2].

In existing publications examining strangulation victims, the MRI

scans were performed shortly after the incident (on average within

2 days thereafter) [1–4]. In this study, we investigated if delayed MRI

scans performed between 5 and 12 days after the event still reveal

internal signs of strangulation. Furthermore, the finding locations and

the most useful MRI sequence for radiologists were determined.

Methods: 19 living strangulation victims were included in this study

and underwent the standard forensic examination as well as a neck

examination using a 3 T MRI system (Siemens MAGNETOM

Prisma, Siemens Healthineers Erlangen, Germany). The MRI protocol

consisted of a coronal T1-weighted TSE, coronal T2-weighted

SPACE, transversal T1-weighted Dixon, transversal T2-weighted

Dixon, sagittal T1-weighted MPRAGE, transversal RESOLVE dif-

fusion and sagittal FLAIR. Two radiologists, one with experience in

clinical and forensic radiology and one with clinical experience in

neuroradiology and head and neck radiology but without experience

in forensic radiology, evaluated the images blinded to any patient

information except age and sex. Statistical analyses and plots were

performed using python (version 3.9.13 [6]). This study was approved

by the local ethics committee.
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Results: The subject overview is given in Table 1. In the 19 MRI data

sets, 93 findings were detected by the two radiologists in total, of

which 57 were edema and 38 hemorrhages. Two scans did not show

any findings. Externally, 46 findings were recorded during the stan-

dard forensic examination up to one day after the incident, whereby

five subjects showed no external signs. The subjects without internal

findings and the subjects without external findings are not the same.

Edema were detected most frequently in the thyroid (15% of all

findings), subcutis and muscles (each 12%), while hemorrhages are

more prominent in the muscles (10%), thyroid (9%) and lymph nodes

(8%), as can be seen in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows that in 65% of the cases

with findings, the radiologists declared T2-weighted SPACE as the

most useful MRI sequence, followed by T1-weighted TSE (47%) and

MPRAGE (41%). The interrater agreement of the two radiologists

revealed a low agreement with a Cohen‘‘s kappa of -0.01.

Discussion: More findings were visible in the MR images after 5 to

12 days (n = 93) than externally on the incident day (n = 46), making

MRI a valuable documentation tool for strangulation victims. Edema

made up 61% of all internal findings, which can be supported by the

clearance of hemorrhages leading to edema occurring several days

after the incident [7]. In concordance with existing literature, findings

in the subcutis, muscles and lymph nodes were observed frequently

[1–4]. However, findings in the thyroid were not reported to be fre-

quent until now. Importantly, the MRI protocol acquired in this work

was based on sequences adapted for high quality imaging of the neck

and ideally needs to be developed as a cooperation between experi-

enced MRI physicists, radiologists and radiographers. Our low

interrater agreement can be explained by the different backgrounds of

the radiologists in forensic and clinical radiology, leading to differing

assessment approaches and results [3, 4].

Conclusion By performing a neck MRI, important internal findings

can still be detected 5 to 12 days after a strangulation event. Edema

are more frequent findings than hemorrhages. In general, most find-

ings are detectable in the thyroid and muscles, with edema being

additionally present in the subcutis and hemorrhages in the lymph

nodes. T2-weighted SPACE was assessed to be the most useful MRI

sequence.
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Introduction: Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST)

imaging has emerged as a promising imaging modality in acute

ischemic stroke (AIS). It utilizes the apparent chemical exchange

between protons belonging to the proton pool of specific metabolites

and protons of the bulk water pool. This allows for pH-dependent

image contrasts offering an insight into the metabolic state of affected

areas. In this first study at 7 T in AIS using multi-pool CEST, we aim

to quantify acidity changes to further reveal pathophysiological pro-

cesses in the ischemic brain parenchyma and possibly aid individual

outcome prediction.

Methods: This prospective cross-sectional study aims to enroll 30

subjects with time from symptomatic onset to MR imaging (TOTI)

B 96 h. Measurements are acquired by a MAGNETOM Terra X 7 T

scanner (Siemens Healthineers AG, Erlangen) with an 8Tx/32Rx head

coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, USA). A clinical stroke protocol

was applied, followed directly by a centric 3D snapshot GRE

sequence with homogenous MIMOSA pre-saturation (120 Gaussian
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pulses 15.36 ms, DC = 60.52%) at three B1 levels of 0.72, 1.0, and

1.5 lT. Saturated images were obtained for 56 frequency offsets

distributed non-equidistantly between -100 and ? 100 ppm. CEST

evaluation was conducted through established methods as in 1,

yielding four different CEST contrasts: amide-CEST, dipolar rNOE-

CEST, semisolid MT and guanidine CEST. Additionally, a novel

approach (PICAE)2 has been implemented yielding quantitative

contrast maps ’’z1‘‘ for the solute pools only dependent on the proton

exchange rate and target solute concentration. Manual central 3D ROI

segmentation of lesions & references was performed and evaluated

using relevant clinical parameters.

Results: Currently, 6 subjects have been recruited. Relevant subject

characteristics are shown in Fig. 1. Exemplary CEST maps yielded by

the PICAE approach and the corresponding FLAIR image are pre-

sented in Fig. 2. In the central AIS area (3D ROI), signal differences

compared to the reference presented with a mean (SD) of 16.07%

(13.69), 14.18% (12.4), -0.92% (26.02), and 9.01% (14.68) for amide-

CEST, dipolar rNOE-CEST, semisolid MT and guanidine CEST,

respectively. Subjects with high initial NIHSS (i.e. 16 & 18) showed

signal alterations in guanidine of 23.15% and in amide-CEST of

1.78%. For subjects measured less than 60 h post stroke, a gradual

amide-CEST signal reduction can be observed; for subjects with later

measurements, amide-CEST values seem to increase (Fig. 3). An

overall mean amide signal reduction was also evident from comparing

the mean values of AIS to the reference tissue (Fig. 4). Figure 4 also

demonstrates higher heterogeneity of amide-CEST values than

guanidine values. The limitations of employing further statistical

analysis due to the small sample sizes are planned to be overcome by

the recruitment of more study participants as recruiting is ongoing.

Discussion: The measured amide-CEST values at 7 T, which are

solely dependent on amide concentration and their protons’ exchange

rate, are on average reduced in the ischemic lesion. This signal

reduction is consistent with previous studies at 3 T using the MTR

asymmetry approach on 2D ROI suggesting higher acidity3. However,

in our data, this is only true for subjects with lower NIHSS, possibly

by varying TOTI. In contrast, in high NIHSS subjects, pronounced

signal reductions are observed in the guanidine contrast. Amide-

CEST is proven to be pH sensitive. In AIS measured early (B 60 h),

the observed gradual decrease in amide-CEST is therefore likely due

to tissue acidosis following the ischemic event. However, because the

amide-CEST value is also influenced by amide concentration, the

contribution of solute dilution due to cerebral edema at this stage must

also be considered. The subsequently measured AIS ([ 60 h) pre-

sented with an increase in amide-CEST which may indicate

deacidification. Invading microglia and cerebral edema are discussed

to be contributing factors to this previously described trend of

apparent pH reversal4. Consistently reduced rNOE is conformable

with reduced lipid contents in AIS, though this might also be due to

contributing T1 effects by more facilitated mobility of lipids in AIS.

Subject recruitment is ongoing and subjects’ outcome is yet to be

included. With that, we expect to add validity and statistical power to

our results solidifying our preliminary findings.

Conclusion: With this study, we gain insights of employing a 3D

multi-pool 7 T CEST protocol and quantitative neural network

evaluation in acute stroke patients for the first time. The amide-CEST

and guanidine pool showed the most promising signal alterations in

AIS compared to reference tissue. With further subject recruitment

and more clinical parameters, we plan to confirm our early findings.
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Introduction: Automated lesion segmentation is increasingly used in

acute ischemic stroke imaging. For algorithms based on MRI, most

commercially available lesion segmentation algorithms use absolute

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) thresholds for the determination

of the ischemic lesion (1). While the algorithms are already used in

clinical practice and were implemented in many multicenter studies,

the underlying assumptions behind frequently applied ADC thresh-

olds have not yet been frequently independently replicated (1–3).

Therefore, we explored in detail the performance of a widely used

ADC threshold for delineating baseline diffusion-weighted imaging

(DWI) lesions.

Methods: Retrospective, exploratory analysis of the prospective

observational single-center 1000Plus study performed by the Center

for Stroke Research Berlin from September 2008 to June 2013

(clinicaltrials.org; NCT00715533) (4). We built a fully automated

lesion segmentation algorithm using a fixed ADC threshold

(B 620 9 10 - 6 mm2/s) to delineate the baseline DWI lesion and

analyzed its performance compared to manual assessments. Diag-

nostic capabilities of best possible ADC thresholds were investigated

using receiver operating characteristic curves. Influential patient

factors on ADC thresholding techniques’ performance were studied

by conducting multiple linear regression.

Results: 108 acute ischemic stroke patients were selected for analysis.

The median Dice coefficient for the algorithm was 0.43 (IQR 0.20—

0.64). Mean ADC values in the DWI lesion (b = – 0.68, p\ 0.001)

and DWI lesion volumes (b = 0.29, p\ 0.001) predicted perfor-

mance. Optimal individual ADC thresholds differed between subjects

with a median of B 691 9 10 - 6mm2/s (IQR B 660—

750 9 10 - 6mm2/s). Mean ADC values in the DWI lesion (b = –

0.96, p\ 0.001) and mean ADC values in the brain parenchyma

(b = 0.24, p\ 0.001) were associated with the performance of indi-

vidual thresholds.

Conclusion: The performance of ADC thresholds for delineating

acute stroke lesions varies substantially between patients. It is influ-

enced by factors such as lesion size as well as lesion and parenchymal

ADC values.
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Introduction: Cerebral small vessel disease (SVD) is associated with

increased stroke risk and contributes to cognitive decline [1]. New

non-invasive imaging approaches are needed to unravel the patho-

physiological processes involved with cerebral SVD progression,

inform development of new treatments, and guide individual treat-

ment planning [2]. Field-cycling MRI (FCI) is an emerging

technology unique to the University of Aberdeen, that acquires ima-

ges over multiple magnetic field strengths to provide endogenous

contrast R1 maps at magnetic fields below 0.2 T [3]. The aim of this

work was to investigate the effect size obtained from FCI to differ-

entiate tissue regions of SVD and white matter.

Methods: The study was approved by the North of Scotland Research

Ethics Committee (21/NS/0128). The initial six patients recruited

with clinically determined moderate or severe small vessel disease

were included in this preliminary investigation. A total of 9 data sets

were included from patients who attended an initial 3 T MRI (Philips

3 T dStream) and FCI scan (N = 6) and repeated scans after 30 days

(N = 3). FCI images were acquired across four evolution fields of 0.2,

2, 20 and 200 mT, 5 logarithmically spaced evolution times, TE of

16 ms, matrix size of 90 9 90, in plane resolution of 3.1 mm, and

slice thickness of 10 mm. FCI images were denoised using a pre-

trained denoising convolutional neural network contained within

MATLAB (MathWorks, USA).

R1 maps were generated for each evolution field using FCI data with

and without denoising applied and rescaled to a grey scale dynamic

range of 0 – 255. Tissue label maps were generated from 3 T MRI

data using an automated approach to produce regions of white matter

(WM) and white matter hyperintensity (WMH) associated with SVD.

The tissue labels were co-registered to images obtained from FCI and

used to interrogate differences and effect size between R1 values.

Results: Fig. 1 shows the R1 contrast maps generated from denoised

FCI data, alongside co-registered 3 T MRI FLAIR images and tissue

label maps. A significant difference was observed between R1 values

(median, IQR) extracted from WM and WMH regions for 0.2 mT

(149.9, 147.1 – 159.9 Vs. 124.7, 114.7 – 128.6, p = 0.008) and 2 mT

(144.2, 139.1 – 149.9 Vs. 118.2, 110.2 – 124.5, p = 0.008). There was

no significant difference (p = 0.314) between the effect size to dif-

ferentiate WM and WMH regions obtained from 0.2 mT and 2 mT

(Fig. 2A). The R1 map generated at 0.2 mT from denoised FCI data

yielded a significantly (p = 0.015) increased effect size (1.52, 0.92 –

1.95) compared to that obtained without denoising (1.38, 0.93 – 1.83),

(Fig. 2B, Fig. 3).

Discussion: FCI provides a non-invasive imaging approach to probe

the dispersion of R1 with varied magnetic field to extract unique

biomarkers with potential for different medical applications [3]. The

preliminary results obtained from this study demonstrate for the first

time the feasibility of FCI to detect SVD. Using regions of interest

generated from 3 T MRI and co-registered to FCI images, R1 maps

generated at 0.2 and 2 mT yielded sufficient effect size to differentiate

SVD and WM tissue. In addition, the denoising approach was shown

to further increase the effect size. Future work is required to inves-

tigate the primary source of R1 contrast between SVD and WM and

the potential medical applications of biomarkers extracted from R1

dispersion profiles.

Conclusion: FCI has the potential to provide a feasible non-invasive

imaging solution for assessment of small vessel disease severity and

progression.
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Introduction: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neu-

rodegenerative disease. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

biomarkers may support diagnosis and prognosis1. Nevertheless, to be

able to characterise tissue properties and to identify disease-related

tissue alterations, a potential biomarker needs to be validated2.

Validation studies mostly rely on the evaluation of post mortem (PM)

ex situ MRI measures acquired in formalin fixed tissue. This approach

incorporates several challenges, like a change of tissue volume over

time due to formalin fixation3,4. For a validation it is hence crucial to

differentiate between disease- and methodology-related tissue

changes.

The objective of this study was to investigate the influence of tissue

extraction and formalin fixation on the brain volumes of patients with

ALS.

Methods: Four deceased patients with a clinical diagnosis of definite

ALS (according to the revised El Escorial criteria) were investigated

in this study. The patients agreed to participate in this study during

lifetime (ethical approval: BASEC-Nr. 2020–02179). PM in situ as

well as ex situ MRI brain scans have been performed.

In situ: Brain not excised. Scan performed within 24 h after time of

death. Prior to the scan, the body was placed in a cooling chamber at

4 �C.

Ex situ: The brains were extracted the day after the in situ MRI scan

and immersed in a 4.5% formalin solution. The brains were mounted

in patient-specific 3D printed holders and placed in a spherical con-

tainer, which was then filled with a proton-free and tissue

susceptibility matched fluid (Galden�, Solvay SA). The scans were

performed after 3 months of fixation on a 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM

Prisma device and included anatomical MP2RAGE imaging.

MP2RAGE: 176 slices per slab, FoV = 240 9 256 mm, TR = 5000

ms, TE = 2.98 ms, TI = 700 and 2500 ms, flip angle = 4� and 5�,
GRAPPA acceleration factor 3 in 08:20 min, isotropic resolution of

(1 9 1x1) mm3.

The data were processed using 3D Slicer for masking and FSL (the

FMRIB Software Library) for segmentation and volume analyses:

FSL FAST: Grey matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) space.

FSL FIRST: Deep GM structures: Thalamus, Caudate Nucleus,

Putamen, Pallidum, Hippocampus, Amygdala, and Nucleus

Accumbens.

GM was separated into two regions: cortex and deep GM (the sum of

all deep GM structures). The volume of the whole GM and WM was

defined as total brain volume (TBV). Intra cranial volume (ICV) was

defined as the sum of TBV and CSF space.

In situ vs. ex situ comparison has been performed using a paired

sample t-test (SciPy).

Results: The volumes of cortex, deep GM, WM, and CSF space as

well as the TBV and ICV are shown in Fig. 1. The deep GM volumes

are depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows the p-values concerning the cortex, deep GM, WM,

CSF space, TBV, and ICV. The p-values regarding the deep GM

structures are shown in Fig. 4. There is a significant increase of WM

volume ex situ (p = 0.048). The CSF space as well as the ICV are

significantly reduced in the ex situ measurements (p = 0.005 and

p = 0.050). Furthermore, the volumes of Thalamus, Hippocampus,

and Amygdala are significantly reduced (left: p = 0.016, p = 0.010,

p = 0.027. right: p = 0.010, p = 0.002, p = 0.020). For the other

regions, no significant difference could be found.

Discussion: In this study, we compared brain compartment volumes

between PM in situ and ex situ MRI scans in 4 deceased ALS patients

to assess the effects of tissue extraction and formalin fixation.

A significant reduction of volume was found for CSF space, ICV, and

the deep GM structures Thalamus, Hippocampus, and Amygdala.

Conversely, a significant increase was found for the WM volume. Our

findings are in line with the results from Ma et al.4: as WM contains

less water and more lipids than GM, this may lead to different fixation

effects on the respective volumes. Furthermore, the ventricles col-

lapse upon fixation, which reduces CSF space. In summary, these ex

situ changes might complicate the interpretation of MRI biomarkers.

However, limitations are different contrasts used for in situ and ex situ

MRI scans, small sample size and an approximation of the ex situ

CSF space due to a missing reference skull.

Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that several brain

regions are affected by the tissue extraction and formalin fixation. The

findings help differentiate between disease-related and methodology-

caused tissue alterations, which is important for future MRI bio-

marker validations. PM in situ MRI measurements may be more

appropriate for validation than ex situ measurements, since the former

is as close to the in vivo condition as possible. A larger sample size

may further be used to derive a correction model for the observed

alterations.
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Introduction The existing literature provides evidence of changes in

myelination in schizophrenia [1]. In this study, we use the method of

macromolecular proton fraction (MPF) [2] to quantify violations of

myelin content in various brain structures in patients with early stage

schizophrenia. Our main goal is to identify potential interregional

differences in myelination.

Methods: A total of 45 individuals participated in the present study,

comprising 22 healthy controls (10 male and 12 female, with a mean

age of 31.6 ± 9.7 years) and 23 patients diagnosed with

schizophrenia (11 male and 12 female, with a mean age of

31.5 ± 5.1 years). Imaging data were acquired using a Philips

Achieva dStream 3 T MRI scanner equipped with a standard head

coil. Specifically, magnetization transfer (MT) (TR = 20 ms, TE =

4.60 ms, FA = 10�), T1-weighted (TR = 20 ms, TE = 4.60 ms,

FA = 20�), and PD-weighted (TR = 20 ms, TE = 4.60 ms, FA = 4�)
sequences were acquired.

The macromolecular proton fraction (MPF) maps were generated via

custom C ? ? software (accessible at https://www.macro

molecularmri.org/) and subsequently underwent non-brain structure

removal using the bet2 function in MRIcro. Subsequently, co-regis

tration with the standard MNI152 1 mm atlas was performed using

FSL software. Quantitative myelin values were determined by com

puting the mean values within regions of interest (ROIs), including

the left and right cerebral cortex, cerebral white matter, and the entire

cerebellum. In addition, myelination across all cerebral cortex and

cerebellum regions (as defined by the Harvard Oxford Cortical Atlas)

was obtained. Prior to inter-group analyses, the normality of the data

distribution was assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test for each subject

group, with the Student’s t-test or the Mann–Whitney criterion

employed as appropriate to identify between-group differences.

Results: All datasets exhibited normal distribution. A statistically

significant decrease in myelination was observed in patients with

schizophrenia in both the left and right cerebral cortex (by 3%,

p = 0.03 and by 3.2%, p = 0.02, respectively) and in the left and right

cerebral white matter (by 3%, p = 0.03 and by 3.3%, p = 0.02,

respectively). However, no myelination differences were detected in

the entire cerebellum (which was not subdivided into specific

regions). Further analysis of the cerebral regions of interest revealed a

significant decrease in myelination in patients with schizophrenia in

the Superior Temporal Gyrus (anterior division), Heschl’s Gyrus,

Postcentral Gyrus, Lateral Occipital Cortex (superior division), Pre-

cuneous Cortex, Frontal Pole, Paracingulate Gyrus, Cerebellum left

crus 2 and Cerebellum Paramedian Lobule. In contrast, myelination in

the remaining regions of the cerebellum was not significantly dif-

ferent from the control group.

The regions with significantly different myelination between the

schizophrenia and normal groups are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Discussion: The study of the connection between different brain areas

and schizophrenia is an active research area. Although the mecha-

nisms of schizophrenia development are not fully understood,

research helps to identify brain areas associated with various symp-

toms and behavioral disorders in patients. The study found a decrease

in brain myelination consistent with other studies on myelin mea-

surement in schizophrenia. Cerebellum myelination was not impaired

in early-stage schizophrenia, and certain areas of the cerebrum

showed a significant decrease in myelin. Dysfunctions in the frontal,

temporal, parietal, and near-lumbar regions have been linked to

cognitive impairment, hallucinations, impaired thinking, and social

maladaptation in schizophrenia [3–5].

Conclusion: The results obtained confirm the hypothesis of a con-

nection between myelination of the brain and the development of

mental disorders such as schizophrenia. A decrease in myelin levels

can lead to pathological changes in the brain, including cognitive

impairment. Our research can help in the development of new

methods for the diagnosis and treatment of schizophrenia based on the

reduction of myelination of the brain.
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Introduction: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is widely used to

study and understand Parkinson’s disease (PD), the second most

common neurodegenerative disease in elderly adults. Machine

learning algorithms can be used to create models that support disease

diagnosis. Recent studies1,2 have demonstrated that there are impor-

tant sex differences in many clinical features of PD. The aim of this

study was to study the role of sex when building machine learning

models for automated PD diagnosis using features derived from MRI.

Methods: The study included 112 healthy control individuals (mean

age: 59.9 years) and 235 Parkinson’s disease patients (mean age:

61.4 years) from the Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative

(PPMI) cohort. MRI images acquired in 3.0 T scanners used to extract

structural features with FastSurfer.3 Ten machine learning algorithms

for automated detection of PD individuals (K-nearest neighbor;

Logistic regression; Ridge classifier; Lasso classifier; Elastic net;

Random forest; Support vector machine; Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes;

AdaBoost; and, XGBoost) were implemented and evaluated using the

scikit-learn4 library as well as an ensemble method of the aforemen-

tioned algorithms (soft voting). The diagnostic models were developed

and evaluated in different configurations to assess performance in

populations with different sex. Performance was evaluated by using

the area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC).

Results: Models trained using both female and male individuals

showed different performance when evaluated separately in female

and male individuals (AUROC for joint female and male evaluation

[Lasso classifier], 0.69; AUROC for only male evaluation, 0.66;

AUROC for only female evaluation, 0.73). Models trained only with

female individuals reached an AUROC of 0.72 when evaluated in

female individuals (random forest and Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes) and 0.5

– 0.64 when evaluating in male individuals. Models trained only with

male individuals showed an AUROC of 0.77 (logistic regression;

lasso; and, soft voting) when evaluated in male individuals and 0.46 –

0.61 when evaluated in female individuals.

Discussion: This study was focused on creating models for PD

diagnosis from MRI images demonstrating the existence of sex dif-

ferences in Parkinson’s disease creating these models. This study

differs from the previously published research studies that used arti-

ficial intelligence techniques on MRI data for the diagnosis of

Parkinson’s disease in (1) the use of FastSurfer as the method to

extract the features to be analyzed, (2) the use of ten algorithms plus

one ensemble method (i.e., soft voting) to determine the best model in

each case, and (3) the creation of specific models separating the

patients by sex.

It is worth noting that there are differences in the selection of the

models that offer the best performance when models were created for

only female individuals (random forest and Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes) or

for only male individuals (logistic regression; lasso; and, soft voting).

This agrees with the results that showed that the models built on

female individuals do not correctly classify male individuals, and vice

versa.

Conclusion: Although this is only a pilot study, ours results suggest

that sex is a crucial characteristic in the study of Parkinson’s disease

and must draw special attention in the design of robust decision

support systems across male and female populations.
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Introduction: Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory, demyeli-

nating autoimmune disorder affecting the central nervous system.

Radiologically, detectable focal lesions, predominantly found in the

myelin-rich white matter, are a common occurrence in the brains of

MS patients1. These focal lesions are not uniformly distributed

throughout the white matter; instead, they exhibit a spatial distribu-

tion pattern characterized by periventricular accumulation2. To assess

the lesion load in individual patients or to determine the presence of

new lesions between two time points, automatic lesion detection

algorithms are available, offering independence from investigator

bias. The aim of this study is to obtain voxel-wise probabilities of

lesion occurrence and overall brain lesion distribution by transform-

ing the lesion masks and their corresponding anatomical images into

the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.

Methods: Standard clinical T1- and T2-weighted images of 830

subjects with suspicion of MS were acquired using a MagnetomTM

Vida 3 T MR scanner with a 1Tx/64Rx head and neck coil and a

MagnetomTM Trio 3 T MR scanner with a 1Tx/32Rx head neck coil

(both from Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). Standard

measurement parameters are provided in Table 1. Extended disability

status score (EDSS) was specified by a clinician.

For lesion segmentation, we employed the AI-based segmentation

software mdbrain (mediaire GmbH, Berlin, Germany). In accordance

with the MAGNIMS guidelines, the software uses a lesion size

threshold of 5 ll to minimize false positive T2 hyperintense lesions3.

All regions identified as lesions were marked in a lesion mask, as

demonstrated in Fig. 1 for three example slices. The corresponding

MPRAGE sequence was used for normalization to MNI space. The

lesion masks were transformed into MNI space using the same warp

field.

Results: From 830 subjects, 619 (410 male, 219 female) were ulti-

mately diagnosed with MS or experienced a manifestation of their

preliminary diagnosis. At the time of MR measurement, an EDSS of

0, 1, 2 … 5, and ’’6 or greater‘‘ were reported for 91, 148, 154, 94, 37,

28, and 67 patients, respectively. The mean age (SD) of the MS

patients was 38.6 (12.4) years. The segmentation software confirmed

clusters of lesions in special regions of the white matter. Thereby, the

lesions accumulate in regions near the ventricles as shown in Fig. 2.

Discussion: By utilizing standard brain imaging techniques in com-

bination with an automatic lesion detection algorithm, we were able

to estimate the spatial distribution of multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions.

There might be a distinct spatial pattern of lesions, typical for the

pathology of MS. However, this lesion distribution is not yet fully

understood, and current research is focused on elucidating these

patterns to better understand the pathogenesis of the disease. Some

studies have identified distinct subtypes of MS with individual spatial

patterns and characteristic clinical parameters using clustering algo-

rithms4. MS lesions have been found not to strictly follow typical

white matter structures and do not exclusively accumulate in myelin-

rich regions.

Conclusion: Our study reveals that MS lesions preferentially accu-

mulate near the ventricles. Understanding the spatial distribution of

lesions is crucial for advancing our knowledge of the disease’s

underlying mechanisms and improving diagnosis and treatment

approaches. There is obviously a diverse vulnerability of the white

matter cells dependent on their spatial position and the exact reason is

unclear up to now. Future research should continue to investigate the

relationships between spatial distribution patterns, clinical parame-

ters, and the identification of disease subtypes to optimize patient care

and develop personalized therapeutic strategies.
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Is the T1-w/T2-w putative myelin marker affected

by iron deposition in globus pallidus, caudate,

and normal appearing white matter in patients

with secondary progressive multiple sclerosis?
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Introduction: Subcortical nuclei, especially globus pallidus are iron-

rich regions in the brain. Additionally, MRI and histological studies

have shown altered brain iron levels in the brains of patients with

multiple sclerosis, particularly in the deep gray matter. Earlier studies

demonstrated altered susceptibility measures among patients with

Secondary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis (SPMS), as compared to

healthy counterparts, in basal ganglia regions; these changes were

related to disability [1].

Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) provides quantitative

distribution of susceptibility sources in tissue: paramagnetic biomet-

als, especially iron in ferritin or deoxygenated hem, and it was used to

evaluate susceptibility in these regions [1].

These regions, especially globus pallidus, are also darker on T2-w

images. The ratio of T1-w/T2-w images was shown to correlate with

myelination of cortical and subcortical regions [2]. However, tissue

contrast is known to be determined by its paramagnetic properties and

myelin content, with the differences in contrast attributed mostly to

susceptibility differences [3]. Here, we asked if T1-w/T2-w contrast is

related to susceptibility within globus pallidus, caudate, and normal

appearing white matter (lesions masked out).

Methods: Nine patients with a diagnosis of SMPS (EDSS:

6.38 ± 0.95, 51 ± 6 years, 3 M) without enhancing lesions on MRI

were enrolled. All participants underwent imaging in a 3 T GE Dis-

covery 750w with 70 cm wide bore, and a 24-channel receive coil.

The T1-w scans were obtained with FSPGR-BRAVO (TR/TE/TI =

8.46/3.25/450 ms, 1 9 1x1mm3), whereas the T2-w scans with

CUBE-T2 (TR/TE = 3000/92 ms, 1 9 1x1mm3). T1-w/T2-w ratios

were calculated with MRTool. For QSM, a 3D multi-echo gradient-

echo sequence (SWAN) was obtained (TR = 60 ms, 1 9 1x2mm3,

flip angle = 12 deg, nine TE values ranging from 4.5 to 48 ms).

Susceptibility maps were calculated with MEDI [4]. Median T1-w/

T2-w and susceptibility values were calculated within manually

drawn ROIs of caudate and globus pallidus. For normal appearing

white matter, lesion masks obtained with vol2Brain were removed

from white matter mask obtained with the same program. Mean

values of T1-w/T2-w and susceptibility were calculated.

Results: The measures of T1-w/T2-w were not related to suscepti-

bility values in globus pallidus and caudate over the entire range of

susceptibility values (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). However, in the range of

lower susceptibility values a linear relationship is apparent in globus

pallidus (Fig. 1). Interestingly, an inverse linear relationship is

apparent for normal appearing white matter (Fig. 3), likely reflecting

the fact that myelin is diamagnetic and demylinization leads to less

negative values of mean susceptibility.

Discussion: The lack of relationship between the measures of

demyelination (T1-w/T2-w) and respective susceptibility values over

the entire range of QSM values suggest that T1-w/T2-w is not driven by

tissue iron content. However, a linear relationship between these

measures for lower susceptibility values is apparent. Nonetheless, the

small group size and the known effects of age [5], not accounted for in

this preliminary study, do not allow us to draw meaningful conclusions.

DTI would further validate the T1-w/T2-w myelination marker.

If these results are confirmed in a larger cohort, they may mean that iron

deposition present in smoldering lesions (enhanced signal on QSM)

may bias their estimation of myelination by the T1-w/T2-w marker.

Conclusion: T1-w/T2-w marker does not appear to be linearly related

to iron content within globus pallidus and caudate in patients with

Secondary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis.
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AI- based volumetry algorithms to support the MR-

imaging in epilepsy diagnostic
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Introduction: Automatic software programs using AI- algorithms for

the calculation of brain volume in MR- examinations could replace

time- consuming manual methods and could be a qualitative support

in the evaluation by a radiologist. This study analysed the potential of

two AI- programs regarding diagnosis of epilepsy caused by hip-

pocampal sclerosis (HS) with volume reduction in clinical radiology.

Therefore, two independent software solutions were rated concerning

sensitivity and validity for the detection of volume reduced hip-

pocampal sclerosis.

Methods: Preoperative MR- imagings (1,5 T & 3 T, T1w MP- RAGE

sag 3D) of 25 patients with histopathological proven hippocampal

sclerosis (type 1 n = 20, type 2 n = 4, type 3 n = 1) were retro-

spective included. The software programs mdbrain Version 3.4.0

(Mediaire, Berlin) and BrainMorphometry VB50B (Syngo.via, Sie-

mens Healthineers, Erlangen) were used for automatic volume

measurement and were compared to the volume classification of

hippocampi by three independent neuroradiologists using an epilepsy

dedicated MRI- protocol.

Results The detection sensitivity of a hippocampal sclerosis (based on

volume reduction) was 96,0% for mdbrain and 32,0% for

BrainMorphometry. The specifity was each 100% compared to the

gold standard. The calculated volume data showed a significant dif-

ference between mdbrain and BrainMorphometry (3.2 ml vs. 2.7 ml;

p\ 0,005). However, there was a significant positive correlation

between the volume data of both software solutions (r = 0,79).

Discussion: AI-based algorithms can be helpful in the detection of

volume reduction indicative for hippocampal sclerosis. Thereby, a

fast automatic volumetry can support the visual inspection. Both

tested AI- based software programs only require a native standard

T1w MP-RAGE- sequence for the evaluation that could be easily

implied in a standard protocol. But the specific suitability of the

chosen software programs must be tested before the routine use

because of differences in absolute volume data and volume evaluation

considering pathological values. Different sensitivity rates could be

caused by different cut off values of the normal reference range of

volume. However, hippocampal sclerosis without volume reduction

could not be detected with this method.

Conclusion: It depends on the chosen software solution, if a hip-

pocampal sclerosis (with volume reduction) can be discovered by an

AI-based brain volumetry. A detection sensitivity of 96.0% and a

specificity of 100.0% can be received by a suitable software. Con-

sequently, AI- based algorithms can improve as well as speed up the

MR- imaging epilepsy diagnostic and can especially support radiol-

ogists that are still unexperienced in volume estimation or if expert

knowledge, laborious manual volumetry or special epilepsy MR-

protocols are not available.
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Introduction: There is increasing evidence that unstable plaques in

the extracranial carotid artery may lead to an increased stroke risk

independently of the degree of stenosis. Over the last few years, MRI

has been considered as the imaging method of choice in evaluating

high risk plaques. The study aimed to estimate accuracy of diagnos-

tics of vulnerable plaque using MRI when compared to histology with

symptomatic and asymptomatic carotid plaques.

Methods: Medline Ovid, Embase, Cochrane Library Wiley, and Web

of Science were searched, supplemented by Google Scholar search

and citation searching of key studies without any search limitation,

for diagnostic accuracy of MRI in the detection of 1) vulnerable

plaque, and 2) vulnerable plaque characteristics compared to the gold

standard of histology. The quality of included studies was assessed by

QUADAS-2 and univariate random-effect meta-analyses were

performed.

Results: From final 107 studies, 12 comparisons of vulnerable plaque

and 99 comparisons of vulnerable plaque characteristics (intraplaque

hemorrhage [IPH], lipid-rich necrotic core [LRNC], ruptured fibrous

cap, ulceration, inflammation, and neovascularization) were included

in our diagnostic test accuracy meta-analysis. We found that MRI has

a high accuracy (90%; 95% confidential interval [CI]: 82–95%) in

diagnostics of vulnerable plaque and vulnerable plaque characteristics

(86%, 95% CI: 84–88%). MRI can visualize IPH with an accuracy of

86% and moreover can differ the age of IPH (acute/fresh, subacute/

recent, old). The accuracy of MRI in the detection of LRNC, ruptured

fibrous cap, ulceration, inflammation, and neovascularization is 86%,

85%, 76%, 70%, and 77%, respectively.

Discussion CT and MRI have a similar high performance to detect

vulnerable carotid plaques. MRI can identify patients with vulnerable

plaques at increased risk of stroke with high accuracy. Therefore, they

may be used as the first-choice method to select high-risk patients for

clinical trials aiming to reduce the rate of stroke recurrences and the

burden of new ischemic lesion on follow-up MRI. All characteristics

of a vulnerable plaque were detectable by MRI which can detect

vulnerable and stable carotid plaque with high accuracy. MRI could

therefore be used to assess the effect of specific treatments targeting

the vulnerable plaque characteristics. Examples for such treatment

targets could be lipid-lowering and anti-inflammatory strategies.

Conclusion: MRI proved to be good noninvasive method for vul-

nerable detection with high diagnostic accuracy.

No figures.
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Introduction: Routine clinical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

scans fail to detect concussion-related brain injuries while symptom

self-reporting is highly subjective [1, 2]. However, research has

shown that subtle concussion-related brain damage can be detected

using advanced MRI analyses [3, 4]. An important return-to-activity

safety question remains: Is the brain healed once concussion symp-

toms are resolved? The objective of this ongoing study is to track

recovery post-concussion using personalized MRI methodology in

comparison to post-concussion symptoms, and it is hypothesized that

objectively measured brain abnormalities identified using resting state

functional MRI (rsfMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) will

align with symptoms acutely but persist beyond symptom resolution.

Methods: Three acutely concussed (\ 2 weeks post-injury) adults (2

male 1 female, aged 26.7 ± 0.6) have been enrolled who were all

right-handed athletes with no clinical diagnosis of psychiatric or

neurological conditions. Participants 1 and 3 had no previous con-

cussion history or diagnosis, and participant 2 had sustained three

previous concussions. Participants completed the PCSS and DASS42

questionnaires and an MRI session (3D T1, rsfMRI, and DTI) acutely

and 3-months post-concussion. The MRI data was analyzed to mea-

sure rsfMRI temporal complexity (Hurst exponent = H) and DTI

fractional anisotropy (FA) within each brain voxel. Region-of-interest

(ROI) masks were applied across 29 cerebral gray matter (GM), 18

cerebral white matter (WM), and 18 cerebellar ROIs to evaluate

voxel-wise H values (rsfMRI) and FA values (DTI). These calcula-

tions were also made on 243 age and sex-matched healthy controls to
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establish a healthy baseline. A personalized ROI-based Z-score

analysis was implemented where lower FA and/or reduced H (i.e.,

Z-scores\ -2.5) was hypothesized to indicate abnormality and

compared against clinical tests (Table 1). Recovery was measured

using paired t-tests for PCSS score, DASS42 score, and number of

cerebral H abnormalities using RStudio to identify differences

between the acute and three-month follow-up values based on con-

fidence intervals; Shapiro-Wilks normality testing was done for each

metric prior to performing t-tests.

Results: The mean PCSS and DASS42 scores decreased after

3-months for all three participants (i.e., PCSS went from 24 to 6 and

DASS42 went from 15 to 7). The DASS42 scores showed a statistical

decrease (95% C.I. 3.7 12.3, p = 0.015). There were numerous brain

GM functional abnormalities present acutely (Abnormal ROIs: Par-

ticipant 1 = 9, Participant 2 = 20, Participant 3 = 24; Figs. 1A, 2A,

3A) and at 3-months post-concussion (Abnormal ROIs: Participant

1 = 10, Participant 2 = 9, Participant 3 = 18; Figs. 1B, 2B, 3B).

However, there were only 3 brain WM abnormalities noted (Table 1).

Furthermore, the number of GM abnormalities did not statistically

decrease by 3-months post-concussion (95% C.I. -9.6 20.3, p = 0.27)

as hypothesized. Interestingly, the same ROIs that were abnormal

acutely remained abnormal after 3-months. The specific PCSS and

DASS42 category scores were not examined at a group level because

each participant’’s concussion symptoms were unique. From a general

observation, self-reported PCSS and DASS42 test scores that were

elevated acutely decreased substantially by 3-months.

Discussion: Brain healing and symptom resolution post-concussion

remains a challenge for athletes, coaches, parents, and clinicians to

monitor recovery and safely manage return-to-activity [5]. The results

of these initial findings suggest that many brain abnormalities did not

return to within a normal range after 3-months despite symptoms

decreasing or resolving. Since two of the three participants had not

previously sustained a concussion, the many GM abnormalities

detected with our MRI analysis can be more confidently attributed to

their recent concussion. It was unexpected to not detect more white

matter abnormalities, as white matter injuries have been extensively

found in concussion literature [6, 7].

Conclusions: These preliminary results found that symptoms sub-

stantially decreased and thus overestimated brain recovery at

3-months post-concussion as numerous brain abnormalities remained

present. These results should be corroborated with more participants

and additional assessments at 6-months post-concussion when

symptoms should be completely resolved.
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The correlation of MRI-PDFF, MRS, and two different

histopathologic methods (AI vs. pathologist)

for the quantification of hepatic steatosis
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Introduction: The grade of hepatic steatosis is assessed semi-quan-

titatively and graded as a discrete value. However, the proton density

fat fraction (PDFF) measured by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

and FF measured by MR spectroscopy (FFMRS) are continuous

values. Therefore, a quantitative histopathologic method may be

needed. This study aimed to 1) provide a spectrum of values of MRI-

PDFF, FFMRS, and FFs measured by two different histopathologic

methods [artificial intelligence (AI) and pathologist], 2) to evaluate

the correlation among them, and 3) to evaluate the diagnostic per-

formance of MRI-PDFF and MRS for grading hepatic steatosis.

Methods: Forty-seven patients who underwent liver biopsy and MRI

for nonalcoholic steatohepatitis evaluation were included. The

agreement between MRI-PDFF and MRS was evaluated through

Bland–Altman analysis. Correlations among MRI-PDFF, MRS, and

two different histopathologic methods were assessed using Pearson

correlation coefficient (r). The diagnostic performance of MRI-PDFF

and MRS was assessed using receiver operating characteristic curve

analyses and the areas under the curve (AUCs) were obtained.

Results: The means ± standard deviation of MRI-PDFF, FFMRS, FF

measured by pathologist (FFpathologist), and FF measured by AI

(FFAI) were 12.04 ± 6.37, 14.01 ± 6.16, 34.26 ± 19.69, and

6.79 ± 4.37 (%), respectively. Bland–Altman bias [mean of MRS –

(MRI-PDFF) differences] was 2.06%. MRI-PDFF and MRS had a

very strong correlation (r = 0.983, p\ 0.001). The two different

histopathologic methods also showed a very strong correlation

(r = 0.872, p\ 0.001). Both MRI-PDFF and MRS demonstrated a

strong correlation with FFpathologist (r = 0.701, p

Discussion: The values of MRI-PDFF and FFMRS were significantly

higher than FFAI and significantly lower than FFpathologist. These

results are thought to be due to different histopathological methods;

FFpathologist corresponds to the proportion of hepatocytes including

macrovesicular fat and FFAI corresponds to the area of macrovesic-

ular fat in the entire area. Except for one case (97,9%, 46/47), FFMRS

always showed higher value than MRI-PDFF and the average dif-

ference was 2.06%. MRS and MRI-PDFF also showed strong

correlation with each other and with each histopathologic method.

Conclusion: Although it is difficult to measure the amount of ‘‘real’’

hepatic fat, the results of our study demonstrated that MRI-PDFF or

MRS can be used as an alternative non-invasive reference standard.

However, there is a certain difference between two modalities, so care

should be taken in their use.
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Introduction: To improve standardisation and interpretation of

imaging parameters, calculating the uncertainty may prove to be very

useful. This has been made use of in diffusion-weighted imaging,

where the statistical uncertainty in the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient

(ADC) estimation is given alongside the ADC estimation, to
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overcome inter- and intra-scanner signal variations and improve

reliability1. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is another functional

imaging modality, which gives information on perfusion and per-

meability of blood vessels by studying the concentration of a contrast

agent in the tissue over time. A semi-quantitative parameter, the area

under the concentration curve for the first 90 s (AUC90), captures the

initial uptake of the contrast agent2. Tumours have a hyperpermeable

microvasculature and are densely vascularised, in comparison to

healthy tissue. Therefore, there is a steep initial uptake in contrast

agent, which the AUC90 captures. The AUC90 may be a powerful

biomarker in tumour response to therapy, but to be reliably used in

clinic, the uncertainty must also be calculated.

Methods: Patients with locally advanced breast cancer underwent

bilateral breast MR-imaging as part of a clinical trial assessing the

effectiveness of intra-tumoral H2O2 injections as a radiosensitiser

(KORTUC Phase 2, ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT03946202). 3D isotropic

DCE-MRI were acquired, with pre-contrast variable flip angle

acquisitions (4 9 3̊ and 5 9 16̊). Contrast injection was performed

with a power injector (Dotarem, 0.1 mmol/kg at rate 3 ml/s), with

post-contrast dynamic images acquired at 16̊ only. A temporal reso-

lution of 12.2 s was achieved using TWIST view-sharing (central

region 33%, sampling density 33%), to quantify contrast dynamics

while maintaining high spatial resolution to capture intra-tumoral

heterogeneity. Tumour volumes of interest were delineated and

approved by a consultant radiologist. 4 patients were imaged pre- and

post-radiotherapy (RT) treatment.

The mean and corrected sample standard deviation (standard devia-

tion divided by the square root of the number of acquisitions) of the

pre-contrast low and high flip angle acquisitions were calculated. To

calculate the uncertainty of the AUC90 value, the low flip angle and

high flip angle volume was sampled from a normal distribution using

the mean and corrected sample standard deviation of the corre-

sponding flip angle. Due to only having one sample of the post-

contrast acquisitions, the volume was sampled from a normal distri-

bution with a standard deviation twice the value of the standard

deviation of the high flip angle acquisitions. T1 maps were calculated

using a variable flip-angle model3, and then converted into contrast

concentration. The AUC90 is calculated from the generated concen-

tration curves for each pixel, and for the whole tumour the median,

25th and 75th percentile, inter-quartile range (IQR), maximum (75th

percentile ? (1.5 9 IQR)), minimum (25th percentile – (1.5 9 IQR),

mean and standard deviation were calculated. This was repeated 100

times, and the results are given as the mean ?—3 9 standard devi-

ation (uncertainty) of each statistic.

Results: The mean and uncertainty map of AUC90 at the central slice

of the tumour is given in Fig. 1. Examples of the mean and uncer-

tainty of the statistics (given as the error bars) are shown in Fig. 2, for

the median and IQR of the AUC90 within the tumours. A post-

treatment change greater than the uncertainty is significant. For

patient 1, there is no significant change at 2 weeks post-RT in the

median AUC90, but there is a significant decrease at 6 months post-

RT. Patient 2 has a significant decrease at 6 months post-RT in the

median AUC90. Patient 3 has a significant increase at 2 weeks post-

RT in the median AUC90, and a significant decrease at 6 months

post-RT back to pre-RT values.

Discussion Uncertainty estimations for quantitative parameters to be

used in a clinical setting are of utmost importance, to improve the

reliability of the parameter when making a clinical decision. Having

the uncertainty of the AUC90 statistics will prove useful when

determining whether there has been a statistically significant change

within the values post-treatment. The gold standard of measuring

uncertainty of imaging parameters is to perform a repeat baseline.

However a repeat baseline, unlike the method described here, does

not provide pixel-wise uncertainty estimates. Repeat baselines will

also be acquired, so the two techniques of measuring uncertainty will

be compared. This method can be applied to other semi-quantitative

measures derived from the DCE data, and possibly even parametric

parameters such as Ktrans.
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Introduction: An MRI protocol tree on a clinical system is a large

database containing hundreds of protocols, each containing multiple

sequences, and up to 900 parameters per sequence(1). Without proper

management, MRI protocol trees can quickly become cluttered.

MRI protocol variation leads to to increased waste in terms of scan

time, money, limited patient throughput etc., and less than optimal

outcomes for the patient due to variations in diagnostic quality across

protocols(2). Structured reporting is also affected by variations in

protocols(2).

One of the main causes is protocol creep, where MRI protocols are

adapted on a case by case basis, because a standardized protocol

catalogue is unavailable or not managed properly. Another common

cause is pressure on the MR technologist to make ad hoc changes, or

lack of agreement between radiologists(3). Historical errors or

copying of protocols from one scanner to the other also contribute

largely to protocol creep.

To avoid waste and improve efficiency, all sequences within protocols

for one specific goal (i.e. routine brain imaging), should have (see

Fig. 1):

(1) the same geometric parameters (coverage, FOV, slice thickness

etc.) across all scanners and field strengths;

(2) Identical contrast parameters at the same field strength;

(3) Identical parameters between sequences that have the same pur-

pose (i.e. routine DWI). These can be part of multiple scan protocols.

Here we present real world evidence of protocol creep, and a work-

flow to resolve protocol differences between scanners, in a university

hospital setting.

Methods: A snapshot of Neuro MRI protocols from 3 systems (Sie-

mens PrismaFit 3 T, Aera 1.5 T and AvantoFit 1.5 T, all running

VE11C) were exported as xml and exar1 files. The differences

between the xml protocol printouts were assessed with a Python

script(1), which provides Excel files of differences in naming of

Regions, Exams and Programs, as well as detailed differences

between sequences that share the same name.

Next, all sequences were renamed following the convention\ con-

trast[ _\ sequence_type[ _\ orientation[ _\ dimen-

sion[ using a virtual machine of the scanner console. The script was

used again to find differences between sequences that share the same

name. This process was repeated until all differences were resolved.

In the final step, the cleaned protocols were discussed with the neu-

roradiology team and lead radiographer to decide which protocols and

sequences could be kept.

Results: The snapshot of the original tree and the tree after renaming

of all sequences was analysed for differences in naming of Regions,

Exams, and Programs. The number of sequences per region was

extracted, see Table 1. On PrismaFit, the number of Programs and

Sequences was reduced drastically. On Aera the number of sequences

increased, because it was harmonized with the AvantoFit tree. The

Area contains 23 sequences more than the AvantoFit because of

additional capabilities (licenses) of the scanner software.

Next, the number of duplicate sequences was investigated. On Pris-

maFit, we found 39 unique sequences with 2 to 16 duplicates each.

Scout scans were not taken into account. For instance, we found 16

instances of an MP-RAGE sequence, and 15 DWI sequences with the

same name. The AvantoFit contained 33 unique sequences with 2 to

15 duplicates each. On Aera, 33 unique sequences were found, with 2

to 16 duplicates each.

Each set of duplicate sequences was inspected for differences, see

Fig. 2 for the difference between 2 MP-RAGEs on PrismaFit. Not

only the contrast (TR 1550 vs 1570 ms), but the number of slices and

slice oversampling (176/27.3% vs 192/16.7%) was different. For the

DWI, see Fig. 3, we found small differences in the echo time,

bandwidth, number of slices among others.

Sometimes, a more serious error was discovered, i.e. the sequence

name did not match the sequence purpose, for example the sequence

name contained fs for fat suppression, but fat suppression was not

turned on, or a VIBE sequence name turned out to be a STARVIBE
sequence. Moreover, some sequence that were optimized on 1.5 T

was found to be copied to the 3 T system without adaptation, i.e.

some instances of a spin-echo sequence that should have been mod-

ified to a TSE sequence.

In the final step, the exar1 tree was copied to the real scanners. This

unfortunately causes import errors and slight changes, which again

required a comparison of the real scanner‘‘s xml and the virtual

machine’’s xml files. The whole process took several months.

Conclusion: A workflow is created to manage protocol trees, which

saves valuable console time at the scanner. A large number of

unwanted or hidden discrepancies between protocols was removed,

which results in consistent MRI exams.
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Introduction: The acquisition of consistent quality magnetic reso-

nance (MR) images, as well as the screening and categorization of

large databases, can be challenging. User-dependent manual screen-

ing without quantitative criteria is not feasible for large databases. In

preclinical, animal imaging, there is no consensus on the standard-

ization of quality control measures or categorization of good vs. bad

quality images.

Methods: We developed a tool in Python (Fig. 1) to create a basic

overview of MR image datasets including information about the SNR,

temporal SNR, Gosting artifacts, spatial resolutions, and movement

severity for T2w, DWI, and fMRI sequences (Nifti or Bruker file

formats).

1) Data Parsing: The user sets the input path and the program will

parse through all subfolders. After parsing, only those MR files

chosen by the user between the options of T2w, DTI, or fMRI data are

selected, and duplicates are eliminated. Finally, csv files are created

with the storage path of every selected file. 2) Feature calculation: In

this step, each sequence’s parameters are calculated accordingly.

Mutual information was used as a metric to calculate movement

severity and hosting artifacts due to its intensity independence.

3) Outlier detection: In this step, all of the calculated features will be

statistically analyzed with the help of five methods to identify out-

liers: One class SVM, Isolation Forest, Local Outlier Factor, and

Elliptic Envelope. In addition to these, a normal statistical definition

of outliers based on the interquartile range is also used.

Results/Discussion: The pipeline now generates a CSV file contain-

ing all the results for each defined sequence, including the outlier

detectors, which are created in a specified location set by the user at

the beginning. Additionally, distribution plots of the SNR, tSNR, and

movement severity, along with the outlier detector results, are pro-

duced and stored in their corresponding folders. In the final CSV

sheet named voting.csv are all of the data listed which had at least one

vote from the machine-learning outlier detectors (‘‘Judges’’). If all

five outlier detectors have voted the image as an outlier, there is

a high possibility that artifacts exist, maybe directly observable in the

image. Based on experience, the images with all five detectors voting

for a bad/outlier image are pure noise images or extreme Ghosting

artifacts.

AIDAqc was developed to create an easy-to-use command-line tool

that categorizes datasets based on image quality and excludes datasets

with poor quality from further processing. Furthermore, this tool can

be used to create a unified standardization for MR image quality.

Conclusions: AIDAqc is the first automated quality control tool for

preclinical MRI that includes machine learning-based outlier detec-

tors. The pipeline can be further improved with the optimization of

parallel computing and the implementation of a graphical user

interface.
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Introduction: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a mainstay of

diagnostic imaging to evaluate various neurovascular, oncological,

musculoskeletal and cardiovascular conditions. Despite its essential

clinical role, there is a global disparity as 66% of the world is without

access to MRI1. This barrier can be attributed to technological,

economic, and social factors. As low- and middle-income countries

(LMICs) undergo the pivotal ’epidemiological transition’ from

communicable to non-communicable disease, broader MRI access is

required to improve public health outcomes. With these limitations in

mind, we describe a framework of solutions to improve MRI devel-

opment in low- and middle-income countries.

Methods: We reviewed literature on the development of affordable

MRI and its various components, as well as hardware and software

challenges and local macro and micro economic policies that could

potentially impact the implementation of accessible MRI. Literature

searches were performed on Medline, Embase, and the Cochrane

Library electronic databases for articles published in English from

inception until 1 May 2023.

Results: The scanner density in LMICs is significantly lower than in

high-income countries (HICs), with 1.115 MRI units per million

population (pmp) in LMICs compared to 26.529 MRI pmp in HICs, as

outlined in Fig. 1. HICs have also been found to have a significantly

greater proportion of higher magnetic field strength scanners (B0

C 1.5 T) compared to LMICs2. Intra-country disparity is prevalent,

with a higher density of MRI scanners seen in urbanised regions than

in rural communities2. Together, these factors have made MRI

inaccessible, despite MRI‘‘s positive impact on quality-adjusted life

years (QALYs).

40% of healthcare spending in LMICs is out-of-pocket and expensive

(relative to income) (Fig. 2). MRI scanners have specific infrastruc-

ture requirements, such as state-of-the-art hardware and software,

uninterrupted power supply, supply of cryogenic liquids or industrial

gases for magnet cooling, imaging suites and safety zones, which are

all challenges in LMICs. The significant proportion of donated

medical equipment that becomes non-functional or unutilised could

be attributed to the lack of adaptation of new technologies to the local

environment2. Social issues such as the scarcity of relevant training,

preclude many from understanding and maximising the value of MRI.

Finally, on a patient level, healthcare illiteracy and distrust in modern

healthcare is also an issue.

Discussion Our solutions to the limited access to MRI technology in

LMICs include the development of multipurpose and sustainable,

locally produced durable components that can be integrated with the

current infrastructure. Given the recent developments in AI based

image reconstruction, significant compromise to image quality and

spatial resolution can also be spared. Other solutions include use of

teleradiology, and educational strategies aimed at changing attitudes

towards new imaging technology.

Deep learning-based reconstruction algorithms could benefit from

(ultra)low field MRI due to their enhanced immunity to noise and the

reduction of reconstruction artefacts. AI could also help to lower the

technical specifications for the gradient linearity and magnetic field

uniformity, reducing further hardware costs. Highly efficient micro-

cooling technology that require just 1 to 7 L of liquid helium for

cooling, instead of the 1,500 L that conventional magnets use, should

also be explored for LMICs. Finally, the expansion of portable MRI

could allow for earlier diagnosis of patients who cannot access con-

ventional MRI facilities or are mistrustful of modern technologies.

To develop this comprehensive solutions framework, we set up a

cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) reporting course targeted

at LMICs. This initiative will be led by the Society of Cardiovascular

Magnetic Resonance (SCMR)-certified radiology and cardiology

attendings and fellows. To facilitate this work, we are also testing

novel non-contrast CMR and rapid CMR protocols3 and optimising

these sequences in healthy volunteers in Lagos, Nigeria.

Conclusion MRI has the potential to become widely available in

LMICs. With rapid expansion of the technology, it will not be long

before more feasible solutions become widely available at a lower

cost. There is a need to emphasise community engagement and co-

creation to adapt the technology to local training, hardware and

software needs to make it more sustainable.
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Introduction: A major limitation of Turbo-Spin-Echo (TSE)

sequences [1] is the exceeding of specific absorbtion rate (SAR) limits

at high field strengths. For mitigation, previous works [2–4] deter-

mined variable flip angle (VFA) schemes, but the optimization was

limited to only one target tissue and did not take into account the

phase-encoding (PE-) ordering. Recently, simulation frameworks for

automated VFA determination have been proposed [5, 6], however,

long optimization times prevent clinical application. Here we propose

a neural network (NN) informed optimization framework for fast

VFA determination in SAR-constrained, standard 2D TSE imaging.

The framework considers multiple tissues and structural information

for optimization as well as PE-ordering. The implementation allows

the use of a single NN for a wide range of different echo train lengths.

Methods: Here we employ a fully connected feed-forward NN which

predicts a VFA scheme and the contrast-equivalent echo time (TE)

simultaneously for a given protocol set. This prediction is used as

initialization of the flip angles to yield faster convergence of the

constrained optimization problem as prior information about the VFA

scheme have been incorporated via the NN. The predicted contrast-

equivalent TE determines the adapted sampling pattern (i.e. PE-

table). Database generation For training, a database has been gen-

erated for numerous TSE protocol setttings for various T2 and PD

weightings (Tab.1). For all valid imaging settings, the VFA

scheme was obtained using the framework depicted in Fig. 1A. It

incorporates a projected gradient descent optimization algorithm. The

L1 norm between the SAR-reduced simulation and the 100% SAR

reference image was used as cost function. The number of iterations

was limited to 350. Additionally, the contrast equivalent TE [4] was

determined to mitigate for T1 contamination effects. The database

contained 1,696 instances in total. To train only one NN for varying

echo train lengths, all VFA schemes were interpolated to a uniform

length of 70 flip angles. Neural Network The employed NN uses a

dual-head architecture to predict the VFA scheme and the contrast-

equivalent TE simultaneously (Fig. 1B). As input, repetition time

(TR), echo train length (ETL), echo spacing (ESP), relative SAR

(rSAR) and the effective TE is passed. Head 1 predicts the VFA

scheme and consists of 3 hidden layers. Head 2 predicts the contrast-

equivalent TE and consists of 3 hidden layers. We used a compound

cost function Lcomp,

Lcomp = Lhead1 ? Lhead2,where Lhead1 is the L2-error of the VFA

scheme, and Lhead2 is the L2-error of the contrast-equivalent TE. The

data was split into training– and test-data (80% and 20%,

respectively).

Experiments: Two NN informed VFA schemes were tested experi-

mentally on a healthy volunteer at 3 T (Siemens Magnetom Skyra,

Siemens Healthineers) with typical parameters: FOV = 230 9 230

mm2, slice thickness = 5 mm, ESP = 10 ms. Different effective

TE,TR, ETL and rSAR were used. The sequences were implemented

using Pulseq [7, 8].

Results: We compared the proposed faster optimization (35 itera-

tions) to the optimization initialized with constant flip angles (350

iterations). Figures 2A and 3A show exemplary VFAs for rSAR =

40% and 30%, respectively. Using only 35 iterations, the NN

informed optimization yields as accurate VFA schemes as the fully

optimized case. Furthermore, improved error-maps and L1-errors are

achieved (Fig. 2B and Fig. 3B) when compared to the rSAR = 100%

reference image (i.e. flip angles = 180�). In vivo experiments

obtained with the NN informed VFA scheme are shown in Figs. 2C

and 3C as well as the reference images with rSAR = 100% for

comparison.

Discussion: The proposed NN informed VFA initialization results in

a 10 9 faster opimization with comparable performance. In 97% of

the test cases (350 protocol settings), the error (L1 norm between

SAR-reduced and reference image) was at least equivalent to the time

extensive optimization. The NN was only used to provide a starting

point for a physics-based optimization based on the Extended Phase

Graph formalism. Our framework is flexible in terms of TSE protocol

setttings. For proof of concept, the optimization was limited to T2-

and PD-weighted imaging in this work. However, the framework can

be extended to T1 weighted or FLAIR imaging. Future studies will

consider extension to 3D imaging with very long ETLs.
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Introduction: Gliomas are one of the most common types of brain

tumors belonging to a highly heterogeneous group of neoplasms. MRI

has become the standard for the working diagnosis and follow-up of

this kind of tumors. In recent years, deep learning has permeated the

research interest in this field, offering fast and high-quality segmen-

tations of pre-surgical cases. However, the same is not true for post-

surgery images. Almost all the models have been developed to seg-

ment pre-surgical images, so their performance when applied to post-

surgical cases drop considerably. This is mainly due to the lack of

segmented post-surgical glioma cases for training models capable of

learning the differences that might exist in the follow-up of a glioma

patient. In this work, we developed automated glioma segmentation

models for post-surgical cases, exploiting the combination of large

datasets of pre-surgical cases and few post-surgical longitudinal

cases.

Methods: The network for this study was the residual-inception

U-Net proposed by the ONCOhabitats Software [1] modified to add

deep supervision to improve performance. The pre-surgical dataset

was the BraTS2021 [2] (1.251 patients), and the post-surgical cases

were the image series from 31 patients of the ImPRESS clinical trial

(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03951142). The MRI scans from

the ImPRESS study are blind to the treatment regimen and only the

accuracy of the segmentations is considered regardless of treatment
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and the patients’ response status. Using both pre-surgical and post-

surgical cases, models are developed following two strategies

attempting to maximize the DICE score, that is, 1) training with all

data together, and 2) training pre-surgical models and fine-tuning

them with post-surgical data. The pre-operative model used as base-

line to compare the results obtained in this study was the one included

in the latest version of ONCOhabitats. For validation, we used 10

patients from the 31 longitudinal ImPRESS studies, independent of

training, selected to form a set that was as representative as possible.

Results Our results showed that both approaches achieved competi-

tive segmentation performance for post-surgical glioma cases.

Figure 1 shows a complete follow-up case of a patient and its seg-

mentations. Figure 2 summarizes the results achieved in terms of

DICE score. In the case of the model trained with pre- and post-

surgical data, the DICE score increased (compared to the baseline

model) by 3.87% for the enhancing tumor, by 3.12% for the tumor

core, and by 6.15% for the whole tumor. For the fine-tuned model,

these values increased by 3.74%, 3.18% and 5.34% respectively. The

p-values for the paired t-test were 0.037 and 0.023 for both models

compared to the pre-op, so we rejected the null hypothesis with a

significant difference. The p-value was 0.312 for the test between the

post-operative models, indicating no significant difference.

Discussion Our results demonstrate the feasibility of developing

automated glioma segmentation models for post-surgical cases by

exploiting the combination of large datasets of pre-surgical cases and

a few post-surgical longitudinal cases. The proposed strategies

achieved competitive segmentation performance, outperforming the

pre-operative model used as a baseline. Particularly, the fine-tuning

strategy could be useful for developing models that are more adapt-

able to different clinical scenarios where obtaining annotated post-

surgical cases can be challenging.

Conclusion In this work, we proposed and evaluated two strategies

for developing automated glioma segmentation models for post-sur-

gical cases, using a combination of pre-surgical and post-surgical

datasets. Overall, thework performed is potentially able to streamline

the process of segmentation of post-surgical cases by radiologists, in

turn enhancing the generation of new segmentations and allowing for

the on-going improvement of machine learning models.
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Introduction: Gliomas account for 80% of all malignant brain

tumours, with grade 2 and 3 indicating intermediate levels of

malignancy [1]. Classical and advanced machine learning techniques

have been evaluated to classify grade 2 and 3 gliomas non-invasively

using apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) [2] and arterial spin

labelling (ASL) [3, 4]. This study uses a novel cosine similarity-based

neural network instead of conventional CNNs [5] to distinguish grade

2 and 3 gliomas using ADC and ASL-cerebral blood flow (CBF)

maps.

Methodology: 63 glioma patients, including 39-grade two and

24-grade three, were examined using the UCSF-PDGM dataset [6].

For pre-processing, six slices of each ADC and CBF map were

extracted using the segmentation maps and the principle of co-vari-

ance to determine the most tumour information, as shown in Fig. 1.

The dataset was first split into train and test sets with an 80/20 ratio.

Then training set was split into 80% training and 20% validation set.

A novel cosine similarity-based network with 17 layers was trained

on 100 epochs using keras-tensorflow library in python. The model

was compiled with an Adam optimizer using a learning rate of 0.005.

The entire process was separately trained for ADC and ASL maps.

Results The model’s training and validation loss plots are given in

Fig. 2 and 3 for ASL and ADC. To determine the performance

achieved for perfusion and diffusion maps, several statistical measure

precision, sensitivity/Recall, and F1-score were measured, as shown

in Table 1 and Table 2. The overall accuracy achieved was 0.70% for

ASL maps and 0.66% for ADC maps.

Discussion This study investigates a novel cosine similarity technique

for classifying grade 2 and 3 gliomas using non-invasive and invasive

MRI. The finding suggests that cosine-normalization-based models

are able to perform better than classical deep learning models using

non-invasive MRI. However, the relatively small dataset cohort leads

to underfitting issues. Therefore, the model needs to validate the

results using cross-validation and tuning other hyperparameters. Also,

deep cosine models are relatively new advancements in deep neural

networks, and in the future, these models may be relevant to deter-

mine the feature relevance and model explainability of the neural

network.
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Introduction: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is widely used in

oncology for staging, tumor response assessment, and radiation therapy

(RT) planning due to its ability to provide a wide range of soft tissue
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imaging contrast. These contrasts can be optimized by a variety of MR

sequence parameter sets (SPS), which directly affect the image quality

and efficiency of further image processing. Depending on the sequence

and clinical objective, these SPS can include up to 30 individual

parameters. Optimization of SPS for a specific clinical scenario is often

performed manually, which can be time-consuming. Therefore, an

automated sequence optimization process is preferred. In this study, we

propose a framework for the automatic optimization of MRI sequences

based on SPS that are directly applied on the scanner.

Methods: Measurements were performed on a 1.5 T MR scanner

(MAGNETOM Sola, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with

a dedicated phantom consisting of 7 in-house fabricated contrast

inserts of different concentrations of agarose, Ni-DTPA, and KCL [1].

The SPS were optimized for a 2D turbo spin echo (TSE) sequence

with a constant bandwidth (BW) of 186 Hz/pixel, a resolution of

0.4 9 0.4 mm2, a slice thickness of 5 mm, and a turbo factor (TF) of

30. The echo time (TE), repetition time (TR), and flip angle (FA)

were allowed to vary within a specific range (TE: 12 ms – 114 ms,

TR: 500 ms – 2300 ms, and FA: 140� – 180�). The MR scanner was

remotely controlled by Siemens’’ Access-i-Tool to enable an ‘‘on-the-

run’’ optimization process. The proposed framework employed a

derivative-free optimization algorithm to repeatedly update and exe-

cute a parametrized sequence on the MR scanner to acquire new data.

In each iteration, the mean squared error (MSE) was calculated based

on one of two clinically relevant optimization goals: achieving the

same contrast as in a target image and maximizing the contrast

between specified tissue types. The framework was evaluated using

two optimization methods: a covariance matrix adaptation evolution

strategy (CMA-ES) and a genetic algorithm (GA).

1. Achieving the same contrast as in a target image:

For this study, we used a 0.35 T MR-Linac (MRIdian Linac, Viewray

Inc., Oakwood, USA) TSE image as a target image t, with TR =

2000 ms, TE = 35 ms, TF = 15, and resolution = 0.78 9 0.78 mm2

parameter values. The SPS on the MAGNETOM Sola MR Scanner

resulted in an optimized image m that is optimized during the process.

The scanner generates a signal mi for a substitute i, which should

match the signal ti of the same substitute in the target image.

2. Maximize tissue contrast for automated segmentation:

The aim of this study is to enhance the accuracy of automated seg-

mentation of tumors and/or organs at risk by maximizing the contrast

between neighbouring tissues. This is achieved by calculating the

contrast between pairs of substitute tissues, which is then formulated

as a multi-objective optimization problem. To simplify the problem, a

weighted sum of individual objective functions is used to arrive at a

single objective function. The optimization algorithm is evaluated by

conducting experiments with various weighting factors. The resulting

objective function is given F = R kij (mi—mj)
2. Where the kij are the

weights of the objective functions terms (mi—mj)
2, and i and j are

indices of the substitute tissues.

Results: The results demonstrate that the proposed framework has

potential for automatic contrast optimization of MRI sequences. Both

CMA-ES and GA methods showed promising results in achieving the

optimization goals. However, CMA-ES converged much faster

compared to GA. Figure 1 shows how the parameters development

during optimization and converged at the same parameter values.

Further, Fig. 2 displays the optimization results for two analysed

cases. Case 1 (all weights set to 1) showed low contrast between

substitutes 3/4 and 4/5, while Case 2 (increasing the weighting factors

k34 and k45 to 5) significantly improved contrast between substitutes

3/4 and 4/5 but decreased contrast between the other substitutes.

Discussion: This study presented a fully automatic optimization of

contrast in MRI sequences by directly applying the sequence of SPS

on the scanner. The optimization was performed for a 2D TSE

sequence due to its relatively short acquisition time by changing three

parameters (TR, TE, and FA). More parameters could be included in

the optimization process. In this proof-of-principle study, the

optimization was performed on a phantom. For clinical implemen-

tation, the optimized sequences will also be tested in-vivo.

Conclusion: The proposed framework for automatic multi-parametric

optimization of SPS directly on the MRI scanner has the potential to

enhance the quality of MRI images for dedicated application in MR-

guided RT.
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Introduction: Abdominal obesity, as manifested by increased VAT,

shows a strong correlation to insulin sensitivity and is a key condition

of the metabolic syndrome which is associated with the risk of

developing type 2 diabetes [1]. Quantification of adipose tissue (AT)

from MRI using deep learning-based segmentation methods [2],

especially when using Dixon-based imaging techniques, is regarded

as a gold-standard enabling a differentiation into various AT com-

partments, e. g. subcutaneous AT (SAT) and visceral AT (VAT) (see

Fig. 1). However, whole-body (WB) MRI using Dixon-based tech-

niques is time-consuming, and requires application of a set of

dedicated surface coils and repositioning of the subject.

Contiuously moving table (CMT-)MRI is typically used as localizer

for WB examinations providing full 3D information, large field of

view, sufficient resolution (5 mm isotropic) and fast acquisition

(about 20 s for the trunk) by scanning during continuous movement of

the patient table [3]. Due to poor contrast between tissues, AT

quantification using a similar approach to [2] yields poor results,

especially for VAT.
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This work presents the results of a feasibility study to quantify AT

volumes using image-based regression from CMT MRI data origi-

nally acquired as WB localizers.

Methods: CMT-MRI data-sets from 56 volunteers using free-

breathing proton-density weighted 2D axial acquisition with TE =

1.44 ms, TR = 2.56 ms, body coil as transmit/receive coil and

46 mm/s table speed on a 3 T WB imager (Magnetom Vida, Siemens

Healthcare, Erlangen) were used to train CNN regression models (2D

and 3D, 44 for training, 12 for validation). AT reference values were

obtained from segmentation-based quantification in corresponding 3D

VIBE Dixon images [2] acquired during the same session. Both

baseline regression models consist of 8 convolutional layers (kernel

size 3 in every dimension) with instance normalization and leaky

ReLU activation. Two fully connected layers were implemented as

regression head. VAT and SAT were regressed simultaneously using

mean square error (MSE) loss. 2D images were generated from 3D

CMT-MRI data using axial, sagittal or coronal projections (see

Fig. 2A–C) and their combination (Fig. 2D) similar to the approach

presented by Langner [4, 5]. Optimization of regression model

architecture has not been considered in this work.

Results: Fig. 3 shows an example of the training and validation loss

of the 3D regression model. For the 2D model, the combined input of

coronal and sagittal projections (see Fig. 2D) yields best results. Mean

absolute difference (MAD) to volumetric reference values is 1.3 l

(corresponding to a relative difference of 42%) for VAT and 0.7 l

(11%) for SAT. Using 3D input data, MAD is reduced to 1.1 l (35%)

for VAT and 0.6 l (8%) for SAT.

Discussion: The findings suggest that using regression on CMT

localizer images basically works and provides a very rough estimate

of VAT while SAT makes a good compromise. Using 3D data is

superior compared to 2D projections. Training times of the 3D models

are higher by orders of magnitude. However, nowadays, computing

resources are not a limiting factor. Therefore, it is a promising

approach for fast assessment of AT volumes requiring less than one-

minute of MR scanning time without the extra effort of requiring

additional receiver coils.

Conclusion: Future work improving contrast either on imaging side

or using postprocessing approaches (e. g. domain adaptation) as well

as network optimization should further improve the AT volume

estimation.
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Introduction: With the rapid development of big data analysis

methods, image data has become an important data type used in

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) auxiliary diagnosis models. This study

aims to construct Alzheimer’s disease risk prediction models using

different big data analysis methods by analyzing brain MRI images.

Provide more comprehensive data analysis for AD classification and

diagnosis, control AD process early, effectively reduced the proba-

bility of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) progressing to AD.

Methods: All participants included in this study were from the Alz-

heimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Association. And the data included

brain MRI images. This study uses three-dimensional convolutional

neural network combined with SVM classifier to construct AD
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auxiliary diagnosis model; and, in order to compare with the machine

learning method, this study uses the texture extraction of MRI images,

thus using machine learning method for the task of AD classification.

In this study, the data set was randomly allocated according to the

proportion of 80% of the training group and 20% of the test group, the

training set was used to build the model, and the test set was used to

evaluate the model. This study adopted the evaluation of model

performance through the following indicators, including: accuracy,

sensitivity, specificity, and area under the curve (AUC).

Results: The results of this study show that the 3D-CNN classification

and diagnosis ability is better than the 2D-CNN (P\ 0.05), and the

3D-CNN-SVM joint model is in the two-class and three-class tasks of

AD Both are better than 3D-CNN and 2D-CNN (P\ 0.05). The

accuracy of 3D-CNN-SVM is 92.11 ± 2.31% in the three-classifi-

cation task of normal person (NC), MCI and AD in the test set. The

accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of 3D-CNN-SVM in three binary

classification tasks of AD and NC, AD and MCI, and MCI and NC are

(99.10%, 99.80%, 98.40%), (89.40%, 86.70%, respectively), 84.00%)

and (98.90%, 98.90%, 98.80%). In this study, the same machine

learning method was used to construct the three-classification models

based on image texture data, and the best performing machine

learning model was the extreme gradient boosting algorithm. But its

accuracy in classifying each stage of AD was much lower than that of

the convolutional neural network model, and the difference was sta-

tistically significant (p\ 0.05).

Discussion Currently, the diagnostic classification of medical images

is mostly performed by experienced and skilled radiologists or

imaging technicians, which may cause problems such as reduced

clinical diagnostic efficiency, diagnostic inaccuracies, manual errors,

and high level of operator skills required [1]. Previous studies have

shown the high value and clinical significance of CNN in AD diag-

nosis [2]. However, there are few studies related to CNNs that

consider the construction of 3D MRI image models of the brain for

AD triple classification tasks [3]. Therefore, in this study we con-

structed and developed a new joint model that combines 3D-CNN

with SVM for triple classification diagnosis. The results of this study

show that 3D-CNN has better diagnostic capability than 2D-CNN,

and the joint 3D-CNN-SVM model outperforms both 3D-CNN and

2D-CNN in both binary and triple classification tasks of AD. In

addition, the 3D-CNN-SVM constructed by combining deep learning

with machine learning in this study outperforms the models proposed

in previous studies and has a very high diagnostic power. Finally, this

study effectively integrates the preprocessing procedure with 3D-

CNN-SVM, thus ensuring that there is no need to manually perform

any feature extraction operation and guaranteeing that the image will

give valid classification results once it is input to the procedure. This

also reveals the importance of this study to apply the present model in

clinical hospitals with low clinical care conditions, which can effec-

tively help neurologists in aiding diagnosis and providing suggestions

for doctors’ treatment decisions.

Conclusion: The 3D-CNN-SVM method is expected to establish a

classification model for AD automation, personalization and early

screening, in order to increase the full application of MRI data

information in the diagnosis of AD and to help prevent the devel-

opment of AD in the clinical stage.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory and neurodegenerative

disease that affects over 2 million people worldwide. To investigate

the brain gray matter (GM) alterations, morphological connectivity

methods provide graph metrics based on the measurement of GM

features using routinely available T1-weighted MRI. In this study,

graph convolutional network (GCN) was used for the classification of

MS clinical forms based on morphological features such as GM

thickness, a marker of brain atrophy.

MS patient population consisted of 42 relapsing–remitting (RR), 28

secondary-progressing (SP), and 21 primary-progression (PP) subjects

for a longitudinal study (7 scans per patient on average) forming a

dataset of 660 scans in total. The patients underwent MR scans on a

1.5 T Siemens Sonata system (Lyon CERMEP) including a sagittal

millimetric 3D-T1 sequence.

All MRI scans were fed into Freesurfer1 for brain GM segmentation.

GM was then parcellated into q small regions using 3 brain atlases:

Desikan-Killiany2 (q = 68), Destrieux3 (q = 148), Glasser4 (q = 360).

Then, we extract the distribution of thickness values (mean, std,

skewness and kurtosis) of each cortical regions. The graph repre-

sentation of brain morphology connectivity was defined as the

dissimilarity across brain regions using the Mahalanobis distance, and

the adjacent matrix was deduced.

Thus, each patient’s brain was described as a graph with 4 attributes

per node. To counteract the impact of noisy and dense graphs,

thresholds were applied to the adjacent matrix and a fixed rejection

rate ranging from 60 to 80% based on previous report5 was evaluated.

The classification tasks were performed using a GCN algorithm6 with

the adjacent matrix and the node feature matrix as input (pipeline

shown in Fig. 1). We compare our GCN approach with a 3D con-

volutional image classifier network (3D-CNN). For 3D-CNN, MRI

scans were pre-processed using Brain Extraction Tool7 to isolate brain

tissue.

Five classification tasks related to clinical needs were implemented

(RR vs SP vs PP; RR vs SP ? PP; RR vs SP; RR vs PP; SP vs PP)

and evaluated on the F1 score. The results obtained for GCN and 3D-

CNN are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The best overall

result of GCN classification was obtained when 80% rejection rate

was applied on Glasser based graph generation. Compared to the

outcome of 3D-CNN, GCN provided a better global result.

GCN based on brain morphological connectivity is an innovative

approach for the classification of MS clinical forms. While the

3-classes classification remains a challenging task regarding the

imbalanced data distribution, an encouraging result was found when a

high rejection rate was applied on Glasser atlas. Tasks 2–4 gave a

promising result on separation of inflammatory form (RR) and

degenerative forms (SP and PP). We also demonstrated the interest of

GCN facing a small dataset where traditional 3D-CNN methods do

not perform well. Furthermore, GCN has also gained in computation

time as it took one week to train the 3D-CNN network whereas GCN

only needed one training day for the most complex scenario.
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In this study, we explored the potential of brain morphological con-

nectivity to characterize alterations in MS patients and the benefit of

GCN. A transfer learning towards a larger dataset (OFSEP8) is in

progress to fully exploit the capacity of the proposed pipeline.
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Introduction: Detecting text in medical images is a crucial issue,

whether it involves identifying data or important text embedded in the

image. Preserving patient privacy is a major concern, particularly in

the context of clinical research. Furthermore, in an era where an

increasing number of projects are being established and where data is

being aggregated retrospectively, the need to verify multicenter data

with RGPD conformity is even more important. In the case of medical

images such as MRIs, privacy is verified by examining information

contained in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in

Medicine) tags and the presence of Protected Health Information

(PHI) in the image.

Protected health information (PHI) is any information in the medical

record or related data that can be used to identify an individual. In the

case of medical imaging this kind of information is usually present

within DICOM tags, contain a large amount of information such as

the patient’s name and date of birth, but this kind of information

might also be present as burnt-in text pixels within the image. Iden-

tifying information may also appear regarding healthcare personnel

involved in study indication and acquisition. As it happens with

DICOM tags, useful exam-related information may appear as well.

However, it is also possible to retrieve text corresponding to impor-

tant relevant diagnostic information within burnt-in text pixels within

the image. In the first case, it is necessary to remove potentially

identifying PHI burnt-in text pixels to preserve patient and/or per-

sonnel anonymity, while in the second case information contained in

the text may hold significant value and therefore should be retained.

Methods: The proposed algorithm can detect and classify different

types of text by using a combination of several algorithms. Firstly, a

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based on VGG16 is used to

determine whether text is present in the image. If text is detected, the

algorithm uses Optical Character Recogniton (OCR) to identify the

embedded text and its position within the image, then a second CNN

is used to classify the text based on its category. If the text is iden-

tified as PHI, the corresponding pixels are replaced by background

pixels, whereas if the text contains relevant information, the associ-

ated pixels and words are extracted and stored in a document.

Our datasets consist of several MRI scans, including brain, lung and

liver scans. We used a first train/test dataset, where 76 images were

used for training while 24 were for validation. In the 76 images used

for the training set, 57 contained text while the others were clean.

Results: Our experiments have yielded zero false negatives, indicat-

ing that no images containing text have been missed by the text-

detection algorithm.

However, the OCR algorithm might mistake certain structures for

text. Coupling it with our detection algorithm based on VGG16

greatly reduced false positives in the text detection. The text classi-

fication algorithm also has limitations, one of them being to identify

text as PHI, which leads to misclassification.

Discussion: Detected text may not be classified accurately as it can be

challenging to differentiate between identifying information and rel-

evant text. One solution could be to rely on the information contained

in the DICOM tags, but this approach is only effective if the DICOM

tags have not yet been anonymized. Since we cannot guarantee to

have access to them, we need to find other methods to improve our

algorithm. One strategy could be to improve the training of our

algorithm by integrating synthetized images with burnt-in text, in

particular in challenging locations within the image, and using data

augmentation.
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Conclusion: Work is currently under way to reconstruct the image in

order to preserve its quality, for both medical diagnosis and training

machine learning algorithms. The main purpose is to be able to des-

identify and reconstruct the image with high quality.
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classification using GCN

A. Clement1, E. Chen1, T. Grenier2, D. Sappey-Marinier1

1Université de Lyon, INSA-Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1,
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Machine learning, and more specifically deep learning, allow accurate

classifications of MR images in different classes such as

healthy/pathological, multiple sclerosis clinical forms, benign/ma-

lignant tumors, etc. The major drawback of such approaches is the

need of large datasets to train the network, including variability in

classes such MR systems and acquisition sequences. Such limitation

of network generalization can be overpassed by other techniques such

as domain shift but the latter needs more or less paired acquisitions to

be trained. In this work, we developed another approach, namely

brain morphological connectivity which is based on a graph repre-

sentation of brain morphological features such as gray matter (GM)

thickness following a GM segmentation on T1-weighted (T1w) MRI.

In this context, we studied the classification performances of T1w-

MR images when B0 fields vary from 1.5 T to 3 T of different T1w

types of acquisition sequences.

Methods: OFSEP1 is the French observatory of multiple sclerosis

(MS) including more than 30,000 MRI scans from 36 centers in

France. In this study, 2107 T1-w MRI volumes acquired from three

different manufacturers (GE, Siemens, Philips) and two different B0

field (1011 patients at 1.5 T and 1096 patients 3 T) were extracted

from OFSEP database. Only one scan per patient was included to

avoid duplication bias.

Two classification networks were tested: Convolutional Neural Net-

work (CNN) and Graph Convolutional neural Network2 (GCN). Both

architectures were trained with train/test ratio of 0.7/0.3 and perfor-

mance was assessed by F1-score.

First, we design a CNN architecture Fig. 1a that is small as possible

(4843 parameters) using 64 9 64 resized images. The used GCN

architecture Fig. 1b is able to classify 3 different MS forms (10,753

parameters) as reported by Chen et al3.

Concerning the GCN, a graph representation was obtained from each

brain‘‘s patient where cortical GM was segmented using Freesurfer4

and described by 4 attributes of the GM thickness: mean, standard

deviation, skewness and kurtosis. After parcellation of the cortical

GM in regions, adjacent matrices were obtained using dissimilarity

measures between brain regions.

We explored the influence of different parameters: 1) three atlases

(Desikan-Killany, Destrieux, Glasser) were used for parcellation of

the cortical regions 2) three values of Full-Width-Half-Max (FWHM)

smoothness were compared for segmentation, and 3) three rejection

rates were applied on adjacent matrices. For statistics, each training

(3 9 3x3 for GCN and 1 for CNN) was repeated 10 times.

Results: The classification performances (F1-scores) are summarized

in Fig. 2. We observe that CNN is able to efficiently classify 1.5 T vs

3 T images with an F1-score of 0.87 (0.02) despite the resized images

(64 9 64) and the small architecture. GCN can also classify 1.5 T vs

3 T graphs with a max F1-score of 0.75 (0.01). When FWHM

increases (more smoothing), the F1-score decreases but the difference

between FWHM10 and FWHM20 is not significant. As the FWHM

increase the loss increases and the accuracy decreases Fig. 3a. Con-

sidering a FWHM, there is no evidence of a significant difference in

the convergence of the loss and the accuracy between the threshold

Fig. 3b.

Discussion: These results showed that B0 field intensity must be

considered as a bias in MRI classification even for GCN uses. This

study suggested that small changes in segmentation should not be

neglected even for GCN classification. Our future work will consist in

studying domain shift approaches dedicated to GCN to reduce such

hidden bias and thus improve the GCN generalization on multi-center

and multi-manufacturer datasets.

This work was performed within the framework of the LABEX

PRIMES (ANR-11-LABX-0063) of Université de Lyon, within the

program ’’Investissements d’Avenir‘‘ (ANR-11-IDEX-0007) operated

by the French National Research Agency (ANR).
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Introduction: Transformers [1] have emerged as a new deep learning

architecture pushing the state of the art of language models. Naturally,

there is interest applying these advances to image processing,

resulting in vision transformer (ViT) [2], which led to masked

autoencoders (MAE) for ViT [3]. However, it has been shown that

applying deep learning advances from natural images to medical

images may not be directly applicable [4]. Currently, there is little

work extending advances in vision transformers to medical imaging

applications. Nonetheless, masked image modelling has potential for

both speeding up MRI acquisition and for self-supervised pre-training

of models.

This study proposed generative pre-training of a ViT for MR image

reconstruction which may be extended into applications in down-

stream tasks such as MR fingerprinting. While there are many

parameters to be optimized, this initial study focused only on inves-

tigating k-space undersampling masks (i.e.the masking ratio) because

this approach, although improving speed, will require optimization.

Methods: Data were obtained from the NYU fastMRI Initiative
database (fastmri.med.nyu.edu) [5, 6] The primary goal of fastMRI is

to test whether machine learning can aid in the reconstruction of

medical images. As a proof-of-concept, this study was limited to the

largest subset of the data, which were 13,704 T2-weighted human

brain images acquired from various 3 T MRI vendors using a

16-channel receive-only phase array head coil. The dataset was

divided such that each individual coil was a sample for a total of

13,704 9 16 = 219,264 training examples. During pre-processing,

k-space from each of the 16 coils were center cropped to be

256 9 256 in size and then further split into both real and imaginary

channels. Finally, each matrix was normalized by dividing each ele-

ment by the real coefficient of the maximum value of the sample.

Model architecture follows as described in the original ViT MAE

paper [3], but with differences in inputs. We used an image size of

256 9 256 with 2 input channels (real and imaginary), compared to

224 9 224 RGB images. During training, a range of k-space values

(25%, 50%, and 75%) were randomly and identically masked on each

channel while training a ViT MAE meant to generate the masked

k-space values for 8 epochs with mean squared error (MSE) as the

loss. Models were evaluated using both MSE and the self-similarity

index measure (SSIM) [7]. SSIM was calculated as a global metric

with equal weights for luminance, contrast, and structure. Computa-

tion was performed using a Nvidia RTX A6000 GPU.

Results Models were evaluated on the downloaded test set with the

same criteria and pre-processing as the training set, for a total of

23,936 samples. The models performed well based on MSE, with all

masking ratios achieving\ 0.01 average MSE. Opposite to the RGB

image implementation in [3], where higher masking ratios were

required to learn semantic information, higher masking ratios did not

result in better performance as shown by the reconstructions in Fig. 1.

However, the reduction in performance was not proportional to the

masking ratio. A masking ratio comparison between 25 and 75%

resulted in an improvement in SSIM of\ 0.15 as shown in Fig. 2.
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This difference is an example of difficulties applying deep learning

advances in medical imaging contexts.

Discussion The observed MSE performance may be misleading. Due

to the sparsity of k-space, where most values approach 0, mathe-

matically, the MSE will tend to 0 regardless of high errors calculated

from the center portions of k-space which contain more signal. In this

regard, SSIM is a second metric to compare models where a low

masking ratio of 25% provided the best results. Although a proof-of-

concept, real world undersampling in this manner would not be fea-

sible. Pseudorandom undersampling of phase encoding lines,

preserving the centre of k-space, is ideal and will be tested in the next

iteration of our work.

Conclusion This study presented a proof-of-concept searching for a

masking ratio to train a MAE for reconstruction of MRI images. Our

results are in line with the idea that applying deep learning advances

from natural images to medical images may not always be directly

applicable. It is noted that these results may not generalize across

other types of MRI contrast and need further study. There is also room

for more optimization and investigation of further training in down-

stream tasks.
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